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BERMUDA HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 

OFFICIAL HANSARD REPORT 
15 MAY 2015 

10:04 AM 
Sitting Number 17 of the 2014/15 Session 

[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 

PRAYERS 

[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, 
Speaker] 

[Pause] 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
9 March 2015 

The Speaker: Honourable Members, we have confir-
mation of the Minutes of May the 9th, 2015; the Min-
utes of March 11, 13 and 16 are deferred. So, Mem-
bers should have received the Minutes of March the 
9th. And if there are no corrections or adjustments, 
then the Minutes are confirmed. 

Are there any objections to the Minutes, any 
changes required? 

There are none. So the Minutes for the 9th of 
March are confirmed. 

[Minutes of 9 March 2015 confirmed.] 

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 

The Speaker: There are no messages from the Gov-
ernor. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 
OR MEMBER PRESIDING 

The Speaker: No announcements from the Speaker. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The Speaker: No messages from the Senate. 

PAPERS AND OTHER  
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Hon-
ourable Premier, Premier Dunkley. 

Premier? 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: [Good] morning. 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: How are we this morning, 
Mr. Speaker? 

The Speaker: Good, good. Thank you. 

MAKING THE CONNECTION: SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT ANNUAL REPORT  

TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS BOARD ANNUAL 
REPORT 2014 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Good. 
Mr. Speaker, I do not have the clipboard with 

those laying the papers today, but I would like to lay 
the following papers in front of the House: Making the 
Connection: Sustainable Development Annual Report; 
and the Treatment of Offenders Board Annual Report 
2014. 

In addition, Mr. Speaker, the Parole Board 
Annual Report 2014 was sent up, but it is not on the 
Order Paper. I understand that will be corrected. 

The Speaker: Right. So we will correct it. We are 
searching for that report. I have not seen it yet, Hon-
ourable Premier, but I do realise that it had been sent 
out. It is not absolutely urgent that it be placed right 
now. 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: No. 

The Speaker: But we will follow that up. 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you. 

The Speaker: Thank you. 

[Inaudible interjection] 

The Speaker: All right. Okay. Thank you. 
So we have the two papers, Making the Con-

nection: Sustainable Development Annual Report; and 
the Treatment of Offenders Board Annual Report 
2014, to be laid. 

Are there any objections to that? 
There are none. 

http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Treatment%20of%20Offenders%20Board%20Report%202014.pdf
http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Treatment%20of%20Offenders%20Board%20Report%202014.pdf
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 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Finance. Minister Richards, you have the 
floor. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
CONSOLIDATED FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

MARCH 31, 2014 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would like to table for 
the information of the House of Assembly the annual 
audited Financial Statements of the Consolidated 
Fund, dated March 31st, 2014. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. So that matter will be laid. 
Thank you. 

 
PETITIONS 

 
The Speaker: We move now to petitions. There are 
none. 

 
STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS  

AND JUNIOR MINISTERS 
 

The Speaker: We move to Statements by Ministers 
and Junior Ministers. The Chair will recognise the 
Honourable Premier first. 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
The Statistics Amendment Act 2015. Mr. 

Speaker, I rise again this morning to table in front of 
this Honourable House the Bill entitled the Statistics 
Amendment Act 2015. 

Mr. Speaker, this Bill is intended to amend 
section 5 of the [Statistics] Act 2002 to provide the 
Government with the ability to conduct future cen-
suses of population and housing from time to time. 
Honourable Members should note that this amend-
ment is consistent with the wording of section 1 of the 
UK’s Census Act 1920, which states, “it shall be lawful 
for his Majesty by Order in Council from time to time to 
direct that a census shall be taken for Great Britain 
. . .” 

Mr. Speaker, section 5(1) of the Statistics Act 
2002 currently requires that a census of the popula-
tion of Bermuda be taken in the year 2010 and every 
fifth year thereafter. This amendment was incorpo-
rated to facilitate more accurate planning by capturing 
changes more frequently. However, Mr. Speaker, the 

benefit of obtaining more frequent data comes at a 
significant cost, currently estimated at $1.7 million. 

Honourable Members will be aware that the 
2015/16 Budget was a difficult one, as we had to pri-
oritise the urgent needs of the community while at the 
same time further reducing our deficit. It was therefore 
determined that deferring the census in 2015 would 
allow the Government to allocate the funds to more 
pressing initiatives. 

In addition, Mr. Speaker, postponing the cen-
sus would allow the Department of Statistics more 
time to conduct further investigations into new online 
data collection initiatives. Historically, Mr. Speaker, 
data collection in Bermuda’s censuses involved per-
son-to-person interviews only. In 2010, the census 
and the Department of Statistics introduced telephone 
interviewing as a data collection method. 

The total cost incurred to conduct the 2010 
Census, Mr. Speaker, amounted to $2.9 million; 
72 per cent was attributed to the recruitment of tempo-
rary staff, of which 46 per cent was paid to temporary 
field workers [and] 26 per cent was paid to temporary 
census clerical workers. The remaining 28 per cent of 
the total cost was incurred for publicity and aware-
ness, training of census workers, facility rental to 
house the temporary staff, census supplies, printing, 
and equipment maintenance. 

Mr. Speaker, the quote of $1.7 million for the 
now-deferred 2015 Census represents a reduction of 
$1.2 million from the 2010 Census. The estimated 
decrease has resulted from (1) a reduction in the 
number of questions that would be asked in the in-
terim census; and (2) the increased investment in 
technology that would reduce the total cost allocated 
to hiring field workers and clerical workers. The De-
partment of Stats intends to continue to explore the 
tech solutions in order to streamline the data collec-
tion process, Mr. Speaker, and also reduce costs 
where possible. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to assure Honour-
able Members of this House that the delay of the cen-
sus will not be indefinite. In fact, the Government is 
committed to conducting a census in the 2016/17 fi-
nancial year. 

Mr. Speaker, I must applaud the Department 
of Stats for their continued efforts in exploring cost-
effective data collection options to realise savings and 
to increase efficiency. Thank you, Mr Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Premier. 
 Premier, I think you have a second Statement 
with reference to sustainable development. You may 
continue. 
 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 
ANNUAL REPORT 2013 

 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Mr. Speaker; thank 
you again. 

http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Consolidated%20Fund%20march%2031%202014.pdf
http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Consolidated%20Fund%20march%2031%202014.pdf
http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/House_Business/Bills/Statistics%20Amendment%20Act%202015.pdf
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 Mr. Speaker, it gives me great pleasure this 
morning to announce the official release of the Annual 
Report 2013 for the Sustainable Development in Ber-
muda. 

While this report is titled the “Annual Report 
2013,” actually, Mr. Speaker, it is the first comprehen-
sive report to be published addressing the progress of 
the Sustainable Development Department [SDD] as a 
Government initiative in Bermuda. As a result, it spans 
the period from the initial commitment in 2005 through 
2013, with a focus on the work of the later years. The 
report includes the major milestones and achieve-
ments of both the Sustainable Development Depart-
ment and the work of the appointed advisory board, 
the Sustainable Development Roundtable [SDRT], as 
well as some of the main challenges encountered 
along the way. 

Honourable Members will recall that in 2008 
the SD Plan was released to the public. This SD Plan 
is currently the only national plan that addresses the 
range of issues that impact national policy develop-
ment and our sustainability. Broadly, this includes is-
sues that are social, economic and environmental—
the three dimensions of the sustainable development. 
I am pleased to report, Mr. Speaker, that to date 
81 per cent of the recommendations have been com-
pleted, or continue as a work in progress by their na-
ture. 

Following the production of this SD Plan, the 
Sustainable Development Department was estab-
lished as a dedicated resource within Government, 
with overall responsibility for ensuring the implementa-
tion of the SD mandate—that is, Mr. Speaker, to pro-
mote and facilitate public and private sector policy 
making that it compatible with the Bermuda Govern-
ment’s SD Plan. The SD Department, in consultation 
with the SDRT, Mr. Speaker, also generates aware-
ness and understanding, and encourages compliance 
with the social, economic and environmental themes 
and actions contained in the plan.  

Mr. Speaker, the SDRT has demonstrated its 
relevancy by advancing a number of topics of signifi-
cance to Bermuda, combining public education and 
outreach with overarching policy recommendations to 
Cabinet. Such topics have included housing, 
strengthening families, and the production of an Eco-
nomic Toolkit and Strong Families Make Strong 
Communities brochures. These, and the continuing 
work on a long-term strategy for water and one for 
food supply and security, demonstrate the breadth of 
the subject matter under the umbrella of sustainable 
development 

Mr. Speaker, the report details the value of 
both the department and the SDRT in fulfilling the SD 
mandate to champion integrated, holistic and long-
term national policy development inside and outside 
government. This work has taken place through: 

1. the proactive appraisal of proposed major ini-
tiatives for inclusion of sustainability princi-
ples; 

2. the embedding of sustainability principles in 
Ministry strategic and operational planning; 
and 

3. the facilitation and coordination of cross-
ministry/department policy proposals.  
 
Mr. Speaker, one proactive method of em-

bedding sustainability principles is the use of sustain-
ability impact assessments (SIAs). These are used to 
assess the likely economic, social and environmental 
effects of policies, strategies, plans and programmes 
before they have been formulated. Another opportu-
nity results from the SD indicators, Mr. Speaker. 
These SD indicators report on the extent to which cur-
rent policies are enabling our national sustainability in 
the areas of the economy, education, housing, public 
safety, the environment and health—areas, Mr. 
Speaker, that impact the quality of our life. Data col-
lected over seven years assist in informing the direc-
tion of policy changes in these six areas of life in Ber-
muda.  

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to present this to 
the House and to the people of Bermuda, the first 
Sustainable Development Annual Report 2013, articu-
lating the progress of sustainability as a Government 
initiative, the value of the work of the SDD and of the 
SDRT. I encourage Honourable Members of this 
House and the general public to read the report and 
gain a better understanding, Mr. Speaker, of the im-
portance of sustainability and its contribution to our 
decision-making. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier. 
 Premier, I think you have one more. 
 
2015 FLORIDA GOVERNOR’S HURRICANE CON-

FERENCE 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: That is correct, Mr. 
Speaker, and thank you. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Statement is regarding my 
trip to the 2015 Florida Governor’s Conference. 

Mr. Speaker, throughout Bermuda’s history, 
we have been recognised as skilled craftsmen, pro-
ductive farmers and innovative businesspeople. Our 
leadership in these [various] areas has caused us to 
be modelled by other jurisdictions, and over time we 
have had the opportunity to share our best practice 
with the world. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to advise this Hon-
ourable House this morning of one such opportunity 
this week where I was invited to share the story about 
our resilience as a community in the wake of the hur-
ricanes last October. 

On Wednesday, the 13th of May, I addressed 
the 2015 Florida Governor’s Hurricane Conference in 

http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Sustainable%20Development%20Annual%20Report%202013.pdf
http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Sustainable%20Development%20Annual%20Report%202013.pdf
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Orlando, Florida. The theme of the conference was 
Rethink Resilience—Connecting Capabilities for 
Stronger Communities. The invitation to Bermuda 
came as a result of the record recovery this commu-
nity achieved in the wake of Hurricanes Fay and 
Gonzalo. Our return to normality was the subject of 
discussion outside our shores, and it was indeed an 
honour to set out for the hundreds of attendees just 
how we work together around these events to make it 
happen. 

Mr. Speaker, I chose as my title Bermuda: 
Ready, Recovered, and Resilient. I took the opportu-
nity to highlight our level of preparedness and com-
munity awareness around what needs to be done to 
secure our property and to keep each other safe. The 
role of the EMO [Emergency Measures Organisation] 
was emphasised both as a directing organisation in 
advance of, and following, any storm. 

Mr. Speaker, I was especially proud to dis-
cuss our resilience as a community and to outline how 
our onshore business activity in insurance and rein-
surance connects us to the US, and the State of Flor-
ida in particular. Honourable Members will be aware 
that between 2001 and 2012, estimates indicate that 
Bermuda companies paid $37 billion in catastrophe 
claims in the USA. And these included such terrible 
storms as Katrina, Wilma and Rita.  

Mr. Speaker, the speech was well received, 
and it was an honour to represent Bermuda at this 
important event. 

While at the conference, I had the opportunity 
and good fortune to chat with Florida Governor, Rick 
Scott. The Governor is a very progressive individual 
who has great ambitions for his state. He, too, Mr. 
Speaker, is committed to making Florida a leader for 
business and job creation. 

I also had the opportunity to meet with Dr. 
Richard Knabb, the Director of NOAA’s [National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration] National 
Hurricane Centre.  He is, Mr. Speaker, a tremendous 
supporter of Bermuda and very familiar with the team 
at the Bermuda Weather Service. And he had nothing 
but positive things to share about the Bermuda 
Weather Service, Kimberley Zuill and her colleagues. 
He also indicated some of the new services and prod-
ucts that the NHC will be announcing this year in the 
lead-up to the start of hurricane season, and he feels 
that the new tools will assist disaster managers and 
coordinators in better understanding a storm’s pro-
jected path.  

Rounding out my meetings at the conference, 
Mr. Speaker, I met with Bryan Koon, the Director of 
[the] Florida Division of Emergency Management. He 
shared some of his best practices with me regarding 
emergency management and was keen to develop an 
even closer relationship with Bermuda.  

Mr. Speaker, as I reflect on this conference 
and the positive reception received when sharing how 
Bermuda manages natural disasters, I am reminded 

over and over again of the professionalism and dedi-
cation of the men and women of our uniformed ser-
vices throughout Public Works, and at all levels within 
the public service and the private sector, who regu-
larly come together and work exceptionally hard to 
return our communities to normality after each and 
every storm. Their work and commitment makes this 
story I was privileged to tell in Florida possible. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 

 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Pre-
mier. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister of Tourism and Transport. Minister Crockwell, 
you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you. Good morn-
ing, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

GOVERNMENT’S GAMING INITIATIVE UPDATE 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, I rise today 
to provide this Honourable House an update on the 
progress that has been made with the setup and im-
plementation of the Bermuda Gaming Commission. 
 Mr. Speaker, in December of last year, Par-
liament approved the Casino Gaming Act 2014. This 
Act makes provision for the creation of a Bermuda 
Casino Gaming Commission that is made up of five 
members, including a chairman who has to be a bar-
rister with more than five years’ experience. Earlier 
this, year on February 17th, I announced the appoint-
ment of the first three members of the Commission, 
and they are Mr. Alan Dunch, the Chairman; Mr. Garry 
Madeiros, the Deputy Chairman; and Mr. Denis 
Tucker. And today I am pleased to report and an-
nounce that I have completed the remaining two ap-
pointments, and they are Ms. Judith Hall-Bean and 
Mr. Derek Ramm. 
 Mr. Speaker, I will take this opportunity to pro-
vide Members a brief background on these members. 
Mr. Alan W. Dunch, JP, is the director responsible for 
the litigation practice group of MJM Limited. He has 
over 35 years of experience at the Bermuda Bar and 
has developed specialised skills and expertise in the 
areas of labour and employment disputes, telecom-
munications and regulatory law, planning law, hospi-
tality law, corporate and commercial litigation, and 
insurance litigation. 
 Mr. Garry A. Madeiros, OBE, JP, is a char-
tered accountant by profession and is the retired 
[2007] President and Chief Executive Officer of 
BELCO Holdings Limited. Mr. Madeiros has served on 
a large number of corporate, community and govern-
ment boards, and is presently the Chairman of the 
Sustainable Development Roundtable. 
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 Mr. Denis Tucker is currently the Chief Execu-
tive Officer of the Hotel Pension Trust Fund. Prior to 
that, he served as the Vice President and Managing 
Director of Sonesta International Hotels Corporation. 
Mr. Tucker served as a director for the Bank of Ber-
muda (now HSBC) from 1995 until 2012, and he is 
presently a director of the Bank of Bermuda Founda-
tion and was recently elected as a Common Council-
lor and Alderman for the Corporation of Hamilton. 
 Mr. Speaker, Ms. Judith Hall-Bean recently 
retired as Assistant Cabinet Secretary (head of the 
Civil Service). Ms. Hall-Bean has over 40 years of 
public service experience, having served as the Direc-
tor of the Department of Human Resources and the 
Director of Tourism, and she has also served as the 
lead collective bargaining agreement negotiator for 
the Bermuda Government. 
 Mr. Derek Ramm is an overseas appointment, 
and Mr. Ramm currently serves as the Director of 
Anti-Money Laundering Programs for the Ontario Lot-
tery and Gaming Corporation, and is responsible for 
the oversight of anti-money laundering compliance at 
24 casinos. Prior to that, he spent over seven years 
as an officer with the Government of Canada’s finan-
cial intelligence unit. 
 Mr. Speaker, over the course of the past few 
months, commission members have been steadily 
acclimatising themselves with the full scope of their 
duties and responsibilities as members of the Gaming 
Commission. This process has involved their partici-
pation in training, and various meetings with gaming 
administrative and regulatory officials and officers in 
other jurisdictions. On March 23rd and 24th of 2015, I 
accompanied the Commission members (with the ex-
ception of the two most recent members) when we 
met with their counterparts from the States of Mary-
land and Ohio. The meetings were very high level and 
very productive. From Maryland, we met with: 

• Mr. Robert Fontaine, Principal Counsel; 
• John Mooney, Assistant Director for Enforce-

ment; 
• Phil Metz, Licensing Manager; 
• Jennifer Wetherell, Director of Electronic 

Gaming Device Operations; 
• Michael Eaton, Director of Audit and Regula-

tory Compliance; 
• Jaclyn Vincent, Director of Gaming Research 

and Chief of Staff; and 
• Charles LaBoy, Assistant Director for Gaming. 

 
From the state of Ohio, we met with: 

• Matthew Schuler, Executive Director; 
• John Barron, the Deputy Executive Director 

and General Counsel; 
• Patrick Martin, Director of Regulatory Compli-

ance; 

• Laura Clemens, Director of Government Af-
fairs and Problem Gambling Program Coordi-
nator; 

• Michael Masterson, Director of Enforcement; 
• Mark Leatherman, Deputy Director of En-

forcement; 
• Keith Cox, Gaming Agent Investigator; and 
• Himbert Sinopoli, Vice President and General 

Manager. 
 

 Over the two days of meetings the agenda 
items included: 

• licensing process; 
• procedures for opening new casino; 
• staffing; 
• training; 
• internal controls approval process; 
• tax collections; 
• oversight of security and surveillance; 
• audit procedures; 
• technology and games approval process; 
• oversight of promotions and advertising; 
• problem gambling programmes; 
• disciplinary process; 
• hearing process; 
• safety standards; 
• forensics; and 
• contract approval process. 

 
 Again, the meetings were extremely benefi-
cial, as commission members got to hear first-hand 
from experienced regulators and legislators some of 
the issues and challenges that will potentially arise 
once casinos are operating in Bermuda, and learn 
from these regulators what steps we can take in ad-
vance to address the potential issues. Some of their 
comments and recommendations will be considered 
and factored into our domestic regulatory processes. 
 Mr. Speaker, on Monday of this week, 
May 11th, I and commission members visited and 
toured a gaming facility in Florida that utilises a central 
network gaming system, to gain an understanding of 
the technology, its inherent benefits, its suitability and 
compatibleness for use with the Bermuda Integrated 
Resort Model. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am pleased with the progress 
that we have made thus far, and I will continue to 
keep this Honourable House updated as we continue 
with implementation of the Bermuda Gaming Com-
mission. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 Just before we move on to the next State-
ment, I just want to take the opportunity to recognise 
the students from Sandys Middle School, who are 
here with their teacher, Ms. Robinson. So we want to 
welcome the Sandys Middle School students.  
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[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: And additionally, we have a young man 
who is volunteering his services with us today, Shane 
Simmons. Thank you. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. The Chair will now recog-
nise the Honourable Minister, Patricia Gordon-
Pamplin. You have the floor. 
 

HERITAGE MONTH AND BERMUDA DAY 2015 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am very pleased to share with 
Members of this Honourable House and the people of 
Bermuda information about some exciting and infor-
mative events taking place during Heritage Month 
2015. 
 The theme of this year is Bermuda: An Atlan-
tic Garden. The Department of Community and Cul-
tural Affairs, supported by very keen and committed 
members of the Heritage Advisory Committee, has 
chosen a theme that invites each of us to pause and 
reflect on the beauty of our aquatic and terrestrial en-
vironments, which have in many ways shaped our 
cultural heritage. 
 Mr. Speaker, the crystal clear aqua and jade 
waters that surround this jewel in the Atlantic have 
influenced and forged our ways of being. One of our 
earliest ways of making a living was through fishing 
and farming. Many of our ancestors were shipbuilders 
and sailors. In more recent times, especially since 
post-World War II, the stunning beauty and pristine 
quality of our beaches and surrounding waters enticed 
thousands of tourists to our shores. 
 Firstly, Mr. Speaker, allow me to mention a 
few of the events that have already taken place. Heri-
tage Month opened on May 1st with an exhibition at 
the Bermuda Society of Arts, featuring some of Ber-
muda’s visual artists, who skilfully and masterfully 
captured images reflective of the theme. Some of the 
paintings were absolutely breath-taking, Mr. Speaker. 
This exhibition will continue until May 20th and also 
features some craft work prepared by some of our 
senior citizens. 
 I would like to thank all of the artists and sen-
iors whose creative works are on display. I am also 
most grateful to the Bermuda Society of Arts for 
agreeing to partner with the Department of Commu-
nity and Cultural Affairs to make this event possible. 
 Mr. Speaker, two other events that have al-
ready taken place focused on gardening, especially in 
small spaces. On May 3rd and May 9th, presenters 
Neville Richardson and Frances Eddy gave very in-
teresting talks and demonstrations. These extremely 
knowledgeable people shared not only how we can 

utilise space, but also stressed the value and the im-
portance of growing our own vegetables, fruits and 
flowers. As one presenter put it, “People are only lim-
ited by their creativity and imagination. Anyone can 
develop a garden.”  
 On May 9th, the department also organised a 
working tour of Cooper’s Island with Heritage officer 
Richard Lowry leading the tour. I would like to thank 
Mr. Lowry and presenters Neville Richardson and 
Frances Eddy for so willingly and enthusiastically 
sharing from their wealth of knowledge. 
 Mr. Speaker, not only are there events for 
land-lovers, but seafarers will also have an activity or 
two to enjoy. On Saturday, May 16th, two glass-bottom 
boat tours on board the Reef Explorer are being 
planned. One tour starts at 10:00 am, and the other 
begins at 1:30. Both tours will take guests on an 
ocean adventure to view the exotic Sea Gardens. The 
tourists depart from the Hamilton ferry terminal, and 
tickets are going quickly. 
 Mr. Speaker, on Sunday, May 17th, there will 
be a tour of the Great Sound on the Reef Explorer, 
with historical commentary by Mr. Andrew Berming-
ham. This event is part of the Historical Heartbeats 
Lecture Series organised by the Folklife officer, in col-
laboration with the officers responsible for organising 
Heritage Month programming. 
 Mr. Speaker, Heritage Month culminates with 
the very popular and celebrated Bermuda Day Pa-
rade, which will take place on Monday, May 25th, start-
ing at 1:30. The Bermuda Day Parade route will be 
the same as last year, beginning at Marsh Folly and 
Blackwatch Pass, along Cedar Avenue, left turn into 
Church Street, then right turn onto Court Street, right 
turn onto French Street, and then a right turn at the 
Birdcage onto Queen Street, and then a right turn 
onto Church Street. And the parade concludes in the 
City Hall parking lot, where participants may give final 
performances if they so choose. 
 Mr. Speaker, we love the pulsating rhythm of 
the Bermuda Gombeys, the exquisitely created floats, 
the precision of the Majorettes, the electrifying move-
ments of the dance groups, and the pageantry of the 
parade led by our very own Bermuda Regiment Band. 
 Mr. Speaker, in keeping with our Heritage 
Month and Bermuda Day theme, Bermuda: An Atlan-
tic Garden, I take this opportunity to encourage people 
to celebrate not only the beauty of our Island home, 
but also to pause and reflect on the beautiful spirit in 
which we as a people take pride. Let us vow to con-
tinue to care for and protect the natural beauty of our 
country and to show kindness and respect to each 
other. 
 Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would like to express 
my gratitude and appreciation to all of our cultural in-
dustry partners who continue to work collaboratively 
with the Department of Community and Cultural Af-
fairs to make Heritage Month and Bermuda Day so 
successful. I am grateful to all of the participants, our 
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presenters, tour guides, boat operators, the Bermuda 
Society of Arts, the members of the Heritage Advisory 
Committee, the Historical Heartbeats Committee, the 
Bermuda Police Service and the Corporation of Hamil-
ton. 
 I would especially like to single out some of 
the staff at the Department of Community and Cultural 
Affairs. With the recent retirement of former senior 
officer, Ms. Louise Tannock, Ms. Clyde-A-Mae Tucker 
has worked tirelessly to ensure that the Heritage 
Month events and the Bermuda Day Parade are suc-
cessful. Ms. Tucker has received support from her 
team, including Ms. Veney Sims, Ms. Renee Thomas 
and Mr. Graham Mawer, who have had to step up to 
the plate and have exhibited professionalism and a 
great team spirit. We are appreciative. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Minister of 
Public Works. Minister Cannonier, you have the floor. 
 

STONE REMOVAL FROM BLACKWATCH PASS 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, and good 
morning, Mr. Speaker. 

First, let me just [give my] apologies for those 
who have a copy and it does not have a title in there. 
But it should say, “Stone Removal from Blackwatch 
Pass.” 

Mr. Speaker, in recent weeks, there has been 
much media attention concerning the removal of a 
stone wall at the Blackwatch Pass junction improve-
ment project that is being carried out by the Ministry of 
Public Works. I can inform this Honourable House that 
all the stone debris in question had been returned to 
the Government Quarry by Friday, the 8th of May 
2015. I would like to stress that the value of the stone 
wall as rubble fill material is estimated to be approxi-
mately $875. 

I received a request for permission to remove, 
Mr. Speaker, the stone on the evening of Friday, the 
10th April 2015. I contacted the principal highways en-
gineer on the morning of Monday, the 13th of April 
2015, to discuss the request, only to find out that the 
stone had already been removed over the weekend. I 
made it clear that this situation was unacceptable, as 
this did not comply with Financial Instructions. 

The police were contacted for advice on how 
to proceed, where it had appeared that the stone 
might have been removed following verbal consent 
from an onsite employee. The  advice of the police 
was that if there had been no criminal intent, then it 
would be a Ministry matter rather than something that 
the police would get involved with. The Ministry con-
tacted the party who had made the e-mail request on 
the Friday evening, and it was confirmed that he had 
indeed removed the stone. Mr. Speaker, no Ministry 

employee was working onsite either Saturday the 10th 
or Sunday the 11th of April 2015. 

Mr. Speaker, on another issue, I am pleased 
to be able to report that all repair work to the property 
at Number 6 Perimeter Lane will be complete by the 
22nd of May 2015. 

 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: This will enable the tenant 
to move back into the property. This Honourable 
House might recall the devastation caused to Number 
6 Perimeter Lane following the storms on the 14th of 
February 2014. This resulted in both the owner and 
the tenants having to be re-housed in property belong-
ing to Bermuda Housing Corporation. A substantial 
amount of renovation has been required to make the 
property habitable again. I wish to thank the owner 
and the tenants for their patience in what has been a 
long drawn-out process for them. 

On one other matter also, Mr. Speaker, I 
would to also like take this opportunity to thank the 
Works and Engineering team for their very quick re-
pair work of the wall on South Road just east of the 
Paget Lights. The existing wall supporting the road 
had failed, which meant that there was a very high risk 
that the adjacent section of road itself would have col-
lapsed. Repair work started on Friday, the 1st May 
2015, and even though it had been estimated that the 
work could take at least a week, maybe more, every-
thing was complete by the evening of Sunday, the 3rd 
of May 2015. This is an extremely commendable effort 
and helped to keep disruption to the travelling public 
to an absolute minimum, which we are all very thank-
ful for [to] our employees, the people who work for us 
all in doing a diligent job. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 I recognise now the Honourable Minister for 
Finance. We have one further Ministerial Statement. 
Minister Richards, you have the floor. 
 
CONSOLIDATED FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

2014 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to table the Au-
dited Financial Statements relating to the Consoli-
dated Fund for the year ending March 31st, 2014. 

As Honourable Members are aware, the Con-
solidated Fund is the general operating fund for the 
Bermuda Government and is the fund through which 
government conducts the majority of its transactions. 
The Consolidated Fund financial statements report the 
financial position, operations, change in net debt and 
cash flows resulting from the activities of the govern-
ment. This includes the accounts of the Senate, the 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Consolidated%20Fund%20march%2031%202014.pdf
http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Consolidated%20Fund%20march%2031%202014.pdf
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House of Assembly, and all government departments 
and offices and all courts. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to note that the 
annual accounts of the Consolidated Fund of the 
Government of Bermuda were given an unqualified 
audit opinion for the second consecutive year, follow-
ing six years of qualified opinions. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Despite the clean audit 
opinion, the Auditor General has, for the fourth con-
secutive year, included explanatory paragraphs as 
“other matters,” which she deems appropriate. These 
other matters relate to the following: 

1. the increased level of the net debt and the 
need for the Government of Bermuda to take 
concerted action to address it; 

2. ongoing incidents of noncompliance with the 
Bermuda Government’s Financial Instructions; 
and 

3. the preparation of Summary Financial State-
ments for the Bermuda Government. 
 
It is important to note that these explanatory 

paragraphs do not alter the Auditor General’s unquali-
fied opinion, but are highlighted matters. However, the 
Government shares the Auditor’s concerns in these 
areas and has already started to tackle these matters. 
For instance, Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of Finance has 
already moved to a Medium Term Expenditure 
Framework [MTEF], which is seeking to eliminate the 
deficit and, ultimately, reduce the debt. 

Mr. Speaker, liabilities related to pension and 
other employee future benefits are included in the net 
debt amount disclosed in the Financial Statements, 
and the Government has already started the review of 
these benefits to ensure their sustainability. 

Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will recall 
that, in 2014, legislation was amended to suspend the 
automatic Cost of Living Adjustment (so-called COLA 
clause) increases until such time as the sustainability 
of the Public Service Superannuation Fund and the 
Ministers and Members of the Legislature Pension 
Fund have been improved. This amendment resulted 
in a significant decrease in the actuarial liabilities of 
the funds, which has been recognised in the Financial 
Statements. 

Also, the Accountant General’s Department 
ensures that Financial Instructions are available to, 
and delivers Financial Instructions training in conjunc-
tion with the Department of Human Resources for all 
public officers. 

Mr. Speaker, with regard to the preparation of 
Summary Financial Statements for the Government of 
Bermuda, the Ministry agrees that there are benefits 
to issuing consolidated financial statements, and 
Members will recall that legislation was passed in 

2014 to create the reporting entity under which sum-
mary statements will be prepared. 

While legislative changes are required to ef-
fect consolidated reporting, they are simply one as-
pect of a complex approach that would be required to 
achieve this accounting objective. Accordingly, pro-
gress is being made on this important initiative, but it 
should be emphasised that consideration must be 
given to resources, accounting systems, management 
roles, and other factors that are critical in the accom-
plishment of this task.  

Mr. Speaker, the sign-off date for the comple-
tion of the audit was March 25th, 2015. The Ministry’s 
position is that the audited financials should be able to 
be completed within nine months of the 31st of March, 
year end, and have instructed the Accountant General 
to work diligently to address the issues causing delays 
in issuing the annual accounts of the Consolidated 
Fund. 

Some financial highlights of the 2014 Consoli-
dated Fund Financial Statements are as follows: 

The total revenue raised by the Consolidated 
Fund for the Fiscal Year 2013/14 was approximately 
$883.9 million, representing an increase of $17.3 mil-
lion, or 2 per cent, from Fiscal Year 2012/13. And that 
total revenue of [$866.6] million. This exceeded the 
original budget estimates by approximately $12.7 mil-
lion, or 1.5 per cent. The most significant generators 
of revenues for Fiscal Year 2013/14 were payroll 
taxes, accounting for $330.9 million, or 37.4 per cent 
of total revenue, compared to $328 million, or 37.9 per 
cent, in the 2012/13 year; and customs duty, account-
ing for $175 million, or 19.8 per cent, compared to 
$169.7 million, or 19.6 per cent, in 2012/13. 

Current expenses for Fiscal Year 2013/14 
were $1.267 billion, compared to current expenses of 
$1.274 billion in the previous year. The 2013/14 figure 
excludes the effect of a net gain on benefit plan 
amendments of $214.1 million, which has the effect of 
reducing total current expenses to $1.053 billion for 
the year 2013/14. The net gain was primarily attribut-
able to the elimination of the pensions’ cost-of-living 
adjustment. 

The three largest components of the current 
expenses were employee costs, grants and contribu-
tions, and interest on debt. Total employee costs were 
$594.8 million, or 47 per cent of total expenses, mar-
ginally less than the previous year of $600.9 million, or 
47.9 [per cent] of total expenses. Included in this 
amount is $120.5 million of non-cash retirement bene-
fit expenses. Grants and contributions were $287 mil-
lion, or 22.7 per cent of total expenses, compared to 
$277.4 million, or 22.1 per cent, in the previous year. 
Interest on debt was $109.7 million, or 8.7 per cent of 
total expenses, compared to $84.3 million, or 6.7 per 
cent, on the previous year.  

Total current expenditures on a modified cash 
basis (which is the basis that we use in the House for 
the budget purposes, Mr. Speaker) was $1.118 billion, 
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as compared to $1.029 billion the previous year, 
which was $180,000 less than the original budgeted 
[estimate] of $1.118 billion. In 2013, total current ex-
penditures on a modified cash basis was $23.4 million 
higher than original estimates. 

Mr. Speaker, total capital account cash ex-
penditure was $65.3 million, which was $19.2 million 
lower than the original budget estimates. 

Total capital and current account cash expen-
diture in 2013/14 was $1.183 billion, which was $19.4 
million, or 1.6 per cent, lower than the original budget 
estimate of $1.2 billion. 

The all-inclusive results from government op-
erations (both current and capital) for the year ending 
March 31st, 2014, was a deficit of $184 million. There 
are many non-cash expenses included in this figure. If 
we strip away those, the modified cash all-inclusive 
results from government operations (on the same ba-
sis used in the Budget Book) was a deficit of $299.4 
million. This compares to a deficit of $331.6 million 
that was originally budgeted. Therefore, the actual 
overall deficit was down by $32.1 million, or 9.7 per 
cent, when compared to the original estimate. The 
decreased deficit is a result of higher-than-budgeted 
revenues and better management of discretionary 
current and capital expenditures. 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of Fis-
cal Year 2013/14 totalled $21.8 million, which was 
$9.6 million higher than the balance at the end of the 
previous year.  

Mr. Speaker, net public debt, which excludes 
guarantees and is net of the Government Borrowing 
Sinking Fund, increased by $291.6 million during the 
Fiscal Year 2013/14 and stood at $1.768 billion at the 
end of the year, representing a 19.7 per cent increase. 
The escalation was due to a successful $50 million 
local issue of senior notes at an interest rate of 
4.75 per cent per annum, and an international offering 
of $750 million in senior notes at an interest rate of 
4.854 per cent per annum. The proceeds of the issu-
ances were used to repay outstanding short-term in-
debtedness with local banks and to fund the 2013/14 
budget deficit, with the balance deposited into the 
Sinking Fund to cover any further budget deficits. The 
Sinking Fund increased for the year by $439.4 million 
and was also used to retire $120 million of senior 
notes that matured. 

The level of debt mentioned above is not only 
unsustainable, but economically and fiscally impru-
dent, and the Government has already committed it-
self to redouble our efforts and determination to elimi-
nate the government deficit as soon as possible and 
eventually pay down on our debt. 

Mr. Speaker, the statements of the Consoli-
dated Fund provide valuable information on the finan-
cial position of the government, and I would encour-
age the public to examine these statements. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 That completes Ministerial Statements. 
 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
 

The Speaker: There are none. 
 

QUESTION PERIOD 
 

The Speaker: And we now move into the Question 
Period. 
  
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: All right. We will move into Question 
Period now. And the first question was a written re-
sponse, which should have been sent by the Minister 
to MP Burt. So, hopefully, that has been done.  

Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, we have not 
finished the task yet. It is a tall order. And we have not 
got this information yet; we are still working on it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is what I said last 
time, and it is still true. 
 
The Speaker: Right. And, Minister, I just hope that 
you would do your best to get the information forward. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Absolutely, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But it is a lot of work, and 
it goes back a long way. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, if I may. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: At a hearing of the Public Ac-
counts Committee, the Accountant General had a list 
already prepared of the number of approvals that 
were given to bypass Financial Instructions and ten-
dering. I am confused as to how the Ministry has not 
been able to produce something in two months. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
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[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honour-
able Member from constituency 29, Southampton 
East, MP De Silva. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
and good morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
QUESTION 1: BERMUDA TOURISM AUTHORITY—

WASHINGTON MALL OFFICE 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It is a question for the 
Tourism Minister Crockwell. 
 In this Honourable House on March the 11th, 
Minister Crockwell promised to have the Bermuda 
Tourism Authority measure the office space rented 
from Washington Mall Properties. Will the Honourable 
Minister please inform this Honourable House of the 
square footage? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 For context, Mr. Speaker, the typical current 
rent for office space in this area is $25.00 per square 
foot. The market rate for the top-floor offices is in the 
region of $30.00 per square foot, and retail tenants 
throughout the property pay an average of $40.00 per 
square foot. The BTA’s [Bermuda Tourism Authority] 
total square footage is 5,247, for which they are only 
paying $23.89 per square foot. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 You have a supplementary? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Mr. Speaker, supple-
mentary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Minister, does that $23.89 
include all maintenance fees and common areas? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: In terms of the common 
area, my information is that there is no allocation for 
common area in the square footage calculation. So, 
probably no to that answer. But I will get further clarifi-
cation. I do not know if the maintenance and other 
cost is included in that particular figure. I provided the 
Honourable Member with the cost of the services be-

fore, but whether or not that is reflected in that, I do 
not know. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. Another supplementary? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, Mr. Speaker, that is 
fine. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Minister has given an 
undertaking to clarify whether or not that includes the 
maintenance fee, and that is acceptable. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
QUESTION 2: BERMUDA TOURISM AUTHORITY—

LOANS 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The second question, Mr. 
Speaker. Will the Honourable Minister please inform 
this Honourable House how many loans over 
$100,000 have been issued by the Bermuda Tourism 
Authority and who received them? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 There was only one loan for over $100,000. A 
loan of $180,000 was granted by the BTA to the Whit-
field Group, and this loan has been fully repaid. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, with that be-
ing said, the Whitfield Group being the only group, the 
only person that has received over a $100,000 loan, 
you will remember, Mr. Speaker, back when we had 
Parliamentary Questions in the last session, the Hon-
ourable Minister said they were not the only . . . there 
were many groups who received loans, indicating that 
the Whitfield Group was one of many that received 
over $100,000 in loans. 
 
The Speaker: Right. And— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So my question— 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Let him finish the question, Minis-
ter, and then . . . Just let him finish the question. 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, my question, Mr. 
Speaker, is, Would the Minister not agree that he was 
a little economical with the truth when it came to the 
amount of money that this particular group received, 
back then? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, his question 
was very confusing. But we knew how much the Whit-
field Group received during that discussion. I said that 
there have been many loans that the BTA have issued 
out to a variety of individuals; I did not put a figure to 
that. I never said that there were multiple $100,000 
loans. This is the first time I have addressed this par-
ticular question. 
 One individual received a loan of more than 
$100,000, and that loan has been fully repaid. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 MP from constituency 29, you have another 
supplementary? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, Mr. Speaker, that is 
fine. 
 
The Speaker: Question three? All right. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I think we understand— 
 
The Speaker: Question three, sir. 
 
QUESTION 3: BERMUDA TOURISM AUTHORITY— 

WHITFIELD GROUP, LOAN TERMS 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. Question three, Mr. 
Speaker. 

In this Honourable House, on March the 11th, 
Minister Crockwell stated that the reason for the 
$180,000 loan to the Whitfield Group was given due to 
the fact they were scheduled to host events over the 
next proceeding weeks. Will the Honourable Minister 
please inform this Honourable House, how many 
events did the Whitfield group host between Novem-
ber 1st, 2014, and December 31st, 2014? 
  
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The total number of events hosted by the 
Whitfield Group at Pier 6 was 12 during the time frame 
of November 1st, 2014, to December 31st, 2014. One 
of them you will know, Mr. Speaker, was the ILS [in-
surance-linked securities] conference, with a total con-
firmed attendees to the conference of 306 individuals, 
of which 174 were overseas delegates. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.  

 All right. So that completes those questions to 
Minister Crockwell. 
   
 We now move to the Honourable Member 
from constituency 18. You have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and good 
morning to you. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

QUESTION 1:  MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING 
STATUTORY INTEREST RATE REGIME 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Question 1, Mr. Speaker. Will the 
Honourable Minister of Finance please advise this 
Honourable House of the progress being made on 
modifications to the existing statutory interest rate re-
gime, as undertaken by him during the December 5th, 
2014, sitting of this Honourable House, and if he will 
make a Statement? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Firstly, to ensure that there is no confusion 
about the scope of the powers of the BMA [Bermuda 
Monetary Authority], it should be noted that the power 
vested in the BMA to deal with interest rates is only in 
relation to the statutory interest rate prescribed under 
the Interest Rate and Credit Charges (Regulation) Act 
1975. This statutory rate is applied in limited circum-
stances, as set out in the Act. For example, where 
there is a judgment order issued by a court, the statu-
tory rate may be applied. This Act does not cover in-
terest rates generally. 
 To that end, a comparative review has been 
carried out of interest rates of judgment debts in vari-
ous jurisdictions around the world, and the approach 
taken to determine how this particular rate may be 
modified. In many respects, Bermuda’s 7 per cent 
statutory rate does not appear to be at either extreme 
of the jurisdictional comparative. In fact, it is near the 
average rate for other jurisdictions reviewed. 
 As Bermuda’s 7 per cent statutory interest 
rate is near the average rate, it may be best not to 
alter the rate at all, ensuring creditor confidence in the 
civil judicial system in fair compensation. A delicate 
balance must be held between (a) aiding those who 
genuinely lack capacity to repay a debt; (b) implying 
leniency to those who are unwilling to pay; and 
(c) ensuring that creditors are compensated for the 
cost of loans that are outstanding. 
 Each person must be taken into consideration 
when determining which path is the best to ease fiscal 
struggle, especially during this period where there has 
been a significant global economic decline. 
 In taking each in turn, in consideration of clear 
objective, it is important to have a clear objective in 
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mind. The objective is to maintain Bermuda as a 
commercially respected jurisdiction that provides as-
surance for fair compensation in debt recovery, while 
providing useful options to those individuals in legiti-
mate financial hardship, unable to pay, but unable and 
unwilling to pay. So there is a difference between un-
able to pay and ability to pay, but unwillingness to 
pay. 
 The Ministry, along with the BMA, will con-
tinue to work on this initiative and consider alternative 
options to aid long-term financial hardships for low-
income debtors in the current climate. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 Member from constituency 18. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, just a quick supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Does the Minister have an esti-
mate as to when this activity will be completed? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, I do not have an es-
timate, but I will keep in touch with you as we go for-
ward as to our progress. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Yes, second supplementary. 
 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Has the Minister determined or 
thought to determine an actual timeline or deadline to 
make sure that this item actually gets complete? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The only thing I can do is  
assure you that this item will get completed. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Member from constituency 18 again, MP 
Burt. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, question 
two. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

QUESTION 2:  DOLLAR AMOUNT PAID IN FEES 
AND/OR COMMISSIONS FOR THE 2013 BOND IS-

SUE OF $750 MILLION 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Second oral question to the Minis-
ter of Finance. Will the Honourable Minister please 
advise this Honourable House of the dollar amount 
paid in fees and/or commissions for the 2013 issue of 
$750 million US unsecured notes and to which com-
panies those fees and/or commissions were paid? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 It might have been more useful if this was a 
written question. But anyway, I will read it out anyway. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The dollar amount paid in 
fees and/or commissions for the 2013 bond issue of 
$750 million which is in question and to which com-
pany these fees and commissions are paid are as fol-
lows: 

• The main fee, the arrangement and underwrit-
ing fee, was paid to JP Morgan and Barclays, 
and that was $1.5 million; 

• Legal fees, the main legal counsel was Mil-
bank, Tweed, Hadley & McCoy, a New York 
law firm that government has used for years. 
Their fee was $202,409; 

• The legal fees for the arrangement, arranger 
fees, went to another law firm, Simpson 
Thacher & Bartlett. That was $115,885; 

• Local legal fees and arrangement fees went to 
Appleby, for $115,546; 

• Bermuda Stock Exchange [BSX] listing fees, 
also through Appleby, was $6,000; 

• BSX listing sponsor fees through Appleby was 
$15,000; 

• Listing fee through New York was done by 
Bank of New York Mellon, for $6,775; 

• Application fee for Bank of New York Mellon 
corporate trust was for $4,500; 

• Admission and maintenance fee for—these 
bonds were also listed in Luxembourg, Mr. 
Speaker, so the Bourse—the admission and 
maintenance fees for the Bourse in Luxem-
bourg was $7,991; 

• And the prospectus approval fee for the Lux-
embourg exchange was $848; 

• So, the total fees were $1,974,953. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will recognise now the Member 
from constituency 18. You have a supplementary? 
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SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I absolutely have a supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker. 
 Is the total cost to the Government, is the Min-
ister telling us, $1.9 million on $750 million issued? I 
asked for fees and/or commissions. Surely, there 
were commissions taken by some bank, some origina-
tor, some financial firm. The question is, to whom? 
What fees were paid? Because I am certain the Gov-
ernment did not receive $748 million. There have to 
be some other fees that were paid and/or commis-
sions, because he gave a basis point figure in his 
original Statement. So I am hoping that the Minister 
could clarify. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: These are all the fees, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTRY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Can the Minister confirm to this 
Honourable House that there were no commissions 
paid at any point in time, and the only cost to the 
Government of Bermuda for the origination of this 
$750 million were the fees that he listed? I want to be 
sure that there are no other amounts that were paid, 
commissions or otherwise. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will check again. But this 
information that the Ministry has given me are all the 
fees that we have. I can also assure the Honourable 
Member that, unlike his government, we put this out to 
tender internationally. 
 
An Hon. Member: Ooh! 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And the quote that came 
in that resulted in these fees was far less than any 
local bank provided and any other financing that was 
going on before. It is the cheapest financing that we 
have ever had. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
 MP from constituency 18, MP Burt. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will move on to my 
third question. But I would like to note that the Hon-

ourable Minister said he will check. And I would like to 
state for the record that the answer which he has 
given regarding the fees and commissions does not 
match up to a previous statement he made where he 
said— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —the cost of the arranging of the 
financing— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: That is fine, Mr. Speaker. I will 
move on to my third question. 
 
The Speaker: Next question. 
 
QUESTION 3:  FEES AND/OR COMMISSIONS PAID 

FOR THE 2013 ISSUE OF $50 MILLION UNSE-
CURED NOTES 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Will the Honourable Minister 
please advise this Honourable House of the dollar 
amount paid in fees and/or commissions of the 2013 
issue of $50 [million] of Bermuda-dollar unsecured 
notes and to which companies those fees and/or 
commissions were paid? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The fees are as follows: 

• The arrangement underwriting fees are to 
Butterfield Bank, $250,000; 

• Legal fees to the issuer, and that goes to our 
law firm in New York, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley 
& McCoy, $80,000; 

• Legal fees, arrangement fees in Bermuda, to 
Appleby, $197,268; 

• Bermuda Stock Exchange listing fees, also 
through Appleby, $7,650; 

• Setup and listing sponsor fees, Butterfield 
Trust, $11,000; 

• Setup fees to Mitsubishi UFJ Fund Services, 
$6,210; 

• Total cost, $552,128. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Yes, we have a supplementary? Supplemen-
tary from the Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 26, the Opposition Leader. You have a question, 
a supplementary? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you. Good morning, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Supplementary. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And I stand to be corrected; 
the Minister could correct me. But I think he men-
tioned that Appleby received $190—? 

[Inaudible interjection] 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: [It was] $197,000 for this $50 
million offer, but $115,000 for the $750 million? 

[Inaudible interjection] 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can the Minister confirm? 

The Speaker: Right. Minister. We just want you to 
confirm that. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. That is true. 

The Speaker: Yes. All right. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Bermuda dollar fi-
nancing, the fees were more than the international 
financing in some cases. So I was wondering why 
there was a question of the value we got for the inter-
national financing. We really got a good deal there. 

The Speaker: Yes. All right. Thank you. 
Any other Member? Do you have another 

supplementary? 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. 

The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Opposition 
Leader. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: As for the last line of ques-
tioning for the previous question, Mr. Speaker, can the 
Honourable Minister of Finance— 

The Speaker: No. We have done that. We have done 
that. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, I am on number three. 

The Speaker: Oh, number three? 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, I am on number three. 

The Speaker: Yes. Right. 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Will the Honourable Minister 
please advise us if there were any commissions paid 
for this $50 million offer? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Again, Mr. Speaker, this 
is the information I have. I will undertake to find out if 
there are any other expenses, other than this. But 
these are the numbers that we have received from the 
officers in the Ministry of Finance. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
Yes, you have a supplementary? 

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I absolutely do have 
a supplementary. 

The Speaker: The Member from constituency 18, you 
have the floor. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. Just give me one second. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

[Pause] 

Mr. E. David Burt: No, Mr. Speaker. I will hold. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
Okay, so that completes the questions to the 

Minister of Finance. 
We now move to questions to the Minister of 

Public Works, and the Chair will first recognise the 
Honourable Member from constituency 17. MP Walton 
Brown, you have the floor. 

QUESTION 1: STONE REMOVAL FROM BLACK-
WATCH PASS 

Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good morning, colleagues. 

Mr. Speaker, in the spirit of PATI, will the 
Honourable Minister Cannonier commit to immediately 
releasing into the public domain all e-mails, from 
April 10th, 2015, relating to the removal of Bermuda 
stone from the Blackwatch Pass worksite? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Copies of all e-mails have been provided to 

the Government’s Internal Audit Department. And they 
are exercising oversight throughout this whole proc-
ess. But I will take note that, in the spirit of PATI, the 
question has been asked, Will we reveal those e-

1 See Personal Explanation at page 2006  

1
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mails?, only to find out that the Honourable Member 
from constituency 17 has already put in a PATI re-
quest for all the e-mails. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
Yes. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes. Go ahead, go ahead. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: What is your question? Do you have a 
question? 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I have a supplementary. 

The Speaker: You have a supplementary. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Actually, I have a statement to 
make. 

The Speaker: No, no. You cannot make a statement. 
You have to— 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But, no, sorry. I have a ques-
tion then. 

The Speaker: A supplementary. 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Minister just 
indicated that he has knowledge that the Honourable 
MP Brown put in a PATI request. Mr. Speaker, that is 
confidential. That is against the PATI law. How would 
the Honourable Minister have that information? 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you for that, Honour-
able Member. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

An Hon. Member: That is an inside deal. 

The Speaker: Careful. 

Mr. Walton Brown: Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

Mr. Walton Brown: I have a point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. I have a point of order. 

[Crosstalk] 

The Speaker: Yes. Yes, yes. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Mr. Walton Brown: My point of order, Mr. Speaker, is 
that, unfortunately, the Minister has just brought into 
disrepute this Parliament, because the Minister has 
violated one of the most important tenets of the PATI 
legislation which was just passed by this House. All 
applications to PATI are meant to be confidential. And 
now the Minister has just revealed this to the entire 
public. And so, I do not understand how that . . . And 
we have to find some recourse for that, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. I appreciate that being brought to 
my attention. 

Yes, Honourable Member, you have a sup-
plementary, another supplementary? 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, I do, Mr. Speaker. Thank 
you, and good morning again. 

Mr. Speaker, would the Honourable Minister 
inform us who . . . well, one, who informed the Hon-
ourable Minister of a PATI request being submitted by 
MP Brown? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
At this point in time, I will not be giving that 

information up. As I said already, the process is be-
fore the Internal Audit, and we will allow the process 
to take place. Diligence is a process. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Speaker: Hold on, Members. Hold on. 
Yes. Yes, Honourable Member. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. I call 
attention to Standing Order 18(5), which says that “A 
Minister may decline to answer a question, if the pub-
lication of the answer would in his opinion be contrary 
to the public interest and the Speaker concurs.” 

Now, clearly this is an issue of importance. Do 
you concur with . . . I am asking you, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Ah, no, no— 
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Mr. E. David Burt: Do you concur with the Minister 
that he should not provide information of which he just 
said inside this Parliament that he has knowledge of 
confidential information, Mr. Speaker? I am just asking 
if you concur. 
 
The Speaker: You are not putting the Speaker in that 
kind of position, Honourable Member. I certainly ap-
preciate the fact that the matter has been brought for-
ward. And certainly, I would like to say that I expect 
for Members to behave according to our Standing Or-
ders, indeed. And I will certainly be looking at that 
Standing Order to ensure that we have not gone 
wrong. Right? 
 So, Honourable Members, let me just say this. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: We have to be very careful here. I think 
the question is, and I think the Honourable Minister 
went beyond the question, further than the question. 
And we need to know, and I would like to, not at this 
moment, but certainly get information on what led the 
Minister to make that statement, but not at this par-
ticular moment. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Mr. Speaker, a point of clari-
fication. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: With all due respect, are we 
not elected in this House to be totally transparent? 
 
The Speaker: Absolutely. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, why can the Minister 
not be transparent and answer a very basic question, 
since he revealed that he had the information we are 
asking to be answered? I do not understand how 
there even needs to be consideration of a delay or 
even consideration. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Members, you 
know, may I just say to all Members and Ministers—in 
particular Ministers—that Ministers have to be very 
careful and precise in the manner in which they re-
spond to questions. I think the question was a rea-

sonable question. And we need the Honourable Minis-
ter [to], if he can in any way, assist us further. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I believe I have been clear that I was aware— 
and that is true, I was aware. I did see the Honourable 
Member in the Public Works Department and did have 
a discussion with him.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute! 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Just one second. Could you be clearer 
on that? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes. I did see the Honour-
able Member. 
 
The Speaker: Who is the Honourable Member? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: From constituency 17, 
sorry. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Yes. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Who presented the ques-
tion. I did see the Honourable Member, and we did 
have a discussion. And in that discussion, I became 
very clear . . . it was very clear that he had put in a 
petition to PATI. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will recognise the Hon-
ourable Member from constituency 17. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: You know, Mr. Speaker, it is a 
very sad day in Parliament when these issues have to 
raise again to the point of order, again. And the Hon-
ourable Minister is further bringing this House into dis-
repute through misleading the House. I was at the 
Ministry of Public Works offices earlier this week to 
provide a copy of my ID for the request to be proc-
essed. As I was leaving, the Minister, in the presence 
of Peter Havilek [sic], I believe his name is— 
 
Some Hon. Members: Havlicek. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Havlicek, and the Premier’s [sic], 
I believe, assistant. The Premier [sic] began to speak 
with me about these matters—boom! Sorry. The Hon-
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ourable Minister began to speak to me about these 
matters and asserted to me that I have already made 
a PATI request, and therefore, why would I put these 
Parliamentary Questions to him? 
 
Some Hon. Members: Oh! 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: But more important than that, Mr. 
Speaker, than what he said, under the PATI legisla-
tion there is an absolute incontrovertible provision 
which says you are not supposed to disclose. And 
what the Honourable Minister has just done is  dis-
close to the entirety—to everyone. And that is a fun-
damental violation, Mr. Speaker. 
 So our House has now been brought into dis-
repute. 
 
An Hon. Member: Absolutely! 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: And there needs to be some ac-
counting for that, Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: Absolutely! 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: And if we are to be the leaders of 
the country, if we are expecting people to honour the 
rules and the laws of the land, then surely it must ap-
ply to Ministers. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Right. Thank you. And I think you 
are very correct, Honourable Member. And I think that 
what—  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Just one second, Honourable Member. 
 What I will suggest is that in an instance like 
this, you know, what the Honourable Members, any 
Honourable Member will be able to do is form a sub-
stantive motion addressing this issue, which the 
House can actually deal with. 
 Yes. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I will move on to my— 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: If I can just help to clarify 
here. 
 
The Speaker: You have a point of order? 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: A point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: With respect to the Honour-
able Member, Walton Brown, constituency 17, he is 
the one that has put it into issue in his question. He is 
saying, in the spirit of PATI, will you release this in-
formation into the public domain? 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Wait, wait!  
 
The Speaker: Hold on, Honourable Members. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Let me finish. Let me finish. 
 
The Speaker: Hold on, Honourable Members! 
  
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The rules of the House say 
that you are not allowed to ask for information in PQs 
[Parliamentary Questions] which is in the public do-
main, if you can obtain information from PATI. And if 
he has made an application for the information from 
PATI, he should not be tabling those PQs in the 
House. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: That is an abuse of process in 
this House. 
 
An Hon. Member: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. Okay. Thank you. Let 
the Honourable Member finish. Let the Honourable 
Member finish. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: That is an abuse of process in 
this House. If he has gone to the Ministry, applied for 
the information, it is an abuse of process of this House 
for him to then come here, before he has received the 
answer, to say, Well, will you give me this information 
in the House?, which is pending on a PATI request. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
An Hon. Member: That is beside the point! 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: It is not beside the point. It is 
an abuse of the process. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members! 
Honourable Attorney General, please take your seat. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
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The Speaker: Honourable Opposition Leader, let me 
just make a comment. And that is that, as I have said 
to the Honourable Member, we can go back and forth 
on this all morning, which we are not going to do. And 
I think that if the Honourable Member feels, as the 
Honourable Member MP Brown stated his concern, 
and I think the manner to deal with this would be, if 
Members feel aggrieved in such a way, is to bring 
forth a substantive motion to address this issue. And 
then the entire House can deal with it. 
 So, that is where we will go with this if Mem-
bers feel that way. So we will continue on with the 
questions. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 All this has come as the result of a supple-
mentary question that I asked. And that was, Would 
the Honourable Minister reveal, where did he get that 
information about the PATI request? Just for the re-
cord, Mr. Speaker, just for your edification. Is the Min-
ister aware that PATI [Public Access to Information 
Act 2010] says, [at Part 3], Right of Access, section 
12(1)(4) says, “The identity of a requester shall be 
kept confidential and, except with the consent of the 
requester, may not be disclosed to any person other 
than a person who is required to deal with the request 
under this Act”? 
 So, Mr. Speaker, for the record, , the Honour-
able Minister in his response has indicated that he has 
run afoul of this legislation. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Right. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. I have already addressed that. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: I think I addressed that when I spoke 
with the Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Fine. 
 
The Speaker: So, thank you very much. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I have another supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Minister mentioned that . . . I have a question regard-
ing the e-mails. Will the Honourable Minister tell this 
Chamber who was the person who sent that e-mail on 
Friday to you requesting the removal of that stone? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, certainly. I did not 
receive the e-mail directly from the gentleman who 
removed the stone. I received the e-mail from his at-
torney. 
 
An Hon. Member: What! 
 
An Hon. Member: Wow. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
ask— 
 
The Speaker: Yes? No. You have already had two. 
You have had your two supplementaries, Honourable 
Member. 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 6. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Can the Honourable Minister reveal to this 
House who was the attorney? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Certainly. I do not think it is 
a secret. It is in public information already who that is. 
It is the attorney Mark Pettingill. 
 
An Hon. Member: Ooh! 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: And to add to that, Mr. 
Speaker, the request was made on April the 10th, that 
evening, Friday evening. I then forwarded all requests, 
that request, to the principal highways engineer to 
deal with it from there. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Thank you, Honourable Members. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, I have a sup-
plementary. 
  
The Speaker: No, you have already had your sup-
plementaries. Right? 
 We have question number two? 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes. Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
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Mr. Walton Brown: So, just for clarification, Mr. 
Speaker, to help the Honourable Attorney General, 
the first question was a simple yes-or-no answer. I 
was not asking for the— 
 
The Speaker: No need to explain. Just carry on. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, yes, because it seems the 
Attorney General did not fully appreciate what the 
question was. Okay. Sorry. 
 Second question, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: In light of published comments— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Excuse me, Mr. Speaker. I 
had a supplementary on that question. I was standing 
up, and you took Mr. Brown, Mr. Speaker. I had a 
supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: You have a supplementary on that 
question? All right, your second supplementary. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Minister, when you re-
ceived this e-mail on Friday night from Mr. Pettingill, 
was it in his role as attorney for Mr. Gleeson? Or was 
it as a colleague? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: As attorney for Mr. 
Gleeson. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member, you have a 
supplementary? 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Supplemental, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Would the Honourable Min-
ister inform this Honourable House if he is aware or 
knows of any e-mails from any colleagues on his side 
of the bench relating to the movement of stone, to Mr. 
Thomas Gleeson? Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 

Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: MPs or Ministers, sir. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Could you be clearer on 
that again? Just repeat that? 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Minister, are you aware of 
any e-mails from any of your colleagues, ministerial or 
parliamentary, to Mr. Gleeson relating to the move-
ment of the rubble? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Yes, you have a supplementary? 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: In the said e-mail, was it 
clearly stated that the Member of Parliament and 
learned attorney acting for Mr. Gleeson . . . did he in-
dicate clearly in the e-mail that he was representing a 
client, or Mr. Gleeson, specifically? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes. He said, my client. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 MP from constituency 17, MP Brown. 
 

QUESTION 2: STONE REMOVAL FROM BLACK-
WATCH PASS 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 My second question, Mr. Speaker. In light of 
published comments attributed to the Honourable Min-
ister that at least one government employee was 
working at the Blackwatch Pass worksite on April 11 
and a Bermuda Industrial Union press statement that 
none of their employees were working then, can the 
Minister please clarify which employee was actually 
working April 11? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I think in the question, the 
Honourable Member is referring to a quote that was—
not a quote, but an article, by Royal Gazette which 
said that I said that there was an employee there on 
April the 11th, which was a Saturday. 
 I did not say that. That is a misrepresentation 
of the interview we had. I never did say that there was 
an employee there on Saturday or Sunday. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
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 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 16. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good morning. A supplementary. 
 Would the Honourable Minister clarify for the 
Honourable House whether or not those employees 
were apologised to because their integrity had been 
impugned by suggesting that they gave permission for 
that stone to be removed? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I 
appreciate that. 
 No, there will not be an apology, because a 
member on the site did in fact speak to the principal 
highways engineer and say that he spoke to folk in 
prior days to the stone being removed and admitted 
that he did speak with them about the stone being 
removed. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will recognise the MP 
from constituency 26, MP Marc Bean.  
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This 
is a supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Minister denies laying blame on a Works and Engi-
neering employee for giving Mr. Gleeson permission. 
But his colleague, MP Mark Pettingill— 
 
The Speaker: Question, question. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —said, Mr. Speaker, he con-
firmed yesterday that his client, Gleeson, took the 
stone after apparently being informed by a Works and 
Engineering employee that he could take the rubble. 
 
The Speaker: Can we have a question? Question? 
Question? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Is that accurate or inaccurate, 
Mr. Speaker, the remarks made by MP Mark Pettin-
gill? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The remarks are correct. It does not say what 
day the conversation took place. If you read it care-
fully, you will see that it does not say that it happened 

on that same day that the stone was removed. A con-
versation was had. An employee had been spoken to 
and did admit to the conversation being had. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise now MP Weeks. 
Supplementary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Okay. If the Minister is not going to apologise for fin-
gering an employee, I think he has to, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Do you have a question? You are here 
for questions. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: The question is— 
 
The Speaker: One second, Minister. Minister. Minis-
ter. 
 What is your . . . I need a question, not a 
statement. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Well, the question I am ask-
ing, Mr. Speaker, Has the employee in question been 
reprimanded for giving permission for the stones to be 
removed? 
 
The Speaker: All right. That is a question. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 As I said earlier, diligence is a process. We 
have put all the e-mails and correspondence before 
the audit report to ensure that we get this right. I have 
never said that an employee who was on the site ac-
tually did give approval. What we have found thus far 
is that a conversation was had. 
 And we believe that misinformation, or the 
perception of what might have been said was re-
vealed, that the individual, Mr. Gleeson, thought that 
he could take the stone, from the conversation. 
 So, we are trying to clear that up. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the request was made on Friday 
evening from the attorney of Mr. Gleeson for the 
stone. Apparently, the conversation was had earlier 
with the employee. Now, did he take instructions from 
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his attorney, who was in contact with the Minister on 
Friday night? Or did he take instructions from the em-
ployee days earlier in a conversation? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes. I appreciate that 
question, and that is a concern. We are trying to clear 
that up now. We are trying to make sure that we un-
derstand exactly what the employee said—again, Mr. 
Speaker, exactly what the employee said and the per-
ception that Mr. Gleeson got from what the employee 
said. 
 As far as I am concerned, I do not know of 
any other correspondence with MP Pettingill outside 
of the initial e-mail that was sent to me. I then for-
warded it to the highways engineer, and that was my 
involvement. I forwarded it on to the respective direc-
tor who would deal with it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Burt? The Member from constituency 18, 
MP Burt. Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, my question to the Honourable 
Minister is, If the employee informed Mr. Gleeson that 
he could remove a wall—not stone, take down and 
demolish a wall, a government wall—why would he 
then write to the Minister and ask for permission? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The question to this day puzzles me as well.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: That if you would write in 
for authorisation, why in the world would we, on Mon-
day morning, find the stone removed? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair now recognises MP Walton Brown. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, my third question, Mr. 
Speaker, has been answered in the Minister’s state-
ment. So I am happy to let that go. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 

QUESTION 3: STONE REMOVAL FROM BLACK-
WATCH PASS 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Let me just get the answer on 
record, Mr. Speaker. 

 The Minister was quoted in the media as say-
ing, “It was my idea to get Police involved.” Will the 
Minister inform this Honourable House when he 
authorised the police service to be involved and what 
claims were made to the police service? 
  
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 As said already, request came in on April the 
10th, Friday evening. On April the 13th, Monday morn-
ing, we sought to address the request. In addressing 
the request, it was made known to us that the stone 
had already been removed. When it was told to me 
that the stone had been removed, immediately I said 
to the principal highways engineer, If it has been 
taken, you need to contact the police. That was that 
morning, and I do not know the exact time. It might 
have been around 10:30 or whatever the case may 
be. But we addressed it first thing in the morning. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: And the claim? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, and the claim that the 
stone had been removed from Blackwatch Pass—yes. 
 
An Hon. Member: A wall. A wall. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Thank you. 
 I recognise now the Honourable Member from 
constituency 16, MP Weeks. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The supplementary question that I have for 
the Minister, in the previous question he said that the 
internal investigation was ongoing. From my experi-
ence in dealing with issues of property being taken 
without permission, at a minimum— 
 
The Speaker: Question. Let us get to the question. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Well, the question is . . . but I 
have to say that, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Get to your question. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: The question is, Was the per-
petrator arrested and released on police bail until the 
investigation is complete? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Speaker, I have al-
ready answered that question, and the police report, 
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and what the police had to say, and the request to the 
police. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
MP from constituency 18, again. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the police statement said, and I 
quote, after the report was made by Mr. Keith Masser, 
and Keith Masser “reported that stone had been re-
moved by a contractor without consent from Black 
Watch Pass over that previous weekend.” 
 It then goes on to say, “He subsequently re-
contacted the police later in the day and reported that 
there might be a misunderstanding as to whether or 
not the contractor had received permission from the 
Ministry in order to remove the stone.” 
 My question to the Honourable Minister of 
Works and Engineering is, If the employee of Works 
and Engineering contacted police saying that there 
may have been a misunderstanding whether he had 
received permission from the Ministry, how could he 
possibly have had that misunderstanding, and what 
possible permission could have been given by the 
Ministry for this employee to tell the police that a con-
tractor believed that he had received permission from 
the Ministry? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I am going to attempt to be very clear here. By 
the afternoon, we were inquiring as to what happened. 
We did not know what happened. On Monday morn-
ing we get to the job, and the stone is removed. 
 
An Hon. Member: The wall. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Or the wall was removed. 
Yes, there was a wall. The wall was removed.  
 To my surprise, the wall being removed, I 
could not fathom that it would have been the person 
who put in a request. That is what the shock was on 
Monday morning. When we started investigating to 
find out, we went and had the supervisor go to the site 
to speak to the gentlemen who were there, who 
worked on the site. And it was found that, potentially 
there was . . . well, there was a conversation that was 
had days before. And based on that conversation, the 
gentleman who removed the stone felt that he could 
remove it. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Absolutely. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Members. I think we have . . .  

 We now move to the Statements by Ministers 
this morning. We have none for the Premier on any of 
his three Statements. 
 We move now to the gaming initiative by Min-
ister Crockwell. And the Chair will first recognise the 
Member from constituency 29, MP Zane De Silva. 
This is in regard to the gaming initiative. 
 

QUESTION 1: GOVERNMENT’S GAMING INITIA-
TIVE UPDATE 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Minister gave a nice outline 
of who he met in Maryland and Florida [sic]. Can the 
Minister tell us, who did he meet in Florida? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 We met with representatives from Banyan. (I 
do not know the full name of the company.) But Ban-
yan, they are the ones who provide the computer 
software. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 You have a supplementary? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Who were the legislators 
that you met? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: In Florida? I am not clear 
on your question. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, on trips to Maryland 
and Ohio. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: When we were in Mary-
land . . . No, I am sorry. When we were in Ohio, Co-
lumbus, Ohio, we met with the State Senator from 
Columbus. I cannot recall his name at the moment, 
but I can get that name for you if you like. But it was 
sort of an unofficial meeting. We had dinner with the 
state senator. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 The Chair will recognise now the Leader of 
the Opposition, MP Marc Bean. 
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, I would defer for 
these questions for the Minister. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Okay. 
 MP Burt, you had questions? No? 
 MP Commissiong, you had a question? No? 
All right. 
 All right. We move now to the [Statement by 
Minister] Gordon-Pamplin. There are no questions. 
 And then, Minister Cannonier. Any further 
questions? 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, given the time con-
straints, is it possible that we can ask a question to 
the Minister of Finance, and if there is time, go back to 
the Minister for Works and Engineering, seeing that 
we already had a lot of questions to him? 
 
The Speaker: We can certainly do that, if you would 
like to do that. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you. If I may? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. So we can go now to the Minister 
for Finance, Consolidated Fund questions. 
 
QUESTION 1: CONSOLIDATED FUND FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS 2014 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I only have one question for the Honourable 
Minister. In the Minister’s Statement, he spoke about 
the concerns raised by the Auditor General, and he 
spoke about the concerns with increasing net debt 
and the concerns of the usefulness of Financial 
Statements and stated how he agreed. 
 However, the Minister did not address the 
concern of the Auditor General which said, “I wish to 
draw attention to ongoing incidences of noncompli-
ance with the Government of Bermuda’s Financial 
Instructions”— 
 
The Speaker: And the question? Question, Honour-
able Member? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I am reading the quote so I can 
ask the question, Mr. Speaker. 
 “I wish to draw attention to ongoing instances 
of noncompliance with the Government of Bermuda’s 
Financial Instructions which form the standard for fi-
nancial controls of the government.”  
 Mr. Speaker, will the Honourable Minister of 
Finance please enlighten this Honourable House, 
what breaches of Financial Instructions took place 
under his watch? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 

 Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The question is, What 
breaches of Financial Instructions? 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not know about the 
breaches of Financial Instructions. I do know that we 
addressed the question of adherence to Financial In-
structions in my Statement, that the Accountant Gen-
eral Department was engaged in training the Depart-
ment of Human Resources as to Financial Instructions 
and how to ensure that Financial Instructions would 
be adhered to. 
 So, the presumption of the question was that 
we did not address that. We actually did address that 
in the Statement. 
 
The Speaker: Your supplementary? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Question two, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
QUESTION 2: CONSOLIDATED FUND FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS 2014 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: On the last page of the Minister’s 
Statement, the Minister says, “. . . Government has 
already committed itself to redouble our efforts and 
determination to eliminate the government deficit as 
soon as possible and eventually pay down on our 
debt.” 
 Will the Honourable Minister confirm that the 
deficit that he has projected for this current financial 
year is larger than the deficit that actually happened 
last financial year? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, that infor-
mation is already available to the public. There is no 
point in me reiterating anything here. That was widely 
and thoroughly covered during the Budget Debate. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, as a supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I would just ask the Minister again, 
to ask the Minister if he agrees with me that the Gov-
ernment has not made any progress on deficit reduc-
tion, seeing that last year’s deficit was $299 million, so 
$300 million, as was this year’s deficit? So the Gov-
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ernment has made no progress. So does the Minister 
agree? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Definitely not. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Yes. The Chair recognises now the Honour-
able Member from constituency 5. That was a quick 
change. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. We look alike. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: First cousin. 
 Yes, Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Min-
ister, How much stone was— 
 
[Laughter and inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Oh, okay. All right. Just a minute. I am 
sorry. You all are jumping faster than I am. Right. 
 Let me close. We finish now with the Minister 
for Finance.  
 So, now I recognise the Member from Hamil-
ton Parish. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Carry on. 
 

QUESTION 1: STONE REMOVAL FROM BLACK-
WATCH PASS 

 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, to the 
Minister, How many stones were removed from 
Blackwatch? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I do not know that answer, 
Mr. Speaker, but I am sure I can probably ask the en-
gineers. I do not know the answer to that. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, is the 
Minister aware that there were 256 length of wall and 
six stone high, which is 768 stones? Are you aware of 
that? 
 

The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Speaker, no, I am not 
aware of that. What I am aware of is that the site has 
been plagued in the past [with] stones being removed. 
And so, to the exact amount? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Yes, MP from constituency 29. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Minister having said that— 
 
The Speaker: You have got a question? Or a sup-
plemental? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I have a supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. The Minister has 
stated in his Statement that the rubble fill material was 
worth $875. Now, that is rubble fill, Mr. Speaker. But 
as we all know, that it was not rubble fill. And the Min-
ister said just a few minutes ago it was a wall. 
 
The Speaker: Is there a question? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: My question is, Mr. 
Speaker, the value. 
 
The Speaker: The value? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Minister says the value 
was $875. He does not know how much wall he had, 
Mr. Speaker. But I can do a little estimation on his 
value of $875 for rubble, tells me it was about six 
loads. 
 
The Speaker: Your question? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I am doing that just so that 
he can know how I get to my figure, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, six loads, Mr. Speaker, of block 10 by 24 
by 6, you can get 200 per load. At $12.50 each, that is 
$15,000, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Some Hon. Members: Whoa! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, my question to the 
Minister is—my question to the Minister is, Minister, 
you said the materials were $875. Having received 
this information, do you agree that this is not correct in 
the naming and calling it “rubble fill”, and the [value] 
being $875? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Certainly not, no. The en-
gineers of the site, supervisor, had deemed the wall to 
be slated for rubble, because it was no sense in trying 
to cut the wall and reuse it somewhere else, because 
it was too brittle. It was worn. And, so that it was 
deemed to be taken down and to be used as rubble. 
That is what the engineers and the supervisors 
deemed it before it was even removed. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will . . . You have a supplementary 
on that? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary on that, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, that being 
said, is the Minister happy . . . Or let me rephrase that, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, in his Statement, the Minister 
said that the rubble was going to be taken to the 
dump. Who picked the rubble up from Mr. Gleeson’s 
property? And who paid for that collection? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I do not know the answer 
to that, who picked it up. I do not know. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Who picked it up? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: It is at the quarry. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honour-
able Member from constituency 17, MP Walton 
Brown. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Will the Minister agree that, given 
that multiple individuals and contractors stopped by 
that site requesting that they get access to their stone, 
would the Minister agree that the stone did in fact 
have some value and should not be considered as 
rubbish? 

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I can only go off of what 
our engineers had in mind for the stone, not what 
someone else may have had for the rubble. What is 
one person’s trash may be someone else’s treasure. I 
do not know what they were going to do with it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Yes. The Chair will recognise a supplemen-
tary? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, if this matter was 
destined for the dump, can the Honourable Minister of 
Public Works explain to us why it is now at the Gov-
ernment Quarry and not at the dump? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: As I said, diligence is a 
due process. And going through the process of trying 
to determine what has exactly happened, we asked 
for the stone and the rubble to be replaced, to be 
brought back to us. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 All right. Thank you, Honourable Members. 
That concludes the Question Period. 
 
CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY 

SPEECHES 
 

The Speaker: We now move to congratulatory and/or 
obituary speeches. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister for Education, from constituency 27, Minister 
Scott. 
 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all, I would like to offer 
condolences to the family of the late Mr. Wilmot. Of 
course, you know, he was a stalwart up on Cedar Hill 
area and used to run a farm up in the back and was 
well known up on the hill for his goats and everything 
else. 
 I would also, while I am on my feet, like to just 
offer a congratulations to the approximately 130 stu-
dents who received certificates, diplomas, associate’s, 
bachelor’s, and of course, first nursing associate’s 
offered at the Bermuda College at the commencement 
yesterday. Also, I would like to offer congratulations to 
all of the senior schools that participated in the KPMG 
Investment Challenge. Of course, this year was the 
10th year of this programme. And they are very impor-
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tant extracurricular activities that can be incorporated 
onto these students’ college transcripts. And of 
course, they can see first-hand how the investment 
industry works. And this is a programme that has 
grown from strength to strength. And our students 
across the gamut have done extraordinarily well. So I 
would like to offer congratulations to KPMG and to all 
of those students, as well. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 6. MP Wayne Furbert, you 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, during our time out from the 
House, we lost a great, charismatic and talented for-
mer runner, Mr. Neville Virgil. And I would like to as-
sociate the whole House with the matter. 
 Mr. Speaker, he had a very great send-off in 
Radnor Road, and of course, you spoke, and I think 
you [spoke] volumes as far as, did a great job in 
speaking for him. I understand you were a good friend 
of the twins. I had a short-lived time with, as far as 
staying next to him for about five years in Somerset 
myself. So I was aware of the twin brothers as far as 
Neville and Neil. 
 I did not know, Mr. Speaker, that he was a 
great soccer player and a cricket player and a base-
ball player. I just knew him as . . . Because I was 
much younger. All I knew him as was as a person who 
ran. So in the 1960s, as you know, Neville won the 
marathon twice. He and his brother were well known 
as runners. So, Mr. Speaker, I would like to send con-
dolences to his wife. Mr. Speaker, as you know, 
Neville and all great people move to Hamilton Parish 
after a while, including myself, and you did, too, Mr. 
Speaker. Neville moved to Hamilton Parish and mar-
ried a lovely lady by the name of Lois Virgil. And so, 
we would like to send condolences to that great family 
in Hamilton Parish. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister. Minister Crockwell, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask that we pro-
vide condolences to the family of Mr. Norman Correia. 
Mr. Speaker, he was a neighbour of mine up in Sey-
mour Farm. And he was a little older than myself; I 
believe he was 53 when he passed and quite young. It 
was an unexpected passing. But he was a big fellow, 
Mr. Speaker, but he was very gentle at heart, an avid 
sportsman. Most people know him from his time play-
ing with the BAA [Bermuda Athletic Association], ho-
tels and Port Royal. And, Mr. Speaker, he worked in 
the family business as a skilled mason. 

 And so when I heard, unfortunately, I was un-
able to attend the service. But I understand it was well 
attended. And it was indeed, of course, a shock that 
we had lost him. So I would like to ask the House to 
send condolences to his family. 
 On a lighter note, Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
recognise Mr. Paul Telford, a Bermudian, Mr. 
Speaker, who has been appointed the Managing Di-
rector at the luxury Rosewood Tucker’s Point resort. 
Mr. Telford is also a member of the Tourism Board, 
and I was very pleased to see him matriculate to this 
level. He previously worked in a series of senior man-
agement roles overseas, including the Four Seasons 
group in Washington, DC. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Oh, I did not realise it 
was done. No, it was not done. 
 
The Speaker: I do not remember it. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, it was not done; it 
happened during the break, Mr. Speaker. 
 So I would just like to recognise this accom-
plishment and associate the entire House with this. It 
is good when we see Bermudians ascend to such a 
high position. And again, as I said, he worked in 
Washington, DC, at the Four Seasons, and in Mexico, 
which shows that he did his hard work to reach this 
particular milestone.  
 And finally, Mr. Speaker, I would like con-
gratulations to go to my alma mater, the Bermuda In-
stitute. They celebrated a 1–2 finish as the KPMG 
Senior School Investment Challenge marked in this 
year, which was their 10th year. The top team was 
Tradewinds. The second team, again, Bermuda Insti-
tute, was Investables. And also recognise the third 
team, the Walking Stocks, which was from the Berke-
ley Institute. And I will associate the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Lawrence Scott. But I believe they won 
this competition previously, as well. So I would like to 
take my hat off to the students at Bermuda Institute 
and, of course, congratulate the faculty, as well. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5, MP Burgess. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like for this House to 
send condolences to the family of Mr. Rodney Trott, 
who passed away at a young age just recently, a good 
vocalist in the church. I would like to associate the 
whole House with these condolences. And he leaves 
three daughters. In fact, Rodney was a former police 
constable, and his daughter is one right now. And one 
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of his daughters was in the games last year represent-
ing Bermuda at the National Stadium. 
 And also, Mr. Speaker, I would like for this 
House to send condolences to two characters, in their 
way, respectfully, in Hamilton Parish, Merrill “Pay” Hill 
and Cleveland Trott. They passed just recently, within 
a short period of time, and we think they went before 
their time. But God knows best. 
 And also, Mr. Speaker, also two others—Larry 
Mac Neil (Max-Roach) Smith, from Heritage Bay. He 
was a former member of the Champions, the Eastern 
County champions, Cleveland County. That is what 
they call it, but I know it as Heritage Bay or Tucker’s 
Town. And also, one of their ardent fans, Erskine 
“Boots” Berkley—they passed recently. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 28, MP Sousa. 
 
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker, and 
good afternoon to those in the listening audience. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise this afternoon to ask this 
Honourable House, myself and the Premier of Ber-
muda, to send congratulations to the organisers of the 
Santo Christo Festival that took place this last Sun-
day. It started, initially, at St. Theresa’s Church. This 
festival takes place every year on the fifth Sunday af-
ter Easter, and it is celebrated all over the world, 
where people of Azorean descent live. 
 I personally, as a Bermudian of Portuguese 
descent, was honoured to represent the Bermuda 
Government at this festival, and particularly because 
Bermuda is, obviously, made up with a large percent-
age of Bermudians like myself, of Portuguese de-
scent. It was interesting, the church service, which 
was at the start of these festivities. It was all in Portu-
guese. And I did enjoy the event, but I did not under-
stand a word they were saying. 
 
[Laughter and crosstalk] 
 
Mr. Jeff Sousa: You know, it was good stuff.  
 But as I walked the procession throughout the 
city, I did think and reminisce of my great-
grandparents who did come to Bermuda. Like many of 
us, our people are from various parts of the world. 
And I feel it is very important to look at the history and 
look at our roots, whether we are of Portuguese, West 
Indian, or English descent. So I certainly want to sa-
lute them for that. 
 On a sadder note, I would like to send condo-
lences to the family of a truly Bermudian character—
Henry Alfred Leon “Puss” Wheatley. Of course, with a 
name like that, we all know why they called him 
“Puss.” He truly was a— 
 

[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Mr. Jeff Sousa: He truly was a Bermudian character. 
He actually had that on his hands, right? But he was 
. . . There are not too many people in this House or in 
Bermuda who did not know Puss. And of course, in 
recent times, he was seen more in the city. And Puss, 
he literally took to a little taste of alcohol, and he liter-
ally took what Bootsy said—Bermudians love to 
drink—to the next level. 
 But in his earlier days, he did play football at 
Devonshire Rec, and of course, was the only white 
boy to play it on the field, with no shoes on. And of 
course, he raced at Shelly Bay racetrack and was 
heavily involved into the equestrian community. And I 
am sure many people in this house possibly might 
even have had him paint his house. So I do send con-
dolences to his family. 
 I also would like to be associated with the 
condolences sent to the family of Norman Correia, 
myself and the Premier of Bermuda, because I did 
know him. I went to school with him, and I do have 
many family members who do live up on that hillside 
where he lived. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Leader of the 
Opposition. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 
 

HOUSE VISITOR 
 
The Speaker: Just before I do, I would just like to 
recognise Senator Marshall, who is in the Chamber. 
 [Now, the] Leader of the Opposition. 
 
[Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, continued] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise with a very, very heavy 
heart. I ask condolences to be sent to the family of 
Ms. Kimree Talbot, who passed away recently at the 
tender age of 39 years old. Kimree was my brother-in-
law James Talbot’s niece, and for all intents and pur-
poses, Kimree was his daughter. She was the daugh-
ter of Ms. Roseann Talbot, and leaves behind a young 
five-year-old beautiful daughter named Paige. Kimree 
and I were very, very, very close, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I also ask for condolences to be 
sent to, again, my family for the passing of my great-
uncle, Mr. Eugene Raynor, who was the brother of my 
grandpa, Mr. Dudley Raynor. And he was interned 
yesterday, or Wednesday, Mr. Speaker. 
 And on a more positive note, I ask the House 
to send congratulations to the head coach of the 
Somerset Trojans football team, Mr. Danvers D. O. 
Seymour, Jr.  
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The Speaker: Good team, good team. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. Mr. Danvers D. O. Vibes 
Seymour Jr., a leader par excellence in everything he 
does, Mr. Speaker. I am very, very proud of Danvers 
D. O. Seymour. He is not only my neighbour, but I 
consider him to be one of the few men in this country I 
consider to be my younger brother. And at the age 
that he is—I believe it is about 33—the work that he 
did to bring the silver and gold back to Silver City, he 
deserves congratulations, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 7, the Junior Minister of 
Home Affairs. You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like a letter of condo-
lences be sent to the family of Ms. Gloria Woolridge. 
Ms. Woolridge was a stalwart of the Devil’s Hole 
community. I actually had the, I will call it a blessing of 
meeting her before the last election, during my can-
vassing. And when I entered the home, I was warned, 
You are going to be in this house for a while. And un-
fortunately, Ms. Woolridge was bedridden. She had 
lost both of her legs. I was escorted to her bedside. 
And for two hours, she regaled me about the wonder-
ful community of Devil’s Hole, the history, political his-
tory of the community. She told me that I was a young 
man, I did not know anything, and that she was going 
to educate me and turn me into a real MP. 
 Her funeral was very well attended. In fact, I 
had a difficult time finding parking. The Woolridge 
family and their extended family was there in the 
church. And it was quite apparent that she was very 
well respected. She was a family historian. If anyone 
in the Woolridge family or their extended family 
needed to know the family history, she knew it. She is 
going to be missed. And I am glad that I had the 
pleasure of meeting her. And I just want to extend my 
condolences to her family. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 15. MP Roban, you have 
the floor. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to start first by associating myself 
with the condolences to Mr. Gerry Wilmot [Sr.] that 
was given. Those of us who knew him knew that he 
was a passionate farmer, and especially with the culti-
vation and care of goats, and in a way that brought to 
our community a tradition that is thousands of years 
old. Even before cows were cultivated in mass, goats’ 
milk and products from goats were cultivated around 
the world long before cows became the norm. 

 And a passionate supporter with promoting 
the good ingredients that goats’ milk can [provide] to 
people. He and his wife were very much adherents to 
that particular effort. And so his efforts will be missed 
in this area. 
 I also would like to pass on another condo-
lence to the passing of Mr. Kenyetta Young, who 
passed away while we were in break. I associate eve-
rybody on this side of the House, certainly, with him. 
He was a giant of the labour movement, a person who 
genuinely . . . his work made a difference in the lives 
of many persons in labour. He was my proposer, one 
of my proposers in 2007. And the only reason he did 
not do it again in 2012 is because he actually moved 
out of the district. He was at one of our care homes, 
because his health had been in decline for some time. 
 But this is a gentleman who had a great im-
pact on my own life. He leaves a great legacy of work 
in the labour movement, having changed the lives of 
many. And he will be missed by those of us who are 
supporters of labour, without a doubt. And so, I asso-
ciate the Minister Pat Gordon-Pamplin with these re-
marks as well. 
 I would like to, on a much more positive note, 
ask that congratulatory remarks be brought to the 
Grace Methodist Church for celebrating its 115th anni-
versary celebration recently, which I did attend. And I 
would also like to also have a congratulatory note sent 
to the pastor, Terry Hassell, of Heard Chapel, for hav-
ing a successful concert in celebrating his 50th anni-
versary. And I will, of course, associate my colleague, 
Mr. Weeks, because we both attended this wonderful 
concert. 
 And it was to raise money for the building fund 
because, like many churches in the AME family—I 
think they have 10 or 11 churches around the Island—
almost all of them were damaged by Fay and 
Gonzalo. So they are all actively raising funds to re-
build their churches and their facilities. So this was an 
effort to use his birthday to bring about a positive sup-
port for his church and in their rebuilding efforts. So I 
would just like for congratulations to be sent to Pastor 
Hassell and the Heard Chapel family for having such 
a successful event. Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Dep-
uty Speaker, MP Roberts-Holshouser. 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. Thank you. 
 I would like to recognise the passing of a 
young 18-year-old. I think Bermuda—I know Bermuda 
has lost an individual who, in time, would have shone 
and shown us the way. Alonzo Parsons was a man 
whom I met, and I knew him as “AJ” when I met him. I 
will associate the Opposition Leader. I knew AJ as a 
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result of knowing his mother when he was yea-high to 
a grasshopper. Even then, Zina-May held a golden 
rod and was not afraid to discipline her young boys. 
 AJ was a gentleman. He was respectable to 
everybody and respectful to everybody. And I know, 
while I have to be honest and say I am not a follower 
of football in Bermuda, I know he represented Ber-
muda and Cougars. He will be a sad loss to his 
mother, Zina-May, his brother, and of course, anyone 
who ever knew him. A very sad day and a shock. 
 On another note, Mr. Speaker, and again of a 
young man, this time a 17-year-old, it would be remiss 
of me if I did not stand to my feet, because he is my 
son. I was extremely proud, and so was the Church of 
England, for a 17-year-old boy to be recognised and 
be given a licence to be a Eucharistic Minister in the 
Church of England. Now, he is not 18 years old yet. 
The bishop, when giving him a certificate in recogni-
tion, did recognise the fact that, on his 18th birthday, 
he would be registered as a Eucharistic Minister. The 
Member from constituency 34 would also like to be 
associated. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is very unusual these days for 
our young people to be in a church environment. And 
it surprised me, Mr. Speaker, when individuals came 
to me and said, With all these years of service that he 
has put in the church, I thought it was because he was 
earning credit for his school. And it did not even occur 
to me that that indeed was what people might have 
thought.  
 Dylan is dedicated to the church. It is not . . . 
He, yes indeed, follows mother. But I am very, very 
grateful for his dedication and was very proud on 
Easter Sunday when he gave me the Eucharist. I 
cannot tell you how proud I was of him, and I hope 
that he continues along the right path. And I would 
also like to take the opportunity to encourage other 
young people. The church belongs to them. It does 
not belong to the elders. So if you have to kick us 
aside, please do so. But we need to continue to en-
courage them. That is encouraging Dylan Holshouser. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Whip, from constituency 3. You have the floor. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise to give condolences to two 
matriarchs from the east, one from St. David’s and 
one from St. George’s proper—Ms. Agatha Dickinson. 
I would like to extend condolences to her family. She 
definitely was a well-known figure in the St. George’s 
area, mother-in-law to Sabisa Smith, someone whom 
you know; mother to Steven Dickinson and four other 
children, Richard, Oliver . . . She was mother to her 
grandchildren as well. And she definitely will be a 
great loss to her family because she, by and large, 
definitely was the force behind all of her children. I 

forgot to mention her daughter, Sandra—all of her 
children. And she held that family together. So, condo-
lences to the Dickinson/Watson family. 
 And I would like to pay condolences to the 
Williams family. We lost the wife of Mr. Hilary Wil-
liams, a well-known fisherman in his day. And she 
indeed is the matriarch of the St. David’s area. She 
was a very quiet, unassuming woman, and she will be 
sadly missed by her siblings and, indeed, her children. 
 On another note, Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
associate myself with the congratulatory remarks for 
Bermuda College. The commencement ceremonies 
which took place yesterday did see 129 students 
graduate from the esteemed Bermuda College. And in 
particular, I would like to send congratulations to Mr. 
Waleed Lightbourne, who gave the address to his fel-
low graduates. And he spoke . . . He was a graduate 
of the first-time nursing—the group from the nursing 
programme. He shared with everyone the experience 
that he had while in that programme and had nothing 
but accolades for the tuition that he received while 
there at Bermuda College. And he encouraged many 
to involve themselves in a like programme because of 
all that it has done for him, particularly, and his fellow 
nursing graduates. 
 But all in all, there were about, I would say 
about 30 of the graduates, or more, who did extremely 
well getting high honours when they graduated. And 
to me, that speaks volumes because, as we all know, 
the standards which are maintained at Bermuda Col-
lege are quite high, because it is indeed accredited 
and recognised by sister universities overseas, such 
as in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain. 
And those credits are transferable. 
 And so, any time we see results like we saw 
at the Bermuda College, we have to speak nothing but 
accolades of them, to show Bermuda that we have a 
reputable institution here, which our locals can benefit 
from greatly, both in terms of academics and in terms 
of financial savings. And so, I just wanted to high-
lighted the successes which we witnessed yesterday 
at the commencement ceremonies. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Minister for 
Economic Development. Minister, Dr. Gibbons, you 
have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good afternoon. 
 Mr. Speaker, I had the pleasure yesterday 
evening of attending the Bermuda Insurance Institute 
annual Industry Awards, and would ask that congratu-
lations be sent, first of all, to the Industry Leader of the 
Year, Kathleen Faries, who works at Tokyo Solution, 
Tokyo Solution Management Ltd. Kathleen has been 
very involved with the insurance-linked securities 
space, and was instrumental in the convergence con-
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ference that was held this past year, and certainly has 
made major contributions to the industry. 
 In addition, I would like to ask that congratula-
tions be sent to Ally Roberts, who was the Young In-
dustry Leader of the Year. She works at Validus. And 
also to ACE Group and BF&M, who were awarded 
recognition last night, as well.  
 While I am on my feet, I would ask that con-
gratulations be sent to Mr. Rowan Border, who is 
Bermuda’s 2015 Rhodes Scholar. He is the product of 
Gilbert Institute and Saltus Grammar School, and is 
heading to Oxford to Lincoln College to do a DPhil 
degree in Autonomous Intelligent Machines and Sys-
tems, with the Computer and Engineering Science 
Department at Lincoln College. 
 I would also like to be associated with the 
congratulations to the graduates from Bermuda Col-
lege yesterday. Certainly, I know you were there as 
well, Mr. Speaker. Certainly to Mr. Waleed Light-
bourne, who gave the graduate address, and Mr. Pat-
rick Tannock, as well. 
 And then finally, on a sad note, Mr. Speaker, I 
think it important to recognise the passing of a long-
time resident of Bermuda, Mr. Edgar Humann [Guil-
leminot], who many will know as a former honorary 
French consul. Mr. Humann [Guilleminot], through his 
foundation, supported a number of very worthwhile 
endeavours in Bermuda, particularly the Centre for 
Talented Youth, where some, I think, 2,000 students 
have gone through that. Another 300 have been in-
volved with the Johns Hopkins summer programme 
there. He was a trustee for many years on that and, I 
think, was their major donor as well. 
 In addition, Mr. Humann [Guilleminot] . . . Cole 
Simons would like to be associated, the Member from 
constituency 8. But I would ask that the condolences 
be sent to his wife, Faith Humann [Guilleminot], as 
well. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Hon-
ourable Member from constituency 34, the learned 
Member, MP Wilson. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would first like to be associated with the 
condolences offered to Mr. Gerry Wilmot, to his wife 
Aletha, and their son, on his recent passing. 
 I also would like to comment and ask this 
House to offer condolences for two stalwarts who 
have recently passed within a matter of days, actually, 
of each other and today, who were community mem-
bers of the Sandys community, the first being Mrs. 
Alice Bernice Simmons of Cooks Hill, who recently 
passed away. And she was certainly a stalwart in the 
Cooks Hill community and a very gracious matriarch 
who enjoyed speaking politics. And I remember when 
I canvassed her, she would speak about matters of 
the day and, of course, offer her opinion and so forth, 
but in a very dignified and graceful manner. And I 

would ask that we send condolences to her daugh-
ters, Joy and Sharon; and her granddaughters, Marcia 
in particular, who is a dear friend of mine. And I would 
like to associate the Honourable JP, MP, Michael 
Scott, of constituency 36, to this. 
 And also, another stalwart who has recently 
passed away, again, a strong member of the Sandys 
community, as well as a member of my church, Allen 
Temple AME Church, is Stuart Cann, who just passed 
away recently. So we would ask for condolences to be 
sent to his wife, Freida, and the rest of his family. He, 
again, as I have indicated, was a very good, big stal-
wart in the West End community. He also enjoyed 
speaking politics and speaking about issues of the 
day that were relevant, not only to Bermuda, but par-
ticularly to the Somerset community. And I would also 
ask that JP Michael Scott be associated with those 
condolences. 
 On a happier note, Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to be associated with the already-extended congratu-
latory remarks with respect to the recent Bermuda 
College graduation. And in particular, congratulations 
to all 129 students. However, in addition, if we could 
perhaps extend congratulations to Mr. Kevin Glen 
Howard, who graduated with a diploma in Culinary 
Arts, with merits. And I highlight him in particular, Mr. 
Speaker, because he is one of the graduates of the 
drug treatment programme, which you would know 
was an initiative which was started under the PLP 
Government as a result of looking for alternatives to 
incarceration. He is an example of the success that 
that programme can produce. And he has graduated 
with merit and has secured a job at the Grotto Bay 
Beach Hotel. 
 And in addition, I also would like to highlight 
the graduation of some nine nurses from the Associ-
ates of Science in Nursing programme. Again, a PLP-
driven initiative that saw the first graduation of nurses 
in Bermuda, at the Bermuda College, and the PLP at 
the time recognising the need to address the need for 
nurses [because] of a shortage not only in Bermuda, 
but worldwide, saw fit to introduce a programme under 
the director of Kathy[-Ann ]Swan, who actually was 
the Nurse of the Year. And these particular students, I 
would like a special shout-out of congratulations with 
respect to them, and associating MP Walton Brown 
and MP Rolfe Commissiong. 
 And really quickly, please, Mr. Speaker, if we 
could send congratulations to the sorority of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated, and the Bermuda 
chapter of Sigma Xi Omega, who is celebrating 25 
years of sisterhood here in Bermuda this weekend. In 
fact, our regional director is here also to promote this 
event. Her name is Gizette Thomas. You will note, Mr. 
Speaker, that the first Greek-letter organisation of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated, was founded 
in 1908, and with the main tenet of service to all man-
kind. And they will be celebrating their 25th anniver-
sary here in Bermuda. And if a special congratulations 
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can be given to that sorority, thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 14, MP Glen Smith. 
 
Mr. Glen Smith: Thank you, and good afternoon, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I stand and rise today to send condolences to 
the family of Alexandra Barclay O’Reilly, who recently 
passed. She was 43 years old. Alex was a journalist 
with the Mid Ocean News, also the Royal Gazette and 
the Bermuda Sun. Her passion was for horses. In ac-
tual fact, that is where I first met her, when she was a 
very young girl and I was a lot younger man, too, 
when I used to pal around at different stables, and she 
was a lot younger than me, of course. But that was 
her passion. 
 And part of the memories that I do remember 
is that she was my next-door neighbour, and we were 
fortunate enough to have horses. And she would bring 
her daughter over, Lily, so that she could look and 
play and learn all about the horses. 
 Alex is deeply missed by her daughters Clau-
dia and Lily, and her mother and father Jennifer and 
Charles Barclay, and numerous other family mem-
bers. And I would like to associate the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17, Pembroke Central. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Now, Members, I am looking at the clock. All 
right? It is 12:30. And if everybody gets up, we will be 
here until one o’clock. So I think we should stop now 
and then come back at two o’clock. 
 So I will recognise the Honourable Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that we do now adjourn for lunch. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The House is now adjourned until 2:00 pm. 
 
[Gavel]  
  

Proceedings suspended at 12:30 pm 
 

Proceedings resumed at 2:02 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
[Gavel]  
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, when we broke 
for lunch we were on Congratulatory and/or Obituary 
Speeches. 

Are there any other Members who would care 
to speak? 

The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 2, St. George’s West, MP 
Nandi Outerbridge. 

You have the floor. 
 
CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY 

SPEECHES 
 
[Continuation thereof] 
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Good afternoon and thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: I would rise just to ask to 
send congratulations to the students that took part in 
the Life Skills Programme this year. 
 I had the opportunity to give out the . . . to 
present, sorry, the certificates to those students from 
BHS in Somersfield. 
 The Life Skills Programme is put on by CADA, 
the DNDC, and PRIDE Bermuda, so it is basically a 
prevention programme that has proven to reduce the 
risk of alcohol, tobacco, and drug abuse through a fun 
initiative that all the children enjoy. They were all very 
enthusiastic and it was really great to be a part of it. 
 I also want, while I am on my feet, Mr. 
Speaker, to associate myself with the condolences to 
Rodney Trott. Uncle Rodney actually attended and 
was singing in the choir of a church that I used to at-
tend when I was younger, so I am close with his 
daughter, Teshae, and his grandson, Grae, [who] ac-
tually plays soccer with my son. So I just want Te-
shae, Natasha and Ryce (who are his three kids) to 
know that they continue to be in my prayers. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 21, Rolfe Commissiong. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I too want to associate with the 
remarks of condolence expressed earlier with respect 
to, firstly, Mr. Kenyetta Young, who was an icon of the 
labour movement; and, latterly, Mr. Neville Virgil, the 
celebrated and again iconic May 24th Marathon (now 
Half Marathon) champion.  
 Mr. Virgil . . . there is a slight—I should not 
say “slight.” There is somewhat of a family link. My 
son through his mother is related to Mr. Virgil, you 
know, the nexus of the Sharps, the Hazels, the Virgil 
Hunts families up in the West End, and my son is re-
lated to him. And I just want to, again, associate with 
the remarks of condolence that were sent earlier by 
my colleague from constituency 6. 
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 Just moving on to the recent spate of gradua-
tions we had at Bermuda College, I too want to asso-
ciate myself with the remarks of the Minister of Educa-
tion. We on this side are very keen on ensuring that 
Bermuda’s competitiveness—its global competitive-
ness—continues to be enhanced by having a very 
well trained work force. 
 In light of that I also want to take note of two 
graduates in particular who represent two ends of the 
continuum of education. Firstly, a friend of mine—I 
know both her husband and herself—and I want to 
congratulate Mrs. Pandora Clemons who at 50 years 
old fulfilled a lifelong dream to obtain a bachelor’s de-
gree, which she did, and graduated with others who 
are mature students at the Bermuda College recent 
commencement. She had a lovely article in the Royal 
Gazette profiling her challenge, indeed, in some cases 
her struggle over the last 15 years or so to obtain her 
degree, which she now has gotten from, again, the 
celebrated, highly regarded Mount Saint Vincent Uni-
versity in Canada. She is going to go on to obtain her 
CPA as a Certified Accountant, and I am very proud of 
her. She is a good friend, like I said. I even think she 
is out there today, this morning, with the People’s 
Campaign.  

I want anybody who bumps into her just to 
congratulate her. But she is a great example of what I 
call the quest for lifelong learning, which has become 
more a feature as the industrial nature or composition 
of our economy and the global economy continues to 
change. And so we cannot just go through life with the 
same set of skills that we may have had at age 17, 18, 
19 and 20. This economy requires that we continue to 
upgrade our skills, and she is an example of doing 
that. 
 On the other side of that continuum, Mr. 
Speaker, before I sit down, I want to just commend a 
young man by the name of Mr. Marico Paul. He is go-
ing to be joining family members from Bermuda up at 
St. John’s University. And the Honourable Member 
from constituency 16 wishes to be associated with 
those comments. 
 Mr. Marico Paul is studying finance. He is get-
ting his degree in finance. He has been interning with 
AIG. He is a young black man from my constituency in 
that Fentons Drive/Curving Avenue [area] . . . a great 
example for other young men that anything is possi-
ble. And he certainly is going to be highly regarded. I 
had a great talk with him about his future ambitions 
and, of course, I think he wants to go on and get his 
master’s. He is going to be coming back and working 
at AIG, but now the world is his oyster. He can take 
those skill sets and probably get a very highly paid, 
highly coveted position in most major global centres of 
finance throughout the world. He is the son of Anita 
Marie Paul; his uncle is Lionel Edwin (Eddie) Paul, 
who played for the Devonshire Cougars; and his 
grandmother, Magdalene Adele Myra Paul will all be 

going up to celebrate him passing out of St. John’s 
University. 
 Once again, thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Community, Culture and Sport. 
 Minister Gordon-Pamplin, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask this Honour-
able House to offer remarks of condolences to the 
family of the late George Wardman. George, who was 
the son of Alfrida Chappell (who had actually cele-
brated her 100th birthday fairly recently) and he was 
the husband of Claudia and the father of Bisby and 
. . . oh, dear, I am drawing a senior moment, but he 
had three children. And let me just say that George 
was Coral Beach Club. He was part of the Wardman 
family that actually owned the Coral Beach Horizon 
and Newstead properties, along with Waterloo House. 
And he was “Mr. Hospitality.” George has been singu-
larly instrumental in bringing so many visitors to the 
Island, especially to play in the Coral Beach Invita-
tional Tennis Championships, and he was just Mr. 
Hospitality himself. He succumbed at a relatively 
young age, he was only in his 69th year and, of 
course, I believe that is an individual who has gone far 
too soon. 
 I would ask, Mr. Speaker, and I think the Hon-
ourable Member Dr. Grant Gibbons and the Honour-
able Member Jeanne Atherden would like to be asso-
ciated with those remarks, along with the Honourable 
Member Glen Smith and the Honourable Member Mi-
chael Scott to be associated with those remarks con-
cerning Mr. Wardman. 
 Let me also offer congratulations, Mr. 
Speaker, to the Bermuda Football Association [BFA]. 
They held very recently their annual prize giving and I 
think that one Honourable Member mentioned this 
morning that the Coach of the Year was a Danvers 
Seymour of the Somerset Trojans. But let me just 
mention very briefly some of the others because we 
had Antione Augustus, who was named the Referee 
of the Year. The Somerset Trojans actually won the 
League. Dandy Town won the FA Cup, the Dudley E. 
Trophy and the Charity Cup. But I would also like to 
offer congratulations to the President of the BFA, Mr. 
Mussenden, who in fact later on this month will be 
overseeing the FIFA Presidential Elections. That 
shows, Mr. Speaker, that as a country Bermuda is on 
the map. And we think that the football BFA is doing 
us proud by offering the type of personnel that they 
have to be able to keep us to the forefront. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, the one other thing that 
happened at that ceremony was that the BFA actually 
took . . . had their First Annual Merit Awards. Mr. 
Speaker, I am sure you would want to be associated 
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with these remarks knowing that you had the ability to 
be in attendance. But the Merit Awards were given to 
recipients who have performed acts of involvement 
with the BFA over time and I will be very brief, just to 
mention their names. The recipients—there were six 
of them—were Joseph Wilkin, Arnold Ford, Clive Tay-
lor, Shervin Dill, Reginald Burrows—all of who repre-
sented their respective clubs—and Bermuda Health-
care [Services], who was a major sponsor and donor 
for PHC [Pembroke Hamilton Club]. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 16, MP Michael Weeks. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good afternoon to you. 
 I would like to start off my remarks by asking 
to be associated with the obits by Honourable Mem-
bers for Mr. Rodney Trott. His and my friendship goes 
back a long way and he was truly a good person and 
he will definitely be missed, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would also like to be associated with the re-
marks by the Junior Minister of constituency 2 with the 
award ceremony being at Somersfield. I, too, was in-
volved in the award presentation, Mr. Speaker. This 
was my second year and I really have to congratulate 
Mr. Anthony Santucci and CADA for the work that 
they do in making sure that our school children, espe-
cially, understand the dangers of alcohol and drug 
abuse, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would also like to be associated, Mr. 
Speaker, with the remarks by the Honourable Minister 
of Community and Culture in acknowledging the foot-
ball champions. I would be remiss in not saying with 
the [Minister] that I take my hat off to the Somerset 
Trojans . . . the Trojans in doing what they have done. 
And I kindly got kicked out of Somerset and I will tell 
you why, Mr. Speaker, real quick. I went up there 
when Somerset won and I just showed my . . . my re-
spect— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I was wearing brown and 
white, yes. 

But I did go to Somerset and I asked them, 
Where are you going to put this trophy because it has 
been quite some time? 
 
[Laughter] 

 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: So I was asked to . . . I was 
asked to leave . . . Okay, your time up here is over. 
But I had a good time. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes, yes, I definitely wore out 
my welcome. 
 And also I would like to congratulate Dandy 
Town Football Club, again, for a job well done— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Western Stars Sports Club, 
Dandy Town Football Club, on a job well done, again, 
in getting most of the trophies for I think the second or 
third year running in the Bermuda Football Associa-
tion. 
 But before I take my seat, Mr. Speaker, I want 
the whole House to join me in congratulating one of 
our own, Mr. Zane De Silva, and his partner, Mr. Ste-
ven Bremar. They were the Open Snooker Champi-
ons in Bermuda for the second year running. So I 
think that we all should take out hats off to them be-
cause they are very much ambassadors for the game, 
not only here in Bermuda but abroad. And Steven 
Bremar won the Singles Champion. I think that is the 
second or third time . . . I am not sure. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes. So with those brief re-
marks, Mr. Speaker, I take my seat. 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Minis-
ter for Health, Minister Jeanne Atherden. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I have several congratulations that I would like 
to have sent to organisations that I think have done 
good things in Bermuda and a range of activities, but 
a lot of them health related. 
 First of all, I want to say that I would like to 
have congratulations sent to the Bermuda Medical 
Doctors Association, the Bermuda Hospitals Board, 
BHeC [Bermuda Health Council], and the Ministry of 
Health, Seniors and the Environment for the sympo-
sium that they put on May 9th with respect to clinical 
guidelines. The turn out from doctors, insurance pro-
viders, and lots of other organisations was [good for a] 
really fantastic event, and it brought together people 
to talk about what is important to Bermuda and 
healthcare going forward.  
 I would also like to have congratulations sent 
to the Bermuda Nurses Association for the launch of 
Nurses’ Week which took place on May 12th. And es-
pecially for the recognition for Kathy Swan as the 
2015 Nurse of the Year. 
 On May the 5th the Open Airways celebrated 
World Asthma Day and that was very significant be-
cause as we are aware asthma is on the rise and lots 
of people in Bermuda suffer from it. And during 2014 
over 2,000 people were down at the hospital with 
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asthma-related illnesses. And it is very important that 
we recognise that this is continuing. 
 With respect to what I would call the environ-
mental issues, I would like to have congratulations 
sent to the SPCA on the ground breaking of their new 
stables. They will have some stables for horses and 
large animals, and this is something which is basically 
them going back to their beginnings, so that is very 
significant. And it was very worthy because they did 
all their fundraising first before they did the ground 
breaking so that they would then know that they had 
the funds there. And I know that MP Jeff Sousa and 
MP Patricia Gordon-Pamplin would like to be associ-
ated with those remarks. 
 Switching over now to my other hat—the sen-
iors hat—I would like to say that congratulations could 
go to the Corporation of Hamilton who had their Sen-
iors’ Tea on May 4th. And I must admit I did get to go 
there and was amazed at all the seniors that were out, 
alive and well, decked out in all of their hats and en-
joying themselves. And I think, Mr. Speaker, it is very 
important that we recognise that seniors do not stop 
going out when they get 65 and they are still very ac-
tive. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 33, MP Jamahl Simmons. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker, and good afternoon to you and to our col-
leagues. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Mr. Speaker, I rise today on 
a sad note. Each of us who sit in this Chamber are 
here not just because of the support of the voters, but 
the strong and stalwart support of our party members 
and party machinery. And, Mr. Speaker, the Sandys 
community lost a Progressive Labour Party stalwart 
during the break, a brother by the name of Mr. Keith 
Lapsley.  

Those who know Brother Keith, he was in-
volved in every Sandys election going back to (at least 
in my memory) the 1980 election. He . . . the only rea-
son he did not participate in the recent by-election in 
constituency 33 was due to illness, but he was a stal-
wart, always ready and willing to help the community 
and to help the Progressive Labour Party. We are 
thankful to him for his contribution and we are thankful 
to his family for allowing us to have the privilege of 
sharing his passion for the people and working with us 
when he could have been doing something else. Mr. 
Speaker, this concludes my remarks but I am very 
grateful to Mr. Lapsley and to his family. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
and Learned Member from constituency 36, Sandys 
North, MP Michael Scott. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thanks, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to be associated 
with the condolence remarks just raised by my col-
league, Mr. Simmons, in the behalf of Keith Brian 
Lapsley and that these condolences be offered to his 
dear mother, Lillian, and to his father, Mr. Eugene 
(Spider) Blakeney and his wife. 
 Keith was, as has been indicated, a wonderful 
PLP stalwart who treated the role that he adopted as 
being one of the runners for the constituency there in 
Sandys, moving the vote from the polling station back 
to the headquarters. It was as if he was taking the 
count of the election day victory vote himself. Keith 
had it all in his hands. And so we . . . we mourn his 
loss, offer sincere condolences to his mother, his 
brother, and his father, Mr. Blakeney. 
 Mr. Speaker, when my friend, my colleague, 
the Honourable and Learned Member, Ms. Wilson, 
stood on behalf and raised condolences for brother 
Stuart Cann, I now wish to be associated with those 
condolences. Stuart Cann suddenly passed. And I 
have spoken with his sister Anita, Mrs. Anita Saltus, 
and I am associating my brother, Michael Weeks, and 
any other . . . and me, and yes, the Minister of Com-
munity, Cultural Affairs and Sport, Mrs. Gordon-
Pamplin and the Government Whip, he would cer-
tainly like to be associated with these condolences 
being offered, Mr. Cole Simons. 
 Stuart Cann was a solid, one of the lead and 
strong members of the bass section of the Allen Tem-
ple Senior Choir. Last night we had the quarterly con-
ference and, alas, I must report that we . . . the Pre-
siding Elder, Betty Furbert-Woolridge, did not know of 
Stuart’s passing and she had to hear this information 
as part of a report that was presented to the quarterly 
conference, and it caused her tears because Rever-
end Betty was at our church, at Allen Temple, for 
many years and so she developed a strong bond with 
all members, in particular with Stuart, and this matter 
came to her as a complete shock . . . of his passing. 
And so to his wife, Freida, and his daughter, Renita 
Martin, we extend our condolences. 
 I was glad to be associated with the offers of 
condolences to the family of George Wardman, to 
Claudia Wardman and his children. George and I 
served on the Masterworks board and he was a . . . a 
valued and solid supporter and contributor to the work 
of Masterworks, and we will miss him certainly in that 
context at Masterworks board. And as Ms. Gordon-
Pamplin has indicated—the Minister has indicated—
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clearly, from the hospitality respect of being the Coral 
Beach headman, we shall miss him in that as well. 
 
[Timer beeps] 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, on the other . . . 
I will deal with it next week. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29, MP Zane De Silva. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like the House to send 
condolences to the family of Sister Correne Dummett, 
who passed recently. You might recall, Mr. Speaker, 
that she was one of Seventh Day Adventist’s strong 
community leaders and which time she started the 
Children’s Feeding Ministry. And I believe it is in its 
11th year, so she will certainly be sadly missed, Mr. 
Speaker. And for those that do not know that Feeding 
Ministry provides breakfast for . . . at this present time 
about 27 students in eight schools, Mr. Speaker. So 
she will be sadly missed by not only her family but 
also the Seventh Day Adventist family, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, whilst I am on my feet I would 
like to be associated with the condolences that were 
given to the family of Gerry Wilmot. Gerry and I went a 
long way back, Mr. Speaker, in fact, those that know 
Gerry well know that he was at Island Cuisine almost 
every morning without fail. And he and I traded many 
conversations with regard to . . . you know, his politi-
cal views, and also his brother and the rest of the fam-
ily. So he will certainly be missed, Mr. Speaker.  
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to be associ-
ated with the condolences to the family of Norman 
Correia. And as Minister Crockwell very politely put it 
earlier, he was a character. And Mr. Speaker, I had 
the privilege of not only working with Norman but he 
worked for me later on in life too. And like he was on 
the football pitch, they used to call him the pit bull; he 
was like that at work, too. And there was no job that 
he could not do, Mr. Speaker. He was a tough charac-
ter, indeed. So my condolences certainly go out to 
Norman’s family as well. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 8, MP Cole Simons. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 
 

HOUSE VISITOR 
 

The Speaker: And just before you do, I recognise . . . 
I just want to take a moment to recognise Senator 
Rabain in the Chamber. 
 
[Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, continued] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise this afternoon to send condolences to 
the family of Mr. Hilgrove “Hilly” Simmons. He was a 
long-time taxi driver, a quiet gentleman from Hermit-
age Road. He loved to farm and he was always good 
to be around and he enjoyed driving taxi and serving 
our guests. So, again, condolences to the family of 
Hilgrove “Hilly” Simmons. 
 I would like to also associate myself with the 
comments made in regard to “Puss” Wheatley, Gerry 
Wilmot. Again, Gerry, another animal lover from War-
wick. I knew him well. We always chatted all the time 
at his farm, as well as at Noah’s Ark.  
 Edgar Humann, another philanthropist of this 
country, his heart was in Bermuda. He served as the 
French Consul. He made a generous contribution to 
Bermuda in regards to the National Gallery. A man 
committed and adopted Bermuda as his home. So I 
send my condolences to his wife, Faith, and their two 
sons. 
 I would like to also associate myself with the 
remarks made in regards to George Wardman and 
Kenyetta “Burning Spear” Young, the union activist. I 
met Kenyetta later on in life and we were on different 
sides of the fence. But we had good times together. 
We fought a lot, but I respected him and I would like to 
think that he respected me. Again, my condolences to 
Carolyn, his wife, (who is a good friend of mine) and 
the family. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18, MP David Burt. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: All right. Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
and good afternoon to you. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I would just like to 
rise on three matters, to associate myself with the re-
marks given by other colleagues. 
 The first of course is congratulations to the 
Champions of the Premier Division, the Somerset 
Cricket Club Trojans. I would like to certainly associ-
ate myself since it has been a while since they have 
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won and one of the . . . the captain, the skipper of the 
team, Mr. Trevin Ming is actually a constituent of mine 
and I know him well. So I just wanted to send con-
gratulations and associate myself there. 
 Also, it would be remiss if I did not associate 
myself with the congratulations of the FA Challenge 
Cup Champion Western Stars Sports Club and Dandy 
Town Football Club who . . . most of the members live 
in my constituency. So, of course, I would like to send 
the congratulations there as I am also a member of 
the Western Stars Sports Club.  
 And the third matter that I would like to asso-
ciate myself with is that of the condolences that were 
expressed by . . . I do believe . . . I cannot recall who 
expressed the condolences, but to the family of young 
Mr. Alanzo Parsons who tragically passed away. As 
Members will be aware, I have an association with 
Devonshire Recreation Club and Alanzo played for 
the Cougars. So it was quite a shock. The team, of 
course, was most upset at his untimely passing, but 
he was a very nice young man and, of course, went 
well before his time. So I would like to be associated 
with that. 
 And finally, Mr. Speaker, on a new note and a 
note of congratulations . . . I am unsure as I came in a 
little bit late from lunch so I am not certain if this was 
handled by someone else or if it was I apologise, but I 
would like to ask that the House send a letter of con-
gratulations to young Mr. Andrew Fleming. Young Mr. 
Andrew Fleming is a graduate of the CedarBridge 
Academy. He was the valedictorian at the Cedar-
Bridge Academy, and he is also now the valedictorian 
of the Mount Saint Vincent University in Halifax, Can-
ada. This is a young man who went through the public 
school system of Bermuda, who has clearly excelled, 
and is now excelling in his secondary . . . sorry, terti-
ary education and is going on, I believe, to St. An-
drews in Scotland to pursue further items of educa-
tion. So I would certainly like to associate also the 
Honourable Member from constituency 17 with those 
remarks and I do wish the young gentleman the best 
in his future. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Are there any other Honourable Members 
who would care to speak? 
 So that concludes our congratulatory and 
obituary speeches. 
 

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE  
ADJOURNEMENT OF THE HOUSE  

ON MATTERS OF URGENT  
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 
The Speaker: We move now to Introduction of Bills. 
And I will first recognise the Honourable Premier. 
 Premier? 
 

FIRST READINGS 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, this afternoon I would like to in-
troduce the following Bill for its first reading so that it 
may be placed on the Order Paper for the next meet-
ing, the Statistics Amendment Act 2015. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Any objections to that? 
 So that will be placed on the Order Paper. 
 I will now recognise the learned Honourable 
Attorney General. 
 
DISCLOSURE AND CRIMINAL REFORM ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I am introducing the following Bill for its first 
reading so that it may be placed on the Order Paper 
for the next day of meeting, the Disclosure and Crimi-
nal Reform Act 2015. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 The Chair now recognises the Honourable 
Junior Minister, S. D. Richards. 
 You have the floor. 
 

BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION 
AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
MUNICIPALITIES AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2015 

 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker.  
 I am introducing the following Bills for their 
first reading so that they may be placed on the Order 
Paper for the next day of meeting, the Bermuda Immi-
gration and Protection Amendment Act 2015 and the 
Municipalities Amendment (No. 2) Act 2015. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: Thank you, Junior Minister. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 So those matters will be placed on the Order 
Paper. 
 The Chair now recognises the Minister for 
Health and Seniors. Minister Jeanne Atherden, you 
have the floor. 
 

HEALTH INSURANCE AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I am intro-
ducing the following Bill for its first reading so that it 
may be placed on the Order Paper for the next day of 
meeting, the Health Insurance Amendment Act 2015. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any objections to that? 
 Then the Bill will be placed on the Order Pa-
per. 
 

OPPOSITION BILLS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BILLS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

NOTICES OF MOTIONS 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 
 
The Speaker: We move now to the Orders of the 
Day. I am told that Order No. 1, the Consideration of 
the Bermuda Air Terminal (Fees) Amendment Regula-
tions [2015] will be carried over. 
 And we will move to . . . and also [Order] 
No. 2, the Stamp Duties Amendment Act [2015] will 
be carried over. 
 So we move to Order No. 3 which is the Ex-
empted Partnerships Amendment Act 2015 in the 
name of the Minister of Economic Development, Dr. 
Grant Gibbons. 
 You have the floor. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 

EXEMPTED PARTNERSHIPS AMENDMENT ACT 
2015 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Exempted Partnerships Amendment Act 2015 be now 
read the second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any objections to that? 
 Please carry on, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I am pleased to introduce the first of four re-
lated Bills that will result in amendments to the legisla-
tion governing partnerships in Bermuda. 
 The first Bill, which is the Exempted Partner-
ships Amendment Act 2015, will introduce changes to 
this parent legislation. Subsequent Bills will address 
changes to the Limited Partnership Act 1883, the 
Partnership Act 1902, and the Companies Act 1981. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Bermuda Government has 
engaged in a targeted multifaceted approach to revi-
talise and reinvigorate our economy. This has resulted 
in strong collaboration between the Government, the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority, Bermuda Business De-
velopment Agency, and many other firms across the 
private sector. 
 In the past two years this collaboration has 
resulted in several important legislative reform initia-
tives. This includes, but is not limited to, key changes 
to bring this trust legislation, the Companies Act 1981, 
and amendments to the Investment Funds Act 2006 
which introduced two new classes of exempt funds in 
Bermuda. 
 Mr. Speaker, the current proposed amend-
ments to Bermuda’s partnerships regime are also the 
direct result of this collaboration. The Bills being intro-
duced to this Honourable House today were initiated 
by the Bermuda Business Development Agency’s Le-
gal Focus Group working together with the Asset 
Management Focus Group. The policies underpinning 
the amendments and the actual Bills have been care-
fully reviewed by appropriate entities in the private 
sector, government, and the BMA. 
 Mr. Speaker, the proposed amendments to 
the laws governing partnerships are designed to im-
prove Bermuda’s product offering and to increase 
Bermuda’s competitiveness as a jurisdiction. These 
Bills also address amendments recently introduced by 
one of Bermuda’s principal competitive jurisdictions—
the Cayman Islands—to its exempted partnership law. 
In order to gain and in some cases maintain a com-
petitive edge on our partnership legislation, it is impor-
tant for Bermuda to understand and respond to mar-
ket demands and potential advantages offered by 
competitor jurisdictions. The efficiency and effective-
ness with which we deliver solutions to the market is 
critical to sustaining Bermuda’s reputation as a pre-
mier international business centre. 
 Mr. Speaker, Bermuda offers two types of 
partnerships: general partnerships and limited part-
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nerships. These partnerships are further classified as 
either local or exempted. Local partnerships are those 
that meet Bermudian control requirements and which 
compete in and serve the local market. Exempted 
partnerships, however, do not compete in our domes-
tic economy even though they are ordinarily resident 
in Bermuda. 
 Mr. Speaker, the current legislative reform 
initiative takes into account the fact that the vast ma-
jority of partnerships registered in Bermuda are pri-
vate or closed investment funds. As well, the private 
sector has indicated that there is significant demand in 
the asset management industry for structures such as 
exempted partnerships and limited partnerships. 
These structures are used as vehicles to engage in 
some of Bermuda’s innovative product offerings such 
as the new Class A and B Exempt Funds or special 
purpose vehicles used for insurance link securities 
transactions. 
 Mr. Speaker, the proposed amendments will 
modernise our partnership laws by adding new fea-
tures and more flexibility to our product offering. The 
changes will also achieve greater consistency among 
the rights afforded to shareholders of companies and 
those afforded to owners of partnership interests. 
 The first of the key changes within this Bill will 
allow an exempted partnership to have a secondary 
name in addition to its primary name. This flexibility 
may be attractive to partnerships which have or which 
target investors in other jurisdictions such as Asia, the 
Middle East, South America, and North Africa. This 
change would achieve parity amongst partnerships 
and companies as the Companies Act 1981 already 
includes a similar provision. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Bill would also eliminate the 
requirement to obtain approval from the BMA when a 
general partnership interest is being transferred to an 
entity with the same beneficial owner as the existing 
general partner. Instead the partnership will be re-
quired to simply notify the BMA of the transfer. This 
change will decrease the time and resources required 
for these changes for both the partnership and the 
BMA. It would eliminate the current practice of dupli-
cate vetting since the new rule would only apply to 
transferees that have previously been vetted by or are 
otherwise known to the BMA. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Bill would enable partner-
ships registered overseas to deregister in their home 
jurisdiction and continue their business operations in 
Bermuda and vice versa. This change is also consis-
tent with the rules for exempted companies and would 
provide greater flexibility for an exempted partnership 
to relocate its base of operations without having to 
dissolve the partnership. 
 Finally, Mr. Speaker, the proposed amend-
ments will streamline the statutory and administrative 
processes by which an exempted partnership can 
transition into an exempted company and vice versa 
by enabling structural conversions. This change is 

intended to be an expedient and cost-effective statu-
tory formality that ensures continuity of any business 
entity wishing to change its legal structure. 
 Mr. Speaker, there are no statutory provisions 
currently enabling such flexibility in restructuring ex-
empted partnerships or companies. This proposed 
change would allow these entities to convert to a dif-
ferent and more advantageous structure based on 
their individual business needs and without having to 
dissolve the entity from which they wish to convert. 
Statutory conversions will only apply to partnerships 
that are registered as both exempted and limited and 
which have elected to have separate legal personality. 
This is to ensure that any conversion is amongst 
those entities that bear the same fundamental legal 
characteristics in being separate legal entities with 
limited liability. 
 Mr. Speaker, under these new rules an ex-
empted partnership that converts to an exempted 
company would for all purposes of the laws of Ber-
muda be the same entity both before and after the 
conversion. Although the structure and governing laws 
may change, generally speaking, the rights and privi-
leges, property, obligations and powers of the part-
nership that has converted will remain attached to the 
exempted company to which such partnership has 
converted. 
 Mr. Speaker, exempted partnerships are very 
important to supporting Bermuda’s continued growth 
because partnerships are a common structure used to 
engage in investment activities across the globe. Sta-
tistics from the Registrar of Companies indicate that at 
31 December 2014 there were 985 exempted partner-
ships on the register. 
 Mr. Speaker, these and the other proposed 
amendments we will address today are critical be-
cause New York-based business referrers (that is law 
firms in most cases) have made it clear to Bermuda 
practitioners that they use Cayman as a preferred 
domicile for private equity fund formation because 
their legislation is more innovative, responsive and 
user-friendly. Bermuda must respond by, first of all, 
introducing corresponding amendments to restore 
equivalents in the offshore partnership product; and 
secondly, introducing amendments which Cayman 
does not currently have to both improve Bermuda’s 
product and provide a marketing opportunity. 
 Mr. Speaker, let me close by noting that the 
Ministry is also actively pursuing changes for local 
partnership entities that would establish parity 
amongst all Bermuda entities with respect to conver-
sions. And we are currently engaged in appropriate 
consultation with all relevant stakeholders. 
 As we continue to modernise and enhance 
our partnership rules, I look forward to introducing ad-
ditional Bills to this Honourable House in the near fu-
ture. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5, MP Wayne Furbert, who 
is the Shadow Minister. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Number 6, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Six, excuse me. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, on this side we support the Ex-
empted Partnership Amendment Act 2015. And there 
is no need for me to pontificate on this at all. I think it 
is good for the country. It is good for us moving for-
ward. 
 The only thing, and I think the Minister would 
understand this, because our competitor basically is 
the Cayman Islands, and he made it very clear that 
Cayman is ahead of us in so many aspects, particu-
larly when it comes to some aggressive types of legis-
lation to attract business, and it is about time. And I 
know when I was there we were working with those 
things to ensure that we were ahead of the curve. And 
I know the Minister is thinking . . . because we cannot 
afford to allow Cayman or any other jurisdiction . . . we 
should be the innovator for all types of aggressive leg-
islation, and that is by listening to our partners and by 
listening to our clients from overseas and particularly 
our legal people here in Bermuda. 
 So we have got to be ahead of the game. So I 
support the Minister and I am hoping that sooner than 
later we will be not following, but we will be leading all 
jurisdictions going forward. So we support this particu-
lar Bill today, Mr. Speaker. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, MP Furbert. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 Then I revert back to the Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I appreciate the Honourable Member’s sup-
port and I move that the Bill be now committed. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 It has been moved that the Bill be committed. 
 Are there any objections to that? There are 
none. 

I would ask that the Deputy Speaker would 
please take the Chair [of Committee]. 
 

House in Committee at 2:44 pm 
 

[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

EXEMPTED PARTNERSHIPS AMENDMENT ACT 
2015 

 
The Chairman: Good afternoon, Members. 
 We are now in Committee of the whole House 
for further consideration of the Bill entitled Exempted 
Partnerships Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Minister in charge to proceed. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Let us see . . . I think it probably makes sense 
to move all the clauses. 
 
The Chairman: Is it all right to move all the clauses? 
 Yes, it is. 
 Please proceed, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Clause 1 is the citation, short title, and 
clause 1 provides that this Bill shall be cited as the 
Exempted Partnerships Amendment Act 2015. 
 Clause 2 adds definitions for interpreting the 
Act and clause 2 amends section 2(1) of the principal 
Act by inserting the following definitions: 
 First of all, “affiliate” and that in relation to a 
general partner means “an entity with the same bene-
ficial owners as that general partner.” 
 “Appointed jurisdiction” has the meaning as-
signed to this term under section 2(1) of the Compa-
nies Act 1981. The Bill limits the eligibility of foreign 
partnerships to continue into Bermuda to those origi-
nating from an “appointed jurisdiction.” Similarly, Ber-
muda partnerships may only continue into an “ap-
pointed jurisdiction” in accordance with the Act. For 
clarity, an “appointed jurisdiction” must be a member 
of internationally recognised setting bodies such as 
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the In-
ternational Organisation of Securities Commission 
(IOSCO), and the International Association of Insur-
ance Supervisors. The jurisdiction must also have an 
established structure for regulating its financial ser-
vices sector. 
 In the definition section, “appointed newspa-
per” has the meaning assigned to this term under sec-
tion 2(1) of the Companies Act 1981, specifically, it 
means the Gazette or such other newspapers as may 
be appointed by the Registrar. 
 Clause 3 amends section 8 to cross-reference 
the need for the Authority’s prior consent to applica-
tions for de-registration or conversion of partnerships 
pursuant to the new provisions. 
 Clause 4 inserts a new section 10A to provide 
for exempted partnerships to register a secondary 
name which is addition to its primary name and which 
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is in a script other than the Roman script. So that 
could be Cyrillic, Russian or some of the others like 
that . . . Arabic. This follows the broad principles in the 
Companies Act and this amendment mirrors section 
10A of the Companies Act setting forth the process 
and requirements for registration and use of a secon-
dary name. 
 Clause 5 amends section 13 to insert a new 
section (1B). This provision removes the requirement 
for BMA consent to any transfer of general partnership 
interest where the transfer is made to an affiliate of 
the existing general partner. Instead, the partnership 
must file a written notice of the change with the BMA 
within 30 days of the change. 
 Madam Chairman, clause 6 inserts new sec-
tions 13A to 13D. Sections 13A and 13B provide a 
framework for foreign partnerships to deregister in 
their home jurisdiction and re-domicile into Bermuda 
and vice versa. Re-domiciliation would be limited to 
appointed jurisdictions only and should become effec-
tive upon satisfaction of the specified conditions. For 
partnerships seeking to continue into Bermuda the 
conditions include (but are not limited to): obtaining 
any necessary authorisations from the appointed ju-
risdiction, amending the partnership agreement as 
appropriate, acquiring the BMA’s consent, and regis-
tering the exempted partnership with the Registrar of 
Companies. 
 Madam Chairman, if a Bermuda partnership 
elects to re-domicile into another jurisdiction specific 
requirements include (but are not limited to): making 
an application with the Registrar of Companies for 
deregistration, filing declaration stating the intent to re-
domicile, and certifying that the partnership is solvent, 
and advertising the intent to deregister in Bermuda. 
The partnership must also execute a deed poll which 
indicates how the partnership may be served with any 
legal documentation following the registration process. 
 Madam Chairman, sections 13C and 13D set 
forth the requirements for exempted partnerships to 
convert to exempted companies and vice versa. They 
include duties such as providing public notice of the 
intent to convert, obtaining BMA consent, and filing all 
required documents for registration of the newly con-
verted entity with the Registrar of Companies. 
 Section 13C makes it clear that upon comple-
tion of the conversion process the newly converted 
exempted company shall not be deemed to be a new 
legal entity. Additionally, the rights, property, liabilities, 
claims and obligations of the exempted partnership 
remain attached to the newly converted exempted 
company. 
 Madam Chairman, the provisions also specifi-
cally state that the converting entity will not have to 
wind up its affairs nor will the conversion constitute 
dissolution of the converting entity. 
 Clause 7, Madam Chairman, is the com-
mencement and provides for the commencement of 
the Bill. 

 Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clause 1 through 7? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 6, Shadow Minister of Economic Develop-
ment, the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, I did not 
want to speak out on the issue other than I just want 
to ask the Minister that we support it and so he does 
not have to be too long in his explanation because we 
can read the Explanatory Memorandum also. So if he 
could . . . be at least as brief because we can read as 
good as the rest of the Members around here. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 The Chair recognises the Minister. 
 Please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I am sorry, Madam 
Chairman, I was not quite sure what he was getting at 
. . . it sounded like he was supporting it, but I . . . was 
not sure if he was actually asking a question or not. 
 
The Chairman: There was no question. 
 You may proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. Thank you. 
 Madam Chairman, I think at this point I would 
like to move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: Clauses. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Oh, I am sorry, move 
clauses 1 through 7 . . . again. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 
through 7 be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 7 passed] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 Madam Chairman, I move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: How about the Schedule? There is 
not one. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No, I skipped it on 
this one. 
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The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble 
be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that the Bill 
be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be 
reported to the House as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Exempted Partnerships Amend-
ment Act 2015 was considered by a Committee of the 
whole House and passed without amendment.] 
 

House resumed at 2:52 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 

EXEMPTED PARTNERSHIPS AMENDMENT ACT 
2015 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Members. 
 We have had the second reading of the Ex-
empted Partnerships Amendment Act 2015 agreed 
upon. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 So we move now to the next order of busi-
ness, which is the Limited Partnership Amendment 
Act 2015, again in the name of the Minister of Eco-
nomic Development Dr. Grant Gibbons. 
 You have the floor. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I move that the Bill entitled the Limited Part-
nership Amendment Act 2015 be now read the sec-
ond time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections to that? 
 Carry on, Minister. 

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I am pleased to introduce the second of four 
Bills related to the governance of partnerships. This 
Bill entitled the Limited Partnerships Amendment Act 
2015 is intended to amend the Limited Partnership Act 
1883 and corresponds with the proposed amend-
ments to the Exempted Partnership Partnerships Act 
1992, the Partnership Act 1902 and the Companies 
Act 1981. 
 Mr. Speaker, the amendments included in this 
Bill have been proposed to achieve the following pur-
poses: 

1. to enable the register of limited partners to be 
closed by express agreement between the 
partners; 

2. to make the process for changes in general 
partners more efficient; 

3. to enable limited partners to serve on boards 
and committees related to the partnership 
without jeopardising their limited liability 
status; 

4. to clarify the applicability of specified provi-
sions of partnership agreements with respect 
to members of boards and committees related 
to limited partnerships; 

5. to clarify fiduciary responsibilities and to allow 
partnerships the flexibility to govern their own 
affairs with respect thereto; 

6. to enable limited partnerships to re-domicile to 
and from Bermuda; and  

7. to enable limited partnerships to convert to 
exempted companies limited by shares and 
vice versa. 

 
Mr. Speaker, limited partnerships are a form 

of partnerships which have been in existence for over 
125 years. A limited partnership must have one gen-
eral partner and at least one limited partner. The gen-
eral partner is responsible for the day-to-day man-
agement of the partnership and has unlimited liability 
for the debts and obligations of the partnership. On 
the other hand, limited partners enjoy limited liability 
for debts and obligations of the partnership. Their ex-
posure—that is, the limited partner’s exposure—is 
typically limited to the value of their contributions to 
the partnership and there is no personal liability for the 
debts or obligations of the partnership. 

Mr. Speaker, Bermuda’s limited partnerships 
are engaged primarily in fund and investment-related 
businesses. They are known to be the preferred vehi-
cle for investors, and Bermuda is looking to increase 
both its presence in the asset management space and 
foreign direct investment. Therefore, it is important 
that our limited partnership laws are positioned to deal 
with changing demands of the market.  

Mr. Speaker, it is anticipated that the pro-
posed changes to the Limited Partnership Act 1883 
will enhance our legislative framework by providing 
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additional flexibility and clarity to some of the existing 
provisions. 

The first of these changes is to enable the 
register of limited partners to be closed by express 
agreement between the partners. This proposed 
change bears no impact on the requirements for the 
partnership to maintain a register of beneficial owners 
and to make this information available to competent 
authorities upon request. These requirements will still 
be applicable to every limited partnership in Bermuda. 

Mr. Speaker, the option to close the register of 
limited partners has been identified as an attractive 
feature for private equity investors. There are many 
investors who simply wish to maintain their privacy in 
respect of other limited partners. This change would 
enable such flexibility in the governance of limited 
partnerships through the use of freedom of contract 
principles. Closure of the register will be subject to 
agreement by the partners and must be expressly 
authorised in the partnership agreement. Absent such 
an express provision the register will remain open for 
inspection by the limited partners as otherwise pro-
vided in the Limited Partnership Act 1883. 

Mr. Speaker, this Bill will also eliminate the 
requirement for the approval from the Bermuda Mone-
tary Authority for transfers of general partnership in-
terest to entities with the same beneficial ownership 
as the existing general partner. Consistent with the 
changes proposed for exempted partnerships the 
amendment would require that written notice of the 
change in general partner be provided to the BMA 
instead of having to obtain the BMA’s prior consent. 
This change will decrease both the time and re-
sources required to make a change in general partner 
thus making the process more efficient. 

Mr. Speaker, as previously mentioned, one of 
the key features of the limited partnership is the lim-
ited liability of limited partners. This protection is lost if 
limited partners actively participate or are deemed to 
have participated in the management of the partner-
ship. This Bill expands safe harbour provisions cur-
rently included in the Act to ensure that service pro-
vided by a limited partner on any board or committee 
related to the partnership are not considered as par-
ticipating in the management of the partnership. It also 
ensures that limited partnerships have more flexibility 
to enjoy the benefits of any specialised knowledge of 
limited partners through their service on boards and 
committees. 

Mr. Speaker, the Bill adds further clarification 
with respect to persons appointed to boards and 
committees related to limited partnerships. Specifi-
cally, the Bill provides that such persons are deemed 
to have received notice of any provisions in the part-
nership agreement which govern these boards and 
committees simply by participating in them. Likewise, 
these individuals are entitled to any benefits provided 
under the partnership agreement in relation to their 

participation notwithstanding the fact that they are not 
parties to the partnership agreement.  

This Bill provides clear guidelines for general 
partners, limited partners, and appointees of boards 
and committees with respect to fiduciary duties. In 
accordance with the proposed changes general part-
ners will be required to act in good faith at all times. 
They will also be required to act in the interest of the 
partnership except as otherwise provided in the part-
nership agreement. As well, the Bill includes amend-
ments which provide that limited partners and mem-
bers of boards or committees do not owe fiduciary 
duties to the partnership in the exercise of their rights 
or obligations except as otherwise expressly stated in 
the partnership agreement. 

Lastly, Mr. Speaker, consistent with the 
amendments for exempted partnerships, the proposed 
changes would enable limited partnerships to re-
domicile to and from appointed jurisdictions. Limited 
partnerships that are registered as exempted partner-
ships will also be able to convert to exempted compa-
nies and vice versa. As previously stated, these 
changes will result in greater flexibility enabling limited 
partnerships to relocate as deemed appropriate and to 
convert to a more advantageous structure through an 
efficient statutory process. 

Mr. Speaker, Bermuda’s success as a juris-
diction is empirically rooted in our ability to ensure that 
our business structures continue to be governed by 
flexible statutory regimes. Such regimes also provide 
certainty and security for these prospective interna-
tional clients who wish to conduct business in a pre-
mier offshore jurisdiction. 

We must continue to work with our private 
sector partners as we can benefit from their subject 
matter expertise and knowledge of the marketplace. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 6, Hamilton West, the 
Shadow Minister for Economic Development, MP 
Wayne Furbert. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I just wanted to say that, once again, we sup-
port the notion of what the Minister is bringing forward. 
And, again, we look forward to other progressive leg-
islation in the future. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Are there any other Honourable Members that 
care to speak? 
 Then I will revert back to the Minister. 
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I appreciate the Honourable Member’s sup-
port, and I move that the Bill be now committed. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 It has been moved that the Bill be committed. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. So I ask that the Deputy 
Speaker please take the Chair [of Committee]. 
 

House in Committee at 3:01 pm 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee 
of the whole House for further consideration of the Bill 
entitled Limited Partnership Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Minister in charge to proceed. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I would like to move clauses 1 through 9, 
which should be all the clauses. 
 
The Chairman: Are there any objections to moving 
clauses 1 through 9? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 Please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Clause 1 provides that this Bill shall be cited 
as the Limited Partnership Amendment Act 2015. 
 Clause 2 amends section 1A by inserting 
definitions for the following terms: “affiliate,” “ap-
pointed jurisdictions,” and “appointed newspaper.” 
These terms have the same meaning as we heard 
earlier in the Companies Act and the prior Bill for Ex-
empted Partnerships. 
 Clause 3 amends section 5 by adding a cross-
reference to new sections 25 and 27. This change will 
enable the BMA to grant or refuse consent to an ap-
plication relating to re-domiciliation or structural con-
versions of limited partnerships. 
 Clause 4 amends section 8(1) to clarify that 
the register of limited partners can be closed by ex-
press agreement between partners. To the extent that 
the requisite authority is not included in the partner-
ship agreement the current rule would apply and the 
register of limited partners would remain open for in-
spection by the limited partners during regular busi-
ness hours. 

 Clause 5 amends section 8B(3A) by including 
a cross-reference to a new subsection (3C). This new 
subsection (3C) eliminates the need to seek prior ap-
proval from the BMA where there is a transfer of the 
general partnership interest to an affiliate of the exist-
ing general partner. Instead the limited partnership will 
need to notify the BMA of the transfer within 30 days 
after the change has been made. This subsection will 
only apply to entities with the same beneficial owner-
ship as the existing general partner. 
 Clause 6 amends section 8C of the principal 
Act as follows: 

1. Subsection (3)(b) is being amended to clarify 
that limited partners do not take part in the 
management of a limited partnership by rea-
son of serving or appointing anyone to serve 
on any board or committee of the limited part-
nership or any of its partners. This ensures 
that the limited liability clause of a limited 
partner is not affected by such actions. 

2. A new subsection (6) has been added to en-
able a limited partnership to include in its 
partnership agreement provisions for the es-
tablishment and regulation of boards or com-
mittees of a limited partnership or its partners. 

3. A new subsection (7) has been added to clar-
ify the rights and responsibilities of persons 
appointed to boards or committees estab-
lished pursuant to the partnership agreement. 
Specifically these appointees are deemed to 
have received notice of and be bound by any 
provision in the partnership agreement gov-
erning the board or committee on which they 
serve. This includes the right to any benefits 
included in the partnership agreement which 
relate to such boards or committees. This 
provision would apply notwithstanding the fact 
that the appointees are not parties to the part-
nership agreement. 

4. A new subsection (8) imposes a duty of good 
faith on general partners. It also requires gen-
eral partners to act in the best interest of the 
limited partnership unless otherwise expressly 
provided in the partnership agreement. 

5. A new subsection (9) makes it clear that 
unless otherwise specifically provided in the 
partnership agreement, limited partners do not 
owe any fiduciary duty to the limited partner-
ship or any other partner while exercising their 
rights or performing their obligations in accor-
dance with the partnership agreement. 

6. Likewise, a new subsection (10) establishes 
the same standard with respect to persons 
serving on boards or committees established 
under the partnership agreement. They do not 
owe any fiduciary duty to the limited partner-
ship or any of its partners unless specifically 
prescribed by the partnership agreement. 
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Clause 7 amends section 22 to authorise the 
establishment of fee for applications made under the 
Act. This includes any applications for re-domiciliation 
or structural conversions. 

Clause 8 inserts new sections 25 to 28 as fol-
lows: 

1. New sections 25 and 26 are being added to 
provide a framework to enable partnerships 
registered in appointed jurisdictions to de-
register in their home jurisdiction and transfer 
by way of a continuation to Bermuda and vice 
versa. Requirements for continuation in Ber-
muda include (but are not limited to): obtain-
ing any necessary approvals, including ap-
proval by the BMA; and amending the part-
nership agreement as appropriate to comply 
with applicable Bermuda laws. Requirements 
for de-registration in Bermuda include (but are 
not limited to): filing declarations which state 
the intent to re-domicile and which certify the 
solvency of the limited partnership; advertising 
the intent to deregister in Bermuda; and exe-
cuting an irrevocable deed poll pursuant to 
which the partnership may be served any le-
gal documentation following completion of the 
deregistration process. 

2. New sections 27 and 28 are being added to 
enable limited partnerships that are also regis-
tered as exempted partnerships to convert to 
exempted companies and vice versa. Re-
quirements for conversion include (but are not 
limited to): providing public notice of the intent 
to convert; obtaining BMA consent; and filing 
all required documents for registration of the 
newly converted entity with the Registrar of 
Companies. 

3. Upon completion of the conversion process, 
the newly converted entity shall not be 
deemed to be a new legal entity. There will be 
no need to wind up any affairs nor will the 
conversion result in a dissolution of the prior 
entity. 

 
And, finally, Madam Chairman, clause 9 pro-

vides for the commencement of the Act. 
 Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 through 9? 
 There are no Members. 
 Please proceed, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I move clauses 1 through 9. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 
through 9 be approved as printed. 

 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 9 passed.] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Madam Chairman, I 
move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble 
be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I move that the Bill be now reported to the 
House. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be 
reported to the House as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Limited Partnership Amendment 
Act 2015 was considered by a Committee of the 
whole House and passed without amendment.] 
 

House resumed at 3:08 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we just com-
pleted the second reading [and Committee stage] of 
the Limited Partnership Amendment Act 2015. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 So we move now to the next Order of the Day, 
which is the Partnership Amendment Act 2015, again, 
in the name of the Minister for Economic Develop-
ment, Dr. Grant Gibbons. 
 You have the floor. 
 

BILL 
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SECOND READING 
 

PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Partnership Amendment Act 2015 be now read the 
second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I am pleased to introduce a Bill entitled the 
Partnership Amendment Act 2015. This Bill is the third 
of four related Bills being introduced for discussion 
today in connection with the proposed amendments to 
the Exempted Partnerships Act 1992, the Limited 
Partnership Act 1883, and the Companies Act 1981. 
 Mr. Speaker, the proposed amendments in 
the current Bill include: 

1. enabling newly converted or continuing part-
nerships to have legal personality; 

2. resolving an inconsistency in the partnership 
laws in relation to debts of partnerships with 
legal personality; and 

3. establishing a public register of charges 
against the assets of such partnerships. 

 
Mr. Speaker, the Partnership Act 1902 was 

amended in 2006 to enable Bermuda partnerships to 
elect to have legal personality. If such an election is 
made the partnerships become a legal person sepa-
rate from its partners. Specific procedures including 
timetables for an election to be made are included in 
the Act for all categories of partnerships that wish to 
have legal personality. Once the election is made it is 
irrevocable. Likewise, any failure by a partnership to 
make the election to have legal personality as pro-
vided in the Act is final. 

Mr. Speaker, today’s Bill includes an amend-
ment to the current procedures to permit an election to 
be made with respect to any partnership that is either 
converting from an exempted company or continuing 
in Bermuda from another jurisdiction. This change is 
necessary to ensure that those entities which seek to 
avail themselves of the newly created regimes for 
conversion or continuation are not prohibited from 
making an election to have legal personality. The pro-
posed amendment provides specific rules pursuant to 
which such converting or continuing partnerships can 
elect to have legal personality separate from their 
partners. 

Mr. Speaker, Bermuda partnerships may be 
governed by multiple Acts. For instance, a limited 
partnership is governed by both the Limited Partner-
ship Act 1883 and the Partnership Act 1902. If a lim-

ited partnership is also registered as an exempted 
partnership, then it will also be governed by the Ex-
empted Partnerships Act 1992. For this reason it is 
imperative that all of the Partnership Acts are consis-
tent with one another and there are no conflicting pro-
visions. 

Mr. Speaker, section 4E of the Partnership 
Act 1902 currently states that, “A judgment against a 
partnership that has legal personality may be enforced 
against an individual partner.” And I emphasise “indi-
vidual partner.” While a right of recoupment from the 
partnership is also included for payments made for 
judgment debts by partners, the provision conflicts 
with two key sections of the Limited Partnership Act 
1883. Section 2 of the 1883 Act states that limited 
partners shall not be liable for partnership debts and 
section 16 requires that suits be prosecuted against 
the general partners only, except in certain circum-
stances. Section 4E of the 1902 Act makes no such 
distinction. 

Mr. Speaker, as currently written, section 4E 
could be read as enabling judgment debts of a limited 
partnership to be enforced directly against any of the 
individual partners including a limited partner. This 
could nullify the limited liability protection afforded to 
limited partners for partnership debts under the 1883 
Act. As a result, section 4E must be amended to re-
solve the inconsistency between the 1902 and the 
1883 Acts. 

Mr. Speaker, another consequence of a part-
nership electing to have legal personality is that the 
partnership has the power to own and control assets 
of partnerships in accordance with the partnership 
agreement. This includes the ability to encumber such 
assets. Currently, the scheme for registration of a 
charge against the assets of companies is set out in 
Part V, sections 55 to 59 of the Companies Act. How-
ever, there is no corresponding scheme for registra-
tion charges against partnership assets. This Bill pro-
vides for the establishment and regulation of a register 
of charges for partnerships with legal personality. 

Mr. Speaker, the proposed change will 
achieve parity with the existing registration scheme 
used in relation to companies. This new register of 
charges will enable public access to information re-
lated to encumbrances against partnership assets 
which have been used to collateralise transactions. 
The amendment sets forth rules regarding priorities of 
registered charges, amendment and correction of the 
register, treatment of debentures, and entries of satis-
faction and release of property from a registered 
charge. 

Mr. Speaker, having a formal register of 
charges and a statutory priority regime will increase 
the attractiveness of Bermuda’s partnership product 
for clients looking to use Bermuda partnerships for 
transactions involving secured financing. The register 
will be an effective tool for providing much needed 
assurance and statutory protection to third parties that 
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wish to do business with any Bermuda partnership 
that is subject to the regime. 

This is yet another way in which we can mod-
ernise and enhance our laws to meet market de-
mands. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Shadow Minister 
for Economic Development from Hamilton West, con-
stituency 6. 
 MP Wayne Furbert, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Once again, we support this legislation. But to 
probably come at it more than I did on the other one, 
maybe the Minister can give us an idea on any other 
type of legislation they are looking forward to . . . fu-
ture amendments to the Partnership Act that are not 
here now but they may be considering. 
 Getting back to the idea of us getting ahead of 
the Cayman Islands, are there any amendments that 
your good office or the law firms are considering that 
we should make, further amendments, that you will 
bring in the future? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Minister? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I appreciate the Member’s support again. I 
think it would probably be a little premature to discuss 
possible amendments because sometimes these 
things need to work their way . . . not only through the 
private sector process as suggestions, but they also 
need to work their way through the Bermuda Mone-
tary Authority, the Registrar of Companies, and also 
Chambers as well. So I am going to, as I say, “take 
the fifth” on this one. But suffice it to say there are 
some additional changes we are talking about. But 
until they are fully baked as opposed to half-baked, I 
would prefer not to comment, if the Honourable Mem-
ber does not mind. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Okay, thank you, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that the Bill be now committed. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 It has been moved that the Bill be committed. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. So Deputy Speaker, please. 
 

House in Committee at 3:17 pm 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
 

PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Members. 
 We are now in Committee of the whole House 
for further consideration of the Bill entitled Partnership 
Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Minister in charge to proceed. 
 Minister? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I would like to move 
clauses 1 through 6. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 
through 6.  
 Are there any objections to that? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 Please, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 Clause 1 provides this Bill shall be cited as 
the Partnership Amendment Act 2015. 
 Clause 2 amends section 1A by inserting 
definitions for the following terms: 

• “Minister” which refers to the Minister of Fi-
nance or such other Minister as may be ap-
pointed to administer the principal Act; 

• “Prescribed” which means as prescribed by 
regulations under a new section 4L; 

• “Registrar” which refers to the Registrar of 
Companies or any other person as may be 
performing his duties under the Companies 
Act 1981. 

 
Clause 3 amends section 4A to specify how 

an election for a legal personality shall be made in 
respect of an exempted company applying to convert 
to a partnership and a foreign partnership applying to 
continue in Bermuda from an appointed jurisdiction. 

Clause 4 amends section 4E of the Act to 
clarify that only general partners are liable for judg-
ment debts of a partnership with legal personality. 

Clause 5 inserts section 4F to 4K which pro-
vide for the establishment and regulation of register of 
charges for partnerships. 

The new sections are closely modelled on 
Part V of the Companies Act and provide for, first of 
all in section 4F, the requirement for the Registrar of 
Companies to maintain a register of charges against 
the assets of partnerships with legal personality. It 
also provides guidelines for registration and priorities 
of charges included on the register, specific carveouts 
for registration, and the determination of priorities for 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/House_Business/Bills/Partnership%20Amendment%20Bill%202015.pdf
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charges on land, ships, aircraft and aircraft engines. 
Such priorities will be determined under other applica-
ble acts. 

Section 4G enables amendments of the regis-
ter in circumstances where a register charge is altered 
by adding or removing any person entitled to the 
charge. The register may also be amended where the 
interest of any person entitled to a registered charge 
is assigned or transferred. Where an amendment is 
made the priority of the registered charge shall remain 
unaffected. 

Section 4H enables correction of the register 
where an omission or misstatement of information that 
relates to a charge occurs. 

Sections 4I and 4J provide guidelines for reg-
istration of any series of debentures created by a 
partnership which contained a charge against the 
benefits to which the debenture holders are entitled. 
These sections set forth specific information that must 
be provided to the Registrar to affect registration. 

Section 4K authorises the entry of a Memo-
randum of Satisfaction where the debt pursuant to 
which the charge is registered has been partially or 
fully repaid. As well, the Registrar may make an entry 
detailing the release of property from a registered 
charge. 

Section 4L authorises the Minister to make 
regulations governing the manner, form and fees for 
any application or declaration made pursuant to sec-
tions 4A through 4K of the Act. 

And finally, Madam Chairman, [clause] 6 pro-
vides for the commencement of the Act. 

Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 through 6? 
 There are no Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 through 6. 
 Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I move clauses 1 through 6. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 
through 6 be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 6 passed.] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move the Pream-
ble. 
 

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble 
be approved as printed. 
 Any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that the Bill 
be now reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be 
reported to the House as printed. 
 Any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Partnership Amendment Act 
2015 was considered by a Committee of the whole 
House and passed without amendment.] 
 

House resumed at 3:22 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 

PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Speaker: We have just completed the reading of 
the Partnership Amendment Act 2015. That is the 
second reading [and Committee stage]. It has been 
approved. 
 Is there any objection to that? 
 There are none. 
 So we will move on now to Order No. 6. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 
 

HOUSE VISITOR 
 
The Speaker: And just before we do so I will want to 
recognise the former Member of Parliament, Allan 
Marshall, who is sitting in the Gallery. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: We now move to Order No. 6, the 
Companies Amendment Act 2015, in the name of the 
Minister of Economic Development, Minister Gibbons. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
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COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I move that the Bill entitled the Companies 
Amendment Act 2015 be now read the second time 
and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that? 
 Please carry on, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thanks, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 This one entitled the Companies Amendment 
Act 2015 is the last of the four related Bills being in-
troduced today.  
 This Bill will amend the Companies Act [1981] 
to create additional flexibility for exempted companies 
and to achieve the legislative intent of certain 
amendments to the partnership laws. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Bill will incorporate certain 
new provisions into the Companies Act which enable 
an exempted company to convert to a limited partner-
ship that is exempted and vice versa. Consistent with 
the prior Bills, the proposed amendments will stream-
line the legal and administrative processes by which 
Bermuda exempted companies are able to transition 
to a partnership. The transition can be effected with-
out the company having to first wind up its business 
affairs and then form a new partnership. Instead, the 
exempted company can take advantage of an expedi-
ent and cost-effective statutory formality that ensures 
continuity of any business entity wishing to restructure 
or change its business model. Once the conversion 
process is completed the rights, powers, property, and 
obligations of the entity that has converted will remain 
attached to the newly converted entity. 
 Mr. Speaker, partnerships generally offer a 
more nimble, less formal structure than Bermuda 
companies. For those companies whose current or 
future business model and operations are better posi-
tioned through governance under a partnership struc-
ture, a statutory framework to enable a transition may 
provide them with a competitive edge. Likewise, if an 
existing partnership determines that operating as an 
exempted company is a better fit for its business and 
its partners, then the partnership can more easily and 
effectively, or efficiently, convert to an exempted com-
pany. 
 Mr. Speaker, the proposed change is not only 
consistent with the options offered to entities by well-
known onshore jurisdictions, such as the State of 
Delaware, but it creates a mechanism that is not cur-
rently offered by one of our competitor offshore juris-
dictions, the Cayman Islands. In order to influence 
jurisdictional decision makers to choose Bermuda as 
a domicile for their operations and their clients, we 
must make sufficient changes to our laws to maintain 

pace with other jurisdictions and to gain a competitive 
edge where possible. 
 Mr. Speaker, by implementing the proposed 
reforms we are helping to establish the requisite foun-
dation to encourage the presence of new businesses 
and the facilitation of economic growth and job crea-
tion. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank the Busi-
ness Development Unit, particularly Lydia Dickens, 
and the Attorney General’s Chambers for their hard 
work on this legislative reform project. I would also like 
to thank the Bermuda Monetary Authority, the Ministry 
of Finance, the Registrar of Companies, and the Na-
tional Anti-Money Laundering Committee for their as-
sistance and support for this broad partnerships pro-
ject. 
 Finally, Mr. Speaker, I want to thank the 
members of the Bermuda Business Development 
Agency’s Legal Focus Group who helped to create the 
proposal for this law reform initiative, as well as those 
members who worked with the Ministry to complete 
the project. Many members of the private sector 
worked hard to develop and propose changes to our 
legislation to help ensure that Bermuda maintains its 
competitive edge and well-earned reputation as a 
premier financial centre. Their efforts, expertise, and 
hard work have proved very valuable in this respect 
and we look forward to continued collaborative efforts. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any other Honourable Member care to speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Shadow Minister 
for Economic Development, the Honourable Wayne 
Furbert. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, just to keep our 
record going straight, we once again support the 
Companies Amendment Act brought forward by the 
Minister. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from Pembroke— 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Seventeen. 
 
The Speaker: —Central, constituency 17, MP Walton 
Brown. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Just a quick question for the Minister, can you 
give an example of the type of company or companies 
that will benefit by these legislative changes? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Minister? 
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thanks. 
 Actually, I appreciate the question. Interest-
ingly enough a few days ago—actually, the Premier 
and I met with . . . and I am not going to name the 
business, but you would recognise it if I did name it, 
but I think it is important to keep the client’s informa-
tion.  

This particular company actually has 57 ex-
empted limited partnerships registered in Bermuda 
and another 59 exempted limited companies. And I 
think it was one of the reasons that the law firm that 
was involved made the suggestion that this conver-
sion between a partnership and a company would be 
very useful. As you can tell with some 116 Bermuda 
entities, this is a fairly important client. So this would 
be an example of someone . . . and we actually met 
with them and they were quite enthusiastic about the 
changes because sometimes you might start out as a 
partnership, which is usually quicker to set up, and 
then convert to an exempted company a little farther 
down the road. So this would be an example of some-
one who is actually here, wants to be in Bermuda, and 
is quite interested in having the flexibility which they 
could not get in the Cayman Islands as things stand. 
They could get it in Delaware, but not in Cayman. So 
that would be an example. 
 I again appreciate the support, Mr. Speaker, 
from the Opposition and would ask that the Bill be 
now committed. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 It has been moved that the Bill be committed. 
 Any objections to that? 
 Deputy Speaker, please take the Chair [of 
Committee]. 
 

House in Committee at 3:29 pm 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
 

COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee 
of the whole House for further consideration of the Bill 
entitled Companies Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Minister in charge to proceed. 
 Minister? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I would like to move clauses . . . let’s see . . . 
 
The Chairman: One to four? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, it looks like 1 
through 4. Yes, 1 through 4. 
 

The Chairman: It has been moved. 
 Are there any objections to proceeding with 
clauses 1 through 4? 
 No objections. 
 Minister, please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 Madam Chairman, I think as I said to you ear-
lier, I have an amendment actually in clause 3. 
 
The Chairman: Mm-hmm. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So why don’t I do 1 
and 2 and then we can hand out the amendment. 
 
The Chairman: If I could have the amendment be-
fore. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Do we have copies? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: And I have lots of 
copies here for everybody who is in rapt attention at 
what we are doing. 
 
The Chairman: Mr. Fox, if we could just grab the 
amendments. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So Madam Chair-
man, let me do clauses 1 and 2. 
 
The Chairman: We will do 1 and 2 and then . . . cor-
rect. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: All right, very good. 
 Madam Chairman, clause 1 provides that this 
Bill should be cited as the Companies Amendment Act 
2015. 
 Clause 2 amends section 127 of the Compa-
nies Act by inserting a new paragraph (iv) to expand 
the meaning of exempted company. The expanded 
definition will include a company that has converted 
from a partnership in accordance with applicable pro-
visions in the Exempted Partnerships Act 1992 and 
the Limited Partnership Act 1883. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 through 2? 
 There are no Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 through 2. 
 Minister, please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 I would like to move clause 3. 
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The Chairman: Does everyone have copies of the 
amendment in front of them? 
 Please proceed, Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Actually before I get to the amendment there 
is a . . . I will call it a typo, if you can see under clause 
3 under 132N it is (1)(b) there are two words running 
together there where it says “advertised” and “in” and I 
think that would be considered— 
 
The Chairman: That is fine. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —not a formal 
amendment but just something that will be cleaned up 
before it goes to the upper House. Okay? 
 
The Chairman: Yes, that is fine. 
 

AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 3 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: All right. 
 The amendment that I wish to move is actu-
ally as follows: 
 “Clause 3 is amended by deleting the word 
‘partners’ from paragraph (g) of subsection (3) of sec-
tion 132N and substituting the word ‘members.’” 
 And the reason for that is because partner-
ships have “partners” and companies have “members” 
and this was an oversight here. The phrase actually 
reads under  (3)(g) “confirmation that the” it currently 
says “partners,” but I want to change to “confirmation 
that the members have approved a form of partner-
ship agreement of the partnership.” 
 So in other words if it is converting from a 
company to a partnership, the company members 
have to essentially set out a partnership agreement 
before they actually get to the partnership, if that 
makes sense. 
 
The Chairman: Yes. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So that is the reason 
for the change. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Shall I continue with 
the— 
 
The Chairman: No, we will just address [clause] 3 
and the amendment to [clause] 3. 
 Everyone should have before them now the 
amendment.  
 Are there any objections to making the 
amendment to clause 3, [clause] (3)(g)? 

 Are there any objections to making the 
amendment, removing the word “partners” and replac-
ing it with the word “members”? 
 There are no objections. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
An Hon. Member: Turn your microphone on. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I’m sorry. Thank you. 
 Minister, can you explain that (g) again? You 
said something about members and partners? 
 
The Chairman: Minister, please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thanks, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Yes, let me just make sure everybody under-
stands.  

What we are talking about in this section is an 
application for conversion to a partnership from a 
company, from an exempted company. So the reason 
that (g) is being changed is that as it is still a com-
pany, but is converting to a partnership, it is the 
“members” of the company that are being asked to 
approve a form . . . the partnership agreement before 
it actually converts to a partnership. So while they are 
still a company and they are still “members” of the 
company, (okay?) they are being asked to come up 
with a partnership agreement, before they actually 
make the conversion. So in other words, the BMA 
wants to see the partnership agreement before it 
gives permission to convert to a partnership. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to . . . would you have a seat please? Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to clause 3? No? 
 Minister, please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. 
 So I am going to go through the rest of 
clause 3 if I— 
 
The Chairman: Correct and then 4. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —may, Madam 
Chairman. Okay? 
 
The Chairman: Mm-hmm. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Clause 3 inserts a 
new Part XB  in the principal Act to establish the 
framework for conversions of exempted companies to 
partnerships and vice versa. This includes two new 
sections, 132N and 132O. 
 Section 132N sets forth the requirements for 
an exempted company to convert to a partnership that 
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is exempted and limited. Requirements include public 
notice of the company’s intent to convert to a partner-
ship, obtaining consent from the BMA, and a declara-
tion filed by the company certifying its status as  sol-
vent. 
 Madam Chairman, upon completion of the 
conversion process the newly converted partnership 
will retain all rights, property, liabilities, claims and 
obligations of the prior exempt company. Consistent 
with the provisions for conversions in the partnership 
Bills there will be no dissolution of the company and 
no creation of a new legal entity as a result of the 
conversion. However, the newly converted partnership 
will thereafter be governed by the Exempted Partner-
ships Act 1992, the Limited Partnership Act 1883 and 
the Partnership Act 1902. 
 Madam Chairman, a new section 132O per-
mits the conversion of specified partnerships into ex-
empted companies. Eligible partnerships are those 
which are registered as both exempted and limited 
and which have elected separate legal personality. 
Once any such partnership has satisfied the prerequi-
sites for conversion as set forth in the Partnership 
Acts the newly converted exempted company will 
thereafter be governed by the Companies Act.  
 And finally, Madam Chairman, clause 4 is the 
commencement. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to the remainder of clause 3 or clause 4? 
 There are no other Members. 
 Minister, please proceed. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I move that clauses 1 through 4 be approved. 
 
The Chairman: We are going to move clauses 1 
through 3 with amendment— 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Oh, sorry. Okay. 
 
The Chairman: —first. 
 Are there any objections to approving clauses 
1 through 3 with amendment? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 passed, as 
amended in clause 3.] 
 
The Chairman: Now clause 4. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that clause 4 
be approved. 
 

The Chairman: It has been moved that clause 4 be 
approved as printed. 
 Any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clause 4 passed.] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. Thank you. 
 I move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble 
be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that the Bill 
be reported to the House— 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill— 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —as amended. 
 
The Chairman: —be reported to the House as 
amended. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Companies Amendment Act 
2015 was considered by a Committee of the whole 
House and passed as amended in clause 3.] 
 

House resumed at 3:38 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]  
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 

COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we have con-
cluded the second reading [and Committee stage] of 
the Companies Amendment Act 2015 with amend-
ment. 
 So I would like to ask if there are any objec-
tions to the second reading with the amendment. 
 If there are none, then that concludes that 
matter. 
 Orders 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are carried over. 
We move now to Order No. 13 in the name of the 
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Honourable Learned Member from constituency 25, 
Warwick North East, MP Pettingill. 
 You have the floor. 
 

MOTION  
 

CENSURE MOTION—LEADER OF THE OPPOSI-
TION  

 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise this afternoon on what I do not regard as 
a pleasant task at all—let me be clear on that—with 
regard to this Government Motion of Censure in rela-
tion to the Honourable Opposition Leader. 
 Mr. Speaker, the 1Motion is set out as detailed 
here. I would say that the position with regard to 
point (3) is that the Honourable Member, in light of 
said censure, should be suspended through the next 
sitting of the House, which would be the 22nd of May. 
 Mr. Speaker, you know, I certainly am not up 
here to have a bash field day on the Honourable Op-
position Leader. But I think a time has come when all 
of this side feel, and I think perhaps a number of peo-
ple on the other side feel, that there has to be some-
thing of a line drawn in the sand to say, Thus far and 
no further; it is time to stop.  

It has been a period of two years—over two 
years—of, candidly, at times some real unpleasant-
ness. And a lot of it has been on interpolation, some 
of it has been during debate, some of it allegedly has 
been outside of the House. And at the end of the day, 
regrettably, much of it comes down on the Honourable 
Opposition Leader for things said, for vitriolic com-
ments made, for comments made on interpolation that 
do not necessarily get heard, but it is not like this has 
suddenly come to this point and the Government has 
decided, Oh, let’s pick on this particular thing. Let us 
be clear: It is a position of saying this is just really 
enough. 
 And let me just make a point here because I 
do not want . . . I am hopeful that this is not going to 
lead to a lot of vitriolic back and forth of he said, she 
said; you have done this— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: It has started already. It is 
coming. This is what I mean, you see? You cannot 
even stand up and do it and they are off already, all 
right? And that is a concern. 
 But I will say this, much of the operation tends 
to be . . . and I hear another Member interpolating 
over there about, Oh, I heard this,  or I heard that. And 
the trouble with that type of approach, Mr. Speaker, is 
that anybody that goes around basically spreading 
gossip on I heard this about you and I heard that and I 
am hearing this complete and utter nonsense is not 
                                                      
1 See Motion as set out at page 1883 

becoming of a Member of Parliament, not becoming of 
this House for anybody that behaves with that type of 
behaviour. 
 A few years ago, Mr. Speaker, I was ap-
proached . . . I know we all get approached, we get 
texts and all kinds of things. I was approached by 
someone that had information about somebody on 
that side of the House. He wanted to sit and tell me all 
about it. This particular person sat down and told me 
information about what somebody over there was up 
to. And I listened. And I have got to say, Mr. Speaker, 
it was the most egregious, the worst conduct you 
could imagine. There is no question that the person 
that they were talking about with what they had to say 
should have been arrested, in my view, and probably 
prosecuted and sent off to jail.  

The problem is that after they had finished 
talking, what they had recited to me was word for 
word a scene from the movie American Gangster. 
Word for word! And I said to this person, Have you 
seen the movie American Gangster? And they were 
like, No. And I said, Well, you just told a story . . . I 
called and told the Honourable Member about it (be-
cause I know the Member is a friend of mine) and I 
said, You’ll love this; here’s a story for something 
you’ve done. Absolute and utter nonsense. But they 
were prepared to come along and propagate it be-
cause they heard it and wanted to go on the attack of 
someone opposite because of these things that were 
said, these things that were alleged. 
 We cannot operate as Members of Parliament 
on that type of approach, that type of hearsay, that 
type of dangerous talk where people just feel they can 
say things on interpolation about other people. If you 
have something for real on other people, and espe-
cially if it is that type of corrupt . . . and that is a word 
that we hear thrown around in relation to people . . . 
then go put your evidence together—real evidence—
and go to the authorities. Bring real evidence, do not 
just spout off allegations and then have nothing to 
show for it. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Just spouting off.  

So you heard that interpolation? Like the OBA 
did.  

Well, let me tell you something. An eye for an 
eye makes the whole world blind. An eye for an eye 
makes the whole world blind. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: So— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, would you take a 
seat for a second, please? 

Sticky Note
“That this [Honourable] House (1) Condemns and expresses disgust at the words and actions of the Member for Warwick South Central, the Leader of the Opposition, on Friday, March 13 and censures the Member accordingly; [and] (2) Abhors the action of the Member for Warwick South Central in verbally threatening Members of the House and showing total disrespect to the Office of the Speaker of the House, and by this action, seriously reflecting upon the hon-our and dignity of the House; and (3) Suspends the Member for Warwick South Central from the service of the House. In addition, the Opposition Leader failed to acknowledge the seriousness and gravity that the be-haviour identified, which is not the type of behaviour that should be associated with Bermuda’s Opposition Leader, or any Member of Parliament.” 
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 Honourable Members, let us allow Members 
to make their point and then everyone will have an 
opportunity to . . . just as a matter of guidance in this 
matter, it is important, I believe, that we stay within the 
framework of what the Motion is, so that we concen-
trate on whatever is said in the Motion itself. So I 
would— 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: That was my preamble, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: It was not an attack on any-
one. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: All right? It was a general 
premise on . . . because this has come about by the 
position of how at least we have to begin to be able to 
conduct ourselves with regard to what we say and do 
right here, and what we say and do outside. Other-
wise . . . and I do not know if that is the aim, not being 
able to get on with the business of the country. But it 
is just about the personal comments, the personal 
vitriol, and the personal attacks. And there have been 
a lot of them. 
 So the line in the sand came . . . and, by the 
way, when we talk about evidence these are things in 
sight and hearing on the particular day in question. 
The Honourable Leader of the Opposition stormed out 
of the House in relation to a debate and made what 
can only be considered— 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Point of order. 
 Throughout these proceedings— 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Sorry, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Point of order. 
 That is a misleading statement coming from 
the Honourable and Learned Member. The entire Op-
position bench were so appalled that all of us left. 
Please do not say that the Opposition Leader left. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Well, he did leave. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: With respect, he led the 
charge and he said, Well, we’re all going home. 

Hon. Michael J. Scott: I . . . he led the charge. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: He led the charge.  

He led the charge by saying, Well, we’re all 
going home. I do not think that is like overly offensive 
by any means, all right?  

I mean, fine, so you are all going home. Okay. 
I have seen that before. Everybody has walked out at 
different times. 
 The point is—and this is where I come to the 
line in the sand—to stand in the House, in the pre-
cincts of the House, and turn and make a comment 
along the lines of, I’m going to have you all taken out. 
I’m going to have you all taken out. Now, if that is not 
a frightening comment— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can the Honourable Learned 
Member state for the record exactly what I said when I 
was walking out of the Chamber? 
 
The Speaker: Okay, I think the Honourable Member 
will in his delivery give whatever he feels, and you will 
have an opportunity to respond. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, no. He is mis-
leading the House then— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —because I did not say that. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you. 
 The Honourable Member will say . . . and 
then, Honourable Leader of the Opposition, you will 
have the opportunity to be able to stand up and speak 
what you have to say. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, I am the one who 
is sitting here on the end, so this is just a question of 
sight and sound. My recollection, or my hearing, is 
that the words spoken effectively were, I will have you 
all taken out. I will have you all taken out. And when 
you get pedantic on whether words of that ilk were 
said, or nothing was said, I do not know where the 
Opposition Leader is coming from.  

Is he going to say, I didn’t say that? Or be-
cause he went on television—and I watched the inter-
view—and he gave an explanation as to what he 
meant by the words he spoke?  

I do not care. With respect, you know, I am 
certainly not going to stand up and be saying this . . . I 
am certainly not standing here making stuff up, be-
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cause that is not my style. I like evidence. I like evi-
dence, all right? I like things that are tangible. And you 
can see and say this is what happened, so sight and 
sound is one of them.  

To my recollection, and to the note that was 
made, that was what was said. And I am not the only 
one that heard that. Any number of Members on this 
side of the House heard it. And it must be that Mem-
bers on that side heard it. And the Opposition Leader 
must know what he said and must have heard what 
he said. And I could tell you I took offence with it. I 
took offence.  

Like who stands in relation to other colleagues 
in the House and says, I’m going to have you all taken 
out? And how do you take that? How do you take 
that? What does that mean? I mean, I think there is a 
general position with regard to that.  

I mean, explain to me what you mean by that 
which I should not find offensive. That I should not 
be— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: —in the context of what was 
going on and then threats in relation to the Parliamen-
tary Act and particular sections with regard to in-
volvement with all Members of this side of the House.  

That is what the allegation was, that all Mem-
bers on this side were behaving in some way that was 
in breach of the law as it relates to the Parliamentary 
Act.  

I was sitting there . . . I had to go look and see 
what he could possibly be talking about. What could 
he possibly be talking about? Then the context of the 
debate and everything that was going on, other mat-
ters that were raised, I was like, Okay, wow! There 
you go. That is what he is talking about. So at best he 
made an allegation, we have not seen a single foun-
dation for anything as of yet. I mean, a really serious, 
serious allegation. So where is the foundation for 
that?  

Where is one scintilla of proof or evidence that 
anybody was doing that for which you are going to 
have us taken out? 
 We have heard comments here before about, 
You’re going to Westgate. And then it is like, No, that 
means that anybody knows that that is the gate to 
hell, and all this stuff. There is always some spin as to 
what it means. So it was not, I’ll have you all taken 
out, meaning I’m going to have you all harmed. It 
meant, I’m going to have you all dismissed from Par-
liament, somehow. Well, in order to say that in that 
context you are alleging some pretty egregious, seri-
ous offensive conduct against me and all of my col-
leagues, that somehow we have been involved in that 
type of behaviour.  

The world watches. And I read some things 
that were said the other day by the Honourable Oppo-
sition Leader about this and that and business . . . 

looking at the country. The international business that 
I have been dealing with . . . what they want to know 
is, If we invest in Bermuda, are we going to be okay if 
the Government changes? If the Opposition Leader is 
the Premier, will we be okay? And that is the honest 
question. That is the question that is being asked—not 
the other way around—about what is going on. 
 And when you hear of the type of conduct and 
the vitriol that goes on, even if it is an interpolation, 
the things that have been said, the spin largely led by 
the Opposition Leader that culminated, in my view, in 
that event on that day, we are just saying, Enough! 
Stop! That is all it is about. Could we please stop and 
get on with business? You have got a debate to have? 
Bring the debate. You have got points to make? And 
sometimes there are some very good points that 
come from the other side as well. So you look at it and 
say there are some very good points on law and on 
legislation. But this stuff about the corruption theories, 
the conspiracy theories, I’ve got this. I’m going to 
show you this. I’m doing this, the threats, the attitude  
. . . What? Like, really?  

Really?  
Without foundation?  

 So if someone thought I was going to stand 
up and have a major, like, kind of bash session, basi-
cally that is not to be the case. What I am saying is we 
are drawing a line in the sand. That was the conduct 
on that day, and it is enough. And we have had 
enough and it needs to stop.  

I am going to invite other Members on that 
side, who certainly have had their own things to say 
about their Leader’s conduct, if they are going to de-
fend his behaviour and say, Well, we support that; 
and, We’re okay with the way he is; and, We’re okay 
with the way . . . I mean, we know that they did not 
support him being the Leader, but if they are going to 
stand now and say, No, no, no, that behaviour is fine 
with us; him spouting off like that is fine with us. Him 
standing in the House of Parliament and saying things 
like that is fine with us . . . just let the world know that 
you are okay with that type of thing going on. That is 
what we need to hear.  

And if you are not, I do not expect you to 
stand up and bash him (I know that is not going to 
happen), but do not say anything. And for goodness 
sake do not really try and defend it, or be clever with 
it, or say it did not happen this way, or this was the 
word, or that was the word that was said when those 
things were said in this Chamber.  

The threat, however you want to say it was a 
threat—whether it was a threat to take us out, whether 
it was a threat to have us removed from Parliament, 
whether it was a threat to have us prosecuted—was a 
threat without foundation, without substance. It is not 
the first time. It needs to please stop. All right? And 
bring the debate, a good hearty debate, a robust de-
bate without that type of conduct.  
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The censure is overdue and that is why it is 
here today. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Member care to speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister for Community, Culture and— 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Community, Cul-
ture and Sport. 
 
The Speaker: —and Sport. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, thank you. 
 
The Speaker: You have had several, Honourable 
Minister. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I have, Mr. 
Speaker, many . . . far too many. 
 Mr. Speaker, today we are here to debate 
[Order No. 13] on the Order Paper which is a Motion 
that has been moved by the Honourable M. J. Pettin-
gill, of which notice was given on 16 March 2015. And 
the Motion states: 

“That this [Honourable] House (1) Condemns 
and expresses disgust at the words and actions of the 
Member for Warwick South Central, the Leader of the 
Opposition, on Friday, March 13 and censures the 
Member accordingly; [and] (2) Abhors the action of 
the Member for Warwick South Central in verbally 
threatening Members of the House and showing total 
disrespect to the Office of the Speaker of the House, 
and by this action, seriously reflecting upon the hon-
our and dignity of the House; and (3) Suspends the 
Member for Warwick South Central from the service of 
the House. In addition, the Opposition Leader failed to 
acknowledge the seriousness and gravity that the be-
haviour identified, which is not the type of behaviour 
that should be associated with Bermuda’s Opposition 
Leader, or any Member of Parliament.” 

Mr. Speaker, with that Motion being at the 
crux at the purpose for which I now stand, let me say 
that this is a very, very sad day for me. Each of us in 
this Honourable House are elected and chosen to rep-
resent our constituents, in particular, both sides of the 
political divide and the country in general. 

Mr. Speaker, we acknowledge that Govern-
ment policies are brought to this Honourable House 
with the intent of having robust debate. We accept 
that there are differences of opinion that will come as 
a result of the manner in which Government chooses 
to conduct the people’s business and the manner in 
which the Opposition sees that conduct of the peo-
ple’s business. And they may see a different way. And 
that is understood. 

Mr. Speaker, as my honourable colleague 
(who just took his seat) mentioned, we acknowledge 
and recognise that the Opposition has much to offer. 
And there are times that we can and do take their con-
tributions under advisement, either overtly on the floor 
of the House or by further reference and further con-
sultation to ensure that there is a representative ap-
proach to doing the people’s business. That is our job. 

Many Bills, Mr. Speaker, that are put to this 
Honourable House are supported by both sides. We 
saw that with the last four items on the agenda. We 
saw unequivocal support for the Government position. 
And this happens, Mr. Speaker. But when there are 
differences, if a call is made for a division of the 
House, there is a process. We acknowledge here that 
frustrations do arise. These frustrations can come ei-
ther from the Opposition, when they feel that they are 
not being heard, or even from the Government when 
we feel that we are being badgered. But Mr. Speaker, 
that is the nature of the job that we undertook to do. 
Mr. Speaker, the Opposition will have their say, and 
generally—not always—the Government will have its 
way. Such is the stuff of which politics is made. Such 
is the role that we have signed up to be able to do 
when we offer ourselves for public service and end up 
in this Honourable Chamber, Mr. Speaker.  

But nobody, Mr. Speaker, takes pleasure 
when the standard of the House degenerates to that 
which we have seen recently. It is more egregious, 
Mr. Speaker, when this type of behaviour is initiated or 
generated or caused to happen by those in leadership 
and, in particular, in this instance the Leader of the 
Opposition. 

The Member spewed the comment, “This 
House is in disrepute!” And Mr. Speaker, if that is the 
Member’s opinion, he is entitled to it and we respect 
that. 

“You are allowing the Government to manipu-
late this House!” And I am referring to my note here, 
Mr. Speaker, these are words that have been ex-
tracted directly from the Hansard on the day in ques-
tion, March 13th. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe, and I believe all Mem-
bers in this Honourable House ought to believe, that 
there is a significant difference between manipulation 
of the House of Assembly and out-voting the Opposi-
tion. That is what happens. The Opposition has its say 
and the Government has its way. 

But, Mr. Speaker, to follow that up with a 
comment that this is “A den of vipers” . . . A den of 
vipers? And then the off-the-microphone comment 
made as the Honourable Member exited the Chamber 
that, I am going to take you all out.  

Mr. Speaker, let me say this: I do not know 
who is intended to be intimidated by those shenani-
gans, certainly not I. But consider what happens when 
we put ourselves forward in this Honourable House 
and we have people who are near and dear to us. Our 
children have the opportunity to hear this type of thing 
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and start to wonder whether their mother or whether 
their loved one is in danger because of their fervent 
desire to serve this country. 

Mr. Speaker, that is the impact of those types 
of comments. And those are the things for which we 
should be tremendously concerned. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe that in the specific in-
stance there appeared to be a situation in which the 
Member may not have understood the rules respect-
ing the changing of a motion. And for the edification of 
the public, Mr. Speaker, I say that only because of the 
dialogue that happened around that motion. Any mo-
tion that is put, a substantive motion, can be down-
graded to a “take note” motion. And that is what hap-
pened on the day. 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 Honourable Member, yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: The Honourable Member is mis-
leading the House. The Standing Orders allow for mo-
tions to be amended, but the Standing Orders are 
very clear that no motion . . . no amendment to a mo-
tion should effectively negate that motion. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, all right. 
 Carry on, Member. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I never said that, 
Mr. Speaker. What I said was a motion can be 
changed from a substantive motion to a take note mo-
tion. In this particular instance there was no negating 
of the motion that had been put in the opinion of— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you.  
 I was hoping that the Honourable Member 
would please, I guess elaborate, or let us know where 
she is reading or getting this information [from], that 
substantive motions can be downgraded to take note 
motions. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: What the rules 
say, Erskine May as well as the Rules of the House— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: You can find the 
rule if you look at it. 

[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: You can find the 
rule. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, carry on. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: You can say that 
you can change a motion, Mr. Speaker, you cannot 
have a motion changed in such a way that it is a 
negative . . . that it is diametrically opposite to the mo-
tion posed. We have not only seen that in this in-
stance, we actually saw it in operation when there was 
another debate earlier in which a motion was put. The 
honourable Opposition put another motion and I at-
tempted to put another motion to negate that and we 
had the debate on that occasion having made signifi-
cant reference and correct reference to Erskine May. 
So we have had the experience, we have had that 
particular— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: For the second time the Honour-
able Minister has referenced Erskine May in regard to 
the downgrading of a motion from a substantive mo-
tion to a take note motion, and I will ask her again if 
she would please state where it says in May’s— 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I did not say that. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: You just said May’s said it. So 
where in May’s? Because we have gone through 
May’s and I would like to know where you got that 
from. 
 Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, I 
obviously did not make myself clear or the Honourable 
Member did not hear. Let me say that I said that we 
had a debate earlier on in the year in which the Oppo-
sition had placed a motion that was . . . that took a 
position, and I then put a position that was diametri-
cally opposite to negate the motion that the Opposi-
tion had put, and through discussion and reference 
that was brought by the Honourable Member, Kim 
Wilson, who pointed out that Erskine May indicated 
that the motion that I was attempting to put from the 
Government’s side was effectively negating the mo-
tion that the Opposition had put and was not allowed.  

That is what I said. And we acknowledged 
and accepted that the Honourable Member opposite 
was correct. So we acknowledged and accepted that 
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the Member opposite was correct and, as such, I be-
lieve on the matter . . . I believe it was the rise and 
report progress . . . whatever the outcome was. 
 But I say all of that to say that we do consult 
with the propriety of the rules according to Erskine 
May. But we cannot, Mr. Speaker, ratchet a take note 
motion up to the standard of a substantive motion. We 
cannot do that. We can downgrade it; we cannot up-
grade it. That is the manner in which this Honourable 
House— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —has operated. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Member is misleading the House, making up things 
that she has found in Erskine May, refusing to refer to 
it. I would like the Honourable Member to please let us 
know where in Erskine May it says that you can 
downgrade a substantive motion to a take note mo-
tion, but you cannot upgrade a take note motion to a 
substantive motion. That is completely ludicrous in 
what she is saying. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So I would like her to find where it 
said it— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —because she is misleading the 
House, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Honourable Member, if you would . . . when 
you are speaking it would be helpful if you could make 
reference. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 And Mr. Speaker, truth be told, I did not think 
that that particular matter was going to be a point of 
contention, otherwise I would have had day, date, 
page and time. However, with that said, I am willing  
to give that information to Honourable Members. 
 I have been in this Honourable House, Mr. 
Speaker, for 16 years. And in the 16 years that I have 
been in this Honourable House, and the experience 
that I have had, and the manner in which we have 
conducted ourselves in this Honourable House, that 

has been the precedent established in this Honour-
able House in the manner in which we have con-
ducted ourselves. 

I, too, have already had that situation, Mr. 
Speaker. Members who were here at the time will re-
call that I had brought a motion about the Berkeley 
Institute (and I do not want to focus on that because 
that is sort of by the way). That was a substantive mo-
tion that was downgraded by the then-Government to 
a take note motion. It is done. It is the way we do 
things in this Honourable House. The precedent has 
been set and we established that that is the manner in 
which we have conducted ourselves. 

But let me just say, Mr. Speaker, that with the 
motion as it had been restated on the day that obvi-
ously led to the frustration that saw the House end in 
the manner in which it did on that particular day, it is 
my contention that if the Opposition were in fact really 
concerned with ensuring that their positions respect-
ing that particular reform were brought to the table, 
they would have continued and put their ideas on the 
table and then allowed us to be held to account if such 
ideas and recommendations had been ignored. That 
is the point that I would like to make here. 

But I believe what the Opposition Leader was 
attempting to do on that particular occasion, Mr. 
Speaker, was to bully the House . . . not just the 
Leader, but the position taken by the Opposition, was 
to bully the House into their position. And I think that it 
is important to mention that the Government has the 
right to govern. That point seems to be lost on the 
Opposition. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, what is interesting here is 
that in the presentation and the objection stated by the 
Honourable Opposition Leader the comment was that 
they want to work collaboratively with the Government 
and that this particular motion on that day would have 
created and allowed that opportunity. But Mr. 
Speaker, it is quite a dichotomy to profess on the one 
hand that you wish to work collaboratively with the 
Government and then proceed to call those people 
with whom you want to work collaboratively with “a 
den of vipers,” that this is a den of vipers. 

So, Mr. Speaker, we have heard this before. 
This is not unlike having been told that Members on 
this side are practitioners of the dark arts. This seems 
to be the modus operandi for the Opposition Leader. 
And I hazard to say . . . I am perhaps a little reluctant 
to say, but [the] evidence has not proven [to be] dif-
ferent, that the position and the modus operandi is 
supported by all of his Members opposite because not 
one of them has had the courage to stand in defiance 
of this deplorable behaviour, Mr. Speaker. That is why 
I say today is a sad day. 

Mr. Speaker, we always hear the criticism 
asking us what example are we setting for our chil-
dren. Mr. Speaker, I will submit that with the attitude of 
the Honourable Member, who is the subject of today’s 
Censure Motion, not much. We are not setting much 
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of an example, Mr. Speaker. It is an embarrassment 
how this House has been conducted, some of the 
contributions that have been made by Members op-
posite. We understand frustrations. We live it daily, 
Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I wish to speak to the suspen-
sion which has been recommended on item 3 of the 
Motion that I read earlier. And let me say, Mr. 
Speaker, that this is very, very serious and I honestly 
and truly and fervently believe that my colleagues are 
as pained on this issue as I am. Sixteen years in this 
Honourable House, Mr. Speaker, and I think I have 
experienced the censure of a Member . . . I do not 
think I have experienced that since I have been here. I 
believe I saw it once just prior to my arrival in this 
Honourable House. I do not believe I have seen it. I 
may have, but I do not remember. 

But, Mr. Speaker, let me say that anybody can 
understand the reaction to frustration. Anybody can 
understand reaction of the moment, Mr. Speaker, and 
I do believe that if this matter, that night, were an iso-
lated case, we would accept that the Honourable 
Member was frustrated, lost control in the response, 
reacted in the manner in which he did. And you know 
what? I believe that we are all big enough, Mr. 
Speaker, to say we can let that go. 

But, Mr. Speaker, this attitude, this behaviour 
is persistent, it is incessant, it is venomous. And the 
diatribe that we face week after week after week in 
this House, coupled with comments made outside the 
House that were attempted to be defended in the pub-
lic media, Mr. Speaker—all of which ultimately, sub-
sequently, proved to be untrue—all serve to under-
mine the progress that we would like to make on be-
half of the country. And in my estimation, Mr. Speaker, 
it is tantamount to plunging a dagger into the eco-
nomic heart of this country. 

Mr. Speaker, I say that, and it sounds dra-
matic. And yes, it is, because it is serious. 

Mr. Speaker, when you have investors who 
start to doubt the ability that they would have to invest 
in our jurisdiction, not because of the comments that 
the Opposition are making in terms of what the Gov-
ernment is or is not doing, but rather that they are 
evaluating the attitudes of such Honourable Members 
with that type of contribution, Mr. Speaker, and start to 
panic in their own right, Would I put my money in that 
jurisdiction? Because these are the people that could 
conceivably be in charge.  

Mr. Speaker, let me say— 
 

[Inaudible interjections]  
 

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —let me say that, 
as a Member of Parliament, I understand the parlia-
mentary process. We understand, Mr. Speaker, that in 
any given election, any government can change. But 
Mr. Speaker, what we want is not how we feed the 
egos of our own in this Honourable House, but how 

we set in train standards that are going to be benefi-
cial to all the people of Bermuda on a continuous ba-
sis. 

So, we do not want to think that behaviour is 
such that people start to debate should I or should I 
not invest in this country, because who would be im-
pacted, Mr. Speaker? Not the Honourable Member 
who is the subject to this censure motion. Not Mem-
bers of the Opposition who silently sit and acquiesce 
to that kind of behaviour. Not even members of the 
People’s Campaign who vehemently criticise the ac-
tions and the activities of the Government. But who is 
going to be impacted by this reprehensible behaviour, 
Mr. Speaker, and who is being done a serious disser-
vice, is the average person in the street; the people 
who know that we are trying to create an atmosphere 
to create jobs.  

The majority of those people, Mr. Speaker, 
who have been the loudest, the most voluminous, all 
have jobs. They have solid pay cheques coming in. 
But yet they would create an atmosphere that helps to 
undermine the environment so that those people who 
do not have jobs are now facing more hardship than 
they might otherwise face if we had an all-embracing 
attitude that we honestly, truly, and collaboratively do 
work together, Mr. Speaker, for the better benefit of all 
the people of Bermuda, to give them the jobs—that is 
our mandate. And to be able to create an economic 
environment that helps to pay down the debt so that 
the money that we are paying in interest and debt ser-
vice charges would be available for additional pro-
grammes for the benefit of the people. 

So it is the people who will suffer, Mr. 
Speaker. It is the people who will not have the ability 
to have things that they might otherwise be able to 
have. Because this Government inherited tremendous 
debt, we have to put policies in place, Mr. Speaker, 
that help to ameliorate that situation. And on that fact 
alone, Mr. Speaker, having not considered that there 
has been a serious disservice done to the average 
and everyday person of Bermuda, as well as the 
economy of Bermuda, our entire infrastructure is be-
ing hurt and harmed by those types of attitudes and 
behaviour. 
 Based on that and that alone, Mr. Speaker, I 
believe that the Member ought to take a time out and 
consider his actions and the negative impact that they 
have on the country at large.  
 As a result, Mr. Speaker, I do support this Mo-
tion. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Any other Honourable Member care to 
speak? 
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 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17, Pembroke Central, MP 
Walton Brown. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I concur that it is a very sad day 
in Parliament that we are taking time away from im-
portant legislation and important policies to discuss 
the potential censure of a Member of Parliament—no 
less the Leader of the Opposition. 
 Mr. Speaker, we have seen and we have ex-
perienced a rancorous period in Parliament over the 
last two years. It has been a period that has been 
fraught with harsh comments about policy and direc-
tion of this country. We have had people make a mul-
titude of comments in this period of rigorous debate 
about issues, and it is, perhaps, a concession to the 
spirit of . . . the great enthusiasm that people at times 
make remarks that you have ruled are unparliamen-
tary in the language. 
 Mr. Speaker, I do not think anyone can doubt 
the sincerity with which the Opposition Leader ad-
dresses issues, because he cares deeply about the 
country. The Leader of the Opposition has differing 
views from that of the Government. We have different 
views from that of the Government on issues. And that 
alone is not sufficient to warrant a complete censuring 
of anyone. I think that this side of the House, Mr. 
Speaker, wants to have issues addressed. We just 
look at issues differently and we have different ways 
of expressing ourselves. 

Mr. Speaker, when you believe that certain 
measures have been exceeding the rules, you have 
acted to address those matters. And I think you are 
the appropriate judge on any matter that you consider 
to be a violation of rules and inappropriate in its deliv-
ery. So I would argue that this actual Motion is inap-
propriate at this time, Mr. Speaker. We have a 
mechanism by your judgment, by your rulings, to de-
cide what is appropriate and what is not appropriate. 
In my view it is an effort to look beyond some of the 
more important issues that we need to look at this 
country.  

I would encourage Members to not support 
this Motion, to leave it to the Speaker to decide what 
is appropriate conduct when it comes to Members’ 
presentations in the House. And that is where the 
matter should rest. 

So Mr. Speaker, I would encourage Members 
to rethink this and encourage the House to withdraw 
this Motion and let us get back to doing the business 
of the people. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 

 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Junior Minister from constituency 7, Hamilton South, 
MP Richards. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, like my fellow parliamentarian on 
the OBA side who eloquently spoke about the reasons 
for this Censure Motion, I too feel very sad to be here 
today to discuss this. I still consider myself a freshman 
Member of Parliament. I am still learning the parlia-
mentary procedure, still learning the cut and thrust of 
the Westminster system of government. I acknowl-
edge that early on in my days here I made a comment 
to one of the Members of the Opposition and I was 
summoned to your Honourable Office. I was repri-
manded, and I took my punishment like a man and I 
came to the floor of this House and I offered a formal 
apology. I learned from that lesson, Mr. Speaker. 
 You know, Mr. Speaker, I am the type of per-
son, I go by my gut. And my gut tells me that things 
are not right in this Honourable House. When I was 
elected in 2012 I was very excited because I said, 
Here’s my chance to make a difference in my country. 
And I knew that it was not going to be easy. We were 
taking over a country that was basically in free fall and 
the voting public democratically elected a new Gov-
ernment—the One Bermuda Alliance Government—
and I was proud to be a part of that Government. It 
had been quite a journey. 
 But it quickly became apparent to me after 
being in this House for a few sessions that the tenor 
was very vitriolic, that it was going to be extremely 
partisan, that friendships that I had with Members of 
the other side were going to be compromised in some 
way because we saw things politically different.  
 Mr. Speaker, I am the type of person that I 
take people based on how they treat me. But I am 
disheartened today, Mr. Speaker, because I know that 
there are individuals on the Opposition benches who 
do not approve of the leadership style of the Opposi-
tion Leader. How do I know this? Because they have 
told me this in confidence in private. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I do not have to name 
them because I am not speaking to others who did not 
speak to me. I am speaking to those Members who 
spoke to me and they know who they are. I do not 
have to stand up here in front of this microphone, 
which is being broadcasted out the Island of Bermuda, 
and tell falsehoods. They know who they are. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: And I am appealing to 
them. They have told me that they are very concerned 
about the comments that the Opposition Leader has 
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made on the floor of the House, the comments that he 
has made outside of this House, and the comments 
that he has made toward them in their caucus. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, that 
Member is making some serious allegations. When 
you come in this particular Parliament, you need to 
reveal who the people are— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —because you cannot 
come in here and make allegations. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Okay, thank you, Honourable 
Member. Thank you. 
 The only thing I would like to ask the Honour-
able Member, and to give you guidance, is to concen-
trate on the Motion. Concentrate on what the Motion 
says and make your comments around that. So that is 
the kind of parameter that we want to keep ourselves 
in. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. Thank you for that guidance. 
 I say all that to say, Mr. Speaker, that I sat 
here for almost two-and-a-half years and I listened to 
some of the comments that the Opposition Leader has 
made on the microphone and off the microphone. And 
it is disheartening because it is so unnecessary. We 
are all Bermudians; we all love Bermuda.  

Some of us grew up together, some of us 
went to the same universities, some of us played to-
gether, some of us have known each other since 
nursery school, but because I sit over here and they 
sit over there now someone a few seconds ago called 
me a surrogate. I think I heard the Opposition Member 
say I am . . . something about doing the bidding of the 
slave owner. You know, this is language that is no 
unnecessary. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. Point of order. 
 Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No one said that. 
 
The Speaker: You did not say that? All right. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can you have him withdraw 
it? Doing the bidding of a slave owner? 
 
The Speaker: Okay.  

The Honourable Member says he did not say 
that so— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No one said that. 
 
The Speaker: Unless I . . . and what I would suggest 
is concentrate on— 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, this specific Motion relates 
to one of the sessions we had before we went on 
break. It was very emotive. Emotions were running 
high. There was a lot of frustration coming from the 
Opposition benches. And when the Opposition de-
cided to walk [out] and leave the Chamber, I heard—
as did everybody on this side, and I am sure some of 
the Members on the other side—the Opposition 
Leader make a comment, I’m going to take you all out.  

Now does that mean he is going to take us all 
out to dinner? Is he going to take us out of Govern-
ment? Or is he going to have somebody on the street 
take us out? I do not know. But that is a ridiculous 
comment for the Leader of the Opposition to make. 
And it is not the first time that he has made comments 
like this on and off the microphone.  

It is disrespectful, it is arrogant. The Opposi-
tion Leader refers to this Government being arrogant 
and lacking humility. He needs to take a long hard . . . 
that Honourable Member needs to take a long hard 
look in the mirror, Mr. Speaker. Because repeatedly . . 
. to people listening on the radio, people reading 
about his comments in the press . . . I am not even 
going to refer to a pending case, but we all know what 
that is about. 
 
The Speaker: You cannot . . . you are not going to 
refer to any— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am not going to refer 
to it, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: You are not going to. All right? So 
you— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am not going to refer 
to it. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Thank you. 
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: But bottom line, Mr. 
Speaker, that I would like to see and the people of 
Bermuda would like to see is the level of debate 
raised in this House. That is the challenge. And I 
would challenge those Opposition Members on the 
backbench who have come to me and told me in con-
fidence that they do not support the actions and words 
of the Opposition Leader, to stand up. Stand up! Show 
some courage and some character. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: That is what is disap-
pointing to me, Mr. Speaker. I know that they do not 
support the comments of the Opposition Leader. 
 I fully support this censure. And another thing, 
Mr. Speaker (before I even go that far), I sat here in 
amazement and watched the Opposition Leader dis-
respect the Speaker of the House.  

It amazes me. I have gone home and talked 
to my wife and said, This is worse than high school. At 
least in high school (at least when I was in high 
school) the students listened to the teacher. The stu-
dents respected the principal. If you are in court, you 
respect the judge. He is the final authority.  

I have sat in this House in amazement . . . 
and it starts from the top. It starts from the example 
set by the Opposition Leader. He believes he can be-
have a certain way and others follow suit. It is disre-
spectful and the people of Bermuda are sick of it. And 
I know that the majority of right-thinking Bermudians 
out there that vote do not support this Opposition 
Leader.  

He knows it too. He went quiet over this break 
for a reason. I am not . . . spin? This is fact, so they 
can laugh. But what they are doing, to their discredit, 
is they are going too far. Bermudian people do not 
appreciate and they do not like this form of politics. 
Bermudians are a proud, graceful people. We love 
order and structure. This is a society of structure and 
rules, and when you do not have structure and rules 
you have chaos. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: And this Opposition 
Leader thrives in chaos with his words. He loves it. He 
thrives in it.  
 So we as a Government, every time we come 
into this Chamber we have to struggle to stay above 
the fray, to stay out of the mud. We are leaders. We 
were elected to lead and we are leading. And whether 
the Opposition refuses to acknowledge it, or whether 
they recognise it or not, we are turning this country 
around economically. And we will be successful. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, could I please have 
a call to the Orders of the Day. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, carry on. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: So I think I said enough, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 I support this Motion. I would encourage the 
Honourable Leader of the Opposition, the Honourable 
Marc Bean, to do some reflection. Do some honest 
soul searching. As a leader, he needs to start acting 
like one. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Hon-
ourable Member from constituency 18, the Shadow 
Minister of Finance, MP David Burt. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, I would say that it is very 
interesting that we are having this debate today. And 
Mr. Speaker, I guess I would say that I am surprised 
that you gave the Government permission to do this 
Motion today because they need your permission to 
bring something [on] short [notice] and I would have 
thought that, you know, with the people outside who 
are looking for important business and who are look-
ing to hear a debate on the airport . . . I would have 
thought that maybe the Government would have 
thought that they would want to carry this over and 
wait for another time. So, Mr. Speaker, I am surprised 
that you gave your permission for this. But nonethe-
less, that is where we find ourselves. 
 So what I would say, Mr. Speaker, is that in 
speaking and dealing with this particular Motion the 
two or three speakers of which I have heard from the 
Government benches seem to want to, I guess I 
would say, control behaviour. And that is fine. That is 
what they can do. They can express their opinion. But 
I do, Mr. Speaker, find it very interesting that they de-
cided to bring a Motion of Censure against the Oppo-
sition Leader for what happened on the 13th.  
 Now, Mr. Speaker, when we heard a Member 
get up and say that the Leader of the Opposition told 
the Speaker that we brought the House into disrepute, 
yes, he did, Mr. Speaker. But we all know what hap-
pened on the 13th. And we all know your subsequent 
statement which came to us on the 16th, and we all 
know that the Speaker admitted that he made an er-
ror. 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member. 
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 The Speaker indicated where he could have 
made better judgment. That is all. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I am fine with that, Mr. Speaker. 
You said it better than I could, Mr. Speaker, so I am 
fine with that. Thanks. And Mr. Speaker, I thank you 
very much for that. 
 So what happened . . . we all know the case 
of what happened on the 13th. We all know the facts. 
We all know that the Speaker made certain state-
ments afterwards, so we are talking about— 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Mr. Speaker, 
thank you, just a point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Anticipating] 

 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: We have another 
Motion on the Order Paper, so I am not so clear as to 
how much we can reflect on a Motion that has not 
been raised yet because there is a Motion on the Or-
der Paper. 
 
The Speaker: All right. That is . . . that is indeed a 
valid point in that . . . in that Honourable Member, that 
while you make your comments, you really should not 
comment on the behaviour of the Speaker, because 
the behaviour or the manner in which the Speaker has 
behaved is under the microscope within the Motion 
that is to come. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I have got you 
wholeheartedly— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: And that is not even where I am 
trying to go. But Members will remember what hap-
pened on Friday the 13th and Members will remember 
all of the stuff that happened in the debate and the 
rulings and the attempts of points of order and the 
attempts of points of privilege, [so Members] will un-
derstand what happened. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, let me just say this: The 
Censure Motion before us said “condemns and ex-
presses disgust at the words and actions of the Mem-
ber from Warwick South Central.” So it seems as 
though that the Members were offended or, I guess I 
could say, were scared that the Opposition Leader 
said, Take you out.  

Well, the fact of the matter is that now they 
are afraid, now they feel that it is a threat. Well, Mr. 
Speaker, if you had actually felt that there was a 
threat one would have thought that you might have 

taken that to the police. If you thought that someone 
was threatening you . . . Oh, I felt afraid . . . Come on, 
Mr. Speaker. We are grown. We are here.  

The amount of things of which I have heard 
uttered my way off the microphone from Members on 
that side of the House . . . the thought that they would 
come here and bring this right now, it is almost . . . it is 
a waste of time. So I am not going to take too long to 
speak on this issue, Mr. Speaker. And when I am 
done, I am going to yield to the Opposition Leader. So 
hopefully we can move on to the important issues of 
this day because we have a very important matter 
which is pending today, which is dealing with the air-
port. So we need to get to that. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, let me just say this, “ab-
hors the action of the Member from Warwick South 
Central in verbally threatening Members of the 
House.” Again, threats—really, Mr. Speaker? That is 
what it is? The threats that we have heard from this 
side of the House from the former Premier who spoke 
about information that he holds, that he knows. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, if I can just again 
help you— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I am with— 
 
The Speaker: —help guide you. Now, we cannot . . . 
we cannot . . . only in a substantive motion can we 
attack the . . . [impute] improper motives All right? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Do you hear me? Just listen while I try 
and help give guidance. 
 What I am saying is that . . . Honourable 
Member, you cannot now get up and complain about 
the behaviour of other Members because you can 
only do that by substantive motion. All right? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, this is what I am 
saying. It should not be done. 
 All right? Carry on, Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I thank you very 
much. 
 This complaint is about threats, and what I am 
saying is that there are many times that Members in 
this House have been threatened. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: That is what has happened, Mr. 
Speaker. So that is a fact of record and we will go on 
because the final thing is that the last part of this Mo-
tion says that, “In addition, the Opposition Leader 
failed to acknowledge the seriousness and gravity the 
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behaviour identified.” What do you mean, “failed to 
acknowledge the seriousness . . . the behaviour iden-
tified”? 
 Mr. Speaker, this is Parliament. There are 
important issues we discuss here in Parliament.  
 Mr. Speaker, you know the offence that hap-
pened on the 13th. You knew how I felt about person-
ally being asked to leave the House, being named to 
leave. You know about the important issue and the 
feeling on this side that democracy was thwarted and 
the full debate was not allowed to take place. Now 
tempers flared, my temper flared as well, Mr. Speaker, 
but the fact of the matter is we came back here on 
March 16th and conducted business. 
 What I would say is, Mr. Speaker, that some 
Members of the Government need to get over it and 
move on to the important matters at hand, the impor-
tant issues that we should be discussing, and not this 
waste of time that we are up here right now currently 
discussing on short notice, a censure of the Opposi-
tion Leader. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, with that I yield.— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I will not— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I will take my seat. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Does any other Honourable Member 
care to speak? 
 Thank you. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Leader of 
the Opposition. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, good afternoon. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Do I have 30 minutes? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, sir. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to first begin by ex-
tending my profound apologies to the people of this 
country for the tumultuous period of transition that we 
find ourselves proceeding through. 
 In fact, Mr. Speaker, earlier this week I spoke 
to my Deputy Leader and I said, You know, David, I 
look forward to the day when we can turn our swords 
into ploughshares. Lord knows all the people in our 
country desire and require us to work to turn the cor-
ner for this country, Mr. Speaker. I cannot wait for that 
moment. So I apologise to everyone who desire to 
see progress and peace and prosperity in our Island 

home for what has occurred over the last two-and-a-
half years. 
 Mr. Speaker, every cause has its effect, every 
action has its equal and opposite reaction. Our re-
sponsibility as the Loyal Opposition is to hold the 
Government to account. 
 Mr. Speaker, I will now send out a note to all 
those who hear my voice in the general public who for 
some reason do not like to hear the truth and take an 
offence to hearing the truth. Here is your opportunity 
to turn your radio off. Turn it off and come back in 30 
minutes.  
 Before I give my presentation as a response 
to this bogus Motion led by none other than the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member Mark Pettingill, I would 
like to preface my comments with a prayer to my fa-
ther Ababa Janhoy: May the words of my mouth and 
the meditations on my heart be acceptable in thy sight 
and thy sight alone. Lord knows, he is my shield and 
my buckler. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Motion is based on com-
ments that I made. And I said, “I will take you out.” I 
am the Opposition Leader. This was made when the 
House was in disrepute. But I understand the game, 
whether it is political or legal games that the One 
Bermuda Alliance like to play. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Parliamentary Act speaks of 
bribery laws, Parliamentary Act 1957. Because I also 
said after, “I am going to take you out,” it is because 
according to the Parliamentary Act 1957 you are all 
facing 15 years at Westgate. And for the learned per-
sons who do not understand the esoteric meaning of 
the western gate, it is the gate to Hell—the esoteric 
meaning. Some of us, I guess, are a little more 
learned than others. 
 Mr. Speaker, may I quote, “acceptance of 
bribe,” section 15— 
 
The Speaker: Are you quoting from the Parliamentary 
Act? Okay. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Parliamentary Act 1957. 
“Any member of either House of the Legislature who 
asks, receives or obtains, or who attempts or agrees 
to receive or obtain, any bribe, fee, compensation, gift, 
reward, or other property, or any other benefit of any 
kind” is to be hereby . . .  

Well, let me tell you what the fine is. That per-
son “should absent himself from that House or legisla-
tive committee.” The punishment on summary convic-
tion is a $50,000 fine or to imprisonment of five years, 
or both; or on conviction on indictment an unlimited 
fine or imprisonment for 15 years, or both. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, may I explain what I meant 
when I said that?  

Mr. Speaker, we have already noted in this 
Honourable Chamber the Jetgate debacle where you 
had Ministers Crockwell— 
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The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member, just let me . . . if you will just take your seat 
for a moment and I can help guide you. All right? 
 This Motion is a substantive motion in regard 
to the behaviour of the Leader of the Opposition. In 
order to impute improper motives on any other Mem-
ber, or to indulge in personalities, there must be a 
substantive motion. There is nothing wrong . . . if one 
wants to go that route, you can go that route. But it 
must be on a substantive motion. You cannot [impute] 
improper motives . . . not in this regard.  

And the reason why Members are allowed to 
speak about your personality is because it is a sub-
stantive motion. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

And since you said that this is a substantive 
motion and on the subject of that substantive motion, I 
have a right to defend myself and give a rationale as 
to the words that they accuse me of. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, right, you can— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And that is what I am about to 
do right now, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Right, very well. But you cannot [im-
pute] improper motives to other Members. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, I am not [imputing] any 
improper motives— 
 
The Speaker: All right, so then carry on. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —because to me this Motion 
is [imputing] improper motives, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, just listen . . . listen . . . 
listen because I see the defence already. 
 
The Speaker: No, that is what a substantive motion 
is, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And since this is a substantive 
motion, I have a right to respond, the same way, I 
think next week when we do our substantive motion, 
the subject matter will have a right to respond. 
 Mr. Speaker, Jetgate . . . everyone under-
stands what happened. I am going to ask MP Pettin-
gill— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member, I am sorry. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: What? 
 
The Speaker: I am very sorry, that is not a route that 
you can take. You cannot . . . What you can do is, 
Honourable Member, you can defend . . . you can de-
fend your view, but you cannot attack another Mem-
ber. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: All right? 
 Honourable Member, you cannot impute an 
improper motive, so continue on and just make sure 
that you do not. All right. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Let me make something clear, 
then. Okay? Because I see where this is going. It 
does not matter what you all vote on when we finish 
this debate. Okay? The people of constituency 26 put 
me up here, just like the rest of my colleagues. You 
can say and do what you like, but I will return here at 
the next sitting and I will remain in my position as the 
Leader of the Opposition regardless of what anyone 
says. And no one—listen to me now—no one in this 
country will come in this Chamber and lay one hand 
on me to remove me from my constitutional duty.  

How is that?  
Okay, how is that? 

 Mr. Speaker, I will move on since I cannot 
raise Jetgate. I know I can, but for some reason the 
Speaker said I cannot. All right? But well, let us talk 
about this.  

Mr. Speaker, there is a reason why I men-
tioned 15 years in the Parliamentary Act. The Jetgate 
investigation is still ongoing. It is open, okay? And 
what people suspect, what the investigation has not 
proven yet, is that there is potentially something unto-
ward. We hear about money being received, Mr. 
Speaker, $350,000. True? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member . . . Honourable 
Member— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am trying to defend myself. 
 
[Hon. Trevor G. Moniz rose] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Attorney General. 
 Honourable Member, I am asking you that as 
you speak . . . right? You cannot [impute] motives or 
whatever anyone else has done. What you must do if 
you want to impugn other Members, you must do it by 
a substantive motion, which is what this is. 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I have heard I think it 
was about four Members of the other side make some 
serious allegations against us—allegations. I got up 
and spoke about it, but it was allowed to be carried 
on. 
 The Leader of the Opposition has the right to 
defend himself on a Censure Motion. 
 
The Speaker: Right. He can defend himself. He can 
defend himself on whatever he has been accused of, 
Honourable Member. 

And members in the Gallery need to just 
watch. They need to just watch. 
 Carry on, MP. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, and you know, 
they made statements that the Leader is not setting a 
good example. You know, I am this . . . I am this 
hardened— 
 
The Speaker: Well, that is, you see, Honourable 
Member, if I can say Honourable Member Burgess, if I 
can just say . . . yes, that is what a substantive . . . 
that is why we . . . we run the House in such a way 
that if ever you want to talk about the behaviour of a 
Member, then you have to take out a substantive mo-
tion. And that is how it can be done. Otherwise we will 
be up here all day just going, you know, back and 
forth, against each other. And that is the, you know, 
that is what the actual . . . So Honourable Member, 
please carry on and if you can try and be mindful . . . 
And you know what? You have an important job in 
terms of defending your position. 
 Carry on, Honourable Leader. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: This is the tenth minute of my 
contribution and I have not even said anything yet. 
 Mr. Speaker, I will move on then because I 
am trying to explain to the opposite side why they are 
facing 15 years in prison and why I would take them 
out. That is what I said. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Because I am privy . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am privy to certain informa-
tion! 
 
The Speaker: Speak to the Honourable— 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am privy to certain informa-
tion. Now I am going to ask the Government do they 
want me to let them know what information I am privy 
to?  

Yes or no? 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, carry on. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes? Then let me . . . let me 
. . . let me deliver the information. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, take your seat. 
 Yes? 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Just to clarify what the Mem-
ber said. If he has something to do and he does it in 
the appropriate way, he does not do it on the floor of 
this House on this Censure Motion to distract from 
what he is facing today. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: He would be better off just to 
apologise and deal with it. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Apologise? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I think there is a 
way for you to be able to take the approach you are 
taking, but right now you have to do it without impugn-
ing what other Members have been doing. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, my gracious. Thank God I 
said a prayer at the beginning of this contribution. 
 I am privy to information, Mr. Speaker, only I 
would like to raise the waterfront Par-la-Ville issue. 
Does anyone have an issue with that? 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am defending why I said 
what I said. Do I have to say that 50 more times? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, but that— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You do not want me to defend 
myself in it. I understand. I understand. I think the 
whole country understands now. 
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The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I understand. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, this is . . . that is 
a debate for another time. That is not a debate on this 
Motion. All right? And I cannot make myself any 
clearer. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, what— 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. Just one second, Hon-
ourable Member. All right? 
 Gather yourself and— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am well gathered, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I understand what is at play right here. I un-
derstand it, and everyone hears it and sees it, okay, 
even, I am sure, over the Internet. That is why I said 
regardless of what happens after this, you all can vote 
for what you like it is not going to have any application 
to this side of the House. Right. 
 Mr. Speaker, I was concerned . . . I told the 
Government that I am going to take them out. In a 
political sense everyone understands that as the 
Leader of the Opposition I want them removed from 
Government. I have said that on numerous occasions. 
I have told them to their face that they are the worst 
Government in our history, Mr. Speaker.  

I have said other things, too, that they repeat 
over and over again as if I have pricked their con-
science and they lose sleep over it, Mr. Speaker. That 
is why they keep repeating it. That is why I know my 
words have power. That is why I know. That is why I 
see this circus going on right now. Because they are 
afraid, Mr. Speaker. Well, let me . . . let me— 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: That Honourable Member 
continues to impute improper motives, talking about 
pricking our conscience, as if we did something 
wrong. We have done nothing wrong. He is just 
threatening people, that is all there is to it. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Thank you, Attorney General. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Stop arguing. Let me talk.  
 Mr. Speaker, I read out the Parliamentary Act 
1957—15 years upon summary conviction for at-
tempted bribery. Will you allow me to explain why I 
said what I said based on the information that I have? 

The Speaker: Honourable Member, all I can tell you 
is that you cannot— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It does not require a substan-
tive motion. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member!  

You know, I cannot make myself any clearer. 
You know, that is a . . . if you want . . . if there are 
things that have happened . . . the orders or the pro-
cedures of the House are that you would have to bring 
a substantive motion, Honourable Member, in order to 
take that road. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I should speak it hypotheti-
cally then? I did that with the former Member from 
[constituency] 33. I spoke in hypotheticals and look 
what happened. 
 Mr. Speaker, Michael—my mate—Mr. Michael 
MacLean, I listened to him the other day and he cried 
on the radio. In fact, it made me cry listening to a 
grown man cry. And I cried because I understand ex-
actly what Mr. MacLean has been going through, Mr. 
Speaker.  

What has he been going through? Mr. Mac-
Lean, as you recall, was granted the waterfront lease. 
The first instance under the OBA, if I can recall, was 
an attempt to somehow put pressure to have the 
lease taken from Mr. MacLean. Many thought it was 
on behalf of a former Honourable Member of this 
House, on his behalf. They felt that that was a lobby-
ing effort because that former Member also, and 
rightly so . . . rightly so, felt that they should have . . . 
be a full participant in the waterfront development be-
cause these ideas in a lot of ways were generated 
from that Honourable Member.  

But then something shifted. Something shifted 
and some of these Members thinking opposite figured 
that they can compensate Mr. MacLean. And I will say 
this because a lot of people do not really understand 
what this Par-la-Ville and waterfront issue is all 
about. A lot of people do not understand it. I am going 
to give some clarity, because if you think that this side 
does not know everything that has gone on, you have 
got another thing coming. 
 So after it did not work that they would take 
the lease, they shifted that they would seek to give 
some form of compensation to Mr. MacLean. Now, I 
have a document here which shows Mr. MacLean re-
questing to, or through, an Honourable Minister who 
sits in another place, You can have the waterfront 
lease and in return I need a sovereign guarantee of 
$45 [million] to $50 million and then you see some 
handwriting that says . . . actually changes it to $55 
[million] to $60 million.  

Now, I know this was the compensation in re-
turn for Mr. MacLean giving up the waterfront lease, 
but that was rejected at Cabinet because of the wise 
prudence of, I believe, the Honourable Dr. Gibbons 
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and the Honourable Minister of Finance. They did not 
like— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He can confirm. I do not mind. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I have absolutely no 
idea what the Honourable Member is talking about. 
He is making it up as he goes along. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am? All right. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: He is desperately 
misleading the House— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —and he is going 
down a road that is, again, [imputing] improper— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —motives about 
Members on this side. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am going to let you know 
what Mr. MacLean and what Mr. Steven DeCosta said 
to— 
 
The Speaker: Let us . . . let us . . . let us— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, no, I will let everybody— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member! The Motion is . . . you see what the Motion 
is— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And I am going to— 
 
The Speaker: —and you should be speaking to that 
Motion. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I see. No one wants me to 
explain why I felt that Members opposite will be facing 
15 years. They see their Honourable Premier smil-
ing— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, let me explain why I feel 
that you are going to be facing 15 years. You do not 
want to hear it? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Are you that afraid? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: If they are not afraid— 
 
The Speaker: No, it is not . . . Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Then let me speak— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Stop appealing to the 
Speaker to protect you! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! 
 Honourable Member, yes, let us see . . . I 
think I have made myself clear in terms of how this 
House runs. I do not have anything . . . I did not make 
the rules of this House, but certainly in regard to sub-
stantive motions and the reasons for substantive mo-
tions it is pretty clear. And I think Members under-
stand that. 
 So I ask that you please, Honourable Mem-
ber, if you would stay the course and look at how you 
can prove that what is said about you is not so. That is 
what you need to do. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Of course. But everything has 
become very narrow once I stood up, Honourable and 
Learned Shadow Attorney General. Again, everyone 
hears it and sees it. 
 Mr. Speaker— 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, I have listened 
with patience and as much respect as I have for you 
as the Head of this House. But it cannot it be right on 
this Censure Motion that the Leader of the Opposition 
is constrained to one particular method of defending 
himself. It strikes at the heart and core of (a) his ability 
to do that; and [(b)] the importance of this Motion. I am 
most concerned about this. 
 
An Hon. Member: It is a distraction. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: It is not distraction. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. Thank you very much. 
 But I think that if . . . again, I cannot explain it 
any better. I cannot, you know, twist the English lan-
guage any better than it has [been]. It is certainly a 
Censure Motion and I think the rule . . . as I said, 
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[Standing Order] 19(11)(f) is clear and I think, Hon-
ourable Member, that if you feel that any other Mem-
ber has, you know, not done the right thing, whatever, 
then you can bring a substantive motion and we can 
go at that . . . go at them. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: I have a question. In light— 
 
The Speaker: What is your point of order? 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: It is a question about the 
rules, Mr. Speaker. I want a clarification on rules. 
 
The Speaker: What is your point of order? 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Do you have a conflict of 
interest that would allow you to remove yourself? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, no, I do not. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Mr. Speaker, your case— 
 
The Speaker: No, I do not. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: —your pending case 
against the Opposition Leader. 
 
The Speaker: No, I do not. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Is that not a conflict of in-
terest, Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: I have no conflict of interest, Honour-
able Member. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Mr. Speaker, the motion 
put against you by the Honourable Leader of the Op-
position—censure against you—would that not repre-
sent a conflict of interest, Mr. Speaker, which the ap-
propriate thing to do— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, if I . . . because 
let’s say when that motion comes I remove myself 
from the floor. And if you watch any other Parliament, 
the same thing would happen. When the motion 
comes, I excuse myself from the House. 
 Carry on, Leader of the Opposition. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I forgot there was a report to 
the police on me in regard to that too.  
 Mr. Speaker, then let me jump across, and I 
mentioned two Honourable Ministers, and it was actu-
ally in their favour what I was saying. Okay? But they 

did not want me to finish what I was saying . . . so 
nevertheless.  

Mr. Speaker, this is what I do know. This is 
what I have heard and this is what I have seen. There 
is a figure of $17 million that was bantered about—
$17 million—and it was supposed to be split up 
amongst five individuals . . . five individuals. Okay? 
One individual was supposed to get $5 million, and 
the other $12 [million] was going to be split amongst 
the other four, into $3 million.  

Correct, MP Blakeney?  
Yes. Yes, $17 million.  
Now, is there anyone on that side of the 

House, because I will yield, where you would like to 
stand up and confirm or deny that figure of $17 million 
in regard . . . not you— 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not talking about you, 
Attorney General. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not talking about you. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, I am sorry, I said— 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order, Point of order. 
 First of all— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: —the Honourable Member is 
ignoring the procedure of the House. He has to ad-
dress the Chair, he has to address the Speaker, and 
not shout at Members and gesticulate across the floor 
at people. 
 The second thing is he is obviously back to 
imputing improper motives against certain people in 
this part of . . . this side of the House. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Honourable Member, please, stay— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So $17 million, that offer I 
would say. Right? That attempted bribe was rejected, 
Mr. Speaker. Okay?  

Nevertheless, it was rejected. And as a result, 
time went on where there was a desire now to go 
ahead and create a deal for the Par-la-Ville develop-
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ment, but someone—who shall not be named—
thought that it was an opportunity, because the water-
front has an arbitration in play or a potential payout of 
$100 million. And the reputations of certain Ministers 
of this Government are on the line. So what we see 
with this Par-la-Ville— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I am sorry. I am 
sorry, you cannot . . . just a minute, Honourable Mem-
ber.  

You know, I have asked you over and over 
and I do not want to stop you from speaking, but you 
must stay on that . . . stay on line.  
 Yes? 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker, 
this is a Motion of Censure against none other than 
the Leader of the Opposition. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: It is not against an ordinary 
Backbencher of this PLP Government or an ordinary 
Member of the Government. The Opposition Leader 
has a very . . . he has a constitutional role. He, there-
fore, has the amazing constitutional ability to receive a 
lot more information than ordinary Backbenchers. 
 Now, we did not bring this Censure Motion, 
Mr. Speaker, against the Opposition Leader and he 
must not be constrained from defending himself as a 
Leader of the Opposition and all that that involves. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Every time I open my 
mouth— 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: All that that involves. And if he 
is to defend himself by using the knowledge he has as 
the Opposition Leader, he must not be constrained. 
Where are we going with this? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, Point 
of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Come on, Michael, come on. 
 
The Speaker: The Chair recognises Dr. Gibbons. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Despite what that 
Honourable Member who is just taking his seat said, 
he—the Opposition Leader—does not have a right to 
[impute] improper motives without any substance. 
 
The Speaker: Right, no one does. 

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay, no problem. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Leader. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Let me go forward. Let me go 
forward, because it seems like most of my time has 
been taken up, and I know most of the public have 
been listening to this saying, Well, Opposition Leader, 
why do you feel that some of these fellows deserve, or 
ought to be facing, 15 years in prison according to the 
Parliament Act 1957? 
 
The Speaker: But you can, Honourable Member, you 
can at a later time, you certainly will be able to do that 
if you want. Just bring a motion on that. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I would just ask a few ques-
tions because obviously I am not going to be able to 
give the presentation that I had intended to. And obvi-
ously there are reasons for it. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I will say this, my personal 
experience. I had a meeting with Mr. Steven DeCosta. 
Okay? I met with Steven, and Mr. DeCosta showed 
me a text message that contained an offshore bank 
account. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Now, I could yield to see 
which one of the Members opposite knows who I am 
talking about. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I will yield.  

A text message, Steven DeCosta showed me 
this text message.  

Now my thing is, right, the best thing to do, 
the best way to prove it . . . because Ministers, as you 
know, Mr. Speaker, have issued ministerial phones. 
And the reason why they have ministerial phones is 
because all official business should be done on their 
ministerial phone. Your e-mail address is connected 
on the [government] server to your ministerial phone. 
Your ministry pays the bill for your ministerial phone. 
So it may be . . . it may be—do not take my word for it, 
it may be—if we had the opportunity to look at the 
ministerial phone records it could verify that maybe 
that text message, which was sent by an Honourable 
and Learned Member  . . . I said, Who sent you this? 
He said, Oh— 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, I have got take a 
point of order because— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
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POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: —he is casting his eye in my 
direction. And I think he is [imputing] improper motive 
by just his glare and all the rest of it. Absolutely baf-
fling nonsense. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, I was just look-
ing at him— 
 
The Speaker: Right. Do not forget, Honourable Mem-
ber, Honourable Leader of the Opposition, please re-
member that you have a vehicle of a substantive mo-
tion if you have all this information that you say that 
you have. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, it would be so 
easy because as the former Minister of Telecommuni-
cations, I had the privilege in this Chamber to bring 
forth the Electronic Communications Act. And there 
contained within were provisions for caller id, which 
allows a police investigation to go and look at any 
phone number or electronic communication. Okay? 
And they can look at your text messages, they can 
look at your e-mails—all of that. All of it. 
 Now, I am saying that if there was something 
untoward, the easy way to prove it would be for 
maybe a PATI request to look into these ministerial 
phones. Because I figure that, you know, I saw an 
offshore bank account and I was told by Steven De-
Costa that this bank account is for so-and-so, and the 
purpose of it is to ensure that, you know, the kick-
backs for Michael MacLean go into this account. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: He is going down that same 
road again. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes, let us finish. 
You said enough of that and I have given you— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, I have only spoken for a 
few minutes, so let me just put this out there then. Let 
me put this out there and I want everyone to listen. I 
am going to ask . . . I am going to ask . . . I am just 
going to ask the question.  

Honourable former Premier (through you, Mr. 
Speaker), are you familiar with this telephone number, 
705-5000?  

Yes?  
And they have another number, I am not ask-

ing if you are familiar with it, but you have another 

number, 599-2333. Then you have another number, 
599-9998. And then you have another number, 599-
3840. Are any of you Ministers sitting in this Chamber 
familiar with those phone numbers?  

For one, they are not ministerial phone num-
bers, Mr. Speaker. They are prepaid phone numbers. 
Now, I asked my 18-year-old son, who do you know 
that has prepaid phone numbers? He said, Cha 
daddy, it is either a person who is low income and 
cannot afford a post-paid, or a young person whose 
parents are paying for it, or one of the boys on the 
street who are doing something illegal. That is the 
only people that have prepaid phone numbers. 
 So I am going to ask this question— 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, he is going 
down the same road— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: He is breaking the rules. He is 
imputing improper motives— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. The Honourable Member is almost finished. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, there is an open 
investigation into Jetgate. Okay? So now I am going 
to ask the question again because this is what Mr. 
DeCosta told me. The first number that I gave was 
Minister Cannonier, 705-5000; the second was Steven 
DeCosta, 599-2333; the third was Pettingill— 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Sorry. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —599— 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: You cannot say my name in 
relation to that. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I object. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: What he should do . . . what 
he should do . . . and I object to impugning it, is any-
thing like that, I am open to it.— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: Go to the police, hand it over. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
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Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: That is the proper course to 
take. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh! 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: I have no issue with that. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh! 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: I knew there would be some 
make up like this. He cannot— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Do not worry. 
 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill: —know what is going on. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Do not worry. I will deliver 
these phone numbers to the Financial Crime Unit. 
Okay? As soon as I finish.  
 Right now, I am going to ask you, since you 
are going to jump up to your feet— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I would like to know, is 599— 
 
The Speaker: —speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —9998 MP Pettingill’s former 
or current prepaid phone number? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you need not to 
answer that question. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: This is nonsense, but I tell 
you what, Mr. Speaker, that phone is registered to the 
Attorney General’s Office. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar] 
 
An Hon. Member: Ooh! 
 
The Speaker: All right.  
 
[Timer beeps] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Honourable Member, your time is up. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, now— 
 
The Speaker: Your time is up. 
 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: What? I am concluding be-
cause my time was actually— 
 
The Speaker: Okay, I will give you one minute, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: One minute, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: One minute. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: One minute. Okay. 
 Now, the last number is 599-3840. That 
phone was registered at Marsh McLennan or Marsh 
Brokers. Who do you know in Government that works 
for Marsh?  

Minister Fahy? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member. Honour-
able Member, thank you— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, I know, and I have not 
had a chance to deliver what I really wanted to deliver. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That should be a warning to 
you, but I will deliver the numbers to the Financial 
Crime . . . actually, I am going to walk right down there 
now— 
 
The Speaker: Good. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —and let the inspector  . . . In 
fact, Premier, send your text and let him know I am 
coming because I know how you operate. And let him 
know I am bringing this information. The four prepaid 
phone numbers that were circulated by a former Pre-
mier to other Cabinet Ministers and Mr. Steven De-
Costa. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Now why would you have 
prepaids? 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Why? 
 
The Speaker: Your time . . . your time is up. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Smoking gun I am going to— 
 
[No audio] 
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The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Honourable Members that 
care to speak? 
 All right. There are no other Members that 
care to speak, so the Motion will be put to the floor. 
 And the Motion . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: I will just read the Motion, Honourable 
Members. The Motion is that: 
 That this Honourable House (1) Condemns 
and expressed disgust at the words and actions of the 
Member from Warwick South Central, the Leader of 
the Opposition, on Friday, March 13, and censures”—
Honourable Members!  

Honourable Members, and ‘[the member ac-
cordingly]; (2) Abhors the action of the member for 
Warwick South Central in verbally threatening Mem-
bers of the House and showing total disrespect to the 
Office of the Speaker of the House, and by this action, 
seriously reflecting up on the honour and dignity of the 
House; and (3) Suspends the member for Warwick 
South Central from the service of the House. In addi-
tion, the Opposition Leader failed to acknowledge the 
seriousness and gravity the behaviour identified, 
which is not the type of behaviour that should be as-
sociated with Bermuda’s Opposition Leader, or any 
Member of Parliament.” 

All those in favour of the Motion, say Aye. 
 
AYES. 
 
The Speaker: Those against, say Nay. 
 
NOES. 
 
The Speaker: And we will have names. We will have 
a . . . thank you. 
 
[Pause] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, can I ask 
a question for clarity? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Are we voting on 
(3), suspend the Member? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: This House cannot 
suspend any Members. 
 
The Speaker: Oh, yes, yes, yes, the House can. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The House cannot 
suspend because they did not put him here. 

The Speaker: Yes, the House can suspend, Honour-
able Member. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: What rule is that? 
 
The Speaker: The House can suspend. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, I understand you 
are saying that. What rule is it? 
 
The Speaker: It is in a Motion from the House. If the 
House makes a Motion that they want to suspend 
someone then the House can do that, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, but I need to 
know what rule. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, and what it said is that he will be 
suspended, he will have to leave the House, and he 
will come back at the next session. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, to me 
common sense is supposed to prevail. That would 
mean that any Government can come here at any 
time and suspend Members because they have the 
numbers. That is why I want to know what rule— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —is that under? 
 
The Speaker: They can do it because it is a Motion, it 
is a substantive motion. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, no, no, no, this 
House . . . this House did not put these Members in 
here. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The voters put the 
Members in here. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, you know, and I have got to tell 
you, . . . Honourable Member, take your seat a sec-
ond for me.  

I have just . . . as a result of this whole Cen-
sure Motion I have been in touch with other parlia-
ments in regard to, you know, censure motions. And 
you know, for instance in Trinidad, now the Trinidad 
Parliament suspended the Leader of the Opposition 
just recently until the end of the session. And so, you 
know, parliaments do have that ability. The parliament 
can make a motion and actually do that. Yes, that is 
certainly so. 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, I am not doubting 
what you said, Mr. Speaker. But I would like to know 
the rule. 
 
The Speaker: Well, it is in a motion, a motion . . . a 
Member can make— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The motion does not 
state the rule. We need to know the rule. You cannot 
put something before the House unless you quote the 
rule. It is like in a court. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I have . . . I have, 
as I said, in order to confirm that I would be going in 
the right direction with regard to this I have checked in 
the Caribbean, and, as I said, in particular just re-
cently what has happened in the Parliament of Trini-
dad and Tobago in regard to a censure motion, where 
they . . . yes. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker, even in May’s it 
makes reference to the exact standing order upon 
which suspension of Members is given. This motion 
has not explicitly . . . and I respect the fact that you 
have done your research, but I think it is . . . at least it 
would be courteous to this House if you cite what rule 
within our own Standing Orders, or what references 
you made that gives substance to the Motion being 
able to be carried out.  

Even May’s states Standing Orders 43 [and] 
44 which deal specifically with suspensions. I think we 
are asking a very good question. Under what Standing 
Order is the suspension of this Member being permit-
ted? 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, this is not the 
time to discuss, we are now in the— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: —voting stage of this [Motion].  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: This is the voting stage. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Just be quiet. We are in the 
voting stage now. If they wanted to raise these objec-
tions, these should have been raised long ago. 
 
The Speaker: Absolutely. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I have to learn them up at this 
time? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk] 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: I think it is important to note also that if 
there is any question that comes to the House, it shall 
be determined by a majority of votes. Any question 
that comes to the House can be determined by a ma-
jority of votes. And that is the . . . you know, Ber-
muda’s Constitution in fact even says that. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Beg to differ. Not any 
. . . you may say “any question,” but we are talking 
about a Member of this Chamber that was put in here 
by the voters of this country. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, but that is right, Honourable 
Member. It is just like . . . Honourable Member, if you 
think of it, it is just like if the Honourable Speaker de-
cided that a Member was misbehaving . . . I can send 
him out of the Chamber, the same way. All right? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Yes, exactly. But the House has power 
over the Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: The House is supreme. 
 
The Speaker: The House is supreme, Honourable 
Members, you know, not the Speaker. I am here to 
serve the House. I am at the service of the House. So 
what this House determines is what goes. And so I 
think that is it. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, Mr. Speaker, just to di-
rect the Member’s attention to— 
 
The Speaker: One second, Honourable Member Burt. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: It is [Standing Order] 10(10) 
which clearly says, “Nothing in this Order shall be 
taken to deprive the House of the power of proceeding 
against any Member according to any resolution of the 
House.”  

So we are making a resolution of the House 
under [Standing] Order 10(10). 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
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 I think we are asking a very reasonable ques-
tion . . . is that normally in cases of suspension of 
Members, the [rule] is explicit in the motion, the rule 
upon which the motion is being put forth. We are ask-
ing explicitly what rule within our own Standing Or-
ders— 
 
The Speaker: Well, then, it was just— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: —because it was not explicit in 
the Motion. 
 
The Speaker: Well, then— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: And [Standing Order] 10(10) 
does not speak to suspension of Members. It is like 
another area. 
 
The Speaker: Now, Honourable Member, [Standing 
Order] 10(10) says, “Nothing in this Order shall be 
taken to deprive the House of the power of proceeding 
against any Member according to any resolution of the 
House.” 
 So that in itself in terms of order in the House, 
you know, explains it. So [Standing Order] 10(10), if 
that is what you would like. 
 Thank you. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: But Mr. Speaker, sus-
pension is something specific and more serious. That 
is not in these rules.  
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I mean, that is very 
ambiguous. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I appreciate your 
point, but I only can go by the rule and this, I believe— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: But it is not clear, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, well may not be 
but I have made my judgment based on— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Well, it is wrong. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Oh, yeah. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Now, Honourable 
Member— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Let me— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, the Speaker . . . I 
would like to, you know, draw your attention— 

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Uh-huh. 
 
The Speaker: —to . . . let me see that Standing Or-
der. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: You shut up. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Oh, yeah. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk] 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, let me . . . let me draw your atten-
tion (and thank you) . . . the Clerk has just drawn me 
to another [Standing] Order which is 21(1)(g) “a mo-
tion for the suspension of a Member.” And that, you 
know, comes and says, “Unless these Standing Or-
ders otherwise direct, notice shall be given of any mo-
tion which it is proposed to move with the exception of 
the following.”  

So you do not even need to give notice in this 
case for the suspension of a Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, you just read [Stand-
ing Order] 21(1)(g) of the rules. Standing Order 
21(1)(g) refers to whether notice is given. The only 
reference in our Standing Orders for the suspension 
of a Member is in Standing Order 10(5)(c) which 
states that, “If any Member on being named and di-
rected to withdraw refuses to do so when summoned 
under the Speaker’s order by the Sergeant-at-Arms, 
the Speaker shall forthwith put the question ‘That 
Member . . . be suspended from the House,’ no sec-
onder being required and no amendment, adjourn-
ment or debate being allowed.”  

[Standing Order 10(5)(d)]: “If any such motion 
is carried, the suspension of the Member shall last: 
On the first occasion until the next sitting of the 
House” and then the next and the next. 
 That is the only reference to suspension of 
any Member in our rules, Mr. Speaker. And the sus-
pension has to come from yourself. 
 
The Speaker: No, no. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Therefore, Mr. Speaker, it would 
seem that this motion itself is out of order because if 
the majority can suspend Members and vote that 
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Members be suspended from the House, then clearly 
that brings Parliament itself into a question of its le-
gitimacy. So our rules only give that particular mention 
of Members.  

And what I would further say, Mr. Speaker, is 
you have said in referencing to Trinidad, our rules do 
not give reference to Trinidad, our rules say the cus-
tom and use of Parliaments in Her Majesty’s Parlia-
ment in the United Kingdom and Erskine May in there. 
And there are no provisions in that particular vein for 
the suspension of Members. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Thank you. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, perhaps if I can 
assist with respect to . . . and turn your attention to 
page 444 of the most recent edition (the 23rd edition) 
of Erskine May, it does speak to (and I am paraphras-
ing) behaviour of Members of the House, and in cir-
cumstances where the Speaker has the right, and this 
mirrors our [Standing] Order 10— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: —to suspend a Member for their 
actions in the event that the Sergeant-at-Arms . . . 
they are not removed by the Sergeant-at-Arms, and in 
such cases the Speaker has the right to suspend. 
There is no provision in rule in May’s that speaks to 
the power of the legislature to suspend a Member. 
That would make a mockery of our system because, 
therefore, the Government . . . may I please com-
plete? That would mean that the Government or the 
party that has the majority would be able to effectively 
oust and suspend the entirety of the Opposition. That, 
I respectfully submit, would bring the House into dis-
repute. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: And if I may add one more thing, 
please, Mr. Speaker, with respect to [Standing] Order 
21, motions, unless otherwise provided for by these 
Standing Orders, “notice shall be given of any motion” 
and the motions they are referring to are identified in 
(a) through (q). So that rule is speaking to the re-
quirement of notice being given— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: —unless (a) through (q) is the 
reason the motion is being raised. So when you read 
our rules in conjunction with May’s, the only power 

anyone has to suspend a Member of this Honourable 
House lies with you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. That is not true.  

Honourable Members, I have to admit to you 
that the Speaker is here as a servant of the House of 
Assembly. And the Speaker . . . the House of Assem-
bly at any point . . . any Member can get up and make 
any motion that they would like. They can make any 
motion as long as it falls within the rules of the Stand-
ing Orders. Right? So we have had a motion that was 
accepted. All right? The motion was accepted as a 
motion that could go forward. We have had a debate 
on the motion and now it is time for us to vote on the 
motion. 
 Honourable Members, I have to have you un-
derstand that the Speaker sits here as a servant of the 
House. The Speaker does not really . . . in essence he 
is a servant of the House at any time. If the House 
decides . . . any Member decides to go up there and if 
a Member is misbehaving and the House decides that 
a Member is behaving . . . a Member makes a motion 
that a Member is misbehaving and should be sus-
pended, then the House can actually do that. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, I would just like a point 
of clarification based on what I have heard. 
 So if any Member of the Government, having 
the majority, at its will brings a frivolous, what would 
be considered an action through a motion to suspend 
any Member, they vote on that. You are saying that 
vote carries and the Member could be suspended just 
because they have the majority? 
 
The Speaker: No, the Speaker has to approve. It 
comes to the Clerk and to the Speaker, yes. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes, yes. That has already been 
established, yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Can I just ask the question, what 
would be the causes for the rejection of a motion that 
was submitted? 
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The Speaker: Sorry. That is not . . . if the motion was 
one, as was suggested by that Honourable Member, 
just coming to go after someone, if it was just some-
thing that I thought was frivolous, then that would be 
my position. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: I do not think we are arguing 
about [Standing Order] 21(g) in that a Member cannot 
put a motion forward to suspend. The argument that 
we are making is that you, as the Speaker, have the 
sole authority to suspend or not to suspend. That is 
the argument that we are saying— 
 
The Speaker: No, no, it is not so. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: —because as the Speaker you 
are the adjudicator of this House, more than just a 
servant. You are the one who is charged with, if you 
will, order in these Chambers. And, as such, when 
you read through the rules here it clearly highlights the 
fact that the Speaker is charged—the Speaker is 
charged—with suspending a Member. It does not say 
that a Member cannot put a motion forward to sus-
pend, but it does say that the Speaker is the person 
who has the authority to suspend. 
 
The Speaker: No, the whole idea, Honourable Mem-
ber, the whole idea is that if Members come forward 
with a motion . . . if Members feel that a Member has 
not acted appropriately . . . sometimes the Speaker 
may not necessarily . . . if the Speaker sees some-
thing and the Speaker does not move on it and a 
Member feels that another Member should be sus-
pended, then it can be a motion. And the House— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: The House has the authority to do that. 
Okay? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, if that is the case, then there 
was no reason for the debate because the Govern-
ment has the numbers. Why debate it? Why waste 
time? That is why— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —the decision is left to 
the Speaker. It is not left to the Members of this 
House. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: They could suspend 
us every day— 
 
The Speaker: Right, thank you. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —because I am next. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 All right. I mean, Honourable Members, I think 
if Members can remember, you know, we have had 
situations of people taking no confidence motions 
against a Member, which we . . . I mean, any Member 
can stand up and make a motion. 
 This motion . . . as far as I am concerned, the 
reason it is on the Order Paper is because I ruled—
the Clerk and myself—we ruled that it is appropriate. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, point of 
order. 
 Mr. Speaker, let us go through some history. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: See, they do not un-
derstand that, right? 
 You can recall when Roosevelt Brown was up 
here. The House did not suspend him, you know, it 
was the Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Well, you have to . . . the Speaker can, 
but I know that that can happen, yes. The Speaker 
can as well, but the House can, Honourable Member, 
that is what I am saying. The House can. All right. 
 And let me tell you, Honourable Members . . . 
Honourable Members, let me tell you that right now I 
have listened to everyone. My position is that we now 
. . . and I have heard the arguments from both sides, 
and my position is that we now do the vote. And we 
have names as we have heard. So we will carry on 
with the vote now. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: What is the sense? 
What is the sense? 
 
The Speaker: All right, thank you Madam— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The Member was sus-
pended once the motion was tabled in this House. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Well, obviously, that is . . . you 
know— 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Right, on your accep-
tance of the motion. 
 Mr. Speaker, when you— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: When the Member 
that was accused was prevented from even making a 
defence for himself and now you are going to suspend 
him. Even the courts do not operate like that. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please, I appre-
ciate your point. I appreciate your point. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I have one question 
for you before we proceed on this. Are you able to 
point to any reference in the history of this Parliament, 
or according to our Standing Orders in the history of 
the United Kingdom Parliament, where a motion for a 
suspension of Members has happened and it has 
been carried that has not been done by the Speaker? 
I would appreciate it if you can because, Mr. 
Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: I know this happened in the UK.  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: You said yes, Mr. Speaker? It has 
happened in the United Kingdom? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, I think it has happened in the UK. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So in preparing for the acceptance 
of this motion you had done research in the United 
Kingdom that said that this motion is in order. 
 
The Speaker: I did not research specifically, but in 
terms of my readings . . . in terms of my readings be-
forehand, yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: That a motion can be put down by 
any Member to suspend another Member? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes, yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Just in furtherance of what was 
just raised, I understand from the rules in May’s that if 
there is an application for an order to suspend that the 

proper motion is invalid unless it cites the provision 
and the rule upon which it seeks to rely with respect 
to— 
 
An Hon. Member: No, no. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Read May’s . . . I am not going to 
. . . I am speaking to you. 

—with respect to the provision it seeks to rely 
on. And so in that regard then effectively the motion, 
particularly with respect to item (3), is flawed in that it 
fails to identify the provision upon which it seeks to 
rely with respect to the suspension, namely, as you 
rightfully said, [Standing] Order 21(g). 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 All right, thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Let him state the rule. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I would just like to reiterate the 
point of— 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Let him rule. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: —my learned colleague and it 
is a question. I asked for an explicit citing of the actual 
Standing Order upon which this motion relies. This is 
clearly . . . and it is why I raised it because it says it in 
May’s— 
 
The Speaker: Well, I . . . I— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: —where, in the rules, are we 
citing? The Honourable and Learned Member who 
wrote this motion . . . it was badly worded. And I . . . 
like May’s would not even accept it, how it was 
worded. 
 But fine, we have gone through the process. 
We should in this House be allowed to know explicitly 
since it is not in the actual wording of the motion, upon 
which . . . where does it hang on? And Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member, thank 
you. 
 Honourable Member, I am relying on [Stand-
ing Order] 10(10). All right? I am relying on [Standing 
Order] 10(10). Yes, yes. 
 All right, thank you. So we will now— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, I have— 
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Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, Standing Order 10(10) does not 
make any reference to the suspension of a Member. 
 
The Speaker: Right, it makes mention of . . . it says, 
“proceedings against any Member” and so that is in-
cluded in it—proceedings against a Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: That is what it said, “to deprive the 
House of the power of proceeding against any Mem-
ber”— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr.— 
 
The Speaker: —“according to any resolution of the 
House.” 
 We have just had a resolution. All right? We 
have just had a resolution, so the House has pro-
ceeded against a Member according to that resolu-
tion. 
 Thank you. Thank you. 
 We will now have names, thank you. 
 Carry on. 
 
[Pause for the ringing of the bell] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, please. 
 The Clerk will read the names. 
 
The Clerk: 

DIVISION 
[Censure Motion—Leader of the Opposition] 

 
Ayes: 19 Noes: 0 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden 
Mr. Kenneth Bascome 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin 
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge 
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr. 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser 
Ms. Leah K. Scott 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons 
Mr. Glen Smith 
Mr. Jeff Sousa 

Abstentions: 13 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney 

Mr. Walton Brown 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr. 

Mr. E. David Burt 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo 

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert 
Mr. Walter H. Roban 
Hon. Michael J. Scott 

Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks 

Ms. Kim N. Wilson 
 

Absent: 2 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister 

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott 
 
The Speaker: There were 19 Ayes, no Noes, and the 
rest were abstentions. 
 Thanks. 
 
[By majority on division: Censure Motion on the Hon-
ourable Opposition Leader carried.] 
 
The Speaker: All right. So that means that the Hon-
ourable Member will return to the House next week. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, what is 
your ruling? 
 
The Speaker: The House has, by the Motion . . . the 
Motion says that the Honourable Member is sus-
pended and he will come back next week. 
 All right. Now we move on to Orders Nos. 7, 
8, 9, 10 . . . sorry, we passed them. Orders Nos. 14, 
15, 16 and 17 are carried over.  And we move now to 
Order No. 18 and that Order is in the name of the 
Honourable Member from constituency 18, the 
Shadow Minister of Finance, MP David Burt. 
 You have the floor. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member Bean— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr.— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, just a second, please. 
 The Honourable Member from Warwick South 
Central should leave the House. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Is the Sergeant-at-Arms . . . would you 
please see the Leader of the Opposition [out]? 
 
[Pause] 
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The Speaker: Sergeant-at-Arms, take the Leader of 
the Opposition out, please. The Leader of the Opposi-
tion is right there, sitting in the front seat. 
 
[Hon. Marc A. R. Bean escorted out of the Chamber]  
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 We move now to Order No. 18 and the Chair 
will recognise the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, 
MP E. D. Burt. 
 You have the floor. 
 

MOTION 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 

L. F. WADE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT-
REJECTION OF SOLE SOURCING AT 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I rise to move the 
following Motion, notice of which was given on the 13 
March 2015: 
 “BE IT RESOLVED that this Honourable 
House does not support the sole sourcing of a devel-
oper and concessionaire for the proposed new termi-
nal at the L. F. Wade International Airport and further, 
we recommend that the project be subject to a public 
RFP process.” 
 Mr. Speaker, the redevelopment at the L. F. 
Wade International Airport will most likely be one of 
the most important projects in this country’s history. In 
that, Mr. Speaker, what is most important is that Ber-
mudian people get the best deal possible. There can 
be absolutely no assurance that anyone in the Gov-
ernment, especially the Minister of Finance, can give 
to the people of this country that this is the best deal 
that Bermuda can get. Because it is very simple Mr. 
Speaker, he does not know. And why does he not 
know, Mr. Speaker? He does not know, Mr. Speaker, 
because he has only gone to one person and gotten 
one price. And the documents which have been re-
vealed this week even add more force to that argu-
ment, Mr. Speaker, that this deal was a done deal 
from the beginning. 
 Now Mr. Speaker, to the Motion. It says we do 
“not support the sole sourcing of a developer and 
concessionaire.” Let us start there.  

Why do we not support the sole sourcing, Mr. 
Speaker? Well, the first instance should be that it is 
not in keeping with good governance. In our Financial 
Instructions we have a requirement for three tenders. 
In what I am assuming is the draft procurement code 
of conduct (because we have not seen the actual pro-
curement code of conduct) we know that there is a 
requirement. I am assuming that it would be just like 
Financial Instructions where we have to have three 
quotes.  

Even in Her Majesty’s Treasury’s Green Book, 
which the United Kingdom has said that we must 
abide by, even if the Government goes with a negoti-
ated solution, which they are attempting to do right 
now, they still need to get alternate quotes from other 
vendors. 
 That, Mr. Speaker, is the very basis of what 
we should be doing to ensure that the country gets the 
best deal possible. We have heard the Minister of Fi-
nance say in the past that the RFP process is about 
establishing the value for money. Yes, Mr. Speaker, it 
is. But it is also making sure that we get the best deal. 
Why is that important, Mr. Speaker? It is important 
because of the amount of money that we are talking 
about.  

Right now, this year, the L. F. Wade Interna-
tional Airport combined with departure tax and the 
monies that come in at the airport via all the various 
fees, brings in $35.2 million in revenue, Mr. Speaker. I 
will say it again—$35.2 million of revenue. That is cur-
rently what the airport is bringing in, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, when you look at it on a profit basis, that 
is an extraordinary amount of profit that the airport is 
making, Mr. Speaker, on an annual basis because, 
Mr. Speaker, the expenses of the airport are nowhere 
near $35.2 million. So now we have a hugely profit-
able airport and before . . . let me just pre-empt, be-
cause the Minister of Finance often says, Oh, well, 
you can’t look at it that way because departure tax 
goes to the Consolidated Fund. Well, here is the thing, 
Mr. Speaker, every dime that comes to the Govern-
ment goes to the Consolidated Fund. 
 So in that case, when the Honourable Minister 
says, Oh, it’s in this pot of money. It’s not in this pot of 
money. Nonsense—$35.2 million of revenue on an 
annual basis. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, if we were to assume that 
that level stayed constant for the next 35 years, we 
are talking about $1.23 billion—with a “b”, Mr. 
Speaker. If that figure had an annual inflation rate of 
3 per cent, which is not extraordinary, Mr. Speaker, if 
that figure had an annual inflation rate of 3 per cent, 
we are talking about a figure over the next 35 years of 
$2.1 billion higher than the national debt of this coun-
try right now. Even if a competitive process could save 
this country $50 [million] or $100 [million] or even $10 
million, Mr. Speaker, one would think that it is worth it. 
 So the very fact that this Government does 
not feel the need to engage in the competitive proc-
ess, the very fact that this Minister has ruled out going 
to RFP, having a competitive process, making sure 
the Government gets the best deal, should cast this 
entire affair into a bad light. And as other Members 
have said, Mr. Speaker, we must ask why. 
 Mr. Speaker, an RFP is important because we 
get a variety of individuals who will submit a variety of 
ideas that can be evaluated competitively against 
each other. We have heard that the bridge—the 
Causeway—was originally supposed to be part of the 
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deal. But the people at Aecon said, No, we can’t put it 
as part of our deal, so now it is off the table. How do 
we know that if we did not go out to a public process 
. . . even if we did not want to go to an RFP, Mr. 
Speaker, what about a simple expression of interest to 
find out who would be willing to develop our airport?  

Not a word, Mr. Speaker.  
To the amazement of I guess everyone in this 

country, we have heard the Minister of Finance this 
week say that international investors and people who 
build airports for a living should have listened to his 
2014 Budget Statement where he said that he in-
tended to redevelop the airport and assume that the 
Government—a Government that has Financial In-
structions enshrined in the very essence of what we 
do . . . the international community was to assume 
that they should go directly to him, not wait for the 
RFP, not wait for the expression of interest.  

When was the last time there was a contract 
this big without an RFP? Two billion dollars, Mr. 
Speaker. Now we are talking about 35 years. Think 
about it, Mr. Speaker, it is simple. It is not beyond the 
imagination of a 3 per cent inflation rate. It is not be-
yond the imagination— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: He is misleading the 
House by implying that this contract is a $2 billion con-
tract. That figure exists nowhere, other than in his 
imagination. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I thank the Honourable Minister of 
Finance because, Mr. Speaker, I did not imply that 
this contract was worth $2 billion. I stated the facts. 
And the facts are if we get $35.2 million of revenue 
currently from the airport, over 35 years with a 3 per 
cent inflation rate, we are at $2.1 billion. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Minister. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Mem-
ber’s math is just plain bad. That amount of money he 
is talking about does not include the cost of operating 
the airport. All right? And so, you know, he can bandy 
these numbers all around the place— 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —but I am not going to let 
him mislead the House and come up with these gar-
gantuan figures which sound like— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —the parts of some 
country’s gross national product. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I hear the chirping of 
disingenuousness.  

Do you know what is disingenuous, Mr. 
Speaker? What is disingenuous is saying that you are 
going to fuzzy the language in a statement! That is 
disingenuous, Mr. Speaker.  

What is disingenuous is when you say you are 
going to use the cover of CCC on this trip. That is 
what is disingenuous, Mr. Speaker.  

I will not stand here and take any lectures 
from Members of that side on the front bench talking 
about disingenuousness, Mr. Speaker. And the Minis-
ter of Finance can say, I can make up the numbers as 
much as I want. I will ask him to take out his wonderful 
Surface Pro that he has on his desk and do the for-
mula.  

Go on, because I know you know finance. 
Take out your HP 12C. Plug it in. See what you get—
$35.2 million at a 3 per cent inflation rate over 35 
years comes up to $2.12 billion, Mr. Speaker. And if 
there was no inflation at all, as I said, $1.232 billion. 
No tender, nothing, just out of thin air. Oh, we’re going 
to select Aecon. Okay. Okay. There we go, Mr. 
Speaker. That is what we have here. 
 So, the people of this country must under-
stand that we are talking about a lot of money. The 
people of this country must understand that we are 
talking about the privatisation of the airport. The peo-
ple of this country must understand that we are talking 
about a concessionary agreement that is going to let 
someone operate our airport for 35 years, Mr. 
Speaker!  
 Now, one would think that this Government 
would have examined all of the options before they 
went forward with this one. But, Mr. Speaker, nope; 
that is not the case. Budget Statements—done in Feb-
ruary, the end of February. In April the people from 
Aecon are already e-mailing CCC telling them, We’ve 
been alerted to an opportunity. We figure who alerted 
them to the opportunity, because the Honourable Min-
ister of Finance was on TV last night and said it was 
their financial advisors. So, the Government’s financial 
advisors found CCC, or in this case, Aecon, because 
Aecon e-mailed CCC. 
 So, the Government’s financial advisors, 
whom I am assuming the Government is paying, then 
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reached out to someone else, Aecon in Canada, who 
then contacted CCC. Yes, Mr. Speaker. That is the 
order in which it went—no RFP, no expression of in-
terest, nothing from anyone else. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, let me proceed, because 
we now are clear with the facts. I am sure if the Peo-
ple’s Campaign did not receive those documents I 
would just be getting up here speaking in hypothetical 
situations. And I am certain the Minister of Finance 
would get up and say, He is misleading the House. He 
doesn’t know what he is talking about. Mr. Speaker, 
he said that quite a bit. But the fact of the matter is, 
Mr. Speaker, that most of the items— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, they do not want to 
hear it because it is not fuzzy—it is very clear. We 
know it is very clear. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I am going to just 
say this one more time. If there is any reaction from 
the Gallery, you are going to be asked to leave. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, Aecon were the 
originators of this deal. Aecon were in it from the very 
beginning. Aecon reached out to CCC. Aecon— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: A point of clarification. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It would help if the Hon-
ourable Member would pronounce the name of that 
company properly. It is Aecon, [pronounced A-con] 
not A-E-con. 
 
The Speaker: Aecon. All right. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I thank the Minister, because I did 
not know that. Aecon. Cool. Kind of like the artist, I 
guess. Pardon? 
 
[Inaudible interjection and laughter] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: And as the Member behind me 
said, It is a con. Clearly, that is what it is, Mr. Speaker. 
It is a con. Members of the Gallery, please do not 

laugh. I want you to stick around, because there will 
be a few laughs going on. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: The Speaker is laughing now. But, 
yes, it is a con.  

Thank you. I appreciate that. Thank you very 
much, Minister. I got you. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: But Aecon are the originators of 
this deal. They have played the Government of Ber-
muda, and they have played them well, Mr. Speaker. 
Between saying that it is a cover, creating a paper trail 
for due diligence process, making sure that they ed-
ited the Statements of the Minister, making sure they 
did all this stuff so that he could tell us that we are 
getting the best deal. They even spoke about, how we 
need to make sure that we frame language so that the 
people of Bermuda realise how good of a deal this is. 
 Mr. Speaker, I told the Minister of Finance 
before that I would have no problem with Aecon build-
ing this airport if Aecon was selected after a competi-
tive process, if Aecon had to compete against some-
one else, if Aecon were actually proven to give the 
best deal. But there is no such thing. And, Mr. 
Speaker, we have Financial Instructions in place to 
guarantee that. 
 But let me go forward, because it seems as 
though the only people in this country who do not real-
ise that the Government has been played are the 
Members of the Government themselves. I mean, 
some of their own supporters on Facebook are even 
shocked with what these documents reveal. But, Mr. 
Speaker, steadfast defence of this deal—it is as 
though the Minister is so stubborn about the fact that 
he has been played by Aecon that he refuses to admit 
the fact that he has been played. He has been played 
by his financial advisors, who were clearly playing 
both sides. 
 Mr. Speaker, one would have thought when 
the Minister of Finance read these e-mails and heard 
the President of Aecon Concessions say, We had a 
back channel through CIBC who has advised the 
Government of Bermuda, so we are passing the lan-
guage on to make sure that we hit all the points that 
the Government of Bermuda wants to hear. If that is 
not a con, Mr. Speaker, I do not know what is. But 
guess what? The Minister of Finance ate it all up—ate 
it up completely—and sold it to us like it was the 
greatest thing ever, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, not only was he played by CIBC, he was 
clearly duped by Aecon. That much is clear, because 
we have seen how they have produced documents 
which they have said from the very beginning they 
intend to privatise the airport, that they have . . . And 
we heard the Minister on TV last night talking about, 
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No one from Aecon reached out to the Government 
before. However, on the documents that I am reading 
from (I want to say it was page 9 of the 2,083 pages) it 
says . . . from Steve Nackan, the President of Aecon 
Concessions, says, “Philippe Baril has made contact 
on our behalf with the airport CEO.”  
 Now, Mr. Speaker, one would think that the 
airport CEO is a little bit involved in the governance of 
this country. You know, he is a civil servant; he is 
there. Philippe Baril (who has now passed away, Mr. 
Speaker, so I do not want to speak too badly about 
him) was the former President of [Corporación] Qui-
port [S.A.], which was the operator of the airport in 
Quito, Ecuador. Guess who owns Quiport, Mr. 
Speaker? Ah! That is right! Aecon. 
 So, their employee went to the Government 
and made contact with the Government, but yet the 
Minister of Finance says, Oh, no. Nobody spoke to us 
before that meeting.  

As I said, Mr. Speaker, he has been played. 
We have been played. We are the ones who look silly. 
These documents should upset all of us. But at the 
very basis it should at least have . . . one would think 
one Member on that side would have the conscience 
to say, You know what? I don’t think this is the best 
deal that we can get. I think that we should ask for 
some other deals to come in. Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, let me move on. Because we have seen 
that this privatisation deal has been tainted from the 
start. But I want to get into some more specifics be-
cause the specifics of which I have heard from the 
Minister of Finance over the past few weeks and past 
few months is a Minister who used to rail, a Member 
who used to rail against sole sourcing, used to rail 
against the lack of a tender process, has all of a sud-
den become the biggest supporter of bypassing the 
RFP process. He is like the cheerleader for bypassing 
the RFP process. He gets up and says, Oh, you don’t 
need an RFP because we have had a bad history of 
RFPs.  

Mr. Speaker, the bad history was not because 
of the RFP process. That is not the bad history. The 
bad history was because of a bad RFP process and 
bad construction management. 
 But guess what, Mr. Speaker? We recognised 
that is a problem and a shortfall. So, what did we do? 
We passed this thing in 2011 called the Good Gov-
ernance Act. And the Good Governance Act estab-
lished the Office of Project Management and Pro-
curement. Ha! What a novel idea! Why, Mr. Speaker? 
Because you want experts in the field of procurement 
and experts in the field of project management to 
oversee your capital projects to make sure that you 
are not exposed to the risk of overruns.  

The lack of an RFP process does not mean 
that you will not have overruns, as the Minister of Fi-
nance has tried to sell us. And the fact that you have 
an RFP process does not mean that you will have 
overruns. He is trying to make something equal, and 

they are not equal. Good construction management 
makes sure that you do not have overruns. Good pro-
curement makes sure that you do not have overruns. 
Specifying everything in advance and making sure 
you know what you are dealing with makes sure you 
do not have overruns. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, guess what? That is ex-
actly what Aecon is doing right now. But here is the 
thing, Mr. Speaker. They are not competing against 
anyone else. They do not have to worry. They can 
pad $10 million here, pad $10 million there, pad $10 
million anywhere, and no one would know the differ-
ence, Mr. Speaker. That, Mr. Speaker, is the chal-
lenge. And we hear this thing about an independent 
construction firm will validate the numbers. Well, Mr. 
Speaker, anyone can validate the numbers. But the 
fact of the matter is, how do you know that you could 
not have gotten a better deal?  
 I will then move on. I will read from a report 
from PWC [PricewaterhouseCoopers], and this was 
Sir Michael Latham when talking about Risk man-
agement—The commercial imperative. It said, and I 
quote, Mr. Speaker, “No construction project is risk 
free. Risk can be managed, minimised, shared, trans-
ferred, or accepted[.] It cannot be ignored.” What we 
are speaking about, Mr. Speaker, when we are talking 
about the risk of overruns is a risk that can be man-
aged with proper management practices. 
 Mr. Speaker, you cannot tell me that the risk 
capital of the world (which is what the Honourable 
Minister of Finance was just at RIMS [Risk Manage-
ment Society] telling everyone) cannot manage a con-
struction project. We cannot, we do not have the ex-
perts on construction risk here in Bermuda to ensure 
that we do not run over on this project, Mr. Speaker. It 
is a falsehood. Because the fact is that not having an 
RFP does not mean that there are not going to be 
overruns, in the exact same way as having an RFP 
does not mean that there will be overruns, Mr. 
Speaker. So I want to make that point very clear. 
 But then, because there are so many changes 
that the Minister has gone through . . . I mean, he has 
gone from the defender of . . . You know, we heard in 
the One Bermuda Alliance, talking about, Oh, we’re 
going to have a contractor general who is going to 
look over things. And now, Mr. Speaker, he does not 
even accept the advice of the Office of Project Man-
agement and Procurement, because the Office of Pro-
ject Management and Procurement did not sign off on 
this deal. They have not given their approval for this 
deal. They have not! And every single time the Minis-
ter of Finance is asked whether or not the Office of 
Project Management and Procurement signed off on 
this deal, you know what he says, Mr. Speaker? We 
did not need to consult them. 
 Okay. Let me get this straight. Good Govern-
ance Act puts in place the Office of Project Manage-
ment and Procurement to prevent that procurement 
from happening inside of Government. The Minister of 
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Finance, who has been the Minister of Finance for 29 
months has not put in place the Office of Project Man-
agement and Procurement. Because in order to give 
effect, all the Minister of Finance has to do is table the 
code of management, the code of practice for pro-
curement. But he has not. And, Mr. Speaker, I wonder 
why. It is probably because he does not want to listen 
to what the Office of Project Management and Pro-
curement have to say. 
 It is probably why we know that there are at 
least 50 times that under this Government they have 
bypassed the tender process—50 times. We have 
asked questions in Parliament and we cannot even 
get the answers from the Minister of Finance for two-
and-a-half months. Mr. Speaker, it is taking the Minis-
try of Finance two-and-a-half months to produce a list 
of all the projects that have not gone out to tender. 
However, it only took the Accountant General one day 
to approve this deal not going out to tender. Come on, 
Mr. Speaker. Something does not sound right. 
 Now, as I said, the Honourable Minister of 
Finance seems to be a chameleon. Because now, in 
addition to talking about how he does not want, how 
he does not need a tender process, in the past he has 
spoken lyrically about PPPs. And let me say what he 
said. And I quote, Mr. Speaker, from 2011. “Mr. 
Speaker,” (and this is Minister Richards) “There is no 
such thing as a free lunch. The private partner will not 
likely have a high credit rating as the Bermuda Gov-
ernment’s.” (Although that might not be the truth now, 
because we know we have seen countless down-
grades under the One Bermuda Alliance.) “But there-
fore, the financing is bound to be more expensive than 
if Government borrowed the money itself. Today, with 
the credit markets demanding huge extra interest for 
incremental risk, this extra finance cost will be very 
significant. Even if the private partner were highly 
rated, that entity would not be renting their balance 
sheet to Bermuda for free.” And he ends with this 
statement: “So, PPPs generally add extra cost.” 
 So, the Minister of Finance says he is con-
cerned about the budget deficit. The Minister of Fi-
nance says he is concerned about debt. The Minister 
of Finance moves forward with a PPP project, which, 
his own words admit, adds extra cost—no tender, no 
expression of interest, not even ask a few people, 
Hey, would you maybe be interested in this? Nothing, 
Mr. Speaker. Just one person who, at the very begin-
ning, came to the Minister of Finance.  

Mr. Speaker, it is not right. It does not make 
sense. And the Minister of Finance should explain 
why he has changed his mind. Why has he now 
signed off on something that his own words admit will 
cost the Bermudian people more money?  
 Now, let me go on to another thing, Mr. 
Speaker, because the Honourable Minister of Finance 
seems to want to (how do I put it?) redefine the mean-
ing of words. That is what he does, Mr. Speaker. Be-
cause if a word does not mean what he wants it to 

mean, he just changes the definition. It is kind of this 
whole fuzzy thing. Because we know what privatisa-
tion is. Everybody knows what privatisation is. I mean, 
we are not even dealing with Aecon, the construction 
company; we are dealing with Aecon Concessions.  

Mr. Speaker, I will read again for the House 
what a concessionary contract is, because I think that 
it is very, very, very important that we understand 
what we are speaking about when we are talking 
about a concessionary contract. 
 (I am going to have to find my notes, Mr. 
Speaker; one second.) 
 
[Pause] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, the concessionary 
contracts, as they are defined by the University of 
Westminster, are concessionary agreements, are pri-
vatisation. They are just another way of saying it. The 
Minister of Finance is so quick to say, Oh, but we are 
not selling the airport, so it is not privatisation. That is 
fine, Mr. Speaker. But we are privatising the airport 
operation. Where have I heard that before, Mr. 
Speaker? Ah, yes! The very first e-mail from the 
President of . . . not the President of Aecon Conces-
sions . . . let me get it right. The very first e-mail that 
was in the document trail said (and I quote, Mr. 
Speaker), “I received a call from Steve Nackan of Ae-
con yesterday. They have identified a potential oppor-
tunity for substantial airport re-development in Ber-
muda. Project would be similar to that in the Cayman 
Islands. Intent is to privatize the airport operation.” [E-
mail from Andrew Shisko to Pierre Alarie, 15 April 
2014] 
 Now, I would think that a company that is a 
concession company, which privatises government 
assets for a living, which privatises government opera-
tions for a living, knows what privatisation is, Mr. 
Speaker. But here we have the Minister of Finance 
attempting to redefine what privatisation is. And he is 
saying, No, this is not privatisation. Mr. Speaker, the 
concessionary agreement will have Aecon running our 
airport (or whatever company they set up here lo-
cally). But that is what will happen, Mr. Speaker. It will 
have a private company in charge of the operations 
and management of our airport, and not only the ter-
minal building itself, Mr. Speaker, but buildings around 
the airport.  

Yes, Mr. Speaker, you heard me correctly! 
Because there are currently people right now who are 
looking to extend their lease at the airport. And you 
know what they are being told? Oh, you have to wait 
for this privatisation deal to go through. 
 So, even now, we hear, Oh, it’s just the termi-
nal. And the land will continue to belong to the Gov-
ernment of Bermuda. But now we now find out that 
there are things at the airport that are dealing with 
other buildings that are not even the main terminal 
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building which will get wrapped up into this deal. That 
is what it is, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, as much as the Minister wants to get up 
and say this is not privatisation, everybody knows this 
is privatisation. And the Minister’s own words are im-
peached by the very partners that he wants to sign up. 
That is it. He wants to convince us, he wants to pull a 
con on us that a con is not going to privatise their air-
port. Well, Mr. Speaker, nobody is buying it. And the 
documents prove it for themselves. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: No. I am sure someone else has 
made that point. 
 Mr. Speaker, it gets even better, because I 
think it is amazing that the Minister will say that this is 
not privatisation when the very lawyer that the Ministry 
of Finance has hired, Mr. Duncan Card, specialises in 
privatisation. That is what he does. That is the very 
basis of what he does, Mr. Speaker.  

If you look at his résumé, it is a very impres-
sive résumé; a very impressive Bermudian. But he 
teaches privatisation. Like it is not someone who just 
knows it; it is someone who teaches it. So he is advis-
ing the Government of Bermuda. The CIBC, who I am 
assuming also is advising the Government of Ber-
muda, who reached out to Aecon, is saying that, We 
are going to privatise the operation. And the Minister 
of Finance, even with the evidence everyone else 
sees and everyone else knows, is still saying, No. We 
are not going to privatise it. Okay. That is fine. 
 But here is the thing, Mr. Speaker. The only 
people who believe him are the 19 Members on his 
side. Because the people outside do not believe him. 
The 75 per cent of the public who are opposed to this 
do not believe him. Not even the vendors he is con-
tracting with believe him. The only people . . . and we 
heard the Minister say, This Honourable Member likes 
to make things up. The only one who is making some-
thing up right now, Mr. Speaker, is the Minister—
because we all know that this is privatisation. 
 Now, let us go on to the task. One of the ma-
jor things that is even before we talk about the need 
for the procurement process, is the fact that the Minis-
ter of Finance has misled the people of this country 
and misled this Parliament. Now, Mr. Speaker, let us 
start with the first and most infamous quote that the 
Minister of Finance said, “I’ve fuzzied up the no new 
debt part . . .” And the Minister of Finance has spent 
the last two days attempting to explain what he meant 
by “fuzzied” saying that fuzzy is a financial term, and 
fuzzy this, and fuzzy that. I mean, fuzzy is when you 
do not know. Fuzzy is when you are making it up. 
Fuzzy is when you are attempting to make something 
look like what it is not.  

When you say “fuzzied up the no new debt 
part,” that means that you wanted to say that there 
was no new debt, but deep in your heart you know 

that there may be new debts. And that is why you 
fuzzy up the language. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, the very fact that the Min-
ister is caught saying that in an e-mail should prove to 
everyone that the Minister has no compunction over 
attempting to mislead or pull the wool over the peo-
ple’s eyes, because the people can see it for them-
selves. We talk about fuzzied up the debt part. Come 
on, Mr. Speaker. We should be better than that. 
 Now, I ask the Minister—and I hope he will tell 
us because he said he “fuzzied up the no new debt 
part”—so what is it? What is the “no new debt part”? 
What are we actually getting insofar as debt? Be-
cause if you had to fuzzy it up, that means that maybe 
you are expecting that there will be something. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, the next thing that the Min-
ister has been misleading [about] to the people of this 
country is the Minister knew that Aecon was the de-
veloper and concessionaire all along. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House. That statement is blatantly 
false. I have said it all along, and it is true. So he 
should not be allowed to say what I knew all along. He 
has no clue what I knew all along! 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I can tell you what I knew 
all along. So he is misleading the House. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I watched TV like a 
whole lot of people watched TV last night. And I heard 
the Minister of Finance say that when he went to this 
meeting on June the 4th, Aecon was there. And at that 
point in time he knew they were the developer. That is 
what happened. And if the Minister says that he never 
met Aecon before June 4th, then that would mean that 
since the very beginning he knew they were the de-
veloper, Mr. Speaker. His own words impeach him. 
 So, the fact that he comes to Parliament, the 
fact that he said, and I quote, Mr. Speaker—and this 
is on November 28th, [in reply to a Parliamentary 
Question] in this House , 2“The CCC alternative, while 
protecting the principles of transparency and value for 
money, will . . . allow the sourcing of competitively 
selected vendors through the internationally ac-

                                                      
2 Official Hansard Report, 28 November 2014, page 290 
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claimed and trusted resources of CCC . . .” Mr. 
Speaker, how could the Honourable Minister of Fi-
nance come to this House and say that CCC would 
competitively select the vendor, on November 28th, 
when on June 4th, he knew who the vendor was? 
 
An Hon. Member: Whoa! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: How is that possible, Mr. Speaker? 
How is that possible? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Minister. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House. When I went to that meeting 
on June 4th, I went to meet CCC. Aecon was there, as 
I said publicly. It does not mean that that is when eve-
rything started. Things started before I got to that 
meeting. And I will explain that when I speak. I have 
already explained that to the Bermudian public.  
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order. Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The honourable gentleman 
is misleading the House. 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Minister. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The Honourable Minister. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: If he did not know about Ae-
con, the first thing he would have been asking at that 
meeting was, Why are they here? Who are they? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 You have a point of order? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do. How does the Hon-
ourable Member know that I did not ask that? He was 
not there! 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: A point of order! 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members.  

We are not . . . I understand you. What is your 
point of order? What is your point of order? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: He is misleading the House 
again, because by that very comment he is denying 
that he did not know. And he had to know! 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Carry on. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I am shocked, be-
cause the Honourable Minister just said that things 
were going on before that.  

Well, here is what I do know. I do know that 
there were direct communications between the Gov-
ernment of Bermuda and Aecon before Novem-
ber 28th, Mr. Minister. I do know that because the 
documents prove that there were direct communica-
tions. And I am certain that the Minister knew when he 
made his announcement on November 10th that Ae-
con was the contractor. 
 So, why did he attempt to wrap us in this ruse 
that CCC would somehow be engaging in some com-
petitive process so we would actually think that, Okay. 
Maybe there is some RFP going on with them. Maybe 
they are going to do it. Maybe they are going to make 
sure that we get the best deal? Nonsense, Mr. 
Speaker! The very fact that he said, and I quote again, 
“will allow the sourcing of competitively selected ven-
dors through the internationally acclaimed and trusted 
resources of the CCC” to this House was false. He 
misled Parliament, Mr. Speaker. 
 Then he went on another time. This was un-
prompted, during the Budget Reply Debate. He said, 
and I quote, 3“The point is this, that the Bermuda 
Government didn’t [choose] Aecon—CCC chose Ae-
con—not the Bermuda Government.”  

Well, guess what, Mr. Speaker? No. CCC did 
not choose Aecon; Aecon picked CCC. Aecon picked 
CCC. Let us be clear. That is the way that it went. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I am not accusing you of anything 
. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Minister Richards. 

                                                      
3 Official Hansard Report, 27 February 2015, page 960 
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POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House. That is sheer rubbish. How 
can a private company choose a government com-
pany? It is the . . . 
 Sit down! I am not finished! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Just a minute, 
Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: The Speaker is the only one who con-
trols. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Forgive me, Mr. Speaker. 
Forgive me. 
 
The Speaker: All right? 
 Honourable Member Burt, take your seat, 
please. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: This process, this model, 
this whole setup is a CCC setup. So anybody who is 
any private company that works within this model has 
to be, by definition, selected by CCC! Because it is 
their model, and it is their full setup. 
 So, when I answered that question, I an-
swered that question truthfully and accurately. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Carry on. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: You see the Minister doth protest 
too much. I did not say the Minister misled on that par-
ticular statement. All I said was, CCC did not choose 
Aecon; Aecon chose CCC.  

Does the Minister want me to read from the 
notes? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: And let me help. From the people 
at CCC, 4“Can you confirm that Aecon brought us this 
project? We just want to avoid any language that 
might give the impression we are out shopping for a 
Canadian supplier to do the work.”  

                                                      
4Today in Bermuda, 14 May 2015 

Response: “Yes[.] Aecon brought this project 
to CCC that was last winter and we first saw the Minis-
ter of Finance from Bermuda in the office of Aecon.”  

We have now heard that it was not winter and 
was not Aecon. 
 But the fact of the matter is, Mr. Speaker, that 
the documents prove, the first e-mail says that we 
have been alerted. We know that Aecon was the 
originator of this deal. The only person in this country 
who does not believe that Aecon was the originator of 
this deal is the Minister of Finance! It has to be! 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Minister. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The question that I was 
asked and the question that I answered was whether 
Aecon was chosen by CCC or whether—whether 
CCC chose Aecon, or the reverse. And I said that 
CCC chose Aecon.  

I did not comment on, and, quite frankly, at 
that time I did not know that Aecon had had any con-
tact with CCC before they met me. But the fact is it did 
not matter whether or not they had conversations with 
CCC before they met me. Ultimately, because it is 
CCC’s project and it is their model, CCC has to 
choose them. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. All right. Thank 
you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Which is what I said. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I would hope that when the Minis-
ter gets up to give a point of order, he actually says 
where I was misleading, because I was not mislead-
ing. I am just reading the documentation as it is pre-
sented to us. 
 And the fact that the Minister of Finance 
would say that, At that time, I didn’t know that there 
was contact before, but now when he finds out that 
there was contact before, then he is okay with the 
deal, that is the part that should concern everyone, 
that there was collusion in advance! But, Okay, it is 
okay, because I am so stubborn that I want to make 
sure this deal goes through. 
 Okay, Mr. Speaker, here is the thing. And just 
to correct the Minister’s memory, there was no ques-
tion asked when you gave that response, Mr. Minister. 

http://www.todayinbermuda.com/news/item/1506-people-s-campaign-request-public-response-from-finance-minister
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You just volunteered it during your thing. There was 
no question. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Speaker: Honourable Members, we are not talk-
ing across the floor. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you. I am just saying, be-
cause as you know, Mr. Speaker, I have all the Han-
sards right here. There was no question. He was giv-
ing a response on the Budget Reply. 

Anyhow, Mr. Speaker, let me go forward. Be-
cause then the next thing that the Minister said is, on 
5November 14th, he said, and I quote, “Secondly, the 
idea that somehow the OBA is going to ‘privatise’ the 
airport is also rubbish. All right? It is also rubbish.” 
And I do not need to go back over the privatisation 
arguments, Mr. Speaker, because the documents 
show that that was the intent from the start. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, let us talk about another 
time where the Minister misled Parliament. Here is 
what he said, and it is all tied up because the Minister 
of Finance said . . . The question was asked, very 
simple, 6“Can the Honourable Minister inform this 
Honourable Chamber, When did his Cabinet give him 
the approval to engage CCC and sign an agreement 
and the MOU?”  

Minister Richards says, and I quote, “I cannot 
tell you exactly what date, but certainly Cabinet was 
kept fully up to date as things progressed. We have 
been talking about this deal now before May. So 
Cabinet has been apprised. They have approved eve-
rything that we have done,” end quote. Okay. Okay. 
That is cool. 

Then, another question, supplementary, he 
said, and I quote, 7“Was their approval before or after 
the Minister signed or concluded the MOU with CCC?” 
The Minister’s response: “Clearly, before.” Okay. He 
said it two times now, by the way. 

Another question goes to the Minister of Fi-
nance: 8“Can the Honourable Minister of Finance con-
firm that the Letter of Entrustment was received prior 
to Cabinet approving the Government to engage in a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the Canadian 
Commercial Corporation?” The Minister responded 
and says, “No . . . The sequence of events is as fol-
lows: There was a Cabinet conclusion to approve the 
signing of the MOU in July.” 

Wow! 
Mr. Speaker, the MOU was not even finalised 

until November. How could there be approval to sign 
an MOU in July? We see that the Minister was asking 
if you would get a copy of the revised MOU before 

5 Official Hansard Report, 14 November 2014, page 144 
6 Official Hansard Report, 21 November 2014, page 178 
7 Ibid. 
8 Official Hansard Report, 28 November 2014, page 
301 

Cup Match. And I know when Cup Match is, Mr. 
Speaker. That happens to be in July. Sometimes it is 
in August, but July. So, three times the Minister has 
said this. 

The fourth time, another question: 9“Mr. 
Speaker, will the Minister of Finance kindly confirm 
whether the approval from the Accountant General 
was received before the Cabinet approval?” He re-
sponds, “Yes, I think so. I do not remember the exact 
dates, but I do think so, yes.” Okay. 

Now, here is the thing, Mr. Speaker. All of 
those statements are proof that the Minister has mis-
led Parliament. And why do I say that, Mr. Speaker? I 
say that because the documents reveal that the ap-
proval was not given before.  

I will read from the e-mail. Thursday, Novem-
ber 13th (I am on page 1,625, for anyone who can find 
the page that fast), and it is from Anthony Manders, 
the Financial Secretary, dated Thursday, Novem-
ber 13th, 2014, and it says, and I quote, “Cabinet will 
give its formal approval for the MOU and LOA next 
week when the Minister is back from business on Fri-
day.” That was on November 13th.  

So next week would be a point in time in the 
future. So, the MOU was signed before Cabinet ap-
proval, and the documents prove it. And Cabinet cer-
tainly could not give an approval for it in July because 
the MOU was not received until after then. 

What is even more, Mr. Speaker, is that the 
Minister of Finance says, in his response when talking 
about whether or not the Accountant General re-
ceived, gave approval before Cabinet approval, he 
says, 10“Yes, I think so. I do not remember the exact 
dates, but I do think so, yes.” Well, here is the thing, 
Mr. Speaker. Even if the Minister is correct, and even 
if the Cabinet approved it in July, which we know that 
they did not because the Financial Secretary, a civil 
servant, is not going to make things up, even if he 
said that the approval was received— 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order. 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Minister. 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House and clearly does not know 
how Cabinet works. The approval that the Financial 
Secretary was talking about was the formal approval 
of the having-been-negotiated MOU. We got a draft 
MOU in June. And we worked on it all through the 
summer. It got changed many times. And in each 

9 Ibid. page 302 
10 Ibid. 
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case it went to Cabinet and we apprised them and 
they approved it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, that is the miscon-
ception that is happening here. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. I think that clears up what 
you said. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Interesting, Mr. Speaker. So, I am 
guessing that Cabinet conclusion said that the Minis-
ter of Finance can make any modifications that he 
wishes to the Memorandum of Understanding prior to 
its signing. I am sure it did not, Mr. Speaker. I am sure 
it did not. Because that is not the way that Cabinet 
works. Okay? That is not the way that Cabinet works. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Well, there are a whole lot of peo-
ple on this side . . . But I will tell you who does know 
how Cabinet works. The Financial Secretary knows 
how Cabinet works. And the Financial Secretary made 
it clear that the MOU was not approved prior to the 
signing. It makes it so clear that the MOU was not ap-
proved prior to the signing that the Financial Secretary 
said, I will send you a copy of the signed MOU after 
Cabinet approves it. And CCC writes back and said, 
Oh, but we already have it in English and French be-
cause the Minister signed it already. 
 
An Hon. Member: Whoa! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Now, Mr. Speaker, as I said, even 
if, as the Minister says, he got approval from the Ac-
countant General before, if Cabinet approved it in July 
how come the approval for the sole source did not 
come from the Accountant General until September?  

You cannot have it both ways, Minister of Fi-
nance. You cannot . . .  

Now, see? The Minister of Finance says, Yes, 
you can. Well, clearly, Mr. Speaker, when he gets up 
he can tell the people of this country why he has mis-
led them. But we can see inside of this Parliament, 
and he is impeached by his very own Financial Secre-
tary—who is a top civil servant, who is not going to 
make fast and loose with the facts, who is not going to 
fuzzy up any language in an e-mail. He is not going to. 
He is going to sell it how it is, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, now we know that the Minister not only 
misled the people of this country, thinking that we are 
going to have some competitive bidding process, but 
also misled Parliament and gave false information to 
Parliament, Mr. Speaker. That is what we hear. Then 
we hear all these stories on entrustment. And how 
many times has the Minister of Finance said . . . (May 
I get some water, please?) How many times has the 

Minister of Finance said,, The UK Government and I 
are now on the same page, and we know how we are 
moving ahead? 
 
The Speaker: Mr. Fox, do you want to get the Hon-
ourable Member some water, please? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: We have heard that so many 
times. But now, as recently as yesterday, we hear that 
the UK is the holdup!  

How many times have we heard that, We 
have worked out a way to go forward? And there does 
not seem to be a way to go forward, Mr. Speaker. And 
here is the thing. The thing is that, why are . . . We 
heard last night that the Minister of Finance does not 
agree to the terms of the Letter of Entrustment. The 
only terms the Letter of Entrustment that I can possi-
bly imagine are controversial are—guess what?—the 
terms that say, You should have a competitive proc-
ess. So, here we have the Minister of Finance— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House. He just made that up. He 
has no idea—none— 
 
The Speaker: All right. All right. Thank you, Honour-
able Member. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —of what was in that Let-
ter of Entrustment. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: None whatsoever! 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Min-
ister of Finance tabled the Letter of Entrustment in this 
House! So how do I not know what it is in it? We re-
ceived the Letter of Entrustment directly from the 
Governor when we asked. So how is he saying that 
we do not know what is in the Letter of Entrustment? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I mean, Mr. Speaker, it is not that 
fuzzy, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Minister! 
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Mr. E. David Burt: It was tabled in this House. It is not 
that fuzzy! We can remember it. We read it for our-
selves. We debated it in this House. The Minister of 
Finance read a Ministerial Statement where he tabled 
the Letter of Entrustment. So, how is he saying, I don’t 
know what’s inside of the Letter of Entrustment? 
 Mr. Speaker, I hear a lot of chirping from the 
Minister of Finance. And here is what I will tell him. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Minister, you will have an 
opportunity to speak next. You will have plenty of time 
so please allow the Member to make his points. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, yes. You do not want to 
move a motion to suspend you, do you? 
 
[Inaudible interjection and laughter] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Here is what I will say, Mr. 
Speaker. Here is what I will say, because at so many 
different times, in so many different places, these 
documents have revealed that this deal was a done 
deal from the beginning. When the Minister of Finance 
says that he goes to the meeting which was arranged 
by his financial advisors who have been serving as a 
backchannel for the ultimate concessionaire who is 
going to get access to a stream of revenue that could 
exceed $2 billion, and the Minister of Finance thinks 
that is okay . . . He thinks that is how you operate. He 
thinks that there is no problem with that. I mean, that 
is okay. 
 It is almost as though the Minister of Finance 
forgot what he used to say when he was in Opposition 
about collusion, what he used to say about possible 
corruption. But let me read some of the quotes—2007, 
Mr. Richards said, “A perceived lack of goodwill on the 
part of Bermuda Government was another stumbling 
block, as was the perception of corruption.” Again, in 
2007, told the Senate, “Bermuda’s true natural re-
source and treasure is its reputation. In just a moment 
of madness”—or a moment of fuzziness—“or care-
lessness, that reputation can be dashed forever.”  
 He goes on to say . . . Oh, this is wonderful. 
This is from 2004. He says— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just a minute. 
 I am just going to say one more time to the 
Gallery, if they want to remain in here they are not to 
participate in any way. You sit there. You look. And 
that is all you do. 
 
An Hon. Member: And listen. 
 
The Speaker: And listen, of course. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Try this one on for size, Mr. 
Speaker—2004, from the Minister of Finance himself. 

11“In its first five years in power the PLP has caused a 
stench of corruption to rise from these shores like no 
time in our entire history.”  

Well, well, well. Watergate, Par-la-ville, Jet-
gate, airport-gate, stone-gate.  

Can I continue?  
Should I stop? 

 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, e-mail-gate, PATI-gate. The 
list goes on and on. 

Yes, Mr. Speaker. So it seems as though the 
Minister of Finance might want to remember the 
words he spoke in previous times and might want to 
apply them to his very own Government. As the Chief 
Financial Officer, one would think that he, the one who 
is responsible for ensuring that Financial Instructions 
are upheld, the thought that he went to Cabinet and 
had a sole source agreement approved without the 
permission of the Accountant General, should prove 
that he is not following the rules. That is it. 
 As I said, Mr. Speaker, he cannot have it both 
ways. If he had it in July then he got the approval after 
and he told Parliament a falsehood that it was done 
before. And if he got it in November, as would follow 
the typical things, he misled Parliament, because the 
facts show that he signed the MOU before Cabinet 
approved it. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, let me go on a little further 
because these documents, as I said, show that this 
was a done deal from the start. The fix was in, as they 
would say. CIBC reached out to Aecon. Aecon 
reached out to CCC. They now have . . . Sorry, Ae-
con’s representative reached out to the Government 
of Bermuda in the general management of the airport, 
and [an] intermediary of Aecon reached out to the 
Minister of Finance. And the Minister of Finance so 
liked what he heard that he began shopping the idea 
around Government.  

This is an amazing quote from the documents, 
Mr. Speaker. The quote reads as follows: He said it is 
within his power as Minister to 12“put aside the typical 
competitive procurement processes.”  

Wow, Mr. Speaker.  
 So, where is that power found? Curious, be-
cause I know it is not in Financial Instructions, and I 
know it is not in the Good Governance Act. I know it is 
not in the code of conduct for procurement. Where 
does that power come from? Why does the Minister of 
Finance seem to think that he, and only he, can make 
the best decisions for this country, and that he, and 
only he, can bypass the rules and protections that are 
in place to make sure that this country gets the best 
deal? 

                                                      
11 Politics.bm, 9 January 2004 
 
12 Royal Gazette, 13 May 2015 
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 Mr. Speaker, as Shadow Minister of Finance I 
happen to chair the Public Accounts Committee. And 
in the Public Accounts Committee we are charged 
with investigating process and making sure that we 
clarify and make sure that processes are followed. I 
do not believe in any way, shape or form that proc-
esses have been followed correctly here. We are here 
to say that this House does not approve of the way 
this project has been handled before. Now, Mr. 
Speaker, that is not to say that this is not about jobs. 
That is not to say, because, clearly, the Minister 
thought that he would be at his go/no-go date in De-
cember, and now he is pushing it this far forward. 
 I mean, if the Minister of Finance might even 
humble himself, you know, might practice a little bit of 
humility, tone down the arrogance just a little bit, stop, 
stop, stop all the anger and just say, Well, I have been 
working at this for a year. I have not gotten anywhere. 
The UK does not seem to want it. Seventy-five per 
cent of the people are opposed to it. Maybe I might 
want to change my approach. Maybe I might want to, I 
don’t know, have a Swiss challenge, so that there 
could be a competitive process at the end to make 
sure Bermuda is getting the best deal. Maybe I want 
to, even while we’re engaged in this deal with Aecon, 
to ask other people who have expressed an interest in 
the airport. 
 There was an e-mail—there was an e-mail 
inside of this long trail of documents, Mr. Speaker, 
from a company that had built numerous airports in 
Canada, from a company that had done work in Ber-
muda and wrote to CCC and expressed surprise at 
the fact that an MOU had been signed for this project. 
So, here is a reputable Canadian company that had 
worked for CCC before, did not even know that any-
thing was going on—nothing. That is what we have 
here, Mr. Speaker. That is what it is. 
 Now, if the Members on that side of the 
House are going to stand up today and oppose this 
motion, if they are going to stand up today and at-
tempt to water down this motion and turn it into a take 
note motion so they do not have a vote in this House 
on this, it would be an abdication of their responsibili-
ties. They should have the courage of their convic-
tions to stand to their feet and say, We believe that 
our airport operation should be privatised for 35 years 
without a tender, without a competitive process. We 
believe that should happen.  

They should have it within them, the members 
of the Public Accounts Committee, the Members who 
knocked on doorsteps and banged on doors, who ran 
ad after ad after ad talking about how we were going 
to have the highest standards of transparency, the 
highest standards of ethics. We are going to imple-
ment a contractor general so that we can make sure 
that contracts are handled in the right way! 
 Mr. Speaker, that was two-and-a-half years 
ago. Have they forgotten their pledges in the last two-
and-a-half years? Have the Members on that side 

gone silent and quiet? In the last debate, we heard 
this thing about, Oh! Well, why don’t the Members on 
that side get up and at least one of them . . . I chal-
lenge one of them, I challenge the Member from con-
stituency 20 who sits on the Public Accounts Commit-
tee, who speaks about things in such a forceful man-
ner, to get up and say we should not be sole sourcing 
this project.  

I challenge the Member from constituency 14, 
who sits on the Public Accounts Committee, who does 
not like when things are not tendered, to get up and 
talk about how we oppose this project. 
 I challenge the Member from constituency 28, 
who has made a lot of noise on how things at Port 
Royal were not tendered, to get up and say, We 
should be doing things the right way all the time! Yes, 
Mr. Speaker. And the Honourable Member from con-
stituency 8, who has been on the Public Accounts 
Committee for a very long time, will get up and say, 
This is not the way we should do business. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is my hope that today when we 
have a vote on this project, this House will send a 
clear message to the Minister of Finance, and the 
Members of the One Bermuda Alliance will listen to 
the 75 per cent of the Bermudian public who have not 
liked the way this deal has been handled thus far, to 
say, We do not believe that we should go forward 
without an RFP. We do not believe that there should 
be a sole source project. And the Minister should in-
ject some competition into this project to ensure that 
35 years of revenue from our airport that could exceed 
$2 billion does not go without a bid or a competitive 
process. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Would any other Honourable Member 
care to speak? 
 And the Chair recognises the Honourable 
Member from constituency 13. MP Glenn Blakeney, 
you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, and 
good evening, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good evening. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am not going to be long. I 
am hungry. 
 
The Speaker: Me, too. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: And I do not think there is 
much more to add to my Honourable Deputy, the 
Leader’s presentation, save and except to say I am 
not shocked [by] the OBA in this deal. What I am 
shocked about is that after finding out all of the revela-
tions the Honourable Minister would feel comfortable 
in defending it! So, you know what I am going to ask 
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one of the administrators here is to give us, or give me 
in particular, the Hansard of my Honourable Deputy 
Speaker. Because I think that should be going post-
haste to the Canadian Government. If the Canadian 
Government is not concerned about the nefarious ac-
tivity of CCC, who is at arms-length— 
 
The Speaker: Not “nefarious.” 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: It has to be! The evidence 
says that! 
 
The Speaker: No, no. Honourable Member, no, no. 
Do not use that word. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The misleading, the misrep-
resentation, the lack of integrity, the denigration of the 
Canadian Government by the very nature of the activ-
ity and behaviour of a subsidiary of the Canadian 
Government! How could they not be concerned?  

An entrustment . . . there is no way that the 
UK, in my humble opinion, would have the audacity in 
finding out what has been revealed by way of PATI, 
going to a foreign government to get PATI, to give us 
evidence of the behaviour that is totally reprehensible, 
with a government entity of the Canadian Government 
engaging the Government of Bermuda in an activity 
that has been misrepresented from the very begin-
ning! Putting logos on documents to represent that the 
representatives that were coming in the guise of the 
real people you are supposed to be dealing with were 
they! And they were not! 
 So Aecon said to CCC, Give me your logo so 
I can put it on this letterhead, so I can go to Bermuda 
and represent myself as Aecon as CCC! Is that not 
fraudulent? I am asking a question that I think any 
intelligence agency, any regulator would be interested 
in at any government level, anywhere in a civilised 
Western democracy—anywhere, bar none! 
 So the UK, the so-called Motherland, let us 
see where their standards are! With all due respect to 
the Canadian Government, let us see what your stan-
dards are! How dare you accept this upon it being re-
vealed in the public domain! And God knows what 
information is still to be revealed because of the re-
dacted written words in the official documents. I won-
der who else would be implicated, not just in this 
country, but in others. Who might they be?  
  The Minister really does not know anything. 
You know why? Because if he knew all of this before, 
he would not risk the integrity of 45 years as an up-
standing accountant, handling billions of dollars. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: No. An economist, invest-
ment, investor? Ah! Oh, Lord have mercy! He would 
not have touched it with a 10-foot pole! He would not 

have touched it with a 10-foot pole! So that is what is 
shocking.  

Now that he knows, why defend it? Why not 
humble yourself and say, You know what? Based on 
me being a servant of the people, and regardless of 
the misconstruing, regardless if there has been mis-
representation of my good intents, the people now 
perceive this thing to be sour and dirty and tainted and 
muddy and fuzzy! And they do not want it. So you 
know what? In the interest of the country and the peo-
ple I serve, and in the interest of the platform I pre-
sented, upon which they elected us to do the right 
thing for the right reasons, I will acquiesce and capitu-
late to the will of my people, because that is whom I 
serve, not myself! 
 No matter how well intended you might be, a 
little humility, a little consideration, which would have 
not been required had you done your due diligence. 
And as a result of a lack of due diligence, the whole 
country has been brought into disrepute because it is 
obvious we are now being fleeced for $2.1 billion over 
35 years, Honourable Deputy! Lord have mercy! And I 
do not care if you want to do the arithmetic and say 
revenue versus liabilities or revenue versus overhead. 
I do not care! Revenue is revenue, and if it is going to 
be a private enterprise that is going to be in charge of 
the concessions at the airport in the airport itself, I am 
going to tell you right now, they are not going to oper-
ate in deficit. The only reason why it went from 30 to 
35, because when they found out, if they found out 
that you did fuzzy the numbers, they recalculated 
themselves because they did not trust you. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: And if they did not know and 
they know now, they are going to do the math. See, 
because I understand that that e-mail, it did not go to 
Aecon. It did not go to CCC. It was internal. That 
means Aecon and CCC are either very happy be-
cause what they did to you, they now see that you are 
trying to do to them by not being completely up-front 
with a definitive number. And they always say, There 
is no honour among . . . So I do not know. Pick the 
bones from that. 
 But in the interest of this country, I implore 
you, with respect, Mr. Minister, humble yourself. Do 
the right thing by way of the people of this country. 
The airport is one of the greatest assets on one of the 
largest parcels of land in this country, and it is the 
gateway by air to this country. And of course, we are 
talking about Aecon Concessions, not the project de-
velopers. So if the concessionaires get the airport, 
there is no guarantee that Bermudians will get one 
job! Because they can hire who they want on our soil. 
You do not know, and you cannot say definitively. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
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Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, no you cannot. Be-
cause if you are dealing with people— 
 
The Speaker: Speak to the Speaker. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: If he is dealing with people, 
with respect, Mr. Speaker, who are forging documents 
by putting a logo and representing other than what it 
is— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the word 
“forging” documents is totally unacceptable, totally 
unacceptable. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And also, the sort of no-
tion that the Government of Bermuda is insisting that 
Bermudians—not only Bermudian companies, but 
Bermudians themselves—will not be working on this 
construction project is sheer nonsense. I have said in 
this House and publicly that one of the make-or-break 
conditions that we put from the get-go was that this 
project had to hire Bermudians. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Why should we believe you 
when the Honourable Deputy just pointed out misrep-
resentations over four, five, six times from your list? 
Why should we trust you? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the 
Speaker. Speak to the Speaker. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Mr. Speaker, why? 
  
The Speaker: Yes. Why should we believe the Hon-
ourable Member? 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: And the other thing is, how 
can you trust Aecon? How can you trust CCC? When 
they have been dealing back-door behind your back 
with CIBC, whom you paid to consult you, who set up 
the meetings for them to fleece us, the people of this 
country, how can you trust them? And then here is the 
other thing. He says, you know, we should trust this— 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member. 
 

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The Honourable Member 
says we should trust this and trust that. Well, listen. 
How am I going to trust somebody who revokes con-
tracts? How am I going to trust somebody who mis-
represents on just some stone wall? How am I going 
to trust somebody who says, Trust me. I told them 
under no uncertain terms will we allow this. I insisted. 
Insisted what? 

With people who are going to engage in mis-
representation from the very beginning, sending e-
mails back and forth to represent to you that they are 
the real McCoy, when they are . . . I do not know what 
they are. I want to say “fraud,” but I will not. 
 It is wrong any way you cut this up. We want 
to see and hear tonight in this Honourable Chamber, 
Mr. Speaker, the Premier of this country as the leader 
of his Cabinet defend his Minister and find cause not 
to tell him that he is no longer invited around the 
roundtable on Tuesdays, because he is completely 
caught out. There is no . . . Maybe that is why there 
are so few Government Members in the Chamber 
right now, notwithstanding that it is dinner time.  

Well, I am telling you, they are sure hungry for 
this CCC deal. They should be in here defending that, 
Minister, you know, until their belly is full. Huh? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Where are they? I want to 
see a backbencher, just one.  

You know, they had the gumption over our 
Leader saying some words. But here is something 
that is affecting the entire country that they say they 
had as their best interest, Mr. Speaker. And in the 
face of the country rejecting excuse and/or reason 
why they still feel this is the right thing to do for the 
right reasons, they are going to go ahead and defend 
it. And then we are calling them “honourable,” be-
cause that is the part of the decorum in this Honour-
able House. 
 But they have not acted and they are not act-
ing honourably. They are not, not on this situation, not 
on this deal! Because it has been revealed that it has 
been wrong, it has been a misrepresentation from the 
very beginning. And, Mr. Speaker, when you look at a 
government . . . in the last debate we had someone 
saying, you know, A dagger in the economic heart of 
the country, that is what the Opposition is doing. 
What? What? You have the temerity to say something 
like that in describing the Opposition, who is just doing 
their job—a lot better than the Government? Because 
the Government has not been the one to do the due 
diligence to substantiate why they should be doing 
business with these people! They have not! They 
have been caught out. 
 And then trying all of this verbiage for damage 
control to substantiate the decision after the People’s 
Campaign, in the interest of the people of the country, 
has gone out and done their due diligence and come 
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back with evidence—evidence that cannot be dis-
puted. It is what they call in the English language “ir-
refutable evidence.” That is what you need to deal 
with. Do not deal with what the Opposition says. Deal 
with what the evidence reveals. Explain the evidence 
away that makes us all in this country comfortable that 
you are doing the right thing if you are going to stand 
by this deal. 
 But suffice it to say (and I will end on this, Mr. 
Speaker), regardless of what they say in defending 
this deal, I believe [in] this country. And we will as an 
Opposition, a loyal Opposition, hold the UK Govern-
ment to account and hold the Canadian Government 
to account. Because if they allow this deal to go 
through with regard to the . . . What is it called? 
 
An Hon. Member: Entrustment. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Entrustment, something is 
desperately wrong, desperately wrong. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister, the Minister of Finance, the Minister Bob 
Richards. You have the floor. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, there has 
been a lot of sound and fury here today. And I will try 
to keep my cool and keep my remarks to the facts. 
 
An Hon. Member: That will be hard. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, that will be hard; I 
agree. 

And try to stick to the facts and stick to the 
important things for Bermuda and her people. 
 We have heard a lot about gates. Well, obvi-
ously, the original gate was Watergate, but we have 
had all kinds of local “gates,” including today, Sto-
negate. I have come across a gate that is interesting. 
And the gate is fake-gate.  
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: F-a-k-e—fake-gate. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Fake-gate, Mr. Speaker, 
is defined as a “nontroversy,” a word that one local 
blogger found in the Urban Dictionary, which is de-
fined as (quote) “a controversy that does not exist until 
created for political gain.” Sort of like blowing smoke, 
but there is no fire. 

 The fact is, Mr. Speaker, that I have said this 
many times and I will say it again. The combined Op-
position does not want us to succeed. They do not 
want us to create these jobs. They want 2017 to come 
around with this Government having achieved noth-
ing. It is clearly political gain— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —over the good of the 
country. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[imputing improper motives] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Referring . . . First of all, Mr. 
Speaker, he is, of course, imputing improper motives 
on the Opposition. But secondly, according to informa-
tion in handouts from the Clerk, that is unparliamen-
tary language, and the Honourable Minister cannot 
say that the Opposition does not want the country to 
succeed. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: They do not want us to 
create jobs, for political gain. 
 Mr. Speaker, mud has been thrown at every-
thing that we do. And, certainly, this project has had 
plenty of mud being raked and mud being thrown. 
 Now, I was very interested in Honourable 
Member Burt’s reference to me as a “chameleon.” 
Obviously, in Bermuda, we have lots of chameleons in 
our fauna. And I too was wondering about his state-
ments on certain matters and some of his chameleon-
like activities. And I will go back to when the Honour-
able Member was in the Senate, and he spoke ele-
gantly on the subject of privatisation. He has made a 
big fuss about privatisation today. 
 But in 2011, the Honourable Member stated 
(and I quote), 13“It is my hope that, as the Government 
looks to open up the budget process and looks to me-
dium-term planning, that we take a serious look at 
what government services may be able to be provided 
by the private sector in a more efficient manner. It is 
my belief that, as this Government considers all the 
available options, there may be room for some ser-
vices to be privatised.” 
 So, Mr. Speaker, the question is, you know, 
he said it then. Did he mean it when he said it? And 
he is saying something different now.  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

                                                      
13 Royal Gazette, 16 May 2011 
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Does he mean it now? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, absolutely. It is no 
question I said that. But I think that the Minister should 
probably read the full quote. And the full quote goes 
on to continue that just because something else works 
somewhere else does not mean it will work here. Just 
because . . . So he should read the full quote, not be 
selective on what he is quoting. 
 
The Speaker: All right. All right. All right, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, does the 
Honourable Member ever give me the privilege of a 
whole quote, or does he just pick the parts that he 
wants? I mean, this is so said, so done. This is really 
quite amusing. 
 So, he said it then. Did he mean it then? He is 
saying something different now. Does he mean it 
now? Or does the Honourable Member mean and say 
whatever is politically expedient at the time? 
 Now, let me get to the actual purpose of all of 
this. I think I have said this before, but, clearly, certain 
people were not listening, so I do not mind saying it 
again. When we are trying to consider the airport re-
development, because of the situation this Govern-
ment found itself in and the country was in, in terms of 
the economy and in terms of the level of public debt 
and the size of the deficit, those were conditions that 
were left by the former Government to us. This is what 
we inherited. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, we had to make decisions 
based on the conditions of the times. And these condi-
tions were difficult. And we have had to make difficult 
decisions in difficult times. So, we had to make careful 
consideration in the decision of a construction project, 
any large construction project. It was thought that we 
had to tick certain boxes if any project of any size was 
going to go forward. We already had some projects 
that we were locked into, for instance, Morgan’s Point. 
We were locked into that. But any new project that we 
were going to approve had to tick boxes. 
 And those boxes that had to be ticked would 
be because of the situation and the time that we find 
ourselves in. They would have to meet stricter criteria 
than they would ordinarily—stricter financial criteria, in 
particular.  

So, here are the boxes we had to tick. We 
would not approve anything unless there was minimal 
impact on the already-extended government balance 
sheet. And that means that we would not approve 
anything that would have any material effect on the 

amount of public debt that we already had. Just by 
being in operation day to day, we were chalking up 
more debt. So we did not want to have any capital 
projects that would really make it worse. And that was 
an important point. 
 We looked at the history of Bermuda in terms 
of capital projects. And while the former Government 
had an abysmal history with capital projects, it was not 
just limited to them. It goes back to UBP days. All 
right? This country has had a terrible record with con-
trolling costs on government projects. Terrible! And 
you know what? It is not just Bermudian projects; it is 
specifically government projects, because a lot of pri-
vate sector projects get done around here within 
budget. But government projects? But government 
projects? They run amok.  

Most of the private sector projects get done 
on time and on budget. Some of the biggest ones 
have, right? But government projects always seem to 
run amok. 
 Now, I could sit back in my office and pretend 
that I was in a perfect world, and we could just go 
along with the same old, same old methodology that 
we have used since time immemorial, (right?) since 
the beginning of time. I could do that. And I could not 
be criticised like the criticism I have gotten today, be-
cause I would have followed the rules, followed the 
road that has been tread, that has been worn for dec-
ades. You know, if you never stick your head above 
the parapet you will not get shot at. I could do that. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I would not be fulfilling the 
challenge that the people of Bermuda gave this Gov-
ernment in 2012 that we are to fix this economy. We 
are to create jobs. We are to turn things around for 
Bermudians. That was our overwhelming mandate. So 
we could not just sit back and do things the same old 
way. And particularly as the same old way includes 
the Government borrowing millions of dollars for a 
project, do the project, have it overrun and then bor-
row more millions of dollars to pay for the overruns, I 
was not going to sit there and oversee that process. 
 So, the next box that had to be ticked was that 
the risk, the real risk of overruns and delays had to be 
controlled and/or eliminated.  

The other box that had to be ticked was that 
we had to control procurement costs. I came in, and I 
looked at the procurement costs for the improvement 
to the hospital, which dollar-wise is in the same order 
of magnitude as the airport, about $250 million. The 
procurement costs that the former Government racked 
up on that was $10 million—$10 million to consultants 
and all those other people that you have to pay if you 
decide to go down that well-worn path. Okay? 
 Now, we did not want to do that. And we can-
not afford to do that, seeing that, you know, on a day-
to-day basis we are running deficits. Every day in 
every way this Government just gets more and more 
in debt. So, we had to think differently. So, this is the 
reality that the Government faced when we were look-
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ing at trying to do this thing to improve a strategic as-
set to create hundreds of jobs for Bermudians. We are 
not sitting here in ordinary times. We are not in an 
ivory tower. We are not in a perfect world. We are in a 
very imperfect world, making tough decisions. 
 Now, another box that had to be ticked, Mr. 
Speaker, was this incredible urgency to create jobs. 
No, we could not wait around two or three years for all 
of these things that the Honourable Member is talking 
about. I could not face the Bermudian people and say, 
Well, you know, I could have found a quicker way to 
do this, but I had to tick all the boxes that the Honour-
able Member is talking about. And meanwhile, these 
folks are out of work! You know, you cannot let perfec-
tion get in the way of progress! We are trying to be 
practical over here. We are trying to be pragmatic 
over here. And that is perhaps the difference between 
these guys over on my side and those guys over 
there. 
 See, borrowing more money does not bother 
them. It does not bother them. The Honourable Mem-
ber said, Yeah, you know, we can just borrow the 
money and build it ourselves. That does not bother 
them. But I can tell you something, Mr. Speaker. It 
bothers me! And it bothers thousands of Bermudians. 
Thousands! Those folks who voted this party in . . . it 
bothers them. So, that is another box we had to tick. 
 Another box we had to tick, Mr. Speaker, was 
the Government had to ensure that it was getting 
value for money. So, those are the boxes we thought 
we had to tick in a capital project going forward. I 
brought the CCC model to Cabinet. And I was told 
about it in a casual conversation. Now— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Casual conversation with 
CIBC. 
 
An Hon. Member: Ooh! 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You know, Mr. Speaker, 
a lot of these guys do not get it. Okay? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
An Hon. Member: There we go! 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right; there we go. 
We had enough arrogant conversation from your 
Leader to satisfy weeks of arrogance, Honourable 
Member. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the 
Chair. Minister, speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But, Mr. Speaker, I have 
to say that I have been in financial services for 45 
years. I have been responsible for other people’s 

money for 45 years. And in that period of time, you get 
to know people in the business. I have contacts in the 
financial world. That is how CIBC became our finan-
cial advisor. I know that they know what they are do-
ing. 
 So, I became aware of this model, as I call it, 
the CCC model. And for those folks who do not know, 
CCC stands for Canadian Commercial Corporation. It 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Government of 
Canada. It is a very old corporation. It has been 
around since the end of World War II. It was set up as 
the Canadians’ effort to rebuild Europe after Europe 
was destroyed during the War. Since that time it has 
been set up. Its sole purpose is to encourage and en-
able the export of goods and services from Canada. 
That is what they do. 
 And so, I became aware of this model. Now, 
in the United States, Mr. Speaker, they have similar 
agencies. One that I am very familiar with is called 
OPIC [Overseas Private Investment Corporation]—not 
OPEC, but OPIC. They are in the business of ena-
bling the export of goods and services from the United 
States to foreign countries. But the problem with OPIC 
and the other US agencies like them is that their pro-
grammes are principally aimed at less-developed 
countries. So, when they look at Bermuda and they 
see what our GDP per capita is, we immediately get 
disqualified. We get disqualified. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes! I asked them. So, I 
know. 
 So, when this model came to my attention and 
I realised that Bermuda could avail itself of it, I was 
very interested.  

I saw one of those e-mails that said, you 
know, The Minister of Finance, once he found out 
about it, was very intrigued. That is true! I was. And I 
asked a whole lot of questions about how this model 
works—a lot of questions, until I fully got my head 
around how this thing works, because I was not famil-
iar with how this thing worked. And quite frankly, the 
first couple of times I got it wrong. 
 So, I studied this model to see if it could be 
something that Bermuda could avail itself of. And after 
that, I thought that it was something that really could 
be useful to Bermuda. Because, Mr. Speaker, the 
model that CCC . . . the CCC model (if I should call it 
that) ticks the boxes that we had set up as things that 
we required if we were going to be responsible for our 
capital projects. The key thing is that CCC guarantees 
performance, basically. They guarantee that the con-
struction project will be delivered on time and on 
budget. 
 Now, to make a guarantee like that, Mr. 
Speaker, requires the kind of due diligence analysis 
beforehand that is pretty much unknown in Bermuda. 
Unknown! You can imagine you have got a project 
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that is that big . . . Let me just give a kind of reference 
here. Okay? The Berkeley Institute project was sup-
posed to be $60 million. It ended up costing twice that. 
Now, you can imagine if you put that in relation to the 
Bermuda airport. It is supposed to cost $250 million, 
and then it ends up costing half a billion dollars.  

So, if anybody is going to put forward a guar-
antee for performance, on budget and on time, they 
have got to be darn sure about all of the analyses and 
metrics that go into the estimation of the revenues that 
are coming in there, because that is how it is getting 
paid for, by revenues—and also the costs. They have 
got to be sure, sure, sure and sure. 
 And I am emphasising this point because it is 
something that the Opposition seem to miss. And the 
point that they are missing is that, as we went from 
June last year to now, all of the numbers and the es-
timates that have gone into determining what the 
revenues are going to be and what the costs are go-
ing to be have been revised time and time again. They 
have been revised. They have been enhanced. They 
have been taken apart. They do that multiple, multiple 
times, until they are so sure that they have got it right 
that they can put this guarantee in there. 
 Because nobody guarantees this sort of thing 
thinking that they are going to have to pay out on the 
guarantee. The whole idea to guarantee this thing is 
that they do not have to pay out on it. They are not 
going to guarantee if they know that the people are 
going to overrun the project. So, in order to be sure 
that this project is not going to be overrun, they tear 
the numbers apart over and over and over again. And 
it is to say this, that when I wrote the unfortunate e-
mail about having fuzzy numbers, I was referring to 
the fact that, at that time, there seemed to be a fund-
ing gap. 
 Now, let me explain to the Bermudian people 
what that means. The basis of this project, Mr. 
Speaker, is the traffic coming through the airport. That 
is the most important number—the number of human 
beings going in and out of that airport. Because every 
time a human being goes in and out of that airport, 
they have got to pay some tax. There is an opportu-
nity not only to charge them tax, there is an opportu-
nity to sell them something in the airport facility. So, 
the projection of traffic was crucial. 
 Now, the problem with the projection of traffic 
in Bermuda’s case is . . . A lot of people think projec-
tion is that you just take the past and just draw a line 
into the future. Well, if we did that in Bermuda, we 
would not even be talking about this here, because 
the trend in traffic in Bermuda over the last 30 years 
has been a downward trend. And what we had to do 
as a Government was convince the developers and 
Aecon that we were putting in place things in this 
Government that would turn that trend around. 
 In making the case for our turnaround it called 
for even more revisions and more analysis. And that is 
why, as we went forward for months and months, the 

number of people estimated to come through that air-
port in the next 10 to 20 years—10 to 20 years!—was 
constantly revised. And therefore, the revenues that 
came from that were constantly revised. So it is those 
revenues that were going to be paying for the airport. 
And of course the cost of building was also revised 
and refined. 
 So, because all those numbers were in motion 
I could not be definitive of what that funding gap was, 
if it was there at all. And that is why I was not able to 
be definitive about what appeared to be a funding gap 
at that time. So, that is where the fuzzy number came 
in. Somebody said, Well, the Minister may have been 
fuzzy because he did not know. And that is true; I did 
not know.  

But it is important to understand that the proc-
ess from which we do this thing is a complex and . . . 
(I was going to say “volatile”; that is not the word) . . . 
but it is a process that has always been in motion. 
What we thought we had when we first started is quite 
different from what we have got now. So that is how 
we got to that, Mr. Speaker. 
 We also found out that this CCC model was 
useful to us because it cut down on procurement 
costs. And it cut down on the time between when we 
decided we wanted to go and when we could actually 
break ground. Because when we break ground that is 
when the employment starts. The pressure on us . . . 
we feel this pressure. Everybody on this side feels this 
pressure to create jobs, the pressure to improve Ber-
muda, the pressure to clean up the mess that they 
left. That is pressure!  

The pressure for us to do that is what made 
me think, Yes! This thing can cut procurement time. 
Because if we go on the old tried-and-true method, [it] 
could be three years before we even look at a ladder 
and shovel. How could I face the people of Bermuda 
and say, you know, I could do this three-year thing 
and you have a job in three years, and I could do 
something where I can say, Yeah, you know, you can 
start to work in a year or a year and a half.  

So these are the issues. These are real is-
sues, not all this political stuff and grandstanding that 
we have heard here tonight. These are the real issues 
from a Government that is trying to do the right thing 
for Bermuda. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Member is misleading the House when he talks about 
CCC always being on budget or whatnot. I just looked 
at my research on CCC, and it is proven that CCC 
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actually underbids to get the contract. And then, after 
they get the contract, they start to say that they have 
found out that they forgot this aspect and that aspect 
and another aspect. And then the cost ends up being 
at least double of what they originally bid. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, if these 
people give us a guarantee of a contract and it goes 
over budget, it is on them. That is what a guarantee is. 
We are pleased that somebody says— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —this is an insurance 
thing— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —and you have got to 
pay. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. The Chair will 
recognise the Member from Warwick [South East]. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member 
may be indirectly misleading the House. The reason 
that they get around that is they say that what they are 
adding on was not included in the original contract. 
Therefore, that is how they get around saying that 
they were on budget. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We are taking all of this 
into account, and we will have a final concession 
agreement. We are not there yet. That will cover these 
kinds of eventualities. But just let me proceed [to ex-
plain] not only how we arrived at this, but some of the 
other aspects. 
 Now, there is . . . I do not think I can empha-
sise this too much. There has been a lot of talk about 
the traditional tender process and what a great thing it 
is. And yes, Financial Instructions require three bids. 
We know that the former Government manipulated 
those to get around those, themselves. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motive] 

 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I am getting a little tired of the 
Honourable Minister continuously, to make his argu-
ments, imputing improper motive on us. It is unbecom-
ing of him. If he has a credible argument, he can 
make it by making credible points, without just trying 
to destroy someone else. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, they were 
not so fussy about that when they— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, I really 
do not think you have heard him when he said the 
former Government manipulated the others, right? 
Those types of statements must be withdrawn. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Yes, yes. We should not say 
that, “manipulated.” Maybe I missed that. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am sorry. Once upon a 
time, I was like that young man over there. I was 
Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee. I saw 
these things! I am not talking off the top of my head 
here. When we are talking about GlobalHue and con-
tracts being renewed without going to tender, I mean . 
. . need I say all that stuff? I do not want to hear this 
holier-than-thou stuff from the other side! This is non-
sense! 
 
The Speaker: Speak to the Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, I do not want to hear 
these points of order as though their hands are totally 
clean! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Definitely misleading the 
House. There is a big difference, Mr. Speaker . . . 
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there is a big difference between putting something 
back out to tender and “manipulation,” which is the 
word he used. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Not in Financial Instruc-
tions it is not. As I said— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: All right! All right, Honourable Member! 
Enough. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, the traditional RFP 
process, as I have referred to it, is a great theory. But 
I have to say, Mr. Speaker, you know, in Bermuda 
Financial Instructions, it recognises that sometimes— 
 
An Hon. Member: Theory! 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right, theory. 
 Sometimes the situation is such where the 
traditional bid process is not in the best interests of 
the country. That is why we have the mechanism to 
do that in Bermuda, through reference to the Ac-
countant General. So, we have that. 
 Now, the Honourable Member made some 
reference about something in an e-mail or something 
that I said. But that is somebody else’s version of what 
they say that I said. All right? Yes, that is what the e-
mail said, but that does not make it so. Here we have 
a situation with all of these e-mails. Very few of 
them—very few of them—are actually e-mails from the 
Government of Bermuda. They are e-mails between 
CCC and Aecon.  

So, you know, there are lots of inferences be-
ing made here that just do not hold water. But I do not 
want to spend a whole lot of time on that kind of minu-
tiae. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Hold on. Honourable Member. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I want to concentrate on 
the import of this project and the logic that we used to 
get to where we . . . to do what we did. 
 Now, as I said, the RFP process and bid 
process, the tender process is good in theory because 
its intent is to use competitive bidding to get value for 
money. That is what it does. But governments all over 

the world, including the Bermuda Government, have 
the ability to sole source projects.  

You know, there are lots of references to The 
Green Book in the UK. But I can tell you, there is [the] 
ability of the UK Government to sole source stuff all 
over the place. So, they sole source a lot of things. All 
right? So, it is a good thing if it is to the advantage of 
the country. That is the whole point. If it is to the ad-
vantage of the country, it is a good thing. That is right. 
 And that is what we had to weigh, because 
the history of Bermuda is that the tender process does 
not provide value for money. It does not take a genius 
to figure this out. [If] you look at the time that they 
were in Government, all of the major projects were 
hugely overrun. And so, you take the project yourself 
without the overrun, and you say, Okay. The tender 
process worked. But what about the overruns? The 
Treasury has got to pay for that.  

So, when you add up the cost of the project, 
plus the overruns, you will see that the Bermuda Gov-
ernment did not get value for money. And it happened 
over and over and over again. It is okay; they are Op-
position, so they do not have to govern. But the point 
is that, as people who have to govern, we have to 
take into consideration those facts. And we would be 
not good stewards of the public purse if we did not 
take those facts into consideration. So we look at that 
and say, Well, you know, maybe it is because we are 
small, or whatever, in Bermuda, but the traditional 
tender process has not worked for the Government. 
As I said earlier, it is working much better in private 
sectors than in the government. But it has a very bad 
track record in Bermuda in the public sector. 
 Basically, we kind of had to make a choice. 
And here was the balance, Mr. Speaker. You give up 
the tendering process so you can get a guarantee of 
performance so you can protect the public treasury. 
So that is the kind of choice we had to make here. 
And I think we have made the right choice, particularly 
seeing that on top of the sole source model, we were 
interposing a value-for-money audit by an independ-
ent firm. That is the key thing, one of the key things, 
anyway, that we are not just going along with what 
CCC and Aecon say. We got somebody who is totally 
independent. And I can tell you that whoever it is (we 
have not figured out who it is going to be yet) cannot 
be Canadian. Right? They cannot be Canadian. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We will have an inde-
pendent firm to do a value-for-money assessment. 
This is called a “fairness assessment,” and it is fairly 
common internationally. It is common internationally 
that when people have sole sources they use . . . it is 
common in the United States. It is common in Europe. 
It is common. So, it just may not be common to the 
Members of the Opposition because they do not know 
[about it]. But it is common. So, we are— 
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[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
  
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
says I am insulting his intelligence. I am not. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is enough. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, this is how we are 
trying to have the security of a guarantee of perform-
ance, but also obtain value for money, which is the 
ultimate purpose of having a tender process. 
 In addition to that, Mr. Speaker, we have en-
gaged an accounting firm to do a good governance 
and a value-for-money assessment [for] the Bermuda 
Government as it relates to this project. And we have 
been doing that in cooperation with the United King-
dom Government. Okay? So, we have been doing 
that in conjunction with the United Kingdom Govern-
ment and a major accounting firm to do a value-for-
money and good governance assessment of this pro-
ject. So we take value for money seriously. 
 We have two things that we are doing to show 
that we get value for money so that we do not have 
this problem that appears to be on the Opposition’s 
mind about things that relate to sole sourcing. So, this 
is something that we are doing. And we are doing this 
. . . (Somebody is asking me if we have gotten the 
entrustment yet.) We are doing this as part of the 
process for us to get the entrustment. Right? So, that 
is that part of the thing. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not think we do. I do 
not think we need an entrustment. But, you know, the 
Honourable Member . . .  

For the people in the audience, the Honour-
able Member asked, you know, he thought that I said 
we do not need an entrustment. I did say that, and I 
still do not think we need an entrustment. However, 
we have to have this relationship with the UK Gov-
ernment, and we want to be onside with them. So, we 
are doing this so that we can come to an agreement 
on how we go forward on this. And we are almost 
there, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, I want to get back to . . . the Honourable 
Member made a big song-and-dance about privatisa-
tion. And, like I say, he says that I am a chameleon. 
But he is just as much of a chameleon as I am. All 
right? Maybe the colour of the chameleon has to do 
with what side of the House you sit on; I do not know. 
But I just know what I have to do over here as Minister 
of Finance. 
 The point of this is as follows: that the e-mail 
that he cited that Aecon or somebody said that this 

privatisation deal in Bermuda, if he would take note of 
that, I think the date of that was even before anybody 
from Aecon met me. They had not talked to the Gov-
ernment. They had not talked to anybody senior, any 
senior officials in the Government about it. So, this 
project is not privatisation. It is not privatisation. This 
is P-3 project, not that much different from what they 
did with the hospital. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.  
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister of Fi-
nance continues to mislead Parliament when he says 
that this is not much different than was done at the 
hospital. And we all know that the Bermuda Hospitals 
Board runs the hospital, which is controlled by the 
Government. And in this deal, a private concession-
aire will run the airport. They are two completely dif-
ferent things. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, MP 
Burt. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, the biggest differ-
ence is that when they did it, they got a privatisation 
there, but the Government still got to carry the can 
insofar as the debt is concerned. Right? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order. Once again, the 
Minister of Finance has got up and said that there was 
privatisation at the Bermuda Hospitals Board. The 
Minister knows full well that there is no privatisation— 
 
The Speaker: Minister, please, please. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —at the Bermuda Hospitals Board. 
He knows full well that there is no concessionary con-
tract for the operation of the hospital. And the Minister 
needs to stop misleading the Parliament and the 
country on that fact. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, MP Burt. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, it seems to me, Mr. 
Speaker, they got a private company to find the 
money to oversee the construction. And they have got 
all of these rules that are built into that. And it was 
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always a poor deal, in my opinion, because if you are 
going to privatise something, for God’s sake, have it 
privatised where the private company has got to carry 
the debt and is going to be responsible for it! But, no! 
They have got the worst of both worlds there. 
 So it is not privatisation if they do it, but it is 
privatisation when we do it. Right? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, let us just have that 
one there, right now. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 

Mr. E. David Burt: Once again, the Minister of Fi-
nance has said that the deal at the Bermuda Hospitals 
Board for the new Acute Care Wing was a privatisa-
tion agreement. The Minister of Finance is fully aware 
that the operation is run by the Bermuda Hospitals 
Board in the exact same way that it was run before. It 
is not privatisation of the operation. The Minister 
knows that. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 Minister. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]  
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, $30 million a what? 
A quarter? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes.  

So, Mr. Speaker, the airport consists of many 
parts. It consists of the terminal, it consists of the out-
buildings, including general aviation. It consists of the 
fire [department], it consists of security, it consists of 
the air traffic control, it consists of the Bermuda 
Weather Service. The Honourable Member is so dead 
against privatisation, but lots of parts of the airport are 
already privatised—and he did not do anything about 
that when he was the Government. Right? The secu-
rity services are privatised. The maintenance is priva-
tised. A lot of things at the airport are already priva-
tised. Okay? 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
  
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Member is misleading this House. Although there may 
be some private contractors at the airport, they all an-
swer to Department of Airport Operations, which is the 
operator of the airport, which is a government depart-
ment. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.  
 Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And, Mr. Speaker, under 
the concession agreement, the concessionaire will be 
overseen by a government body. All right? 
 
An Hon. Member: We do not know that. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We do not know that? 
Well, I said it, but you still do not know it? 
 
An Hon. Member: I do not believe it. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay. You do not believe 
it. But the rest of the people— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just speak to the 
Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But the rest of the Ber-
mudian people will hear what I am saying. 
 So, we have these assets. They are valuable 
assets. Even with the old airport, the replacement 
value of these assets is worth over $4 billion. These 
assets will continue to be the property of the Bermuda 
Government. They will continue to be the property of 
the Bermuda Government. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: All of the revenues and 
the expenses currently . . . The Opposition likes to talk 
about revenues. They do not like to talk about ex-
penses, okay? But if you tick the revenues and the 
expenses of the airport operations, if you consider the 
departure tax as part of the revenues, the operation 
comes close to breaking even. 
 So, you know, this $2 billion thing that the 
Honourable Member is talking about is sheer fantasy! 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I think that— 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. 
 All right, Honourable Member. You have the 
floor. 
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POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I believe that the Honourable 
Finance Minister is fuzzy . . . I mean, misleading the 
House, because I believe from his own statement that 
the revenue generated from the airport was $4.6 mil-
lion, and then when you increase it, as we saw in the 
budget this year from 35 to 50, that could be an extra 
$5.5 million. So we are looking at almost $10 million in 
revenue year-over-year generated by the airport. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, that was after we 
passed, we increased the . . . 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, point of order. 
Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Just for one second. Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Prior to the budget that we just 
passed in February, the net revenue, less expenses, 
that the airport generated year over year was $4.6 
million. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We know that budget is 
not their strong point. But let me continue. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order. The Honourable 
Minister is imputing improper motives. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: And if the Honourable Minister 
would refer to the budget of which he tabled inside of 
this House, he will see that the profit of the airport, as 
recorded on a modified cash basis was $4.67 million. 
When you include airport departure tax, which the 
Honourable Minister— 
 
The Speaker: Minister, Minister. Please, Minister. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —is including in this deal! 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Ah.  

Oh, you are not reacting to the fact that you 
are no good at budgets? Oh, okay. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on. Carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay.  

Mr. Speaker, we have a large part of the air-
port that is already privatised. But this deal is not pri-
vatisation because, (a) the Government continues to 
own the assets; and (b) we have oversight, we will 
have oversight of the concessionaire. The conces-
sionaire will manage the airport. The staff there will 
continue to be employed. As a matter of fact, the plan 
is to actually increase the staff at the airport over time. 
So, you know, this whole business of using privatisa-
tion as some sort of dirty word, like a “P” word, it is 
sheer politics, Mr. Speaker. Because— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House, because he says the conces-
sionaire will have oversight of the operation of the air-
port. Oversight of the operation of the airport by a pri-
vate entity is privatisation, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
does not have very good ears. I said the Government 
will have oversight of the concessionaire. That is what 
I said. 
 
The Speaker: I think that is what you said. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, if you listen more 
carefully next time, Honourable Member. 
 
The Speaker: Just speak to the Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Now, Mr. Speaker, I have 
said many times that there is no free lunch and no 
free airport. The fact that this airport will cost us 
money is no secret. But, Mr. Speaker, this model en-
ables the airport to be financed by the users. I think I 
said this on one of the TV programmes that I was on. 
It is like the Midtown Tunnel or the Triborough Bridge 
in New York. Every time you drive over that thing you 
have got to pay a toll. And the toll is what pays for the 
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financing and the maintenance of those particular as-
sets. 
 Same here. The users of the airport will be the 
source of the finance for the construction and the op-
eration and the maintenance. That is how this works. 
So it is basically user financed. Somebody has got to 
put up the money up front, and those financiers will 
be— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: What is [the] point of or-
der? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. He is making it sound like the 
airport is not already subsidised or used or paid for by 
the user. The ICAO [International Civil Airports Or-
ganization] regulations state that any revenue that is 
generated by an airport must go back into the airport 
for operational or for extension purposes. That is what 
happens right now as it is. 
 
The Speaker: All right, all right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, all the reve-
nues of that airport go into the Consolidated Fund. All 
right? So, so much for that. 
 Now, it is clear that the departure taxes will be 
part of that revenue stream. Also, our departure taxes 
are not high compared to other jurisdictions. Also, part 
of the model is that there will be considerably more 
emphasis on retail in the new terminal building. The 
current terminal building was not designed to really 
emphasise or to help retail space, and the new build-
ing will enhance the ability, the opportunity to provide 
more retail [space] for people passing through the air-
port. 
 So, the figures that the Honourable Member 
has come up with as $2 billion are just fantasy. I just 
did a little thing on my spreadsheet the other day, and 
I will say, What happens? And the question is this: 
What happens if you take $250 million and you borrow 
$250 million at 7 per cent over 30 years? What would 
be the total amount that you will have paid over that 
period of time? Right? So, you know, you have a 
mortgage on your house. If you say you had a 
$1 million mortgage and you had a mortgage for 30 
years, at the end of 30 years, you sure as heck will 
have paid a lot more than $1 million. As a matter of 
fact, you will have paid $2.4 million, at 7 per cent. 
 What is that [figure] for the airport? The figure 
is $604 million. So we are not talking all these billions 
of dollars. These are all fantasies that are politically 

motivated. Okay? Trying to make people think that 
this thing is just wildly expensive and is going to bank-
rupt the Government. 
 On the contrary, this model that we are doing 
will help to control the cost of this project and will en-
able us, as a Government that has over-borrowed al-
ready, to be able to finance, or have financed, a stra-
tegic asset at a time when we cannot afford to borrow 
any more money. This is something that just some-
how escapes these critics, that as a responsible Gov-
ernment, if we do not do a deal that is self-financed 
and protected against overruns, then we are not going 
to do the deal at all. Because the Government cannot 
afford to borrow any more money to do it. It is as sim-
ple as that. 
 But we want to do this deal. We want to cre-
ate these jobs. We want to do this. The problem is, 
Mr. Speaker, that the former Government had grand 
plans for a new airport. They were fantastic. I do not 
think we can afford that plan. But I think it was not 
done because they could not figure out how to finance 
it. So, that is why it ended up on my desk. It ended up 
on my desk because, you know, it was clear that the 
financing was the problem. So, we had to— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. The reason that the airport was 
not moved forward is because the former administra-
tion had a plan that there were two major infrastruc-
ture projects that had to be done—the hospital and 
the airport—and they were not going to do both at the 
same time. So they decided that, in the natural inter-
ests, they would do the hospital first, and then after 
that re-evaluate and move forward on the airport. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: In other words, they could 
not afford it. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Let us move forward 
here. 
 There have been statements by critics, Mr. 
Speaker, that the Government is (quote/unquote) “giv-
ing away the airport to foreigners.” Well, you know, 
Mr. Speaker, we are not giving anything. Nobody is 
giving anybody anything.  

As I said, this airport is being financed by traf-
fic, by users. And we are not giving away anything 
because the assets will always be ours. And the no-
tion was that we are giving away this airport to these 
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people, and in 30 years they are giving us back an old 
airport . . . Well, you know, in 30 years all of us here 
will have used that airport hundreds of times. And visi-
tors to this Island will have used it hundreds, thou-
sands of times. And international business will have 
used that airport thousands of times. We will be able 
to use this airport as though it were ours. 
 So, the nonsense that, you know, somehow 
we are going to get back an old airport in 30 years is 
just more mudslinging. That is all. Because included in 
this concession contract, Mr. Speaker, is the part 
where they have to do maintenance. They are not go-
ing to just build it and let it sit there and rot. They have 
to do maintenance. But, you know, we have got a 
situation now down there where I have been travelling 
for the last two weeks. And on one trip, I went out to 
the airport and the air conditioning was down for a 
week. Everybody had to work there in the heat with no 
A/C. And the other time I came back, the sewage sys-
tem was blocked up. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Minister. We 
have got another conversation going on here, Hon-
ourable Minister. 
 Thank you. 
 Yes, you can carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you. 
 So, you know, I cannot emphasise enough 
that this airport project will create hundreds of jobs. 
And we recognise the need to create jobs in this coun-
try. And those folks who are concerned about the air-
port being run by foreigners, well, it seems to me, Mr. 
Speaker, that I think the airport was built in 1942. That 
whole area was built in 1942. And up to 1990 it was 
run by foreigners. It is called the US Navy. So, you 
know . . . except the difference here is that we have 
oversight over it! Right? That is the difference. We 
have oversight over it, and it is creating jobs for our 
people. So, the criticism here is just strictly politically 
motivated.  
 Now, some people have asked, Mr. Speaker, 
about the entrustment, the Entrustment Letter from 
the UK. It has been the position of the Bermuda Gov-
ernment that no entrustment was needed. We have 
had rather expensive legal opinion to draw that con-
clusion. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I think the Honourable Mem-
ber is misleading this House. He is saying that the 

airport was run by foreigners. The airport itself was 
not run by foreigners. I was the Minister, and that 
Member there was also around [there] at that time. 
We ran that airport around that time. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thanks, MP. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: They ran the air traffic con-
trols and the . . .  
 
The Speaker: Thanks. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Member, when you were 
Minister— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Minister, speak to the 
Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Sorry, when the Honour-
able Member was Minister, the Americans had turned 
it over to us. But all those years before, the Americans 
ran it. You know? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Anyway, let us move on, 
Mr. Speaker. Let us move on. I am sure they are not 
going to let me stand up here forever. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. So, let us talk a little 
bit about the Entrustment Letter. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Let us hear the Minister finish his pres-
entation. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay.  

So, essentially, in this deal, Mr. Speaker, the 
structure of what I call the CCC model is that CCC 
basically provides two functions. They are kind of act-
ing like an intermediary. I would not say a “broker,” but 
they are kind of acting as an intermediary between 
Bermuda and the developer. And the second function 
that they are providing is the guaranteeing of perform-
ance function. 
 So, we think that this structure is a commer-
cial structure. It is not a country-to-country structure 
that requires the UK involvement. But anyway, there 
has kind of been a difference of opinion between our-
selves and Her Majesty’s Government. So, we have 
been working with the UK.  

I think the Honourable Member said that I 
have been telling people that we have been working 
with the UK forever. But the fact is, I have been telling 
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the Bermudian people that we disagree with the UK. 
Right? And that they provided us an initial Letter of 
Entrustment that was not acceptable to the Govern-
ment. That is what I have told everyone. Okay? And 
we are in the process of trying to come to a conclu-
sion on that. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, sir. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is, 
I think is indirectly, misleading the House because he 
says that the contractor is going to guarantee per-
formance oversight, which is actually going to be op-
erational oversight. Performance oversight is opera-
tional oversight, which means that the contractor will 
be running the airport. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Okay. Thank you. But we have 
moved on from that in terms of the . . . He is now onto 
the entrustment business. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you. 
 So, I really am pleased. What happened, Mr. 
Speaker, and I have already reported to the House 
that we were in talks with the UK Government on this 
thing, and the UK election intervened and everything 
just stopped. You know, [with] the run-up to the UK 
election you just could not talk to anybody, you could 
not find anybody, et cetera, et cetera. 
 
An Hon. Member: That is the reality. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, that is the reality of 
the democratic system.  

Now, the election is over, and I think we are 
moving forward in getting that behind us. And that is 
an important milestone because if there is any dis-
agreement on that going forward I do not think the 
developer would be able to get financing. So, we have 
got to get that behind us, and we are really in the last 
legs of getting that done. 
 Mr. Speaker, the critical points of this whole 
thing are as follows: The Opposition is making a lot of 
fuss about e-mails between people who do not live in 
Bermuda, that are not the Bermuda Government. It 
would be one thing if they saw e-mails from me talking 
to people before I said that I talked to them, you know, 
doing deals with Aecon before the fact. There is noth-
ing like that. 
 The fact is that Aecon is a private enterprise. 
If they heard that there was a possibility of doing 
some business in Bermuda, if I were them, I would 
have made some inquiries. Right? But they never con-
tacted us. And I never contacted them until we set up 

that meeting for June 4th. That is the important thing 
that Bermudians have to know. 
 So, when I came to this House and said what 
I said, it was true. And when I said what I said about 
CCC selecting Aecon, it is true. Aecon could come to 
CCC with anything they liked. But CCC still had to 
make the decision to select them. So that is the key. 
Right? So that is the deal. 
 As far as the other stuff is concerned, if you 
want to know what somebody meant from Aecon 
when they wrote CCC, ask them! Do not ask me! 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. I have an e-mail dated July 3rd, 
2014, from Steve Nackan of Aecon which states, 14“A 
bunch of us are going down to Bermuda Sunday-
Tuesday to do some site diligence. Don is not able to 
attend which is fine and I don’t think we need CCC 
presence for the visit. I do however feel it is important 
to maintain the CCC cover for this visit i.e. we are the 
[quote–unquote] CCC Team.” 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So they are therefore, actu-
ally— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The last time I heard, Mr. 
Speaker, July is after June. All right? Somebody told 
me once that July is after June. All right? The initial 
meeting I had was in June. So after that meeting Ae-
con came down here. 
 
The Speaker: You have got one minute left. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: They were part of the 
CCC programme. And that was the thing.  

So my closing remarks are this, Mr. Speaker. 
This is good for Bermuda. It is going to create jobs. It 
is going to improve a strategic asset. It is going to pro-
tect us, partially, from being cut off from the world, 
from hurricane damage. We have to do something 
about the causeway, but that is another project that I 
am sure they will object to as well. But this is good for 
Bermuda at this time when the Government is really 
under tremendous financial constraints. But this Gov-
ernment has found a way to get this thing done in 
spite of these very severe financial constraints that we 
found when we took over the government in 2012. 
Thank you. 

                                                      
14 Today in Bermuda, 14 May 2015 

http://www.todayinbermuda.com/news/item/1506-people-s-campaign-request-public-response-from-finance-minister
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5. MP D. V. Burgess, you 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, first of all, let me thank the Peo-
ple’s Campaign— 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —that is headed by 
Chris Furbert, Reverend Nicholas Tweed (that is Rev-
erend [Dr.] Kingsley’s [Tweed] boy) and Jayson Hay-
ward for obtaining the PATI information document, a 
2,000-page document signed, sealed, stamped by the 
Canadian Government that most of it was dismissed 
by the Minister in his reply to ZBM on Monday. 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Deputy Speaker, 
in the Chair] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, I really 
believe . . . Madam Deputy Speaker, my apologies 
(the Speaker has gone), the Deputy Speaker is in the 
Chair. So, my apologies. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, let me say that I 
really believe that a project of this size can be handled 
and should be built by Bermudians. And I think that 
should be done maybe over a five-year period, where 
Bermudians can do that job. Because we do not need 
an airport tomorrow or next week, for that matter. And 
in that way, that money can stay in Bermuda that will 
circulate in Bermuda by Bermudian workers with Ber-
mudian contractors.  

As always, for any major contractor, if they 
need outside expertise then they would bring it in, and 
normally that is maybe one or two people. But I think 
that is what needs to happen. That could be done 
over a five-year period. So we can improve our cash 
flow problems, because what you do not want is 
money running out of the country. And in this way, you 
will have Bermudian contractors and Bermudian 
workers. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, also, I am a bit puz-
zled and disturbed by . . . I think it was the fact meet-
ing, when you had the Accountant General on the 
stand, that in order for the Minister to bypass the ten-
dering process he must get permission from the Ac-
countant General. Well, this request was made ver-
bally. It was not done in writing, as required. Now, for 
a project this important, that large, that should have 
been done in writing. That really, really disturbs me. 
 Number two, the next one that disturbs me is 
the amount of money that is being thrown around to 
build this airport. It is too much money—$200 million, 
then the numbers went up to $255 million. It went from 

30 years to 35 years. Now, Madam Deputy Speaker, 
Bermuda’s airport is not a hub. We need not build an 
airport for $200 million or $255 million. We do not 
have that many people coming through and going out 
of our airport. In fact, the UK Government stopped the 
Cayman Islands when they were about to spend $200 
million on an airport. And they stopped it because the 
figure was too large. 
 Now, this year the Cayman [Islands] (they 
could have started by now) are building an airport that 
will be able to move two million people in and out of 
their country at a price tag around $50 million. 
 
An Hon. Member: Wow. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Now, we are not a 
hub. So we do not need an airport like the present-day 
airports that have hubs like a mall, a shopping mall. 
You do not need that. You want people in and out. 
That is all you want. You want them to get to that ho-
tel, get a cocktail, do whatever they have got to do, 
and start spending some money and improve our for-
eign exchange. That is what you want them to do. So, 
you do not have people in the Bermuda airport lying 
around. Because it is not a hub. Why would you 
spend $255 million on an airport? And I think your 
maximum amount of flights, and I know my colleague 
behind me will correct me, that we have during sea-
son, are but maybe about 20 flights. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Per day, not even that 
much; we do not have that much. So, it makes no 
sense to spend this type of money.  

You know, the thing that puzzles me even 
more is that these figures have been put out there and 
there are no plans available. They are just saying, 
This is what it would cost. There are no plans, no 
sketch plans available, right? And this airport, basi-
cally, is a big building, depending on the size and the 
number of people you have got coming in, with sec-
tions. Probably the most expensive part about an air-
port that we need is probably the toilets, because all 
you have is the partition walls, stud walls where you 
separate airlines and what have you. 
 So, that $255 million, to say, Oh, it is going to 
be guaranteed and on budget, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, I think I have had enough experience in the 
construction industry where I know I have a fair idea, 
and I am not any expert—nowhere near that—of what 
that [building] would cost, [and] the cost of $255 is 
outrageous. It is a rip-off. 
 Do you know they tell you they will be on time 
and on budget? For $255 million? Man, they have got 
enough money to hire people and get a whole lot of 
money back! Those figures are padded so much—
padded! And as the Minister said, I think it was in 
2011 or 2014, in his reply to a PPP, he dismissed it! 
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And you know something? I agreed with him when he 
dismissed that, because I have never been for a PPP. 
I have never been for privatisation.  

You know my background; It is labour. And I 
even went at my colleague, the Shadow Minister for 
Finance, the Honourable David Burt, about that. I 
said, Have you lost your mind, boy? You know, I 
would never be for that, because privatisation, mutu-
alisation, outsourcing means less jobs for the people 
who are already there. That is not what we should be 
doing. 
 Government must be a major employer in a 
country this size. Because we do not have any land to 
say, Let’s develop it. Let’s have industry out there. 
Let’s have this there. We do not! So, Government has 
got to be a major employer. We had better understand 
and accept that. Because the number of people whom 
we are putting on the streets . . . When I say we, I 
mean the Government are putting on the streets, be-
cause they have gone 65 and that type of thing, it is 
. . . I mean, this figure is large and it is getting bigger 
and bigger, the population. The fastest-growing seg-
ment of our population is people 65 and over. And 
most of them are unemployed. Some can afford to be; 
some cannot afford to be. 
 And then, the other thing is the letter in this 
PATI document from Canada. It talks about privatisa-
tion. The Minister says, Well, that’s not so. We’re not 
going to do this here. But you know what fuzzies my 
mind? They deny this, yet they hire a lawyer who spe-
cialises in privatisation and outsourcing. Why would 
you hire a lawyer who specialises in privatisation and 
outsourcing? 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, the Minister for Fi-
nance, he said that the Government, particularly the 
former Government, has a terrible record of handling 
jobs. And I am just looking for my paper, Madam 
Deputy Speaker, because I have figures available to 
me that if you look at the record of the UBP Govern-
ment and the PLP Government, and you compare the 
projects, large projects, you would see that during our 
tenure in office, the overruns (so-called), were over by 
47 per cent. And the similar projects under the UBP 
Government, their overruns were [over by] 150 per 
cent. 
 So, you know, they always refer to us . . . I 
should not say “they.” Some people think that, like 
Edgar Hoover . . . Edgar Hoover in the United States 
thought the only people who were crooks and crimi-
nals were blacks and Communists. And some in Ber-
muda think that if you are Members of the PLP, you 
are crooks and criminals. But it is not so. People on 
this side and that side of the House should be reputa-
ble people. And they have families. And when you 
start labelling us in that way, it is not good for those 
who listen to us. We are supposed to be leaders of 
this country. And when you tell anyone in this House 
and you treat them as crooks and criminals, you are 

telling their children they will be the same thing. And 
we have got to stop that foolishness in this House. 
 This is how government agencies look at the 
PLP, how they audit just about everything we have 
done. But on the other side of the House, it was not 
audited. And then, when you see the auditor’s reports 
in 1998 and prior, you never saw words such as 
“fraud,” “misappropriation” and that sort. But once we 
took Government those words flowed in the language 
in those reports. 
 Now, the Minister talked about real risk and 
overruns, and there were basically none at the hospi-
tal. That is not so. It is not so. Down at the hospital 
they had major problems with wiring, and they had 
outlets in the wrong place, that posed a danger if they 
were left there. You had pipes that had to be taken out 
and replaced. But it is not an overrun, because [for] 
the price that they charged the Hospitals Board, $300 
million, they could have done anything—anything—
with that type of money, because I think we were 
ripped off at the hospital, and we are about to be 
ripped off down at the airport. And we should not allow 
that to happen. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, the Minister says, 
Well, borrowing more money does not bother the PLP. 
Well, in the Statements that have been made in this 
House, in fact, the Morgan’s Point loan went from, I 
think $120 million to $160 million. I did not make that 
up; it was in this House. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Pardon? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, yes. I am sorry, 
Madam Deputy Speaker. 
 And with the airport, within about 40 days, it 
went from $200 million to $255 [million], and [adding] 
the extra five years onto it. The hospital is struggling 
to pay that $30 million a year. We need not send any 
more money out of this country that is not necessary. 
We need to do the airport with Bermudian labour, as it 
was before, and keep that money in Bermuda. And we 
will get value for money. 
 Now, the Minister said he became aware of 
the CCC model, but when asked by who, he did not 
answer. Well, Madam Deputy Speaker, if you look at 
these documents from the PATI in Canada, you will 
see Aecon (is that how you pronounce it?)— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: A con, a con, a con. 
 
[Laughter] 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. I guess it is . . . 
Well, I have got to use part of my French tongue. 
 But they were in all the e-mails from the start. 
So, how can they initiate this project, alert CCC, they 
have been in all the meetings, they have had . . . I got 
an e-mail where Steve Nackan (or whatever his name 
is) says that somebody says, Hey, this should be 
handled by someone else. He said, No. I will stay in 
this here unless the Minister tells me different. I have 
got the authority of the Minister. That is what he said. 
 So, this is a complete conflict of interest. 
When they can be, right from the start, in all the meet-
ings, come to Bermuda and mention about a co-op or 
letterhead, I am sure the Canadian Government would 
like to know about this, because CCC is an agency of 
the government. And, Madam Deputy Speaker, you 
and I know (because we are from the East) that when 
you take and use a government logo on somebody 
else’s paper for the purposes of looking favourable to 
represent yourself to another government, that will not 
go down very well with the Canadian Government. It 
is either they are in it or they are not, not some con-
struction firm using their logo to curry favour and to 
have the contract. 
 
An Hon. Member: It is misrepresented. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: It is misrepresentation. 
I do not know if it borders on some criminality. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, yes. I know about 
the e-mail. I have read that, right, that thing, right? 
 Now, the Minister says, even after saying that 
the airport will be privatised, he denies it. But he made 
the statement here. He says, We will use the airport 
as though it was ours. That is fuzzy! It is either yours 
or it is not. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No. This young fellow 
just came in, he is supposed to be the Attorney Gen-
eral, talks about the hospital; I am not going to answer 
him. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Good job. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Because I know you 
would not want me to. 
 And, you know, when we see in the docu-
ments that the Ministerial Statement from the Minister 
had to be vetted by Aecon and CCC . . . Now, who is 
the principal partner in this whole thing? It would be 
the Bermuda Government. Why should a Statement 
that is prepared by civil servants have to be vetted by 
some people who want to do work with Government, 

with Bermuda? That is not right. It is nothing right 
about that. That is fuzzy, real, real, real fuzzy. 
 Now, the MOU was signed on November the 
10th. And that was signed without formal Cabinet ap-
proval. How does that happen, Madam Deputy 
Speaker? I really do not know. And the Minister did 
not make any Statement on that, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. That really, really puzzles me. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, Aecon were already 
selected from the start, because the Minister said, I’m 
the big cheese. And I am just using that as a term, 
and if it is incorrect, just correct me and I will do what I 
have got to do. I can make the decision on tendering 
on this here. I am the only one can make the decision. 
Mind you, I know the Constitution. The Minister, and 
only the Minister, is responsible for spending the 
money. But it is not responsible to bypass the rules. 
He made that statement before he even had permis-
sion, verbal permission, from the Accountant General. 
How can he make that statement? Well, I guess he 
figures, I’m the Minister and I can make the statement 
because the Accountant General comes under me. 
 That is a very dangerous statement. And, you 
know, the UK . . . And this is where I have my con-
cerns about the UK, because the UK expressed con-
cerns about a lack of open tendering for the develop-
ment in the Cayman Islands, because of no tendering. 
And they seem to not . . . or turn a blind eye in Ber-
muda. And even the FCO [Foreign and Common-
wealth Office] economic advisor indicated that the 
Cayman Islands needed to follow the competitive ten-
dering process. I guess that is what is in The Green 
Book. It is in The Green Book, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. And those things should be done correctly. 
 Now, Madam Deputy Speaker, the Minister 
made a comment about the Berkeley project and 
about the overrun. Now, let me just give a little bit on 
that one. Madam Deputy Speaker, Berkeley project, 
the contract price for Berkeley was $68 million, maybe 
$68.7 million. Eighty-three per cent (and I am not 
making up these figures; these are government fig-
ures) of the school was completed for $51 million, 
meaning there was $17 million left. The contractor 
was fired, and they took on Somers Construction. And 
they finished the school for $60 million—17 per cent—
it took them $60 million to complete the school. 
 And, Madam Deputy Speaker, there was no 
audit on that. There was no commentary in the press. 
Just imagine that the contractors were fired and we 
would have taken on Island Construction. I need not 
go any further than that. But Somers Construction, 
Madam Deputy Speaker, they are a partner to Aecon! 
Do you see where I am going? Aecon and Somers 
Construction are in partnership. They are partners. 
That is what is in the documents. They even called the 
name. I will not call his name. But I can. But it is no 
big thing; I will not call the name. 
 So, they have somebody in Bermuda already. 
In fact, one of their reps was in the meeting, I think it 
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was in Canada. Somers Construction was over at Ae-
con, CCC, and Bermuda. So this whole deal is fuzzy. 
It is fuzzy! And when the Minister makes the state-
ment, an e-mail sent, saying he fuzzied up the figures, 
well, you know the definition of fuzzy—it is vague. It is 
not the exact figures. In fact, I think it was (and thank 
you to the People’s Campaign) Paul Krugman, 
economist. And if I may, Madam Deputy Speaker, this 
is the Nobel Prize winner. I will just read this old ex-
cerpt from him. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Yes, you may. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: He said, “Fuzzy math 
is a catch phrase used often by politicians” (besides 
Derrick Burgess, right?) “to describe numbers, particu-
larly in regard to government spending, that they claim 
do not add up correctly.” That is from a Nobel Prize 
winner.  

here is no other definition for it. You cannot 
get out of that one. This is what the Minister has done. 
So, how can one trust any figures? Have the fuzzy 
figures caused the senior citizens in this country not to 
have an increase in pensions? Have the fuzzy figures 
that the Minister produced in the past caused the 
scholarship money for our students to be reduced? 
Have the fuzzy figures caused the Netball Association 
and others not to receive any grants this year? Have 
the fuzzy figures caused the rest homes grants to be 
substantially cut this year? 
 The Honourable Minister Crockwell says, 
Come on, cousin. Yes, he is agreeing with me. 
 
[Laughter and inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: He has got to be 
agreeing with me. Yes. 

And the Royal Gazette, you know they are not 
friends of ours on this side, Madam Deputy Speaker. 
The Royal Gazette, said, look . . . and I just want to 
read an excerpt. It says, “I would say the most damag-
ing appear to be e-mails that show that it was Somers 
Construction and Aecon that started the process and 
then alerted CCC to the possibility of the airport build.” 
That is who did it. They started it. 
 And there is nothing wrong with them initiating 
it, you know. There is no crime against that. But when 
they end up as the only, only construction company 
that is considered for this job, that is real fuzzy to 
me—fuzzy. And even though the Minister’s take, and 
he says things, and next week he will change about 
the tendering process has not served us well . . . Well, 
I beg to differ. I beg to differ, because one thing the 
other side sometimes . . . They understand, but it is 
political not to understand when it is convenient.  

As you know, Madam Deputy Speaker, you 
can get a contract to build a house that will cost you 
$500,000. Things change. Like Dame Lois-Browne 
Building, what it cost to fix those floor drawings. They 

do not understand when you tell . . . As much as you 
tell them that the plans, the contract for the Dame 
Lois-Browne Building was for a shell, and then once 
the tenants were determined, decided, then you had 
to put the walls and the lights and everything else, and 
furniture. 
 Then the changes in the police station be-
cause of the new law. And then they added cells, 
more cells to it, the cost. 
 So when you have projects, and it was not like 
the prisons, you know. The prison, when the UBP 
Government [built] the prisons, [the cost] almost dou-
bled from the original price. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Nonsense. Absolute 
nonsense. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That is what Grant 
Gibbons says, Nonsense.  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Honourable Member, Honour-
able Member. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: But it was $20 million, 
and the final figure was $38.8 million. And Tynes Bay 
was worse! There was a contract price for $26 million, 
and the final figure was $73.7 million. So— 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The point of order, please? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable 
Member is so badly misleading the House. The Tynes 
Bay, the original thing, was about four or five years 
before the thing had gotten started. The $26 million 
was way back, long before the thing actually got to 
any kind of bids. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh! Like Port Royal, right? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No. Port Royal was 
very different. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. I have heard. I 
heard. See, you know, he can understand that, but he 
cannot understand when it happens on this side. That 
is what I call the two Bermudas that we live in. And, 
Grant, I am not offended by your point of order and 
your interpretation, or your understanding. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Honourable Member. 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Honourable Member. I 
am used to it. I am used to it. So, it is all right. It is all 
right. We understand it. And if you said something 
different, I would have been shocked. So, it is okay. It 
is really okay. 
 You know, this is correct information. I can 
assure you. I can assure you, because when Chris 
Furbert does some figures, he does not give you any 
foolish figures. That is right. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: See, they laugh at 
that. And that is okay. They laugh at it because Chris 
happens to be a little darker than me. But if I would 
have gotten . . . The Honourable Minister Pat 
[Gordon-Pamplin] says, Come on, now.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Oh, it was the other 
one. My apologies, Pat. Yes, they said, Come on, 
now. And I understand that, right? 

But you know, if that figure had come from a 
white fellow it would have been all right. I saw it two 
weeks ago in PATI . . . not PATI, the Public Accounts 
committee. Right? Mr. Wilson did a great job at Port 
Royal, when he spoke. They did not question him be-
cause he was a little lighter than me. Yes. And he was 
not telling any lies, just like we are not telling any lies 
here. But it depends upon where the information 
comes from, it determines whether it is going to be 
accepted, just like people try to dismiss the docu-
ments that the People’s Campaign got, authentic 
documents from the Canadian Government, stamped, 
signed and sealed. Oh, no, that could not . . . They 
would not have given it to you, you black boys. It does 
not happen. 
 But let me say, you know, what Jesus said . . . 
What is schooled, red and yellow, black and white? Is 
that a song? Right? All God’s children—and I mean, 
you see my complexion, because I am not coming on 
white, right? My grandmother, not my great-
grandmother, my grandmother, was white. I always 
have to preach it to them over there. Right? But I un-
derstand when she came back to Bermuda and mar-
ried a black fellow, I understand how she was treated. 
You know? I understand that. Just like they treated 
Dorothy Thompson, Dr. [Barbara] Ball, Zane De Silva, 
Jane Correia, Dennis Correia. It is no different. They 
have got to stop that foolishness. Because we must 
get on as brothers and sisters. 
 I know my time is up. Thank you, Madam 
Deputy Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. Good evening, colleagues. 

 Madam Deputy Speaker, I want to start out 
with a comment. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, before you . . . I just 
want to remind the Gallery that you need to be silent 
at all times. And it is important that you do respect the 
rules of the House. Thank you. 
 Member. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. 
 I just want to begin with a quote from the 
Honourable Finance Minister when he gave his (what 
some will call) deliberations. He said, How can you 
face the people of Bermuda? He said that a few times. 
How can you face the people of Bermuda and not fo-
cus on delivering jobs and not focus on giving a new 
airport and not focus on trying to do things without 
increasing the debt? 
 I would take that phrase, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, and shift it around a little bit. And I would 
ask, How can you face the people of Bermuda and 
take one of our most significant assets and allow for 
the revenue stream to go overseas? How could you 
engage in a process that lacks some of the basic ten-
ets of transparency and say that this represents a 
good deal for Bermuda? 
 So, there are a multitude of questions about 
this proposed deal, Madam Deputy Speaker, that we 
have to answer. I think that if we had a fair and honest 
assessment, we would have to conclude that this pro-
posed deal is not in the best interest of Bermuda and 
that this House should support the motion brought 
forward by the Honourable Shadow Minister of Fi-
nance and call for the Government to suspend all 
movement with respect to the proposed contract with 
the Canadian entities. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, I listened to my 
honourable colleague from constituency 5, who talked 
about a number of options in terms of how we could 
do something for the airport without having to go 
through the expense of $255 million at a time when 
we face a cash crunch. And he proposed a number of 
very sensible options—do some modifications to en-
sure that we are protected from hurricane damage, do 
some modification to ensure that some internal reno-
vations are made compliant with twenty-first century 
technology. And of course, we need to have the jet-
ways, to ensure that we have the jetways at the air-
port which everyone expects to have at a modern air-
port. 
 So, there are some things that could have 
been considered. But the Government has decided to 
go full-force with the proposed structure by CCC and 
the company that is Aecon. 
 So, I just question that, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. I question why we would want to engage in 
something that is substantively privatisation. I know 
the Minister is at great pains to point out that it is not 
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privatisation because the Bermuda Government re-
tains the asset and it will be under our ownership, and 
so forth. But for 35 years, the revenue that is gener-
ated from that project will go to an overseas company. 
So while it may not technically be privatisation, in es-
sence, that is what it is for 35 years. Because we will 
have no ability whatsoever to benefit from the revenue 
stream generated from the airport. 
 So I have a question. I have a concern about 
that. And my philosophical position which would apply 
to the airport as it would apply to other areas which 
you are looking at privatising is, why would you priva-
tise something in which the people who are going to 
own or control that privatised entity are going to gen-
erate a profit? If there is a profit to be made why not 
allow that money to stay within Bermuda to benefit the 
Bermuda Government at a time when we face a cash 
crunch? 
 I know the obvious response from the other 
side, Madam Deputy Speaker. They are going to say, 
Well, we don’t have the money to build it. And we 
cannot increase our debt. I know that is the response. 
But in the absence of an RFP process, you have no 
idea what alternative structures could have been pro-
posed. The Government decided to do it with one 
company, right away. You could have put out an RFP 
that called for ideas, conceptual ideas. That is one 
modality. Without a fully developed RFP, you go for 
conceptual ideas about how a structure could be put 
in place that gives the Government what it wants—a 
new airport or a renovated airport, with the revenue 
stream staying largely in Bermuda. And it could have 
been a combination of local and overseas ownership. 
But we will not know that now under this structure, 
because the Government has committed to a singular 
approach. 
 But one thing you have got to give the Hon-
ourable Finance Minister credit for is that when he 
comes to a position, he argues that position. He is 
100 per cent right. Everyone else is wrong. No one 
else gets their facts straight. And he is the only one 
who has absolute clarity. Or so that is what you would 
think. The Honourable Minister should open his mind 
to listen to alternative concepts because, believe it or 
not, Madam Deputy Speaker, we are in this House to 
represent the legislature. We have ideas, and these 
ideas should be entertained. It simply should not be 
they say we oppose. We should be looking at ideas to 
benefit the country. 
 I can certainly argue, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, that we can benefit by having collective input 
in terms of how we can best move forward with re-
spect to this development. I am not convinced that this 
is the approach that we should be taking. I understand 
the Minister’s concern about expediting processes. I 
understand the Minister’s concern about the poten-
tially high cost of going through an RFP process. But 
in the absence of any other submissions, we have no 
idea of the extent to which we are getting fair and 

proper values for this project. We have no idea what-
soever, because there are no other submissions pre-
sented. 
 The Government, as the guardians of our in-
terests, as the guardians for our public purse, have a 
sacred duty to assure in a transparent way that we 
have gotten the best deal. The Government cannot 
guarantee that we have gotten the best deal on this 
project. They cannot. Because you have had no com-
petitive ideas submitted. I did not say competitive 
bids—competitive ideas. So we do not even know if 
this is the ideal or the best framework for Bermuda. 
 Now, Madam Deputy Speaker, when the 
Honourable Finance Minister spoke in this House on 
the airport deal, he made it absolutely clear that the 
Bermuda Government was to engage in a contractual 
relationship, an MOU, with CCC and that CCC would 
use its access to companies, it would use its knowl-
edge, its experience and its resources to identify the 
best company to take this project on. 
 Who agrees that that is what the Minister pre-
sented to this House? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, Member, you just 
stay talking to me. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I am talking to you, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker. It was just a rhetorical question. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Ah, okay. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I mean, some Members put their 
hands up. But that is their right to do. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Okay. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: It was a rhetorical question, 
Madam Deputy Speaker.  

Who understood that the Honourable Minister 
was contracting with CCC as the company which had 
a level of integrity, objectivity and no vested interest in 
the project? That they were the ones who were going 
to source the multitude of companies that they had at 
their disposal and identify the most appropriate one, 
after a careful assessment? That was my understand-
ing. I think if you look at the Hansard, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, you will see that the Hansard speaks to that. 
 I want to know if any Member on the other 
side understood differently. Because there was no 
mention in the Minister’s original Statement that a con 
game was being played or that a con company was 
being involved in this process. So we understood that 
CCC was a neutral arbitrator of the list of Canadian 
companies that were suitably qualified to take over 
this project. 
 Now we know with absolute certainty—
absolute certainty, Madam Deputy Speaker—that Ae-
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con and CCC were in collusion from the very begin-
ning to ensure that they got the contract to build the 
airport in Bermuda. We know that. So, we know that 
CCC, in whatever way they presented themselves to 
the Bermuda Government, was already in cahoots 
with Aecon. They were not doing any neutral objective 
assessment. They had predetermined, because of the 
relationship with Aecon, who they were going to 
award the contract to.  

So there was no fair assessment. Anyone 
here who is an accountant, with an accounting back-
ground, anyone here who is involved in any level of 
compliance will know that when you breach certain 
basic guidelines, the entirety of the project gets 
thrown into question, because there is no integrity, 
there is no transparency. And because of that, you 
cannot say that you have had a fair and proper as-
sessment. 
 There were two interpretations of these facts. 
The Minister, when he spoke, did not dispute the exis-
tence of those e-mails. He did not dispute the fact that 
Aecon brought the project to CCC. The Minister did 
not dispute that CCC conspired in ways to conceal 
that Aecon were the impetus behind this entire deal. 
There is no denial of that. So, there are two interpreta-
tions, neither of which is very good, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. 
 One interpretation is that Aecon and CCC, as 
Canadian entities, conspired to get something out of 
the Bermuda Government and the taxpayers in a 
manner that amounts to fraud. Because when you 
conspire to use someone’s letterhead and have false 
representation of who is representing whom, when 
you have people who work for Aecon who talk about 
coming to Bermuda and representing that they are 
here for CCC, that is fraudulent. That alone should 
make the Government want to pause and put this con-
tract on hold—that alone, Madam Deputy Speaker. 
So, the first interpretation is that Aecon and CCC were 
in collusion to get access to a $255 million contract, a 
35-year lease, and take hundreds of millions of dollars 
out of Bermuda. 
 The second version is that Aecon, CCC and 
the Government of Bermuda were all in collusion. 
Now, I would like to hope that the latter is not the 
case. I really want to believe, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, that the Honourable Finance Minister re-
mains an honourable man, that he would not be in-
volved in what is clearly a conspiracy between Aecon 
and CCC to get a contract. I want to believe that he 
was not involved whatsoever. But in order for the 
Honourable Finance Minister to persuade us that eve-
rything he is doing is above board, that everything he 
argues for is with integrity and transparency, the only 
option the Honourable Minister has is to withdraw. 
Because clearly, Aecon and CCC had engaged in a 
level of deception that no government should tolerate. 
 No government should tolerate that, to abuse 
a Canadian . . . That a Canadian Crown Corporation 

speaks ill of the Canadian Government. The Canadian 
Government surely would not want to allow its Crown 
corporation, what we might call a quango, to be in-
volved in such a deceptive act. It is untenable, Madam 
Deputy Speaker. That is why this motion is so impor-
tant. How in good conscience can this Government 
continue to be involved in negotiations with Aecon and 
CCC? It is simply unacceptable in the day and age 
where everyone is talking about transparency. You 
are talking about know your customer . . . what is it? 
KYC. 
 This breaches the fundamental tenets of 
compliance, regulatory matters. And the Government 
sits here, heads down. You need to stand up and say, 
We are going to stop it! Honourable Premier has to 
know this is wrong. He has to know in his gut, Madam 
Deputy Speaker, it is a wrong thing for Bermuda. Be-
cause it is a con game by a con company in cahoots 
with CCC. And if you do not want the Government to 
be implicated in that, the Government needs to with-
draw immediately. 
 Now, if the Government decides not to with-
draw, Madam Deputy Speaker, we have heard the 
voices of the People’s Campaign. They are mobilised. 
And as I have said on many occasions, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker, the real power in this country does not 
reside in this legislature. It does not reside in Parlia-
ment. We are elected by the people. We are sup-
posed to represent the people. But when we decide to 
do things that are contrary to the interests of the peo-
ple, the people have a moral obligation to stand up. 
The people have a moral obligation to object. And 
there are many ways in which one can object, Madam 
Deputy Speaker. 
 But I can tell you another thing. People no 
longer want to just object by calling in on talk radio, 
writing letters to the editor, or writing on blogs. So, on 
such a massive issue, the Government at its very 
minimum needs to step back. It needs to step back 
from this, to respect what is a rising crescendo coming 
from the people, acknowledge that Aecon and CCC 
have effectively perpetrated a fraud on the people of 
this country. The Government cannot in good con-
science sit here and allow that to continue. I am call-
ing on the Government to do the honourable thing, to 
cease negotiations, rethink this matter and step back. 
 Now, I know the Honourable Finance Minister. 
If I am allowed to use a little colloquial language, 
Madam? 
 
The Deputy Speaker: It depends on what you have 
to say. You guard yourself. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I will guard myself. But we used 
to talk about people being bull-headed. I think that is 
acceptable. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Stubborn? 
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Mr. Walton Brown: I like bull-headed. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: The Honourable Finance Minis-
ter, he can be bull-headed because when he gets an 
idea in his head that he believes is right, he is going to 
go full-force nevertheless. But he has to know. He has 
to know that these guys are playing a game with him. 
He has to know that. Otherwise, he is going to be 
seen to be associated with it. So, the Honourable Min-
ister needs to step back. 
 But if he does not, Madam Deputy Speaker—
if he does not—the rising tide of the people will have 
its impact. And we, as the Opposition today, we will 
become Government again, Madam Deputy Speaker. 
And we want to send a message to CCC, to the OBA 
Government, and to Aecon, that if you proceed with 
this contract, we will use every legal resource avail-
able to have that contract voided. As the Government 
introduced me to a term last year, ab initio, that is 
what we will do. An ab initio, as I learned (I am not a 
lawyer), means you have the contract voided as if it 
never existed. The Government pioneered that con-
cept. So clearly . . . And if I am wrong, I am sure one 
of the lawyers is going to correct me on that. 
 So, there is a fundamental problem. And I 
know the Honourable Finance Minister says it is poli-
tics. Of course, it is politics. We are here to represent 
people, so we take political positions on issues. But I 
want to hear an argument that challenges what we 
say, not basically from the point of asserting that we 
have a view that is different because we are on the 
other side. I want to hear a reason, fact-based argu-
ment why this contract should not be voided, when 
you can accept that Aecon and CCC, at a very mini-
mum, were involved in a conspiracy to defraud this 
Government. If you accept that, that in and of itself is 
sufficient. 
 I do not want to believe that the Government 
itself or any Minister in Government was involved or a 
participant in that conspiracy. But in order to assure 
the people of this country, the way to do it, Madam 
Deputy Speaker, is for the Government to step back. 
Support this motion, suspend all negotiations and try 
to get a process that gives us what we need. We need 
an airport that gives a level of comfort that protects us 
from storm surges, that has some jetways in place; we 
need a proper conceptual idea about what is ideal, 
given our limited resources. 
 So with those comments, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, I will take my seat. But I will once again im-
plore the Government. It is a bad proposal. We are 
being had. It is a con game by a con company. Thank 
you, Madam Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair now recognises the Member from 
constituency 31, Southampton West Central, the 

Honourable Shawn G. Crockwell, Minister of Tourism 
and Transport. You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker. 
 I appreciate the tenor of the last speaker, 
Madam Deputy Speaker. And I also appreciate the 
focus he put on his views and perspective of the be-
haviour of Aecon and CCC. And there is no question 
that individuals, whether it was the People’s Cam-
paign, procured large sums of documents that dis-
closed information. And the Finance Minister has al-
ready said that he was not privy to some of the infor-
mation that the other side was able to procure. And 
there is an interpolation, Well, now that you know . . .  
 But I just want to make the point, before I get 
into what I really wanted to say, that sometimes things 
are not . . . you know, my mama used to always say, 
It’s not what you say; it’s how you say it that will frame 
the conversation. Okay? And so, the information was 
brought to light. If it was brought to light in the manner 
in which the Honourable Member who just took his 
seat, from constituency 17, then there could have 
been possibly a conversation about the information 
and the allegations that are on the table that there 
may have been collusion or there may have been at-
tempted fraud . . . But this was first presented in a 
frame of accusing the Finance Minister of being cor-
rupt. 
 That is how it was presented! It was pre-
sented in a cantankerous way as if, Ah! We caught 
you now! And we are going to go on television, and 
we’re going to accuse— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: I know I have asked the Gal-
lery to be quiet. And I will not ask again. We will start 
having individuals removed. 
 Please proceed. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And so, the point I am 
making is, sometimes when you start off like that and 
you want to then say, Well, the Minister of Finance is 
being bull-headed . . . Well, when you are attacked in 
that way, when your character is impugned in the 
manner that it was impugned by individuals who I 
think should appreciate the fact that, well, let us give 
the Finance Minister respect and the benefit, and let 
us go to him first and say, Finance, Minister, I don’t 
know if you’re aware, but this is what we found out, 
and have a conversation. Okay? 
 But if you want to know why the situation has 
sort of gotten in the way that it has become, it is be-
cause of how it was initially framed. 
 Now, with that said, I am sure that the proper 
due diligence will take place with the information that 
we have. But let us start off, Madam Deputy Speaker, 
with the initial foundation of all of this, and that is, do 
we need to build a new airport? Does Bermuda need 
a new airport? I have heard, surprisingly, Members on 
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the other side get up and make the claim that, We do 
not need a new airport. Why are we doing this? It is 
not a priority. 
 Well, it is a priority. As the Minister responsi-
ble for the airport, I can tell you that on a regular ba-
sis, the general manager will contact me and let me 
know about the very challenging circumstances and 
environment that those individuals who work at the 
airport are working under. When it rains, there are 
leaks. If there is a storm, you can find significant dam-
age to the roof, and it becomes dangerous if you have 
got slick and wet floors. There are situations where 
individuals have the residue of termites falling on their 
desks because of how old that building is. It is not a 
conducive infrastructure for our individuals, Bermudi-
ans, to be working in. 
 Furthermore, putting on my tourism hat, 
Madam Deputy Speaker, it is not the image we want 
to project to our visitors, both leisure and business. I 
have been contacted on many occasions by individu-
als who have come to Bermuda, and they sing the 
praises of our Island. We all know we have the most 
beautiful Island in the world. And they say, But our 
first impression and our last impression is of a Third 
World. 
 Because the airport was first built in 1940, and 
it has had some moderate modifications over the 
years. But this is an archaic building. And if anyone 
here is saying that I am wrong, that the airport is not 
being held together by chewing gum and Band-Aids, 
Madam Deputy Speaker, then we are not being hon-
est. Okay? The airport is in a bad state. And the real-
ity is that it has been the aim to build a new airport by 
successive governments. I find it shocking that the 
other side is acting like, Well, this is a novel idea.  

The former Minister of Transport and the for-
mer Premier had put together a plan to build a new 
airport and that was being discussed broadly for a 
very long time. Then I hear Honourable Members talk-
ing about the fact that $200 million is too much. Why 
are we spending so much on an airport? Well, the 
former project by the former Premier and the former 
Minister of Transport . . . that proposal was $500 mil-
lion! It was a $500 million development.  

We actually— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Madam— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The Chair recognises the 
Member from constituency (help me out) number 13? 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Number 6. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Number 6. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You know, this side is not 
saying that we do not need a new airport; it is the tim-

ing of it. It is the timing of it. All right? That is the point 
of it.— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The Chair recognises—oh, is 
there more? 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But do not say that this [Op-
position] does not want a new airport. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The Chair recognises— 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Deputy Speaker, I have 
been in this Chamber, I have heard the debates over 
and over. The Honourable Member who [moved] this 
motion stated repeatedly that we do not . . . and 
maybe at this time you want to put that caveat on it. I 
will get to the timing of it as well, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, but the point is we are now in agreement 
that we need an airport. So we are all on the same 
page. We need a new airport. 
 Now, we go back to the cost of the airport. I 
just want to be clear that the previous plan was a far 
more grandiose development than what the Govern-
ment is looking at now. The previous plan would have 
cost $500 million. I have seen the plan. I have seen 
the presentations. In fact, Madam Deputy Speaker, 
we started from that premise. Can we do this is what 
we looked at, and then all of the financial consultants 
that are hired— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Your point of order is? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. He is making it seem like the 
airport plan that was in place by the previous admini-
stration was advanced. It was basically done at a time 
when the country was at its peak boom and had 
picked an airport plan that had all the bells and whis-
tles, which they could take out if needed. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Deputy Speaker, 
the point is that there was a previous development on 
the table. And I am glad the Honourable Member is 
talking about the economic conditions at that time ver-
sus now. That is the point. I am going to get to it if 
Honourable Members let me finish my point because I 
am not misleading the House. The fact is that there 
was a former development that would have cost $500 
million from the former PLP Government. So why you 
are criticising $200 million is baffling. That is the point. 
Okay?  
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 Now, Madam Deputy Speaker— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Your point of order is? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: My point of order is that the 
Honourable Member is misleading the House. He said 
we are criticising the $200 million . . . actually it is off; 
it is $255 million. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Member, thank 
you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, no, that is not my point 
of order. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Well then please get to it. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: My point of order is, 
Madam Deputy Speaker, we are criticising the proc-
ess. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you.  
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Deputy, unless 
the Honourable Member was not here the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5 criticised the amount. 
And I am talking about his view—that is my right. I 
said Members on the other side. Unless the Honour-
able Member, my cousin, is no longer on the other 
side, that is who I am talking about criticising the fact 
that we are spending $200 million.  

In fact, the person who spoke after him fol-
lowed up with that criticism, that we are spending too 
much money on this development.  
 The fact is that the former administration had 
a plan that was valued at $500 million. This is a reduc-
tion. Madam Deputy Speaker, the Government looked 
at the former plan, started from their premise, and with 
advice said, Okay, what do we need? Because we 
accept that because of the economic conditions then it 
was . . . back in that time it was, What do we want? 
Because we had the economics to back it up. Now we 
are in a situation where we have to say, What do we 
need?  

So we said, Okay, Let’s come up with a de-
velopment that would meet the need of the country as 
it relates to the airport. Based on that, we came up 
with a development that will cost around $200 [million] 
to $250 million.  
 We have heard a lot about [how] for a 35-year 
lease the Government is giving up a billion dollars in 
revenue. I heard $2.5 billion today. That number 
keeps changing. But that is misleading, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker, because they are talking about gross 

revenue. When you are talking about a billion, you are 
talking about gross revenue. You are not factoring into 
the equation the fact that the Government will no 
longer be responsible for the expense of running an 
airport.  

Right now it costs the Government $20 million 
(thereabouts) to run the airport per annum. The airport 
receives $23 million per year in revenues, and that is 
including the departure tax which goes to the Tax 
Commissioner—and that is worth about $3-point-
something million. So if you take out the departure 
tax, because if you look in the Budget Book you would 
discover that the airport actually runs at a deficit and 
the General Manager has consistently jumped— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Point of order— 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. The airport does generate a 
surplus. It does not run at a deficit because you have 
to include the departure tax because only the airport— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
saying that it operates at a deficit. That is inaccurate.  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Deputy Speaker, 
I do not know if the Honourable Member is not listen-
ing. I said if you remove the departure tax. If you look 
in the Budget Book, the departure tax . . . I am just 
trying to make a point. I am making a point.  

If the Honourable Members would just let me 
make a point. If you take out the departure tax, which 
is approximately $3-point-something million, okay, it 
shows in our Budget Book that the airport runs at a 
deficit. That is why the General Manager has been on 
me from day one. He wants me to put that allocation 
under Airport Operations so that, particularly if you 
want to demonstrate to investors how the airport is 
running, you want to demonstrate that it is running 
with a surplus.  

But when you include the departure tax, which 
now goes to the tax collector, it goes to the Tax 
Commissioner, it does not come to the . . . well, it 
goes to the Tax Commissioner, but it does not feature 
in the Budget Book under Airport Operations. But 
combined all revenue is $23 million. So when you take 
the expenses, which are $20 million, and you take the 
revenues combined with the departure tax at $23 mil-
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lion, you have a net revenue of $3 million—and 3 
times 35 is not a billion. It is not a billion!  

The other side does not like to include the ex-
pense. The Government will no longer have the ex-
pense of paying for and running an airport. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Madam Dep-
uty Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Your point of order? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House because the projection for the 
air navigation service is also included with the whole 
CCC deal and that is why they are looking at potential 
and projected revenues going down the line in the 
next 35 years. The air navigation service is going to 
come on board which will bring in more revenue which 
drives up the surplus that the airport generates.  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am very surprised. But I 
guess they do not want me to make my point. What 
the Honourable Member was just talking about is 
something that is still in conceptual form. If that is 
what they are doing, then . . . talk about fuzzy math!  
 Madam Deputy Speaker, when this project 
started the Finance Minister actually came to me and 
said that he thought that there may be an opportunity 
to develop an airport because before the Finance Min-
ister came to me there were meetings going on about 
how we could build the airport on the same line that 
had been going on previously. We were trying to fig-
ure out can we find a developer, can we get an inves-
tor to develop the airport. Then the Finance Minister 
contacted me, because I am the Minister responsible, 
and said that he had come across a very unique op-
portunity to be able to build an airport with a unique 
financial structure that would not encumber the Gov-
ernment with any additional debt, that the developer 
will guarantee [against] any overruns, that the devel-
oper would guarantee that it would come in on time 
and on budget.  
 It sounded good to me, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, and I said okay. He wanted to know if I was 
okay with him pursuing this particular way forward 
because as the Finance Minister (because it was 
touching on the Bermuda Treasury) he wanted to be 
able to ascertain whether or not we could get this 
done.  

So I want to be clear that in these preliminary 
discussions we have not gotten to the stage about 
where we are talking about the design and all of that 
of the airport. We have not gotten to the construction, 
if you will, of the airport. We are still trying to figure out 

the financial structure—how is this thing going to be 
paid for? What type of revenues and projections are 
we going to be able to get from the airport? Those 
negotiations are still taking place and that is why it has 
fallen under— 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Madam Deputy, is the Member 
going to ever— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The Chair recognises the 
Member from constituency 17. You have a point of 
order? 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Clarification. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Oh, point of clarification. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: If the Minister could explain how 
he is going to arrive at a price when there are no de-
tails on the actual inside of the airport. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Member. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: So the preliminary dis-
cussions, Madam Deputy Speaker, were all about the 
financial structure.  

The individuals that are involved in the devel-
opment are the experts in terms of how airports are 
developed—what is going to be needed, what type of 
structure we are going to need. All of that was dealt 
with by the technical individuals, Madam Deputy 
Speaker.  

From the Ministry, we were represented by 
the General Manager of the airport, Mr. Aaron Adder-
ley. He is the one that can speak to (with greater con-
fidence) what it costs to run, the types of revenues we 
can get, and the like. So the Finance Minister led that 
charge, and I had no problem stepping aside while the 
financial structure was created. Once we got to the 
actual building of the airport, then the ministries would 
have worked much more closely together. 

But the Finance Minister and I did go down to 
the airport and we did address the employees there. 
We talked about it and, in fact, it was a very good 
meeting because this particular project is going to 
create additional jobs. And I want to repeat, because I 
have said this before. The representatives that I spoke 
to were very satisfied with the way the airport has 
been run in very difficult and challenging circum-
stances. They had nothing but plaudits for the staff at 
the airport. So, clearly, if you are moving more to-
wards of an outsourcing situation at the airport, the 
employees there are going to have some trepidation.  

So we thought it would be prudent to go there 
to have a dialogue. And the reality is that their jobs 
are safe because this is not . . . we are not doing this 
because we think that the airport is not performing 
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well and, therefore, we need a new structure to get 
better performance. We are doing this strictly because 
we need a new asset. The asset is worn down and 
broken down. We need to replace the asset. So we 
[reassured] the employees by letting them know that 
there is no concern about performance, more than 
likely all of their jobs are safe. In fact, this project is 
going to create new jobs at the new airport. So we 
had that meeting, but I have allowed the Finance Min-
ister to take the lead on this.  

I can tell you that I have gotten to know the 
Finance Minister over the last decade in my involve-
ment in politics. He was excited about the project for 
Bermuda. Every time I talked to him about it he was 
like, I can’t believe that we can get a new airport and it 
not cost the Government any money. He thought that 
this was a great opportunity for Bermuda, Madam 
Deputy Speaker. So at every step of the way the Fi-
nance Minister advised the Cabinet where we were.  

We had robust discussions on it in Cabinet. 
Whatever approvals he needed in terms of proceed-
ing, the Finance Minister received. So the innuendo 
that somehow when it was signed the Cabinet did not 
approve it, is nonsense, because at every step of the 
way the Finance Minister brought to the attention of 
the Cabinet where we were. Not just the Cabinet, also 
the Economic Development Committee was advised 
along the way of where we were with the project. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, the fact of the matter 
is I also heard Honourable Members stand and say, 
Well, we should build it. We should let Bermudians 
build it. Or the Government should build it so the Gov-
ernment could benefit from the potential revenues. But 
the fact is we do not have any money. The Finance 
Minister has been criticised for borrowing $800 million 
when we first became the Government. Do you know 
what that money went toward, Madam Deputy 
Speaker? Current expenses! We are borrowing 
money to pay our bills. We have no money to build an 
airport. We need to understand that as a country the 
Bermuda Government is broke.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, we will avoid those 
outbursts. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Bermuda Govern-
ment is broke.  

You need to have a unique structure that is 
not going to further encumber the Government Treas-
ury. We are paying $170 million a year on debt inter-
est—on debt interest, Madam Deputy Speaker. This is 
why the Finance Minister found this opportunity in-
triguing. It is why he found this opportunity as being 
something beneficial for Bermuda. 

I understand—and I have said this from day 
one. I understand the criticism from the other side in 
relation to the lack of a tendering process. I get it. If I 

was on the other side I would be saying the same 
thing. It is an easy one to say, Why did you not put out 
the tender? And the Finance Minister understands the 
criticism. His response has been very clear because 
of the uniqueness of the structure, because of the cost 
of the tendering process. My understanding is that the 
cost for the tendering process for the hospital ex-
ceeded $10 million. Ten million dollars!  

Again, we are broke. So you look at things 
from a different perspective. The Finance Minister 
thought that, number one, we would not be exposed 
to another opportunity like this because it is that 
unique in terms of the financial structure, and that we 
could not afford a lengthy and costly procurement 
process. But I understand the criticism, Honourable 
Members. I understand it. 
 In terms of e-mails, I will tell you now, Madam 
Deputy Speaker, I have not read them. I was abroad 
when the story first broke and I have not had time to 
read them. I think that a lot of inferences have been 
drawn from the e-mails. As I said when I started my 
presentation, I believe the way the Honourable Mem-
ber from constituency 17 framed his presentation was 
in the right context. It had the right tenor. It was asking 
the right questions—questions that the Government 
may have to ask when we look at it.  

But when you put someone in a defensive po-
sition from the start and, I think unjustly, accuse indi-
viduals of being corrupt on public television, that is not 
acceptable, Madam Deputy Speaker. I have advised 
the Finance Minister on what his legal recourse 
should be. There have been other Members—
because I hear snickering, Madam Deputy Speaker, 
from the Gallery—there are other Members who went 
on television and made those accusations who have 
civil judgments against them right now. And I am a 
claimant. They are not snickering, I can tell you that.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Oh, yes, you know. Talk 
to your colleagues. I advised the Honourable Member 
to do the same thing.  
 
An Hon. Member: Wrong is wrong. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now, from the beginning 
of the term of the OBA Government, the PLP have 
been focused on undermining every single thing that 
the Government has tried to do.  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Madam 
Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Yes? The Chair recognises the 
Member from constituency 5. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Madam Deputy 
Speaker, that Member needs to withdraw those 
statements. There is no evidence of that, and it is just 
wild, malicious statements that we are undermining 
the Government.  

Come on, you know better than that. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you.  

Minister? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Okay, that is a wild 
statement, Madam Deputy Speaker. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, they have criticised 
the developers of the St. George's project to the point 
where the leader of another place had to apologise. 

Do you want me to sit down for a point of or-
der? What am I talking about? 

The leader of the Senate had to apologise for 
disparaging remarks he made about the developers—
of the PLP. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Deputy Speaker, 
Grand Atlantic. We spent all sorts of time up here—
unbelievably—[with] the PLP criticising the Govern-
ment for trying to find a solution to their gargantuan 
problem—that they created. And they get up here and 
they want to criticise the solution that we have been 
able to find for the airport—the same thing. Every sin-
gle thing that the Government tries to do to move the 
country forward, to create jobs, the Opposition has 
been critical and they have tried to undermine it. And 
not just undermine it, not just say they do not agree 
with it, but it has always been some salacious, sordid 
scandal. Every time.  

It boggles the mind. That is why the country 
has become fatigued. They have become fatigued 
with the unnecessary, unwarranted, over-the-top criti-
cisms from the other side. 

We have been hearing about the 75 per cent. 
Do you know what? I am not surprised. I am not sur-
prised if 75 per cent was not supporting the develop-
ment of the airport, particularly in how the question 
was framed. But I have always said . . . and I actually 
told the Finance Minister a couple of years ago (we 
had a discussion about the development of the air-
port). My position has always been that the airport is 
an emotional asset of the country. It is probably the 
most recognisable asset of the country. Everybody 
uses the airport. It is our airport. So I get it. I get that 
emotional connection. I get that reluctance to want to 
allow someone else to run it, and I understand it. So I 
am not surprised by the reaction of the people in 
terms of how they feel about their airport. That is the 
one asset that we all use.  

I know the Finance Minister has been on the 
television. He has had town hall [meetings] to try and 
explain this process. I look at it sometimes in this way 

in terms of what was being proposed. It is like if you 
are buying a house, and you might have to get a 30-
year mortgage. People joke around and say, Well, this 
is not my house, it’s the bank's. You hear that all the 
time. But it is your house. You live in it, you raise your 
children in it, you have all your memories in it. And 
maybe it will take you 30 years to pay for it, but it is 
still your house. When you invite people over, you in-
vite them to your house. But because you just do not 
have the money in your pocket to buy it out right, you 
have to go get a mortgage.  

I look at the airport the same way. It is going 
to be our airport. We are going to use it; it is going to 
benefit us. It is going to represent us. But we just can-
not pay for it up front. So we are entering into this ar-
rangement and it is going to be a 30- to 35-year ar-
rangement. But it is still ours and we need to be proud 
of it. 
 I think that this situation has been blown out of 
proportion because of the perspective. When you start 
off in this way . . . and again, I remind this Honourable 
House that from day one the Opposition Leader said 
that we will be out of office within 14 months. That 
was the context; that was the objective of the Opposi-
tion from day one. We heard it every week—14 
months. We got five months left. So the intention was, 
Madam Deputy Speaker, to get the OBA out and that 
is why they overreact to every development. 
 Thank you, Madam Deputy Speaker.  
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Member.  

The Chair now recognises the Member who 
has been on his feet a few times from constituency 
21, Mr. Rolfe P. Commissiong, the Shadow Minister of 
Human Affairs. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Madam Deputy 
Speaker. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, the Member who 
just took his seat, the Honourable and Learned Minis-
ter of Tourism and Transport, started off by making 
the argument that because the People's Campaign did 
not present their arguments in a nice enough fashion 
that somehow their core arguments were illegitimate, 
because perhaps they caused some uneasiness, 
some offence, even to Members of the Government, 
and, therefore, there is no need to really seriously 
consider the serious allegations that have been pre-
sented to the Bermudian people— 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam 
Deputy Speaker— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: A point of order from the Mem-
ber from constituency— 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: [Constituency] 31. 
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The Deputy Speaker: [Constituency] 31. Thank you. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House. That is not the point I made.  

The point I made was it has caused a defen-
sive reaction. I am not saying that there is no merit to 
it. It has caused a defensive reaction. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Well, let us get past the 
defensive reaction, Minister, and let us deal with the 
merits.  

No one now, I think, is prepared to say or has 
said on this side that the Minister of Finance acted in 
an unethical or corrupt fashion. We are prepared to 
give him the benefit of the doubt in this matter. I think 
he has made the case that he was totally unaware. 
But perhaps more scarier is the fact that it may be a 
situation where the Honourable Finance Minister— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, you want to talk to 
me. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —that the Honourable Fi-
nance Minister was somehow duped by those at the 
other end of this potential deal on the Canadian side, 
who certainly were indulging in patterns of collusion, 
fraud, and other forms of malfeasance that has led to 
serious concerns here on the part of growing numbers 
of Bermudian people. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, have a seat. 

Point of order from the Minister of Finance. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: “Fraud” and “malfea-
sance” are totally unsupportable challenges and ac-
cusations. They need to be withdrawn. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order. Point of or-
der, Madam Deputy Speaker. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: The Chair now recognises the 
Member from constituency 29. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Finance Minister might 
want to listen a little carefully next time. He was not 
listening—as he always tells the Honourable Members 

on this side. The Honourable Member Rolfe Commis-
siong was not talking about Aecon or CCC. He was 
talking about some of the people that they have done 
work with.  

So listen up, Minister.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: We will have the Member who 
was speaking clarify what he was saying. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I appreciate my colleague's 
attempt to offer some clarification. But, no, I was 
speaking about the potential Canadian partners to this 
deal with the Bermudian Government.  

If you have individuals who have appeared to 
transfer a letterhead to falsely misrepresent who they 
are to the Bermudian Government . . . what is that? 
These e-mails are replete with those types of behav-
iours which should give exceedingly major concern to 
the Finance Minister. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, can you speak to the 
Chair and not to the Minister? 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I am speaking. Please al-
low me to speak with your good graces here. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Sir, I will. 

Member, take your seat. 
 I will continue to allow you to speak, but you 
must speak to the Chair, and not the Minister. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I am speaking to the Chair, 
Madam. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: If you want to remind me . . . 
will you have a seat, please?  

Will you have a seat, please? 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Madam. 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you.  

When you stand please speak to the Chair. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: With all due respect, 
Madam, I was speaking to the Chair. If I get a little 
movement in my body, is that a crime? I do not think 
so. If I express myself in such manner, it is no disre-
spect to the Chair. 
 Like I said, I think the question that we have 
before us now to both the Minister who just took his 
seat, but more particularly to the Finance Minister, is 
that as it becomes clear what is taking place with re-
spect to the content of those e-mails the question for 
the Government of Bermuda, and particularly the Fi-
nance Minister, and the Premier, I might add, is 
whether they will continue to pursue this deal with 
these particular players.  
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That is the question that we have before us. I 
think it is clear that the Bermudian people have no 
confidence in those particular Canadian players and 
are losing trust in the Government's judgment to bring 
the best deal to the table.  
 And frankly, I think that despite what may on 
the part of some be viewed as a certain degree of 
overzealousness on the part of the People's Cam-
paign, that can be a judgment call, a subjective one by 
those who have been privy to the events over the last 
week or so. I think the country owes them a debt of 
gratitude. They should be congratulated for doing the 
due diligence that apparently Bermuda's Government 
did not do about both CCC and Aecon, and let us 
throw in there Mr. Michael Butt of Somers Construc-
tion.  

You know, the great fear we have on this side 
is that next week we will come here and instead of the 
Union Jack flying outside it is going to be the Cana-
dian Maple Leaf. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
An Hon. Member: Good one. Good one. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The Canadian Maple Leaf.  

I mean, between the Finance Minister and the 
Minister of Home Affairs . . . I mean, it is like it is Can-
ada 24/7. And no disrespect to my Canadian friends 
and those who live and work here amongst us, but it 
does give some pause for concern. 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, the Govern-
ment speaks about its need to create jobs at the air-
port, and they should. I mean, every Government has 
the responsibility to ensure that the people for which it 
is responsible, its citizenry, are having good and 
healthy and sustainable lives in this country.  

We also support the need to jumpstart job 
creation. Only in the last few days have we heard that 
there were additional layoffs. For example, at Clarien 
Bank three persons were let go this week, and I think 
it was one late last week. So, unlike some, I do not 
think we have reached the bottom in terms of where 
this economy is at.  

The Government, I understand, is going to act 
with some urgency to try to jumpstart development. 
But have they acted in an expedient fashion with re-
spect to this potential deal at the airport, in such a way 
that jeopardises the country's interests? Certainly 
growing numbers of Bermudians are feeling that way.  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members! 
 
[Gavel]  

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The scary part here is that 
the Finance Minister has taken a very blithe attitude 
towards the revelations in those documents. He does 
not appear to have any inclination to perhaps pull 
back, as this Motion is asking him to do, to take at 
least a second thought (as my colleagues have stated 
here on more than one occasion over the last couple 
of hours) and do a rethink here.  

Even on the Let's Talk interview, if that was 
under the heading on which he appeared just the 
other night where Mr. Gary Moreno, the ZBM journal-
ist, asked him whether the Government was aware of 
the role of Mr. Michael Butt of Somers Construction 
and his affiliation with Aecon, whether the Minister 
was still inclined to move forward . . . the Minister said 
something to the effect, Well, I am not too happy 
about his involvement, but we are not going to back 
out of this deal. I think that was the wrong answer. 
That was definitely the wrong answer.  
 Some people may say, you know, from a 
cynical standpoint that perhaps the OBA Government 
is more concerned about securing a new mandate, a 
new term in another year and a half or so, rather than 
their stated aim to provide jobs for the Bermudian 
people. That is why I am talking about the expediency 
here. Bermudians will be more inclined and happier to 
know that they are taking their time, that they have 
pulled back from what we feel is a growing, risky envi-
ronment that can jeopardise Bermuda's reputational 
standing in the world. Pull back at this time and reas-
sess rather than heading headlong into this deal with 
individuals, who by these e-mails have shown to be 
not the types of persons that we think Bermuda needs 
to do business with.  

A preponderance of evidence seems to indi-
cate that that must be the prudent decision that the 
Minister of Finance must make. Perhaps that is too 
fuzzy for the Minister to see. But unlike the Minister, 
the Bermudian people, much like the celebrated and 
legendary Jimmy Cliff, are beginning to see (if I may 
paraphrase) more clearly now. 
 A number of speakers thus far on this side, 
such as the Honourable Derrick Burgess from con-
stituency 5, and one or two other Members, have said 
that we are not opposed to building a new airport. The 
Honourable Member spoke of a phased implementa-
tion, perhaps over a three- to five-year period whereby 
we can keep the jobs in Bermuda and have less reve-
nues going outside the country. The Minister of 
Transport and Tourism talked about the revenue 
streams that were currently being generated and how 
those revenue streams can serve as an incentive for 
these developers to get in and build the airport, to do 
this deal. We say let us keep these revenues [here].  

As the Minister and his colleague have often 
stated, There is no free lunch. Now, we know that 
everything is not stagnant in terms of the economic 
picture especially when one projects over the next 
three to five years, but that is going to cost us. We are 
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running deficits now. So if that revenue, which is cur-
rently going, ultimately, into the Consolidated Fund, is 
no longer going into the Consolidated Fund but is go-
ing into the coffers of the Canadian developer, then 
unless we are seeing a significant growth of revenue 
in other parts of our economy this can exacerbate our 
deficits over the short to mid-term. You will always 
pay, Mr. Speaker. You always pay in the end.  
 Lastly, I heard the Finance Minister when he 
had the MOU—the same MOU, which now turns out 
perhaps was a gambit with respect to the British and 
the entrustment issue . . . because in the same e-
mails we had Mr. Adderley, unfortunately, being 
quoted to one of the Canadian principals by stating 
that by jumping the gun it now seems that the en-
trustment issue has been resolved, the British . . . and 
then sort of chuckling, that we were able to do that by 
doing the press conference first, doing the an-
nouncements first before we approached them or we 
were able to obtain the entrustment.  

It is almost like a fait accompli. But apparently 
the British have not bought that because it was re-
vealed tonight the entrustment letter from the British 
still has not been received. So the issue then, again, 
at that MOU that was signed and was so trumpeted by 
the Minister is interesting because on more than one 
occasion he kept saying that this will be a First World 
project. Conversely, I heard the Minister of Transport 
and Tourism use the term “Third World” just a little 
while ago. Mr. Speaker, come on! Even racists do not 
use those terms anymore. But we have two black 
Bermudians who are using First [World] and Third 
World! 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: No, wait. The terms used 
today are “developed” or “underdeveloped world.” Not 
First [World] and Third World. Come on. Let us get up 
with the times you guys. First [World] and Third World 
. . . who uses those terms anymore?  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: No, no, no. Those terms 
have not been used for the last 20 or 30 years.  

But the point is . . . let us take their point that 
they are being used, that they are still the common 
lingua franca that is being used worldwide to describe 
the different states of development between countries 
in the world.  

You would have to say, based upon these e-
mails, that, contrary to what the Finance Minister said, 
we are likely not to get a so-called First World product, 
but probably we will end up with a Third World prod-
uct, because we see what these e-mails are revealing 
about the business practises of the people that he 
wants to put the country in bed with.  

Come on! First [World] and Third World.  

 Mr. Speaker, the British (as we said) have not 
come forward with an entrustment. The Finance Min-
ister continues to be optimistic that that is going to 
happen. He has been saying that for a few months 
now. We also got wind (I think it was in the document) 
that the British are also looking to advance their juris-
dictional heft on this issue via the fact that they have 
sole responsibility for our foreign affairs. They are 
coming with an interpretation that that places this as a 
foreign affairs matter. I believe that they have contin-
ued concerns about this so-called model, and I am not 
prone to be as hasty to advance that entrustment 
and/or their approval in a way that will see this deal 
being consummated, I think, anytime soon. But we will 
see. 
 Again, I just want to say in closing that we 
owe a debt of gratitude to the People's Campaign. 
Like I said, despite some of the overzealousness that, 
yes, I will concede was part of the overall communica-
tions on this matter—but I can understand why that 
was so because if one examines those e-mails they 
were very, very disturbing. I can understand how peo-
ple made some of the assumptions that they did.  

Like I said, we are not prepared to advance 
the view on this side of the aisle that the Finance Min-
ister has acted in a corrupt fashion or that he has not 
been acting in a way that is consistent with being inte-
gral in the context of this process. But, obviously, the 
people that he has been dealing with are not ones 
who we can say the same thing about. That is the ma-
jor concern here.  

I repeat the question: Now that we know what 
we know, will the Government still proceed to get in 
bed with these Canadian players after all we have 
seen here? I think if they do, they do so at not only 
their own peril, but the peril of the country. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member from 
constituency 21. 
 The Chair now will recognise the Member 
from Southampton East, constituency 29, MP Zane 
De Silva.  
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It 
almost reminded me of when we were talking at Cup 
Match that time when you said The Chair now . . . re-
minded me of when you were commentating there, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to start off where the 
Honourable Member from constituency 31, the 
Learned Member, finished off. He made a few com-
ments. The one that really caught my ear was when 
he said that all the Progressive Labour Party does is 
criticise all the projects that they try to bring to the ta-
ble. Specifically, he mentioned St. George's Hotel, 
Club Med and Grand Atlantic.  
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Well, Mr. Speaker, you know, we do not only 
criticise, but we have to hold the Government to ac-
count. You remember that that is where Jetgate 
started, all over Club Med, Mr. Speaker. So, did we 
criticise that project? Yes, we criticised what was go-
ing on. We had a Premier resign because of that, Mr. 
Speaker.  
 The Grand Atlantic, Mr. Speaker, it was an-
nounced just a few weeks ago at the last sitting that 
the OBA Government were going to give that property 
or sell that property, lease that property, for $9 million. 
We know that the project . . . I think that the Minister 
at the time said the balance was $36 million, Mr. 
Speaker. Why do we criticise? Because first of all, Mr. 
Speaker, let us not forget with Grand Atlantic . . . let 
us not forget what happened.  

We struggled to sell units. Why, Mr. Speaker? 
Because the then-Opposition (now Government)—
and the Honourable Member Mr. Richards in particu-
lar—was on the front page of the newspaper talking 
about the cliffs are going to fall in. People are going to 
be killed! His project is . . . you know, do not buy it. 
But all of a sudden—whoosh—we have a change of 
Government and you know what? The Grand Atlan-
tic—the cliffs are okay! They are no longer falling in. 
The boogie man is gone. All of a sudden it is a great 
project.  

No word from Stuart Hayward. He was on the 
front page talking about how the cliff face was going to 
fall in. The geological studies show that that place is 
going to cave in in only a matter of time. Not a peep 
from him! Not a peep. But all of a sudden the Grand 
Atlantic is okay, and not to mention the fact that the 
OBA Government gave it away for $9 million.  

I said a few weeks ago, Mr. Speaker, that I 
would buy it for $10 [million]. I would buy it for $10 
[million]. The Honourable Minister from [constituency] 
31 says it was advertised. No, no, no, no it was not. 
No it was not. They asked for RFPs. If they would 
have put that project on the market for $9 million, I tell 
you what, I bet you the Honourable Member Grant 
Gibbons' real estate department would have snatched 
it first. Yes, sir! Ten million dollars, Mr. Speaker, I think 
it worked out at the time to about $325,000 per unit. 
Are you kidding me? Gave it away! But it was a pro-
ject that was caving in and it was going to be to the 
detriment of anyone that purchased those units, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker . . . and the Honourable 
Member from constituency 31, the Learned Member, 
also said that the people were tired of the PLP criticis-
ing. Well, Mr. Speaker, the last time I looked I did not 
see anybody marching at Alaska Hall. But you had 
people up here today again. How many marches? 
They have had more marches in the last two and a 
half years than the PLP had in 14. That's right.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Speaker, if the 
people are tired of the PLPs criticism why are they not 
marching on Alaska Hall?  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, but if they are so dis-
satisfied with us, Mr. Speaker, if they are so dissatis-
fied with our criticisms . . . Do you know what? They 
are not tired of it, Mr. Speaker. I will tell you what they 
are tired of—this present OBA Government that they 
have, and the lack of concern they have for the people 
that voted them in. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the last thing 
that the Honourable Learned Member mentioned . . . 
he had done a comparison. You might recall, he said, 
Well, if you buy a house and you get a 30-year mort-
gage, it is not really your house and people say it is 
the bank's house. But it is your house! You entertain 
people. You bring people there. What a poor compari-
son! He compared that to the airport. This is a learned 
Member!  

Mr. Speaker, there is a big difference between 
me owning a house and taking a 30-year mortgage 
than putting that airport out for 30 years, Mr. Speaker. 
It is a big difference. That airport does not belong to 
me personally; it belongs to all the people of Ber-
muda. A house belongs to you—you and your wife, 
maybe you and your wife and your children. A house 
does not generate revenues for the people of Ber-
muda. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam 
Deputy—Madam [sic]— 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Must be late, isn’t it? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am not aware if the 
Honourable Member knows the difference between an 
analogy and a comparison; but it was an analogy. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, Mr. Speaker, no mat-
ter how you slice it, it was poor.  
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The Speaker: It could be a poor analogy.  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It was very poor. 
 Mr. Speaker, a house does not generate 
revenue or taxes for the people of this country. An 
airport does! And an airport belongs to all the people.  

Do you know what, Mr. Speaker? A house 
does not provide jobs for Bermudians. But the airport 
does. So do not be trying to compare a house with the 
airport with me, Mr. Speaker. It does not go down. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, 
Mr. Burt, from constituency 18, I thought, gave a very 
robust and factual explanation—emphasis on factual 
explanation—to the people of Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. 
I thank him for that because I have certainly had many 
e-mails this afternoon and tonight with regard to his 
presentation. It is good to know that the people are 
listening, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am also a little shocked today. 
We have had, I think at one stage, maybe a couple of 
hundred people outside here at the House— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, during the 
course of the day we have had several . . . I tell you 
what . . . forget 20 people. The OBA are saying 20 
people. Okay. They cannot count too good, we know 
that, Mr. Speaker. But I tell you what. But I tell you 
what, Mr. Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I tell you what, Mr. 
Speaker, we certainly had the president of the union 
there, Mr. Chris Furbert. We had Mr. Jason Hayward 
there, Mr. Speaker. We also had Reverend Tweed 
and Mr. Glenn Simmons who is still in this House—
been here all day. And do you know what? The Pre-
mier of this country has not gone down to speak to 
them—not once. Not once!  

Mr. Speaker, you have had people camping 
outside of this House all day and the Premier of this 
country has not had the decency, the courtesy, to go 
down and say, Good afternoon, I see you are here. 
Have a conversation. Not once, Mr. Speaker. Not 
once. But you see, Mr. Speaker, that shows the peo-
ple of this country something about the OBA. It shows 
something about them, Mr. Speaker.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member, the Finance Minister . . . thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, because you know what? I was very con-
trolled today. I did not interrupt too many people when 
they were speaking. Not at all. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, I have not. Even the 
Honourable Member Cole Simons says that.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
  
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. Even my rival Minister 
Gordon-Pamplin says I was good today, Mr. Speaker. 
So I must have been quiet. So, hopefully, I will get 
some of that same courtesy extended to me, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Finance Minister made a 
statement earlier as well, and he said the PLP does 
not want the OBA to succeed. Everything we do the 
PLP throws mud at it, were his exact words. Mr. 
Speaker, that is not true. There is no mud left for us to 
throw at them, Mr. Speaker, because they are throw-
ing it at each other every week! Every week they are 
throwing mud at each other, Mr. Speaker.  

If I was to run off some examples, Mr. 
Speaker . . . and I will give you some: Jetgate—a 
Premier resigned; they voided legal contracts; they 
suspended term limits, they cancelled them when they 
said they would suspend them; seniors are now pay-
ing licence fees for their cars; we had an increase in 
FutureCare fees; urgent care centre; Lamb Foggo—
let us not forget that, Mr. Speaker, the promised refer-
endum. Let us not forget that they also turned off the 
water of the residents up in Dockyard. Let us not for-
get that they changed GP licence plates on their cars, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I say all these things be-
cause the Minister of Finance said we do not want 
them to succeed and we throw mud at it. Mr. Speaker, 
they throw mud on themselves every week—for two 
and a half years. Our job, Mr. Speaker, is to hold them 
to account. All this other stuff is cherries on the pie. 
They are doing it to themselves. Every week . . . just 
this morning. Look at the fiasco over the stone wall. 
Mr. Speaker, it continues week in and week out.  

The Honourable Finance Minister says that 
they are going to create hundreds of jobs down at the 
airport—some during construction and some after. Mr. 
Speaker, this is what I think the unions and the Peo-
ple's Campaign was concerned with. It is this creation 
of jobs. You might recall, Mr. Speaker . . . no, let us 
save that one. With the hundreds of jobs, the Minister 
of Finance, I would have thought by now—because he 
has been at it for a long time . . . I would have thought 
by now that the Minister of Finance would at least 
have something concrete with regard to jobs, Mr. 
Speaker. The Minister did say that one of the make-
or-break items was that Bermudians [must] be hired.  

Really, Mr. Speaker?  
Really?  
Is that an honest statement?  
The reason I say that, Mr. Speaker, is be-

cause if that is a make-or-break item that Bermudians 
must be hired, why does the Minister not bring the 
MOU to this House and table it? Table it to show us 
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that that is exactly what he is going to do—create 100 
or more jobs for Bermudians long term after the hospi-
tal [sic] is built.  

And do you know why we have some doubts, 
Mr. Speaker, you might recall not long ago we had the 
Pink Beach concessions up here. What was part of 
the concession is that the Pink Beach will guarantee 
to have at least 50 per cent of their staff Bermudian-
ised. Well what is in the MOU for the airport? Will it be 
50 per cent? [Will it be] 25 per cent? We do not know. 
Will it be 10 jobs or will it be 100? How many will be 
Bermudian, Mr. Speaker? So is it going to be another 
Pink Beach when it comes to taking after our people, 
creating jobs for our people? We are still waiting, Mr. 
Speaker. The promise of 2,000 jobs prior to that elec-
tion in December 2012— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I do not know what the 
Honourable Member is referring to, but Pink Beach is 
a construction project and there are Bermudians work-
ing on that site. When the project is completed it will 
be Bermudians working in the hotel. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So we have another OBA 
Member who is not listening. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I did not talk 
about the construction people. I was talking about the 
concessions. One of the concessions was that the 
Pink Beach would guarantee that they would have 
50 per cent of their staff working in the hotel after it is 
built for those that, you know, need a little edging on 
because they are just not paying attention, Mr. 
Speaker, that is what we . . . just have that little caveat 
in our mind for the airport. Is it going to be the same? 
Is it going to be different? Will it be less? Will it be 
more? I do not know.  
 We have thousands of people out of work, Mr. 
Speaker, still. We were promised 2,000 jobs. As we 
know, over the last two and half years we have lost 
about 1,700 to 2,000. So now is it 4,000 jobs that the 
OBA are going to fill in five years? But, Mr. Speaker, 
what disappoints me is that the OBA promised 2,000 
jobs. We have more and more of our people losing 
work, it seems like consistently every month, as Mr. 
Rolfe Commissiong pointed out just now, another few 
people this week. But do you know what is disappoint-

ing, Mr. Speaker? We have all of our people out of 
work, but the Bermuda Tourism Authority can still find 
it very acceptable to pay their board members 
$20,000 each, Mr. Speaker, to attend 10 meetings, 11 
meetings a year. Twenty thousand dollars!  

Well, it is true. They are paying most of the 
board members (because I think there are two that do 
not get paid) $20,000 a year.  

What happened to the love, Mr. Speaker? I 
sat on boards, and many people in this room have sat 
on boards, Mr. Speaker. Fifty dollars a meeting was 
the last I recall, Mr. Speaker. Fifty dollars a meeting! 
But we have no problem giving board members 
$20,000 a year—and it has been paid.  
 Mr. Speaker, this project has been tainted 
from the start. Tainted from the start, Mr. Speaker! 
And you have Members on the other side saying that 
we criticise everything that they do. Well, let us think 
about this, Mr. Speaker. You might recall in the 
Throne Speech last year not one word was said about 
the airport. Not a one. The Throne Speech does 
what? It lays out the Government's plan for the next 
year. Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Finance Minister 
said that this project is going to be one of Bermuda's 
biggest and most important projects ever. But two 
weeks after the Throne Speech this announcement is 
made. Did the Minister not tell the Premier what he 
was doing? Why was there a secret?  

Two things could have happened here, Mr. 
Speaker, either the Minister is not telling the Premier 
what he is doing, or the Premier knew about it and 
said we are not going to tell anybody yet. Why the 
secrecy? So, Mr. Speaker, it got off on the wrong foot. 
It got off . . . what happened next? Well, when the 
Minister made his grand announcement it was a $200 
million project, Mr. Speaker—$200 million!  

Three months later, it was $255 million. Mr. 
Speaker, why is that? I do not understand that. It can 
go from $200 million today and three months later it is 
$255 million. When the final contract is signed, Mr. 
Speaker, it is going to $300 [million], $320 [million], 
$350 [million], I do not know. What is it going to be, 
Mr. Speaker? Well, it could be $700 million. It would 
not be the first time that you went over budget by 
150 per cent, 200 per cent. It will not be the first time. 
So, yes, I could say it could be $700 [million]. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right. All I have to 
do is talk about Tynes Bay, Westgate and the airport 
when it was under the UBP, Mr. Speaker. And we 
know that.  

And Mr. Grant Gibbons gave us a nice little 
outline today saying that he disagreed with those 
numbers because it started off at a TAF and it was 
three years before it started. Port Royal did not do 
that, did it? No.  

Grant Gibbons, oh, yes, he certainly did. 
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[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: We have it on Hansard. 
The Honourable Member— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. Come on now, 
Member. You are doing very well. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I was glad that he brought that out so maybe 
some of the other Members on the other side would 
love to talk about Port Royal will look back in the 
Budget Book and see exactly what the Honourable 
Minister, Mr. Gibbons, said, and what he said might 
be correct. He will find that it will be correct for the 
Port Royal job, too. And we will have that day in this 
House, too, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, done that, done that.  

Mr. Speaker, now I am going to declare my in-
terest. I have a business that has a little construction 
wing attached to it, and I do a little bit of development 
on my own, Mr. Speaker. Why in heck could the OBA 
Government not put this project out to a local com-
pany? Why not? You have companies like D&J [Con-
struction], BC&M and, Mr. Speaker, do I dare say Is-
land Construction?  

Mr. Speaker, why could we not, or they, as 
the Government, say, Look, let’s put this out to tender 
with our local companies—especially some of those 
companies that support the OBA Government. Why 
not? Why not, Mr. Speaker?  

I will tell you what. You know that in our Mo-
tion we are asking for this project to be put out to an 
RFP process. I would suggest that the OBA Govern-
ment reconsider and talk to some of their local sup-
porters and also some of the local companies that 
employ hundreds of Bermudians, Mr. Speaker. And 
there is no doubt about that. There is no doubt about 
that, Mr. Speaker.  
 So, Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Minister . . . 
how much time do I have left, please, Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Nine fifty-four. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Nine fifty-four. Okay. Nine 
fifty-four. All right, Mr. Speaker, the— 
 
The Speaker: Nine minutes and 54 seconds. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Nine minutes and 54 sec-
onds. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The Honourable Minister said that he is going 
to make sure that this project does not go over 
budget. Mr. Speaker, I would like to [ask], what hap-
pens if they do not get the numbers to make up the 
estimates of revenues and cannot make the money 
back. What happens? Maybe the Minister, maybe 
someone else can answer that question. 

 
An Hon. Member: Good question. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because that is a good 
question. What happens, Mr. Speaker, if they say, 
Okay, I am going to build this for you—and I think the 
Honourable Member from constituency 31, the 
learned Member, was talking about the revenues that 
they were going to get and the Departure Tax and all 
this income—suppose the numbers do not increase, 
Mr. Speaker. What happens then? What is going to 
happen then, Mr. Speaker? 
 The other thing is with regard to guarantees. 
The Honourable Minister said he has twisted it inside 
out and they have crunched all the numbers, they 
have thrown it all about and I guess that is why they 
went from $200 [million] to $255 million, Mr. Speaker. 
But, Mr. Speaker, do you know what? When you say I 
can guarantee you—guarantee you—that that price is 
not going to change, then I guarantee you, Mr. 
Speaker . . . and I have had a little bit of experience 
with contracts and we can talk about ceilings. We can 
talk about not exceeding a certain number. You can 
put a ceiling on that, Mr. Speaker. I can give you a 
contract for $20,000 to build a dog house for you and I 
will say, I tell you what, I think I can do it for $10,000. 
But I tell you what, I will do it for $10,000. We will 
agree on that number for $10,000. If I go over it is my 
problem, but if I go under, I will charge you $8,000.  

Okay, Mr. Speaker? So there are all different 
ways you can look at these things. But one of my col-
leagues said it earlier, is that you can guarantee it, Mr. 
Speaker, for the work that you bid on. Okay? Now, if I 
tell you I am going to guarantee you, Mr. Speaker . . . 
I am going to build you a house for $1 million, but if I 
get halfway through and you say, You know what? 
While we are at it why don’t I put on two more bed-
rooms? And you are going to do it for the same price, 
Mr. Speaker? Even though I guaranteed you?  

Now I am going to have a guarantee over 
here for $1 million, but to put those two bedrooms on, 
Mr. Speaker, I am going to have to charge you an ex-
tra $50,000. That is how it works. So is it going to be 
guaranteed? Is the scope going to change? What 
happens if they start digging a hole over there at Ferry 
Reach and all of a sudden a sink hole appears that is 
300 feet wide and 200 feet deep. Guaranteed, Mr. 
Speaker? I think not. So let us be careful how we use 
that word “guaranteed,” Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, if the price is going to be guar-
anteed, maybe the Minister or maybe the Premier can 
answer this question: Is the documentation, is the 
contract going to be laid before this House? Is it going 
to be laid before the House so that we can all have a 
little look at this? Especially if it is a 30-year contract, 
Mr. Speaker.  
 Mr. Speaker, this Government ran, they lived, 
breathed and talked about transparency, talked about 
accountability, they talked about RFPs. Mr. Speaker, 
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they also (you might recall in the manifest, the pre-
election brochure) were going to have a Contractor 
General. Is the Minister of Finance the new Contractor 
General, maybe? Where is that, Mr. Speaker? It has 
been two and a half years. I mean, within about three 
months they reversed a contract, Mr. Speaker—a le-
gal contract. But it has been two and half years and 
we do not have a Contractor General.  

You might recall that they had a lot to say 
every week about a Contractor General so that they 
could keep tabs and make sure that they are getting 
the best bang for their buck for the people of this 
country. I have not seen it yet, Mr. Speaker.  
 Mr. Speaker, transparency and accountability. 
Where is it? Where is it? That is all we heard when we 
were in Government, Mr. Speaker. Be more transpar-
ent. Where is the accountability? So it is yet to be 
seen in how this one pans out, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Finance Minister 
also said early on we do not need a Letter of Entrust-
ment. We do not need it. I remember there was a big 
debate between Shadow Minister Burt and the Fi-
nance Minister. Do not need it. We do not need it. We 
are not going for it, and they can see the backside of 
us as we ride off into the sunset. But, Mr. Speaker, we 
understand now that the Minister says we are going to 
get it. Why is that?  

Why is the Minister saying we are going to get 
it now? Did the UK give him a little message that they 
were going to shut him down? We are going to shut 
you down. It is not happening if you do not play by the 
book. Mr. Speaker, inquiring minds want to know. Be-
cause you will remember they did do that to the Cay-
man Islands, the UK [did]. They shut them down and 
said, No, no, no, it is not happening this way. This is 
how it is going to happen.  
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Minister said 
last night and he said it again today that the revenue 
that is generated will go to the . . . what is it? 
 
An Hon. Member: Aecon 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Aecon (because I am 
thinking about this “con” thing), and it confused me. 
Aecon. 
 
An Hon. Member: French Canadian. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will say it in French—is it 
Aecon?  
 
An Hon. Member: Aecon. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Aecon—said that the funds 
generated are going to go to Aecon.  
 Now, I have a question for the Minister of 
Tourism, the Member from constituency 31. Now, he 

is struggling to get visitors here. We know we [now] 
have our lowest numbers in 48 years, and we just had 
during the budget an increase in the Departure Tax, 
Mr. Speaker. Did the Minister tell you he was going to 
put an increase on top of that increase, Minister? Did 
the Minister of Finance tell you that? Because he said 
it on TV last night, and he said it here again today. 
How is that going to affect the purchase of tickets 
abroad? Or are we going to pay maybe Air Canada $4 
million next year in guaranteed revenue stream? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Airport Improvement 
Tax. Yes, that is what it will be. 
 Minister, are you not worried that that is going 
to affect our tourist arrival figures?  

I am a little worried about it. I was worried 
when we had that minimal increase in budget, Mr. 
Speaker. And now we hear that the Minister is going 
to put . . . what is that tax going to be? I would like to 
know, Mr. Speaker.  

So what is a ticket going to cost people that 
want to come to Bermuda now? We already know that 
the tourists in the US and in Europe are flying over us 
to go to our competitors down south. We had that 
conversation. So is this increase on top of the in-
crease going to deter our tourists even further, Mr. 
Speaker? Inquiring minds want to know, Mr. Speaker. 
 My time must be getting close if I have it right, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, a minute and a half. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A minute and a half—I 
think I can squeeze these two in, Mr. Speaker. 

OBA Government. There was a survey done 
and there is talk about how the question was asked. 
Mr. Speaker, we had 74 per cent of the people of this 
country who said they do not want this deal to happen 
at the airport. Now, if they do not like the way the 
question was framed, Mr. Speaker, frame it another 
way. Do your own poll. Do your own poll, Mr. Speaker. 
But when 74 per cent . . . and when people stand 
around this House all day and all night, Mr. Speaker—
and some are still here—does that not prick the OBA 
Government's mind to say, Look, maybe I have to re-
consider, and listen to the people of this country for 
just one time? Because they have not been doing a 
good job of it, Mr. Speaker, no.  
 So, Mr. Speaker, this Motion recommends 
that the airport be subject to a full public RFP process. 
I urge and implore the OBA Government to do just 
that. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
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 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 24, Warwick South East, 
MP Lawrence Scott. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good afternoon, Mr. 
Speaker, good evening. 
 This has been a long day and the thing is that 
I appreciate my colleagues for laying out the founda-
tion and basically showing us how we got to where we 
are today when it comes to the airport deal. What I 
wanted to do was just take this opportunity to actually 
provide a way forward. How we move from where we 
are now to where we can be, which [will be] mutually 
beneficial for all people involved.  
 Mr. Speaker, I am sort of going to have to 
break a social rule because you know that it is com-
monly accepted that it is impolite to have a conversa-
tion where you talk about “I,” “I,” “I,” “I,” “I” and the 
thing is that in order for us to understand where we 
are going we are going to have to talk about four I's.  

The first “I” is Interest, Mr. Speaker. And it is 
no secret that there is an interest in this airport deal 
and the way that it is going down. The Bermudian 
people that are in the Gallery right now—the People's 
Campaign—all of that proves that there is an interest.  
 Now that we have the interest, the second “I” 
would be that of Information. So now, Mr. Speaker, 
the Bermudian people are just asking for informa-
tion—solid information. This information must have 
integrity, Mr. Speaker. Therefore, the information that 
the people want should not be clouded in controversy. 
It should not have backroom deals involved. There 
should not be any rumours that are tied to these 
pieces of information, Mr. Speaker, because if the in-
formation does not have integrity, the interested public 
will cry out for an investigation.  

So now the thing is, Mr. Speaker . . . and I 
was talking about this issue with some of my family 
members. You know that I am half Jamaican, so I 
have to explain to them, and what they explained to 
me is that “I and I” just want justice. So that is what “I 
and I” is here to do—look for justice seen. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, part of that, in order for me 
to give you the vision for the future and how we 
should move forward, I have to take you back to 
June 6, 2014. That is when I introduced the Motion—
the Take Note Motion at the time—about an Airport 
Authority. And that outlined on the floor of the House a 
step-by-step plan on how we should move forward 
with the building of the airport.  

Now, back then—June 6th—I had the interest 
of the public. My colleagues were interested. The Min-
ister of Finance was even interested, even though at 
the time he said it was rubbish.  
 Mr. Speaker, you will see that even over time 
we have ended up winning him over and the thing is 
that recently I went to the Bahamas. So June 6th I put 
the information out there about the step-by-step plan, 

and I wanted to do my own due diligence, Mr. 
Speaker, in ensuring that the plan that I put forth on 
the floor of the House was actually realistic and has 
real-world advantages. So I went down to the Baha-
mas, Mr. Speaker.  

While I was in the Bahamas, and for those 
that are not privy and do not know, the Bahamas just 
finished completing a new airport redevelopment plan, 
Mr. Speaker, so they just built their own new airport. 
Part of what they have done is they first created an 
Airport Authority. So that means that the Airport Au-
thority is separate from the Government. Therefore, 
that means that the financing needed to run the air-
port, the financing needed to operate the airport—all 
of that is separate from the Government and does not 
come out of the taxpayer's pocket.  

That is one of the boxes that the Minister of 
Finance said he wanted to have ticked. So there we 
go. We create an Airport Authority here in Bermuda.  
 Mr. Speaker, the thing is that in my meeting 
with the industry stakeholders, they told me that the 
development of the airport was not just to build a new 
airport because they needed one. The new airport 
was part of a whole tourism redevelopment product. It 
was part of a whole campaign. Therefore, they 
needed to have the Airport Authority (right?), they 
needed to have the airport increased or the ability for 
the airport to flow more passengers, as well as their 
transportation system needed to be able to flow more 
passengers.  

So now what we are looking at here, Mr. 
Speaker, is that you have the Airport Authority (and I 
am transitioning from the Bahamas back to Bermuda) 
and what we are proposing here on this side is to cre-
ate the Airport Authority which is something that we 
could do in this legislative session. It is not hard. You 
basically create a quango. So the Airport Authority 
would then be working in conjunction with the Ber-
muda Tourism Authority to create an airport and im-
prove our transportation infrastructure.  
 Now, the Airport Authority itself would have 
the ability to have their responsibilities expanded if 
and when needed. So it could take over the responsi-
bility of, let us say, building a new Causeway. The 
Minister of Finance said that his plan was not about 
privatisation. The Minister of Finance said that it had 
nothing to do with the Cayman Islands. But now, Mr. 
Speaker, if you look at the documentation that the 
Canadian PATI [Public Access to Information] has 
provided us with, on page 2, and it has been said be-
fore that the intent is to privatise the airport opera-
tions.  

But now, Mr. Speaker, the Minister then says, 
You know what? That was before June 1st (and so on 
and so forth) so that does not count. But what does 
count, Mr. Speaker, is that if you were to turn to 
page 254 of this information that the Canadian PATI 
gave us (remember the Minister said it had nothing to 
do with the Cayman Islands) . . .  I would like to, with 
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your indulgence, read the Advisory Service Agree-
ment.  

This is an agreement between the Canadian 
Commercial Corporation, known as “CCC,” and Aecon 
Construction Group, known as the “Supplier.” And it 
goes on to say, Mr. Speaker, that CCC agrees to pro-
vide the following trade-related services to the Sup-
plier, to participate in meetings with officials of the 
Government of Bermuda related to redevelopment of 
the L. F. Wade International Airport and the construc-
tion of a new bridge linking Hamilton Parish on the 
mainland, and the Owen Roberts International Airport 
through a government-to-government contract 
mechanism.  
 Mr. Speaker, you might be confused right now 
because the airport that is on the other side of the 
Great Sound there in St. George's is known as the L. 
F. Wade—not the Owen Roberts, [which] is the name 
of the Cayman Islands airport.  

So either this was a cut-and-paste deal from 
CCC, who happened to have a contract that they were 
putting forward to the Cayman Islands, or the Minister 
of Finance is planning to build a very long bridge. 
 Mr. Speaker, now that I have jogged your 
memory about the Airport Authority and how we plan 
on doing it with the creation of the Airport Authority, 
that means that the operational expenses or the ex-
penditures which both the Minister of Finance and the 
Minister of Tourism have said, Oh, we cannot take on 
any more debt . . . we create an Airport Authority that 
takes the debt off the Government books. The Ber-
mudian taxpayers . . . all these lovely men and women 
sitting in the Gallery right there, no longer have to pay 
for the operation of the airport.  

So then what happens is that the Airport Au-
thority could then source the financing, Mr. Speaker. 
And this is not unheard of because we could actually 
do the sourcing of the finance here in Bermuda, be-
cause we have talked about the previous plan that the 
PLP had, the previous plan that the PLP had already 
had an in-principle agreement with HSBC to help pay 
for it. So much so, Mr. Speaker, that HSBC paid a 
quarter of a million dollars for the feasibility study on 
the development of the airport and the Causeway.  

So now we can do this all in-house. What we 
would then have is the Airport Authority that we have 
created working in conjunction with the Bermuda 
Tourism Authority who would then . . . and what this 
means is that the Bermuda Tourism Authority would 
then be able to say, Okay, you know what? These are 
the predictions, these are the programmes, these are 
the events. This is a plan that we are going to put in 
place to help drive more visitors to the Island, in-
crease the visitor demand, increase the flow of people 
through the airport.  

Therefore the departure tax that we are in-
creasing now would then be able to generate that 
much more revenue and the Airport Authority would 
then say, Okay, if you are going to flow this number of 

customers we will build an airport to this specification. 
Then what we will do, since we are both separate 
from the Government, we can then go out and source 
financing. We already have something in-kind and 
principle agreement with HSBC. They could help fund 
it. It is all done in-house, Mr. Speaker. 

And then what happens is that the Airport Au-
thority would be the one that sources the contractor. 
We get our new airport, we get increased revenues, 
and we have the Airport Authority putting out a RFP 
for a contractor which would most likely be done all in-
house, all local, all Bermudians. Now it has ticked 
every single box that the Minister of Finance and the 
Minister of Tourism and Transport have asked for, Mr. 
Speaker.  

The thing is that we have the RFP which 
makes us happy, we have an Airport Authority . . . I 
am not being fuzzy when I say there is no new debt. 
There is no new debt with the Airport Authority plan.  
 Mr. Speaker, now that I have shown you the 
interest, and have the interest of the airport project, 
and I have shown you that I have solid information in 
a proposed Airport Authority project, Mr. Speaker, un-
fortunately, we come to the third “I” and the third “I” is 
Integrity. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Minister appeared on ZBM, I 
do not know if you saw it, but he appeared on ZBM on 
Wednesday night and said that Bermudians should 
not be concerned with anything that happened before 
June 4th, 2014, as [the] issue is not with CCC and Ae-
con. The issue is not when CCC and Aecon started 
talking to each other. The issue is when the Bermuda 
Government started talking to them. The Minister was 
adamant about this . . . this . . . nobody from the Gov-
ernment was speaking to Aecon or CCC prior to 
June 4th.  

But, Mr. Speaker, I find it very interesting that 
on page 9 of the Canadian PATI information that we 
have an e-mail from Steve Nackan, sent May 1st, 
2014. Now I was called names, Mr. Speaker. Earlier 
today the Honourable Minister of Culture and Sports 
said I was slow. The Honourable Minister of Finance 
said that I did not know my months, that I did not know 
which month came before which. But I know that May 
comes before June, Mr. Speaker, and this e-mail 
says, "More interesting, contact has been made on 
our behalf with the Minister of Finance who was seri-
ously intrigued with the concept and is beginning to 
socialise the idea within the Government of Bermuda."   

He is talking about the Minister of Finance. So 
they are saying that the Minister of Finance said that it 
is within his power as Minister to put aside the typical 
competitive procurement process in favour of an ap-
proach that provides unique and enhanced benefits to 
the country.  
 So, Mr. Speaker, if the Minister is adamant 
that he did not know anything about this deal prior to 
June 4th, how is it that they can tell you that they 
spoke to the Minister on May 1st?  
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[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: They just did! They said "We 
have been in contact with the Minister of Finance."  

The Honourable Gordon-Pamplin is saying 
that this does not say in contact with the Minister. But 
you know what? I will even go one further, Mr. 
Speaker, just to help clarify for the Minister Gordon-
Pamplin, it then says he (talking about the Minister) 
thought the next step would be for him and a few 
other Government reps, including the Minister of 
Transport and the head of the Airport Authority, to 
come to Toronto to meet with CCC and Aecon. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, if they did not get in contact 
with the Minister prior to June 4th, how could Steve 
Nackan predict exactly the itinerary that the Minister 
was going to do? How is it that he could quote what 
the Minister has said time and time again here a 
month prior to him ever meeting them?  
 Mr. Speaker, remember about that integrity, 
that integrity about the information. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am getting a little ahead of my-
self, but, Mr. Speaker, now that we have shown the 
interest with the lovely people in the Gallery here and 
the people of the People's Campaign, we showed the 
information that I provided for a solid plan forward 
without the need of CCC, without the need of a sole 
source, and I have provided the fact that the integrity 
of the information is not what it should be, the inter-
ested people which are represented by the People's 
Campaign and other people in Bermuda, the inter-
ested people are going to probably start looking that 
we bring forth an investigation.  
 Now, Mr. Speaker, I have only shared with 
you three pages of a 2,000-plus page document that 
shows a conflicting view between [what] the Minister 
presented and that of Aecon and CCC's views via the 
PATI information. If three pages of this PATI docu-
ment can raise these questions, imagine, with the 
People's Campaign providing 2,000 pages (which is 
roughly 300 times that) how many questions, com-
ments and concerns we could have if we were to go 
through this with a fine-tooth comb, Mr. Speaker. 
 I said earlier that I was going to provide a way 
forward. This is my suggestion for a way forward. Ac-
tually, Mr. Speaker, in light of the severity of the in-
formation that is in here, I would actually go a step 
further by saying that instead of a suggestion my rec-
ommendation for the way forward. Being as though 
the interested Bermudians of this country are in this 
case seemingly represented, or have aligned them-
selves with the People's Campaign—who did their due 
diligence—I would suggest that the People's Cam-
paign utilise the tools that are available to them and 
that have been provided by the former PLP admini-
stration.  

Now remember, the former PLP administra-
tion put in place the PATI legislation, and we can see 
how well this avails itself and assists good govern-

ance. So, now, Mr. Speaker, what the PLP also did 
was we put in a companion piece of legislation which 
created the Office of the Ombudsman. So now, Mr. 
Speaker, let us see how this works out. My recom-
mendation is that the People's Campaign, or any in-
terested Bermudian, would go to the office of the Om-
budsman with this PATI documentation and file an 
official complaint.  
 Now how does that work? You file a complaint 
with the Office of the Ombudsman. The Ombudsman 
would then investigate. See? That is the “I,” Mr. 
Speaker. Then the Ombudsman would investigate this 
information, and after they investigate this information, 
they are mandated to produce a report. That report 
would then find its way to Parliament, Mr. Speaker, 
where we could debate and have a robust debate on 
the findings in the report of the Office of the Ombuds-
man on the investigation of this whole airport deal.  

After we debate it here in Parliament it would 
go to another place. And after going to another place 
and being debated there, it would find its way and 
[they would send] it up to Government House, Mr. 
Speaker, where I would anticipate that file would be 
shared with White Hall and the FCO—the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office.  
 Now, Mr. Speaker, this process that I have 
outlined would allow for one of two things to happen. 
Either this process would be something I feel the Min-
ister would welcome, because if everything is as he 
said, and if it was just a misunderstanding, that inves-
tigation by the Ombudsman would prove that every-
thing we are saying on this side was taken out of con-
text. So he could then say, Look at what the report 
says. I am then vindicated.  

Or, Mr. Speaker, that independent investiga-
tion could say that. You know what? As you reported, 
it was determined that there are too many cracks in 
your alibi. This would then either provide a platform for 
the Speaker to say this is the way forward, that we 
should go forward this way, because I have been 
proved to be right. Or, it will provide the platform for us 
to say, you know what? You have the Premier, the 
Honourable Michael Dunkley, go to his Finance Minis-
ter and say, Maybe you want to reconsider your posi-
tion—not just on the airport, but your position in my 
Cabinet.  
 Now, Mr. Speaker, failing that, let us just say 
that we have the Ombudsman's report, if it says that 
things are not as they seem and the Honourable Pre-
mier does not find it necessary to ask for the Honour-
able Minister of Finance to step down, as was put in 
and outlined in the PLP press statement earlier this 
week, and the Minister did not take it upon himself to 
remove himself, what could happen then, Mr. 
Speaker, in moving forward?  

All is not lost. The beautiful people of Ber-
muda still have another option. They could then . . . let 
us say (and I am just using for hypothetical purposes 
the People's Campaign) they could then take their 
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complaint to a chief justice, once again with the PATI, 
and ask for an injunction against the airport deal dur-
ing the time that this investigation by the Ombudsman 
is going on. Therefore, we cannot have the Ombuds-
man doing an investigation and then the Government 
quickly signing a deal just trying to make sure that it 
sticks.  
 Therefore, Mr. Speaker, in moving forward, 
now that we know how we have gotten here, we still 
have lots and many different options moving forward. 
And the four I's, Mr. Speaker, that I have presented 
today are the basic foundation of good governance 
and democracy: Interest, Information, Integrity, and if 
these three things are not met, then you would have 
an Investigation. 
 Mr. Speaker, this is something where we 
could have an independent body investigating the 
facts. It takes the political spin out of everything. It 
takes the rhetoric out of everything. You have the Of-
fice of the Ombudsman which has been put in place, 
which is already here, to just look at the facts. What 
comes out of that means that we have an airport that 
would be done in the best manner possible, and that 
is what both sides have said today, that all they want 
is for this airport to be done in the best manner possi-
ble and in compliance with all types of financial and 
good business practices. 
 Mr. Speaker, I do not think that anything that 
we have said on this side is unrealistic. All we are do-
ing is trying to continue to live up to the foundation 
that the former PLP administration put in place, mak-
ing sure that the people of this country can continue to 
have the quality of life that they deserve to have, and 
to make sure that the people of this country have a 
fair, transparent, and proper democracy, and that they 
are aware of all options that have been awarded and 
are at their fingertips and that they avail themselves of 
them.  
 Mr. Speaker, with that solution—because I 
believe that there is a solution to everything you just 
have to find it. So with my outlining of the four I's, our 
way forward, our platform for this airport and the way 
forward for this country . . . with that said I believe it is 
fair for me to say that the I's have it. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Health and Seniors, Minister Jeanne 
Atherden. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I have lis-
tened to the Honourable Member who just sat down 
and if I had not read the actual Motion, I would have 
thought that the Motion said let us talk about what had 
happened with respect to some documentation and let 
us talk about whether it was accurate and all sorts of 
things related to it. Mr. Speaker, after I make my 

comment with respect to that, I am going to talk about 
the actual Motion.  

With respect to all the 2,000 pages of docu-
mentation, I would assume that it would be looked at 
and at the time it is looked at it will be determined 
whether it is accurate, whether any of it has been doc-
tored in any way, and some conclusions will be drawn. 
But for me going forward, I am satisfied that . . . I be-
lieve that when the Finance Minister brought this pro-
ject to the Cabinet he was doing it on the basis of it 
was something that he believed was good for Ber-
muda.  

So I am going to start to deal with the fact 
that, first of all, I am reminding all of us that this Mo-
tion, which was given on the 13th of March, is what we 
are here to debate. “BE IT RESOLVED that this Hon-
ourable House does not support the sole sourcing of a 
developer and concessionaire for the proposed new 
terminal at the L. F. Wade International Airport. and 
further, we recommend the project be subject to a 
public RFP process." 
 So with that in mind, I am going to be debat-
ing this particular Motion because that is what it is all 
about. It is about what do we think about the sole 
sourcing of this project and it is about whether we be-
lieve that it should be subject to an RFP process. 
  I wanted to say first of all, Mr. Speaker, that I 
listened to what the Honourable Finance Minister said 
and I am reminded that that is what happened. We 
were in a situation where everybody agreed that we 
needed a new airport. But at the time we had so many 
other projects going on, and we did not have the 
money, therefore . . . that was why it did not in the 
beginning form a part of our budget. We did not have 
the money.  

There were lots of things that we thought that 
we could do, but we could not figure out how to fit that 
one in. So when it was finally developed, when it fi-
nally came forward that the Finance Minister came up 
with a way that we could turn and he could bring this 
to us to say, Is this not great? I have gotten the oppor-
tunity to come up with an opportunity to build an air-
port. So I believe then that when you stop and look at 
that, the Finance Minister said to you right from the 
beginning what was very important when he looked at 
an airport and building an airport, he said that it was 
important that we have an airport.  

It was important that when we looked at the 
airport we could be satisfied that we could control the 
cost. It was important when we looked at the airport 
we could turn around and not have issues with re-
spect to the procurement, and it was important that 
when we looked at the airport that we would be able 
to make sure that we were not going to be subject to 
overruns and, more importantly, it was important that 
when we looked at it we could be satisfied that it was 
not going to create an issue with respect to the Gov-
ernment debt.  
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 So that is why, Mr. Speaker, I believe that we 
have to once again look at why he came up with this, 
and I am not going to belabour it, but I am just going 
to remind us here because we are the ones that have 
to look at this Motion and make a decision at the end 
of it whether we believe the Motion stands or should 
be defeated.  

I am reminding us that when the Finance Min-
ister came back and talked about the opportunity of 
getting together with CCC and the fact that CCC had 
this group of contractors that they have available to 
us, that would enable us to have persons that have 
the expertise and could enter into an arrangement 
whereby we would know that this is the limit of our (if 
you will) contractual arrangement, and that we could 
come up with something and know how much it was 
going to cost and it was not going to come and affect 
the public debt. That was something that was very 
good and very appropriate. 
 Now, a lot has been made about how we got 
into this and what we have been actually doing and 
the relationship with the UK Government and the Let-
ter of Entrustment. Obviously, when you are starting 
to look at why you do not go to an RFP, you want to 
go and have a discussion as to what you would nor-
mally do with an RFP and what you are trying to 
achieve.  

Normally, the RFP is designed to make you 
assured that this is the amount of money that you 
should spend, because obviously you do not want to 
overspend. You want to get the right project, the right 
cost, and you want to get it done in the right manner. 

But if you were looking at the fact that you 
also wanted to get jobs . . . because jobs are some-
thing that was very important. The Government 
wanted to be able to get some more jobs for the peo-
ple of Bermuda. So it was very important that when 
you are looking at that, if there was a way to turn 
around and get the jobs in a timely manner, but also 
to be ensured that you were going to make sure that 
you were protecting the people of Bermuda as it re-
lates to the cost. So the idea of being able to say that 
if you could have someone that effectively could look 
at the Memorandum of Understanding, and when we 
finally came up with the money, to make sure that the 
cost that we were going to pay for it that it was rea-
sonable and value for money then you were effec-
tively protecting the people of Bermuda and you were 
having (if you will) a substitute for not going out for the 
RFP.  

That seemed to be very reasonable in terms 
of our protection when you have made the decision 
that you are not going to go through the RFP for the 
reasons of the cost, the timeliness, and making sure 
that we could actually get the jobs and stimulate the 
economy. 
 So having done that, obviously the whole is-
sue of our ability to do this and our relationship with 
the UK Government . . . this is where the letter of en-

trustment came in. I think the Minister said right at the 
beginning there was a question as to whether we 
needed it or did not need it. But we obviously kept 
going on with having the discussions with the UK 
Government and we have reached an agreement 
which says that, yes, it makes sense to have this.  

There is a way in which we can make sure 
that the UK Government has the satisfaction that they 
need, and the Bermuda Government can continue 
with trying to get this done in a timely manner. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I am sorry to interrupt the Honour-
able Minister, because I appreciate the fact that she 
is, you know, trying to stick to the topic at hand. But 
she just said that they have come to an agreement 
with the United Kingdom. But yet on TV last night the 
Minister said that they are still working to come to an 
agreement. So which one is it? Is there an agreement 
with the United Kingdom or is there not an agree-
ment? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So we are hearing different things 
from the front bench.  
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, if the Mem-
ber had allowed me to finish what I was saying, and I 
will not use the word “agreement,” perhaps I will use 
the word “understanding” with the UK Government as 
a way to move this forward so that the letter of en-
trustment could be signed once all of the i's are dotted 
and the t's were crossed.  

So right now the Government is working 
through the things that the UK Government would 
want to make sure that this could be signed. When 
you come an understanding, it means that you know 
which things you have to have in place for everybody 
to feel comfortable with it going forward. So that is 
why the Minister was saying that the agreement is not 
yet signed. But I will change my word “agreement” 
and say “understanding.” That is the word I am using 
because that encompasses what we are talking about. 
 With this the Minister of Finance and the Gov-
ernment of Bermuda are making sure that it pro-
gresses to have the things that we need to do to give 
the UK Government the comfort level that, yes, we are 
going to achieve the type of review that one would 
have to make sure that they could be comfortable that 
what we are doing is not going to put some sort of 
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financial obligations on them—which is what we were 
doing ourselves.  

We as a Government were trying to make 
sure that we were not going to add any extra obliga-
tions, because we know that we do not want to have 
to go out and borrow money. We want to be able to 
have some assurance that while we are trying to 
manage the data in Bermuda with respect to our nor-
mal operations that we were not going to turn around 
and have this as a drain. 
 We also wanted to make sure that with re-
spect to the jobs that would come from this it was im-
portant for us to go ahead and get this moving. 

Mr. Speaker, I want to say a couple of things, 
because a couple of things have come up. I have 
heard things like, We want to keep the money here in 
Bermuda and we want to make sure that we have 
enough people to do these jobs, et cetera. I think the 
only thing that we are forgetting is that we are at-
tempting to do several things simultaneously. We are 
going to be attempting to turn around and get a num-
ber of hotel properties in this country. If that is the 
case, then we are saying to the developers, we want 
you to have all of these jobs, or many of these jobs 
[for] Bermudian workers. We are talking about hotels, 
we are talking about the airport. You cannot do all of 
these things without making sure that you have 
enough manpower.  

So, yes, if we were doing one thing at a time 
we might be able to do that, but we have to stimulate 
this economy right now because whether we like it or 
not it is not just ticking along smoothly. This economy 
which has just started to turn around needs a big 
stimulation in order to get people back. We know that 
people are out there hurting and we know that they 
want jobs, so we want to get the jobs up and running 
so that we can turn around and have people em-
ployed.  

I do not think that that was the appropriate 
thing to start talking about, saying how many people 
are we going to have from abroad, but as the Minister 
said, he really said that it was every intention to make 
sure that when the MOU was signed that it will be jobs 
for Bermudians and there will be an opportunity to 
make sure that we protect and make sure that when 
the construction is finished there are also jobs for 
Bermudians in the airport. 
 When I look at that from the prospect of talk-
ing about money in the country, there will be money 
coming into the country because the contractors still 
have to bring in the materials, they still have to bring 
in their workers. There are lots of other stipulations. 
So I was not concerned about this whole question 
about whether we have Bermudians or not.  

But if I am looking at this particular resolution 
here, which is talking about the sole sourcing, I am 
saying that if I had looked at this actual Motion here 
today, it is talking about "Be it resolved." But if I am 
looking at the Motion, I am saying that if you look at 

the sole source that I believe that the Minister has in-
dicated why he came up with the sole source, and I 
think the Minister has indicated why this subject 
should not be subject to the RFP process. He has ex-
plained it to the people of Bermuda before. He has 
explained it here again today and I think that as we go 
forward we have to recognise that this is something 
that, with the caveats that we are putting in and the 
type of what I would call . . . not controls, but the type 
of . . . I am trying to remember. What we are trying to 
put is some sort of safety net (that is the word) the 
safety nets that we are trying to put in to make sure 
that Bermuda is protected, that the investment in our 
airport is protected, and the Minister has said to you 
that we are not going to lose this airport.  

This airport will be subject to control. It will be 
subject to operations by someone else, but we will still 
own it. And when the time is over, then the airport is 
back to ourselves and we have the opportunity to de-
termine whether somebody else will run it or whether 
at that point in time we are able to take it over be-
cause we have groomed people to be able to turn 
around and manage it.  

So with respect to putting it out to RFP, I think 
the Minister has indicated why he did not do it. I think 
he has shown to us that he has made sure that the 
safeguards are there to protect the public purse. He 
showed to us— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Keep it down. Keep it down.  
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

He has shown to us that he is trying to do the 
right things with respect to making sure . . . (I just 
want to check another note) that it is going to be on 
time and on budget.  

I think this is very important to us with respect 
to getting the value for money. Therefore, as far as I 
am thinking about this, I do not believe there is some-
thing that the people of Bermuda should be feeling 
that we have not tried to look at it and there is a rea-
son for us not to continue it because I do think that it 
will produce what it needs, which is the jobs, the air-
port, preserving the public purse, and therefore I do 
not believe that this resolve, this Motion, is something 
. . . and I am reminding ourselves that this Motion was 
put forward as I have said before on the 13th of March, 
so anything that comes after that is something which 
will be subject to whatever investigation or whatever 
comes out after that.  

But on the strength of what the Minister has 
said, and what I believe that the Minister puts forward, 
and I truly believe that the Minister had the best inter-
est of the people of Bermuda when he did this, and 
therefore I think that we have to understand that once 
the MOU is signed and we have more information that 
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can come forward and the Minister is able to turn 
around and talk about whatever else discussion he 
has had with the UK Government, he will keep us in-
formed and we will know that he understands that he 
wants to keep the people of Bermuda informed with 
what he is doing and he still has the interest of Ber-
muda at heart.  

Mr. Speaker, I believe that we are not giving 
away the airport and we are not borrowing the money, 
but we will get the things that we need. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
and Learned Member from Sandys South Central, 
constituency 34, MP Kim Wilson. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think I would like to start where 
the Honourable Minister who just took her seat started 
as well, which is with respect to the Motion that we are 
here debating: “BE IT RESOLVED that this Honour-
able House does not support the sole sourcing of a 
developer and concessionaire for the proposed new 
terminal at the L. F. Wade International Airport, and 
further, we recommend the project be subject to a 
public RFP process.”  

And as you can note from Order No. 18, this 
Motion was tabled on the 13th of March 2015.  
 Mr. Speaker, since that date of March 2015, 
when that Motion was first tabled, there were a num-
ber of concerns that were raised by us as the Opposi-
tion, as well as by many of our fellow Bermudians at 
that time concerning the issue of what will perhaps be 
one of the largest capital projects.  

Some of the issues that were raised by the 
Opposition, as well as by many Bermudians at that 
time, when the airport development matter and the 
MOU was discussed in this House, were the following: 
One, of course, which we have heard a little bit about 
this evening, was the absence of an open tendering 
process. Now, Mr. Speaker, no doubt you would be 
aware, obviously, that the primary benefit of an open 
tendering processes, as far as I can see it, is twofold: 
one, is to allow for fair opportunities for persons to 
compete in an open process, and obviously that would 
apply to private companies, potential investors, et cet-
era. It allows them a fair opportunity and a fair, equal 
playing field and, also, it would allow for them to re-
ceive a sense as if they are getting a fair opportunity 
so that they can be competing on an equal field.  

In addition to that, Mr. Speaker, I would sub-
mit that with respect to the public—namely Mr. and 
Mrs. Simmons, for example, the constituents in 
Sandys South Central, [constituency] 34—it allows 
them to have a sense that the decisions that are being 
made by the Government are based purely on eco-
nomic sound reasoning and not on cronyism—who 

knows who. So there are a number of benefits for hav-
ing an open tendering process.  

In addition to that, Mr. Speaker, it obviously 
allows for value for money. It allows for competitive 
bidding. And we have already heard and it was al-
luded to when this was first raised, the UK Treasury 
Green Book, which requires that in situations such as 
this that involve such large projects, that there should 
be an open tendering process with at least three bids. 
This is, again, the UK Treasury Green Book which 
makes these requirements, and you would have heard 
it already, Mr. Speaker, that the Cayman Islands at-
tempted to enter into a similar agreement with CCC 
for the provision of building their airport. However, the 
infinite wisdom of the United Kingdom Governor that 
is appointed to the Cayman Islands stopped the proc-
ess and said, No, I will not allow Cayman to proceed 
with this on the basis that they did not follow the 
proper instructions as outlined in the UK Green Book 
and they did not open the tendering process and re-
ceive three bids.  
 Mr. Speaker, unfortunately Bermuda will 
never know or realise with respect to this major pro-
ject, this development, in the absence of any proper 
competition, in the absence of any proper bids, in the 
absence of any other evaluations and the options of 
exploring any other options, whether or not we in 
Bermuda are getting the best [value for money].  

Another concern that I had when this Motion 
was first tabled back in March, and likewise this has 
been expressed to me by the constituents that I rep-
resent, is this whole issue about privatisation or back-
door privatisation. Now, Mr. Speaker, we know that 
privatisation relates specifically to the transfer of own-
ership of a property or a business from the Govern-
ment to the private sector. You know, we can call a 
spade a spade, but the fact that we are providing a 30 
year lease—now it is a 35-year lease—to a Canadian 
quango (for want of a better phrase) CCC, a 35-year 
lease on a venture or property that makes money, that 
earns money, for approximately 35 years is tanta-
mount, as many economists would argue, as privati-
sation. Because there is a school of thought by many 
economists that say that an extensive long lease un-
der a PPP is synonymous with privatisation.  
 So with that regard, Mr. Speaker, there were 
two issues that came up back in March that were a 
complete concern to me and others when this Motion 
was tabled and when we first heard from the Honour-
able Minister concerning the issue of the MOU. Those 
were issues back in March. Concerns were already 
raised. More questions than answers; red flags were 
raised.  

Now we fast forward two months. So in addi-
tion to those concerns that I have just briefly spoken 
about, we now—thanks in large [part] to the Freedom 
of Information Act in Canada—have over 2,000 pages 
of documents concerning the major players of this 
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particular movie that is unfolding here in Bermuda with 
respect to the entities of CCC and Aecon.  

Now many colleagues, Mr. Speaker, have al-
ready gone through the various questionable actions 
that have been outlined in these documents, and I will 
not belabour the point. However, I would like to look at 
just a few areas of concern that, to me, raise more 
questions than answers that have been contained in 
these documents that have been acquired through the 
equivalent of PATI in the United Kingdom.  
 For one, we note that Aecon seems to have 
been, as we understand it from the beginning of this 
deal, under the impression that this was all about pri-
vatisation. Now, if you look at some of the e-mails that 
had been produced by the People's Campaign from 
the equivalent of PATI, there is confirmation that 
states to the fact that Aecon from the very beginning 
of this deal thought that this was all about privatisa-
tion. That is an issue that I suggest raises more ques-
tions than answers. 
 Another issue that comes out of these docu-
ments that were produced is that Aecon and CCC 
seem to be in collusion together for the awarding of 
this particular contract. We have heard of e-mail ex-
changes where they were negotiating and discussing 
this particular bid, how they can proceed with this, 
how they can send a party to Bermuda on a fact-
finding mission under the guise of CCC, which brings 
me to another point which I think is particularly dis-
turbing, where we find (through their own admission in 
the documents) that CCC has permitted their letter-
head to be used by Aecon to further conspire to get 
this MOU signed with the Bermuda Government.  

Again, far more questions than answers. I 
would submit that a vote against this Motion is tanta-
mount to a vote in favour of supporting a process that 
is clothed under the auspices of suspicion. Mr. 
Speaker, there is sufficient information out there that 
certainly will provide cause for pause.  

Mr. Speaker, oftentimes decisions are based 
on ethical principles. And we, as Members of this 
House, have to abide by such. Now, I can only com-
ment first-hand on my own intentions and my own ac-
tions, and I will not profess to stand up here and 
speak on behalf of anyone else. However, as elected 
Members of Parliament we serve the people. And part 
of that responsibility also includes managing the re-
sources such as some of our public land.  

Now, along with that stewardship, there is cer-
tainly an expectation from the public that in our con-
ducting of our daily activities, particularly in the House 
and our other activities and official activities, that we 
will practice fairness and equality. We are also ex-
pected to maintain openness in our workings to en-
sure that we are operating with the public's perception 
of what they believe is right.  
 Now, Mr. Speaker, if the Government is so 
truly committed to the PPP process for developing an 
airport, because of the circumstances surrounding 

these revelations concerning this apparent collusion 
between Aecon and CCC, the process is tainted, the 
process needs to be started anew with full account-
ability and transparency which would include the open 
tendering process according to both international best 
practise as well as the Green Book of the UK Treas-
ury that outlines best practise for tendering of proc-
esses of this magnitude. 
 Mr. Speaker, I must admit that I have found 
this changing, moving picture somewhat confusing—
these ever-moving parts and all of the documents and 
the e-mails and the things that I have had an opportu-
nity to review. Admittedly, I have not had an opportu-
nity to review all 2,000 pages. However, what I have 
reviewed certainly does cause reason to pause, and 
there are far more questions to be asked than an-
swers that have been provided.  

And for that reason alone I would certainly 
hope that this Motion does pass and that the airport 
project be subjected to a public RFP process. And I 
would urge my fellow right-thinking Members of this 
Honourable House to support the Motion as presented 
because, as I said before Mr. Speaker, a vote against 
this particular Motion is tantamount to permitting a 
cloud of secrecy and a lack of accountability and a 
lack of transparency to govern our proceedings here 
in the House, and I do not believe that is what we 
were elected to do. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Community, Culture and Sport. 
 Minister Gordon-Pamplin, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am going to try not to follow the 
lead of the Honourable Member who just took her seat 
in terms of standing and reading from start to finish a 
complete presentation.  But, with that said, Mr. 
Speaker, let me just say that from a Bermudian per-
spective and from a governmental perspective we 
have been tasked and charged to ensure that we find 
jobs and create an environment in which jobs are cre-
ated for our Bermudian people. 
 Mr. Speaker, I remember when I sat on the 
other side of this Honourable House, the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29 made reference at one 
point in time to say, If I have the option between sav-
ing a tree and finding a job, the jobs are going to win 
out every time. And I understand that, Mr. Speaker, 
because the one thing that we have come to under-
stand, and especially now in my capacity as the Minis-
ter responsible for Community, Culture and Sport, in 
which the Financial Assistance department falls under 
my umbrella, I am painfully aware of the necessity for 
jobs to be created. 
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Mr. Speaker, contrary to what the Opposition 
would have one believe, we have not given away and 
have not attempted to give away Government assets. 
What we are doing, Mr. Speaker . . . I heard Honour-
able Members suggest that we can form an Airport 
Authority as a quango. That has been discussed, it 
has been listened to, it has been talked about. But Mr. 
Speaker, for that environment to be able to build an 
airport will still require that the Government either 
(a) provides the money or (b) guarantees the money. 

Mr. Speaker, juxtapose that situation against 
what exists and obtains at the hospital. The hospital is 
run by the Bermuda Hospitals Board. The Bermuda 
Hospitals Board elected to build the hospital under the 
previous administration. The cost of the building was 
$243 million, or in that ballpark. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Fuzzied up . . . in 
that ballpark—$234 [million] or $243 million. I cannot 
remember the exact number straight off the bat, but it 
was there. 
 And Mr. Speaker, what was required in that 
instance by the Hospitals Board was to pay back a 
$40 million balloon payment when the keys were 
turned over to the Hospitals Board and on a prospec-
tive basis $2.5 million per month for 30 years. That is 
$30 million per year for 30 years, which totals $900 
million, along with the $40 million balloon payment—
none of which has taken into consideration the time 
value of money.  

So let us just assume that we are just dealing 
dollar for dollar. And if we look at it from that perspec-
tive as we are looking at now, ignoring the complica-
tion of the time value of money, let us say that that 
$240 million project will cost the Bermudian people 
$940 million. Included in that price is the infrastructure 
maintenance—the running of the hospital is not in-
cluded. That is a separate contract.  
 So let us say, Mr. Speaker, that for the next 
30 years the hospital belongs to Paget Health Group. 
It belongs to the Hospitals Board, but Paget Health 
Group will have first dibs on that hospital should the 
Hospitals Board not be able to find the money to pay, 
and the Government has to guarantee [it]. 
 Now the one thing that we have been painfully 
aware of on this side of the House, Mr. Speaker, is 
that the Government has no money. The Government 
has no money. The one thing that I applaud and ap-
preciate, though, Mr. Speaker, is that on both sides of 
the aisle I believe, albeit on the other side it is a bit 
fuzzy in terms of the full 100 per cent support, but 
generally I believe that there is support for the building 
of a new airport. 
 Now what we have done, Mr. Speaker, is to 
say that with the process which the Finance Minister, 
on behalf of the Government and the people of Ber-
muda, and CCC have engaged in for discussions, that 

that process will have appended to it, of necessity, a 
requirement to have an outside agency, such as an 
accounting firm, or the like, have a look at value for 
money. So we are not suggesting for a second, Mr. 
Speaker, that the lack of an RFP process has negated 
the ability for us to ensure that Bermuda will receive 
value for money. 
 Now I look at things such as balance sheet 
stresses, and I show my interests in the fact that I am 
an accountant. So I start looking at things in terms of 
dollars and cents and debits and credits. And, Mr. 
Speaker, we see that financial risks will inure to Ber-
muda if we are not careful with how we spend money, 
knowing that we have already borrowed to the hilt, 
and we do not have the flexibility or the freedom to 
borrow any more money because we also have to 
answer to those niggly little people called the “rating 
agencies.”  

They irritate us, but they have a job to do. 
They have to ensure that the solvency of this country 
is always paramount, Mr. Speaker. As a result of that, 
they look at us with a fine-tooth comb. Everything that 
we do, Mr. Speaker, is scrutinised. As a result of that 
scrutiny we cannot further stress our balance sheet, 
Mr. Speaker. So we have to be able to find two things. 
How we can get the project done, and how we can do 
it ex-balance sheet. That is what this arrangement has 
been able to do. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, I panic a little bit when I 
hear people suggesting that we can take information 
that has come as a result of a very legitimate process 
of Public Access To Information, which we have seen 
the People’s Campaign has obtained a plethora of 
documentation through the Canadian PATI process 
and they have provided that information. They then, 
Mr. Speaker, took that information and did their little 
road show and spoke to people on the radio and then 
took it to our . . . I guess, political . . . I am sorry, 
broadcast. I will not call it political broadcast because I 
am going to assume that the representations made by 
the People’s Campaign were that they are not politi-
cal, so I will give them the benefit of that doubt.  

They took it to our paid broadcast in order to 
be able to present to the people of Bermuda some of 
the documents that had been uncovered in their quest 
for information under the Canadian PATI. 
 Mr. Speaker, what I found interesting in look-
ing at an overview of what I saw, because obviously I 
did not see the entire two-hour broadcast, but in the 
overview of what [I saw] I was able to determine that 
the documentation that was put out in some instances 
was very interestingly and creatively cherry-picked.  

We heard Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 24 indicate earlier that there was a May . . . and I 
do not have access to the documentation, so that is 
why I was listening carefully to what Honourable 
Members were saying, and I accept the fact that what 
the Honourable Member was reading was an accurate 
excerpt from some of the documentation that had 
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been obtained. But what the Honourable Member said 
in one instance is that there was a May document, 
which was prior to the June 4th meeting. And what the 
Honourable Member said, which was why I ques-
tioned the Honourable Member, his first comment was 
that the document says “contact”—and this was from 
a Mr. Nackan, I think (or whatever the guy’s name 
was). “Contact was made on our behalf.” And then 
when he further followed it up and further spoke to 
that issue he effectively said that they spoke to the 
Honourable Finance Minister who obviously must 
have known.  

So there is a difference and there is a danger 
when things are taken out of context because if you 
look and see that something somebody says— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of information. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —as contact was 
made on our behalf . . . Yes, I will be happy to yield for 
a point of information. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of information. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Absolutely. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Honourable Member from constituency 24? 
 

POINT OF INFORMATION 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Just to help the Minister out, 
I will re-read the whole insert, which is from the e-mail 
from Steve Nackan on May 1st. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Right. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: “More interesting, contact 
has been made on our behalf with the Minister of Fi-
nance who was seriously intrigued with the concept 
and is beginning to socialise the idea within the Gov-
ernment of Bermuda.” 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Okay. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: “He said it is within his 
power as Minister to put aside the typical competitive 
procurement process in favour of an approach that 
provides unique and enhanced benefits to the country. 
He thought” —and “he” is the Minister— 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —I have heard 
enough. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: “He thought the next step”—  
 
The Speaker: All right Honourable Member, she has 
got the clarification she says. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes. 
 That, Mr. Speaker, is a classic example of 
second-hand information. They did not say that they 
made contact with the Minister. They said “contact 
was made on our behalf with the Minister.” So some-
body else made contact . . . this information here, Mr. 
Speaker . . . there is obviously some other individual 
and my belief is . . . because if the Minister was not 
going to leave Bermuda with a contingent of the Attor-
ney General, the Manager of the airport and— 
 
The Speaker: Now just a minute. I think the Gallery is 
going to be asked to leave. A few people in the Gal-
lery are going to be asked to leave in a minute. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 May I continue? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, you may. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Minister was not going to 
leave Bermuda with the contingent with which he left 
to go to a meeting on the 4th of June in Canada, indi-
cating that he met for the first time CCC and Aecon, if 
some prior arrangement had not been made.  

As a result of that, Mr. Speaker, that 1st of 
May document did not speak to direct contact with the 
Minister. It spoke to contact having been made on 
their behalf. And when that information comes out like 
that, Mr. Speaker, you cannot take an excerpt and 
superimpose that and create a condition that says that 
the Minister knew all these people from the outset. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Very clearly it did 
not happen. Very clearly it did not happen. 
 
The Speaker: Take your seat, Honourable Minister. 
 I recognise the Member from [constitu-
ency] 24. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: When it says “on our behalf” 
the person that . . . and I will . . . yes, she is mislead-
ing the House. She is misleading the House because 
the person that made the contact is cc’d on this e-
mail. 
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The Speaker: Okay. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Did the Minister 
. . . was the Minister cc’d on the e-mail? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I said was the 
Minister cc’d on the e-mail? 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of information. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF INFORMATION 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: This is an e-mail reporting 
back to the CEO of Aecon— 
 
The Speaker: From? 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: From the person who had 
made the contact with the Minister that is reporting 
back to the CEO of Aecon stating what happened. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. All right. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, what 
the Honourable Member read was that contact was 
made on our behalf. He did not say that the writer 
made the contact. Somebody, who obviously knew 
that the Bermuda Government was looking towards 
doing this [project], and I believe the Honourable Min-
ister indicated earlier that the meeting was . . . it was 
CIBC and that it was through CIBC through whom he 
was introduced to CCC and Aecon simultaneously.  

So it just gets very, very shady when people 
suggest that, you know, you take information out of 
context. And I think it is important to put that point out 
there very, very clearly, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, let me also say that the idea that 
the Honourable Member mentioned that in certain cor-
respondence it indicated . . . on the one hand it spoke 
to linking the access from L. F. Wade to the other part 
of the Island and then also simultaneously made ref-
erence to Owen Roberts. That would suggest that not 
only are the documents poorly generated, but the Min-
ister was clearly not in conversation with somebody 
. . . and to be talking about Owen Roberts Airport . . . 
so these . . . there are inconsistencies here— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 Point of order. Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 

Mr. E. David Burt: I cannot believe that the Honour-
able Minister is getting up here and quoting e-mails of 
which she said she has not read. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: The reference to Owen Roberts 
International was in an advisory services agreement 
between CCC and Aecon, and Aecon hired and paid 
CCC. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: My point, Mr. 
Speaker, was not that Aecon and CCC had a situation 
respecting Owen Roberts. My comment was with re-
spect to the fact that the Minister of Finance for Ber-
muda would not have been engaged in that particular 
documentation that was referring to Owen Roberts if, 
in fact, he was addressing and representing Bermuda. 
That is my point and my comment. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, let me just say that the Hon-
ourable Member suggested that conceivably there 
could be an injunction placed and that, you know, this 
whole process could come to a grinding halt because 
that was a recommendation that the Honourable 
Member suggested as to a way forward. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am satisfied and extremely 
satisfied, contrary to the comments made by the Hon-
ourable Member who just took her seat, that the nec-
essary checks and balances will be put in place as a 
result of the overview by the external agency to en-
sure value for money. 
 You know, the one thing that I have been able 
to see, Mr. Speaker, since being a Member of this 
Government, is that the scrutiny that we have . . . and 
I do not have a problem. People will tell you I have no 
difficulty with scrutiny. I have no problem with criti-
cism. I have no problem with observations. I have no 
problem with any of that, Mr. Speaker. But I think what 
is important to understand is that when we realise that 
things can be taken out of context . . . and here is 
what I found interesting.  

Let me just make this point before I lose the 
train of thought. When we heard the overview coming 
back (and this speaks to how people will get really 
riled up because of situations) one of the Members 
who sat on the interview effectively said, and the ex-
cerpt was played on the radio, Don’t listen to them 
when they speak in terms of chronology. So what that 
really was saying to me is that you have got people 
sitting around the table . . . they have pay cheques, let 
us get this straight. Let us look at the picture. The 
people sitting around the table, making the criticisms 
about how the Government has gone about this, trying 
to create the environment to ensure that we create 
jobs for Bermuda, every one of them has a pay 
cheque. But they are saying to people, Do not listen to 
the Government when they try to tell you about the 
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chronology. They are going to say that certain dates 
happened and certain things happened after certain 
dates and certain things happened before certain 
dates—and don’t listen to them.  
 In other words, do not confuse yourself with 
reality or fact. That is what they were saying. That is 
the message that was being given. And that is enough 
to rile people up, Mr. Speaker, because what that 
really says is that we do not really want to confuse 
ourselves with the facts.  
 But then you hold a town hall meeting and say 
to people, Please come and share your frustrations 
and your thoughts on the grounds of the House of As-
sembly on Friday morning because we have to ask for 
clarity. Ask for clarity. So, clearly, clarity was not the 
issue when you took a two-hour broadcast to make 
sure that information was put out there on a very se-
lective basis, and then ask people to come to a town 
hall meeting, and then come back and say, Let’s ask 
for clarity.  

Why not ask for clarity from the outset? 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order. Point of order. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Why not ask for 
clarity initially? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. The information as it stands 
comes from the Canadian Government, and is au-
thentic. And there has been no fudging of it. There 
has been nothing selective. It has just been a repeti-
tion of what is contained that is relevant to the major 
concerns of the People’s Campaign. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, thank you. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, I have a sup-
plementary point of order to rein in the Honourable 
Minister’s complete misrepresentation here this eve-
ning. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: It is not a misrep-
resentation. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: There has been no cherry-
picking or selective releasing of documents. That 
campaign, called the People’s Campaign, Mr. 
Speaker, released 2,000 documents into the public 
domain of this country. 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Two thousand, whatever. And 
they also released their summary. It is impossible for 
the Minister— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: —to say what she is saying. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, 
thank you. 
 And with all of that release, Mr. Speaker, to 
summarise it with an instruction to say, Don’t listen to 
the chronology, makes me wonder whether there was 
some ulterior motive. I have no problem with the re-
lease of documentation at all— 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: How dare the Honourable 
Member impugn an independent body of people that 
we are here to represent in this community. We are 
here to serve them. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, Mr. 
Speaker, let me say that I hold my position in that re-
gard because, as I said, if there was pure intent, from 
my perspective, my observation, there would not have 
been an instruction that said, Don’t listen to them who 
will give you chronology. That does not make any 
sense. It does not make any sense. 
 Those honourable people, Mr. Speaker, put 
some 2,000 documents out and made them available. 
And there are people who have nothing else to do, 
you know, and there are people who may have the 
opportunity to sit and read all 2,000 documents. There 
are those who may have also just read the executive 
summary. And I respect however people choose to 
avail themselves of information. But what I will say, 
Mr. Speaker, is that when you get instruction to not 
listen because people are going to want to give you 
chronology, which effectively says this happened on 
this day— 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —this happened 
on that day, this happened on the next day, that is 
dangerous. 
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The Speaker: Minister. 
 Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motive] 

 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I think the Minister is [imput-
ing] improper motive. And I say that because she is 
talking about chronology and all of that. I have given 
chronology of the information, and she is not accept-
ing that either. So how is it not right for people to say 
this is the chronology of it, and then she is arguing the 
exact opposite point? 
 
The Speaker: Minister, carry on please. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I do not . . . I did 
not get any sense out of what the Honourable Mem-
ber just said. 

But let me just say that it is my fervent belief, 
Mr. Speaker, that I would reject this Motion because 
the sole sourcing of the developer and concessionaire 
for the proposed new terminal, that the project be sub-
jected to a public RFP process, the reason we re-
ject—that I would reject it, Mr. Speaker—is based on 
the fact that the model that has been tried and tested 
. . . and we have heard some of the push-back with 
respect to other jurisdictions and the UK having inter-
ventions respecting that, Mr. Speaker. But those inter-
ventions would most probably have been based on 
the contingent liability that the UK would face if some-
thing went wrong.  

There is the difference. The UK is not going to 
pay for any of this, either now or over the course of 
the 30 years during which the cost would be amor-
tised. The UK is not going to pay for any of that. Ber-
muda has the privilege and benefit of being sufficiently 
sophisticated that we have our own financial infra-
structure, albeit broken at the moment, Mr. Speaker, 
because of the mountain of debt that the country 
faces. But put that on the one hand, Mr. Speaker, 
against the possibility and the necessity to create jobs 
for people. Then I take serious exception when some-
body who has a full job is trying to say to somebody, 
Let’s not support the Government trying to find jobs 
for you. Effectively, I can eat— 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —but you cannot. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order! 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Completely out of order! 
 She is misleading the House and she is also 
impugning.  
 Mr. Speaker, this Government—this Opposi-
tion—is committed to the best interests of this country. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Very good. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The behaviour of the OBA 
Government— 
 
The Speaker: Okay. All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: —is bringing the country into 
disrepute. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 You have said your point. You have said the 
Opposition is in the interest of the people. And that is 
your point of order. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, let me say unequivocally 
and as fervently as I know how, that this Government, 
combined with whatever support we can get from the 
Opposition, has the best interests of all the people of 
Bermuda at heart. And we are not, Mr. Speaker, going 
to find ourselves in a position of assisting to create— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin:  And the Honour-
able Member will have her say if she so chooses, and 
it is very difficult for me to speak over her. 

But let me just say, Mr. Speaker, that I am not 
going to suggest for one second or allow it to be sug-
gested that we do not have the best interests of the 
country at heart, [and we will] put in place all of the 
necessary controls and safety nets (as were spoken 
of by my honourable colleague) to ensure that we get 
the best value for the money that we spend. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, if we are going to find jobs, 
create jobs for people, I will take the position of the 
Honourable Member Zane De Silva who effectively 
says, If I have the choice of taking this position or that 
position to find jobs for people, always I am going to 
come down on the side of finding jobs for people. 
 Mr. Speaker, we know as Bob Marley would 
say, A hungry man is an angry man. And when you 
see people walking through the doors of Financial As-
sistance, Mr. Speaker, who may not have employment 
. . . we heard Honourable Members opposite speak to 
the fact that this past week there were a few more 
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losses of employment. Mr. Speaker, when we con-
tinue . . . if we do not do something radical to ensure 
that people can be employed, the country fails. And 
we have an obligation as the Government to ensure 
that that does not happen. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 15, Pembroke East. 
 MP Roban, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 It has been a very interesting day, I must say, 
on a number of levels. A lot of different things have 
happened at this House, some unprecedented, per-
haps some have come to be what we have come to 
expect. 
 With this Motion, Mr. Speaker, I think we bring 
to this House a very important issue which, once 
again, clearly separates the Government from the 
Opposition. As is often said there are many things that 
we sit up here and deal with on a normal basis that go 
through with little contention. But there will always be 
a few matters, Mr. Speaker, of which you will see why 
on certain very key issues of this country we are dia-
metrically opposed to the philosophy, the intentions, 
and the purpose of the Government. And we are just 
at one of those points once again. 
 I would like to restate the Motion in case any-
one has forgotten: “BE IT RESOLVED that this Hon-
ourable House does not support the sole sourcing of a 
developer and concessionaire for the proposed new 
terminal at the LF Wade International Airport and fur-
ther, we recommend the project be subject to a public 
RFP process.” 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to congratulate and 
give credit to my colleagues the Honourable Member 
who sits for constituency 18, Mr. Burt, and the Hon-
ourable Member who sits for constituency 24, Mr. 
Lawrence Scott. Long before these documents came 
here they were in the community seeking to educate 
and give the people some wider clarity on what was 
the significance of this airport redevelopment, this 
terminal redevelopment. Long before these docu-
ments came to light they were out there, frankly, doing 
what the Government should have been doing be-
cause the Government was not doing it. 
 The whole presentation of this airport rede-
velopment came out of nowhere a couple of days after 
the Throne Speech in November 2014. That is where 
it came from. Now the Minister can say that it was out 
there flying in the air somewhere and certain people in 
the international community knew what they were 
looking to do with the airport and they picked it up. But 
the reality is that the people of Bermuda were pre-
sented a couple of days after the Throne Speech with 
the Government of Bermuda signing an MOU for a 

transaction of extremely serious significance to the 
future of this country. 
 Is it no wonder that people since that time 
have had serious concerns about this? Because there 
was no preamble, there was no preparation, there 
was no . . . other than, perhaps, some hint in the 
SAGE Commission Report (and I am not going to go 
back and discuss the issues around that). But here we 
were presented all of a sudden with the Minister sitting 
with someone who we had no information about up 
until that point, signing an MOU that could ultimately 
end up (because we did not know any details at that 
time point, Mr. Speaker) with our airport being [under 
the] control of somebody other than the people of 
Bermuda. That is what we were presented with—this 
House, the voters, the citizens of this country. 

Since November the Honourable Finance 
Minister and the Government have been trying to sell 
this deal to the people of Bermuda. I ask the question, 
Mr. Speaker: Do you think that they are any further 
ahead with convincing the largest aspect of the popu-
lation that this is a good deal for the country? They 
have been trying to sell it since November, Mr. 
Speaker, and I will contend that they are no further 
ahead on getting people comfortable with this process 
than they were when they announced it for a number 
of reasons.  

And I credit my honourable colleagues, Mr. 
Burt and Mr. Scott with getting out there, not to muddy 
the waters, not to fuzzy the minds of the voters, but 
actually to give them information about it based on a 
position that was researched, that was clearly thought 
out, and that we as a PLP Government in waiting—
Opposition—felt was in the best interests of the coun-
try. 

Now, of course, they did not like it. I know that 
the Minister does not like it because of the sort of re-
marks that we were hearing from him (the Honourable 
Minister that sits in constituency 11). And others were 
not charitable whenever the Honourable Members 
came to this House and raised concerns about the 
airport proposal that they had put at that point in time. 
Never a charitable remark towards these Members. In 
fact, some of the bold statements by the Honourable 
Finance Minister were that he was equating not liking 
this project and, perhaps, he was putting his com-
ments clearly further than the Honourable Members of 
this House, and unfortunately, this has been a ten-
dency of the OBA . . . is to want to destroy in order to 
create. Destroy the credibility of those who are your 
critics to prop up your argument.  

So destroy the credibility of the Honourable 
David Burt, destroy the credibility of Mr. Lawrence 
Scott, call these guys youngsters, whippersnappers or 
whatever else that we have heard the Finance Minis-
ter refer to them as, you know, questioning their finan-
cial competence or their understanding of the deal in 
order to give credibility to the argument of this pro-
posal. That is what we have seen, Mr. Speaker. 
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Since November the Honourable Finance 
Minister and his colleagues have been trying to sell 
this whole deal, even having some absurd op-eds 
signed by some of their Honourable Members trying to 
sell it to the community. Right? This is what was going 
on long before this Bible of 2,000 documents came 
about.  

Clearly, the appearance of these documents 
onto the scene has even further intensified the whole 
debate around this particular proposal. But it has not 
changed the scepticism that it has made in the com-
munity. It has perhaps increased it. And if we are to 
follow recent polls done, Mr. Speaker, about this mat-
ter, people seem to be even more against it. 

Now, perhaps they would have given the 
Honourable Finance Minister who sits in constitu-
ency 11 the benefit of some doubt that, you know, he 
is a finance guy, this is about us trying to save some 
money to get a development going on that might cre-
ate jobs. Then maybe he is trying to do something 
positive, maybe it can result in something good for 
Bermuda. Because I do think that even a public—a 
voting public—might, even if they are fearful, even 
have a bit of faith because they know they have 
elected these persons to work in their interests and 
certainly they would not do anything that might not be 
in the interest of the public.  

So, perhaps, even with some of the fear and 
scepticism because of the surprise of the appearance 
of the deal, maybe the Finance Minister might know 
something that they do not. And maybe we will see, 
maybe I will feel better a little later about it. But that is 
not what we have seen. In fact, I will contend, Mr. 
Speaker, that the greatest destruction to the confi-
dence of the public around this deal has been the Fi-
nance Minister himself.  

Unfortunately, the Finance Minister is not the 
best PR guy, even if he is the best numbers guy. 
From what I have seen of at least three performances 
of this Minister, whether it be with the Public Bodies 
Reform Act, where he went to the public and tried to 
make the case, whether it be his two dynamic ap-
pearances on television with Mr. Gary Moreno over 
the last week . . . now those were real performances, I 
must say, Mr. Speaker. Did they endear greater confi-
dence by the public in the Finance Minister and the 
deal to redevelop the actual terminal? I do not think 
so.  

The first programme . . . and I am just going to 
pretend, Mr. Speaker, that I am just a regular voter. I 
do not really know much. I go to the polls and vote. 
You know, I do not pay attention to the press all the 
time, maybe I might read the paper. But you know I 
am not a political animal like the real Walter Roban is, 
so I do not pay attention to stuff much. But occasion-
ally something gets my attention.  

So here we have the Finance Minister on 
television speaking to journalist Mr. Moreno, News 
Director at BBC. And do you know what I saw, Mr. 

Speaker, as a regular guy sitting and watching the 
TV? I saw a Finance Minister who found it more im-
portant to try and tear Gary Moreno apart than actu-
ally answer the questions presented by Mr. Moreno 
for the benefit of the public interest. That is what I 
saw.  

It is the same Honourable Finance Minister 
that I saw down on Front Street at Pier 6 (or wherever 
it was) talking to the general public with contempt, 
with insult, with seeming arrogance, not even appreci-
ating the sensitivity or the concern that many people 
had or why they were there to hear what he had to 
say, a certain aloofness, a certain contempt, almost, 
for having to answer the questions of these regular 
people. That is the sort of attitude I saw on the televi-
sion the first time from the Honourable Finance Minis-
ter with Mr. Moreno.  

He was more interested in attacking Mr. Mo-
reno and belittling Mr. Moreno and getting his kicks off 
of breaking Gary down—Mr. Moreno—rather than an-
swering the questions so that the public can be better 
reassured and confident that this project is the way to 
go. 

Let us not belittle, as I think the Finance Min-
ister has been trying to almost do, to minimise the 
significance of what is being proposed by the OBA 
Government. [Which] is to take this airport, which has 
been basically in full control of the Bermudian people 
for all these years, from at least the mid-1990s, Mr. 
Speaker, and it is going to be put into the hands of an 
outside party who will gain all the revenue, who will 
gain all the earnings from it, this being the only signifi-
cant port of entry that not only generates departure 
tax, taxes and revenues from flights that come in, it 
also generates revenue from the fact that everybody 
who comes in here and stays in a hotel pays taxes to 
the hotel for their rooms.  

I do not know if that is calculated into the 
Honourable Shadow Finance Minister’s $35.2 million, 
but I also see that as a figure that we cannot set aside 
because without the airport people would not come 
and stay in hotels or in visitor accommodations or in 
some cases go to restaurants and pay taxes. There 
are a lot of what I would call supplementary benefits 
and earnings and revenues that we get from just hav-
ing an airport. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Right, Mr. Speaker? And those 
are things that we cannot put aside lightly that con-
tinue to be of benefit to this country and our people 
and generate income, generate jobs, generate all 
types of things. 

The airport has a multiplier which is un-
equalled, perhaps, in any single institution. It is like a 
small city to some degree. And as the former Trans-
port Minister I speak with appreciation of its signifi-
cance. And it is run by a small group—a relatively 
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small group, I would say—of very dedicated Bermudi-
ans. And, yes, they are running an infrastructure that 
is ageing, that in some cases is being pasted to-
gether, and they keep it running and keep the traffic 
going through there. They maintain international stan-
dards in order to ensure that we can [handle] the 
flights and arrivals and activity and benefits that it 
brings. And I give all tribute to those employees and 
the leadership at the airport.  

I am not sure they are being well served by 
this Government because, despite what the Finance 
Minister says about them keeping their jobs, that is 
not the information that we are getting. 

So I do think that there has been almost an ef-
fort by this Government and the Finance Minister, who 
actually has done an abysmal job of selling this to the 
country, along with his Government, to reassure the 
public of how this is going to actually benefit them. In 
this manner, Mr. Speaker, they have done a bad job. 
That is why they have spent all these months trying to 
sell it. They are still trying to sell it. And these docu-
ments appearing on the landscape that are the benefit 
of Public Access to Information—a freedom that has 
recently been [made] available to us—are revealing a 
story that concerns all of us.  

Even if, let us just say, the Finance Minister is 
an angel who has not done a lick of anything of any 
impropriety, Mr. Speaker, the problem is that the peo-
ple that he is dealing with or have presumably been 
contracted or have been signed on to be a part of 
constructing this deal—Aecon and CCC—do not ap-
pear to be operating with the cleanest of hands in their 
manipulation, in their possible collusion, and in what 
can arguably be seen as corrupt practices in order to 
stitch up this deal in a way that either looks good to us 
and that also smells good and that will be delivered in 
a way that is advantageous to them.  

Let us be clear: CCC works for Canada; it 
does not work for Bermuda. And if they are involved 
with this, they are stitching a deal that is going to be 
beneficial to them because who they are accountable 
to, their activities have to be seen to be benefitting the 
interest of Canada, not the interest of Bermuda. 

That is the issue that we are presented with in 
the documents that we have viewed, Mr. Speaker. 
The concern is, even if our own Government has op-
erated in seemingly good faith, those who they are 
dealing with do not appear to be doing that. They do 
not appear to be operating in a way that has integrity, 
that has openness, transparency and honesty. Even 
their own counsel has alluded to that, Mr. Speaker.  

Is there any reason why a poll has suggested 
75 per cent of the voting public is against this project? 
Oh, I am sorry, no. That poll does not have any credi-
bility with the Honourable Finance Minister because 
he does not think that Mr. Cordell Riley is competent, 
so I should probably not even talk about it. So per-
haps these . . . Mr. Cordell Riley, whose firm did the 
poll, will not have much credibility with the Finance 

Minister because he has already said that Mr. Riley 
does not know what he is talking about, does not 
know what he is doing, he is not competent in the 
area of statistics. He has already said that. But the 
poll has been done and it is a reference for all of us as 
to where the public is on this particular transaction.  

And what also is seemingly a problem for my-
self and for Members on this side is the attitude of the 
Finance Minister to the documents that have been 
presented. These are not documents . . . and I have 
heard some other Ministers around here even allude 
to whether they were even, you know, properly au-
thenticated or if there was any change to what is in 
them. These documents were produced and have the 
seal of the Canadian Government on them. Through a 
legal, legitimate request all 2,000 of those documents 
are available to every member of the public, including 
the Government, to examine.  

There has been no manipulation or fuzzying 
of the issues around these documents to present 
them. They made them available to the full public for 
full disclosure and for full review. So anybody can ex-
amine them and decide their total credibility. We do 
not just have to rely on the summary done by the 
People’s Campaign. And I give credibility to them as 
well because they clearly have felt they are acting 
genuinely in the public eye. And, yes, they paid for a 
slot in local media to present their findings. That 
should be celebrated. That is just a process of free-
dom of speech, freedom of expression, protected in 
our Constitution. Are we now going to bash that?  

Well, you know, we have a Government that 
seemingly finds certain activities, like passing laws 
that allow them to suspend contracts, and actually 
giving, centralising power in a way that in most coun-
tries would be seen as being questionable, and a 
Government that is comfortable with certain activities 
that would have been 20 years ago associated with a 
“Banana Republic,” if I dare say the term, but it is an 
archaic term because I am not used to using words 
like “First World” and “Second World” and “Third 
World.” In this the 21st century, those are terms from 
the dark ages. But what we are seeing with this Gov-
ernment, Mr. Speaker, is that they are turning stuff 
back. I am not sure how dark they are trying to get, 
but they are getting pretty, pretty dark. In fact, I can 
barely see how far they are going back by how they 
are turning back some of the things in this country.  

But here we are, Mr. Speaker. Here we are. 
We are here with a Motion that was drafted long be-
fore these documents came to our sight with the same 
concern. These documents have not changed the 
concern of the Honourable Members on this side from 
when we drafted it, from when it was tabled. We had 
no knowledge of these documents being available. 
We would have come forth in this House with the 
same passion and drive and determination even if 
they did not exist because of our belief in [questioning] 
what is best for this country with this deal. 
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We believe in the RFP process. We believe 
because (guess what) most of the planet also agrees 
with the RFP process. The only Government that I 
know of in the “First World” that might be talking 
about, You don’t use RFPs because they are bad, is 
this Government. And most other people who have 
expertise in this area, Mr. Speaker, would call them a 
word that I do not want to really use in this House as 
to their coming to this conclusion that somehow RFPs 
and getting three bids or multiple bids for a massive 
infrastructure project is a bad idea. All right?  

Certainly the British do not believe that, be-
cause they have their criteria in writing. They believe 
in it so much that they have it in writing for all of us to 
know and follow and that is what they follow in their 
own jurisdiction. And that is a country that deals with 
the redevelopment of infrastructure ten times the size 
of [our] airport on a yearly basis. Right, Mr. Speaker? 

But here we have a Government that sud-
denly [says] RFPs and RFQs and the processes 
around them are bad. But here it is, Mr. Speaker, on 
the television when the Honourable Finance Minister 
so eloquently tried to make his case and talked about 
the fact that it seems like his timeline that he almost 
braggadociously brought to the public about how he is 
going to move this thing quicker and that it is quicker 
than any process we have done, it certainly brings 
shame to the process used with the hospital, and that 
if we do this this way we are going to get through the 
process from signing the deal to breaking ground 
quicker, we are going to save all the money. Well, 
save a lot more money than was spent at the hospital 
. . . you know, $10 million.  

Well we heard from the Finance Minister at 
his last eloquent appearance on television that, Well, 
it’s taking a little longer than I thought and actually the 
numbers are always moving and jumping around as 
we speak. You know, they are not quite precise. That 
is why I talked about fuzziness. And actually a year 
from now they still might not be precise. 

Well, guess what? That is really the norm with 
most big projects. Often the number moves despite 
the fact that you have a plan. You may set numbers, 
but as you are building the place certain things you 
may encounter actually change the numbers. Well, 
that is not anything brilliant. That is not any great bril-
liance of statement. We know that.  

So the Honourable Finance Minister and his 
brilliant team that have put this together might find 
even after the project starts that the numbers are 
moving. So that argument does not have credibility. 
But what I found interesting is that one of the things 
that the Minister put forward as his case was time, 
that somehow this deal will come to fruition quicker 
than if they used the normal process. Well, if this was 
announced in November, it is now . . . what month is 
it? Because I do not want to get my months messed 
up— 

 

The Speaker: May. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: —because they think that we 
do not know this month from that month or when 
months were. It is now May. So that means that per-
haps they might have this all strung together, Mr. 
Speaker, based on their current criteria, by May of 
2016—maybe. So could we not . . . if we had started 
in November up until now, an RFP process could 
have already been out there. We could have had 
three bids, multiple bids here. Those bids could have 
been reviewed in the space of time by a credible 
technical team.  

As I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, as a Minister 
who has been involved with the hospital project, the 
international persons who examined what we did 
there said that our movement in certain aspects of 
that project were worthy of a case study because it 
moved so efficiently on how it went and how it moved 
very quickly, quicker than most projects of its type 
around the world.  
 And I think maybe, I cannot remember the 
number of weeks, but it took a certain very efficient 
time to go from when plans were made with Planning 
to when the deal was closed. But all that happened 
pretty much within a year for the hospital redevelop-
ment project. The actual prior to the closing because I 
became Minister literally days when they had the RFQ 
and I ended my time as Health Minister, which was 
about a year or so down the road in November of 
2011 when the deal was closed. We are looking at the 
same amount of time right now. So we could have had 
a robust standard international best practice process 
with multiple bidders in play right now, because the 
Minister has not closed the deal yet.  

If he had just gone that way, that would have 
avoided a lot of this controversy. But we are not in 
charge so our suggestions do not really have much 
[clout]. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am going to close on this point. 
Again, the public are no more happy right now with 
this project than they were in November 2014. Part of 
that problem is the abysmal selling skills of the Fi-
nance Minister and the lack of confidence the people 
have in his approach because, unfortunately, he does 
not seem to respect the opinions and views and con-
cerns and fears of the people. And three, the Gov-
ernment because it is potentially dealing with parties 
that have not been as forthcoming and forthright and 
honest and filled with integrity around what they are 
doing, has brought doubt to the Government’s role in 
the process. This has muddied, fuzzied, and soiled 
this process for this country and it is bringing a con-
cern to our reputation internationally. I am sure it 
would also bring concern and doubt to the leadership 
of the Premier and his ability to ensure that his Minis-
ters are sensitive to the concerns of the larger popula-
tion. 
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 We do hope, on this side, that something is 
done to inspire greater public confidence around this 
project. We do not object, as we said, to the ultimate 
redevelopment of the airport. It is necessary. Certainly 
the PLP Government had its own vision to ultimately 
move forth with this. So it will be an important project 
when it ultimately does roll out, but the Premier, the 
Honourable Michael Dunkley, and his Finance Minis-
ter must be sensitive to public concerns or else they 
need to seriously consider their positions as Ministers 
and whether their Government can survive dealing 
with how we are dealing with this project right now. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 There are none. So I will recognise the Hon-
ourable Member from Pembroke [West Central], the 
Honourable Member Burt, who will close out the de-
bate. 
 Carry on, Honourable Member. 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Deputy Speaker, 
in the Chair] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker . . . Madam Deputy 
Speaker, I could almost say good morning as my 
clock is showing 11:59 pm. 
 But in closing this debate and especially I 
think in hearing some of the, I guess, commentary 
from the Government benches, I am reminded of a 
quote from Groucho Marx who said, “Who are you 
going to believe, me or your lying eyes?”  

Apparently the people of this country’s eyes 
have been deceiving them. Apparently the people of 
this country have misinterpreted what they have read 
and they have somehow drawn inferences that Aecon 
[pronounced A-E-con] was in the deal from the start. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Aecon, sorry, Aecon, my apolo-
gies. 
 But here is the thing, we know that they were. 
The Minister of Finance has said that they were. And 
now we are here after a few hours of this debate, pos-
sibly about six, back where we started. 
 Now here is the thing, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, because we heard a lot from the Members 
opposite. But what we have not heard is a single 
Member on that side—not the Minister of Finance, not 
any other Member of the front bench, and I do not 
even know if anyone from the backbench got up—we 
did not hear a single person say that this is the best 
deal that Bermuda can get. And do you know why? 
Because they cannot say that. They do not know that 
because it is impossible to know that. They have 

taken any form of competitiveness out of the tender 
process, there is no way to judge whether or not we 
got the best deal. We are just going to have to take it 
on faith from persons who we can see in documents, 
at the very minimal, manipulated our Minister of Fi-
nance. That is what we have—back-channel conver-
sations with his own financial advisors alerting them to 
opportunities. Now, that is what we have. 
 It is interesting also that we did not hear that 
this was the best deal Bermuda could get. You would 
think when dealing with a stream of revenue that will 
unquestionably surpass $1 billion over 35 years that a 
Minister of Finance who is so careful with what he 
does would at least answer the question I asked, 
which is, Is this the best deal that we can get? We do 
not know. Nobody in the One Bermuda Alliance 
knows if this is the best deal.  

But I can promise you this, Madam Deputy 
Speaker, they will all vote against this Motion even 
though they know that this is not the best deal. I know 
that there are Members on that side who do not ap-
prove of the fact that we are not having a competitive 
tender process. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: We know that there are Members 
on that side that do not support . . . that support the 
way that this has gone forward. We understand that. 
The fact of the matter is that we know that most of the 
people in this country do not support the way that this 
has gone forward, and we know that the Government 
cannot give any assurance to Parliament that this is 
the best deal possible. 
 Now, let me just go over the various things, 
because the first thing that the Minister of Finance 
vehemently said was, We don’t have to pay consult-
ants for the procurement process and in the hospital 
there was $10 million spent. Well, I seem to remem-
ber a document that said . . . Oh, here we are . . . 27 
August 2014, from the same President of Aecon 
which says, We are spending a ton of money daily. 
 Now, Madam Deputy Speaker, do you just 
think that Aecon is just spending this money and 
never going to recoup these funds? They are just do-
ing it out of the kindness and charity of their heart? 
That nowhere is that money going to have to be re-
paid?  

The fact of the matter is . . . and I have a little 
bit of knowledge of this because I am a certified pro-
ject manager, so I understand the way that procure-
ment works. I design many IT systems some of which 
the company of the Minister of Finance has built. I 
have designed them, so I understand what goes 
through the procurement process.  

I understand what happens at the require-
ments and analysis stage in drawing up the plans, 
making sure that you have all the specifications, mak-
ing sure you account for all the different variables that 
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are required. That is the type of stuff that is done dur-
ing the procurement process. It is the type of stuff that 
Aecon are doing now. And guess what? Whether or 
not we are paying for it up front or we are paying for it 
for the next 35 years, we are still paying for it. So the 
argument is null and void because the money will still 
come from us. So we can cross that argument off. 
 Then we hear this thing from the Minister of 
Finance—Cannot let perfection get in the way of pro-
gress. I do not need perfection. As I have said many 
times before, if Aecon ends up building our airport 
after a competitive bid process or after a Swiss chal-
lenge or something to that affect, then I can be com-
fortable that we got the best deal. Perfection is not 
what we are asking for, Madam Deputy Speaker, but 
assurances that the Bermudian people could not get a 
better deal from someone else. The Government can-
not give that assurance. 
 And then we hear this thing about this fairness 
assessment. Madam Deputy Speaker, I will tell you 
what the fairness assessment will do. The fairness 
assessment will say . . . someone will look at it and 
say, Okay, this thing is going to be a billion dollars. 
They will look at it, they will run up the numbers, they 
will look at it and say, Yeah, that is about right. But 
what the fairness assessment cannot do— 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —Mr. Speaker, is tell you whether 
or not we got the best deal. It cannot . . . it will tell you 
whether or not you are getting ripped off, but it cannot 
tell you whether or not you can get a cheaper price 
because it is only looking at one thing, one item, Mr. 
Speaker. So that is why this whole argument of the 
fairness assessment is completely flawed. 
 Now, we go back and we hear again about 
this is not privatisation. You know, We are going to put 
in a structure where we have oversight of this com-
pany. Okay, so here we go now. Again, are you going 
to believe me or your lying eyes? We will then . . . I 
guess, the Bermudian public should assume that a 
company which does concessions for a living is going 
to come to Bermuda and take on a project for 35 
years of where they are on the hook for the money 
because the Minister of Finance says, No guarantee 
from us. No new debt. Or maybe he never really said 
whether it is no new debts, so we will just call that in 
the fuzzy area because we are not sure. But this 
company is going to come here for 35 years and is 
then, with this guaranteed stream of income, going to 
have to take direction from us. And he would like us to 
believe that, Mr. Speaker. 
 The problem is that it does not make sense 
because a private company is there to make money. 
A private company is there to protect its interests. 
That is what a private company does, Mr. Speaker. So 
for the Minister of Finance to say that they will still be 
under our oversight, that might be good and well, but I 

can tell you what, we will not be able to tell them what 
to do. We will not be able to tell them who to hire. We 
will not be able to tell them who to fire. We will not be 
able to tell them who to give the lease to. We will not 
be able to tell them what company is going to be in 
the stores. That is all of their stuff, Mr. Speaker.  

So this whole thing about, We’re going to 
have oversight, is nonsense. It is a concessionary 
agreement which gives them the right and use of the 
facility. That is what happens, Mr. Speaker. So this 
whole thing that somehow we are going to get not just 
the best of both worlds, the best of every single world, 
is nonsense. 
 Now, we hear this issue, as the Minister of 
Finance said, that the users of the airport will be the 
source of the financing. And we heard the Honourable 
Shadow Minister of Transport say, Well, that’s kind of 
the way it should be and that is kind of the way that 
ICAO regulations require them to be. But here is the 
thing, Mr. Speaker, right now that $30 million that 
comes to the Government of Bermuda will no longer 
come to the Government of Bermuda. And that profit 
which is being made from the Airport will no longer be 
made by the Government of Bermuda.  

So, if the airport is turning a $10 million profit 
a year, that is going to be $10 million less that the 
Government has to do anything on a yearly basis with, 
Mr. Speaker. The Honourable Minister of Finance 
says that it does not affect our balance sheet, but it 
affects our income statements. That is the truth. And it 
keeps going on and on and on into the future. 
 So as much as he wants to say that it is a 
negligible impact right now, the fact is that he is going 
to have to find that money from somewhere else. He 
is going to either have to borrow it or he is going to 
have to cut back spending in another place. It is that 
simple, Mr. Speaker. That is what is going to happen. 
 Now, we hear this whole thing, again, about 
(and the Minister of Finance loves to say it) how, you 
know, this is a complex agreement and it is something 
like the man on the street cannot understand the 
complexity. As I will tell you, Mr. Speaker, and as I just 
said, the man on the street understands very clearly 
that Aecon—a publicly traded company in Canada, 
one of the largest construction companies in Can-
ada—is not doing this out of the kindness of their 
hearts. They are not doing this out of charity. Their job 
is to make as much money as possible to return to 
their shareholders. Period! And guess who is going to 
be on the losing end of that bargain, Mr. Speaker—the 
people of Bermuda. That is what happens. That is 
what we get, Mr. Speaker. 
 So this whole issue about complexity can be 
summed up very simply. This is a profit-making enter-
prise and a profit-making privatisation that is going to 
make a Canadian company a lot of money and is go-
ing to see the Bermudian people make less. That is 
the essence of this agreement. That is the essence of 
what we will get to. And the thing as I said many 
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times, Mr. Speaker, is that we—we—do not know if 
we are getting the best deal. 
 Now, I made quite a few statements when I 
gave my introduction, and the Minister of Finance re-
markably did not rebut quite a few of them. The first 
was that he misled Parliament as to whether or not 
the Memorandum of Understanding was agreed be-
fore it was signed in this House. He did not even 
touch it. He did not touch the fact that he misled Par-
liament when he said that CCC would competitively 
select the vendor, when we know the documents now 
prove that that is not the case. And we know that the 
Minister of Finance at his first meeting found out who 
the contractor was, way back in June, yet he can 
come to this House in November and tell us that CCC 
will have a competitive process to select a vendor. 
Falsehoods to Parliament!  

And guess what, Mr. Speaker? Given all 
those falsehoods still the Members of the other side 
will still say, We don’t care, this is okay, we’re going to 
go ahead and vote for it anyway. Do you know why? 
Because our Leader told us to do so.  
 As I challenged before, will somebody on that 
side say, You know what? I campaigned on a good 
governance platform. I campaigned on making sure 
we had transparency. I campaigned on making sure 
that we didn’t make the mistakes of the past. I cam-
paigned to do things better. Will any of them, Mr. 
Speaker, have the courage of their convictions? Will 
any of them say, Mr. Minister of Finance, if the Office 
of Project Management and Procurement does not 
agree with you proceeding with this agreement, why 
are you still doing it?  

Silence from the Minister of Finance when I 
said, Can you tell me if the Office of Project Manage-
ment and Procurement supports it? Because they do 
not, Mr. Speaker. 

So we hear, we now know that not only did 
the Minister mislead Parliament, the very department 
which was set up by the Good Governance Act to 
make sure that things are being done correctly was 
bypassed by the Minister of Finance and their advice 
ignored. But yet you will find the One Bermuda Alli-
ance voting the way that they will. 

Mr. Speaker, I do not believe I have to say 
anything more. I believe that we have made the case. 
The Government could not guarantee that it is the 
best deal possible. It is impossible for them to guaran-
tee that this is the best deal possible. We do not know 
if Bermuda could have gotten a better deal from 
somebody else, whether it would have saved us $10 
million or a $100 million over 35 years. We will never 
know. And it is only my hope that at some point in 
time in the future we will be able to look at this deal 
and somehow make sure that we can inject some 
competitiveness into this process, we can make sure 
that the Bermudian people are not going to be (how 
would I put it?) . . . exploited, and to make sure that 
the future of our country and the future of our airport 

and our children’s inheritance may not be gone for 35 
years, as is expected. 

The challenge is, Mr. Speaker, if the airport’s 
assets are $4 billion, as the Minister of Finance says, 
then surely you can raise $250 million against $4 bil-
lion. Very simple one would think. One would think. 
But here is the question. Once again we hear this 
thing, more debt. You are taking on debt now. You, 
yourself, Minister of Finance, said that a PPP is just to 
offload debt onto someone else’s balance sheet. But 
we still have to pay the money back. We still pay the 
money back. We can do all the fancy accounting we 
want. We can do all the fancy accounting we want, but 
that is where it is. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we hear this thing about 
basic accounting, basic finance. Let me tell you this, 
Mr. Speaker. If we were to manage the construction in 
the . . . you do not need CCC to guarantee a construc-
tion price. A guaranteed maximum price contract can 
be done. They can be structured with risk manage-
ment agreements. There is no . . . CCC is not the only 
organisation in the world that says, We tell you it is 
going to be $250 million and we are going to guaran-
tee it to be $250 million.  

They are not the only organisation in the world 
that does that. Lots of construction companies do that. 
Construction companies here on Island do that, Mr. 
Speaker. So this whole issue of that we are going to 
avoid overruns is nonsense. The fact is that we are 
going to, as the Minister of Finance said in 2011, this 
is going to add extra costs and nobody knows we got 
the best deal. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I will take my seat and I will 
hold out the hope that somebody in the One Bermuda 
Alliance will say, I campaigned on good governance 
and we need to make sure that this thing goes out to 
tender to ensure the Bermudian people get the best 
deal possible. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member Burt. 
 Honourable Members, the question will now 
be put. 
 “BE IT RESOLVED that this Honourable 
House does not support the sole sourcing of a devel-
oper”— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Members, 
let everybody be able to hear this. I will start again. 

“BE IT RESOLVED that this Honourable 
House does not support the sole sourcing of a devel-
oper and concessionaire for the proposed new termi-
nal at the L. F. Wade International Airport and further, 
we recommend the project be subject to a public RFP 
process.” 
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And the Motion comes from MP E. D. Burt. 
All those in favour, say Aye. 

 
AYES. 
 
The Speaker: Those against, say Nay. 
 
NOES. 
 
The Speaker: The Nays have it and we will have a 
division. 
 
[Pause for ringing of the bell] 
 
The Speaker: All right, Honourable Members. The 
Clerk will call the names. 
 
The Clerk: 
 

DIVISION 
[L. F. Wade International Airport 

Rejection of sole sourcing at] 
 

Ayes: 12 Noes: 19 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden 
Mr. Walton Brown Mr. Kenneth Bascome 
Mr. E. David Burt Hon. L. Craig Cannonier 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo Hon. Michael H. Dunkley 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert Dr. the Hon. E. G. Gibbons 
Mr. Walter H. Roban Hon. P. J. Gordon-Pamplin 
Hon. Michael J. Scott Mrs. Susan E. Jackson  
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott Hon. Trevor G. Moniz  
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons Ms. Nandi Outerbridge  
Mr. Michael A. Weeks Mr. Mark J. Pettingill  
Ms. Kim N. Wilson Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards  
 Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr. 
 Mrs. S. Roberts-Holshouser 

Ms. Leah K. Scott 
 Hon. R. Wayne Scott 
 Mr. N. H. Cole Simons 
 Mr. Glen Smith 
 Mr. Jeff Sousa 
 

Absent: 4 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean 

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr. 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva 

Hon. Dennis P. Lister 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 There are 12 Ayes and 19 Noes; so the reso-
lution is defeated. 
 
[By majority on division: Motion to reject sole sourcing 
at the L. F. Wade International Airport failed.] 
 
The Speaker: I am told that Order No. 19 is carried 
over. Is that correct? 
 And I now recognise . . . we have got the Bills, 
the Honourable Member Minister Dr. Gibbons, you 
have the floor. 

 
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that Standing Order No. 21 be suspended to enable 
me to move that the Bill entitled the Exempted Part-
nerships Amendment Act 2015 be now read the third 
time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections to that? 
 None. 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended] 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 

EXEMPTED PARTNERSHIPS AMENDMENT ACT 
2015 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that the Bill 
do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Bill is now passed. 
 Any objections to that? 
 None.  
 
[Motion carried: The Exempted Partnerships Amend-
ment Act 2015 was read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, please. 
 
[Crosstalk]  
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that Standing 
Order No. 21 be suspended to enable me— 
 
The Clerk: I cannot hear both, please. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I move that Standing Order No. 21 be sus-
pended to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the 
Limited Partnership Amendment Act 2015 be now 
read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that? 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended] 
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BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that the Bill do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections to that? 
 No.  
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
[Motion carried: The Limited Partnership Amendment 
Act 2015 was read a third time and passed.] 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I move 
that Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to 
move that the Bill entitled the Partnership Amendment 
Act 2015 be now read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 There are none. 
 Minister? 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended] 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 

PARTNERSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay, the Partner-
ship Amendment Act 2015. 

I move the Bill do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections to that? 
 The Bill is passed. 
 
[Motion carried: The Partnership Amendment Act 
2015 was read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that Standing 
Order 21 be suspended to enable me to move that the 
Bill entitled the Companies Amendment Act 2015 be 
now read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections? 
 There are none. 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 

[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended] 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 

COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Companies 
Amendment Act 2015. 
 I move that the Bill do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 
[Motion carried: The Companies Amendment Act 
2015 was read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: I now recognise the Honourable Pre-
mier. 

 
ADJOURNMENT 

 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that we do now ad-
journ— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —until next Friday. 
 I have got one thing to say, Mr. Speaker, 
please. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I would just like to take this 
opportunity to wish the Deputy Premier and the Minis-
ter of Finance a Happy Birthday. It is 25 minutes into 
it. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The House is now adjourned for one week 
until Friday, 22 May. 
 
[Gavel]  
 
[At 12:26 am (Saturday, 16 May), the House stood 
adjourned until 10:00 am, Friday, 22 May 2015.] 
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BERMUDA HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 
 

OFFICIAL HANSARD REPORT  
22 MAY 2015 

10:02 AM 
Sitting Number 18 of the 2014/15 Session 

 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

PRAYERS 
 
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speak-
er] 
 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
 
The Speaker: Good morning, Members. We have the 
confirmation of the Minutes of March the 11th, March 
13th, 16th, and of May the 15th. 
 If there are no objections to those Minutes, 
then, those minutes . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, the Minutes of 
March 11th, 13th and 16th and May 15th will be de-
ferred. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 
 

The Speaker: There are no messages. 
 

PAPERS AND OTHER  
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honoura-
ble Premier. Premier Dunkley, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
and good morning to you and colleagues. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

PAROLE BOARD ANNUAL REPORT 2014 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I have the 
honour to attach and submit this morning for the in-
formation of the Honourable House of Assembly the 
Parole Board Annual Report 2014. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are no objections. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: That report will be laid. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister of Finance. The Honourable E. T. Richards, 
you have the floor. 
 

DELOITTE APPRAISAL OF BERMUDA AIRPORT 
DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS CASE 

 
~and~ 

 
PENSION COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT 2009 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I have the honour to attach and submit for the 
information of the Honourable House of Assembly the 
following reports: firstly, the Deloitte Appraisal of Ber-
muda Airport Development Business Case; secondly, 
the Pension Commission Annual Report 2009. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 Any objections to those reports being laid? 
 There are none, so those reports will be laid. 

 
PETITIONS 

 
The Speaker: There are no petitions. 

 
STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS  

AND JUNIOR MINISTERS 
 

The Speaker: The Chair will recognise first the Hon-
ourable Premier. The Honourable Michael Dunkley, 
you have the floor. Mr. Premier. 
 

BERMUDA’S CCTV EXPANSION PROJECT UP-
DATE 

 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Statement is in regards to 
Bermuda’s CCTV expansion. 
 Honourable Members will be aware that spe-
cific areas of the Island have had CCTV coverage 
since the 1990s and that coverage has [been] ex-
panded based on the usefulness of the technology in 
deterring and solving crime. 
 Since 2009, the Bermuda Police Service has 
contracted with security agencies to provide CCTV 
coverage as part of the intelligence-driven response to 
the escalation of gun violence in the community. 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/The%20Parole%20Board%202014%20Annual%20Report.pdf
http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Bermuda%20Airport%20Business%20Case%20Appraisal%20Final%20Report%20Deloitte%20Ltd.pdf
http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Bermuda%20Airport%20Business%20Case%20Appraisal%20Final%20Report%20Deloitte%20Ltd.pdf
http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Pension%20Commission%202009%20Anual%20Report.pdf
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 Mr. Speaker, following an open, competitive 
tender process, Cabinet approved the award of a con-
tract to BAS-Serco in July of 2013 for the expansion of 
the CCTV network. The scope of work required 150 
cameras to be installed in 84 locations throughout the 
Island. Additionally, there are 19 licence plate recogni-
tion cameras. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to advise this Hon-
ourable House that the project has now been substan-
tially completed, with 147 cameras at 81 locations. 
Installation work at the remaining three locations is 
ongoing. 
 Mr. Speaker, this expansion project has not 
been without its delays. However, the Bermuda Police 
Service and the Ministry of National Security have 
worked with BELCO, the Corporation of Hamilton, the 
Department of Planning, and private landowners to 
establish a network which now forms a significant as-
set in the fight against crime. 
 Mr. Speaker, at $111,165.07 per month, this 
is an expensive tool. However, I would invite Honour-
able Members to take note that at the end of the five-
year contract, the Government of Bermuda will be the 
outright owner of the entire system. 
 The platform and technology is sufficiently 
robust that we expect this asset to remain viable. It is 
designed to permit add-ons, as necessary, and the 
contract includes maintenance of the system. 
 Mr. Speaker, along with the Junior Minister of 
National Security, Senator Baron, I had the opportuni-
ty to visit the monitoring site at Prospect yesterday, 
and I can advise Honourable Members that it is im-
pressive in its layout and technical ability. 
 In addition to the contracted monitoring ser-
vice that is provided, the police 911 operators have 
remote access to the network, which will significantly 
enhance the intelligence around an incident to which 
they are required to dispatch emergency services. 
 Mr. Speaker, the investment in the safety and 
security of Bermuda is one which should engender 
bipartisan support. This project has spanned changes 
in administrations and is one of the ways in which we 
collectively support the Bermuda Police Service in 
fulfilling the challenging daily task of making Bermuda 
safer. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Mr. Premier. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
and Learned Member, the Minister for Tourism Devel-
opment and Transport. Minister Crockwell, you have 
the floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you and good 
morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

GROUNDING OF NORWEGIAN DAWN CRUISE 
SHIP 

 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, I rise today 
to inform this Honourable House on the Norwegian 
Dawn cruise ship grounding incident that occurred on 
Tuesday of this week. 
 Mr. Speaker, as you all would be aware, the 
cruise ship Norwegian Dawn ran aground in the North 
Channel at approximately 6:00 pm Bermuda time on 
Tuesday, May 19th, after leaving King’s Wharf in 
Dockyard on its regularly scheduled departure. Ap-
parently, the ship had a temporary malfunction of its 
steering system, causing the vessel to veer off course, 
resulting in the vessel making contact with the sea-
bed. 
 Mr. Speaker, at the time of the grounding, the 
Norwegian Dawn was carrying 2,675 passengers and 
1,062 crew members on board. Fortunately, there 
were no reported injuries, no water ingress, no oil 
spillage or pollution threat, and the vessel remained 
stable. 
 Immediately following the grounding, the as-
signed local Branch Pilot, Mr. Reggie Matthie, in-
formed RCC Bermuda Radio, and the emergency re-
sponse operation began. The Warden of Pilots, Mr. 
Rudy Cann, was appointed as the On Scene Com-
mander (OSC), and he, alongside with the Harbour 
Master, Mr. David Simmons, and the Chief Surveyor, 
Captain Pat Nawaratne, were transferred from shore 
to the Norwegian Dawn by the Pilot Boat St. David 
and a Marine Police quick-response vessel. 
 The local tugs and small workboats were de-
ployed along with divers from Crisson Marine [Con-
struction] that carried out external hull inspections to 
report on the extent of damage and visually determine 
how much of the vessel’s bottom was aground. This 
early information and report was extremely important 
and aided in the decision to attempt to refloat the ves-
sel at the next scheduled high tide at 10:22 pm. 
 Mr. Speaker, at 10:22 pm, the operation to 
refloat the vessel commenced, using the ship’s pro-
pulsion system with the assistance of the tugs Power-
ful and Edward M. Stowe. At 11:19 pm, the Norwegian 
Dawn was successfully refloated, and the vessel was 
put to safe anchorage at 11:40 pm. 
 The Pilots remained on board overnight and 
then piloted the vessel to Heritage Wharf, and the 
vessel was secured alongside at 7:45 am, Wednes-
day morning. Senior officials and technical officers 
from Norwegian Cruise Line, along with Classification 
Surveyors, arrived in Bermuda early Wednesday 
morning and joined the vessel. 
 Once on board, they conducted further in-
spections and assessments to ensure the integrity of 
the vessel’s hull and internal structure were main-
tained. Upon completion of this assessment, the team 
confirmed the structural integrity of the ship was 
sound, the technical issue which caused the steering 
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malfunction was corrected, and provided authorisation 
for the vessel to continue with the scheduled voyage 
to Boston. The Norwegian Dawn departed Heritage 
Wharf at 2:00 pm on Wednesday afternoon and is 
scheduled for an on-time arrival in Boston today. 
 Mr. Speaker, needless to say, the grounding 
of a cruise ship, in particular one that is 965 feet long, 
92,000 tons and carrying almost 4,000 people, is quite 
an ordeal. I am very thankful that no one was hurt, 
and, reportedly, the damage appears to be minimal. 
And to quote some of the passengers, There was no 
panic and everything went well. 
 Mr. Speaker, our collective response to this 
incident speaks volumes about what we are capable 
of achieving when we work together. 
 With the scheduled arrival of the Norwegian 
Breakaway on Wednesday morning, we had three 
ships in Dockyard, two alongside at King’s and Herit-
age Wharf and one at anchor, with close to 8,000 
passengers combined, and we were able to effectively 
manage and transport the passengers. This was no 
small feat, and it was achieved by the direct and indi-
rect efforts of many people who rose to the occasion. 
 Mr. Speaker, I offer my sincere thanks and 
appreciation to everyone who was involved on-scene 
to refloat the vessel. Their level of professionalism 
and technical expertise was clearly evident. I would 
also like to acknowledge the contribution and efforts of 
those involved on the ground on Wednesday morning, 
including the WEDCO team, BTA staff, and ferry, bus, 
taxi, and minibus operators. 
 Mr. Speaker, in closing, I would like to make 
special mention of the Marine and Ports team, includ-
ing our pilots, the Maritime Operations Centre, and 
tugboat crews, and commend them for their efforts in 
successfully refloating the Norwegian Dawn. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Finance. Minister E. T. Richards, you have 
the floor. 
 

DELOITTE APPRAISAL OF BERMUDA AIRPORT 
DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS CASE 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise today to advise the Hon-
ourable Members of the completion of an independent 
appraisal of the method of procurement for the rede-
velopment of the L. F. International Airport, using the 
Canadian Commercial Corporation, otherwise known 
as CCC. The final report is tabled in this Honourable 
House today. 
 Mr. Speaker, in order to improve the value of 
this unique proposal, and recognising the anxiety in 
the public domain with regard to the proposal, the 
Ministry of Finance, in conjunction with Her Majesty’s 
Government in London, represented by the Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office, engaged the services of 
Deloitte, following a competitive tendering process, to 
conduct an independent appraisal of the method of 
procurement for the redevelopment of Bermuda’s air-
port using CCC. 
 The purpose of this engagement was to eval-
uate the business case, value for money and afforda-
bility of the existing proposal and to provide a high-
level cost-effectiveness opinion of the proposal being 
put forward. The engagement was commissioned in 
March 2015 and also assessed whether the existing 
analysis of documentation on the proposed Bermuda 
airport development was sufficient to support an in-
vestment decision based on HM Treasury’s Green 
Book guidance for the evaluation of public sector 
spending proposals. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is important to note that HM 
Treasury’s Green Book’s prescriptions assume a 
competitive bid process and that Bermuda Govern-
ment is not obliged to follow Green Book standards. 
However, the Green Book guidance is some of the 
highest in the world with regard to public sector pro-
curement. So we shall use the findings of the Deloitte 
report to enhance the project moving forward. 
 Considering where we are in the process, the 
findings in the report are not surprising, and we still 
have opportunities to close the gaps identified in the 
Deloitte report before entering into any contracts. The 
Government is certain that the Deloitte report will add 
substantial value to the project both by improving val-
ue for money for the Government of Bermuda and by 
further reducing risk. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister of Health and Seniors. Minister Atherden, you 
have the floor. 
 

STANDARD HEALTH BENEFIT 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, during this 
session, I will be introducing amendments to set the 
standard premium rate. This year I am pleased to also 
bring to this Honourable House important changes 
that are being made to Bermuda’s minimum health 
insurance package: the Standard Hospital Benefit. 

I have already advised at this Honourable 
House about the Bermuda Health Strategy Plan, and I 
would like to stress that the changes being introduced 
at this time are very much to support the strategic re-
forms planned for the health system. 

The Health Insurance Act 1970 contains the 
foundation of our current national health insurance 
system, and there are a number of regulations asso-
ciated with the Act, some of which are updated annu-
ally and others periodically. 

In particular, the Health Insurance (Standard 
Hospital Benefit) Regulations define the minimum 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Bermuda%20Airport%20Business%20Case%20Appraisal%20Final%20Report%20Deloitte%20Ltd.pdf
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mandated package of health insurance and require 
this Honourable House to set its price. 

The Standard Hospital Benefit (or SHB), as 
defined by the Standard Hospital Benefit Regulations 
1971, is the minimum mandated package of health 
insurance. Employers must provide at least this level 
of cover for their employees and their non-employed 
spouses, and insurers have to include this package in 
their policies at the regulated price, or the Standard 
Premium Rate. 

The Government subsidises children, the in-
digent and seniors at prescribed rates set by the 
Health Insurance Act 1970. 

Currently, Mr. Speaker, SHB covers a majority 
of local inpatient and outpatient hospital services, 
some diagnostic imaging procedures outside of the 
hospital, and select home medical services. The pre-
mium for this minimum package of benefits, the 
standard premium rate (SPR), comprises a Standard 
Hospital Benefit (SHB) component and a Mutual Re-
insurance Fund (MRF) component. 

The SPR it is actuarially priced annually and 
set in law by this Honourable House. However, be-
cause government pays for the subsidised popula-
tions, part of the cost of SHB coverage is borne by the 
Consolidated Fund. 

Mr. Speaker, annually, the Bermuda Health 
Council presents to the Ministry of Health, Seniors 
and Environment the actuarial review of the SHB and 
MRF prepared by consultant actuaries to recommend 
the SPR for the upcoming fiscal year. The SPR is cal-
culated on the basis of all insurers’ SHB claims expe-
rience, projected changes in fees and utilisation, and 
any benefit changes. 

Mr. Speaker, in 2014, the Health Council un-
dertook a review of the coverage under SHB and rec-
ommended benefit changes to promote more appro-
priate use of health care resources. These were 
priced by the Council’s actuaries and represent the 
first efforts to move from a hospital-based SHB to a 
more cost-efficient minimum benefit. 

On consideration of the various scenarios 
presented, the following changes are brought about 
by the Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment 
Act 2015, which I will table today. There are three 
types of changes that together result in a net increase 
to the SPR of 12 per cent. The breakdown of these 
changes is as follows: 

First, the new standard benefits will be intro-
duced to protect underinsured patients and to promote 
cost efficiency. Overall, these will reduce the SPR by 
$1.07. The benefits are as follows: 

a. Artificial limbs cover will be increased from the 
current lifetime maximum of $15,000 to 
$30,000. This cover has not been adjusted in 
over a decade and has not kept pace with 
technological advances and real-cost chang-
es. The new limit will assist patients on the 
lowest insurance plans; 

b. Hospital-based professional fees will be in-
cluded under SHB. This refers to the BHB fee 
schedules 3B (professional fees) and 4B (fa-
cility fees). These are currently excluded from 
SHB for historical reasons, but have recently 
caused hardships for persons on the lowest 
insurance plans, who were unexpectedly 
billed for the services. Comprehensive plans 
cover the schedules either as supplemental 
benefits or misreport them as SHB. Adding 
these fees to SHB will eliminate underinsured 
patients from being billed for services that are 
a necessary part of their hospital-based 
treatment; 

c. Post-acute care in community settings will be 
covered as SHB for select, eligible, non-acute 
patients. This seeks to move eligible patients 
from $30,000 a month beds to $5,000 to 
$10,000 a month beds (approximately). The 
benefit is currently priced based on the pro-
jected availability of 15 community beds and 
reduces the premium due to the lower costs; 

d. Emergency ambulance services have been 
expanded to provide additional necessary 
coverage across the Island; and lastly, 

e. Screening mammograms will be covered as 
SHB when they are in adherence with speci-
fied clinical guidelines. Mammography repre-
sents 30 per cent of all diagnostic imaging 
costs in Bermuda. Currently, the health sys-
tem follows the American College of Radiolo-
gy guidelines for mammography, which rec-
ommend annual screenings for all women 
aged over 40 years. A clinical review has pro-
posed changing the Bermuda standard to fol-
low the United States Preventive Services 
Task Force (USPSTF) guidelines, which rec-
ommend biennial screening for healthy, 
asymptomatic women aged 50 to 74 years. 
Women with a family history or other risk fac-
tors will still be covered for testing with a phy-
sician referral. This will result in better use of 
scarce health care resources, while following 
best practice international guidelines on 
screening. Accordingly, SHB coverage for 
screening mammograms will be required to 
adhere to the USPSTF guidelines. 
 
These benefit changes will serve to better pro-

tect underinsured populations, without a significant 
cost to the standard premium. 

The second set of changes pertains to the al-
lowance for fees and utilisation. These have been 
kept to a minimum, and they add only $2.73 to the 
SPR: 

a. BHB fees will be increased by 1 per cent to 
offset service delivery cost increases (exam-
ple, medical supplies); and 
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b. the allowance for changes in utilisation has 
been held at zero per cent, based on the most 
recent claims experience of the subsidy plans, 
the various benefit revisions and BHB mod-
ernisation proposals that are anticipated to 
prevent uncontrolled escalation of utilisation. 
 
Mr. Speaker, the third set of changes pertains 

to the Mutual Reinsurance Fund (MRF). These repre-
sent the largest increase to the SPR, amounting to 
$63.74. The MRF has acted as an experimental fund 
to cover new benefits that are subsequently down-
loaded to the SHB. It has also acted as a transfer 
mechanism to help fund the Government’s low-cost 
insurance products for the benefit of the general pub-
lic. Last year, a $0.67 transfer was introduced to as-
sist in funding the Bermuda Health Council. 

The MRF is funded by a premium, which is in-
cluded in each health insurance contract and is trans-
ferred by insurance carriers to a collective fund admin-
istered by the Health Insurance Department. 

Mr. Speaker, this year the MRF has been 
structured to fund a pilot health service akin to the 
medical clinic to provide necessary additional funding 
for BHB’s new acute care wing and to absorb a great-
er proportion of the risk associated with low-cost plans 
for high-risk populations. They are broken down as 
follows: 

a. Non-communicable disease primary care pi-
lot—A pilot programme will provide primary 
care for eligible uninsured, indigent persons 
and HIP policy-holders who are Financial As-
sistance (FA) clients when such persons have 
a predefined chronic, non-communicable dis-
ease (NCD), namely, diabetes, hypertension, 
heart disease, asthma, and obesity. Eligible 
persons will receive primary care, case man-
agement and prescription drugs to control 
NCDs in order to avoid costly emergency de-
partment visits and unnecessary hospitalisa-
tions. The projected cost is $6.19 on the SPR. 
This pilot benefit is in development, and we 
expect to see its implementation later in 2015; 

b. BHB transfer—With the opening of the new 
acute care wing and a crisis of funding due to 
historical challenges, the Island’s hospitals 
require additional funding to support their pro-
active sustainability plan. In order to avoid 
continued increases in fees, which could add 
more than $8 million to the subsidy costs, a 
direct transfer to BHB will be introduced to 
help fund its operations. To raise an estimated 
$13.7 million, the new transfer will increase 
the SPR by $23.64. This prevents BHB’s fees 
from becoming less competitive compared to 
local and overseas providers, protects the 
subsidy budget and provides secure funding 
for BHB; 

c. HIP transfer—The HIP claims experience is 
severely compromised by the risk it absorbs 
as the insurer of last resort and the health 
needs of the [HIP]-FA clients. Annual capital 
[injections] to support the plan help to keep 
the HIP premium affordable for the working 
poor, but such capital will be reduced in the 
upcoming fiscal year. In anticipation of this, 
the MRF transfer to HIP will be increased from 
$14.00 to $18.40 per month. This impact on 
the SPR is $4.40; 

d. Health Council transfer—Currently, the coun-
cil receives $0.67 monthly per insured person 
via the MRF. To help fund operations and re-
duce the burden on the Consolidated Fund, 
offset a reduction in their grant and in antici-
pation of additional resource needs to regu-
late health care providers, the transfer will be 
increased to $1.00. This has an impact on the 
SPR of $0.33. 
 
Mr. Speaker, these changes will help us direct 

health care to more appropriate cost-effective settings 
and protect the subsidy budgets. 

Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will recall 
that the relatively new Home Medical Services (HMS) 
benefit under SHB is covered by all insurers. Evalua-
tion of the pilot phase of the programme found it to 
have saved an estimated $100,000 for the health sys-
tem by delivering select services outside the acute 
care setting. The benefit is not currently covered by 
subsidy. Given its proven cost-effectiveness, the indi-
gent subsidy will now cover HMS to help reduce cost 
to the subsidy budget. 

Lastly, and most important, Mr Speaker, the 
Standard Hospital Benefit will be renamed the Stand-
ard Health Benefit. This will reflect the changes being 
rolled out to promote more efficient use of health care 
resources, greater reliance on less costly non-acute 
care settings and increased emphasis on secondary 
prevention and disease management. 

Mr. Speaker, this Government is committed to 
working hard to ensure that wider health system im-
provements take place so funds are dedicated to pro-
tecting the most vulnerable. We aim to achieve this 
task with the assistance of many partners in the pri-
vate and public sectors, and the changes introduced 
this year will help to ensure we use health care re-
sources more efficiently and improve health care cov-
erage and access. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 And I think you have another, Minister of 
Health. 
 

K. MARGARET CARTER CENTRE 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, Bermuda 
has been favoured to have had activists who have 
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fought for the rights of the most vulnerable in our so-
ciety. There are many examples of those who, at 
great personal sacrifice, have given of themselves to 
enrich the lives of others. Some are unsung and did 
much in this community that we now take for granted. 
Mr. Speaker, the purpose of my Statement today is to 
highlight one such activist—the late Kathleen Marga-
ret Carter. 
 Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will recall 
that the operations of the Orange Valley Centre and 
the Opportunity Workshop were merged in further-
ance of this Government’s undertaking in the Speech 
from the Throne of 2014. The consolidated pro-
gramme is now located at the site of the former Op-
portunity Workshop on Roberts Avenue and provides 
a wider range of services to a greater number of cli-
ents. 
 Honourable Members will also be aware that 
the rationale in support of the change was comple-
mented by the adoption of a new model of care called 
the “industrial model of service delivery.” This model 
provides meaningful employment for people with dis-
abilities through the production of goods and services 
for both the public and private sectors. 
 Mr. Speaker, the mission for the new initiative 
is: To promote service delivery that is dedicated to 
improving the quality of life of persons with disabilities 
by preparing and providing them with meaningful work 
experience in an integrated community or extended 
employment through vocational, rehabilitation and 
supervised work experience that enhances their opti-
mum quality of life. 
 Mr. Speaker, this fresh vision and revamped 
model of service delivery demands that we further 
rebrand the new programme and its single location. 
Therefore, I am pleased to advise this Honourable 
House that this Government has determined to recog-
nise Bermuda’s foremost advocate for the rights of 
disabled persons, the late Kathleen Margaret Carter, 
and will rename the site the K. Margaret Carter Centre 
in recognition of the late Ms. Carter’s life’s work of 
championing the cause of people with disabilities. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I have at-
tached to this Statement, for the information of Hon-
ourable Members and the public, the extensive biog-
raphy of Ms. Carter. Among the highlights of her life, 
Honourable Members should note that she was the 
founder and long-time Chairperson of the Bermuda 
Physically Handicapped Association (BPHA) and 
championed the cause of people with disabilities. 
Among Ms. Carter’s achievements through advocacy 
were changes to the building codes requiring public 
buildings to be disabled accessible, the introduction of 
buses with hydraulic lifts, the hiring of a specialist em-
ployment officer within the public service and passage 

of the amendment to the Human Rights Act adding 
disability as a protected category from discrimination. 
 Mr. Speaker, Ms. Carter’s life was dedicated 
to direct advocacy on behalf of the disabled communi-
ty and to living the example that those with disabilities 
can contribute to society and lead normal lives. Ms. 
Carter was also an artist and a writer. 
 Mr. Speaker, on 1st of June 2015, this would 
have been Ms. Carter’s 76th birthday, and it is intend-
ed to effect this change of name on that date. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am grateful for the support of 
my Cabinet colleagues, and I am sure the whole 
House joins in celebrating this singular honour for one 
who has transcended her physical disability to make a 
significant and lasting contribution to this community. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise Minister 
Atherden again. She has a third Statement. 
 

RESTRICTED/PROHIBITED DOGS 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, as recent 
events demonstrate, the issue of restricted and pro-
hibited breeds of dogs is an emotive one. This Gov-
ernment is sensitive to this fact, and it is for this rea-
son that I appointed a canine advisory committee to 
consider what, if any, changes might be made to our 
approach to these breeds of dogs and the ability of 
people to own and breed them. 
 Mr. Speaker, the recent matter is the subject 
of a continuing investigation, and as such, I would not 
comment on it specifically, but through this Statement 
will attempt to remind Honourable Members and the 
public of the pertinent issues that are connected to 
this area in a general sense. 
 Mr. Speaker, the relevant statutes vest the 
discretion in the disposal of prohibited breeds in the 
Director of Environmental Protection. As a matter of 
policy, where a person is found to own a prohibited 
breed of dog, there is no objection to the owner of that 
illegal dog exporting the dog from Bermuda prior to 
the department becoming involved. In fact, this has 
previously been encouraged, and this has been con-
firmed in public statements when this issue has previ-
ously arisen. 
 For the purposes of licence recording, it is 
useful for the department to know of any dog being 
permanently moved overseas. However, no person 
requires the permission of the Bermuda Government 
to export a dog. It is important to note, Mr. Speaker, 
that some destinations require the department’s en-
dorsement of travel documents. The owner of an ille-
gal dog seeking to export the animal must be mindful 
of the following points: 
 One, airlines have individual policies regard-
ing transportation of animals. Most airlines do not ac-
cept animals (as luggage or cargo) during the heat of 
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the summer or the cold of winter. The exact dates that 
airline restrictions come into place is determined by 
the airline and the expected weather conditions along 
the planned route. Travel that involves connecting 
flights is more problematic. 
 Some airlines do not accept dogs of specific 
breeds. The pit bull-type dog is prohibited in several 
jurisdictions, and owners should ensure their dog will 
be accepted into the destination chosen. The receiv-
ing party should also be made aware of any behav-
ioural issues or aggression displayed by the dog prior 
to agreeing to accept it. 
 Once the department has seized an illegal 
dog, the option to export is no longer the owner’s 
choice; as I indicated previously, the law vests the 
discretion in the Director of Environmental Protection. 
 Mr. Speaker, the department has determined 
that it is simply impractical and unworkable to offer 
export of seized dogs, for reasons that have grown 
out of past experiences. There are lessons learned in 
this area. Some of them include the following: 

• The illegal animal becoming a burden on the 
public purse—to feed, clean, care and liability 
for injury—for extended periods of time, which 
have lasted upwards of eight weeks while 
persons search for a new home to accept 
their animal. These expenses are caused by 
the offender’s choice to acquire an illegal dog, 
yet are not recoverable from the offender; 

• Prolonged kennelling of the dog is stressful 
and unfair to the animal, especially for the 
protracted periods of time owners have taken 
to act; 

• The department becomes the culprit when 
forced to bring these matters to a close after 
several weeks; 

• Owners become demanding upon the de-
partment to feed special diets or to accommo-
date visitations, all based upon the owner’s 
wishes; 

• Seized animals have been the subject of nu-
merous break-ins and attempted break-ins at 
our kennel facility. Even when break-ins were 
unsuccessful, the building was left in need of 
expensive repairs. These events raise con-
cerns about the safety of our officers; 

• Persons/owners have literally camped out at 
the kennel facility to be close to their seized 
animal. Having persons loiter about the ken-
nel also raises concerns about officer safety; 

• In general, we are speaking of dogs that are 
of a prohibited/restricted breed, and thus a 
dog about which the Bermuda Government al-
ready has concerns. There is a responsibil-
ity—and perhaps a liability—upon Govern-
ment to ensure that the animal being exported 
poses little or no unreasonable risk to those 
receiving it. That is a responsibility we cannot 

take lightly, and a responsibility that cannot be 
satisfied with a simple temperament test; 

• Airline policy, as explained above, leads to in-
consistent resolutions of cases which, alt-
hough not rooted in government policy, make 
Government appear inconsistent. The de-
partment simply cannot hold animals, waiting 
for the weather and circumstances to become 
favourable for transport. 
 

 Mr. Speaker, the animal wardens have an 
enforcement function. Once an illegal dog is discov-
ered, wardens must enforce the law; seizure must 
occur. This Government understands that it is an 
emotive issue and some people favour the export of 
illegal dogs, but it must be recognised that this option 
is burdensome in many aspects, as I indicated earlier. 
 Mr. Speaker, if the owner wishes to export his 
or her illegal dog, the guidelines I have provided can 
assist that in being done now. Waiting until authorities 
arrive at your premises to begin thinking about this 
option will be too late. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would further remind this Hon-
ourable House and the public that receiving illegal 
animals is an offence. Dogs may be legally obtained 
via importation under permit, from the SPCA or from a 
licensed breeder or seller. A legal dog from a local 
source would come with a registered microchip and a 
licence. 
 Mr. Speaker, for the reasons I have outlined, 
and pending any changes recommended by the advi-
sory committee, the existing policy remains in force 
and will be applied as sensitively and fairly as possi-
ble. This Government wants the people of Bermuda to 
enjoy their pets and enjoy all of the benefits that come 
from dog ownership. There is a balance to be struck in 
this area, and we are committed to doing so, putting 
the safety of the community first. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you very 
much, Minister. 
  

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
 

The Speaker: There are no reports of committees. 
 

QUESTION PERIOD 
 

The Speaker: And we move now to the Question Pe-
riod. 
 The Chair is going to first recognise the Hon-
ourable Member from constituency 18, Pembroke 
West Central, the Deputy Opposition Leader. MP Da-
vid Burt, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
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QUESTION 1: BENNETT JONES (BERMUDA), 
TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I have questions for 
the Honourable Minister of Finance. 
 Would the Honourable Minister please inform 
this Honourable House the terms of reference for the 
engagement of Bennett Jones (Bermuda) with the 
Ministry of Finance, the remuneration for this en-
gagement, and confirm the date this engagement 
started? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The terms of reference for the engagement of 
Bennett Jones (Bermuda) with the Ministry of Fi-
nance—the remuneration for this engagement and 
confirmation of the date of this engagement are as 
follows: 
 The terms and conditions of the retainer 
signed with Bennett Jones on June 1st, 2014, are to 
provide highly specialised legal services in the field of 
procurement law and large commercial infrastructure 
projects, including airport P3s. I can also report, Mr. 
Speaker, that we have negotiated exceptionally low 
average fee rates with our lawyers, which are subject 
to the ongoing and detailed scrutiny of the Attorney 
General’s Chambers. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 MP Burt? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister of Fi-
nance did not answer the question. The question 
says, What is the remuneration for these agreements? 
Please. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the remu-
neration is contained in the second part of the ques-
tion, which I am quite happy to answer. 
 
The Speaker: Do you want to ask the second ques-
tion? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: You have a supplementary? Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Minister, you said that you 
had procured low rates. Can you tell us what those 
low rates are? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The low rates are, on 
average, $370 an hour. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: On average? Can you give 
us the high and low, please, if the average is $375? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, I do not have that 
information. I just know what the average has been to 
date. It has been about $370, which is well below 
market rate for senior lawyers. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Will the Minister give an— 
 
The Speaker: Wait— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —undertaking to provide— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you have had 
your two supplementaries. 
 MP Burt, you have a supplementary? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I do have a supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker,— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —because one would imagine 
that, in a contract that is executed— 
 
The Speaker: Question. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —rates are set out in the contract. 
 
The Speaker: Question, Honourable Member? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: The question that I am asking is, 
Given that rates are typically set out in a contract, will 
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the Minister please tell us what those rates are? Not 
the average billing rate, the rates in the contract for 
the specified people who are providing services, spe-
cifically Mr. Duncan Card. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, as the Hon-
ourable Member would know, when you have a re-
tainer with a law firm, the rates are determined by the 
lawyer who actually does the work. If it is an associ-
ate, if it is a senior person, et cetera, et cetera. 
 I can just tell the Member what I already said, 
and I have no more information on that. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 Yes, you have a supplementary, MP, the 
Leader of the Opposition? Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can the Honourable Minister 
of Finance confirm that this engagement is indeed 
with the Ministry of Finance and not the Ministry of 
Economic Development? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Minis-
try of Finance. 
 
The Speaker: Ministry of Finance, yes. 
 Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: One more supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Will the Honourable Minister 
of Finance give an undertaking to bring back to this 
Honourable Chamber the actual rates as contained 
within the agreement or engagement with Bennett 
Jones and Mr. Duncan Card in particular? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I am not 
giving that undertaking. I think I have provided the 
Member with the information. I have got the amount of 
money that has been paid to the firm to date, which is 

the second part of the question. The rest of these 
questions do not seem to be relevant at all. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 No, you have had two supplementaries, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 MP Burt, your second question. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will move on to the 
second question because it seems as though the Min-
ister’s pledges of transparency are clearly— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —limited to not being in this 
House. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: The question. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I have got it, Mr. Speaker, but he 
did not answer the first one. 
 
The Speaker: Questions, please. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So, people will know that he did 
not answer the question. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 

QUESTION 2: BENNETT JONES (BERMUDA), 
TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: The second question, Mr. Speak-
er, is, Will the Honourable Minister please inform this 
Honourable House of the total payments made by the 
Accountant General to Bennett Jones (Bermuda) 
and/or Bennett Jones LLP in 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015; 
and on behalf of what ministry these payments were 
made? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, first of all, I 
believe I answered questions way past what is re-
quired in the first question. 
 And the second question, the answer is as 
follows: There were no payments in 2012 or 2013 to 
Bennett Jones. Payments for 2014/15 were 
$532,688.16. And that was for the Ministry of Finance. 
For 2014/15, it was $48,754.66 to the Ministry of Eco-
nomic Development. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 MP Burt, supplementary? 
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SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Absolutely, Mr. Speaker. The Min-
ister gave fiscal 2014/15. Will the Minister please give 
to-date figures on 2015/15 [sic] fiscal? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Will the Minister please give up-to-
date figures on 2015/16 fiscal year? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, Mr. Speaker, that 
was not the question. I have the question here. I have 
given the answer. He is asking some other infor-
mation. Do you want other information? Ask me an-
other formal question, and I will give it to you. 
 
The Speaker: Just one second, Honourable Member. 
 Actually, the Honourable Minister did say 
2015. So that could mean 2015/16. So, you do not 
have to give it right now. But you could . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Yes, 2015 to date. 
 Just a minute, Honourable Member. 
 All right? So, I think that that may be what 
would assist. Anyway, let me go to the— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will ask my first 
supplementary question, because it seems as though 
the Minister is having a difficult time reading this 
morning. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Honourable 
Member! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, the question is— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! No, Honourable 
Member. We are not going to— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: No problem! 
 
The Speaker: —have statements like that. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: No problem, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Well, here is what I will ask. 
 
The Speaker: What is your question? 
 

Mr. E. David Burt: My question states, 2012, 2013, 
2014 and 2015. The Honourable Minister of Finance 
gave a response for 2014/15 fiscal. I asked a specific 
question. So I am going to ask if the Minister will give 
an undertaking to properly answer the question, and I 
am happy to have him come back at our next sitting 
and answer the question, because I asked for calen-
dar years. I did not ask for fiscal years. He has given a 
fiscal year response. And therefore, I am asking for 
the amount to date of 2015. And I hope the Minister 
will at least give the undertaking to have someone in 
[the office of] the Accountant General plug the query 
into the system— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —and give us the answer. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. 
 Minister, go ahead. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, unless the 
Honourable Member has forgotten, the Government of 
Bermuda operates on fiscal years. All right? So we 
have given him the complete answer insofar as Gov-
ernment fiscal year is concerned. 
 Now, if you have got another question that 
[asks] what we have spent in calendar year 2015 to 
date, that is a separate question. But if anybody asks 
anybody in the Government of Bermuda information 
for dates, it is given in fiscal years. And that is the in-
formation that we have given. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 Yes. The Chair will recognise the Leader of 
the Opposition. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, will the Honour-
able Minister of Finance indicate the total payments of 
fiscal year 2015 to date? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, if the Honourable 
Members of the other side would like to present an-
other question on that score . . . I do not have the an-
swer to that question because they did not ask me. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, I did just ask a 
supplementary question. So the question has been 
provided. Will— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. And, Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Will the Honourable Minister 
give an undertaking to bring that information back at 
the next sitting? 
 
The Speaker: Right. Thank you. 
 Honourable Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We can get that infor-
mation. But I just wanted to make it clear that that in-
formation was not required from the question that you 
already asked. 
 
The Speaker: All right. I understand that, Honourable 
Member. And I think I clarified that, as well. So, that 
information will be brought. Thank you. 
 MP Burt. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: My final supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Because I would just like to con-
firm for the listening audience that I did not request 
fiscal years. I requested calendar years. And I, know-
ing that he wants this, and it can come out very easily. 
So I just want to confirm with yourself, Mr. Speaker, 
that the Honourable Minister will give an undertak-
ing— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, we just heard 
that. Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: But, Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: We have heard things many times, 
but they have not come back. So I am just making 
sure— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: —that we will get calendar year at 
our next question time. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please take your 
seat. Thank you. I have already indicated that, sir. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Indicated what, Mr. Speaker? 
 

The Speaker: Honourable Member, take your seat. 
The Honourable Member has answered the question, 
I believe, that you are concerned about, that the up-to-
date information for 2015/16 will be brought. And that 
was indeed— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, he said we can sub-
mit another question. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I am asking for your ruling. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please take your 
seat. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So that he can— 
 
The Speaker: I am saying that the Honourable Mem-
ber will bring the information next time! I have already 
said that 100 times, Honourable Member!  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I have said that 
before. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. 
  
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: We now move to the next question in 
the name of the . . . Now, the Honourable Minister is 
not well, and in fact, Honourable Premier, is there a 
Member . . . Okay. All right. The Honourable Attorney 
General is not well and unable to be here at the mo-
ment. So, the Honourable Premier will answer the 
questions. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I am just wondering. 
Mr. Speaker, because there may be some supple-
mentaries that the Premier cannot answer, I would 
rather will until next week. 
 
The Speaker: Okay, okay. That is fair enough. 
 Yes, Honourable Member, yes? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, and likewise for 
the next set of questions. We would like to defer. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. That is fair enough. 
 The Chair will now move to the Member from 
Pembroke West Central. MP Burt, you have the floor. 
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QUESTION 1: SOMERS CONSTRUCTION LTD, 
CONTRACTS AWARDED TO 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning again, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, will the Honourable Minister for 
Public Works please inform this Honourable House 
the number of contracts, description of work, and con-
tract value that have been awarded to Somers Con-
struction Ltd. since December 18, 2012? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The total number of contracts awarded to 
Somers Construction Ltd. is three. On April the 18th of 
2013, they were awarded a contract for a bus shelter 
roof painting and repairs in the amount of $26,063. On 
the 22nd of April, 2014, they were awarded a contract 
for the steam turbine generator building, in the amount 
of $4,499,844. And on May the 6th of 2015, the interior 
painting of an electrical room, in the amount of 
$1,953. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Minister. 
 Yes, Leader of the Opposition. You have the 
floor. Supplementary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Can the Honourable Minister confirm that the 
first two projects in particular were put out to a tender 
in an open bidding process? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, I can confirm that 
they were put out to tender. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, supplementary, MP from constitu-
ency 5. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. What were the 
lowest bids on those two, the first two? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: My apologies; I do not 
have that information with me. I can get that infor-
mation. But I do not have that in front of me. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Burgess, again. 
 

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Can I just say, be-
cause every time they promise to give us, bring infor-
mation, we never get it. Now, how can we get this in-
formation? 
 
The Speaker: All right. We will ensure that. If it is not 
brought, then you have a right to question that again. 
But we will ensure that the information is brought to 
you. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I do have one in front of 
me here. I just went through [these documents]. I do 
not have [it] for the steam turbine generating building, 
but I just noticed that I do have an explanation here 
for the awarding of (excuse me a second; let me just 
get it in front of me) the bus shelter roof painting. 
 So, if he can ask that question again, I can at 
least answer that question, to the roof painting, the 
high and low. 
 
The Speaker: MP Burgess. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. I want to know, 
what was the lowest bid for the bus shelter’s roof 
painting? The lowest and high. 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The lowest was Junior’s Landscaping Mainte-
nance for $15,000. And the highest was $48,450, by 
Darby’s Water. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 MP Burgess? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Another supplemen-
tary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. You have a second supplemen-
tary. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Why was the lowest 
bid not selected? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I probably will need to read through here. But I 
am sure that OPMP did their due diligence and 
awarded the contract to whom they felt was best. I 
mean, we have a process in place. And I am sure they 
followed that guideline. 
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The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
 We now move to the Honourable Member 
from constituency 17. MP Walton Brown, you have the 
floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Good morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
QUESTION 1:  DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION—
WORK PERMIT POLICY COMPLIANCE CHECKS 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: And good morning, colleagues. 
 Will the Honourable Junior Minister please 
inform this Honourable House of the number of ran-
dom checks performed by the Department of Immigra-
tion compliance officers at places of employment—by 
job category—to ensure employers are in compliance 
with work permit policy and laws for the period 1 Jan-
uary 2015 to 15 May 2015? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Mr. Speaker, due to limited human resources, 
there have been no random checks by the compliance 
officers of the Department of Immigration during the 
period January 1, 2015, to May 15, 2015. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 MP Brown, do you have a supplementary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Given the limited resources, Mr. Speaker, how 
then can the Ministry have any level of confidence that 
due process is being adhered to with respect to appli-
cations, work permits, with respect to applications in 
any other area within the Department of Immigration? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 I would answer that by saying that there are 
sufficient resources to handle the application permit-
ting processes. Where they are stretched is when they 
have to go out and do random inspections. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. 
Speaker, a supplementary question to the Junior Min-
ister. 
 Will the Junior Minister please indicate, how 
short are the resources? And I see the . . . I am sure 
we will be able to get the answer because the Director 
of Immigration is here. How short are the resources? 
In other words, if there are supposed to be 10 people, 
how many people are there currently working in that 
office? 
 
The Speaker: Minister, Minister. 
  
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 I can get that information, but I would need to 
confirm with the director, if you would allow. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. I will take a minute if the director 
can assist. 
 
[Pause] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. Thank you for that indulgence. 
 There are currently 10 inspectors. Historically, 
there have never been random checks done under the 
prior Government or this Government. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Honourable Member? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, the 
Member is misleading the House. 
 
The Speaker: That there have been? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: There have been. 
 
The Speaker: There have been checks? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, there have been checks. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. I stand corrected. There have been no random 
checks for work permit applications. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 I recognise MP Brown again. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 I am hoping that the Government will commit 
to instituting a series of random checks. 
 But my second question, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
QUESTION 2: DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION— 
WORK PERMIT POLICY COMPLIANCE CHECKS 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Will the Honourable Junior Minis-
ter please inform this Honourable House of the num-
ber of work permit violations the Department of Immi-
gration has documented for the period January 1 to 
May 15, 2015? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 The Chief Immigration Officer is responsible 
for determining whether a work violation has occurred 
or not. During the period January 1st, 2015, to 
May 15th, 2015, two work permit violations have been 
documented. However, the department can confirm 
that there are presently 21 civil penalty cases active. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Brown, you have a supplementary? 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, Mr. Speaker, a supplemen-
tary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: In light of the concerns expressed 
in a range of media in Bermuda with respect to work 
permit and work permit violations, is the Junior Minis-
ter at all concerned that there may be a level of under-
reporting and a lack of proper assessment of the state 
of affairs with respect to work permit violations? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am not overly con-
cerned about that because we have a very profes-
sional Immigration Department. And since we have 
become Government, we have implemented policies 
to basically stay on top of work permit applications 
under process, and then assessing penalties where 
appropriate. So, no, I am not overly concerned. I think 
we have made great strides since we have become 
Government in reforming the work permit policy. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 6. You have a supplemen-
tary, sir? 

 
SUPPLEMENTARY 

 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Mr. Speaker, will the Honourable Member 
please advise this House of the categories of the civil 
violations of the 21[cases], the categories of jobs? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 I do not have that information. If it would have 
been asked in the questions, then I could have pre-
pared. I do not have that information. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I can bring it back. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, supplementaries 
can go . . . you know, they can go other ways. But I 
think that it is appropriate also that you might not have 
that information. So, you just bring the information. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Give an undertaking to come 
back next week. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, [Minister]. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. The policies are 
aligned with the Immigration and Protection Amend-
ment (No. 2) Act 2013. There are penalties assessed 
if you work outside the scope of your work permit. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The question was about the cate-
gories, the categories. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. I will have to bring that information back. I do not 
have that information handy. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, sir. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: That is what I said the 
first time. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise now the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17, MP Brown. 
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QUESTION 3: DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION—
WORK PERMIT POLICY COMPLIANCE CHECKS 

Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
My third question: Will the Honourable Junior 

Minister please inform the Honourable House of the 
penalty imposed by the Department of Immigration on 
the company recently involved in a work permit viola-
tion and which was brought to the department’s atten-
tion by the Shadow Minister for Immigration? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 

No penalty has been imposed on the compa-
ny to date. The Chief Immigration Officer has remit for 
imposing civil penalties. There is a clear process for 
all decisions to impose civil penalties, including a full 
investigation by the Compliance Section of the De-
partment of Immigration, which must be formally pre-
sented to the Chief Immigration Officer. 

In written communication by the Chief Immi-
gration Officer to the offending parties, comprising a 
notice, a warning notice and the decision notice, each 
are issued at staggered intervals in the process. The 
violation brought to the Immigration Department’s at-
tention by the Shadow Minister for Immigration is still 
in the investigation stage. As such, the processes ef-
fected by the Chief Immigration Officer have not yet 
started. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
Yes, MP Brown, you have a supplementary? 

Mr. Walton Brown: Supplementary. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

SUPPLEMENTARY

Mr. Walton Brown: Mr. Speaker, given that the Gov-
ernment has decided to announce the names of those 
individuals who are in breach of immigration law, by 
posting their names on a poster for the public to see, 
why is it that the Government decided not to name 
Arruda Construction as the violating firm in this in-
stance? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, I really do 
not know how to answer that question. Because the 
gentleman, the case is pending. And the Honourable 
Member just mentioned the company for all of Bermu-
da to hear. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
MP Brown? 

Mr. Walton Brown: A point of clarification, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 

Mr. Walton Brown: The company name was identi-
fied some time ago. But it was not in the Govern-
ment’s press release. So it has been in the public do-
main for some time. 

But my supplementary question, Mr. Speaker, 
is, Given that the individual, I suspect, is no longer on 
the Island (and you can confirm if that is the case), 
that would indicate that the breach was validated by 
the Department of Immigration. The breach cannot be 
a one-sided breach. Because in order for someone to 
be working illegally, someone has to be hiring illegally. 
So, how could a penalty be imposed for one individu-
al, and that is the individual still here and entitled to 
some process . . . How is it that a decision can be 
made in one area, but not the other? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 

That is all part of the investigation. I have 
been informed that the judgment is not complete. So it 
is still under investigation, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 

The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Leader of the Opposition. 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, in the previous [answer], the 

Junior Minister mentioned that there were two work 
permit violations reported. Would the Junior Minister 
confirm [if] one of those two was the Shadow Minis-
ter’s report? Or is this the third? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: This is the third. The two 
do not include the Shadow Minister’s report. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
Yes. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Supplementary. 

The Speaker: Yes. 
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: To number three, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Can the Junior Minister confirm whether or not 
the violator, or alleged violator, or one of them . . . are 
they still on the Island? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: No. The individual is not 
on the Island. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 6. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Would the Honourable Junior Minister inform 
this House whether any fee has been imposed on 
those people who have violated those two, those 
companies, fines? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I will actually give you the information on both 
violations. But I will not name the companies. It will be 
“Company A” and “Company B.” 
 
An Hon. Member: Why not? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Company A, there was 
a violation under section 71A(1)(c) of the Act, employ-
ing a person without a work permit. The result was a 
stern warning because the prospective employee was 
landed at the airport when he should not have been. 
 Company B, the second violation was a viola-
tion under section 71A(1)(d), the employer employing 
a person outside the scope of their work permit; and 
section 71A(1)(b), for the employee for engaging in 
employment outside the scope of their work permit. 
 The fine of $5,000 was levied to the employer, 
and a $5,000 [fine] was levied to the employee. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise now the learned 
Member from constituency 34, MP Wilson. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Good 
morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Supplementary. 

 What was the fine that was imposed on Arru-
da Construction with respect to the matter that was 
reported by the Honourable Shadow Minister? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is still pending. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I spoke to that earlier. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. It is still . . . He did say it is pend-
ing. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. He did say it is pending. 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 21. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Good morning, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Is it the policy of the Minis-
try not to name those companies that have been 
judged to have violated, or been not in compliance 
with, work permit rules, not to publicly name those 
companies? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Once the investi-
gation is completed, then the company will be named. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I have a follow-up. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Well, having said that, you 
have just offered, I think, two examples of companies 
who have been found to be not in compliance with 
work permit rules. 
 
The Speaker: Questions. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: And you did not . . . you 
refused to name those companies. Is there any rea-
son why? 
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The Speaker: Yes. Minister. 

[Pause] 

The Speaker: Yes, Minister. Junior Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. 
Can the Honourable Member repeat the question, 
please? 

The Speaker: Okay. Yes. Go ahead. 

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, bearing in 
mind that the Junior Minister did highlight two compa-
nies that had been deemed to be in violation of work 
permit rules, why did he not name those companies? 

The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member. 

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: And I am asking that he 
does indeed name the said companies. 

The Speaker: Okay, you are asking him. 
Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 

I have been advised I can name them. One 
was The Reefs, and one was Chopsticks. 

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. 
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 

Member from constituency 13. MP Glenn Blakeney, 
you have the floor. 

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, a quick supplementary. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: With regard to immigration 
policy subsequent to such breaches, what is the policy 
relative to flagging companies who have breached the 
immigration law? Are they red-flagged with regard to 
future or subsequent immigration applications? 

The Speaker: Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 

No, they are not red-flagged. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
Yes. You have . . . Go ahead, yes. MP 

Blakeney. 

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Why would a company not 
be red-flagged that has been culpable for breaching 

the immigration law? In preventing such future 
breaches, what policy is in place? 

The Speaker: Thank you, thank you. 
Honourable Minister. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. 
I missed the first part of the Honourable Member’s 
question. Can he repeat it, please? 

The Speaker: Just, why are not those . . . 
Well, you do it. 

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes. In such breaches, why 
is there not a policy in place that would help prevent a 
company that has been found guilty of breaching im-
migration law to . . . Why would there not be any poli-
cy in place to prevent a similar action happening sub-
sequently, if they are guilty already of having 
breached the immigration law? 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 

I would say that if a company has already paid 
a civil penalty for breaching the immigration law, they 
would already be in the radar of immigration. And it 
would be rather foolhardy for them to do the same 
thing again. 

The Speaker: Thank you. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: They would be subject 
to the same fines and civil penalties. 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
MP Furbert? Okay. All right. 
Thank you, Honourable Members. 
We now go to the . . .  

Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, from the last sitting 
there was a question deferred, a written answer from 
the Ministry of Finance, regarding the number of con-
tracts and the contracts which were not tendered by 
this Government. And we are still awaiting the answer. 
I am asking for direction because last week we were 
told and we are still waiting. 

The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
Honourable Minister. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, we have the 
answer to those questions. 
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you very 
much. 
 
QUESTION: MOU WITH CCC-WAIVERS ISSUED TO 

BYPASS MULTIPLE QUOTE REQUIREMENT 
[1Deferred 16 March 2015] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: With the exception of the Memo-
randum of Understanding with the Canadian Com-
mercial Corporation, will the Honourable Minister 
please advise this Honourable House of the number 
of waivers issued by the Accountant General pursuant 
to section 2.12 of Financial Instructions for the by-
passing of the requirement for multiple quotes for the 
purchase of goods and services since December 18th, 
2012? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: One was for oral, and the 
number is 88. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And the other, the written 
information I will give you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members! 
 We now move to the Ministerial Statements. 
And the first Statement was by the Honourable Prem-
ier with reference to CCTV. And the Chair will recog-
nise first the Honourable Member from constituen-
cy 17. MP Walton Brown, you have the floor. 
 

QUESTION 1: BERMUDA’S CCTV EXPANSION 
PROJECT UPDATE 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Can the Honourable Premier please indicate 
whether or not the cameras on Court Street are in op-
eration? 
 
The Speaker: The cameras where? Sorry? 
 
An Hon. Member: Court Street. 
 
The Speaker: Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 As my Statement says, 147 of the 150 are in 
operation. The three that are not, I will have to check 
the exact location. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 

                                                      
1 Official Hansard Report, 16 March 2015, page 1660 

 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 15, MP Roban. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Can the Honourable Premier, based on his 
Statement, confirm that, of the 147, that they are all 
currently in operation, and if so, when did [they] actu-
ally become fully operational? 
 
The Speaker: Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 My Statement is clear—147 of 150 are work-
ing. I was up there yesterday. And I took the oppor-
tunity, with the Junior Minister, Senator Baron, to look 
at the system, ask questions about the system. But 
more specifically, Mr. Speaker, because we are aware 
of the challenges with the older system that was re-
placed on cameras being out of service, and when 
they were put back in service, I took the opportunity to 
ask about the service programme. There is a techni-
cian who comes in every week to check the cameras. 
And cameras that go offline are put back as soon as 
possible. So I was very impressed by [their work]. 
 The exact time when specific numbers of 
cameras were put online, I could not answer that at 
this point. I would have to go back and look. But in the 
Statement, I was very clear that there were delays in 
the process for any number of reasons, such as plan-
ning permission, for putting the cameras on the pole. 
 One of the things that I did not allude to spe-
cifically in the Statement was, Mr. Speaker, when we 
started moving cameras all throughout the Island, ob-
viously, they sent signals back and forth. And we had 
line-of-sight issues that we had to tackle. So we en-
countered some delays along the way. But we have 
moved forward on that. 
 The good thing about that, Mr. Speaker, until 
we got over, I think it was an 80 [per cent] or an 
85 per cent threshold on the number of cameras work-
ing, we did not pay the full contract price. So we man-
aged to work very closely with the providers to make 
sure that they were comfortable with the payment 
terms, and we were comfortable with what we paid for 
with the system that we had working. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Yes, MP Roban, a supplementary? 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Can the Honourable Minister 
undertake to come back with a general date of when 
the majority of what is in place did become operation-
al, please, Mr. Speaker? 
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The Speaker: Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I would be happy to, by 
majority. I would assume that the Honourable Member 
is talking about 76 cameras. I am happy to give the 
information. 
 In regards to MP Brown’s question, I will ask 
about those cameras by e-mail. So I should be able to 
give you a specific answer later in the day. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Premier. 
 The Chair will recognise the Leader of the 
Opposition. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can the Honourable Premier 
tell us how many cameras are on Court Street? 
 
The Speaker: Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 I will have to revert back to the Honourable 
Member. I have seen the location of the cameras, but 
obviously, I cannot recall specific locations at this 
point in time, and numbers. But I will revert back to the 
Honourable Member. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A 
supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: In response to the question 
raised by MP Brown, Mr. Speaker, if you allow me, we 
have a witness statement of a concluded court case, 
recent court case where he had the head, the Manag-
er of CCTV for the Bermuda Police Service, confirm 
that, for the previous two years, CCTV cameras on 
Court Street were not operational. 
 
The Speaker: So, what is the question? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: For the last two years. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So, is the Premier saying that 
he has not been aware that over the last two, two and 
a half years, that the cameras on Court Street have 

not been operational even after evidence was given 
by the Manager of CCTV in court? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I have given 
an undertaking to check on those cameras. I also will 
give an undertaking to check, going back on when the 
cameras on Court Street actually went out of service. 
 
An Hon. Member: [It was] 2012. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I heard interpolation 
across the floor—“2012.” 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, [they are] 
well aware. The former Government should be well 
aware that the camera system in 2012 was having 
serious challenges. And that is one of the reasons 
why we have this new system. So if you want to try to 
make political hay about the challenges within the sys-
tem, that side has some questions to answer. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: This system is up and 
running and is working well. And it has handled and 
helped in many cases recently. But I will look into that 
specific case and get back with that. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Premier. Thank 
you. 
 All right. We move now. There are no ques-
tions for the Minister of Tourism Development and 
Transport. 
 We move to the next Statement by the Minis-
ter of Finance. And I will recognise first the Honoura-
ble Member from constituency 29, MP Zane De Silva. 
  
QUESTION 1: DELOITTE APPRAISAL OF BERMU-
DA AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS CASE 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Minister . . 
. he said the purpose of the engagement of Deloitte & 
Touche was to evaluate the business case. My ques-
tion is to the Minister is, What plans were used to 
evaluate this business case? 
 
[Pause] 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. I did not even realise the . . .  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Can we put the clock-
watch on stop, Mr. Speaker, while we wait? 
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The Speaker: Yes, yes. We will hold it. We will stop. I 
know where we are. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. MP De Silva. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Minister, you said that the purpose of the en-
gagement of Deloitte was to evaluate the business 
case. What plans were used to evaluate this business 
case? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not understand the 
question. What do you mean by “plans”? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. Well, Mr. Speaker 
. . . My! Okay. What architectural plans, what draw-
ings, what building plans, what airport? Okay. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the busi-
ness case does not involve architecture at all. All 
right? What it involves is cost and economics and the 
process itself, and what considerations were taken 
into account, those sorts of things, and also things 
having to do with value for money. We have not got to 
that stage yet, Honourable Member, of plans. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, in light of 
what the Minister just said, how can he tell the Ber-
mudian public this airport is going to cost $255 million 
to build? What are we building, a grass hut? What 
does he mean, he does not have any . . . he has not 
based it on any concrete plans? How can he come up 
with a figure of $255 million? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I have said 
many times that that figure is just an estimate at this 
point. We are dealing in the world of estimates and 
forecasts. 
 And we have not got to that stage yet, Hon-
ourable Member. I am sorry to disappoint you, but we 
have not got to that stage. That number that you have 

just quoted is not cast in stone yet. We are still work-
ing on these things. 
 
An Hon. Member: You pulled it out of a hat. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Thank you. 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Leader of the 
Opposition. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, in the Minister’s Statement . . . 
This is a supplementary to MP De Silva’s [question]. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It says at the bottom of the 
first page, “The purpose of this engagement [of 
Deloitte] was to evaluate the business case, value for 
money and affordability of the existing proposal and to 
provide a high-level cost-effectiveness opinion of the 
proposal being put forward.” Will the Honourable Min-
ister tell us, what proposal was put forward, and is that 
substantially different from the existing proposal? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And, I may ask, what is con-
tained in this proposal if it does not have any plans? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Minister. Sit down, be-
cause it seems like there are questions coming from 
all kinds of places.  
 Now that they have subsided, Honourable 
Minister . . . 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, we are at 
the beginning stages of a long process. And I will reit-
erate to Members that the way we are doing this is, I 
guess, in reverse of the normal process, which is the 
process that the PLP started, which is they get a set 
of plans. They spend a lot of money, draw up a set of 
plans and then figure out how they are going to pay 
for it.  
 That is not what we are doing here. The busi-
ness case here, what they are talking about is wheth-
er or not this would be appropriate to— 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, just a minute, just a mi-
nute, Honourable Member. Just a minute. Just wait 
until everybody is ready. 
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[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you. 
 The business case that is being analysed 
here is, if you like, the justification for doing this, 
whether or not this is good for Bermuda, whether or 
not this sort of ballpark figure and the way that we are 
attempting to finance this is appropriate, those kind of 
things, right? 
 The Honourable Member, I know, is in the 
business, the construction business, and would like to 
focus on these matters. Honourable Member, that 
time will come. Okay? That time will come. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Sorry. No disrespect, 
Honourable Member, but the Honourable Member De 
Silva started this. 
 But, you know, we are not at the stage where 
we can look at specific plans. What this is is a kind of 
economic analysis. It is a governance analysis that is 
a value-for-money analysis. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Thanks. 
 Right, you have another supplementary? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Carry on. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So, the Honourable Minister is 
confirming that there is a financial appraisal that we 
just received on something that has not existed, that 
does not exist. 
 
The Speaker: Question? Question to the Minister? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, thank you. 
 This is my question because the Honourable 
Minister just said that the PLP process, or the ap-
proach that we took . . . But in his Statement, he says, 
“Mr. Speaker, it is important to note that HM Treas-
ury’s Green Book’s prescriptions assume a competi-
tive bid process and that Bermuda Government is not 
obliged to follow Green Book standards. However, the 
Green Book guidance is some of the highest in the 
world with regard to public sector procurement.” 
 Mr. Speaker, my supplementary is this: Are 
these standards that are some of the highest stand-
ards in the world and similar to the approach that the 
PLP Government took, is that a superior approach to 
the Bermuda Government’s current pathway to this 
deal? 
 

The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Definitely not, because 
the PLP approach was unaffordable. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. Take your seat, Honour-
able Member. 

As long as Members carry on like that, then 
you will not have a chance to ask questions. 
 I recognise the Honourable Member from 
constituency 17. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 It seems to me that the brief that was given to 
the Deloitte accounting firm was somewhat limited in 
its focus. I would like to ask the Honourable Minister, 
why you did not allow Deloitte to assess the totality of 
the project? Because what is lacking in the brief, or 
the terms of reference, is any assessment of how they 
got to the point of dealing with CCC and Aecon. The 
remit was to assess the deal itself. But there are some 
fundamental questions about how we got to this rela-
tionship with CCC and Aecon. So, I would like to know 
why the Minister did not include that as part of the 
terms of reference for the Deloitte assessment. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the terms of 
reference of this study and report were jointly agreed 
upon and promulgated by the Government of Bermu-
da and Her Majesty’s Government. So, this is what 
was agreed on. And so, it is not just the Bermuda 
Government that had the terms of reference here; Her 
Majesty’s Government, those folks who wrote The 
Green Book, they agreed on the terms of reference for 
this report. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. MP Brown. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: My second supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: The Minister speaks about the 
British Government. But the Minister said repeatedly 
that this was a contract between the Bermuda Gov-
ernment and a private Canadian company. Given that 
the press conference earlier this week by CCC and 
Aecon indicated beyond any shadow of a doubt that 
this would be a contract from one government to an-
other, would the Honourable Minister like to revise his 
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position that it is a Bermuda Government contract with 
a private company? And would he also agree that, 
given that it is now unmistakably seen as a govern-
ment-to-government contract, will he agree that a Let-
ter of Entrustment is now absolutely necessary? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Firstly, this is a triangular 
type of arrangement between the Bermuda Govern-
ment, CCC, which is a government— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member. 
Just a minute. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 This is a triangular arrangement between the 
Bermuda Government; CCC, which is 100 per cent 
owned by the Canadian Government; and Aecon, 
which is a private entity. So, it has elements of both, 
government-to-government as well as private sector. 
 The position that I have always taken was that 
the essence of this has always been commercial, as 
opposed to external affairs, as opposed to something 
between diplomats and all that sort of stuff, which is 
the remit of the UK Government. And I have also stat-
ed here many times (and I am repeating myself) that, 
you know, we need to proceed in concord and in con-
cert with the UK Government on this. We cannot have 
any doubts. Financiers will not lend money if there are 
any doubts about whether or not a contract can be 
enforced. 
 So, we have to have everybody on board 
here. And that is the reason we are having this collab-
orative arrangement with all three parties. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Bean. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: This is my first question, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 
QUESTION 1: DELOITTE APPRAISAL OF BERMU-
DA AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS CASE 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, the Minister said 
in his Statement, “The engagement was commis-
sioned in March 2015 and also assessed whether the 
existing analysis and documentation on the proposed 
Bermuda airport development was sufficient to sup-
port an investment decision based on HM Treasury’s 

Green Book guidance for the evaluation of public sec-
tor spending proposals.” 
 My question is this: What were the results of 
that assessment? And what were the main gaps that 
were identified, for the edification of the public? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would suggest the Hon-
ourable Member read the report. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Supplementary, and that 
would be it? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am grateful for the half-
answer, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. If it is— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, here is my sup-
plementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Since the Foreign Common-
wealth Office [FCO] required this appraisal, is the 
Government then obligated to close those identified 
gaps from the FCO prior to any proceeding with this 
deal? 
 
The Speaker: Right.  

Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: In preference to my an-
swer, Mr. Speaker, as you know, we are laying a mo-
tion to discuss this report. So I do not want anybody to 
think that we have laid a report, and then we will not 
get a chance to debate it. So, as you know, Mr. 
Speaker, we put down a take note motion for this. 
Honourable Members will be able to kick the can as 
much as they like. 
 Insofar as filling the gaps is concerned, we 
have agreed with Her Majesty’s Government that the 
gaps that have been identified by Deloitte, we will en-
deavour to fill them. Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will recognise the Hon-
ourable Member from constituency 18. MP Burt, you 
have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I thank the Minister for his response to the 
previous question. 
 
The Speaker: Your question or—? 
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SUPPLEMENTARY 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: And as a supplementary, because 
he said that we will have to fill in the gaps. 
 Well, on page 28 of the report, one of the 
gaps says (and I quote), “. . . gap in the evidence to 
support the sole-source procurement [strategy] opted 
for [from] June 2014, as compared to previous evi-
dence suggesting a [completed] PPP procurement 
process could be viable.”  
 My question is, How does the Minister intend 
to fill a gap that is [the result of] a choice that he made 
in June of 2014? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I have given 
lengthy speeches to answer that question already. 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Burt. 
 
QUESTION 1: DELOITTE APPRAISAL OF BERMU-
DA AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS CASE 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Mr. Speaker, my first question is, and I am 
quoting from page 29 of the report. It says (and I 
quote), “. . . the conclusion in favour of a sole-source 
procurement (notably citing the lack of investor inter-
est) is made by CCC, and Government may want to 
perform independent analysis on procurement strate-
gy to satisfy itself on the validity of this analysis.”  
 So, what that is saying, Mr. Speaker, is that it 
is CCC that is saying that there is lack of investor in-
terest. Can the Honourable Minister please indicate, in 
filling this gap, will he look at other suppliers who may 
be able to fill this need? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am not familiar with that, 
Mr. Speaker. The only thing I can say is that if anyone 
looked at the data, the traffic data of people going 
through the airport in Bermuda, and the trend of that 
data in the last 10 to 20 years, it would be difficult to 
get any investor to invest in an airport because they 
would have to have compelling reasons why that trend 
would be reversed. 
  So, this is one of the things, and I have men-
tioned this, again, before, that the Government has 
been engaged with CCC and Aecon in making the 
case, the business case and the investment case, for 
this project.  
 But one thing is for certain, Mr. Speaker. In 
view of that data, in view of that data, it would be ex-
tremely difficult to get investors without the guarantee 
of CCC, which represents a triple-A credit. That is the 

key. So, in view of the circumstances (I think I talked 
about this last week), the circumstances that we found 
ourselves in in Bermuda lead us to this place. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member, MP Burgess. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Statement reads (just a little 
excerpt), “The purpose of this engagement was to 
evaluate the business case, value for money and af-
fordability of the existing proposal . . .” I ask the Minis-
ter, What is the justification? When he first came here, 
he said this project was about $200 million and 30 
years. Then it went to $255 million and to 35 years. 
The Speaker: Yes, I am sorry. Finish the question. 
You said, What is the justification? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I finished the question. 
I guess you did not hear it. 
 
The Speaker: No, I did not hear that. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I asked, What was the 
justification in going from $200 million and 30 years, to 
$255 million to 35 years? 
 
The Speaker: Okay. All right. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I will reiter-
ate. These are all projections. Right? We are not talk-
ing about things that are cast in stone.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, you asked that 
question, How can I make a business case? That 
shows a kind of lack of experience in business. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just speak to the 
Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It shows a lack of experi-
ence in business! And when you are making big in-
vestments, you have to do forecasts and you have to 
refine them. And so, we are in a refining process now. 
So, the fact that we were estimating something six–
nine months ago, and it is different now is just part of 
a process. We do not have the answer yet, Honoura-
ble Member. We do not have the answer yet. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Scott. 
 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Bermuda%20Airport%20Business%20Case%20Appraisal%20Final%20Report%20Deloitte%20Ltd.pdf
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SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good day, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to ask the Minister if he can ex-
plain to this Honourable House the cost of the report. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the report—
I am not exactly sure what the number is—costs in the 
region of $130,000. The UK Government has contrib-
uted. Of that, the UK Government has paid for about 
$50,000 to $60,000, almost half. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 All right. Thank you, Honourable Members. 
That is the time.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Timer beeps] 
 
The Speaker: And yes, they had extra time. The extra 
time was . . . My clock was stopped and restarted. 
The time is up. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: You have had extra time. That is what I 
said. There has been extra time. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY 

SPEECHES 
 

The Speaker: All right. We now move to congratulato-
ry and/or obituary speeches. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Dep-
uty Speaker. You have the floor. 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning. 
 I would like the House to recognise and con-
gratulate Two Gals & A Guy. And, Mr. Speaker, this is 
not about a 30-minute TV show. It is not about a mov-
ie. It is about a mini-art show, which is actually under-
way and, I believe, comes to its conclusion next 
Wednesday. And I would encourage not only all 
Members in the House to attend, but anyone who is 
out listening to what I am about to say. Hopefully, they 
will have the opportunity to attend this mini-art show, 
which is currently taking place in the Rick Faries Gal-
lery at the Masterworks Museum, which is located in 
the Botanical Gardens. 
 Mr. Speaker, the two girls and one guy, Belin-
da Tartaglia, Kelly Diel, and our own Mr. Mark Pettin-
gill—out of the three, we have got the two artists, and 
they are Belinda Tartaglia and Mark Pettingill. And 

Kelly Diel, she is a sea glass artist. Mr. Speaker, I 
have taken the opportunity today, in case anyone 
wants to know, I have got a pendant on and a neck-
lace that was crafted by Kelly Diel. In fact, many times 
I do wear pieces of [her] jewellery. She crafts her jew-
ellery from sea glass. She is renowned for walking the 
beaches of our lovely shores and finding sea glass. 
And of course, the piece I have today is actually of a 
rare colour. It is purple. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, we have got the artist, 
Belinda Tartaglia, which she has had her store and 
her art for sale in the Town of St. George’s. She will 
be moving out of St. George’s. And, of course, Mark 
Pettingill, who uses acrylic in his paints. Mr. Speaker, 
again, art is a way of expressing one’s thoughts. Their 
creative energy moves towards being focused. And I 
would like to extend, again, congratulations to the en-
deavours of the three individuals, Belinda, Kelly and 
Mark. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Leader of the 
Opposition. Leader of the Opposition, MP Marc Bean, 
you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I ask the House to send a letter 
of condolences to, in fact, my family. My father’s only 
sister, Ms. Audrey Bean, passed away this week. And 
so, we will be having a funeral for her on Tuesday. 
Like I said, it is my one and only auntie or matriarch 
on my father’s side. So I appreciate condolences sent 
to my family. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from Warwick West, constituency 28, MP 
Jefferson Sousa. 
 
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Mr. Jeff Sousa: And good morning to colleagues and 
to those in the listening audience. 
 I rise this morning, Mr. Speaker, to congratu-
late Port Royal Primary School on celebrating their 
80th anniversary. I was fortunate this past week to be 
invited to talk to the P6 children. This was a great 
honour because I attended the school 43 years ago, 
myself. The school is certainly an awesome area, 
awesome students. And we certainly need to do what 
we can to support our young people, because they 
are our future. And earlier this week, they did have a 
celebration where they had past principals [present] at 
the school [in order] to recognise them. That was a 
nice occasion. And they have been having events 
throughout the week. So, again, I would like to con-
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gratulate Port Royal Primary School on celebrating 
their 80th anniversary. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise now the Honourable 
Member from Hamilton West, constituency 6, MP 
Wayne Furbert. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to congratulate the 
expected (I should say) opening of the international 
law firm, Walkers, who is hoping to open up a law firm 
here in Bermuda sometime early this year. Let me 
say, Mr. Speaker, this is a vision by the Progressive 
Labour Party in 2012, two individuals—Bermuda De-
velopment Agency, and also to attract law firms to 
Bermuda. 
 As you are aware, Mr. Speaker, for the last 
three years, in the speeches, the Throne Speech and 
also in the Reply, as far as the Budget, we have al-
ways been pushing for law firms. This is the first one 
who is of significance. We expect and look forward for 
more law firms to open up, which will create jobs and 
opportunities for Bermudians going forward. So again, 
we would like to congratulate the Walkers internation-
al law firm for having [considered] the idea of opening 
up and creating jobs here in Bermuda. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to send condo-
lences to the wife of Mr. Melvin Alick. Many people will 
know Melvin Alick, particularly in the Progressive La-
bour Party side, who was a stalwart within the Pro-
gressive Labour Party. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Alick, Alick. A-l-i-c-k. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, I think every-
body knows who I am talking about. Mr. Speaker, I 
know Mr. Michael Dunkley does not know him. But he 
was a constituent of mine in Hamilton Parish, stayed 
down there in Crawl Point West, came from a very 
good family in Hamilton Parish. He will be sadly 
missed. He was one of the hardest workers. You 
know, Mr. Speaker, he worked, I believe, on your 
campaign when you ran in Hamilton West sometime 
back and beat me down there. And so, we will sadly 
miss Melvin Alick for that. And I am sure his wife . . . 
We will send condolences to his wife and his family. 
His son, he has a very young son, who is a pianist. 
And we will sadly miss Melvin, who just passed away, 
I believe, yesterday. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 

 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 15, Pembroke East, MP 
Roban. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I would just like to have a congratulatory mes-
sage sent to the Prospect Primary School, who yes-
terday opened a reading garden on their property. 
 
The Speaker: Reading garden? 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: A reading garden, yes, Mr. 
Speaker. I am associating the Honourable Glenn 
Blakeney, also Member Michael Weeks and all Mem-
bers on this side. I believe this is a particularly inter-
esting achievement by this primary school because it 
was dedicated to a former employee, Carol Smith, 
who was an employee for many years at the school. 
And it is a garden that was contributed to by the chil-
dren. It is a beautiful garden that contains interesting 
plants, including edibles like Swiss chard and kale, as 
well as beautiful flowers and endemic plants like Ber-
muda palmettos and cedars. And it is an effort to cre-
ate a concrete space and turn it into somewhere 
where learning and nurturing can continue within the 
school environment, in the memory of somebody who 
was dedicated to the school. So I would like for us to 
congratulate the students and the family and all who 
helped Prospect Primary to bring this together, be-
cause it was an example of how we can use things 
right here within our own environment and community 
and bring about beauty and creativity that will benefit 
particularly our children and those around them. So I 
believe that congratulations are appropriate to send to 
the school for this achievement. Thank you very 
much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from St. George’s, constituency 1, MP Bas-
come. 
 
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I would like to ask that a letter of congrats be 
written to the East End Primary School, who just re-
turned from an educational trip to the Big Apple. 
 I would also ask that a letter be sent to the 
Worshipful Mayor, Quinnell Francis, who has just 
been elected to lead the illustrious Town of St. 
George’s. (I do not want to use that other word any-
more, Mr. Speaker, because I may catch them out of 
their comfort zone.)  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
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Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: It is an honour on 
behalf of the House of Assembly to offer congrats to 
the Worshipful Mayor, Quinnell Francis. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. I will now sit down. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Member care to 
speak? 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 21, Pembroke South East. 
MP Commissiong, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise today with a heavy heart. I 
have lost a wonderful friend. We heard the Honoura-
ble Member from constituency 6 earlier talk about the 
great Melvin Alick, who passed away yesterday. And 
I, too, besides associating with his remarks, extend 
my condolences to his wife, his son, Malik—the wife’s 
name is Roseann “Nae” Somner. He also had a 
daughter, who currently has just returned to work in 
Bermuda as a teacher, and another son in Barbados, 
who is a musician. Young Malik is about to graduate 
from Berkeley. And at least the good Lord allowed 
Melvin to see his son grow up into a fine young man. 
 Melvin Alick was a man of incisive intelli-
gence, Mr. Speaker, who possessed the keen analyti-
cal skills. He was also a man of great and worthy ide-
as. Melvin was very influential. He was an influential 
man, quietly, behind the scenes. Those of us who 
have been involved in PLP politics know of that, get-
ting those calls and having him challenge us, both 
philosophically and in other ways, to appeal to us to 
be great. Melvin was great.  
 Mr. Speaker, he also had a deep and abiding 
commitment to racial and economic justice, as you 
know. I am deeply gratified that we had an opportuni-
ty, Mr. Speaker, to get Mr. Alick to sit down and be 
part of a documentary on race in Bermuda. Some of 
you may remember the documentary that we pro-
duced called The Big Conversation, where he spoke 
about issues of black economic empowerment. And I 
am glad that we have that now, along with another 
great, who also participated, a man who sat in this 
Chamber, by the name of Mr. Julian Hall. I will always 
cherish that. 
 And to his wife Roseanne, once again, and 
his young son and the other siblings, know ye that the 
Progressive Labour Party and all of the Members here 
are here to support you during your time of sorrow 
and grief. Indeed, Bermuda has lost a great son. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister, the Honourable Minister Wayne Scott, from 
constituency 27. Minister Scott, you have the floor. 

 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I would like to offer congratula-
tions to Sandys Secondary Middle School for their 
ribbon-cutting ceremony a couple of weeks ago on 
their aquaculture project. Of course, those of you who 
know, Sandys Secondary Middle School actually re-
ceived the first commercial aquaculture licence in 
Bermuda, and they have been working on a very in-
teresting project with regard to setting up some fish 
with their aquaculture and, of course, some of their 
aqua farming. What is unique about this is not only the 
potential commercial application, but it gives our stu-
dents the ability to work on real-life examples and 
cases that can actually fit into our Cambridge curricu-
lum. And, of course, you can have learning activities 
built around, you know, mathematics, language, en-
trepreneurship and more. 
 So I would certainly like to say, A job well 
done! to Sandys. I would like to associate the Mem-
ber, Mr. Blakeney, and the learned Member, Kim Wil-
son and, of course, my Health Minister, Ms. Jeanne 
Atherden, who I am sure has her own remarks to say 
on this. Just a job well done. I mean, it just goes to 
show a lot of the wonderful things that are happening 
in our schools. And to that end, I would also like to be 
associated to the congrats on Prospect Primary for 
their reading garden. 
 And also, the Port Royal Primary School, just 
to associate myself with those remarks on their 80th 
anniversary. Of course, I had the opportunity to be 
there for that opening programme on Monday, the 
18th. And it was really good to see a lot of the former 
principals coming out and supporting this. Of course, 
education is the best way to change a nation. So it is 
really good to see and to hear all of the ways in which 
the schools have been a part of our community. And I 
was sitting in the auditorium looking at old pictures. Of 
course, that auditorium was opened in 1967, Mr. 
Speaker, the same year I was opened. So it was good 
to see that. 
 I would also like to be associated with the 
congratulatory remarks to a friend of mine, now the 
Mayor Quinnell Francis. I wish her all the best down in 
St. George’s. And I am sure she will do a very good 
job for her community down there. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
and Learned Member, the Minister of Tourism Devel-
opment and Transport, from constituency 31, MP 
Shawn Crockwell. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 Mr. Speaker, I omitted to mention this last 
week, and actually it was my most important comment 
I wanted to make on congrats last week. And that is to 
publicly congratulate my parents, Howard and Juanita 
Crockwell, for celebrating 50 years of marriage on 
April 15th. Mr. Speaker, this is an amazing and lauda-
ble milestone, a testament to their commitment to 
each other in the good and the bad times. And, Mr. 
Speaker, when you have got 50 years, you are going 
to have a lot of good and bad times. And it is also a 
testament to their commitment to their faith, Mr. 
Speaker, and hanging in there and sticking to the 
wicket all this time. 
 We celebrated this milestone at the Tempest 
[Bistro] restaurant in St. George’s, which is formerly 
the Carriage House, Mr. Speaker. And that was be-
cause that was my mother’s favourite restaurant when 
it was the Carriage House. And growing up, we al-
ways went there for milestones, anniversaries, the 
wedding anniversary, as well as New Year’s and the 
like. And so we all got together. All of her three chil-
dren and her eight grandchildren got together and 
surprised them with a wonderful dinner. And I would 
like to associate the Honourable and Learned Mem-
ber, Ms. Kim Wilson, as well. But it was a wonderful 
occasion. And I would like to say we do not see that 
that often anymore, Mr. Speaker. But, congratulations 
to my mom and dad, and I wish them many more. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Minister of 
Health. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I would also like to be as-
sociated with the remarks for Minister Crockwell’s 
mom and dad. I know his mom very well and his dad, 
as well. And to me, 50 years is always a testament 
that people in Bermuda should try and ascribe to. Too 
often, we do not stay together. We get together, but 
we do not stay together. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to have con-
gratulations sent to the students at Sandys Middle 
School. In addition to what Minister Scott said earlier, I 
am looking at it from being the Minister of Environ-
ment, because the students at Sandys Middle School 
have put together the aquaculture project, which is 
going to allow us to be able to see the opportunities to 
grow fish products in Bermuda. And they are growing 
tilapia. And right now, the amount of tilapia that is im-
ported in Bermuda is up to like 800,000. So you real-
ise that there is an opportunity for growth in Bermuda. 
So, we are definitely encouraging that. And I am very 
pleased that they have the school programme that 
goes along with it. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to have con-
gratulations sent to the Inter-Agency Committee for 
Children and Families. I had the opportunity to go to 
their AGM, and I was so impressed with the agencies 

that were around the table and the fact that they are 
all trying to get together to make sure that things with 
respect to children and families, programmes are de-
veloped, and they are putting together priorities which 
I think will be very good as we deal with issues that 
affect families. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to have con-
gratulations sent to the Bermuda Hospital Charitable 
Trust, because they had the opportunity of hosting a 
donor appreciation . . . But more importantly, we had 
the opportunity to have a speech by Dr. Malcolm 
Brock, who is the son of Mansfield and Beverly Brock. 
And he was talking to us as Bermudians about well-
ness and what we can do in terms of battling lifestyles 
related to chronic illnesses, and potential solutions. 
And as you can appreciate, as the Minister of Health, I 
know that this is very important. And any solutions 
that we are able to have and the idea of getting Ber-
muda all in line with getting behind all of this I thought 
was very important. I know that the Premier would 
also like to be associated with those remarks. 
  Mr. Speaker, also, my last thing I would like to 
say for BAMZ [Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and 
Zoo], because last week we had the opportunity to be 
able to receive a truck, which was donated to us as a 
combination donation by the University of Laval, as 
well as the Audubon Society. And this truck was very 
significant, because it allows the museum to be able 
to go around and do lots of culling and chipping and 
getting lots of animals brought back to the museum. 
So, thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like those con-
gratulations to be sent. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 2, MP Nandi Outerbridge. 
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Thank you, and good morn-
ing, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Mr. Speaker, this morning I 
rise to ask that this Honourable House acknowledge 
the foster parents in Bermuda. Last week, Sunday, I 
had the opportunity to give remarks at the Foster Par-
ents Appreciation Tea Party, which was held by the 
Department of Child and Family Services. And during 
the month of May, they are basically using it to partner 
with their North American colleagues to raise public 
awareness about foster parents and the importance of 
having them. 
 The guest speaker of that event was Mr. Da-
vid Bascome. And he was a great speaker, I must 
say. He had most people in tears as he talked about 
his experience of being a foster child, himself. So I 
just thought it was important to acknowledge all of the 
foster parents and the role that they play, especially in 
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Bermuda, with helping some of our most challenging 
. . . or kids who have some challenges, and being like 
a role model in their lives. 
 While on my feet, I also want to send condo-
lences to the family of Ms. Barbara Winifred Roberts, 
who was a constituent of mine. She passed away in 
her 95th year, so what a long life she lived. But I just 
want to let her family know that they are in my pray-
ers, and I am just sending condolences to them. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18. MP David Burt, you 
have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the House to 
send condolences to [the family of] a constituent of 
mine who recently passed away after a battle with 
illness. And that would be Mr. Philip John Dyer, Sr. He 
will be buried on Sunday. I would like to send condo-
lences to, of course, his family, his wife, specifically, 
Ms. Marilyn Dyer; his son, Philip, Jr.; and his son, 
Maurice Steede. All of them are my constituents. I 
would like to associate the Government [sic] Whip, the 
Member from St. David’s with— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Sorry, the Opposition Whip (fore-
shadowing)—with those condolences, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, on a brighter note, I would also 
like to ask the House to send congratulations to one of 
my constituents. And the reason why I say it, Mr. 
Speaker, is that we must celebrate those who do well 
in our community. And it was a pleasure to see this 
morning that one of my constituents, Mr. McDonald 
Simmons, was selected as Employee of the Year for 
the Corporation of Hamilton for 2014. I think that is a 
wonderful accomplishment. He is a very friendly, hard-
working, dedicated individual, a wonderful constituent, 
and is always giving encouragement and advice. So I 
would like the House (if they would agree) to send 
congratulations on the exemplary thing of being 
named the Employee of the Year for 2014 for the 
Corporation of Hamilton. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Government Whip and Government House Leader. 
MP Cole Simons, from constituency 8, you have the 
floor. 
 

Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning to send con-
gratulatory remarks to John Jefferis for celebrating 50 
years in tourism and hospitality. As you know, Mr. Jef-
feris has been involved in Bermuda’s tourism busi-
ness as an employee and owner. A number of people 
would like to be associated; in fact, I would like to as-
sociate the whole House in that regard. 
 Mr. Jefferis, as I said, came here 50 years 
ago. He worked at the Belmont as Assistant Manager, 
rose to General Manager. He then went to the Elbow 
Beach Hotel. He then not only was an employer, he 
took his own money and invested it in property. He 
purchased initially the Edgehill Manor, then went on to 
purchase and sell the Palm Reef Hotel, and now he 
has the Coco Reef Hotel. 
 He also has been recognised by his peers. (If 
you give me a second, this is from the biography.) Mr. 
Jefferis won numerous awards. He was Bermuda’s 
Hotelier of the Year in 1989. He was Caribbean Hotel-
ier of the Year in 1991. He won the Achievement 
Award in Tourism and Travel in 2008, Ernst & Young’s 
Caribbean Entrepreneur of the Year in 2000. Again, 
this man is world renowned, and we are fortunate to 
have him in our shores and contributing to tourism in 
Bermuda. So I would like to commend him for his 
commitment to Bermuda and the development of her 
tourism industry. 
 I would like to also send congratulations to the 
Bermuda Regiment on their 50th anniversary. As you 
know, I mean, the Bermuda Regiment has a role to 
play. It builds community. It develops our young peo-
ple. And I think it plays a vital, vital role in this com-
munity. We need to commend them for the work that 
they have done, tirelessly, after cleaning up the coun-
try, fixing infrastructure after hurricanes and disasters. 
So again, I would like to commend the Bermuda Reg-
iment on the sterling service that they have provided 
to this country for 50 years. I would like to also recog-
nise Doug Roberts. He, Mr. Speaker, has put together 
a photographic catalogue of the history of the Bermu-
da Regiment. I have seen some of those pictures, and 
it is amazing what he has. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to also recognise the 
work done by Carvel Van Putten at the Hamilton Prin-
cess. He truly is a cultural ambassador for tourism. He 
has been in that business for 40 years. He is a gen-
tleman. Whenever you go to the Hamilton Princess—
you could be local, or you could be a tourist—he is 
very polite, courteous, and cannot do enough for you. 
So, as I said, I would like to commend him and recog-
nise him for his efforts in tourism in this country. 
Again, the House would like to be associated with this 
recommendation. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to associate myself with the comments made in 
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regards to Sandys Middle School and their achieve-
ments in agriculture; on the Port Royal School; and 
there was one other one. Anyway, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
and Learned Member from constituency 34. MP Wil-
son, you have the floor. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 This is just a congratulations that I would ask 
this Honourable House to send. And it is actually an 
extension to what the Honourable Minister of Educa-
tion spoke about concerning the Sandys Secondary 
Middle School AquaFarm. They held a contest, a local 
contest, for the students at the school. And one of my 
young constituents, Vanessa Gilbert, who is the 
daughter of Vance and Diane Gilbert, and the grand-
daughter of Ms. Betty Gilbert, who is a staunch sup-
porter of the Sandys community, was the recipient of 
the local contest. So she did participate in this contest, 
along with several other students, and she actually 
won the logo contest. Vanessa, I also can say, is a 
very hard-working academic student at Sandys. She 
plays in their band. She is a prefect and, I believe, 
serves as the Deputy Head Girl of the middle school. 
So if we can just send congratulations to Vanessa 
Gilbert, the daughter of Vance and Diane Gilbert. 
Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Minister. 
 Are there any other Honourable Members 
who would care to speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise this afternoon to ask this 
Honourable House to send condolences to the family 
of Mr. Pierre Rouja, who passed away recently after a 
brief illness. Mr. Speaker, I came to know Mr. Rouja 
probably (I am dating myself now) 35 years ago, when 
I first came back to Bermuda after my university edu-
cation, and met him through his work at the Fairmont 
Southampton Princess Hotel in the food and beverage 
area. Pierre, obviously as his name alludes to, was 
French, but has long roots in Bermuda and a Bermu-
dian wife. And he was certainly a stalwart in the hotel 
industry for many years, really, really in tune with the 
food and beverage industry. And I got to know the 
gentleman quite well through the work I did. He was a 
keen tennis player. He got involved in our community. 
And I would ask this Honourable House to send con-
dolences to his family on his passing just recently. 
 Also, I would like this House to send congratu-
lations to Shamar Morris, the XL Catlin Scholarship 

award winner, which was announced recently. The 
young man certainly has proven that he has a lot to 
offer and has been involved in our community. And 
congratulations to him and XL Catlin (XL Catlin now is 
the new merged firm) for their continued support of 
young people on our Island, as we move forward. 
 In the first, condolences, the Honourable 
Member Weeks would like to be involved; in the sec-
ond, congratulations, the Honourable Member Cole 
Simons would like to be associated. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister for Economic Development, from Paget East, 
constituency 22, the Minister, Dr. Gibbons. You have 
the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good afternoon. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to be associated with the condolences to the fami-
ly of Pierre Rouja; to his wife, Sandra; and sons Jean-
Pierre and Philippe, whom I think many Honourable 
Members in the House will know. In addition to what 
the Premier said, he was also an early pioneer in the 
scuba-diving area in Bermuda, going back into the 
1960s and 1970s. And I think he also had recognition 
by the French Government for some of the French 
commerce which he initiated in Bermuda over the 
years, as well. I would like to associate Mr. Blakeney, 
Honourable Member. 
 While I am on my feet, Mr. Speaker, I would 
also like to be associated with the congratulations to 
young Shamar Morris on the XL Catlin Scholarship, 
and obviously to the company as well for, as the 
Premier quite rightly said, supporting young Bermudi-
ans in their educational careers. 
 Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would like to be asso-
ciated with the congratulations to Sandys Middle 
School for their initiative on the aquaculture side. I 
think that is an interesting and very useful initiative, 
which as the Honourable Member, Minister Atherden, 
said, could have long-term ramifications for Bermuda 
as well. I think it has been tried in a couple of areas 
over the years, but the technology is changing and 
getting more innovative, and I think it could bode well 
for possible industry in Bermuda at some point. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
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 There are no Members, no further Members. 
That completes our congratulatory and obituary 
speeches. 
 

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE 
 

The Speaker: There are none. 
 

PERSONAL EXPLANATION 
 

DISCLOSURE OF PRIVATE INFORMATION  
DURING QUESTION PERIOD 

 
The Speaker: We have one personal explanation. 
The Chair will recognise the Minister for Public Works. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I would like to take a moment to address my 
colleagues in the House and the Bermuda people re-
garding the issues surrounding the PATI [Public Ac-
cess To Information] request to my Ministry. As a 
Government Minister, I pride myself on performing my 
duties to my best abilities in an upstanding manner, 
and in my personal life do the same. However, like all, 
at some times, we make mistakes. I feel it is im-
portant— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I just need some guid-
ance here. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I read there is an in-
vestigation going on based on the statement that the 
Minister made last week. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, there is. But he is just mak-
ing an explanation to the House. The [investigation] is 
going on, which I am not going to make further com-
ment on. So he can actually make the personal expla-
nation to the House— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: To the public. 
 
The Speaker: To the public, yes, but it is to the public 
and to the House. Yes. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: It seems inappropri-
ate. But all right. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. 

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I feel it is important that I take a moment to 
explain what happened with regard to the PATI dis-
closure, and apologise. First and foremost, I want to 
assure my colleagues, both in Government and 
across the aisle, that my disclosure of private infor-
mation during the question period was an honest mis-
take and in no way was intended to breach the trust of 
the House, MP Brown, or the Bermuda community. 
My intentions were— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of clarification, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, it is a personal 
explanation. So, the Honourable Member . . .  I have 
seen it, and the Honourable Member can make his 
personal explanation. And personal explanations . . .  
really, there can be no questions or discussion on 
personal explanations. 
 So, Honourable Member, if I can ask you to 
please . . . Thank you. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes. My intentions were 
simply to let everyone know that I was working on in-
vestigating the issue at hand so that everyone could 
be comfortable with the steps that we were taking. 
 But as you know, and I know, it is not the in-
tentions here that are most important; what is most 
important are the consequences of my actions. And 
while I only intended to convey a sense of under-
standing of the situation, 2I inadvertently released the 
identity of the individual who was doing his best to do 
his job within the letter of the law and in no way de-
served to have his privacy violated. And for that, I am 
incredibly sorry. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to also take this op-
portunity to apologise to you and to this Honourable 
House. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You apologise for what? 
Breaking the law? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Members. 
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NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE  
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE  

ON MATTERS OF URGENT  
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 

GOVERNMENT BILLS 
 

FIRST READINGS 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honoura-
ble Minister for Health, Minister Atherden. 
 
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE ACT 

2015 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I am intro-
ducing the following Bill for its first reading so that it 
may be placed on the Order Paper for the next day of 
meeting: The Criminal Jurisdiction and Procedure Act 
2015. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Are there any objections for that? And the 
Honourable Member is speaking for the Attorney 
General. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister of Finance, who is not here, so the Premier 
will make his announcements. 
 
USA–BERMUDA TAX CONVENTION AMENDMENT 

ACT 2015 
 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION (TAX INFOR-
MATION EXCHANGE AGREEMENTS) AMEND-

MENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, on behalf of the Honourable 
Minister of Finance and Deputy Premier, I am intro-
ducing the following Bills for their first reading so that 
they may be placed on the Order Paper for the next 
day of meeting: The USA–Bermuda Tax Convention 
Amendment Act 2015; and the International Coopera-
tion (Tax Information Exchange Agreements) 
Amendment Act 2015. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you.  
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 Minister Atherden. 
 

HEALTH INSURANCE (MISCELLANEOUS) 
AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I am intro-
ducing the following Bill for its first reading so that it 
may be placed on the Order Paper for the next day of 
meeting: The Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) 
Amendment Act 2015. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 There are none. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Junior Minister, who is not here, so we will recognise 
the Honourable Minister, Dr. Gibbons, to present this. 
 

VENDING ACT 2015 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 On behalf of the Junior Minister, Mr. Sylvan 
Richards, I would like to introduce the following Bill for 
its first reading so that it may be placed on the Order 
Paper for the next day of meeting: The Vending Act 
2015. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you very much, Minis-
ter. 
 That concludes the Bills. 
 

OPPOSITION BILLS 
 
The Speaker: There are no Opposition Bills. 
 

PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BILLS 
 
The Speaker: No private Members’ Bills. 
 

NOTICES OF MOTIONS 
 
The Speaker: No notices of motions. 

 
ORDERS OF THE DAY 

 
The Speaker: We move now to the Orders of the 
Day. And I am told that all the Government orders are 
carried over.  

Is that correct, Premier?  
Yes. So, all the Government orders which go 

up to [Order] No. 7, they are all carried over. Order 
No. 8 is carried over, I understand. Order Nos. 9, 10 
and 11 are carried over. 
 So we will move to Order No. 12. And with it 
being so close to lunch, Honourable and Learned 
Member, I think we will break for lunch and then you 
will come back. 
 So, I recognise the Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I 
move that we now do adjourn for lunch. 
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The Speaker: Thank you. The House is now ad-
journed to 2:00 pm. 
 
[Gavel]  
 

Proceedings suspended at 12:25 pm 
 

Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Members, we are at Order No. 12, 
which is the Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 
2015, and it is in the name of the Shadow Minister of 
Health, the Honourable and Learned Member from 
constituency 34, MP Kim Wilson. 
 MP Kim Wilson, you have the floor. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 
GOOD SAMARITAN (FOOD DONATION) ACT 2015 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, good 
afternoon. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015 be now 
read the second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Are there any objections? 
 Carry on, please. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, the One Bermuda 
Alliance Government in their platform campaigned on 
a platform “from confrontation to collaboration.”  
 Today, Mr. Speaker, we have a perfect oppor-
tunity in this Honourable House to work together and 
to collaborate on an issue which deeply should affect 
each and every one of us as Members of Parliament 
and members of the community. And the issue I 
speak about, Mr. Speaker, is poverty and hunger. 
 Today, Mr. Speaker, we have an opportunity 
to pass legislation that will greatly affect, in a positive 
way, the manner in which we distribute food to those 
who are hungry and less fortunate than ourselves, 
those vulnerable persons in our community. 
 Today, Mr. Speaker, we have an opportunity 
to encourage food donations to non-profit organisa-
tions by minimising the liability of those who make 
such food donations. We also have an opportunity to 
better assist the thousands of persons living within our 
community who are living below the poverty line, the 
working poor, who can ill afford to purchase nutritious 
food items for their children and their families. 

 Today, Mr. Speaker, we can assist that single 
parent, that elderly neighbour, that family of four 
whose major fee earner has just been laid off from 
work and has been unable to secure full-time em-
ployment for the last two years.  
 Today, Mr. Speaker, we can show the country 
that though we may have opposing views on policies, 
programmes, and procedures we can all come to-
gether to support legislation which has the direct af-
fect of improving the lives of our fellow Bermudians. 
 Mr. Speaker, I stand here today presenting for 
the second reading a Bill entitled the Good Samaritan 
Act 2015. A Bill, Mr. Speaker, by its very title was 
listed in the Speech from the Throne in 2013 by the 
Government as a Bill which they would bring to this 
Honourable House of Assembly. The fact that this Bill 
was listed in both the One Bermuda Alliance platform 
and their Throne Speech encourages me here today 
that we can cooperate and pass legislation which we 
all agree is necessary. 
 Now Mr. Speaker, some may attempt to argue 
that there exists legislation which already protects 
food donations under the heading “Liability” contained 
in the Volunteer Liability Act 2000. However, Mr. 
Speaker, even the Government must have felt that 
that Act did not go far enough. As I indicated previous-
ly, their Speech to the Throne did announce to the 
country that they would be tabling the Act entitled the 
Good Samaritan Act. 
 Mr. Speaker, many people in our community 
believe that the problems associated with hunger are 
confined to small pockets of society or just certain 
neighbourhoods. But the reality is very much different. 
The hungry are our neighbours, they are hard-working 
adults trying to provide food for their families, and sen-
iors on fixed incomes who simply cannot make ends 
meet and are forced to go without food for several 
meals. With sky-rocket rents, rising medical costs, and 
unemployment, too many people have to make life 
threatening choices. 
 Bermuda, Mr. Speaker, as you know, is one of 
the most affluent places in the world. However, recent 
statistics (which I will refer to in a few moments) sug-
gest that one in five people could be going hungry. 
Thirty-five per cent of those persons represent chil-
dren—our vulnerable—and 15 per cent represent our 
seniors at risk. 
 Mr. Speaker, why do we need such legisla-
tion? 

Reason one, Bermudians are struggling. Mr. 
Speaker, the 2007 Low Income Threshold Survey 
confirms that we have a large percentage of residents 
living below the poverty line or at a low income 
threshold. And I am referring to the 2007 Department 
of Statistics Low Income Threshold Survey—with your 
leave, if I can refer to this. 

There is a reference in this document, Mr. 
Speaker, which is directly from the United Nations 
which defines poverty as “the money needed to pur-
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chase those goods and services deemed necessary 
for living a life free of basic deprivation.” Now as it 
stated in this 2007 survey, “Governments of many 
industrialised countries use other types of welfare 
measures/indicators to assist” and to determine best 
how to ascertain the percentage of persons that are 
economically disadvantaged. And according to this 
Low Income Threshold, Bermuda measured this in 
three methodologies . . . they used three methodolo-
gies. And the one that they found that is most com-
monly used and accepted internationally can be found 
at page 7 of this report and it is referred to as the Rel-
ative Low Income Threshold (RLIT). 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I will add that this is a 
2007 report and, albeit the report is somewhat dated, 
regrettably, the numbers and the percentages that I 
will be speaking about in a few moments are stagger-
ing. And we know that the economy has continued to 
affect adversely many more Bermudians. So this is a 
very dated report and I am certain that these statistics, 
no doubt, have increased since 2007. And perhaps 
when the Government responds to this Bill they will be 
able to indicate when the 2013 report (which was also 
completed by the Department of Statistics) on Low 
Income Thresholds will be tabled for the public. 

Returning to page 7, Mr. Speaker, of this re-
port, Relative Low Income Thresholds are classified 
as households who have an earned net income of 
$41,132 per annum. Now given our current economic 
climate, as I have indicated, Mr. Speaker, I am certain 
we can all agree that these figures that I am going to 
report have increased. And there is evidence that is 
supported by charitable and community groups in 
Bermuda that has indicated that they are seeing an 
increased number of persons attending at their food 
banks and requesting assistance with respect to the 
purchase and acquisition of food. These things have 
recently been publicised by many organisations such 
as the Salvation Army, the Hands of Faith, the Eliza 
DoLittle Daily Bread Society, Family Learning Centre, 
the Coalition for the Protection of Children; and many 
churches and other community-minded organisations 
will all agree that with these increasing [difficult] eco-
nomic times more and more people are struggling and 
suffering, and particularly trying to find the resources 
for the provision of food for their family. 

So as I have indicated, the first reason for 
passing this legislation, Mr. Speaker, deals specifically 
with the fact that Bermudians are struggling. 

Reason number two, [no],Mr. Speaker . . . just 
a minute. Mr. Speaker, referring back [to reason num-
ber one], to the Relative Low Income Threshold, the 
summary of the Relative Income Threshold (and, 
again, that is at 2007) indicates that approximately 
13 per cent or 3,680 households in Bermuda are fall-
ing below that $41,000 per annum [figure], which 
again, refers to them falling [under] the Relative Low 
Income Threshold. That is 13 per cent of our popula-
tion at 2007. And we know that the major economic 

crisis came after that fact, so we can all agree that 
that 13 per cent has substantially increased. And 
again, we are waiting to see the 2013 report that I un-
derstand has already been completed by the Statistics 
Department. 

Reason number two Mr. Speaker. Millions of 
pounds of food and groceries go to waste each year in 
Bermuda, which goes directly to the dump and our 
landfills, which of course not only places an added 
strain on our environment but is wasted food that 
could be utilised to feed the hungry and the persons 
that I just spoke about. 

How often do we see, Mr. Speaker, food per-
fectly good for human consumption being thrown 
away? How many times have we ever attended a ca-
tered event at, perhaps, a hotel or a banquet hall, a 
wedding, an anniversary party, et cetera, and we note 
that at the end of the evening the food that has not 
been consumed is scraped together by those persons 
serving and thrown away? 

The passage of this Bill would allow for that 
food to be provided and donated to individuals that 
are hungry that evening. So as we are eating at a ho-
tel celebrating someone’s wedding or anniversary, 
rather than having that food disposed of that food can 
be utilised to help to feed the hungry. 

Mr. Speaker, how many times have you ever 
attended food courts at grocery stores and before it is 
time for them to pack up around 6:45 (I know because 
there is one grocery store in particular, on Monday 
nights when my children are at karate, I run in there 
and get their dinner so that they can consume it while 
we are driving home) and I have witnessed time and 
time again at the end of their hours, the grocery store 
is still open but the food court is closing, the persons 
that work in the store are pushing up all the food, 
throwing it in dumpsters, wasted. The food is perfectly 
good for consumption and, instead of providing it to 
persons who are hungry and in need, it goes into the 
trash. 

Mr. Speaker, the passage of this Bill will allow 
for charities such as the Eliza DoLittle Society to col-
lect these foods that we are speaking about at the end 
of the evening and to distribute those to persons with-
in our community that are in need. This Bill, Mr. 
Speaker, will also seek to address both the issue of 
struggling households as well as the issue of wastage. 

The third reason, Mr. Speaker, we should be 
passing this Bill deals specifically with the fact that the 
Bill will seek to provide the required legal protection to 
businesses that donate food to non-profit organisa-
tions to feed the hungry. This Bill will encourage com-
panies and organisations to donate healthy food that 
would otherwise go to waste. And these organisations 
and companies, Mr. Speaker, by the passage of this 
Bill, will be protected from liability under this Act. And 
it represents a standalone, clear Act, under a clear 
title with the objectives that address the concerns that 
have been raised by many companies and organisa-
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tions that the existing provisions contained in the Vol-
unteer Liability Act 2000—[a] 15-year-old Act—those 
similar provisions do not go far enough. 

Mr. Speaker, let me provide you with a little bit 
of the history as to how we find ourselves here today. 
You will no doubt be familiar, as a very reasoned man, 
with the book of the Bible, Luke 10:25-37, which 
speaks to the parable of the Good Samaritan. As you 
will recall, this recounts the aid given by a traveller 
from an area known as Samaria to another traveller of 
a conflicting religious and ethnic background who had 
been beaten and robbed by bandits. And therein lies 
the title of this Bill, the Good Samaritan (Food Dona-
tion) Act, in that we are effectively our brothers’ keep-
ers. And we as legislators have a duty to those that 
have elected us to pass legislation that will help those 
that are more vulnerable in our society. And this is a 
perfect example of legislation that should be passed 
today and receive bipartisan support so that all of us 
can stand united saying we want to do our part in end-
ing hunger. 

Mr. Speaker, a few years ago when I was 
serving as the Attorney General of Bermuda I was 
approached by a legal colleague who at the time was 
a director on the Eliza DoLittle Society Daily Bread 
Programmes board. And she approached me and in-
dicated that there were some concerns insofar as the 
amount of food that is being wasted, particularly within 
restaurants and grocery stores, and that these organi-
sations were fearful of donating to the Eliza DoLittle 
Society for them to further distribute to other charities 
and organisations for people in need, and that these 
organisations were concerned that there was not suf-
ficient legal protection to permit them to donate the 
food without fear of any type of liability. So that is the 
history. 

So this particular board member sent me e-
mails and she and I were communicating back and 
forth, attempting to . . . and Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to rely on these e-mails. If you wish for me to table 
them I will certainly do so, but these were communica-
tions between myself and the board of the Eliza DoLit-
tle Society, which you may know are supporters of this 
particular piece of legislation.  

So they approached me (as the Attorney 
General) asking whether or not I would help them with 
drafting legislation. They were not familiar with the 
actual process and how to get legislation similar to the 
one that has been tabled previously that is the subject 
matter of this debate before the House. So, of course, 
we communicated back and forth via e-mail and they 
gave me some information that I will refer to in a few 
moments about a study that they conducted here in 
Bermuda. And then back and forth, back and forth 
with that individual, and I indicated what I would try to 
do what I could bearing in mind that we were on the 
throes of an election. And regrettably, following the 
election . . . this legislation . . . I was unable to ad-
vance it as I had hoped. 

Furthermore, the e-mails that were received 
. . . copied . . . sent forward to me where they contin-
ued to press this issue with the current Government, 
and also wanting to see what I could do to assist be-
cause they knew that I was still very keenly interested 
(albeit sitting as a Member of the Opposition, but 
keenly interested) in seeing the progress of this par-
ticular piece of legislation. So then there was an e-
mail that was also sent to me as part of the whole 
process from the then-Executive Director of the Eliza 
DoLittle Society, Ms. Margaret E. Ward, that indicated 
. . . and it was written to an Allison and Terry (and Ter-
ry being CableVision): 

“Good morning Allison and Terry. I have for-
warded all the e-mails that I have relating to the Good 
Samaritan Act for Bermuda.” (And that includes the e-
mails that I spoke about previously, which were involv-
ing myself and the board director.) “Julie Stanton is no 
longer a part of our Board, so the main contact will be 
Mark Pettingill. I also have had a conversation recent-
ly with Michael Dunkley, who is very interested in see-
ing this Act put in place in Bermuda and is willing to 
give any support. Allison, I have misplaced Terry’s e-
mail so I would appreciate you forwarding this to him. 
Terry, thank you so much for your personal support 
and for the amazing food drive being spearheaded by 
CableVision, et cetera.”  

Attached to that I was provided with a very in-
teresting and informative report, again, part of the his-
tory from the Eliza DoLittle Society Daily Bread.  

This report was commissioned by some 
summer students that they had, and the report is dat-
ed 2011. And the report, Mr. Speaker (again, I will 
table this for the edification of colleagues if they wish 
for me to do so), starts off, “after surveying local gro-
cery markets, restaurants, and hotels, a common rea-
son identified for not donating food to Daily Bread 
(Eliza DoLittle) and other non-profit organisations is 
the liability that stands behind the generous act. 
Eighty per cent of various key stakeholders in the 
community felt that if legislation was put in place to 
protect their generous act, they would donate on a 
regular basis. After reviewing these results, the Van-
guarde Consulting Group . . .” which is who put to-
gether this report on behalf of the Eliza DoLittle Socie-
ty. 

So Mr. Speaker, we have a report dated No-
vember 2011, which is right here, where their statistics 
(the Eliza DoLittle Society, whose mission in Bermuda 
goes unchallenged) show that some 80 per cent of the 
various key stakeholders—local grocery markets, res-
taurants, hotels—the common reason identified for 
them not donating regularly to the Daily Bread pro-
gramme and other non-profits is that they felt that 
there was insufficient legislation on the books to pro-
tect them. 

Mr. Speaker, we have an opportunity today to 
do just that and to provide these organisations and 
charitable groups with the legislative framework that 
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will enable them the protection that they require so 
that they will donate food so that it is not going to 
waste and it is going to those that are in need. 

Mr. Speaker, based on the submissions that I 
have just spoken to about, and particularly the report 
of the Eliza DoLittle Society and the statistics that they 
have reached and the three reasons, namely, the . . . 
supported by evidence of the increasing amount of 
persons living below the poverty line, the fact that we 
have wastage of food products that could be better 
used to feed the hungry, and the report that I just re-
ferred to with respect to the Eliza DoLittle Society, I 
am certain and hopeful that all Members in this House 
will support a Bill that seeks to feed the hungry, re-
duce landfill waste, and provide the protection that is 
requested by organisations and businesses to donate 
the said foods. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Minister for 
Health and Seniors, Jeanne Atherden. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I do not dis-
agree with a number of the comments that were made 
by the Shadow Minister of Health. And I accept that 
more people are struggling. I also accept that there is 
a concern about the households that are falling below 
the poverty line. And I also accept the fact that there is 
a concern about food which is going to the dumps, 
food that could be good for human consumption. 
 So when I looked at this particular Bill, my 
concern was why was there a need for the Bill? And if 
I use what the Attorney General reminds me of, which 
is, is there a harm that we are trying to solve . . . and I 
thought, Okay, let us talk about what the harm is sup-
posed to be. So, based on what the Shadow Minister 
of Health is saying, this Bill is to seek to provide the 
desired legal protection—protection from liability—
which apparently members in the public,  public mem-
bers, have a concern about. 

So, after we had the Bill  (which was tabled in 
February), I proceeded to raise questions with per-
sons who are in the community to try and find out 
what was their perception of the Bill, what was their 
perception of the issue, because as I had heard from 
having discussions with the Attorney General, and 
even looking at the Volunteer Liability Act 2000, I felt 
that the Act already addressed the concerns so that 
individuals would not feel that they were going to be 
somehow liable because the food that they donated 
was somehow . . . anything that happened to that food 
after it was donated might create a liability. 
 And so I then . . . I obviously did not, I was not 
around in 2011, and the Shadow Minister is talking 

about statistics that happened in 2011. The only thing 
I can say [is] that more recently I have had the con-
versations with persons that are in— 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes . . . Minister, yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I believe the Honourable Minister 
is misleading the House. The statistics I referred to 
are not 2011— 
 
The Speaker: They are 2007. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: They are 2007. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I have al-
ready accepted that, with respect to 2007, there were 
persons below the poverty line, there were persons 
that were are out there struggling. I am rolling forward 
now to the information that the Shadow Minister gave 
with respect to consulting with persons in Eliza DoLit-
tle in 2011—a survey that was done in 2011. I am 
sure that I wrote that information down. And actually I 
was pleased because it moved forward from 2007 to 
2011, but I am now going forward from 2011 to 2015. 

Because I respected the concern that was 
raised by the Shadow Minister and I wanted to see 
whether this Bill was warranted, I wanted to see 
whether by implementing this Bill we were actually 
going to get the desired result, because the desired 
result is to have more people donating. To me that is 
the most important thing and we have to figure out 
whether this Bill will achieve it or whether the desired 
result of getting more people donating will be because 
we go out and we can say to people that the Volun-
teer Liability Act 2000 protects them and, therefore, 
rely on that and go forward and donate. And so that, 
to me, is the bottom line. 

The bottom line is to figure out how we get 
more people to donate, because I do not want to put 
something in that is going to end up not having the 
desired result.  

So I started to have conversations with per-
sons who are out there and have these buffets and 
persons that have this hot food because I think we 
have to be reminded . . . it really comes down to . . . it 
is the hot food stuff. The other things people donate, 
the stuff which is starting to, you know, have the expir-
ing date coming down and as long as you get it out 
and it is distributed those things are fine. It is this stuff 
which is hot. This stuff which has to be used within a 
short time period or else it creates a potential problem 
if it is not utilised and it is not handled in the right way. 

But Mr. Speaker, some of the things that were 
said to me with respect to hot food and what could 
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conceivably happen were things like this. If we found 
on a consistent basis that the hot food that we had 
was constantly . . . a lot of it being left over, then what 
we would do is just start to produce less. So they were 
not saying that we would continue to produce what we 
have and distribute it. They basically said, We are in 
the business and, therefore, if we have any major 
amounts of hot food left over we are going to turn 
around and we are going to produce less of it. 

The other thing which then arose when you 
start to look at the practicalities of this was there was 
also a concern that if you have hot food and you have 
to talk about getting it sorted out, it is not just about 
. . . having people standing there, it is about having 
somebody there available to turn and say, Okay, we 
have to wait for somebody to come to be able to go to 
that person and give them that food so we cannot 
close up, we cannot turn around and we cannot turn 
and get on with our business opportunities. So it was 
not like persons were saying that the reason that they 
were not distributing was just because they had a 
concern about the liability. 

But I did want to understand because, Mr. 
Speaker, truly I would like to think that people would 
donate more. I would like to think that the persons that 
are out there struggling would be able to take ad-
vantage of that. And I actually would believe that as 
we go forward—from our side—we obviously will have 
to turn and try and get people to feel comfortable with 
what has been said by the Attorney General that the 
Volunteer Liability Act should be sufficient for them to 
have that comfort. 

Obviously, I cannot turn around and I cannot 
deal with anything with respect to whether they will 
produce less. I cannot deal with whether they will feel 
that waiting for someone to come and pick it up is go-
ing to turn around and impact on their ability to wrap it 
up, tidy up, and then go and move forward. But I do 
believe . . . and I get back to what the Attorney Gen-
eral reminded me of. I want to deal with trying to get 
as many people as possible to donate the food.  

I do not believe, based on what he said and 
what I have read, that there is harm there that they 
have to worry about. And I cannot see that we should 
be putting in something new—a new Act—that will not 
do what we really want, which is to get people to do-
nate, to make them feel comfortable that the current 
Act is sufficient, to make them feel comfortable that 
there is a benefit out there for persons to be able to 
eat this food, which I totally support. But Mr. Speaker, 
I just do not think that . . . based on the conversations 
that I have had with the individuals, that that is really 
what is holding them back from the point of view of not 
turning around and donating food. 

I know that, as I said before, it is really the hot 
food and, as you can see, the Bill really turns around 
and talks about, you know, why you have to have it 
done in a certain time and you have to . . . but then it 
puts a lot more onus and emphasis on people having 

it done, and then you still will have the problem of . . . 
if you said something to someone about this is how it 
needs to be dealt with and something happens, then 
you are going to get into, Well, did I tell you? Did you 
hear me? And whatever happened. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I really do think that the . . . 
the Act as it stands right now—the Volunteer Liability 
Act—is sufficient. I do think that we want to go out and 
try and encourage more restaurants, grocery stores, 
other persons that have this food, to turn around and 
donate it. But Mr. Speaker, I do not believe that there 
is the harm there that this current Act is trying to han-
dle. I think that we should leave the Act as it is now—
the Volunteer Liability Act—and we should just try and 
encourage more entities to donate the food because 
there is a need and there is a way that it can be han-
dled. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from Hamilton West, MP Wayne . . . 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Wayne Furbert. 
 
The Speaker: Furbert. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is interesting that my col-
league, or the Minister on that side kept on saying “I 
think . . . I think . . . I think.” You know, even if we 
move in some small steps, if there is an improvement 
. . . you cannot tell me that a party or—yes, a party, 
albeit in 2012, who thought that we needed this Act 
now does not think we need it. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I know they have broken a 
lot of promises, but here we are right now in 2012 and 
they cannot bring any justified reason why we cannot 
at the end of the day move in at least some small 
steps. We know that we cannot probably have every-
body and their mothers and their uncles, giving out 
food, but if we can just help those individuals that 
need help right now, that is the way we should be 
moving forward. 
 And it does remind me of the Good Samaritan 
account because in the Good Samaritan account 
there were individuals who actually passed the person 
by. I am starting to preach right now, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And so the OBA represents 
those individuals who passed the person who is in-
jured in the street. 
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An Hon. Member: Yes. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No care, no worry . . . but yet 
we have, Mr. Speaker, the Progressive Labour Party 
who came by and said, We’re willing to help that indi-
vidual out. Now did we do it in the 14 years? No, we 
did not. And the UBP did not do it in 40 years. 
 But times have changed, Mr. Speaker, times 
have changed. People were not as desperate then as 
they are now. And so times have changed for us to 
now do some other thinking. That is why we bring leg-
islation over and over again. 
 I am amazed that you have a party who does 
not reach out, and it shows over and over again that 
they refuse to reach out and just help those people 
who are in need. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Do you have point of order? 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: A point of order. The Mem-
ber— 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute . . . just a minute, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 All right. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. The Minister of Health has 
acknowledged that there are problems and she has 
indicated that because of the severity of the problem 
she intends to take more time to find a solution that is 
best for everyone. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: So she is sensitive to the 
issues and is taking action. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Member Cole is one of those individuals that passed 
by the injured person on the street. 
 I want to remind everyone that the Act that 
took place in 2002 was created by the Progressive 
Labour Party. 
 
An Hon. Member: Where were you? 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Honourable Member. 
 

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, I was in the 
wilderness like some of them are right now— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —trying to find my way out 
for 40 years in the wilderness with Moses . . . trying to 
find the good life. But could they tell me, Mr. Speak-
er— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: All right, Members. Honourable Mem-
bers— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: When I sent those people 
out and looked in the Promised Land some people 
came back and said there were giants in the land, that 
the PLP were not good enough. For 40 years they 
kept on telling me that. So I grew up in a habit with 
them. But, Mr. Speaker, when I came to myself I real-
ised that there was some sweet and good stuff on this 
side. So I crossed over to the Promised Land, Mr. 
Speaker, and here I am right now. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So, Mr. Speaker, like I said, 
the Progressive Labour Party brought the legislation—
where is the Honourable Member who just disap-
peared, by the way, anyway? He is gone. 
 Mr. Speaker, it gives an opportunity for the 
OBA for once, as we are trying to reach out, Mr. 
Speaker, to make a better place, a better caring 
[place] for our people to say at least move in some . . . 
because it does not hurt.  

This piece of legislation that my honourable 
colleague brought today does not hurt one way or the 
other. It may help to improve for those individuals who 
feel that the legislation of 2000 does not go far 
enough. It gives a comfort zone, Mr. Speaker, so that 
they feel it will work for them. It is not about going and 
making some promises and saying, Well, go ahead 
and do it. Go ahead and do it. They are saying, I am 
not comfortable with what the 2000 legislation worked 
out.  

So why can we not just move . . . and the Min-
ister [might] come back in another two, three 
months—it cannot be two years because they will not 
be there—to improve on what we now have in place 
or what we will put in place? Why can [they] not, for 
once (the Government), stand up and be counted and 
say, Yes, okay, we accept it, instead of saying, I’m not 
going to do it because the Progressive Labour Party is 
doing it?  
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That is what it is about, Mr. Speaker. We do 
not want to give any applause to the Progressive La-
bour Party for bringing something forward. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable 
Member is— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please take your 
seat. Thank you. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable 
Member is misleading the House. My honourable col-
league Jeanne Atherden said nothing of the sort—that 
we are not doing it because the Progressive Labour 
Party has brought this. She set out very clear reasons 
as to why it was unnecessary. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, that was not a 
point of order. I said it, it was not the Minister who said 
it, I said that . . . that it shows that you do not care. I 
said it. Now you can have a point of order on that, 
okay? 
 But Mr. Speaker, all I am saying to . . . the 
Speaker (because I am speaking to the Speaker), is 
that you can at least say, Okay, it may not be every-
thing that we want . . . as a matter of fact, they do not 
know what they want, Mr. Speaker, because if they 
knew what they wanted they would have brought 
something to the House. 

It was . . . they probably only started thinking 
about the Good Samaritan . . . they thought about it in 
2012 because a group of them sit around a table . . . I 
know how it works. A group of them sit around a table 
and come up with these great ideas. And I can proba-
bly look across that table and look at individuals who 
were in the meeting who thought up the ideas (and 
most of them were not in the meeting who thought up 
the ideas) for the . . . for their platform. Maybe a few of 
them, only a few—the Honourable Member Grant 
Gibbons. All right? Maybe Patricia Gordon-Pamplin, 
but the rest of you were told what you were going to 
hear on the platform.  

So you probably just heard about it today that 
you had made a promise in 2012 [and] that we put it 
forward. That means, Mr. Speaker, we know from time 
to time and ever since 2012 we have heard promises 
being broken over and over again. 

I speak to those individuals like the Honoura-
ble Member Suzann [Roberts]-Holshouser from con-
stituency 4 who has, Mr. Speaker, over the years ex-
pressed the concern for those who are in need. I 
speak to those mothers—the Member from constitu-
ency 2—and I even speak to the Minister herself who 
understands the people who,  from time to time . . . I 
mean, I went up to the cathedral on a Saturday and 
saw the amount of people who were being fed, be-
cause there was a little glass [window], you look 
through it.  

I was shocked who I even saw inside that 
room. We do not know who are actually out there who 
are actually hungry. You do not have a real grasp of it 
because we have pride. We have pride. I mean, I re-
member just before the election, the OBA had, I think, 
a feed-the-young-mothers, or whatever it was, or sen-
iors. A whole lot of people showed up. Even they were 
probably surprised. 

So we know there is a need. There is a need 
right now. And to delay it for another term, another 
year, is not good enough for us on this side. So I am 
asking the Government, despite how you feel right 
now and despite you do not want to go for it because 
the Progressive Labour Party has brought it forward, I 
want some of you to think about those individuals 
within your own constituencies who need that help 
and say, At least let’s go half the way.  

And if it is just a quarter of the way, at least it 
is moving. Even if it is ten, it is worth moving forward 
one step at a time, and help us pass this legislation 
today. Not for your own egos and your own caucus 
and talking about, Let’s vote it down, but let us vote 
for it because the people of Bermuda need it now. 
And so we thank and we appreciate the Honourable 
Member from constituency 34 who has the wisdom to 
bring this forward and to improve on what we did in 
2000 to move this country forward. 

Mr. Speaker, I am hoping that . . . and I know 
some hearts are hardened because I see them writing 
on a piece of paper. I see them writing on a piece of 
paper. They are hardening their hearts. And the Bible 
speaks about the heart being hardened. You become 
non-caring. That is what the Bible speaks about—
cold, indifferent. That is the idea moving forward. 

And so all I am asking for yourself, Mr. 
Speaker—not Mr. Speaker—I am asking for the One 
Bermuda Alliance to, for once, stand up for what is 
right and stand up for what the country needs. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise now the Member 
from constituency 15, Pembroke East, MP Roban. 
 You have the floor. 
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Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 You know, I listened carefully, Mr. Speaker, to 
the Honourable Minister’s response to the submission 
by the Honourable Member from constituency 34. And 
I am extremely bothered, frankly, by the response. 

I am bothered by the response because I 
stand here not just as a Member of the House, but as 
somebody like many people in the community who 
give a bit of their time to help organisations, in particu-
lar in my district, that does operate a feeding pro-
gramme. And they work with the Eliza DoLittle Society 
to do what they do—St. Monica’s Church every week 
does a feeding programme, and I go up there every 
week and help them out any way I can. 

I see what they are dealing with and I even 
have come abreast of the work that they have to do—
these members of the church who help them—to pre-
pare for each Monday. Those people are out right 
now, Mr. Speaker. Now, they are not going to have it 
this Monday because it is a holiday, but every other 
Monday they will be there. They would have been out 
right now, Mr. Speaker, going around to stores, to 
wherever, to get the supplies to prepare the meals. 
And I have seen them give up to around 200 meals a 
night in the space of an hour and a half, sometimes 
less than an hour. These ladies and men buying the 
supplies, preparing huge amounts of food, to just en-
sure that children and families who are in genuine 
need have a little something. 

So when I hear the reasoning of the Honoura-
ble Minister as to the resistance to the Government 
accepting this Bill I am flabbergasted. I am absolutely 
flabbergasted. This is a Government . . . and in fact, I 
have to ask my question, Who do you believe you rep-
resent?  

Who do you really believe you represent?  
The Minister’s argument was, seemingly, to 

protect the so-called . . . those who might give the 
food, like the restaurants and them. They are not the 
essential part of this picture you know, Mr. Speaker. 

 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Your point of order? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House.  

I said right from the get-go that I do believe 
there are people out there struggling and I do believe 
that food should be made available to them. And I will 
be encouraging restaurants and other locations. I just 
said that I do not believe that this Act is necessary 
because the Liability Act already talks about distrib-
uting food and saying that you will not be liable.  
 That is what I said, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker, that statement 
does not omit the substance of the submission of the 
Minister, which seems to be tilting on protection for 
the organisations that might donate more than the 
need of the— 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: —Honourable Member. 
 
The Speaker: Have a seat, please. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member is misleading the House. I said right 
from the beginning that I do believe that it is important 
to recognise that there are individuals out there who 
are suffering. And I also said from the beginning that 
we should encourage entities to donate the food. And 
I made that absolutely clear. 
 What I did also say was that I believe that the 
protection that they require to do this [donating], if 
there are individuals that have said that they are reluc-
tant, that we have to get out there and tell them that, 
You already have the protection, therefore, you don’t 
need to have another Act. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: And that is what I said, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Again, Mr. Speaker, the Hon-
ourable Minister can get up like a broken record and 
repeat the same thing, it does not change what her 
submission had in its totality— 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Just . . . just . . . yes, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I believe that I am trying to 
make sure that the Minister— 
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The Speaker: I think, Honourable Member, I think you 
are— 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: He is misleading the 
House. 
 
The Speaker: What you said is absolutely . . . I think 
you made clear your position and what you said. And I 
think that what you said was what you said. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Well, I am saying what I am 
saying, Mr. Speaker. This is my perception of what the 
Minister said and I am going to continue to hammer 
the point. And the point is that I do not feel that what 
she said puts the value or the concern where it should 
be. The value and concern should be for how we can 
ensure right now that the people who need food can 
get it, and those that can be encouraged to give it can 
give it right now. 
 Now what is clear, my honourable colleague 
brought this Bill because there must be some hesitan-
cy right now, irrespective of what the law is and has 
been since 2000. Of course, this is a Bill that the pre-
vious Government put in place.  

Section 6 in the Volunteer Liability Act does 
say . . . gives some protection. But, clearly, if organi-
sations are not getting these donations, the law is 
clear in section 6 of the Volunteer Liability Act, alt-
hough we are not talking about that Act right now, is 
not sufficient. So encouraging, clearly, Mr. Speaker, is 
not going to necessarily bring the success that is re-
quired.  

The Honourable Member from constituen-
cy 34 has brought a Bill to strengthen the [protection 
from] liability to ensure that any lingering concerns 
can be erased immediately. And I did not hear the 
Minister present an alternative view as to what exactly 
the Honourable Member and her Government would 
do right now other than “encourage.”  

Encourage? People are hungry right now. I 
see them every week, hundreds coming up to St. 
Monica’s Church. And we know that and I know that 
the group that I work with is not getting donations from 
restaurants or distributors that could help alleviate the 
work that they have to do.  And all this that the 
Minister said about packaging and that, organisations 
will do what they have to do if they have the coopera-
tion to get what they need. If they have to work out 
something with a possible distributor or with a restau-
rant which has leftover food, they will do it.  

Most restaurants and organisations, I would 
think, Mr. Speaker, as long as they are sure that they 
are not going to be presented with a liability which 
they clearly do not understand now despite what the 
law is, they would push over backwards to be associ-
ated with an effort to help people right now. Because 
the only thing that the Government has accomplished 
thus far in the past almost three years in Government 

is to get grocery stores to lower another 5 per cent off 
of one day, which is now ended.  

That is all they have accomplished. Right? 
And . . . and the irony is that did not help poor people, 
that was only people who could go to the stores and 
pay cash for what they were offering. This did not help 
the people who are not able to even afford to step up 
to a Lindo’s or a MarketPlace or any other store. It did 
not help them. 
 This Bill will help those people. And it is 
shameful that they cannot at least accept what we are 
putting here today. I only speak this strongly because 
I am seeing these people every week, and I take joy 
just trying to do what little I can do to help them get 
through the evening. They know they can come to St. 
Monica’s or some of the other wonderful organisations 
around the Island who are doing this service to get 
something to help them alleviate a need for their fami-
ly.  
 This Legislature should be pushing . . . should 
be running over backwards, Mr. Speaker, to try and 
do something beyond what has not been done by this 
Government thus far. So that is why, yes, I think that it 
is shameful that they are not able to accept it. 

The Honourable Minister has not presented 
an alternative to what we are bringing here today. No 
alternative. Well, you know, the Honourable Minister 
did not come with a commitment from the Little Venice 
Group or the Island Restaurant Group or from a hotel 
saying that, I have spoken to them. In fact, the Minis-
ter could not even tell us who she had spoken to 
about this—which I do not quite understand. If you 
have spoken to credible organisations in the country 
as to their issues, you should have been able to tell us 
who you spoke to, not come here and say, Mr. 
Speaker, I spoke to these people . . . or whoever they 
are, these mystery secretive people that the Minister 
cannot tell us who they are, and their concerns are 
being used to credibly go against our legislation. That 
is not good enough. 

The Minister should have been at least able to 
present some sort of alternative to what we are doing, 
or at least even come with having got commitments 
from certain organisations to actually provide that help 
where needed to Eliza DoLittle Society, to the St. 
Paul’s AME Church, to St. Augustine’s, to some of the 
other groups that are doing this around the country, 
whoever it might be. 

So this is a very poor response to a genuine 
Bill, which ironically, was proposed by the Govern-
ment. It was in their Throne Speech. They said they 
were going to do this—but they have not done it—two 
years ago, Mr. Speaker. So they are resisting our ef-
fort to help them along.  

Illogical. Shameful. This is not the response 
one should really expect from a Bill that, despite mea-
gre . . . no, not meagre, but limited . . . a small amount 
of provisions that can make a huge amount of differ-
ence. There are rare opportunities a legislature gets to 
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be able to do that, Mr. Speaker. A little change can 
potentially have an enormous difference to a whole lot 
of people if the people out in the community respond 
to what it is trying to bring about, Mr. Speaker. 

If restaurants will know, even by just this de-
bate and by the passing of this legislation, that they 
now have a stronger liability (sic) to be able to give 
what they have left over— 

 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Less liability. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: A stronger protection, I am sor-
ry. Lesser liability, Mr. Speaker, a stronger protection 
from liability, that they can with confidence and some 
sense of limited risk donate their leftovers from the 
evening to a credible organisation who will be distrib-
uting it to people they genuinely know in need, I would 
think that that is a good thing. 
 But for this debate to be going on and will 
end—because the Government will have its way and 
we are just having our say—with failure of this Bill, 
sends a message. It sends a message that the Gov-
ernment does not care enough to act right now to help 
a whole lot of people with a very small change. That is 
what it says, Mr. Speaker, and I am only speaking this 
strongly (because I try and be a little more sober with 
my submissions in this House) because I am seeing 
this. And I see the satisfaction and ease that many 
needy people get every week by just being able to 
reliably go to somewhere to get a bit of food and nour-
ishment for themselves and for their children that will 
get them through the evening to the next day. It brings 
genuine pleasure to a lot of these people. 
 And I think that it would behove any Govern-
ment to not want to respond right now to a proposition 
that they themselves made two years ago they were 
going to make, they were going to put forward. They 
have not done it. We are helping them along, but in all 
honesty the Minister has given a very feeble defence 
of inaction on this. The Minister is not even coming 
with an amendment that might be an alternative to 
ours. The Minister is coming with nothing. Nothing, 
Mr. Speaker, nada, zero, zilch!  

So how is that seen as being a credible re-
sponse? It is not, that is why. It is not. 
 So people continue to be hungry, they contin-
ue to look for options, and this Parliament is failing in 
its response, and the OBA Government is failing in its 
response on its own proposition. They proposed the 
Good Samaritan Act two years ago. They have not 
moved on it. They have done nothing and they are 
campaigning in this House today to do more of noth-
ing. How is that credible? It is not. But perhaps the 
public has become numb because they are used to 
promises being amended, broken, ignored, discarded, 
and just not plain fulfilled by this Government. 

 So I do hope, Mr. Speaker, that the Minister 
and her honourable colleagues will take a breath, will 
rethink what they are proposing today—which is to do 
nothing—(PLP:1, OBA:0), and we are going to lose on 
one, but zero is what we are going to be left with—
zero! And do you know who loses? Not us in this 
House, you know. It is the thousands out there . . . the 
thousands out there, Mr. Speaker, who will be left re-
membering that an opportunity for this House to vote 
to help just a little and to make a lot of difference, it 
decided that it would check you later. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister for Community, Culture and Sport, Minister Gor-
don-Pamplin. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, what I find very interesting with 
the presentation coming from the other side is an ob-
servation that, I have to say, it is very easy to stand 
and pontificate when one obviously does not under-
stand the basis of the very legislation that has come 
before us. 
 Mr. Speaker, the criticism that was offered by 
the Honourable Member who just took his seat indi-
cated (and the Member who spoke prior) that on this 
side we care about protecting the big people who are 
supplying all the stuff and we do not care about the 
people who are eating, who need to eat and who are 
hungry. 
 Mr. Speaker, if I draw your attention to the Bill 
that we have before us presented by the Opposition 
Shadow Minister for Health, it is to all intents and pur-
poses protection of food donor. That is where they . . . 
this is the nexus of the Bill, and that is the basis of 
their criticism for why we are speaking against it. That 
makes no sense. Very clearly they have not read their 
own legislation. And I say that because the Bill in front 
of us speaks to donor liability. 

If Members opposite were bringing a Bill to 
say let this Honourable House figure out and approve 
legislation that says that the food and the consump-
tion of food and the donation of food ought to be ac-
companied by some kind of relief for the donor, either 
from a tax perspective (recognising that they cannot 
do tax dispensations) . . . However, if they were 
speaking to the consumers of the food and the poor 
hungry children that the presentation said they would 
have included it in the legislation. But they did not.  

What they included in the legislation was what 
the Honourable Members have stood there and criti-
cised, saying that we on this side want to protect the 
donors. Clause 3, Mr. Speaker, says “Protection of 
food donor”—that is what the Bill is about. 
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And Mr. Speaker, let me go back to the Volun-
teer Liability Act 2000. And if I may, with your permis-
sion, Mr. Speaker, make reference to clause 6 speak-
ing to “Liability of donor or distributor of food.” It 
sounds very strangely like “Protection of food donor.” 
“Distributor of food” could be the same as “food donor” 
the way I read it, according to my English, Mr. Speak-
er. And what does the existing legislation say? 

The existing legislation says that “A person” (if 
I may, Mr. Speaker, it is very brief) “who donates food 
or who distributes donated food to another person is 
not liable for damages resulting from injury, illness or 
death caused by the consumption of the food unless 
(a) the food was contaminated or otherwise unfit for 
human consumption; and (b) at the time of donation or 
distribution of the food, the person knew that the food 
was contaminated or otherwise unfit for human con-
sumption or acted with reckless disregard for the safe-
ty of the consumer of the food.” 

Mr. Speaker, that is the crux of what we are 
seeing here today—protecting the donor so that they 
do not incur any civil liability for knowingly and reck-
lessly allowing food to be donated to be consumed by 
people. Nowhere in this have we heard anything 
about, let us save our landfill and let us not put donat-
ed food in the landfill—not in this Bill, Mr. Speaker.  

Not in this Bill, Mr. Speaker, is anything with 
respect to people being able to eat who are on Low 
Income Thresholds. That is not included. That is not 
what was intended to be included in this . . . I am sor-
ry, that might have been what was intended, that is 
not what they put in front of us. 

So when you have something . . . we hear 
Honourable Members say, Let’s take some baby 
steps and then come back later with something that is 
more substantive. Let me say that the baby steps ex-
ist in the legislation that was tabled and passed in this 
Honourable House by that honourable side when they 
were the Government because they recognised that 
there was a necessity to protect people because we 
have hungry people. There is no question, Mr. Speak-
er. 

You will know, Mr. Speaker, that I stand in this 
Honourable House as the representative for constitu-
ency 23, but more importantly, as the Minister respon-
sible for Financial Assistance. And Mr. Speaker, you 
will know that I am fully apprised of the numbers of 
people who walk through the doors needing financial 
assistance in order to be able to afford the [food] to 
eat. I am tremendously sympathetic, Mr. Speaker. 
Nobody wants any child to go hungry; nobody wants 
any person to go hungry in what is deemed to be an 
affluent society such as that which we enjoy, for the 
most part. There are struggling people in our commu-
nity. I do not question that, Mr. Speaker, and we as 
the Government are doing everything that we can to 
be able to ensure that the environment is created so 
that people who are having relatively low incomes will 
have the opportunity to have additional employment.  

We heard yesterday, Mr. Speaker, 200 jobs at 
Princess. We hear this. We want to make sure that 
people can work to be able to afford to feed their fami-
ly. We do not want our children to go hungry. We do 
not want our families to be struggling, Mr. Speaker, 
but this [Bill] that the Opposition has brought does not 
do it!  

Sometimes, Mr. Speaker, when one has to 
appear to be relevant and you bring things forward 
you look for things that are emotive, you look for 
things that are going to push a button that on their 
side of the aisle they can say, Those people over 
there, all they care about are the big boys who are 
distributing the food. They don’t care about the poor 
hungry little children who are hanging onto momma’s 
apron strings and crying and begging for the next 
meal. But this is not what they are doing. This is not 
what they have said. What they have said is, We are 
bringing a Bill to this House where we also want to 
protect the big guy (who is the food donor).  

Yes, they want to do that. But what they are 
doing is bringing something that is exactly a carbon 
copy of what they brought and tabled in the year 
2000. That is the issue with which we have objection, 
Mr. Speaker, because it is okay to say let us get up 
here and do stuff for the sake of doing it, and as the 
Honourable Member from constituency 6, I believe (or 
[constituency] 5) said, let us . . . you know, do this little 
step now and then come back later and do something 
more substantive and whatever. 

Mr. Speaker, there is no doubt in anybody’s 
mind—either side of this House—that there are needs 
and wants that have to be met—basic needs accord-
ing to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. In an economic 
environment, Mr. Speaker, Maslow spoke to the basic 
necessities of life being food, clothing and shelter. 

Mr. Speaker, we want as a people to be able 
to embrace all of our fellow men to ensure that each 
and every one of them has access to food, clothing 
and shelter. But what this Bill that was brought by the 
Opposition does not do is to speak to the receipt of 
the food, clothing or shelter—in this specific instance, 
the food. It speaks to the protection of the big buy that 
is going to be out there donating.  

And Mr. Speaker, it is necessary to have pro-
tections. But for some of those donations, Mr. Speak-
er, we may have more hunger. We may have more 
challenges. But, Mr. Speaker, what in this Bill is any 
different than what was tabled in the year 2000 by that 
Government as the Volunteer Liability Act? And I do 
not need to repeat it because I referred to the specif-
ics of the clauses, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, we also have spoken to some of 
the societies who had concerns and I did hear the 
Honourable Shadow Minister as she made reference 
to an exchange of e-mails that had occurred. And I 
hear the criticism saying that they want to help us on 
this side because in the platform of 2012 there was an 
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undertaking that we would be able to bring legislation 
forward to create a Good Samaritan Act. 

Mr. Speaker, let me just say something, and 
what we perhaps ought to have done is to come to 
this Honourable House to say, You know, while we 
committed to bringing this Good Samaritan Act for-
ward, what we did not realise is the value of the Good 
Samaritan Act that the previous Government brought 
to this Honourable House, passed in legislation in 
2000, and what they did was a good thing. That is 
what we should have done because then instead of 
being vilified and castigated for not bringing an Act, 
what is happening is that we are acknowledging that, 
notwithstanding that we said we would bring a Good 
Samaritan Act, it already exists. It already exists in the 
Volunteer Liability Act 2000, Mr. Speaker. 

So I do not think it is a deficiency on our part 
[that] we are saying that we are not going to support 
this today, Mr. Speaker. I just do not see the point in 
doing something for the sake of doing it. If we do 
something because it has some purpose, accept it, 
appreciate it and applaud it. But that is not what we 
are doing. 

This Act today, irrespective of how the Oppo-
sition chooses to spin this in the community to say 
that the people on this side do not care, Mr. Speaker . 
. . tell me [of] any mother on this side (and almost all 
of us are parents), or any father on this side, any 
mother or father on that side, who does not want to 
see our community fed. How many of us here could 
stand, hand on heart, and say, We don’t care if people 
are hungry? That is not what we do, Mr. Speaker, that 
is not what we do. 

So when Members opposite want to try to jus-
tify their existence by bringing legislation to mirror leg-
islation that already exists that they brought [before]—
that was good, that we have followed, and that we 
have chosen not to amend or negate, Mr. Speaker—
why do they not just accept the fact . . . Hey, we did 
something good? Let us stand and pound our chests 
and beat our . . . and puff ourselves up, because they 
deserve it, Mr. Speaker, they deserve to say that in 
their legislation they brought something that would 
assist donors of food with their protections, unless 
somebody recklessly allowed for food to be given and 
consumed knowing that it was not fit for consumption. 
That is what they did. They brought the protections.  

That is what we have done. We may not have 
realised it . . . it is amazing, Mr. Speaker, sometimes 
when you are on the outside looking in you can know 
what you want as an ideal, and then you stand behind 
the desk and say, You know what? We wanted this. 
We lauded this. We promoted this. But guess what? It 
is already here. The Progressive Labour Party did it. 
They tabled it in 2000. We debated it in 2000. They 
passed it in 2000. The protections exist for those peo-
ple who would be donors of food. It does not speak to 
who is going to receive it. And all I could say, as op-
posed to standing and criticising and pointing fingers, 

is that if they read their own legislation they would 
know that this that has been tabled this afternoon has 
done nothing more than create another awareness, 
and that is not a bad thing, Mr. Speaker.  

I do not have a problem standing here and 
saying to Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda that we want to high-
light the fact that we are doing all that we can, all that 
we would hope to be able to do to be able to ensure 
that our children are fed, Mr. Speaker. This gives us 
an opportunity to do that. It also gives us a very rare 
opportunity to say that we admire the work that was 
done previously on this particular issue, Mr. Speaker. 
But to stand and to try to bring a piece of legislation 
that already exists, that has absolutely zero further 
implication in terms of what is already there—for what 
purpose?  

For what purpose? Because we want to feel 
good at the fact that we have been able to prick 
somebody else and stir up somebody else’s emotion 
by trying to say that the Government [about which] we 
are trying to find and make all kinds of negative com-
ments is now showing that they do not care for your 
children . . . and that is not what you have brought 
forward? 

Mr. Speaker, that makes no sense. And 
based on that I do not believe that any one of us 
needs to waste one more second of time on some-
thing that is already in existence, that is already more 
than adequate, Mr. Speaker, and that was very well 
done by the previous administration, unless they 
choose to stand up and say, We didn’t do a good job. 
And I do not believe that, Mr. Speaker. 

Thank you. 
 

[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 4. 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you very 
much, Mr. Speaker. Yes, we live in the same constitu-
ency so it is easier to remember this constituency. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am taking the opportunity to 
speak as early as I possibly can so that I can get my-
self ready for the next motion. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I want to say first of all, poli-
tics aside, that I applaud the Member from constituen-
cy 15, and I applaud him for his service because that 
Member mentioned that he volunteers his time to help 
serve. And for that I need to recognise [him]. 

However, Mr. Speaker, I also stand to say I do 
not intend to politicise the plight of the people of Ber-
muda because, Mr. Speaker, that is what I feel we are 
doing today. And I have no intentions of actually en-
tertaining that behaviour. 
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Mr. Speaker, I will also speak to history, but I 
will tread lightly if you do not mind, Mr. Speaker, be-
cause there was a time when I was first in this House 
(many moons ago) and there was a promise in the 
Throne Speech of the then-Government of something 
they would do. And I remember standing to my feet 
saying in my response, But hold on a moment, this is 
already there, but you are not following through with it. 
And Mr. Speaker, the reason I will not elaborate on 
what the topic was for clarity’s sake is because an 
Honourable Member from this House recently laid a 
motion which is now under a sub-committee for re-
view, so I will not refer further to that. 

But I am saying this to say, Mr. Speaker, there 
are times when, with good intent, promises are made 
without the full recognition, perhaps, [that] something 
might already exist. And I would like to recognise, as 
we have already heard the argument from the Mem-
ber who has just taken her seat, that that indeed is the 
scenario that [is] here before us today. 

But, Mr. Speaker, we all know that there are 
people in Bermuda suffering, and I have to say to you, 
what are we doing about it? So are we doing some-
thing or are we doing nothing? 

Mr. Speaker, back in 2011 . . . and I have a 
contract here if anyone would like to see it, it has my 
signature on it I have to say. It also has the signature 
of a member from the Eliza DoLittle Society. So to be 
clear about what this document says, it is an agree-
ment. It was to ensure that the company that I work 
for who, from the bottom of their hearts, was willing to 
donate products to such a wonderful society as the 
Eliza DoLittle Society . . . we wanted to make sure 
that we were protected. So consequently, even in 
2011, I did not realise that there was such a piece of 
legislation as was already laid by the House of As-
sembly under the previous Government, that being 
the Volunteer Liability Act. I did not know that. So 
back in 2011, Mr. Speaker, I had myself protected. I 
had the company I worked for protected—willingly and 
happily on both sides. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I say this to say a month 
ago an individual who now, I believe, is responsible 
for the overall picture of the Society asked to speak to 
me with reference to the motion that we are talking 
about today, and that is the Good Samaritan (Food 
Donation) Act 2015. So more than happily I sat down 
with her, together with the gentleman who signed this 
agreement, and I had a copy of it in the meeting. We 
discussed the plight of the Society as it exists now. 
And more or less it is the plight of those companies 
who are preparing food and want . . . and who are not 
donating those prepared foods to donate to such or-
ganisations as the Eliza DoLittle. So the one question 
I said to them was, Well, I understand your plight. Do 
you know anything about an agreement you signed 
with me? And she said, No, I don’t. So I said, Well, 
just hold on, let me just show you. And she said, 
Wow, can I have a copy?  

But my question here, Mr. Speaker, is with re-
lation to the Member that brought this Bill. Was there 
a suggestion, perhaps, that went to them saying that 
the legislation already exists but if you think you want 
to better protect . . . or you think that the reason these 
other organisations may not be coming forward to do-
nate their cooked goods . . . why don’t you do what I 
did? Create a legal document, if they had to (if that 
was, indeed, their concern). And indeed the legislation 
was already placed in 2000. Why were those instruc-
tions or guidance given, Mr. Speaker? Why is it that a 
Bill had to wait to come to this House covering some-
thing that has already been covered, but maybe elab-
orating even more, when they could have done some-
thing back then? 

So, Mr. Speaker, I have to say that I am de-
lighted to have the opportunity to stand today to say I 
support, and I believe almost every single one of us 
support, the donating of products. We also have a 
responsibility to ensure that everyone who is willing to 
donate is donating and will be protected, and that is 
what the existing legislation, as we have already 
heard, covers. 

Mr. Speaker, the one thing that I will not and I 
do not understand are the statements from the Mem-
ber from constituency 15, whom I applauded for his 
service, who stated that the Government of the day is 
sending a message that the Government does not 
care. Well, I am telling you once again, Mr. Speaker, it 
is not that we do not care; it is that we will not put poli-
tics before the people. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? Just let the Member in front if he needs to. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Just one second, Honourable Member, 
while the Member gets out of the way, yes, come. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: We do not want him caught 
in crossfire do we Mr. Speaker? 
 Mr. Speaker, I have to ask when will the politi-
cal games stop being played? We have to look very 
closely at ourselves collectively. When we go out into 
the community people are becoming more and more 
turned off by the work that we are doing in this House. 
They are turned off by the tone, they are turned off by 
the content, and they are turned off by the results. 
 Mr. Speaker, we loved for many years to say 
in this country, We just need to come together. If only 
we can just come together, everything will be fine. We 
come together during hurricanes but we can’t come 
together at any other time. That is what we say. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, we have heard complaints 
from the Government benches from day one that the 
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Opposition brings forward no solutions, that the Op-
position does not want Bermuda to succeed, that the 
Opposition is trying to sabotage and undermine the 
Government. Mr. Speaker, we have brought forward 
more motions in the past two years than I suspect the 
Opposition brought in 14 years in Opposition. And I 
would know, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, when will the time be right to do 
things differently? We have an opportunity today, and 
I commend my colleague the Honourable Member 
from constituency 34 (my neighbouring MP colleague) 
for bringing forward an idea, bringing forward a solu-
tion. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, if the tone . . . if the ap-
proach that has been taken by the Opposition is 
flawed, the Government’s response and tone has not 
been reflective of ones wanting to work together and 
collaborate. It has been the impression that you guys 
have set some sort of trap for us almost. It is unfortu-
nate, and it is certainly unstatesmanlike, that we 
would [not] expect from a Government. 
 Mr. Speaker, this is an opportunity to extend 
protection to people who want to do more for the peo-
ple who are suffering, for the people who need food—
that is what it is about. That is it, okay? And I just get 
disturbed because if it is in the OBA platform and we 
agree with it, we both say this is something that has 
. . . at some point we both agreed, how now can we 
not find some way to agree today? How can we not 
find some way to agree? You know we both agreed 
on the depenalisation of marijuana; we did not find a 
way to agree. We both say we agreed on ending con-
scription; we did not find a way to agree. How long 
can we continue to keep bringing forward ideas . . . 
because that is all we can do. The Government will 
continue to not make the effort to work together as 
they claim they want to . . . to come together, as they 
claim they want to. 
 Mr. Speaker, you know, I have to commend 
my colleague. She has way more faith and belief in 
the Government than I do. But I think it is important 
that my colleagues continue to bring forward ideas, 
even if they are voted down, even if they require work, 
even if they require tweaking, because it is important 
that we not be about criticism, that we not just be 
about opposing, but also about bringing forward ideas 
and vision. 
 Mr. Speaker, if the people do not win today, 
my honourable colleague from constituency 34 has 
won a moral victory in terms of bringing forward an 
idea and attempting to make progress today. And if 
there is no progress today, it is not the PLP that lost, it 
is the people that lose. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 

 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29, Southampton East, MP 
Zane De Silva. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to start off where my 
colleague who just took his seat finished. We must be 
thinking the same thing.  

The Premier of this country has said many 
times in this House in the last . . . well, it has not been 
two and half years because we have had one resign. 
[I] do not know how long it is, but certainly since he 
has been Premier he has certainly said many times in 
this House, We need to collaborate more. If he does 
an address to the country on TV and via the radio he 
says it, Let’s collaborate more. We need to work to-
gether. 
 Mr. Speaker, here we are. An opportunity, 
notwithstanding the fact that the Honourable Minister 
Pat Gordon-Pamplin seems to think that, you know, it 
is already covered. Well, we have an opportunity, as 
my colleague Mr. Walter Roban, very specifically out-
lined, about how important it is for us to make this 
move today, and for good reason. We are in unprece-
dented times, Mr. Speaker, unprecedented times. And 
for Members opposite to talk about, Oh, you had 14 
years to do it. You should have done it. Well, you 
know what? Maybe we should have, Mr. Speaker. But 
they certainly . . . they certainly had 30 years— 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order. Point of 
order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House. Members on this side never 
said that. It was clearly stated that they did it in 2000. 
No one said they didn’t do it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, Mr. Speaker, the 
Honourable Member who just rose for the point of or-
der obviously was not listening, or was not in the 
House, because the Honourable Member from St. 
George’s, Mr. Kenny Bascome, was the one that 
made the statement. Okay? And he did say that. I do 
not hear any point of order. He said it; he knows he 
said it. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member 
knows he said it. 
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The Speaker: The Honourable Member, he may have 
shouted out something, it was not a part of the de-
bate. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, he shouted out, but 
he did say it, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is what I said. The 
interpolation— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, he did say it. 
 So my point is, in fact, the Honourable Mem-
ber Wayne Furbert answered it, Mr. Speaker. So let 
us not try and pull any wool over anybody’s eyes with 
that statement. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I just hope that the OBA, the 
backbenchers in particular, today will have a little bit 
of backbone similar to what the Honourable Member 
from St. George’s, the Deputy Speaker, Suzann 
[Roberts-]Holshouser did in one of our sessions just 
past recently, Mr. Speaker. She stood up and she 
voted with us. Now, she did leave this Chamber crying 
because she was chastised by the Honourable Grant 
Gibbons and Mr. Shawn Crockwell. She left here cry-
ing, Mr. Speaker. But . . . but I hope that one of their 
Members will see the significance of the Honourable 
Member Kim Wilson, the [former] Learned Attorney 
General bringing this Bill here today.  

I hope they will see that for what it is, Mr. 
Speaker, I really do. And I hope that the Premier is 
going to make a statement today because it seems 
like when we talk about collaboration in the public and 
in any public forum we hear those words. Well, I 
would like to hear what he has to say today. I hope he 
does not let us and the people of this country down, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Minister of 
Health said that she spoke to people about this partic-
ular Bill. And the Honourable Member, Mr. Roban, 
asked who she had spoken to and she did not get up 
and do a point of order and say, Look, I spoke to X, Y, 
Z. She did not do it. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, we have organisations like 
St. Monica’s, St. Paul’s, Dolittle Society, Sheelagh 
Cooper, Vernon Temple, Heron Bay School and the 
Honourable Member from constituency 30 even do-
nates to their food programme, Mr. Speaker. So she is 
well aware, maybe she will stand up and make a 
statement today because she knows first-hand that at 
Heron Bay School they feed the kids, Mr. Speaker, as 
does Vernon Temple, they have an afterschool pro-
gramme, they feed kids as well. 
 So when I hear Members talking about, Don’t 
politicise this . . . the plight of the people . . . are you 

kidding me, Mr. Speaker? Do you think the Honoura-
ble Member Kim Wilson has brought this here for po-
litical expedience, for political gain? I do not think so, 
Mr. Speaker. When she first brought it up to Members 
in caucus on this side of the House, she spoke 
straight from the heart, Mr. Speaker. She said this is 
something that I think we should do and we should do 
it as soon as possible. And I applaud her for it. And I 
am hoping that all Members of this House, Mr. 
Speaker, will support that at the end of the day. I hope 
the OBA . . . this is not to go the way of the land grab, 
Mr. Speaker. It is not going to go the way of the con-
scription Bill that we brought here. And it is not going 
to go the way of the comprehensive immigration re-
form Bill that we brought here. Collaboration is what 
we hear from the other side. 
 Mr. Speaker, you will know, last session we 
supported . . . the Honourable Dr. Gibbons had, I 
think, three, four pieces of legislation. We . . . the 
Honourable Member, Wayne Furbert, got up and 
wholeheartedly supported, no objection from this side. 
We collaborated. We could get up for the sake of polit-
ical gain and make some noise and . . . no we did not. 
We supported him, Mr. Speaker, last week—four 
pieces of legislation. We did not have any problem 
supporting it. America’s Cup was brought here. Con-
gratulations were given from this side to the other side 
all morning. So— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And the Honourable Mem-
ber from St. George’s who likes to interpolate said, It 
makes sense. Yes, it makes sense and we supported 
it and we still support it, because it makes sense and 
it is good for Bermuda and it is good for our people. 

That is why this particular piece of legislation 
should be supported. It is for our people— 

 
An Hon. Member: It makes sense. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And it makes sense, like 
the Honourable Member from St. George’s just said. It 
makes sense, and he is right. It does make sense. 
And I hope he stands up and supports it when the 
vote comes. I would hope that the OBA Government 
. . . there will not be any need for a vote. I hope that 
we will get the support so that our people that need 
this will get it, Mr. Speaker. 
 Some of us on this side, Mr. Speaker . . . and 
I will put my hand up, I know what it is like to go to the 
grocery store and buy one loaf of bread, a bottle of 
mayonnaise and a bottle of peanut butter to last me a 
week. Been there, done that, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right, it was a mil-
lion years ago and you might remember because you 
used to hang with me at the time. 
 
An Hon. Member: Oh! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, Mr. Speaker? But let 
me say this, Mr. Speaker, I have been in that boat. I 
have been in that boat, Mr. Speaker. I had to wash 
dishes . . . took a dishwashing job. Do you know why 
Mr. Speaker? Because dishwashers get free food 
from the chef. Okay? And that was a good thing for 
me at that time, Mr. Speaker.  

And, you know, it is people that are hungry. 
Some people do not have the opportunity. I used to 
make $3.00 an hour washing dishes, Mr. Speaker, but 
I got fed every night. And you do not forget these 
things. And people are struggling. Some people do 
not have the money to buy food, Mr. Speaker. They 
do not have it. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I say that I hope that Mem-
bers opposite will support my honourable colleague, 
Ms. Kim Wilson, in this Bill for the people of this coun-
try. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 13, from Devonshire North 
Central, MP Glenn Blakeney. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you and good after-
noon, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I was not really going to 
speak on this Bill because I figured it was not going to 
be as seemingly contentious as it has become in look-
ing out for the interests of folks that feel a social con-
science in doing what they believe is the right thing in 
contributing to solving immediate problems, particular-
ly for those that have become very challenged with 
meeting hardships and being fed, particularly with re-
gard to the surrogates (for lack of a better term) of 
those folks who might not be able to do for them-
selves, as most of us might be able to do for our-
selves, and they being those charitable organisations 
who recognise, in the first instance, the need of peo-
ple who have come into experiences relative to the 
hardship, particularly based on these economic times 
that we now face. 
 I would like to commend my colleague, the 
Honourable Member from constituency 34, Kim Wil-
son, for bringing this amendment because it specifi-
cally makes people feel comfortable with regard to 
doing a good deed. And we have often heard in this 
Honourable Chamber where no good deed goes un-

punished. So why not frame the good deed in a level 
of protection—real protection, specific protection—
which embodies just some very simple additions to 
existing legislation that makes those people, who 
would be in the position to donate food, comfortable 
and protected, specifically?  
 In these days where there are all kinds of ad-
ditives to help preserve foods, there are all kinds of 
schools of thought regarding what is organic and what 
is not organic. Now they are even saying bottled water 
is worse for you than it should be. They are saying . . . 
you know, the kinds of things that they are finding in 
water [from entrusted] providers, to be consumed by 
the general public, you have at certain times some 
levels of concern.  

So you have got these scientific arguments 
going on all across the board in all kinds of different 
ways based on all kinds of different schools of 
thought. And it is always seemingly backed up with 
some kind of data or scientific research that would 
suggest that there is a substantiation of the concern. 
We really do not know as just laypeople. We trust. 
And some of those that we have trusted who have 
had some very stellar track records that have earned 
trust have been some of the biggest culprits in modern 
society of breaching their own regulations and then 
are brought to account through court proceedings with 
suits here, there and everywhere.  

And food poisoning is very real. Food poison-
ing is very real if food is not particularly taken care of 
in the way it should be, once it is left to the natural 
elements after being prepared and cooked. 
 So to have an amendment to a piece of legis-
lation that already exists, looking to protect folks that 
would have the surplus of goods to provide to needy 
people, I cannot for the life of me understand why 
there would be any contention when we are all seem-
ingly on the same boat saying we are looking out for 
the best interests of the country, and then we are 
playing this game of semantics and nit-picking at ways 
where we can substantiate not supporting something 
because it is coming from the Opposition benches. 

This is all about politics. What we are here 
every week for is about politics. This is the highest 
political body in the country that by consensus de-
cides on the policies of the country, that brings into 
place policies and legislation that is enacted by law to 
protect. And when we begin to do things, drilling down 
to specifically protect, there is still yet a problem. And 
if there is nothing that is detrimental about this, well, 
what is the beef? If it helps to add another layer of 
protection, what is the beef? Because we did it? Is 
that the best that you can do to substantiate why you 
would not support a Bill that just makes common 
sense but is something that is driven by the stake-
holders who want to help and contribute but want a 
level of protection? That is all it is about—nothing 
more, nothing less. 
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And now we are going to get here and pontifi-
cate on the pluses and the minuses, the cons and the 
pros on something we said we all agree on, which is 
to serve in the best interests of our people. And here 
is a piece of legislation where we can join hands quite 
easily, because it is totally non-contentious. And the 
end line is to protect those folk who are in a position to 
facilitate requests from organisations such as we have 
heard—Sunshine League, the DoLittle Society, other 
charitable organisations—and even organisations that 
just come as an ad hoc group to provide a charitable 
relief to someone that they may know has come into 
hardship.  

What about our seniors? What about our sen-
iors? Where there is a group that goes around on a 
daily basis, prepares lunches, and delivers to our sen-
iors. Well, suppose there is a big wedding reception or 
suppose there is a formal organisation such as a su-
permarket or a restaurant that says, You know what? 
Let’s take this to one of the senior rest homes. You 
know? Suppose the America’s Cup folk in having their 
receptions on Front Street and Dockyard and other 
places on the Island over cater for a specific event 
and say, You know what? Let’s give this as a Good 
Samaritan corporate organisation to a senior rest 
home or to a children’s charity. They would want— 
 
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: Point of order. Point of or-
der, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: People can do that now. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
An Hon. Member: What is your point of order? 
 
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: The point of order is that it is 
fine— 
 
The Speaker: It is done now. 
 
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: —to give food— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: —you are misleading the 
House. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am not misleading the 
House. I am misleading people who might have less 
than cognisant ability to decipher what I am saying. 
What I am saying is that certain people in this com-

munity who have the power to make decisions in do-
nating goods that could be perishable, and as a result 
of not being properly cared for be exposed to liability 
because of contamination that brings on a health chal-
lenge such as food poisoning, they want a level of 
protection that is specific, where there is no ambiguity. 
That is it. They are protected. It is what we do by 
mandatory law if we are going to drive a car on the 
road or take our car and sell it to another individual.  

No caveat emptor applies in this. No “let the 
buyer beware” applies in this. It is something that is 
being given, donated, a Good Samaritan deed. And 
what our people are saying is that we support those 
that feel they require a level of protection to feel free 
to do as they would in serving the community out of 
good will. Protect us so that we do not even have a 
threat. 
 And this is what the legislation addresses and 
that is all we are saying. And what we are saying is 
we do not need the doublespeak or the contradictions. 
If this is something that is not going to hurt, but help 
enhance, the probability—not possibility—the proba-
bility of helping more, what is the problem? If it is not 
for the . . . the . . . the people who are the stakehold-
ers who have the resources, it is not at all for us. It is 
not [for] the Progressive Labour Party. It is [for] the 
people like the supermarkets that are saying give us a 
specific level of protection on various areas than just 
embed it in the existing legislation. It gives it more 
teeth to protect us from any kind of liability exposure. 
What is the beef? 
 Put the money where your mouth really is in 
helping stakeholders in this community, who would be 
good corporate citizens, in doing what they feel is a 
Good Samaritan demonstration of looking out for each 
other, especially those who might be vulnerable or not 
have the means to feed themselves. 
 Mr. Speaker, I implore the Government of the 
day to do what they say in having their way by sup-
porting us in bringing something that gives a higher 
level of protection to the stakeholders who would want 
to contribute food without having any exposure to lia-
bility. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable and 
Learned Member from constituency 36, MP Michael 
Scott. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, my opening remarks are to 
commend my colleague, the Shadow Minister for 
Health, the Honourable and Learned Member, Kim 
Wilson, for bringing the Good Samaritan (Food Dona-
tion) Act. 
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The Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act, Mr. 
Speaker, in its ultimate clause does the following: It 
repeals the Volunteer Liability Act 2000, the very Act 
that the Opposition has been adroit at drawing to the 
attention of all who have been listening to us, [and 
saying it] is a PLP piece of legislation and a piece of 
legislation which meets the current needs. 

But what Ms. Wilson’s Bill and amendment 
does is to preserve the good in the Volunteer Liability 
Act, particularly the liability provisions, but in light of 
both consultation and of changed conditions in 2015, 
changed conditions which are dramatically altered 
from the days of 2000, and expands the liability defini-
tion so that donors, more donors, will be protected. 
More donors will feel protected. And so that is the 
scheme and intendment of the Honourable and 
Learned Member’s Bill, and it is worthy of support. 

It was on that basis that I could not under-
stand the objection raised by the Honourable Minister 
for Financial Assistance in our country, Ms. Gordon-
Pamplin. It was just a politicised objection that she 
has become quite adroit at. When she decides that 
she is not going to support something, she decides to 
make an argument. It is never a good legal argument, 
it is just an argument. 

Mr. Speaker, there is an opportunity here, op-
portunities will increase, which is part of the Govern-
ment’s hope and our hope on the Opposition benches, 
there will be opportunities that increase, as the Hon-
ourable Member Mr. Blakeney indicated, going 
through the summer because there are going to be a 
lot more parties. We are all working towards an eco-
nomic bonanza, and there will be opportunities for 
more food to be destroyed and thrown out as opposed 
to being deployed into usefulness through identified 
concerns by donors to have protections that do not 
. . . having had the economy recover businessmen 
and women are even more alive to exposure to liabil-
ity. And so they will have been advised that they have 
to be careful about contingent risk and contingent lia-
bilities about the distribution of food. 

Then the Honourable Member, Ms. Gordon-
Pamplin, said that our new Bill speaks to the donor 
and it is a protection to the donor. Well, of course it is 
protection of the donor. We have repealed the 2000 
Act, and so we are going to ensure that the good in 
the Volunteer Act is preserved. So that was a spe-
cious and non-argument by the Minister who is re-
sponsible for Financial Assistance. There is an in-
crease in 2015 and there has been an increase over 
the last few years of persons in need, persons ex-
posed to risk, persons who are not working in this 
country—single moms with children and families. 

So the opportunity today to be responsive is 
more than ever increased. And I wish the Honourable 
Member, Ms. Gordon-Pamplin, the Minister who stood 
and said that she is responsible for the Department of 
Financial Assistance, would tell this House how she 
continues to let policies prevail in her department 

whereby you are suspended from much-needed fi-
nancial assistance . . . suspended for three months 
with your two or three children for specious . . . spe-
cious breaches of the regulations. She must tell this 
House why she continues to let this happen.  

There are examples that are received by 
Members of Parliament, probably on both sides of the 
House, where you are sent out to find . . . it used to be 
about 10 . . . come back with 10 respondents. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Twenty? Well, it is has been 
increasing. And so you go to . . . it has been a . . . and 
I am grateful for the former Minister, but finding 20 
respondents.  

And if the Financial Services Department finds 
that you are slacking and you have not gotten all 20, 
you are at risk of losing for three months, your rent 
and your rent coverage. So how do they expect that 
kind of policymaking in these conditions to be . . . how 
do they expect that kind of policymaking to be ac-
ceptable? And she should stand and tell this House 
that that kind of punitive attempt at stopping the im-
pact on the fund is going to be discontinued. 
 Ms. Gordon-Pamplin says that the Bill that we 
are repealing—the PLP’s Volunteer Liability Act—
speaks to the protection of the donor. Well, the donor 
is the engine of the food. They are the persons who 
we need to stimulate and encourage to continue to 
give their food to those in need. The Bill does not 
need to place its emphasis on the recipients or the 
beneficiaries of the Bill.  

The Bill’s intent is to ensure that more food is 
made available, that more enriched food is made 
available, to those in need. And so it is not an argu-
ment to say that the Bill needs to include references to 
the donee. The Bill and the amendment of the Shad-
ow Minister of Health is designed to ensure that the 
goodwill and the comfort levels of the donor, not the 
donee, is instilled or embedded in the Act by broader, 
wider definitions of liability reduction. 

And for Ms. Gordon-Pamplin to say that we 
stand here today with the aim of crowing from some 
high hill that the Government did not support this, we 
did not know that the Government was not going to 
support this Bill when Ms. Wilson produced the 
amendments. The very reverse applied. We thought 
that it was a likelihood that the Bill could enjoy the 
broad support in the House. So it is complete non-
sense for the Honourable Member to make these 
kinds of objections just to object, just to give the Minis-
ter of Health some basis for saying, We are not going 
to support this Bill. Well, just be more honest. Say we 
are not supporting it come hell or high water, but do 
not give us specious arguments. It makes no sense to 
anybody listening to you. 

So I make the point that the amendments by 
Ms. Wilson today repeal the Volunteer Act, it there-
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fore, of necessity, must preserve in the amendments 
the good of the Volunteer Liability Act, but at the same 
time expand the protections from liability risk so that 
there is a stimulus and an improvement in the legisla-
tion that deals with the purposes and aims of Good 
Samaritanism. This is what houses of legislature do. 
Often legislation gets passed that does not . . . that is 
not either perfect, and is likely to be subject to 
amendments, amendments which improve. And this is 
what we are seeking to do and this is what the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member, Ms. Wilson, is seeking 
to do with these amendments.  

But it is being done because they will be more 
responsive to the changed conditions from 2000. The 
year 2000 was still a bonanza time, and maybe that is 
why the Volunteer Liability provisions were not as 
stringent or broad in their protection of the donor. But 
today the conditions in the economy have vastly 
changed. The conditions in the numbers out of em-
ployment and out of work and in need have changed. 

So the Shadow Minister’s efforts and thoughts 
on improving this Bill are to be commended. And the 
motivations for it, I have to stress, were not to embar-
rass, but to enjoy the support of the substantive 
Health Minister, and certainly the substantive Minister 
for Financial Assistance, in a time when you would 
have thought that the people of this country do de-
serve to have their elected representatives not only 
actively being more responsive to their needs but re-
sponsive to their growing and changing needs in this 
country on the basic front of nourishment. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe those are the observa-
tions I wanted to draw out in support of my colleague’s 
amendments to the Food Donation Act. 

I am grateful. Thank you. 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18, MP Burt. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am sure that I, like many mem-
bers of the listening public, and many members of 
Bermuda public, are actually surprised that just about 
two hours after this debate started we are actually 
attempting to convince the Government to support 
their own idea. 
 One would not think that we would actually 
. . . one would think that this would have taken 20 
minutes. The Shadow Minister would have stood up, 
the Minister would have said, Oh, that is a great idea. 
We had it in our Throne Speech. We didn’t get around 
to it. Let’s go ahead and let’s move forward, in the 

spirit of the often preached “collaboration” from the 
One Bermuda Alliance. 
 But today we see the One Bermuda Alliance 
living up the Honourable Member from constituen-
cy 14, MP Glen Smith, when he said, The One Ber-
muda Alliance contradicts themselves sometimes and 
they make no apologies. Well, we can see the contra-
diction here, Mr. Speaker. We can see the contradic-
tion of the Government that so wants to say that they 
listen to people, but do not listen to the donors of 
food—the very people that say that the current legisla-
tion does not go far enough. That is what they have 
said, Mr. Speaker, and in my presentation I will get to 
the very words which they uttered. 
 But despite those calls for additional protec-
tion, despite the fact that the One Bermuda Alliance 
had it in their Throne Speech in 2013, despite the fact 
that Ministers have spoken about how much of a good 
thing this will be for Bermuda, we now see ourselves 
here facing, on the eve of a holiday, a defeat on 
something that everyone should agree with. It is as 
though if there is so little desire, so little willingness at 
all to say, Oh, we can work together. Oh, the Progres-
sive Labour Party can bring legislation. Oh, we can 
support it. It is as though they have found every single 
reason to go back on their words just so (I am guess-
ing) people can go online and say, Oh, the PLP 
doesn’t bring anything positive. You know, the Editor 
of the Royal Gazette can say, Oh, the PLP is just ob-
structing and they are not doing anything constructive. 
 Well, Mr. Speaker, it looks like there is some 
constructive stuff being done today. The question is, 
will obstruction get in the way of the constructive work 
which we are trying to do? Because there are hungry 
people in this country, Mr. Speaker, and if there is an-
ything that we can do for the organisations—the help-
ing organisations that wish to assist—we should be 
doing that. We should put our political differences 
aside. One would have thought that the Honourable 
Premier would put his political differences aside—just 
for one hour—so we could pass this and move on to 
other matters, Mr. Speaker. But no, we find ourselves 
arguing for it, something that will help hungry people. 
If because of this law, Mr. Speaker, because of this 
proposed Bill, it encourages another organisation to 
give food that did not give before we have done a 
good service. That is what we are here for. That is 
what the people elected us to do, Mr. Speaker. 
 You open us in prayer every morning talking 
about the duty which we hold to our constituents. That 
should also apply to those constituents who cannot 
afford to buy food. That is who it should apply for, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So let me go through some passages to hope-
fully refresh the memory of the Members of the Gov-
ernment bench, the Ministers, the Members of the 
Government backbench (who hopefully are not on a 
whip) . . . maybe the Honourable Premier, who is writ-
ing copious notes, will advise us whether or not their 
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Government Members are on a whip, whether or not 
the directive came from caucus to vote against the 
PLP on something that will help the hungry. 

But I will read from the November 2013 
Speech from the Throne. And that speech said, and I 
quote, Mr. Speaker, “In addition— 

 
The Speaker: With my okay. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: With your approval. Do I have your 
approval, Mr. Speaker? Okay, thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 With your approval I will quote and it says, “In 
addition, the Ministry will introduce a Good Samaritan 
Act to provide legal protection to those who donate 
food to people in need.” (End quote.) 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Now that came from the One Ber-
muda Alliance Throne Speech. 
 
The Speaker: All right. That sounds like the UBP. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: No, no, no, it is not the UBP’s 
Throne Speech. It is a One Bermuda Alliance’s 
Throne Speech in 2013. 
 
An Hon. Member: Ooh! 
 
An Hon. Member: Wow! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Not too long ago, Mr. Speaker, 
November . . . you know, a few months. But there is 
nothing fuzzy about this, Mr. Speaker. That is what 
they said. And we know that items for Throne 
Speeches go through Cabinet first. 
 So what the Honourable . . . if we are to ac-
cept the argument made by the Minister of Health and 
the former Minister of Health that these protections 
are already there, if we were to accept that argument 
that would mean that the Attorney General at the time 
was negligent in not recognising this Act that they are 
now saying works . . . if we are to accept that, Mr. 
Speaker.  

But we know that that is not the case, Mr. 
Speaker, because we have heard the community 
groups saying that additional protections are required. 
So that is why the One Bermuda Alliance said that 
they were going to put additional protections in place. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, with your permission, let 
me go on to read from the November 12, 2013, edition 
of the Royal Gazette, and it says, in talking about Ms. 
Ward who is with the Eliza DoLittle Society, “And for 
Ms Ward, the Throne Speech’s signal that a ‘Good 
Samaritan Act’ would provide legal protection to those 
who donate food to people in need came as especially 
poignant news.”  

[The article] went on to say, “While such laws 
don’t give helpers immunity from blatant negligence, 
Ms Ward said it gave protection to companies acting 
in good faith.”  
 Bermuda CableVision manager, Mr. Terry 
Roberson, who is, I think, supportive of the Eliza Do-
Little Society, supportive of these measures, said the 
following in the exact same article, Mr. Speaker. With 
your permission I will go to [read]. It says, “Bermuda 
CableVision General Manager Terry Roberson has 
helped promote the idea to Government, she [Ms. 
Ward] said, ‘It’s been a long push, but it’s worth it. 
This is awesome news.’ The legislation, put in place in 
Ontario, was recently mirrored by the Bahamas. ‘The 
Bahamas got theirs passed in 18 months,’ Ms. Ward 
explained. ‘We used their draft and had a law student 
rewrite it for Bermuda.’”  

I am going on, Mr. Speaker, “The protection 
will mean more donations at a time when the organi-
sation struggles to meet their community’s need.”  
 More donations, Mr. Speaker.  

It goes on to say, “Mr. Roberson said his 
company’s collaboration with Eliza Dolittle in this 
year’s food drive had highlighted”—and I quote—“‘the 
challenges of getting some suppliers to donate food 
under the current legislation.’”  

I will read that again, Mr. Speaker, one more 
time, “Mr. Roberson said his company’s collaboration 
with [the] Eliza Dolittle [Society] in this year’s food 
drive had highlighted ‘the challenges of getting some 
suppliers to donate food under the current legisla-
tion.’” 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, I will go on to read the final 
text from that article, if you will allow, and this is Mr. 
Roberson. He says, “‘We were happy to hear in to-
day’s Throne Speech that the Good Samaritan Act will 
be brought into law over the next year. This shows a 
kind government that understands the needs of our 
people.’” 
 
Some Hon. Members: Ah! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: End quote. 
 So— 
 
An Hon. Member: Who said that again? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: That was Mr. Terry Roberson, who 
works with the Eliza DoLittle Society, who said that 
there are restrictions under the current Act. And they 
want to encourage more donations.  

A kind and caring Government.  
Well, Mr. Speaker, we heard the kind and car-

ing Government earlier. We heard the Minister of 
Health. We heard the former Minister of Health get up 
on a political speech, when we are trying to do good 
for the people of this country, contradicting everything 
of which they said before for the sole purpose of say-
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ing, We cannot give the Progressive Labour Party a 
victory. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is not the Progressive Labour 
Party who will get a victory, it is the people of this 
country who need food. It is the people of this country 
who want us here in Parliament to do more.  

And it is amazing to see how the Government 
benches are emptying because they have already 
gotten their marching orders.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Deputy Speaker, 
in the Chair] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay, I am sorry. There are three 
Members of the Government here. My apologies— 
 
The Deputy Speaker: And please name who they 
are. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay, I will name who they are. 
The Honourable Premier, the Honourable Minister for 
Transport, and the Honourable Deputy Speaker. But 
all the rest I am assuming are in the back— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes. Because sometimes they are 
not allowed to speak on issues, sometimes . . . you 
know, they are held back. We know how it goes, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 But we would think that on something so sim-
ple, something so necessary, something so needed, 
something that is supposed to show a kind Govern-
ment who understands the needs of our people, we 
would have support from both sides of the House. But 
that is not the case, Mr. Speaker. 
 So I see the Honourable Premier furiously 
writing his notes, and I sincerely hope that he will tell 
us why his Government has changed its mind. I hope 
that he will tell us why he disagrees with the Eliza Do-
Little Society whose job it is to run food banks. This is 
what they do for a living. I think they would know bet-
ter than the Members of the front bench the challeng-
es that they face in carrying out their mission. And 
when they ask us, we should act. 
 The Honourable Deputy Speaker brought up a 
contract and I am going to take the liberty because I 
am assuming it was for the company Dunkley’s . . . 
(yes, is that correct?) . . . for Dunkley’s, because the 
Honourable Deputy Speaker either works or used to 
work for Dunkley’s Dairy. But not every organisation 
can get a legal contract drawn up to protect them-
selves from liability. That is why we are here, Mr. 
Speaker, to make it easy, to make it clear. We do not 
have to have organisations drawing up— 

 
POINT OF ORDER 

 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Point of order, 
Mr. Speaker. Point of order. 
 Any document that is signed by both mem-
bers is considered a legal document. It was not a mat-
ter of going to a lawyer. So anyone could have drawn 
up a document with agreements. 
 Thanks. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So here is what the Honourable 
Deputy Speaker is saying, Mr. Speaker. What she is 
saying is forget the change to law which [would mean] 
that you do not have to draw up a document. When 
you have got food and there might be some people 
that you can donate the food to— 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Point of order— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Wait, go to the printer— 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: —misleading— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member . . . yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Misleading, mis-
leading. 
 Mr. Speaker, that is not what I said. What I 
said, Mr. Speaker, was that an agreement does not 
. . . you do not have to go to a lawyer to have an 
agreement signed. And my recommendation was, 
when I spoke (for clarification purposes), that perhaps 
those organisations who feel that the legislation put 
under the PLP in 2000 was not sufficient, they could 
probably afford to go to a lawyer if they choose to. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 Carry on, Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will say it again. 
What the Honourable Deputy Speaker is saying is, 
Hey, organisation, if you want to donate food the OBA 
is going to vote against a law. But what you need to 
do is make sure that you write a document to protect 
yourselves and get it signed by both people just to 
make sure you’re covered. That is what they are say-
ing. 
 And what happens if you do not get the legal 
writing? You know how it works—[if you] do not dot 
the i’s, or get the comma in the wrong place . . . Mr. 
Speaker, I do not agree with the Honourable Member. 
But I agree that the better way to deal with it is very 
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simple. Change the law; make it clear. Do what has 
been asked of you by the helping societies who know 
what they need in order to get their job done. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, if you will allow me, I will 
move to a statement from a Minister who sits in an-
other place. And in November 2013 here is what he 
said. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Minister Michael Fahy, who sits in 
another place said:  

“This legislative year, you can expect to see 
the Ministry of Home Affairs introduce a Good Samari-
tan Act. 

“The Good Samaritan Act is based on a pro-
posal presented to the Government by the Eliza DoLit-
tle Society. It is intended to enable food providers 
such as restaurants, caterers, hotels, and bakeries to 
donate food, which would otherwise be discarded, 
without fear of legal ramifications, to charities and or-
ganisations that provide food aid services to those in 
need. 

“It is hoped that this Act will encourage those 
in our community who have abundant resources to 
lend a helping hand to those who are struggling. 

“I must say, I very much look forward to bring-
ing forth this piece of legislation as it is a clear 
demonstration of the good that can happen when we 
all work together in the spirit of giving; when we all 
adhere to the philosophy—‘I am my brother’s keeper.’” 

That is the Minister for Home Affairs who sits 
in the Cabinet. He is a lawyer. And he even supports 
the notion. But today . . . today, May 22nd, right before 
a holiday, the Government says, No, no, no, we 
change our mind. Let the people go hungry. That is 
what we are getting, Mr. Speaker, instead of even 
saying that we are going to work, we are going to go 
in Committee and make sure that we can agree with 
and pass it out so we can do a good deed for the 
people.  

The Government could have done some bills 
today, but they carried over all their bills—even the 
ones they told us they were going to do were carried 
over. So this is what we are discussing today. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, those are from 2013. Re-
cently— 

 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Absolutely.  

Recently, we have heard other organisations 
such as Greenrock, even last month, April, on their 
website say . . . if I may, Mr. Speaker. Thank you. 
 It says, “Why does Bermuda need a Good 
Samaritan Act? The absence of a Good Samaritan 
law hampers the efforts of individuals and organisa-
tions seeking to assist the disadvantaged in Bermuda. 
One such organisation is the Eliza Dolittle Society 

whose Daily Bread programme is open to anyone in 
Bermuda who is food insecure and/or hungry. The 
programme was launched in 2010 and now provides 
food for over 1,000 meals each week and is supported 
by hundreds of dedicated volunteers and generous 
food and financial donors. 

“According to Sarah Mardon of TEDS” it says, 
“‘Currently supermarkets and restaurants donate 
packaged and tinned foods that are expiring to The 
Eliza DoLittle Society, which in turns shares it with 
other Food Banks and meal venues throughout the 
island. However, they do not feel able, for fear of the 
legal ramifications, to donate leftover food from their 
buffets, or delicatessen counters. This food is then 
thrown away.’” 

That is the problem, Mr. Speaker, that is what 
we are trying to fix today. That is what a vote in favour 
of this Bill does. It is good work that we can do inside 
of this Parliament, Mr. Speaker. So the fact that so 
many persons have had to stand up and attempt to 
convince the Government of something they have 
said that they support is shocking. 

Final contribution, if I could, Mr. Speaker, from 
the Royal Gazette, again in March 20, 2015. Can I 
quote, Mr. Speaker? 

“Sarah Mardon, board director for the Eliza 
DoLittle Society, told The Royal Gazette” (again) “‘that 
huge amounts of much needed food was going to 
waste in Bermuda.’ She added, ‘This new bill’” (talking 
about the Honourable Member from constituency 34) 
“‘is an excellent idea.’” 

Mr. Speaker, what more does the Govern-
ment need? The Government has the helping socie-
ties who know what they need in order to carry out the 
mission of compassion in our communities, know that 
they need extra legal protection to encourage addi-
tional donors. The Honourable and Learned Member 
has researched legislation from other Commonwealth 
jurisdictions and has found something that we can put 
in place here that will give the additional protection 
that our community partners require. 

It is my sincere hope that the Honourable 
Premier (who I am hoping is preparing to speak as he 
is drinking his water), will get up and tell us that he 
has changed his mind, that he is going to follow what 
his party said in November 2013, and he is going to 
instruct his Members to support the Opposition Bill to 
work through the problems in Committee and let us do 
something good for the people of this country on the 
eve of a holiday, Mr. Speaker. Because anything short 
of that . . . a “no” vote from the Government benches 
today will show the people of this country that not 
even on the simplest of matters can we come together 
in this House to do work for the people in this commu-
nity who need it the most, Mr. Speaker. 

I did not wish to speak today. I am surprised 
that I had to speak today, and I am surprised that we 
are all having to attempt to convince the Government 
to do something right and to follow through with their 
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very own pledges. I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the Hon-
ourable Premier has heard and will change his mind. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 21, MP Commissiong. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, thank you for 
recognising me here. 
 You know, I get a sense here that we have 
gone into the realm of the absurd. Over the previous 
months or so we have heard arguments from that side 
that somehow we had 14 years in power and why did 
we not do it then? Today we are hearing, again, a sort 
of absurdist notion that in this case you did it, there is 
no need for you to improve it on behalf of Bermudians 
who are in need. 
 But as legislators who legislate there will al-
ways be a time when circumstances will change and 
there will be a need to improve upon legislation. The 
Honourable and Learned Shadow Minister here has 
found a vehicle by which we can improve on that pre-
vious legislation by bringing forth this Bill to the 
House. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am not going to speak long but 
I will say this here. If we can eliminate red tape for the 
powerful, if we can eliminate red tape for the 1 per 
cent in our society, if we can eliminate red tape for the 
America’s Cup, surely we can eliminate a little red 
tape for those who are desperately in need. 
 None of us on this side of the aisle, or that 
side, grew up in a Bermuda where you could go from 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday and find a 
place to get a hot meal. That is not the Bermuda we 
grew up in. But it shows you how Bermuda has 
changed, and we must change and adapt with respect 
to these circumstances. 
 The wonderful work being done by St. Paul’s 
AME Church in Hamilton under Reverend Tweed, the 
Anglican Church’s dispensing of hot meals—they 
need to be commended—and so do many others, in-
cluding Sheelagh Cooper and the rest. It shows the 
great marginalisation of ever-growing numbers within 
our society in an economy that is showing, for some, 
little or no mercy. I even had people, clients on finan-
cial assistance, call me, desperate because they had 
run out of food or soon will be running out of food. 
That doughnut hole, that gap, between the end of their 
food supplies and the time they get the next cheque is 
breeding insecurity. And so we are seeing this insidi-
ous reality become a commonplace thing in Bermuda 
to the extent that it is now the new normal for far too 
many. 
 Mr. Speaker, if the other side on this issue 
had come to us and said . . . or come before this 
House and said, No, we have stakeholders who are 

part of our political support base and we cannot sup-
port this. We can understand such a logical argument. 
We have our support base as well. But we are not 
hearing that. We are hearing things like, Well, you 
passed the Bill in 2000-odd, there is no need for im-
provement. Again, we have hit the realm of the ab-
surd. 
 Mr. Speaker, any country is judged not by the 
size of its armies, not by the power of its armed forces 
or by the great wealth it possesses or by their shining 
cities. It is judged by how well they treat the least 
amongst them. And we have a responsibility here to 
demonstrate that we too adhere to that principle, that 
we too will treat the least amongst us with the assis-
tance they need and ultimately the respect they de-
serve as full members of our society. And need I say 
we all know that in a Bermuda that is divided along 
race and class, the vast majority of those who are re-
ceiving this help and assistance are black Bermudi-
ans. Let us be honest about it. But whether they are 
black or white the need is there and we must address 
it. 
 And it is a shameful day in this House. Again, 
we are hearing these spurious arguments that have 
been put forth by the other side. 
 Mr. Speaker, I will sit down now and give my 
way to my Leader. But again I will repeat, if we on this 
side of the aisle in this House of Assembly can elimi-
nate red tape for the 1 per cent, surely we can elimi-
nate a little red tape for the least amongst us. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 26, the Leader of the Op-
position. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to first commend the 
Shadow Minister of Health, Ms. Kim Wilson. And so 
that everyone can understand the spirit behind the 
work that she has done to ensure that this Bill was 
brought forth, I will refer you to 1 Corinthians [13]: 1-
13. That is the spirit that emanated from MP Kim Wil-
son when she set about bringing this Good Samaritan 
Act to Parliament. 
 And, yes, it has been repeated that this is an-
other opportunity for cooperation and collaboration 
which appears to be quickly going down the drain. In 
fact, my Deputy Leader was kind when he said that 
we could have had this done in 20 minutes, yet we are 
going on to two and half hours now. In fact, I have 
seen Bills pass in this House within seven minutes, 
sometimes five minutes. Certainly, Bills that are not as 
important as [this Bill on] the fundamental prerequisite 
to live, and that is to eat. 
 But for some reason we are two and a half 
hours in, almost like we are pulling teeth, trying to un-
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derstand the rationale for the position of the current 
Government. Even in the midst of the contradictory 
statements, even in the midst of support from civil so-
ciety, they still find somehow through the Minister and 
former Minister to bring some half-baked, cup-half-
empty, reason for rejecting this idea—their idea. 
 First off, this Bill takes a snippet of the 2000 
legislation, one clause, and then builds a body of 
clauses around it strengthening and solidifying the 
spirit and purpose of the Bill. I know that we have 
amended legislation in this House on numerous occa-
sions that strengthens existing legislation. You might 
find a loophole or maybe we need to go a little deeper 
or further into the Bill, and so we bring legislation to 
strengthen it. This is no different. The only difference 
is today is who is bringing it. We see political expedi-
ency with a little swipe of political appeasement ema-
nating from the Government benches just because we 
are presenting it. 
 As my colleagues have already said, we 
would not claim this to be a victory. Soon enough I am 
going to read 1 Corinthians 13 for the edification of the 
One Bermuda Alliance. Okay? Because I know the 
people of this country know what 1 Corinthians 13:1-
13 is. 
 Mr. Speaker, this Bill, if anything else, fulfils 
the basic tenet of a caring, upright or righteous Gov-
ernment. I am sure that you have heard it, the ancient 
prayer that the sick may be nourished, the aged pro-
tected, the infants cared for and the naked clothed. 
Well, there is one more aspect of that prayer, and that 
is the hungry being fed. That is an ancient prayer, Mr. 
Speaker, something that regardless of man’s misedu-
cation or what they think of themselves still they can-
not erase. The Bible says so. 
 Mr. Speaker, some may say that in feeding 
the hungry, the only way to approach it is through the 
Government intervening and providing welfare policies 
to ensure that the hungry are fed. Others would disa-
gree. But I know the best social programme that has 
been in existence for the last 7,000 years is not the 
social programmes or welfare programme of the state 
or government, the number one social programme 
has always been charity. It has always been charity.  

Before integration into this country, the black 
community, in particular, received their social uplift-
ment, their social welfare, not from the Government 
but through charity, through the Friendly Societies, 
through Sunshine League, and all these other institu-
tions that we created in spite of the Government. So 
this is nothing new. Whether [we are] considering our 
modern history or our ancient history, charity, Mr. 
Speaker.  

So I am placing charity right in front of the 
Premier’s face, and I am going to read 1 Corinthians 
13. I want the Premier to get up and say, I reject it. I 
dare the Premier say it, because one thing about our 
Premier, he loves to be loved. 
 

[Inaudible interjections] 
 
An Hon. Member: He loves the camera. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He loves the camera, he 
loves the popularity contest. But very rarely do we 
hear the Premier make a substantive contribution in 
this House on a substantive issue.  

Now is the time, because the Honourable MP 
Kim Wilson read from the Eliza DoLittle Society. They 
indicated that the Premier, a year ago or a few months 
ago, supported this Bill. What has changed? Except 
for petty politics, what has changed?  

I want you to get up . . . I want him to get up 
and say, I reject charity. 
 Mr. Speaker, I will say this, earlier today it was 
announced that we are cutting back on mammogram 
services. We heard other cut backs from this One 
Bermuda Alliance Government. Why is it that we have 
to stand up here every Friday and question the intent 
of the Government? One thing I do know is that a car-
ing attitude can only flow from caring people.  

I am not casting aspersions. Judge a man by 
his deeds. A caring attitude only flows from a caring 
people and that applies to the individual and it applies 
to the Government. But time and time again we see 
this cold-hearted attitude from folks who appear to 
have no relation, respect or regard for the suffering 
and the downtrodden in this country. In fact, I will take 
my seat and ask for anyone on that side of the Cham-
ber, whether those on the backbench on auto-mute, or 
those on the front bench who give half-baked ration-
ales: Have you ever been without food?  

Have you ever suffered hunger? I would take 
my seat right now and let any one of you stand up and 
say, Yes, I have experienced it.  

Ah! 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Then I will, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, as requested by the Member, 
am I allowed to speak? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Well, you have already said that 
you have, so I think that is enough. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Let me go to Corinthians.  

Yes, I am realising that the spiritual approach 
is the effective approach when dealing with the One 
Bermuda Alliance.  

And no, Honourable and Learned Minister of 
Transport, do not get up and try to pontificate as if we 
are all churchical up in here. Okay, but let me read it, 
with your permission, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, sir. 
 
[Laughter] 
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The Speaker: I am here with you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: I am doing— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You got the holy writ out? 
 
The Speaker: I am doing more than one thing— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: I am multi-tasking. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, let me bring 
home the point of MP Kim Wilson and the Good Sa-
maritan Bill. I emphasise that it is based on charity.  

Well, allow me to now read 1 Corinthians 
13:1, “Though I speak” . . . and when I read this, your 
minds might go to a few MPs on the other side. One 
thing the Bible is . . . sure, it is correct, it is accurate, it 
cuts like four-edged sword. 
 Mr. Speaker, “Though I speak with the 
tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity, I 
am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. 
And though I have the gift of prophecy, and under-
stand all mysteries, and all knowledge; and though I 
have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and 
have not charity, I am nothing. And though I bestow all 
my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body 
to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me 
nothing. Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity 
envieth not; charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed 
up.” 
 That is our approach when bringing this Bill. 
We are not vaunting ourselves, Mr. Speaker. 
 Verse 5, charity “Doth not behave itself un-
seemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, 
thinketh no evil; Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth 
in the truth; Beareth all things, believeth all things, 
hopeth all things, endureth all things. Charity never 
faileth: but whether there be prophecies, they shall 
fail; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; 
whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away.”  
 Whether it be an uncaring attitude by the One 
Bermuda Alliance Government, it will come to naught, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 “For we know in part, and we prophesy in 
part. But when that which is perfect is come, then that 
which is in part shall be done away.” 
 Mr. Speaker, it goes on to say, “And now 
abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the great-
est of these is charity.” 
 Now, thus sayeth the Lord, so I am going to 
ask the Honourable Premier again, 2 hours and 45 
minutes— 
 

The Speaker: Through the Speaker. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Two hours and 45 minutes 
into a discussion that should have taken 2 minutes 
and 45 seconds, about assuring that we can facilitate 
or give that extra push, which requires nothing of the 
Government—no extra expenditure—nothing at all but 
to say, Here is the green light to fulfil your God-given 
purpose of loving thy neighbour as thyself. The green 
light. 
 So if the Premier does not want to get up, can 
somebody get up on that side and say, We reject 
1 Corinthians 13 and we reject charity and we reject 
facilitating the hungry being fed and the naked clothed 
and the infants cared for and the sick nourished? Get 
up right now and say, We reject it. If not, I expect an 
about-turn from the Premier. Show a degree of humili-
ty. Put yourself in the feet of the hungry— 
 
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Put yourself in the feet of the 
hungry. Relate. Have some type of human kindness 
and have a relation with the people that you purport to 
serve, that you want so much adulation from, that you 
want to be popular in the minds of. Well, here is where 
the rubber hits the road. Here is where your words 
must match up with your heart. Anything less, Mr. 
Speaker, and the One Bermuda Alliance reveals that 
their charity escapeth them. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 You know, I have got to tell the Gallery again 
that the Gallery does not participate in what is going 
on here. You sit in the Gallery. You watch and that is 
all that is expected, however excited we may get 
about what is going on. 
 The Chair will recognise now the Honourable 
Premier. 
 Premier, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, all the vim, vigour and volume in 
the world does not make an argument have a sound 
foundation. And I found it quite interesting, Mr. 
Speaker, that the Honourable Member who just pre-
ceded me, as I stand up to speak today, has so re-
cently found the Bible.  

And you know, Mr. Speaker, I am comforted— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motive] 
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, he is imputing 
improper motives. 
 
The Speaker: All right. You had the Bible before— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I do not want to get into a 
spiritual debate— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay? That would be swift. 
 
The Speaker: All right, Premier. I think the Honoura-
ble Member may have seen the Bible before. 
 Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, in less than a 
week I have heard six quotations from the Bible by the 
Honourable Member. And so I am glad that everyone 
in this House takes comfort in the Bible and reads the 
Bible and tries to live by the Bible. But I will say just 
one thing in regard to the Bible today, because it is a 
book that we should all respect and pay attention to. 
But I say, Mr. Speaker, Let he who is without sin cast 
the first stone. 
 Mr. Speaker, we can all find Bible terms that 
work well for us in a time of need. We can also get 
some sweet sayings that can come out there in a time 
of need, Mr. Speaker.  

I do not mind if we stay here all day if we de-
bate for the people of Bermuda. I do not have a prob-
lem with that, Mr. Speaker. I sat here listening quietly 
and listening intently to this debate because this is an 
important debate. Any legislation or any motion put by 
any person of this House is important and we, as 
MPs, should give it the attention that it deserves. 
 But clearly, Mr. Speaker, I have heard nothing 
to this point other than the vim, vigour and volume of 
the Opposition benches to show that what they did in 
2000 does not stand the test of time and is good to go 
forward. And if it is in the homework that we have 
done on this side, Mr. Speaker, because my col-
leagues who have spoken have done some work, and 
I have done some work myself. And I will get to that 
more in a minute. If anything comes up where we do 
need to make some changes, we will. But in the work 
that we have done that is clearly not the case. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So Mr. Speaker, I have sat 
here for the whole time— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I have not 
interrupted Honourable Members, because it was im-

portant that we heard what had to be said on this im-
portant issue. And I find it quite interesting that as we 
get to debates like this there are those who will try to 
stand up and try to make members of the public listen-
ing or Members in the House believe that they are 
holier-than-thou on this issue and that they have the 
right heart, the heart in the right direction to move for-
ward on this issue. 
 But I say, Mr. Speaker, clearly, to all of that 
verbiage that went before, I say there is no one in this 
House that cares more than the next person about the 
suffering of our fellow brothers and sisters—nobody. 
He can stand up and talk about it and some can make 
a better argument, but really we all care about our 
brothers and sisters, and we all do our thing to try to 
help our brothers and sisters. 
 And so I was comforted today to hear some of 
the Members and how they have gotten involved with 
the community. And if we can do more of that, then 
we will help those that need that hand up, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 Let me start out by saying to the Eliza DoLittle 
and all the other organisations that were mentioned 
here today, Mr. Speaker, thank you for the work you 
do. Thank you for the work you do. Why do I say that? 
Because for one, they need to get the thanks because 
they are doing work in difficult times and probably they 
do not get the recognition that they deserve. The food 
banks, the churches . . . they do not get the recogni-
tion they deserve for doing it day in and day out. And 
you know probably what they think, Mr. Speaker, is 
that there is no light at the end of the tunnel, because 
they still see people showing up on the doorstep to 
get the food that they need to feel better about what 
they are doing. 
 Mr. Speaker, I always intended to speak, but if 
Members on that side feel better that I am standing up 
speaking now, well, I am glad they did. But before I 
get into some of the reasons why, at this time, we do 
not think extra legislation is needed, let me get into a 
couple of other things here, Mr. Speaker. 
 One Honourable Member on that side said, 
When will we stop playing political games? Very inter-
esting comment. But I was shocked that the Honoura-
ble Member would say it because two things popped 
up right away. The Honourable Member gave a 
speech to a function that was held by the Opposition 
in the middle of April and he made some comments 
that were purely very political and scathing. So to 
come up, just over a month later, and talk about when 
will we stop playing political games . . . perhaps he 
forgot his speech.  

The Honourable Member should also be re-
minded that day in and day out— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of clarification. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.  
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POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Are we debating the Good 
Samaritan Act, Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Yes— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Or a political event from a 
month or two months ago? 
 
The Speaker: He was just making a reference to it. 
We have all— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, okay. All right. 
 
The Speaker: We have all made references to— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I just wanted clarification. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, we have all made references to— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am waiting for him to say 
something of substance. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And the Honourable 
Member who made those comments should also be 
well aware that a very close member in his family runs 
. . . is on a radio talk show every day playing political 
games, Mr. Speaker. So if you really mean it— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —do it by your— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Premier. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Obviously, the Premier is [im-
puting] improper motives. Okay? And is actually going 
off the debate of the Good Samaritan Act. We are 
looking for substance from the Premier, not rhetoric. 
 
The Speaker: All right, Honourable Member. 
 Premier, continue. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Sorry, Mr. Speaker, but 
obviously when you hit close to the mark it hurts peo-
ple, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So, Mr. Speaker— 
 

The Speaker: Honourable Member, just a minute . . . 
one second, Honourable Member. All right? 
 And if any Honourable Member has a point of 
order then you indicate . . . you know, this shouting 
out has got to stop.  

Just one second. 
 All right, it will be very much appreciated by 
all. 
 I will recognise— 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House, and I do declare my interest 
and I take offence to the reference to an employee of 
mine being said to be playing political games. Those 
such political games caused a Premier to be resigned 
and it is why he sits where he sits today. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 He just said they were playing political games, 
so I rest my point on that one. That is factual. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for keeping the or-
der. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Speaker: All right. All right. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: It is interesting that Mem-
bers on that side want you to speak and then they 
want to interpolate the whole time with meaningless 
comments. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, one of the things— 
 
The Speaker: Order, Members. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, one of the 
things that I want to bring up at this point, because it 
has not been touched on at all today, or it has just 
been alluded to very briefly, is that . . . and let me de-
clare an interest.  

Before I was involved full-time in politics I ac-
tually worked full-time at Dunkley’s Dairy. I still have 
shares in it, so declare my interest and speak from a 
position of experience of 35 years in the food industry. 
I have probably been into as many hotels and restau-
rants and places that serve food as anyone on the 
Island because I started out as a sales agent going 
into the kitchens, going into the hotels selling food and 
working with them as they did the functions. 
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 One of the things that is very important when 
you have this type of debate . . . and no one is deny-
ing that we need to make sure we get the food out 
that is not being used. But one of the things that is 
critical to understand is the high degree of fragility at 
all times in food that is not treated in the right way. 
And just refer to the Blue Bell [Creameries] ice cream 
challenge in the States a couple of weeks ago, one of 
the best ice creams in North America, a favourite . . . 
a favourite by many people. 
 Mr. Speaker, I hear interpolations from people 
who should listen, and maybe they will pick something 
up along the way. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just a minute. 

Honourable Members, you know, with due re-
spect, the Honourable Premier sat there, he listened, 
he listened all day. I did not hear him comment on 
what other Members had to say, so we can please be 
respectful in this case. 
 Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Because I think this type 
of background is helpful for an understanding. If 
Members on that side do not want to listen, I think 
members in the community will listen. 
 Now, I mention Blue Bell because it was such 
a well-thought-of product, very successful in what they 
did, and because of challenges they had with the pro-
duction of the product, people actually died. They 
closed down production totally. Plants went out of 
business and hundreds of people were put out of 
work. Who would have thought from manufacturing 
ice cream, which is frozen, people would die? And I 
raise that because we think of hot food, how it has to 
be handled properly. But any food . . . and the Hon-
ourable Member from constituency 13 talked about 
water, and it is right. Even bottled water can have 
challenges if it is not produced in the right way or if it 
comes from a source that is not cleansed or purified in 
the right way, Mr. Speaker. 
 And so, if, I say “if”—a small word but with big 
meaning in this case—if there is excess food that 
could be given away to charity, there is perhaps . . . 
some people are concerned about it because once it 
leaves their premises they have no control on how it is 
handled or how it is distributed. 
 Now, the Honourable Members on that side 
made some comments about the Deputy Speaker and 
an agreement that Dunkley’s has with people who we 
give food to. And we give food to Eliza DoLittle. Any 
time we have food that cannot be used, it is close dat-
ed or whatever, we give it away. We signed that 

agreement, in my opinion, for the straight-up reason 
that once people come and collect something off your 
loading dock, you do not want them to bring it back in 
two hours and say, We don’t need it anymore. Or you 
do not want them peddling it a mile down the street for 
sale. You want to make sure it is going to go into the 
right area and be used for the right purposes.  

That is why we signed the agreement. It has 
nothing to do with being worried about protection and 
stuff like that, because we wanted to make sure that 
once it is moved off it is handled in the right way. 
 So food has to be handled in an appropriate 
way all of the time. And one of the reasons why we 
cannot support this Bill today is because I think the 
Act in 2000 does the right thing and it covers every-
thing that is in this change at this time. And I find it 
quite interesting that the Honourable Member who 
introduced the Bill says that in 2000 we did the Act, in 
2011 we were approached about making some 
changes to it and because we did not have time be-
fore the election we could not get to it. Well, Mr. 
Speaker, the election was in 2012. This is— 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: A 2015 amendment. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, your point of order. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: During my submissions I did not 
say 2011. I said it was 2012, because it was just be-
fore the election was approaching with respect to me 
being able to . . . when I was first reached by those 
persons of the Eliza DoLittle Society. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, then it must 
have been a 2011 survey the Honourable Member 
talked about. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: The survey— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Unless the Honourable— 
 
The Speaker: Members, I cannot hear what the Hon-
ourable Member is saying. 
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Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, when . . . when . . . when I can 
hear you, Honourable Member. I do not want to have 
to listen through noise. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: The survey to which I referred to, 
the Government survey . . . the Low Income Thresh-
old Survey was a study of 2007. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, 2007, I thought . . . yes.  
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: It was 2007, okay. 
 Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I am very 
clear, the Honourable Member already made a point 
of order on that to another Member on this side, but 
the Honourable Member who introduced this Bill 
talked about communication in 2011 and she has got 
the notes where she talks about— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: It is unfortunate I have to get 
up and do this point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Go ahead, go ahead. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: It was the Honourable Minister 
of Health that made reference to her own work from 
2011 to 2015 where the date of 2011 came up. It had 
nothing to do with our Honourable Member’s submis-
sions. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I listened closely to what was said and I do 
recall the mention of that. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So, Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable . . . just a minute. 
 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: He was not even in the 
House. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. 
 Honourable Member. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Getting some good exercise here this afternoon. 
 Now, I talked about the ability and the need to 
handle food in the appropriate way, and there are a 
couple of other things that I think are important to re-
call on this. 
 First off, I have checked. I have asked around 
the industry as recently as this morning, checked 
around it, and there are a couple of things that are 
very important to all Members on this side to under-
stand. First and foremost, I am not aware of any sig-
nificant amounts of food thrown away at all, and here 
is why.  

I hear Honourable Members say, What? 
Yeah, listen and I will explain it to you.  

Here is why, Mr. Speaker. Restaurants, hotels 
and everybody operate on very, very thin profit mar-
gins. If anybody is making excess food and throwing it 
away they would be out of business. Clear and sim-
ple, they would be out of business. If you make too 
much one day you are not going to repeat the same 
mistake the next day. That is one thing you should 
remember. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. Speak-
er. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is 
certainly misleading the House, Mr. Speaker. For him 
to make a comment to say that there are . . . anyone 
that is in business does not have excess food at the 
end of the day would be out of business, Mr. Speaker, 
the Honourable Member should know that— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —all restaurants— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —have excess food, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you for your Point of Order. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Member should stick to construction and not try 
to delve into the food business. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member— 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. 
 Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Very touchy over there this 
afternoon, Mr. Speaker, but I just will stay on the 
course and always be respectful, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, I was saying that food is 
expensive. Food is expensive in Bermuda because it 
has to be imported. Because hotels and restaurants 
operate on fine, very fine profit margins, they are not 
going to make excess amounts of food [so at] the end 
of the day they have to deal with it. 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: In regard to restaurants, 
as I hear Honourable Members interpolating on that 
side, Mr. Speaker, if a plate of food comes back off 
somebody’s table and they have started to eat it, that 
food is not fit to be given away. So if anyone on that 
side believes that they should give that type of food 
away, then I have got a problem with that.  

Now, I am not saying that that was said by the 
Honourable Member, because they are touchy. But I 
want to make it clear when you say restaurants have 
a lot of food to give away, that is not the case, Mr. 
Speaker, because when you go to . . . I do not want to 
mention a name because people think I am favouring 
one restaurant over the other. I like all the restaurants 
in Bermuda, they do a great job and it shows by the 
way I eat, Mr. Speaker. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, restaurants . . . when you 
go to 95 per cent of the restaurants throughout Ber-
muda, other than on special occasions like Mother’s 
Day or Father’s Day, you order your food off the 
menu, your dish comes to you, they put it down, that 
is your food. If you touch it, it is going to be thrown 
away—it is not going to be given away because it 
could have an issue of health for people. That is un-
acceptable. 
 On buffet days, Mr. Speaker, it is very clear to 
me, being within the industry, because the margins 

are so tight the restaurants know clearly, the hotels 
know clearly that they have 100, 150, 200,  whatever, 
people coming for lunch. They make sure that they 
prepare dishes at that time that if there are leftovers 
they can use them for other purposes after the fact if 
they treat them in the right way. In other words, with 
hot foods they cool them down as quick as they can 
and prepare them. 
 And I hear the Honourable Member Mr. 
Furbert say, Don’t make excuses. I am not making 
excuses; I am telling you real truth. 
 
An Hon. Member: The real truth? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I am telling you something 
straight up that you do not like to hear, MP Furbert. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, I used to run a 
little small deli as the Honourable Member used to 
know. Okay? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And what I am saying to him 
is that even if it is just one loaf of bread, it is worth 
feeding one person. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And I agree. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I agree. I agree, Mr. 
Speaker, but— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let the Premier 
speak. I mean, you know, really all day he sat there 
and listened to every Member get up and speak, and 
he said nothing. 
 Yes, carry on. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, so I have a 
question for the Honourable Member, and I will yield. 
When he ran that small little deli, did he throw away 
food? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I did. And most of it 
was yours. 
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[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Okay. All right. 
 Carry on, carry on. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So Mr. Speaker, I ask him 
another question. 
 
The Speaker: No, no, Honourable Premier. Let us 
have your speech. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And that is why he is out 
of business. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Other Honourable Members, the 
Speaker is running this House, not you! 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I think the Opposition Leader wants to speak 
again on this subject. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So, Mr. Speaker, as I was 
saying, earlier today one of my colleagues continued 
the chat and spoke to one of the leading supermar-
kets in Bermuda, about how they handle it. This su-
permarket bakes goods, has a buffet bar, and of 
course runs the rest of the business which you could 
have close-dated products. And the Honourable 
Member was informed again at that time that when it 
comes to baked goods they give the baked goods 
away. No problem with that. When it comes to outdat-
ed items, they do the best they can to give them 
away, but they have to get a credit first from the sup-
plier before they can give any product away. When it 
comes to the buffet, there is very little extra that is 
made, or it is reused where they can. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I think it is very clear that the 
Opposition has not demonstrated a case of any rea-
sonable amounts of food that are going to waste and 
wanting for people because they have not named any 
specifics. They talked about Eliza DoLittle, they talked 
about other charities needing the food, and I accept 
that. And everyone wants to help. Everyone would do 
what they can to help, Mr. Speaker. But I honestly 
believe that the legislation that was passed in 2000 
does the trick and helps people, very clearly. 
 This amendment, if you look through the 
clauses, does not do anything additional that would be 
needed. When the Honourable Member introduced it 
she never gave the case of the extra coverage that 
would be in there. We checked around with the indus-

try. I asked around on the ground who would have the 
product. It is not there. It is not there. It is a fallacy to 
think that there is something being dumped that is 
filling up the landfill. It is just not there, Mr. Speaker.  

What does get taken away from restaurants 
on a regular basis is scraps that cannot be consumed 
in an appropriate way by human beings. And you will 
get scraps when you cook, when you bake, Mr. 
Speaker, and I do not have to tell you that. Scraps are 
taken away and used as swill on a regular occasion, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 I think we in Bermuda do try to make things 
political at the end here, up in this Honourable Cham-
ber, because that is what we are. We are politicians. 
So we are going to state our case. And if people do 
not buy into our case, if people do not accept our 
case, then we are going to cast an aspersion that they 
are being political or they do not care, or I care more 
than you, or I know what is going on and you do not 
know what is going on, or you will not listen to us. But 
Mr. Speaker, in this case why would somebody who 
works so hard in a business to make it successful 
continue to dispose of food when it will go to waste? 
Why? It just makes no sense. 
 So when we have asked around, when we 
have called people in the industry, and it is not hard 
for me to check because I know the contacts, I have 
the contacts, it is just not happening, Mr. Speaker. 
And the point that I do not hear the Opposition even 
acknowledging is when we come to this honourable 
place and make laws, those laws need to be effective, 
they need to stand the test of time. We do not bring 
legislation to this place without the ultimate need of 
helping our people. We believe it was already covered 
in 2000, and, after a second look at it, we still believe 
that is the case. 
 But if the situation changes and we have to 
look at it, we will look at it. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, we had the Eliza DoLittle 
[Society] in our caucus just a couple of weeks ago . . . 
a week ago, two weeks ago. I thought it was two 
weeks ago (time moves so fast when you are getting 
older, Mr. Speaker). And we had a long discussion on 
the work they do and how they do it, and we asked 
them some pointed questions. We feel very comforta-
ble with our position. We feel that while there are too 
many of our brothers and sisters that are still strug-
gling and there are too many of our brothers and sis-
ters that are looking for the next meal for them or their 
children, we feel we can get the food to them that is 
out there without changing the current legislation. It is 
not political, it is just reality of what is already covered, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 And we will continue to work with the Opposi-
tion to do all we can to make sure that we can deliver 
the services and the goods to the people of Bermuda 
the best we can, in spite of what the Opposition say 
about working together and not working together and 
collaboration.  
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And, Mr. Speaker, I will listen to some of the 
rhetoric coming from that side at this time. We will 
continue to work with the Opposition, and when they 
have viable legislation, we will support it. But if the 
legislation is not required, we simply will not support it. 
In spite of the vim, vigour, and volume that they put 
out, we believe that we can help the people of Bermu-
da with the current legislation, and we will continue to 
do that. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Premier. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from Hamilton East, constituency 5, MP D. V. 
Burgess. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, Mr. Speaker, very 
briefly. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Premier has not indicated to 
us why he is not in favour of this Bill. The Bill serves to 
do good, do better than we are doing right now. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, let me try to get this House 
right when they talk about hot food because I think it is 
given . . . [there is] a myth out there about hot food 
can be bad food. Two things: Hot food should be 
served hot. Cold food should be served cold. Now, 
food becomes dangerous when it gets to room tem-
perature. So food must be handled properly.  

You find that you get most food poisoning dur-
ing the summer time from cold food because it is left 
out and it gets . . . temperature . . . high humidity and 
everything else . . . then that is where you get food 
poisoning. You get more food poisoning from cold 
food than you would get from hot food. You are pretty 
safe with hot food, if it is served hot. So the way it has 
come out here that we have got to watch out for hot 
food—not so. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not see why this Gov-
ernment will not support this Bill because of all the cut 
. . . all the wasted money they are spending on other 
things. This morning you heard they spent $160,000, 
approximately, on a report that . . . dealing with a 
company, by their own admission they say they are 
not transparent. That is wasted money. Yet, this Gov-
ernment has cut grants to the seniors, the rest homes.  
They cut funding for education. They cut funding to 
scholarships for our students. They cut funding to net-
ball associations when they are out there mentoring 
and nurturing young children, young girls. And they 
have increased the health care costs to seniors. 
 Mr. Speaker, something here that we thought 
would take about 10 minutes in this House to pass 
they are making it sort of a political football. We 
should have been probably going home by this time, 
because we were supposed to have a short day. But 
they are making a meal out of this here, Mr. Speaker. 
So, I really do not know why. I mean, you have heard 
from the other side, You had 14 years. Mr. Speaker, 

how can we fix in 14 years when they had 400 years? 
We are trying to dig ourselves out of 400 years. But 
they expected the Government to clean things up in 
14 years, the PLP Government. I understand it. I un-
derstand it. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, again as I said, I was going 
to be very brief, I am going to be very brief. I am con-
fused why this Government would even say, Let’s get 
together, even if they feel that an amendment was 
needed. Let us put the amendment out and pass this 
Bill. They have not done that. They just are not in fa-
vour of this. They are not in favour of charity, it is quite 
obvious, by not approving this Bill. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 
 

HOUSE VISITOR 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 Then I am going to . . . Just before I do revert 
back to the Member who brought the Bill, the learned 
Member from constituency 34, I notice in the Gallery . 
. . I see two senators, Senator Rabain, and Senator 
Ball. And we also see former Senator Llewellyn Penis-
ton in the Gallery. 
 I now move to the Honourable and Learned 
Member, Kim Wilson. You have the floor. 
 
[Second Reading of Good Samaritan (Food Donation) 
Act 2015, continued] 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Wow. This morning when I was getting my 
children out of the house, I said, We need to hurry up 
and let me drop you off at school really, really quickly 
because Mummy has a little bit of preparation that she 
wants to do today. And of course, they asked why, 
and I said, Well, the Opposition is debating a motion. 
And I went on to explain to my children the basis of 
the motion. And they said, Well, Mummy, that’s just 
something that is needed. That’s necessary. I mean, 
you shouldn’t have to prepare that much for that. 
 And now I am going to have to go home and 
tell them that the Government, which has been, of 
course, duly elected by the democratic process, does 
not feel that it is necessary or needed to pass legisla-
tion that will feed children, seniors and other members 
of the public who are hungry. 
 Mr. Speaker, the current Minister of Health 
indicated that the desired results, in her opinion of this 
matter, would be getting more people to donate food. 
What I have a big challenge in understanding, Mr. 
Speaker, is that if that is the genuine desire of the 
Government, I cannot understand how this Govern-
ment would deny the call of community groups such 
as Terry Roberson and the CableVision company, the 
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Eliza DoLittle Society, charities such as the Seventh 
Day Adventist charity [Adventists in] Focus, Family 
Learning Centre, the Coalition for the Protection of 
Children, many of the AME churches, including St. 
Paul, who has a feeding programme every week in 
conjunction with the Progressive Labour Party and the 
BIU [Bermuda Industrial Union]. My church, Allen 
Temple, also has a feeding programme. 
 We have all of these community groups call-
ing on the Government as recently as May of this 
year, saying, We need more protection. We don’t be-
lieve that the 2000 legislation on its own, as written, is 
sufficient to provide us with the coverage that we need 
to allow us to donate more food and food items to help 
to feed the hungry. 
 So, notwithstanding the cries of these com-
munity groups, whose charitable, benevolent purpose 
is to feed the hungry, and they have demonstrated a 
real need and identified a need in which they can al-
low more food to come into their coffers to be distrib-
uted to the members of the community—
notwithstanding that, the Government chooses today 
to deny the call of these charities. 
 Mr. Speaker, just today in the Guardian, if I 
may refer to it, the United Kingdom Guardian, France 
has indicated that they are forcing supermarkets to 
give away unsold food to charities and that they are 
legislating, in France, that they are barring any stores 
from spoiling and throwing away food, in France, be-
cause they are concerned about the epidemic of 
waste coupled with food poverty. So here we have a 
country in Europe whose legislators are barring stores 
from throwing away food, and we cannot sit here in a 
sophisticated society such as Bermuda and convince 
the Government to adhere to the calls of the charities 
who are saying they need legislation so that they feel 
protected so that they can give away food to the hun-
gry people. 
 Mr. Speaker, the other comment that was 
raised by the Premier . . . excuse me, I will start with 
the former Shadow Minister of Health, who indicated 
that she didn’t see the point of doing something for the 
point of doing something.  

Mr. Speaker, my mother used to always say, 
If you can’t say anything nice, don’t say anything at 
all. So I am going to have to leave that comment, be-
cause for the former Minister of Health, who now is 
charged with Financial Assistance, the extent of the 
Honourable Minister’s contribution to this House for 
this debate was, I don’t see the point of doing some-
thing for the point of doing something. If they cannot 
see the point of this exercise and that 13 per cent of 
the people in 2007 were living below the poverty 
line— 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 

Ms. Kim N. Wilson: —and having no money to buy 
food— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. Thank you. 
 Honourable Member, your point of order. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The Honourable 
Members is misleading the House, Mr. Speaker.  

What I said was there was no point in chang-
ing legislation when the existing legislation already 
provides what it is that she was trying to do. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you. 
 Yes. Mr. Speaker, and I am glad that we have 
Hansard, because that was one of the quotes that I 
had to write because I just could not believe my ears. I 
don’t see the point of doing something for the point of 
doing something. And Hansard will record that. So we 
will see that next week when we get the report. But 
needless to say, that again is coming from the former 
Minister of Health and now the Minister charged with 
addressing Financial Assistance. 
 Mr. Speaker, in response to some of the 
comments that were made by the Honourable Prem-
ier, he indicated that he was concerned, and he used 
the Blue Ribbon [sic] ice cream (whatever) scenario, 
which I believe it was Salmonella. 
 
An Hon. Member: Blue Bell? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Whoever. 
 Anyway, but I believe the issue that the Prem-
ier was trying to draw reference to was his concern 
with respect to the ability of food handlers to handle 
these products that are donated, and whether or not 
any type of other ramifications can occur in the event 
of their inability to handle [them]. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, it goes to the record that 
the Eliza DoLittle Society has refrigerated trucks spe-
cifically designed for transporting food, keeping hot 
food hot, cold food cold. And in addition to that, the 
persons who work with the Eliza DoLittle Society are 
all qualified food service handlers, through the Health 
Department. So the reality is they know what they are 
doing. They know how to handle food. They know how 
to ensure that refrigerated foods remain refrigerated. 
They know how to ensure that warm foods remain 
heated at the temperature so as to reduce and mini-
mise any type of harm caused to a person from con-
suming this food. 
 The other issue that was raised by the Hon-
ourable Premier was that he felt (and this was his 
closing remark) that the Government will support any 
viable legislation. So any viable legislation proposed 
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by the Opposition they will support. And legislation 
that is not viable they will not support. So, we have the 
former Minister of Health saying she sees no point in 
doing something for the sake of doing something, and 
the Premier of our country saying that if it is not viable, 
we will not support it.  

So, the Government is saying that this Good 
Samaritan [(Food Donation)] Act 2015, whose sole 
objective is providing food for the hungry and the legal 
protection, additional protections that the charities 
have asked for as recently as March . . .  and as re-
cently as 3:43 [pm], I have been communicating with 
board members of the Eliza DoLittle Society, and they 
are listening to the debate very feverishly, saying, We 
at no time made representations that we do not be-
lieve that this Bill is not necessary. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: So, we have all of that coupled 
with the Premier saying that if it is not viable they will 
not support it. So, the Premier of this country is telling 
Bermuda that to feed the hungry and to provide legis-
lation that will protect the charities and the food distri-
bution persons for giving food to the hungry is not via-
ble. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am at a loss for words. I am at 
a loss for words. And when I go home this evening, I 
will have to tell my children that the Government, 
which has been elected, by their example and by their 
behaviour and their actions have less regard for Ber-
mudians who are hungry than they do for other mat-
ters that are far less important as hunger and poverty. 
 Mr. Speaker, I guess we now move into 
Committee, or the next stage. Those are my submis-
sions. And I would . . . (What do I do?) 
 Oh. Mr. Speaker, in those parting remarks, I 
move that the Bill now be committed. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 It has been moved that the Bill be committed. 
 Any objections to that? 
 I would like to ask that the Honourable Deputy 
please take the Chair [of Committee]. 
 

House in Committee at 5:12 pm 
 

[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
  

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 
GOOD SAMARITAN (FOOD DONATION) ACT 2015 
 
The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee 
of the whole House for further consideration of the Bill 
entitled Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015. 
 I call on the Member responsible for the Bill. 
You have the floor. 
 

Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 I move clauses 1, 2 and 3. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 It has been moved that clauses 1, 2 and 3 be 
moved. Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 

Member, please proceed. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. Madam Chairman, clause 1 
speaks to the short title; namely, the Good Samaritan 
(Food Donation) Act 2015. 
 Clause 2 is the interpretation clause, which 
defines “donate” to include “the distribution of food 
donated by others, who are licensed under the Public 
Health (Food) Regulations 1950 without payment or 
other reward; and “personal injury” includes—(a) pre-
natal injury, (b) impairment of the person’s physical or 
mental condition; and (c) disease.” 
 Clause 3 provides for the protection of the 
food donor. Clause 3(1), “A donor does not incur any 
civil liability in respect of any death or personal injury 
that results from the consumption of donated foods 
where the food was—(a) donated in good faith for a 
charitable or benevolent purpose and with the inten-
tion the recipient of the food would not have to pay for 
the food; and (b) safe to consume at the time it left the 
premises or control of the food donor.” 
 [Clause 3](2), “Where the food is of a nature 
that required it to be handled in a particular way to 
ensure that it remained safe for consumption after 
leaving the possession or control of the donor, the 
donor shall not incur any civil liability if he informs the 
person to whom the food is donated of the manner in 
which the food is to be handled to ensure safety.” 
 [Clause 3](3), “Where the food is of a nature 
that it must be consumed within a particular period of 
time after leaving the possession or control of the do-
nor, the donor shall not incur any civil liability if he in-
forms the person to whom the food is donated of the 
time within which the food is to be consumed to en-
sure its safety.” 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members who would like to 
speak to clauses 1, 2 or 3? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 23, the Minister of Community, Cultural De-
velopment and Sport. Minister, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mad-
am Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I would just like to speak to 
the issue of clause 3. As we outlined in the substan-
tive debate, in terms of liability that would inure to the 
charge of the donor, we believe that that was actually 
covered in the existing legislation. 
 If I just might, and whether the Honourable 
Member who has brought this Bill would suggest or 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/House_Business/Bills/Good%20Samaritan%20Food%20Donation%20Act%202015.pdf
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would concur that the recommendation that she made 
in closing the substantive debate, when the Honoura-
ble Member referred to France making it unlawful for 
foods to be thrown away because it could have use in 
the community, because that, I believe, is the crux of 
what it is we are trying to do.   

I think that every Member who spoke indicat-
ed that that is really what we are trying to achieve. 
The mischief that we are trying to cure is that of hun-
ger. 
 And I believe that if that is brought to this 
Honourable House, it is something that would be sup-
ported wholeheartedly by both sides of the aisle, in 
terms of being able to ensure that it will become illegal 
to throw away food that has not first been offered to a 
helping agency. So I just wondered if the Honourable 
Member would be willing to consider that aspect to 
make sure that what she is trying to do is in fact ac-
complished. Because what she is now trying to say is 
what already exists in the existing legislation. Thank 
you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member. 
 The Chair now recognises the Premier, from 
constituency 10. You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I think it has been a helpful 
debate today. The legislation that is currently in front 
of us, in our opinion, could be a little bit better drafted. 
And in that regard, we will continue to take a look at it. 
But because, in our opinion, this Bill does not do any 
harm to the current scenario going forward, and it 
might help (even though we do not support the legisla-
tion because we believe it is already covered in a pre-
vious Act), my colleagues and I will certainly not get in 
the way of this moving forward.  
 But what we will do, Madam Chairman, is we 
will make sure that these two pieces of legislation 
work together. And we will make sure that if we can 
improve the legislation, we will do so. We do not think 
this one piece does it, but it has been a healthy de-
bate. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Chairman: Are there any other Members who 
would like to speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Are there any other Members who 
would like to speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
 There are no other Members. 
 Member. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

 I do have an amendment to propose, which I 
think will address . . .  
 
[Pause] 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. Can you make 
sure that everyone has a copy, please? 
 
[Pause] 
 

AMENDMENT—NEW CLAUSES 
[Withdrawn] 

 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Okay. The amendment (which I 
hope will address some of the issues that the Honour-
able Premier just simply raised) is: The Good Samari-
tan Bill is as follows:  

“The following sections shall be inserted im-
mediately after clause 3(3): ‘(4) Liability of donor or 
distributor of food—A person who donates food or 
who distributes donated food to another person is not 
liable for damages resulting from injury, illness or 
death caused by the consumption of the food un-
less—(a) the food was contaminated or otherwise un-
fit for human consumption; and (b) at the time of do-
nation and distribution of the food, the person knew 
that the food was contaminated or otherwise unfit for 
human consumption or acted with reckless disregard 
for the safety of the consumer of the food.” 
 And then the new section 5, there should be a 
number five there, [clause 3(5)] says that “Section 6” 
(which effectively is what I have just read) “of the Vol-
unteer Liability Act 2000 is hereby repealed in its en-
tirety.”  
 
The Chairman: Thank you.  
 Are there any Members who would like to 
speak to the amendment that has been presented? 
 Yes, certainly, absolutely. The Chair recog-
nises the Member from constituency 23, the Minister 
of Community, Cultural Development and Sport. You 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mad-
am Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I wonder whether the Hon-
ourable Member, having just this second given us 
sight to this amendment, which may in fact have some 
consequential implications . . . would the Honourable 
Member be willing to rise and report progress on this 
issue to give us the opportunity to study this amend-
ment? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to the amendment? 
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 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 34. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you. 
 Madam Chairman, in light of what was previ-
ously said by the Premier and the support that the 
Government will give to this Bill, I will withdraw this 
amendment and move that the rest of the clauses 
hereby stand as read and form part of the Bill. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members who would like to 
speak to the withdrawal of the amendment and to the 
Bill that stands? 
 The Chair recognises the Premier, from con-
stituency 10. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: This can be the briefest 
speech I have probably ever given, the most light. 
 Thank you for working with us on this. 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader, 
from constituency . . . 5? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: [Constituency] 26. 
 
The Chairman: [Constituency] 26. Sorry. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman, even 
though it is belatedly three hours late, I would like to 
extend, on behalf of us, our gratitude to the Govern-
ment for cooperating with us on this Bill. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Chairman: Right.  
 Are there any objections? 

Member who presented, would you like to 
proceed? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Madam Chairman, I move the 
Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: We will move the clauses first. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I am sorry. I move clauses 1 
through 3. 
 
The Chairman: We will now move clause 4. We will 
open clause 4 for discussion. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I now move clause 4. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any objections or anyone who would 
like to speak to clause 4, which is basically the com-
mencement of the Act? 
 There are no Members who would like to 
speak to clause 4. Member, please proceed. 

 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Madam Chairman, I move the 
Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: We are going to move now all the 
clauses. 
 It has been moved that clauses 1 through 4 
be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 There are no objections to that motion; agreed 
to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Madam Chairman, I move that 
the Bill be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: We will go to the Preamble now. 
 It has been moved that the Preamble be ap-
proved. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 There are no objections to that motion; agreed 
to. 
 
[Gavel]  
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Madam Chairman, I move that 
the Bill be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be 
reported to the House as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections to that motion; agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Good Samaritan (Food Donation) 
Act 2015 was considered by a Committee of the 
whole House and passed without amendment.] 
 
[Pause] 
 

House resumed at 5:25 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
  

 REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 
GOOD SAMARITAN (FOOD DONATION) ACT 2015 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we have just 
completed the second reading [and Committee stage] 
of the Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015, 
which has been approved. 
 Any objections to that from the House? 
 There are none. 
 We now move on to the next order. Order 
Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 are carried over. 
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 And Honourable Members, the next motion is 
a motion against the Speaker. And therefore, what I 
would like to do at this time, Honourable Members, is 
suspend the House for five minutes and ask that the 
Deputy Speaker take the Chair, as the rules of debate 
say that the Speaker should not participate in debate. 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, may I intervene 
and shorten this? The motion in my name for debate 
now will be carried over. 
 
The Speaker: Carried over? 
 
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Is carried over. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: The motion is carried over. 
 So . . . Yes, are you ready? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Just one second, Honourable Member. 
  
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honoura-
ble Member from constituency 34, the Honourable 
and Learned Member. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: One second, Honourable Member. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. All right. Carry on. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, I move that Stand-
ing Order [21] be suspended to enable me to move 
that the Bill entitled Good Samaritan (Food Donation) 
Act 2015 be now read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that? 
 No objections. So, carry on. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 
GOOD SAMARITAN (FOOD DONATION) ACT 2015 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill 
entitled the Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 
2015 do now pass. 

 
The Speaker: Yes. The Bill entitled the Good Samari-
tan (Food Donation) Act 2015 by the Honourable and 
Learned Member is now passed. 
 
[Desk thumping and cheers] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will recognise the Hon-
ourable Minister of Finance. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to move the following motion, please. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
The Speaker: Sorry? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The motion reads— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you have to read 
. . . do you have the— 
 
The Clerk: You will need to guide him, Mr. Speaker.  
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that 
[Standing Order] 14 be suspended. 
 
The Clerk: No, no, no. 
 
The Speaker: Would you please, [Madam Clerk]? 
 
The Clerk: Yes, yes.  

He will need to do it under the suspension of 
Standing Order 14, under the provision of Standing 
Order 52, and also under [Standing Order] 21(1)(k), 
you are allowed to move a notice of a motion. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 14  
 

MOTION 
 

TAKE NOTE OF APPRAISAL OF BERMUDA AIR-
PORT DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS CASE 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to move that, under [Standing Order] 14 and (what are 
the other rules?) [Standing Order] 52 and [Standing 
Order] 21(1)(k) . . . I would like to have those rules 
suspended, please, that I might move that this House 
take note of the report entitled Government of Bermu-
da Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Busi-
ness Case, tabled today, on May 22nd. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 Yes, Honourable Member. 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 14 suspended.] 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Just some information, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: This is a 200-page 
document. I do not have the facilities or the paper. I 
need to get a document from the House. We do not 
get any funds from Parliament to print a document. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. We will do what we can to get 
the information to you, Honourable Member. We will 
make sure that you will have the documents, yes. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. We can pro-
vide it electronically, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: What? Oh, you have got 
that already? You are looking to— 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member. 
 Honourable Members, we will ensure that you 
get the documentation that you need in order to be 
able to understand and know what the report is say-
ing. That will be done. 
 
The Clerk: Minister, I will have to liaise with the Fi-
nancial Secretary in regard to those hard copies, 
please. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. All right. Thank you very much. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Premier. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I move that 
we do now adjourn until next Friday, the 29th. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you.  
 The Chair will recognise the Leader of the 
Opposition, the Honourable Marc Bean. You have the 
floor. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

BERMUDA DAY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not going to tarry too 
long. On behalf of the Opposition, the Progressive 
Labour Party, we would like to give our best wishes to 
all the participants in Monday’s up-and-coming road 
race, cycle race, skating race and parade, and the 

junior races. And we hope that everyone, while we 
enjoy ourselves and free up, try to minimise the drink-
ing and driving, and be very wise and prudent in that 
regard. So, everyone have a happy Bermuda holiday! 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. Yes, 
thank you. 
 Mr. Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think it is important to support 
and echo those comments by the Honourable Opposi-
tion Leader. The Bermuda Day holiday weekend is 
one of the highlights of the calendar year for all of us 
here in Bermuda. There is a lot going on. The season 
has changed; it is the start of summer. Next week I 
will be wearing my Bermuda shorts. And there is a lot 
going on this weekend, from what will happen in St. 
George’s at 8:30 in the morning when the first com-
petitors go out on the bikes, and then the runners go 
out, and skaters and all that on the new course. It will 
be a challenge for them. I think there will be about 
1,000 runners. I am sure everybody is looking forward 
to it. I still wish I had some wheels where I could get 
out there and at least enjoy it. But I look forward to 
getting out there and support people in the race. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, let the Premier 
speak! For goodness’ sake! 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, then, obvi-
ously, the Bermuda Day Parade is watched by thou-
sands of people in the City of Hamilton here. And 
people already marked out their spots. 
 And then we get on the water. And we do 
what we traditionally do on the water, with boat races 
and just getting out there and chilling out. 
 And I would like to take this opportunity to 
support the Opposition Leader’s comments that, while 
we like to enjoy ourselves, have a good time, I stress 
that there are people who are working over this holi-
day weekend to make it more enjoyable for us, specif-
ically the emergency services and other people who 
have to work— 
 
An Hon. Member: Hotel workers. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, hotel workers; I was 
going to get to that. And there are people who are sick 
and shut-in, who cannot get out and enjoy the sights 
and sounds and the spectacular Bermuda Day and 
the holiday weekend that goes with it. 
 So let us not forget how they labour to make it 
more enjoyable for us. And let us make it easier for 
them in doing their jobs. If we want to enjoy ourselves 
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and if we are going to drink, do not drive. There is 
nothing wrong with having a drink, but be responsible. 
Make it easier for all of us. If you are going to have a 
drink, get somebody else to take you home. Make 
arrangements now. Use common sense; use respon-
sibility. Because we come into this weekend, Mr. 
Speaker, and I am sure that people are lined up with 
excitement—got their outfits picked out, got their spots 
marked off, picking where they are going to anchor 
their boat, just figuring out what spot they are going to 
take on the beach, all those type of things, Mr. 
Speaker. Let us make sure that on Monday night, 
Tuesday morning, that we as a community wake up 
and look back and think, This is the best Bermuda 
Day ever. Why? We are going to get some good 
weather. But we all enjoyed it, and everyone was safe 
and sound. 
 So, I urge people: Enjoy yourself. Let us be 
responsible and have a great holiday. I look forward to 
seeing you around.  
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. And to you, Mr. 
Speaker, you and your family, enjoy it. Do not eat too 
much of that rum cake. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. I will stay home after I eat 
it. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: The House is now adjourned to Friday, 
May 29th. 
 
[Gavel]  
 
[At 5:35 pm, the House stood adjourned until 
10:00 am, Friday, 29 May 2015.] 
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 

PRAYERS 
 
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, 
Speaker] 
 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
[Deferred] 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members.  
 The Minutes are being deferred again. And 
may I just let the House know that we are working 
through some staffing challenges here in the Assem-
bly, and we are working to rectify this. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 
 

The Speaker: There are no messages from the Gov-
ernor. 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

OR MEMBER PRESIDING 
 

The Speaker: No announcements from the Speaker. 
 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 
 

The Speaker: No messages from the Senate. 
 

PAPERS AND OTHER  
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE 

 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honour-
able Premier, Premier Dunkley. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning, colleagues. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, the Ministry 
of National Security, through the Department of Na-
tional Drug Control, has completed the first-ever sur-
vey of substance use amongst homeless residents. 
This study's goal was to determine the prevalence and 
characteristic— 

The Speaker: Honourable Premier, I am sorry. This is 
for papers and other communications. Do you have a 
communication to lay? (I am sorry.) 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I am 
laying— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 

SURVEY OF SUBSTANCE USE AMONG THE 
HOMELESS POPULATION OF BERMUDA 

 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I have the honour to at-
tach and submit for the information of this Honourable 
House of Assembly the Survey of Substance use 
Among the Homeless Population of Bermuda. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier. 
 Any objections to that?  
 There are none. 
 The Chair will now recognise Dr. the Honour-
able Grant Gibbons. You have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

AMERICA'S CUP CONCESSION  
(ARTEMIS RACING) ORDER 2015 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I have the honour to 
attach and submit for the information of the Honour-
able House of Assembly the America's Cup Conces-
sion (Artemis Racing) Order 2015. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Any objections to that? 
 So that will be laid. 

 
PETITIONS 

 
The Speaker: There are no petitions. 

 
STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS  

AND JUNIOR MINISTERS 
 

http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/homeless%20survey%20report.pdf
http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/homeless%20survey%20report.pdf
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The Speaker: And we now move to Statements by 
Ministers. And the first Statement is from the Honour-
able Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
 As I was saying— 
 
The Speaker: On Hurricane Awareness Week. Do 
you have that? That is the first one that we have. 
 

HURRICANE AWARENESS WEEK 2015 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, sir, Mr. Speaker, Hur-
ricane Awareness Week. 
 I rise this morning to highlight the beginning of 
the hurricane season, which starts next week, on 
Monday, June 1st. 
 In recent weeks, in part due to my participa-
tion in the Governor’s Hurricane Conference in Florida 
last month, Bermuda’s centuries-long hurricanes his-
tory has been at the fore of our national conversation. 
Mr. Speaker, I am of the view, however, that such a 
conversation is always timely because we can never 
rest on our laurels when it comes to discussing the 
importance of being prepared at all times for the storm 
season. 
 Last year, Mr. Speaker, Bermuda was se-
verely tested when we were hit by two back-to-back 
hurricanes within the span of one week in October. 
Particularly following Hurricane Gonzalo, we demon-
strated our resilience in recovering relatively quickly, 
in large part because we were well prepared. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, as we head into this hurri-
cane season, in my capacity as the Minister of Na-
tional Security, I am encouraging residents and busi-
nesses to take familiar steps in preparing for the sea-
son. As I have said in years previously, do not wait 
until the last minute to top up your emergency kits. 
Ensure that you have the staples such as batteries, 
non-perishable food items, fuel for your car or bike, or 
even a generator, if possible. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is important that homeowners 
and businesses ensure that their properties and es-
tablishments are secured; check that your insurance 
is up-to-date and that any trees are properly trimmed 
and safely away from any power lines. 
 Mr. Speaker, last year’s October storms re-
sulted in significant damage to marine vessels. And 
so, I am urging boat owners to ensure their vessels 
are secured well in advance of any storm. These are 
just some of the precautions that are necessary to be 
taken during this upcoming storm season. 
 Mr. Speaker, I can advise that the Emergency 
Measures Organization [EMO] has met last week, and 
I can confirm that government agencies, as well as 
our private sector partners, are well prepared and in a 
state of readiness for anything this season might bring 
and the public can be confident that we have well-

tested plans and the resources required to meet the 
challenge in the wake of such an event. 
 Mr. Speaker, I can also advise this Honour-
able House that, in keeping with this Government’s 
promise in the Throne Speech, the Commissioner of 
Police has assigned inspector Steve Cosham to the 
Ministry of National Security as the National Disaster 
Coordinator. He will also have the responsibility for 
planning, preparedness and other aspects of large-
scale public events in Bermuda. We are pleased to 
welcome him to the Ministry and will ensure that he 
has the tools and the resources he needs to carry out 
his various role and responsibilities. 
 Mr. Speaker, I just want to emphasise a criti-
cal point, especially in this era of rapid communication 
and modern technology. In the time preceding a 
storm, and in the aftermath, the EMO, through its 
spokesperson, is the only official source for storm-
related information. This includes things such as the 
closure of the Causeway, adjustments to work hours 
or school hours, and public transportation advisories. 
Mr. Speaker, if you do not hear it from the EMO, it is 
probably not true. 
 As it relates to communicating to the public 
during the age of technology, we are undertaking to 
launch a Twitter account so that the public can receive 
various periodic updates in the event of a severe 
storm during the season. As an added note, Mr. 
Speaker, based on the robust public feedback follow-
ing Hurricane Gonzalo, we will be taking tangible 
steps to significantly boost the transmission signal of 
the Emergency Broadcast Station located on fre-
quency 100.1 FM. And this year, Mr. Speaker, we will 
also be utilising the SMS text alert services of Digicel 
and CellOne as part of the EMO advisory network in 
hurricane awareness. 
 Finally, Mr. Speaker, I wish to extend my 
thanks to Kimberley Zuill of the Bermuda Weather 
Service and her entire team, who have been doing 
their due diligence this week in updating the public 
regarding the predictions for this season. From all 
predictions reported, according to the National Hurri-
cane Centre, we are expecting a less active season 
this year. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, that should not mean that 
we should be complacent. I cannot stress enough 
about the importance of everyone checking their hur-
ricane stores and making sure that they have ample 
provisions and essentials in the event of any storm. 
After all, Mr. Speaker, it is certainly better to be safe 
than sorry. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, Pre-
mier. 
 Premier, you have a second. 
 

SURVEY OF SUBSTANCE USE AMONG THE 
HOMELESS POPULATION IN BERMUDA 

 

http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/Hurricane%20Season%20-%20May%2029%202015.pdf
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Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
 Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of National Security, 
through the Department of National Drug Control, has 
completed the first-ever survey of substance use 
among homeless residents. This study’s goal was to 
determine the prevalence and characteristics of drug 
use amongst homeless individuals in Bermuda. 

As it is the first survey of this nature in Ber-
muda, the information obtained is intended to be used 
by the Department of National Drug Control, as well 
as other stakeholders and interest groups or individu-
als working with the homeless population, in an effort 
to develop an understanding of their needs and to im-
prove existing substance abuse intervention and 
treatment programmes, and to benchmark data re-
lated to this population in the event future studies are 
undertaken. 

Mr. Speaker, the Survey of Substance Use 
among the Homeless Population represents the latest 
information on homeless drug consumption in Ber-
muda and serves several purposes. Foremost is the 
provision of accurate and reliable national-level data 
to support the monitoring of the drug situation in Ber-
muda. Specifically, the purpose of this survey was to 
obtain baseline data on the use of licit and illicit sub-
stances, health and other characteristics related to 
homelessness. It was administered to a sample of 165 
homeless participants during the period of February 
15th to March 14th, 2015. 

Mr. Speaker, after reading the report, I can 
confirm to this Honourable House that a consistent 
socio-demographic profile of homeless adults has 
emerged from this survey, indicating that the home-
less are predominantly black men between 46 and 65, 
who have completed high school, being single or have 
never married, and have few or no dependent chil-
dren. 

Mr. Speaker, while there are some similarities, 
the reason for people being homeless in Bermuda 
varies from person to person. There appears to be a 
large proportion of respondents in the current survey 
who were homeless because of family issues, yet a 
number of them were able to find temporary housing 
at the home or apartment of a friend or family mem-
ber. 

When it came to the physical and mental 
health of the participants, the majority of respondents 
felt their health was good, at 46.6 per cent, although a 
large proportion (just under 31 per cent) indicated 
having depression. 

Mr. Speaker, as might be expected, the ma-
jority of respondents (80.6 per cent) did not have 
health insurance coverage, with HIP being the most 
frequent insurance provider for those with insurance. 
Of particular interest, when asked about their medical 
needs, Mr. Speaker, 38.8 per cent of homeless per-
sons admitted to needing medical care. And of those 
who needed care, most of them received the care 
they needed. (That was 33 per cent.) 

Mr. Speaker, it is often reported that sub-
stance abuse is both a cause and a result of home-
lessness, often arising after people lose their housing. 
According to research, two-thirds of homeless people, 
in general, report that drugs and/or alcohol were a 
major reason for their becoming homeless. In some 
situations, however, Mr. Speaker, substance abuse is 
a result of homelessness rather than a cause. People 
who are homeless often turn to drugs and alcohol to 
cope with their situations. 

Mr. Speaker, when it comes to illegal sub-
stances, 37.0 per cent of homeless persons reported 
the current use of marijuana, with 12.7 per cent and 
11.5 per cent who said they used crack and/or co-
caine, respectively. And that was in the past 30 days, 
Mr. Speaker. However, the highest level of prevalence 
of use was evident for two legal substances—
cigarettes and alcohol—where 75.2 per cent and 65.5 
per cent of the homeless persons reported that they 
currently use these substances. 

About three out of every ten homeless per-
sons (just under 30 per cent, Mr. Speaker) drink every 
day of the week, with 4.6 being the average number of 
days that the participants in this survey consumed 
alcohol in a week. Although homeless, they spent an 
average of $100 per month on alcohol and $50 per 
month on drugs, with most of the money obtained 
from begging or panhandling. It can also be inferred 
that their substance use is supported by getting alco-
hol and drugs from others at no cost. 

Mr. Speaker, the evidence suggests that a 
large number of homeless persons reported current 
use of tobacco [cigarettes], alcohol and marijuana. 
Almost one-third indicated drug and alcohol problems 
in the past year, yet 77 per cent of the respondents 
reported that they had never been treated for alcohol 
or drugs in their lifetime. This statistic is one that 
needs to be addressed. 

Mr. Speaker, since substance abuse is both 
viewed as a cause and a result of homelessness, 
these issues need to be addressed simultaneously. 
Treatment programmes in Bermuda require that a 
person’s mental health disorder(s) be stabilised before 
substance abuse treatment can commence. Through 
the Mental Health Court initiative, there is some effort 
being made to have mental health services continue 
while persons are engaged in residential substance 
abuse treatment, with teams providing services to the 
clients concurrently. 

Mr. Speaker, substance abuse treatment on 
its own is inadequate and needs to be combined with 
supported housing opportunities, followed by a long-
term housing solution. In Bermuda, often, persons 
who are homeless complete treatment and have no 
place to go and become a placement challenge; often-
times ending up at the shelter, where they are re-
exposed to substance use and relapse. 

Mr. Speaker, if housing, treatment and other 
social service agencies work together toward develop-

http://www.parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/Home/homeless%20survey%20report.pdf
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ing a comprehensive response to the problems of 
homeless substance users, the whole community will 
certainly benefit.  

Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable 
Premier. 
 The next Statement, the Chair will recognise 
the Honourable Minister for Economic Development. 
Minister Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor. 
 

AMERICA’S CUP CONCESSION  
(ARTEMIS RACING) ORDER 2015 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, in February this Honourable 
House debated and passed the America’s Cup Act 
2015. You may recall that the Act makes provision 
under Part 3 for the Minister responsible for the Amer-
ica’s Cup to make an order, subject to the negative 
resolution procedure, and it also requires certain con-
siderations, including whether a concession or exemp-
tion applied for is in the best interest of Bermuda. 

Earlier this month, the Ministry received its 
first concession application from the manager of Ar-
temis Racing Team for the same employment-related 
concessions approved for the America’s Cup Event 
Authority and its affiliate Team Oracle under section 8 
of the America’s Cup Act 2015; this includes relief 
from work permit fees, as well as payroll tax. 

Mr. Speaker, Artemis Racing is the Swedish 
America’s Cup Challenger. Artemis has already com-
menced the process of setting up its team base at the 
Royal Naval Dockyard and moving its sailing team of 
34 members to Bermuda for summer training camps. 
These members will eventually be joined by 42 family 
members later this year. The intention is for the team 
to have a presence in Bermuda from now until the 
finals in June 2017. 

The team has budgeted approximately $2 mil-
lion in team accommodations costs and approximately 
$500,000 for team food and catering costs, as well as 
a projected several million dollars of investment in 
infrastructure for its team base setup. Please note that 
these amounts do not include additional discretionary 
spending by individual team members, who will con-
tribute significantly to our economy. 

Mr. Speaker, Artemis is seriously considering 
moving its entire business and technical operation 
base from Alameda, California, to Bermuda. This will 
bring approximately 30 additional employees along 
with their families to the Island. To facilitate this move, 
Artemis will require more space than is available to 
the team at the Royal Naval Dockyard. They estimate 
that they will require up to six acres in order to ac-
commodate their operational requirements. 

To this end, Artemis is currently considering 
possible venues, including Morgan’s Point. Artemis is 

aware that Bermuda’s obligation for team base site 
preparation is limited to the Royal Naval Dockyard. As 
such, Bermuda will not be responsible for infrastruc-
ture support of any team base outside of the Royal 
Naval Dockyard. The aforementioned projected spend 
on-Island does not include costs related to moving the 
entire operation to Bermuda. Therefore, there is the 
possibility of millions of additional dollars spent in 
Bermuda. 

It is important to note, Mr. Speaker, that under 
the event protocol, all teams must have a presence at 
the Event Village at the South Basin in the Royal Na-
val Dockyard in early 2017. Therefore, if Artemis’ relo-
cation proceeds, Artemis potentially will have bases in 
two locations in 2017 until the end of the Bermuda 
events in late 2017. 

Mr. Speaker, in consideration of the likely 
benefit to the tourism industry and Bermuda’s econ-
omy generally, Artemis’ request for a concession or-
der was approved, and the America’s Cup Conces-
sion (Artemis Racing) Order 2015 was created and 
will come into operating on Gazetting. And actually, 
that is today, Mr. Speaker, May 29th. Thank You, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now move to the next State-
ment, by the Honourable Minister for Education. The 
Honourable Wayne Scott, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

PUBLIC SCHOOL REORGANISATION—UPDATE 
 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Mr. Speaker,  

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased today to provide 
this Honourable House, our parents, educators and 
the broader community with an update on progress 
towards public school reorganisation. Mr. Speaker, 
you may recall that last month I announced that the 
difficult challenge of public school reorganisation 
would be more successful if additional time was taken 
to look at our public education system in greater 
depth. I made this statement based on input received 
during the initial public consultation on this important 
issue. 

The public consultation process provided 
good feedback from both internal and external stake-
holders. Thus, the decision I have made allows for 
significantly more time to extend the process of public 
consultation and to undertake a more thoughtful and 
deliberative process before I consider the possible 
closure of specific schools. 

Mr. Speaker, since making that announce-
ment in late April, the Ministry of Education, in collabo-
ration with stakeholder representatives from our 
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community, has made progressive strides towards 
determining a better way forward for public school 
reorganisation. This includes the formation of a work-
ing group that includes parents, educators, a repre-
sentative from the Board of Education and community 
members. This working group guided, by representa-
tive stakeholders from the Coalition for Community 
Activism Bermuda [also known as CCAB], has been 
working collaboratively with the Permanent Secretary, 
Acting Commissioner of Education and the Ministry 
Policy Analyst to frame a terms of reference that will 
guide the process for developing recommendations 
regarding school reorganisation and possible closure. 

Mr. Speaker, the terms of reference will be-
come a working document developed with the benefit 
of consultation submissions, feedback, research, di-
verse knowledge and experience. It is intended that 
the terms of reference will steer the work of a soon-to-
be-established School Reorganisation Advisory 
Committee, also referred to as the SCORE Commit-
tee. 

Mr. Speaker, I have always emphasised the 
importance of consulting and partnering with our key 
stakeholders as we make decisions that will impact 
the education of our children. In this regard, the 
SCORE Committee will have broad representation of 
both internal and external stakeholders of the public 
education system. 

Invitations for participation will be formally ex-
tended to the Bermuda Union of Teachers, the Ber-
muda Public Services Union (which represents our 
public school principals), parents, community mem-
bers, the Board of Education, as well as educators 
representing key technical areas, such as preschool 
and/or primary school and special education. Addi-
tionally, the Ministry Policy Analyst and the acting 
Commissioner of Education will be involved as Minis-
try representatives. 

Mr. Speaker, the terms of reference will spe-
cifically outline a well-described mandate for the 
SCORE Committee. This will comprise its guiding 
principles; the types of data and information the 
SCORE Committee will use; criteria and study factors 
to be considered; and, of course, a step-by-step proc-
ess it will follow to consider and make recommenda-
tions regarding which schools should be consolidated 
and/or closed. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to share that the 
current working group has already commenced their 
meetings and is currently working on the formulation 
of the terms of reference. Without foreshadowing what 
is to come, I will state that a commitment to students, 
transparency, integrity, effective communication, as 
well as further engagement with the community, is 
being embedded within the terms of reference. And, in 
support of transparency regarding school reorganisa-
tion, the terms of reference, once complete, will be 
made available to internal and external stakeholders, 
and to the general public. 

Mr. Speaker, as mentioned earlier, the 
SCORE Committee will be advisory in nature. Using 
the finalised terms of reference, the SCORE Commit-
tee will carry out its responsibilities with the ultimate 
aim of making recommendations regarding possible 
school closures, in time for the beginning of the school 
year in September 2016. The SCORE Committee is 
therefore expected to complete their work early within 
the 2015/16 school year, at which time the recom-
mendations will be shared accordingly 

Mr. Speaker, I am very thankful to each mem-
ber of the working group and the time that they have 
committed to assist with this initiative of national im-
portance. I recognise that they have busy schedules 
and greatly appreciate their willingness to volunteer 
time in service of public education. Therefore, as we 
partner and embrace this opportunity to improve and 
enhance the public school education system, I believe 
that the end result could only lead to the achievement 
of better outcomes for our children. Thank You, Mr. 
Speaker 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Minister for 
Health and Seniors. Minister Jeanne Atherden, you 
have the floor. 
 

STANDARD HEALTH BENEFIT—SCREENING 
MAMMOGRAMS COVERED  

 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, Honourable 
Members will recall that in the course of last week’s 
session I indicated to this Honourable House and the 
public the variety of changes made to the Standard 
Hospital Benefit, soon to be called the Standard 
Health Benefit [SHB]. 

In the course of that statement, Mr. Speaker, I 
indicated the following: “Screening mammograms will 
be covered as SHB when they are in adherence with 
specific clinical guidelines. Mammography represents 
30 per cent of all diagnostic imaging costs in Ber-
muda. Currently, the health system follows the Ameri-
can College of Radiology guidelines for mammogra-
phy, which recommend annual screenings for all 
women aged [over] 40 years. 

“A clinical review has proposed changing the 
Bermuda standard to follow the United States Preven-
tive Services Task Force (USPSTF) guidelines, which 
recommend biennial screening for healthy, asympto-
matic women aged 50 to 74 years. Women with a 
family history or other risk factors will still be covered 
for testing with a physician referral. This will result in 
better use of scarce health care resources, while fol-
lowing best-practice international guidelines on 
screening.” 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
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Mr. E. David Burt: We do not have the Minister’s 
Statement. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. Just hold on one second, Hon-
ourable Member.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Hold one second for me. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Mr. Fox, do you have these Ministerial 
Statements? If you would please, so Members . . .  
 
[Pause, copies of the Statement were distributed] 
 
The Speaker: Minister, if you would, please carry on. 
Thank you. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I will pick it up, if you do 
not mind, Mr. Speaker, at the top of the page. 
 “A clinical review has proposed changing the 
Bermuda standard to follow the United States Preven-
tive Services Task Force (USPSTF) guidelines, which 
recommend biennial screening for healthy, asympto-
matic women aged 50 to 74 years. Women with a 
family history or other risk factors will still be covered 
for testing with a physician referral. This will result in 
better use of scarce health care resources, while fol-
lowing best-practice international guidelines on 
screening. Accordingly, SHB coverage for screening 
mammograms will be required to adhere to the 
USPSTF guidelines.” 

Mr. Speaker, regrettably, a health screening 
recommendation intended to improve the health of 
women by reducing their exposure to the risks of over-
diagnosis has been misinterpreted. Mr. Speaker, this 
Government is not introducing legislation telling Ber-
mudian women they can only have a mammogram 
once every two years, and it is misleading to suggest 
that having mammograms once every two years will 
cause death by delay. 

Mr. Speaker, the Bill which will eventually be 
taken up by this Honourable House seeks to ensure 
that the coverage for Bermuda’s minimum health in-
surance package—the Standard Hospital Benefit 
(SHB)—is grounded on evidence-based medicine and 
in line with international best practice with respect to 
screening mammography. Women with a family his-
tory or other risk factors will still be covered for testing 
with a physician referral at any age. This Amendment 
seeks to ensure that women obtain physician input in 
the decision to use this technology in young ages 
where the science indicates that the benefits do not 
outweigh the risks. 

Mr. Speaker, currently, the health system in 
Bermuda informally follows the American College of 
Radiology guidelines for mammography, which rec-

ommend annual screenings for women aged over 40 
years. A clinical review of various international guide-
lines from several countries has proposed changing 
the Bermuda standard to follow the United States 
Preventive Services Task Force guidelines, which 
recommend that healthy, asymptomatic women aged 
50 to [74] years be screened every two years. The 
USPSTF guidelines are recommendations which re-
view, analyse, interpret and then report the evidence 
from a multitude of studies conducted by international 
subject experts.  

Mr. Speaker, the recommendations are 
agreed upon using a robust methodology by a panel 
of esteemed physicians and researchers representing 
a variety of fields. The task group has a rigorous 
screening process to ensure the members have no 
substantial conflicts of interest which would bias their 
opinions. Although the members represent multiple 
disciplines, all scientific fields cannot be represented 
on the task force, for practical purposes. 

The task force comprises scientists and medi-
cal experts on prevention. The decisions are made 
purely on scientific analysis of the harms of over-
diagnosis and the benefits of early detection. As in all 
aspects of science, there is never perfect consensus 
on any topic among even the experts; likewise, there 
is a variation in the opinions around screening mam-
mography 

Locally, Mr. Speaker, physician leaders from 
the Bermuda Medical Doctors Association, the Ber-
muda Medical Council, and the Bermuda Hospitals 
Board support the recommendation, in addition to the 
Bermuda Health Council. The USPSTF was identified 
as a reasonable set of guidelines for our health sys-
tem, as they are moderate in nature, falling some-
where between the recommendations of individual 
specialty groups in the USA (such as American Col-
lege of Radiology) and the UK’s National Institute for 
Heath and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines. It is 
important to note again that unanimous agreement on 
a standard is not a realistic expectation. But the stan-
dard of evidence provided by the international studies 
has produced international consensus on the benefits 
of starting screening at age 50. 

Mr. Speaker, I wish to make it clear that any 
woman with an immediate family member with the 
disease, dense breasts or who has used hormones 
after menopause for five years, plus other risk factors 
known to the patient and her physician, will have full 
access to all mammography coverage necessary, as 
they do now. The decision of when to screen or not 
with mammography should be made by a woman and 
her physician, after consultation together. 

Starting screening mammography at 50 is 
recommended by leading international agencies and 
experts. Bermuda considered clinical guidelines from 
the US, the UK and Canada, which ranged from an-
nually from age 40 to every three years from age 50. 
The decision to use the USPSTF guidelines was 
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based on the fact that international studies have found 
that annual screening for women with no symptoms 
and no risk factors leads to over-diagnosis, which re-
sults in repeated exposure to low levels of radiation 
and unnecessary treatment. The guidelines are highly 
credible and based on extensive meta-analyses of 
international studies. 

There is no local study to support the notion 
that Bermudians of African descent might benefit from 
earlier detection, and neither of our guest prevention 
experts (Dr. Welch or Dr. LeFevre), nor the physician 
representatives collaborating in support of adherence 
to USPSTF guidelines, are aware of any study data 
that support improved outcomes and less harm from 
over-diagnosis in such a sub-population who are sys-
tematically screened earlier.  

Mr. Speaker, it is critical to remember that 
these are screening procedures for women with no 
symptoms, no family history and no risk factors. Black 
women in Bermuda who do have a family history or 
specific risk factors will be referred for mammography 
by their physician, and it will be covered under the 
Standard Health Benefit. The legislative change 
clearly states that it is covered outside the guideline if 
there is a physician referral. Any insured woman at 
any age with a family history or other risk factors 
known to the patient and her physician will have full 
access to all mammography coverage necessary, as 
they do now. 

Mr. Speaker, I wish to assure Honourable 
Members and the public that I am personally commit-
ted to fostering a health care system that puts the 
needs of people first. The adoption of these guidelines 
is based on my belief that decisions about every as-
pect of a person's health should be made between the 
individual and his or her doctor. I am keenly aware of, 
and sensitive to, the concern that arises when 
changes are made to what we might call an estab-
lished practice. Change is not proposed lightly, but I 
advance it in confidence in the fact that science sup-
ports it, doctors will administer it in the best interests 
of their patients and, above all, that women will be in 
greater control of their health care decisions.  

Mr. Speaker, it is not helpful to the cause of 
promoting health and wellness in the community for 
issues like this to be the subject of distortion and 
manufactured media attention. Fear does not make 
for better medical decisions, and the women of this 
community should feel empowered to make health 
care choices independent of politics, and based solely 
on their individual consultation with their doctors. This 
Government will continue to provide the best possible 
range of care options under the Standard Health 
Benefit at affordable rates. We believe in healthy peo-
ple in healthy communities. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister. 
 That completes the Ministerial Statements. 
 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
 

The Speaker: There are no reports of committees. 
 

QUESTION PERIOD 
 

The Speaker: And we now move into Question Pe-
riod. 
 Just before we start the Question Period, with 
reference to the . . . in fact, at the end of the Question 
Period last week, Honourable Finance Minister, you 
were to bring information to the Deputy Leader with 
reference to fiscal payments to Bennett Jones in re-
gard to the year 2015. 
 

QUESTION: BENNETT JONES (BERMUDA), 
TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not have that with me 
at the moment, Mr. Speaker, although I have to point 
out that we are only talking about one month’s differ-
ence. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, but Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will do that. 
 
The Speaker: Right. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I have undertaken to do 
that, and I will still undertake to do that. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Right. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I just do not have it with 
me now. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you very much. Honourable Min-
ister of Finance, I would like that undertaken, since it 
is in the Minutes that . . . In fact, I said that you would 
have it by this week. So, if you can make sure that 
they have it forthwith. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you very much. 
 Yes, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
I am obliged by your decision. 
 Mr. Speaker, we do find it unacceptable, so 
we would like the Honourable Minister to give us an 
explanation as to why— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, there is no need 
for an explanation. It will be given. I have decided that 
it should have been brought now, but he has indicated 
that he will give it, and that is sufficient. 
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 We now move to the . . . Yes, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, there 
was another one from the Minister of Works and En-
gineering. 
 
The Speaker: Oh, there was? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Which one was that? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That was to do with 
the bid based on the three . . . a question that was 
asked last week concerning the lowest bid for . . .  
 
The Speaker: Ah. Honourable Minister of Works? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I do not 
have it in writing here. But I do know that the awardee 
was the lowest bid for that contract. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Say that again? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Minister of Public Works, 
just speak with me. 
 
QUESTION: SOMERS CONSTRUCTION LTD, CON-

TRACTS AWARDED TO 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Sure. The Honourable 
Member asked the question concerning a contract 
that was awarded. We did answer the question to 
Somers [Construction]. And that indicates . . . and I 
gave the information while we were here. And I be-
lieve the other one (I cannot remember the name of 
the contract; I am trying to recall). 
 Do you recall it, Honourable Member? 
 
The Speaker: Can you just . . . Honourable Member 
from Hamilton East? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: We asked, Did you 
take, accept the lowest bid? And the answer was no. 
So we asked, Who bid it?  
 
The Speaker: Ah, yes. Right, right. That is right. That 
was the question. 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you very much, 
Honourable Member, for that. 
 The lowest bid, actually, was thrown out at the 
time of the interview. So the next-lowest bid was 
awarded to the contractor that we said. 
 

The Speaker: All right. If you can, I think what the 
Honourable Member is asking for is who were the 
other bidders? I think that was the question, it seems 
to me. Who were the bidders? 
 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I do not have that in front 
of me, but certainly I can have it in a couple of min-
utes. 
 
The Speaker: Right. So, if you could. Yes. Okay. 
Thank you. 
 And if Honourable Members would help me 
out . . . if we say that we are going to do something by 
the next time, I would appreciate it if it is done, and 
then we do not have to start in this way. 
 Thank you, Members. We now move into the 
Question Period. The first two sets of questions to the 
Honourable Trevor Moniz, the Attorney General, who 
is still not well, so— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Please defer. 
 
The Speaker: So if you would like them deferred? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Because the Premier has agreed to 
answer them. But if you would like to— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, Mr. Speaker.  
 
The Speaker: —have them deferred? Okay, fine. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We will defer and wait until 
the Attorney General gets well. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Leader of the Opposition. 
 Next, we go to the Honourable Member from 
constituency number 18, MP Burt. 
 
QUESTION 1: CIBC WORLD MARKETS, TERMS OF 
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I have questions for the Honour-
able Minister of Finance. Question number 1: Will the 
Honourable Minister of Finance please inform this 
Honourable House of the terms of reference for en-
gagement of CIBC and/or CIBC World Markets with 
the Ministry of Finance, the remuneration for this en-
gagement, and confirm the date this engagement 
started? 
 
The Speaker: Minister of Finance. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, we have engaged CIBC World 
Markets. (I will just refer to them as CIBC.) CIBC were 
formally engaged effective August 1st, 2014, although 
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they were effectively advising us from May 2014. 
Their contract retainers were not signed or negotiated 
until August. 
 The purpose of CIBC’s engagement was to 
provide, and is to provide, financial advice to the Ber-
muda Government in connection with the redevelop-
ment of the airport and to perform the financial advi-
sory services, as follows, in phases:  
 Phase one consists of preliminary due dili-
gence, project scoping and airport project concept: 

• provide general financial advice and assis-
tance in developing feasibility structuring, fi-
nancing and payment options for the devel-
opment, construction and operations of the 
project; 

• assist Bermuda in the selection and coordina-
tion of various advisors, including legal coun-
sel; 

• provide preliminary views on debt and equity 
financing options for the project; 

• provide ongoing support to Bermuda in the 
review and development of the airport and 
causeway project concept and plan of finance, 
including an analysis of the various payment 
sources for the project and the financial ca-
pacity and economic viability of the project; 

• assist Bermuda in discussing with the CCC 
team on any financing-related matters during 
the collaborative planning and design work-
shops and to participate in the workshops, as 
required; 

• comment upon and provide advice on key fi-
nancing risks associated with the airport con-
cept plan and the plan of finance and the ap-
propriate allocation of such risks between the 
parties; 

• development of a preliminary financial model 
for the project, work with advisors to agree on 
pragmatic demand scenarios; 

• provide advice on the relevant financial as-
sumptions to be incorporated into the financial 
model; 

• include functionality to run different scenarios 
and sensitivities for various organisational 
structures, capital cost estimates and sources 
of financing; 

• provide input on affordability of different pro-
ject scope options; 

• complete a preliminary risk assessment to 
complement the financial scenarios; and 

• provide recommendations and support to 
Bermuda in order to arrive at a go-no-go deci-
sion for the airport project. 

 
Phase two—airport development plan to con-

cession contract: 
• to provide strategic advice and financial advi-

sory support to Bermuda in negotiation and fi-

nalisation of the airport development agree-
ment; 

• assist Bermuda in liaising and coordinating 
with its various other advisors to the extent 
there are finance-related implications; 

• participate alongside Bermuda in meetings 
and negotiations with the CCC team and the 
CCC developer in connection with the project, 
including negotiation of the concession con-
tract; 

• assist Bermuda in assessing the impact of 
various terms and conditions of the conces-
sion contract on the financial capacity of the 
project, including implications for lenders, un-
derwriters and rating agencies; 

• develop a proposed financing strategy for 
both the airport and causeway components of 
the project; 

• assist Bermuda in the identification of risks 
associated with the project and provide rec-
ommendations to improve the structure, mar-
ketability or value of the transaction;  

• to provide ongoing support to Bermuda in re-
newing and evaluating the plan of finance, in-
cluding various debt solutions, views on pric-
ing structure, and execution certainty, and 
provide recommendations on a financing solu-
tion that is optimal, given the needs of Ber-
muda; 

• develop a preliminary marketing and capital-
raising plan and test-market interest by con-
tacting a small number of prospective inves-
tors; 

• provide advice on any financing or capital 
market issues raised by prospective lenders; 

• development and updating of a comprehen-
sive financial model to determine the optimal 
financing structure and debt capacity to sup-
port a credit rating for the project. The finan-
cial model will need to be sufficiently flexible 
to accommodate commercial and financial ad-
justments, various stress tests and detailed 
sensitivity analysis. 
 
Phase three—financing phase to financial 

close: 
• provide financial advisory support to Bermuda 

throughout the review and negotiation of fi-
nancing and project documentation, including 
any marketing and offering documentation as-
sociated with the financing solution; 

• assist Bermuda and the CCC team in secur-
ing a credit rating for the debt financing facil-
ity; 

• launch marketing efforts to attract prospective 
investors; 
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• coordination with lenders or bond underwriters 
on the closing and price process, including the 
execution of any potential hedging strategy; 

• assist Bermuda in the finalisation of its finan-
cial due diligence; and 

• assist Bermuda in the closing process, includ-
ing ensuring satisfaction under the financing 
documentation. 
 
Now, Mr. Speaker, the fees were part of the 

question. Those are the terms of reference. The fees 
for CIBC World Markets are as follows: Bermuda 
agreed to pay CIBC a fixed fee payment upon the 
date of completion of each phase of the work as de-
scribed. Phase one, which will be the preliminary due 
diligence, project scoping and airport project concept, 
the fee for that is $200,000.  

Phase two, the airport development plan to 
the concession contract, basically that is $500,000.  

Phase three, financing phase to financial 
close, is $1 million. 
 First, the proposed fees for this mandate are 
phased and fixed up-front at each phase, thereby re-
ducing the uncertainty and risk for the Government. 
Second, based on precedent transactions, as well as 
the scale and complexity of the transaction, a fee level 
of $2 million would have been appropriate. Accord-
ingly, the Ministry considers these fees good value for 
money. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member, MP Burt. Do you have a supplementary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, Mr. Speaker, supplementary 
on my first question. 
 Mr. Speaker, did the Honourable Minister of 
Finance consult with any other organisations, or did 
he select CIBC on a sole-source basis, given the con-
tract is in excess of $50,000? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the CIBC 
World Markets were selected on a sole-source basis 
based on the Minister’s 43 years in finance and in-
vestment business. When you are in the business for 
43 years, Mr. Speaker, you get to know people, Wall 
Street people, investment people. 
 
An Hon. Member: Wow. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You know, they are say-
ing Wow, because they have never been there. Right? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Just answer the question. 
 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You get to know people 
and who are the best, and who are the best at particu-
lar things. The senior management of CIBC World 
Markets are no doubt the best at what they do. And 
that is why they were selected. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 Yes, the Chair recognises the Leader of the 
Opposition, for a supplementary. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Minister indicated that the former agreement to en-
gage CIBC was August 1st, 2014, but he said also that 
CIBC were actually working on the Government’s be-
half from May 2014. 
 My supplementary question is, Were they paid 
during this time period between May 2014 and August 
2014, and how much? 
 
The Speaker: Mr. Finance Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, that ques-
tion strays into the next question. And I am quite 
happy to answer it in the next question. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The second question 
asked how much they were paid. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay, Mr. Speaker, then may 
I then ask my first supplementary and use the other 
question as a supplementary? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, recent emails 
indicated that CIBC was the back-channel to the Ber-
muda Government and Aecon. Would the Honourable 
Minister confirm that during this time period between 
May 2014 and August the 1st, 2014, CIBC was in fact, 
as indicated in the emails, a back-channel between 
the Bermuda Government and Aecon, a company that 
CIBC has a major shareholding with? 
 
The Speaker: Finance Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, CIBC were 
not only a back-channel, they were a front-channel, 
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they were a top-channel, they were a side-channel. 
They were all channels.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am not finished yet. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member Bean, Leader of 
the Opposition, please take your seat. 
 And speak to the Chair, Finance Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: CIBC was and is a major 
advisor, our principal advisor on this project. When 
they were talking to Aecon, they were talking on our 
behalf. When you are negotiating with somebody, you 
have to have communications with them. So, yes, 
they were communicating between the Government 
and Aecon to try to move this project forward. 
 The second part of the Honourable Member’s 
question is based on a false presumption. CIBC are 
not— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. I cannot hear you. I can-
not hear you, Member. At least, I cannot hear you 
clearly, because I hear others talking. And I need to 
hear this. 
 Carry on, please. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The second part of the 
Honourable Member’s question is based on a false 
assumption. And that assumption is that CIBC are 
major shareholders in Aecon. They are not. That story 
that was in, I guess, the website of Mr. Johnson, was 
incorrect. It is just not factual. 
 Aecon is a public company. And major share-
holdings have to be listed on stock exchanges. When 
you look at the stock exchange for Aecon, there is 
nobody that owns over 10 per cent of Aecon. That is 
the first thing. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am not finished yet, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We need to straighten 
this out right now. All right? 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. Just go ahead. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: CIBC Asset Management 
owns, I think, 1.6 per cent of Aecon. CIBC Asset 
Management owns those shares on behalf of clients—
not the bank, clients; individual and institutional cli-
ents, not the bank. 

 So the information that CIBC owns major or 
even minor parts of Aecon is incorrect, inaccurate and 
wrong. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will now recognise . . . You have 
another supplementary? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, one more supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Minister just said that CIBC, somewhere within their 
group, has at least 1.6 per cent of shareholding in Ae-
con. Regardless of which portion of the group it is, 
regardless if they are managing on behalf of third-
party clients, does the Minister consider it a conflict of 
interest, or unethical at the minimum, for CIBC or 
some entity within their group to be negotiating as a 
back-channel between the Government of Bermuda 
and a company that they have shareholding? Is it a 
conflict of interest? Is it unethical? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Finance Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is tough, Mr. Speaker, 
when you explain things and people do not under-
stand.  

CIBC acts for clients. I had an asset man-
agement company that invested in stocks around the 
world. Everything that Bermuda Asset Management, 
which was my company, invested in was not for Bob 
Richards, the owner of Bermuda Asset Management; 
it was for my clients. It is the same thing with CIBC 
Asset Management. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So what? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So it is not a conflict of 
interest! 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Minister. 
Just a minute. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You cannot make it a 
conflict of interest. 
 
The Speaker: Minister of Finance! All right? Speak to 
the Chair. 
 And Leader of the Opposition, you stand and 
ask a question at the appropriate time. 
 So I would like for the Finance Minister to 
speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 You know, as I said, it is tough explaining 
things when people do not want to listen. There is no 
conflict of interest here because the shares in ques-
tion, the 1.6 per cent—1.6 per cent!—is owned on be-
half of clients. CIBC is an asset management com-
pany. There is no conflict of interest whatsoever. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency number 18. And another 
supplementary— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Absolutely, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: —or the next question. Another sup-
plementary? Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: I will ask my supplementary, be-
cause the Minister has indicated that CIBC were serv-
ing as a back-channel, front-channel and every other 
channel prior to the formal engagement on August 1st, 
2014. And the Minister of Finance has also confirmed 
that they were working with Aecon at that point in 
time, prior to August 1st, 2014. 
 My question then is, Mr. Speaker, Is the Hon-
ourable Minister comfortable now telling this House 
that he knew Aecon was the vendor for the airport 
prior to August 1st, 2014, as CIBC was serving as all 
types of channel towards that company? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Aecon was the presump-
tive vendor, Mr. Speaker, but nothing had been 
signed. And let me remind the Honourable House that 
as we stand here today, or I stand here and every-
body sits, still nothing has been signed. All right? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And it will not be signed! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But we were in a negotia-
tion and an iterative process, Mr. Speaker. This deal 
is customised. And therefore, you know, we have to 
talk to people. We have to keep going until we can 
find a way to get this done. We think we can get this 
done, but CIBC were negotiating on our behalf, and 
they continue to do so.  

And as I have said in this House several 
times, that when I first met people from Aecon at a 
meeting with CCC, I presumed that Aecon were the 
presumptive developer, but that was as far as it went. 
Because the Bermuda Government had not agreed on 
or signed on to anything. 
 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise now the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17. MP Walton Brown, you 
have a supplementary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning, colleagues. 
 Mr. Speaker, one of the rationales of the Gov-
ernment has been for proceeding with this approach is 
that it would reduce red tape and expedite the deci-
sion-making process. Can the Minister inform this 
House whether or not he believes, given the extent of 
the involvement of CIBC and the funds that are being 
paid to CIBC to assess many, many components of 
the project, whether that expenditure would have rep-
resented better value to taxpayers had that money 
been spent to develop a proper RFP for people to bid 
on, rather than a singular focus on one company? 
 
The Speaker: The Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is a good question. 
The answer to that is no. In an RFP process, the 
Bermuda Government would have had to hire con-
sultants just to review bids. All right? You know, if we 
had multiple bids, we would have had to have hired 
somebody with expertise just to assess the bids, all of 
them. So it would be a lot more expensive and a lot 
more time-consuming as well. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.  
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister from Hamilton West, constituency 6. MP 
Wayne Furbert, you have a supplementary? 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Minister 
said that there was no RFP for the process for the 
CIBC. And normally, the Accountant General is the 
one who approves outside of that. Can the Minister 
inform this Honourable House whether the Accountant 
General approved the overlooking of the bid for 
CIBC? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, they did. We went 
through the normal process, and the normal process 
includes the Accountant General—or requires the Ac-
countant General. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
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 The Chair will recognise now the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29, Southampton East. MP 
Zane De Silva, you have a supplementary? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, I do, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I would like to ask the Min-
ister. He said that CIBC represented shareholders in 
Aecon. I have a simple question for the Minister: Does 
CIBC get a commission from the shareholders that 
own the asset? Does CIBC get a commission from the 
shareholders that they represent, from their clients 
that they represent? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I think what the Honour-
able Member is trying to ask is, does CIBC Asset 
Management get a commission from owning shares in 
Aecon? I cannot say for certain, Mr. Speaker, how 
CIBC is remunerated. But I can say this— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
  
The Speaker: Just a minute. Just a minute, Minister. 
 I will wait all day. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Please carry on. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Let me say this, Mr. 
Speaker, for the edification of the Honourable Mem-
ber, that the standard mode of remuneration for insti-
tutional asset managers is not by way of commission. 
The standard way of remuneration for asset managers 
is a percentage of the net asset value of the invest-
ment. So, it does not matter whether the investment— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just . . . Honourable Member, take a 
seat while we catch ourselves here. Thank you. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, sir. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So it does not matter 
whether the investment is in Aecon or IBM or Micro-
soft or HSBC. It does not matter what stock they own. 
They get paid as a percentage of the value of the as-
sets under management. So, [to] the implication that I 
think the Honourable Member was leading to, the an-

swer is no. They do not get paid by commission; they 
get paid by asset value. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. 
 Yes, we move now to . . . There are no other 
supplementaries. Honourable Member Burt, you have 
your second question. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Question number two, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
QUESTION 2: CIBC WORLD MARKETS, TERMS OF 
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Will the Honourable Minister of 
Finance please inform this Honourable House the to-
tal payments made by the Accountant General to 
CIBC and/or CIBC World Markets in 2012, 2013, 
2014, and 2015; and on behalf of what ministry those 
payments were made? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, payments 
made by the Accountant General to CIBC or CIBC 
World Markets in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 totalled 
zero. 
 
The Speaker: All right. MP Burt, you have a supple-
mentary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, Mr. Speaker. My supplemen-
tary is, the Minister listed a number of payments dur-
ing the first question, the first, phase 1, being 
$200,000. I would assume from the Minister’s answer 
that phase 1 is not yet complete. Could the Minister 
please confirm that? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is correct. 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary again. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, regardless of the 
payments that were made, the payments which are to 
be made to CIBC and the connection between CIBC 
and Aecon, is the Minister concerned at all that CIBC 
Asset Management, working on behalf of their clients, 
increased their shareholding in Aecon by 70 per cent 
over the past few months? Does that concern him in-
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sofar as something that may point to [them] acting on 
information that they may be privy to? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Go ahead, Minister of Finance. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, Mr. Speaker. The 
asset management side buys and sells shares ac-
cording to investment opportunity. The Honourable 
Member is making a connection that is just way off 
base, indicating that he does not know anything about 
investments or the financial markets. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: All right. Yes, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, sup-
plementary. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. Just a minute, Honour-
able Member. Let me get it straight here. 
 Carry on. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Would not CIBC Asset Man-
agement increase their shareholdings in Aecon, as 
the Minister said, based on investment opportunities, 
in this case based on their knowledge that the largest 
infrastructure project in Bermuda’s history is in the 
pipeline through their backchannel for Aecon? Would 
they not then strengthen and buy more shares or 
strengthen their position in Aecon as a result? And 
what term—what term of that inside knowledge would 
the Honourable Minister give or provide in this case? 
 
The Speaker: Minister of Finance. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, you know, 
in the story of the hare and the tortoise, the hare is 
fast and the tortoise is slow. But a hare is really slow 
compared to a jet plane. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Answer the question. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am answering the ques-
tion the way I want to answer the question. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the 
Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
has got his orders of magnitude all totally squeegeed. 
You know, this project is big for Bermuda; this project 
is not big for Aecon. All right? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It smells of corruption. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is not big for Aecon. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It smells of corruption. 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute. 
 Honourable Member, we are not going to 
have it. Every Honourable Member has an opportunity 
to speak. Now, if you want to speak, then follow the 
appropriate way. 
 Yes. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, the public of Ber-
muda heard the Executive Chairman, Mr. Beck, when 
he was here, give some indication of the kinds of pro-
jects that Aecon have done not only in the recent past, 
but in the distant past. These are projects— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. The 
Honourable Minister is not answering the question. He 
is spending excessive time. The Opposition Leader 
asked a specific question, and the Minister should 
answer the specific question. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Honourable Member. He is 
leading up to the answer just like when we ask ques-
tions. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I am trying 
to answer this question as respectfully as possible. 
  
The Speaker: Yes. Carry on, please. Come on. I ex-
pect for it to be that. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you. 
 That this project is large for Bermuda. It is not 
large for Aecon. As I was saying about Mr. Beck, he 
told us that they built Terminal 1 of the Toronto Air-
port, a multibillion-dollar airport. They have built high-
ways, CN tower, St. Lawrence Seaway. This is not a 
big project for Aecon. So to think that some invest-
ment guy is sitting on it and saying, Oh, well, they are 
going to do a deal in Bermuda, so I am going to buy 
the stock, that is ridiculous. You know, you have got to 
get your proportionality right here, because your pro-
portionality is way off base here, Honourable Member. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 The Chair will recognise the Leader of the 
Opposition. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. After 
all is said and done, after listening to the Minister’s 
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response, I am still not satisfied that the question was 
actually answered. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, in fact, exactly what CIBC 
did, they increased their shareholdings in Aecon si-
multaneous to this backchannel deal occurring. That 
is exactly what the Honourable Minister just said.  
 I would like to know from the Honourable Min-
ister, in the fuzzy world of investment advice, what is 
the term that is used for this situation? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Finance Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, there is no 
connection between those two events. And the term 
for this, Honourable Member, is “standard operating 
procedure.” 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members. 
Thank you, Honourable Members. 
 We now move to questions. The Minister of 
Community and Sports is not in the House today. So if 
you would like to— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We would like to defer. 
 
The Speaker: All right. So those questions will be de-
ferred. Apparently, she is arriving at lunch, will not be 
here until after lunch. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, question? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: How much time do we have 
left on Question Period? 
 
The Speaker: Thirty minutes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thirty minutes? Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Yes.  
 We now move to the Statements. The first 
Statement was by the Honourable Premier with refer-
ence to hurricane awareness. 

The Chair will recognise first the Honourable 
Member, Mr. Blakeney, the Honourable Member from 
constituency 13. 
 

QUESTION 1: HURRICANE AWARENESS WEEK 
2015 

 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 To the Honourable Premier and Minister of 
National Security. He notes in his ministerial report a 
reference to the Emergency Broadcast Station, lo-
cated at 100.1 megahertz on the FM dial. But he has 
made no mention at all, from what I can see (unless I 

have missed it, and I stand to be corrected) of the 
EBS, the Emergency Broadcast System. 
 And I would like to know if the Minister is 
aware that the Emergency Broadcast System is an 
intervention in place through mandatory law or policy 
that requires all broadcast stations to have installed a 
system that can intercept in times of emergency, re-
gardless of what is going on on a commercial radio 
station, to edify the public of anything that is of utmost 
importance and priority relative to emergencies. Is he 
aware of that? 
 
The Speaker: Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, thank you for 
the question. Yes, I am aware. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 MP Blakeney, a supplementary? 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Is he aware that that system 
was not— 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary, yes? 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Is he aware that that system 
was not activated, nor is it being tested on a regular 
basis, to determine its efficiency should it be needed 
during time of emergency? 
 
The Speaker: Mr. Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I will have to check with 
the relevant authorities. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier. 
 The Chair will recognise MP Roban, from 
constituency 15, Pembroke East. You have the floor 
with a question. 
 

QUESTION 1: HURRICANE AWARENESS WEEK 
2015 

 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have 
a question for the Honourable Premier about his 
Statement. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: It relates to page 3 in which he 
states, “. . . we will also be utilising the SMS text alert 
services of Digicel and CellOne as part of the EMO 
advisory network in hurricane awareness.” 
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 Can the Honourable Premier advise us that 
the challenges that were met last year around the Fay 
and Gonzalo period have been rectified as it relates to 
the use of this SMS service? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 To the Honourable Member, I am aware that 
when the text alert system was put in place, there 
were some challenges with getting the message out in 
a timely manner. And I have been informed that they 
have rectified that. We intend to send out a text in a 
short period of time just to update people on the hurri-
cane season and to make sure it goes out in a timely 
manner. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier. 
 Supplementary, or second question? 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Second question, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

QUESTION 2: HURRICANE AWARENESS WEEK 
2015 

 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Can the Honourable Premier 
tell us what criteria will be used in sending out these 
messages? I do recall the Premier in this House did 
state that, at a certain level of emergency, the system 
would send out messages, whereas if it was not con-
sidered a hurricane, that the system would not be 
used. Have they changed that system now, as well, to 
ensure that effective proactive [messages] are put out 
when necessary during any period during the hurri-
cane season? 
 
The Speaker: Mr. Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. Thank you to the Honourable Member for 
that question. 
 We have expanded the text broadcast system 
because originally it was for when we got very close to 
the potential for hurricanes. But now we are looking at 
expanding it to [be for] tropical storm watch to get 
more information out of it. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Supplementary? 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, Mr. Speaker. I would re-
quest that we move to the Statement by Minister 
Atherden on mammography, please. 
 
The Speaker: All right. If no other Members have any 
questions, we can certainly do that. 

 The Chair will first recognise the Learned 
Member, the Shadow Minister of Health, from Sandys 
South Central. MP Wilson, you have the floor. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 

QUESTION 1: STANDARD HEALTH BENEFIT— 
SCREENING MAMMOGRAMS COVERED  

 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, in the Statement 
that the Honourable Minister referred to, she indicated 
that Bermuda currently is relying on the American Col-
lege of Radiology’s guidelines. However, the State-
ment that was read last week, that was the represen-
tation made by the Minister. However, today she 
changes it in her Statement and indicates that we, 
Bermuda, loosely follow the American College of Ra-
diology with respect to the issuance of [mammo-
grams] between the ages of 40 and 49 on an annual 
basis. 
 Can the Honourable Minister indicate which 
one it is? 
 
The Speaker: Minister? 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Sorry. Could you ask the 
Honourable Member to repeat that question? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Last week, the Minister gave a 
Statement dated the 22nd of May. May I? 
 
The Speaker: Yes, you may. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: On the 22nd of May, the Minister 
said in her Statement that, “Screening mammograms 
will be covered as SHB when they are in adherence 
with specific clinical guidelines . . . Currently, the 
health system follows the American College of Radi-
ology guidelines for mammography, which recom-
mend annual screenings for all women aged over 40 
years.” That was what was said last week. 
 Today, we have received the Statement dated 
the 29th of May in which the Honourable Minister indi-
cated that, currently (it is pretty much word-for-word), 
currently the health system in Bermuda informally fol-
lows the American College of Radiology guidelines. 
 If the Honourable Minister could indicate what 
is the position? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I think what I was trying to 
say, and I have to go back and look at the other 
Statement, was that before we made this change, the 
guidelines by the American College of Radiology (I 
think it is the ARC), we were following those guide-
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lines. But with the recommendations from the Ber-
muda consultation team, that we should follow the 
guidelines which have been recently looked at and 
accepted with respect to the USPSTF [United States 
Preventive Services Task Force], as those guidelines 
would be what would be covered under Standard 
Health Benefit. 
 
The Speaker: The Learned Member, Kim Wilson? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: Supplementary, yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: With respect to those, and I will 
just refer to them as “the task force guidelines,” this is 
a supplemental, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Given the fact that the task force 
guidelines when they were first introduced in the 
United States in 2009, the US Senate rejected those 
guidelines and required that the Federal Government 
ignore the recommendations with respect to the 
mammograms at the age of 40; and given the fact that 
these guidelines have not been supported by the 
American Cancer Society, the American College of 
Radiology, the American Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
gists, as well as the Society for Breast Imaging, my 
supplemental is, How is it that the Government can 
stand here in good conscience and support those 
guidelines? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, as I stated 
earlier, guidelines, or the adoption of guidelines, is, 
obviously, subject to review by various bodies. And 
the guidelines that were followed before, which related 
to the numbers of organisations which the Shadow 
Minister related to, it is not unusual for new guidelines 
to come out and subsequent studies to come and 
support the fact that a new study is more appropri-
ate— 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I believe the Honourable Minister 
is, albeit indirectly, misleading this House. This is not 
a new study that she is referring to. It is the same 
study that was conducted in 2009 and has reap-
peared. So, for her to suggest that the task force 

study of 2009 is different than the one that we are 
presently debating is inaccurate. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you for that. 
 Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, what I was 
suggesting was that guidelines that come out and 
studies that come out are subject to further review 
from numerous parties. And those guidelines, espe-
cially with respect to these guidelines, have been sub-
ject to some further consultation, some further review 
by other bodies that have been looking at the question 
of whether screening saves lives in asymptomatic 
adults. 
 And the bottom line is, other persons have 
been looking at the studies, have been looking at the 
conclusions which were drawn by the USPSTF, and 
concluded that those guidelines, when you start look-
ing at trying to save lives and off-setting them against 
the harm, that these guidelines are more appropriate. 
 And I think, Mr. Speaker, and I want to make 
this clear, that the bottom line relates to . . . in the past 
there was a suggestion that screening saved lives, 
and therefore that is what one would want to do, be-
cause it is important to save lives. There has been a 
real concern that now, in the interest of trying to save 
lives, you are actually doing more harm. And there 
have been subsequent studies by other individuals 
that indicate that the guidelines by the USPSTF are 
appropriate when you start looking at the risk/benefits. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Second supplementary, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: The Honourable Minister indi-
cated that these guidelines were subject to further 
review. Will the Honourable Minister please confirm 
that these guidelines are still based on a 2009 report 
that has data based on the Canadian National Breast 
Society’s survey, which is some 30 years old, and 
how the Minister can indicate subject to further review 
an analysis based on 30-year-old evidence? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
  
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, without go-
ing into a debate about the timing of these various 
analyses, I think I would be turning around . . . I am 
sitting here looking at a document in my hand that 
says, “Public Health Policy, though screening for dis-
ease saved lives in [asymptomatic] adults”— 
  
The Speaker: What are you looking at? 
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Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: This is The International 
Journal of Epidemiology. This is something that came 
out in 2015. And this is something that relates to . . . 
The whole question right now was whether screening 
for disease saves lives in asymptomatic adults. And, 
Mr. Speaker, that is the bottom line. There is this 
whole question about people who are seemingly 
healthy individuals, whether the screening turns 
around and gives them more risk and creates more 
harm than it was actually dealt with. 
 So, as I said earlier, and I think I need to reit-
erate because, as we go forward, I am not trying to be 
the doctor. I am trying to turn around and rely on the 
guidance from those professionals who are out there 
making the recommendations. And it has been sug-
gested, and I have been very enlightened, to recog-
nise that the screening, the earlier screening was ac-
tually recommended by the same persons who do the 
guidelines. Formerly they did suggest that screening 
every year at age 40 was actually appropriate. But 
more review of the guidelines, more review of the in-
formation has resulted in this recommendation. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 You have a supplementary? Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Can the Minister confirm whether or not there 
was an expert for radiology and a breast cancer ex-
pert that was a part of this group where you got your 
information from in terms of, not what you just read, 
for you to make that decision—the task force? 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
And I think, in the interest of us quoting and discuss-
ing, we will use “task force” as it relates to the 
USPSTF, because rather than trying to keep referring 
to that group, we will say task force. Are we all in 
agreement that that is what we will use? Okay. 
 As relates to the task force, I am not able to 
determine and indicate whether radiologists or an on-
cologist was— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you. 

What I am trying to indicate is, and what I 
have said before, even in my Statement, that guide-
lines and studies which are done by a task force do 
not necessarily have persons from the individual spe-
cialties that they are looking at. The persons there are 
volunteers, but they are individuals who have special-
ties in going out and doing research and getting re-

search being done for them by other persons so that 
they can come up and make recommendations. 
 So, with respect to this particular conclusion, 
while they might not have had persons [like] oncolo-
gists and radiologists on there, they had access to lots 
of studies which were done by those individuals. And 
when they reached out to look at the studies to deter-
mine whether there was prevention versus harm, that 
is what they used. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minis-
ter. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5. MP D. V. Burgess, do 
you have a supplementary? 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Minister, has there 
been an increase in breast cancer in the last five 
years in Bermuda? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Yes, there has been an 
increase in the . . . And I cannot say in the last five 
years, but I have information that relates to the last 
three years, that there has been an increase in breast 
cancer. 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Supplemental. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will . . . Sorry, Honour-
able Member, you have already had your supplemen-
taries. 
 Yes, the Chair will recognise MP Burgess 
again for a second supplementary. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, Mr. Speaker, to 
the Minister.  
 You have just indicated there has been an 
increase in breast cancer. Why would you cut the di-
agnostic screening when you have had an increase in 
breast cancer? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, while there 
has been an increase in breast cancer, actually the 
information that has been reported relates to the fact 
that, for those people who are between 40 and 49, 
those persons have actually stayed the same. For 
those people who are over 50, in the 50 to 59 group 
and the 60 to 69, those are the ones who have gone 
up. And therefore— 
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[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: This relates to, and this is 
in a year-over-year study, this is where there is infor-
mation which one has to keep looking at as it relates 
to whether the group that we are talking about not 
screening, whether that actually is doing more harm 
than good. Because the group that you will be screen-
ing, the ones which are the 50 to 74, that is the one 
where the increase is going up. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 You have a second supplementary? Yes, MP 
Foggo. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes. Can the Minister speak to 
the fact that in the last few years, there has been an 
increase of 23 per cent in the age group of 40 to 49 
with respect to breast cancer diagnoses? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, all I can say 
in terms of the information that I have right in front of 
me now, which it has 2013 and 2014, the numbers of 
persons reported with breast cancer were 11, which is 
the exact same for this year and the previous year. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29. Supplementary, Hon-
ourable Member? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Minister, you said that . . . 
Well, let me ask you this question. If the screening is 
reported to cause more harm than not having the 
screening, what is the percentage of screening cases 
that caused more harm compared to those that were 
screened and not found to have cancer? 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I am not able 
to answer that question because, first of all, I think we 
are starting to talk about a study which dealt with 
thousands and thousands of individuals, where we 
can turn around and actually draw a reference. And 
unfortunately, when you start to bring it down to the 
Bermuda context, that is one of the issues right here. 
We have a small population. And we are not able at 

this point in time to turn around and talk about what 
happens with respect to our smaller population. 
 And therefore, one would normally look at 
what has been happening with the larger population. 
And I guess, Mr. Speaker, what I would also try to re-
mind people is that, in terms of cancer screening, lots 
of work and review has been done with respect to 
cancer screening and causing more harm, the same 
way with the men’s prostate cancer— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: The same way with men’s 
prostate cancer, where it was determined that you do 
not want to do it as frequently because there was also 
the issue of harm. It has been determined something 
similar occurs with respect to breast cancer screening 
if you do not have [symptomatic] conditions. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Yes, the Chair recognises again MP De Silva. 
Second supplementary. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you. Thank you, 
yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 The Minister just said that she has not done a 
comparison on Bermuda, on our Island. All her deci-
sions have been made on overseas [data]. So my 
question, it begs the question, Mr. Speaker, Why? 
Why is the Minister making a decision to cut back on 
these very important [life-saving] screenings knowing 
that Bermuda’s demographic is 65 per cent black, 
35 per cent white, which is a hell of a lot different than 
the information that she is getting out of this report 
that is very old, to say the least? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I must say 
this right from the beginning. We have a tendency, 
when something does not quite fit the way we want, to 
turn around and decide that it is not appropriate. We 
have been looking at studies which have been done 
abroad in larger populations and accepting those rec-
ommendations and not turning around and saying, 
Well, Bermuda is different. For this particular thing, 
when you are talking, you are concerned about more 
harm than good. When you are doing screening and 
you are giving harm in terms of people being diag-
nosed or speculated that maybe they might turn 
around and develop cancer, or false positives and all 
of those issues, this is why we have been using some 
of the information from abroad, for the simple reason 
that our population size is not large enough for us to 
draw these conclusions. 
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 There is a real concern about the harm. As it 
relates to patients who have indicators, family his-
tory—which is why we keep saying to our women out 
there, If you consult your doctor so you are aware of 
all the risks, you are aware of your family genetics and 
your own health—then you can make the decision. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Minis-
ter. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18. MP Burt, you have a 
supplementary or a question? 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question, 
but could you please advise the time? Can you advise 
the time, Mr. Speaker? 
 
The Speaker: Yes. It is eight minutes. 
 

QUESTION 1: STANDARD HEALTH BENEFIT— 
SCREENING MAMMOGRAMS COVERED  

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Eight minutes? Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, my question is that, given that 
the tumour registry reported that 23 per cent of 
women diagnosed with breast cancer were between 
the age of 40 and 49, what does the Honourable Min-
ister say to the women who have been asymptomatic, 
who have no family history, but have been diagnosed 
with breast cancer only due to mammograms received 
during their age of 40 to 49? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: The only thing I can say is 
that if each woman has a consultation with her par-
ticular doctor she will be able to go and, if she be-
lieves that she wants to err on the side of . . . If a par-
ticular woman has a consultation with her doctor, she 
will be able to determine what is appropriate for her. 
Because as it stands right now, I cannot turn around 
and put my finger on the woman who is going to have 
something happen to her, the same way I cannot put 
my finger on the woman who has had mammograms 
every year and nothing has happened, and then when 
she gets 65, she suddenly has a full-blown cancer. 
 No one can turn around and put their hands 
on it. And I could not turn around and, obviously, talk 
about how many people have had the false positives. 
How many people have had therapy and other things, 
and then in the end found that it was harmful? I do 
say, and I have said from the very beginning, women 
need to have a consultation with their physician so 
they can review all of their history and decide whether 
it is appropriate. And any woman who does that will 
have her mammogram covered under Standard 
Health Benefit. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Leader of the Opposition, MP Marc Bean, you 
have a supplementary? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I could ask 
it as a supplementary. 
 Mr. Speaker, early on in the Statement, the 
Minister spoke of the “health screening recommenda-
tion intended to improve the health of women by re-
ducing their exposure to the risk of over-diagnosis has 
been misinterpreted.” Mr. Speaker, then she goes on 
to say, later on in the Statement, that— 
 
The Speaker: So, this is a new question then, right? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, no, it is actually a sup-
plementary. 
 
The Speaker: Go ahead. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: “The adoption of these guide-
lines is based on my belief that decisions about every 
aspect of a person’s health should be made between 
the individual and their doctor.” So, my supplementary 
question is, How does her perception of over-
diagnosis square with her belief of the sacredness of 
that relationship between the patient and the physi-
cian? If she says that over-diagnosis is something that 
is bad, well, what if the physician feels that their client 
should have a [mammogram] every year? Is this Gov-
ernment intervention in that sacred relationship? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I have tried 
to make it clear. If in consultation with the individual 
and their doctor, that physician refers that individual 
every year, that person will have a mammogram every 
year. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Second supplementary? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, this will be my first ques-
tion and only question. Then I will defer to . . . 
  
 
The Speaker: Yes, first question. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I will defer to a supplemen-
tary. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 MP De Silva. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Minister, with all the dissatisfaction of the 
Bermudian people over this change that you would 
like to make, rather than go this way to try and, I 
guess, reduce the health care costs in Bermuda, have 
you talked to the insurance companies about reducing 
their annual fees so that we can keep something like 
this on the books? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I want to say, and I think it 
is important for this point to be made. The review was 
done in consultation with the doctors, the medical 
council, the BHB [Bermuda Hospitals Board], because 
it was not a question of cost. It was a question of be-
ing concerned that individuals were getting mammo-
grams which were not appropriate in all the circum-
stances, and therefore that was why, as we go for-
ward, it is important. Why would one want to start go-
ing and talking to the insurance companies if right now 
we are saying that we want the individual, in consulta-
tion with their doctor, to do what is appropriate? It gets 
covered under Standard Hospital Benefit, now to be 
called Standard Health Benefit. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 You have your second question? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, I do. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will recognise the 
Learned Member from constituency 34, MP Wilson. 
 

QUESTION 2: STANDARD HEALTH BENEFIT— 
SCREENING MAMMOGRAMS COVERED 

 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Given the fact that the statement the Minister 
read refers to the fact that (and I am referring to as-
ymptomatic women, women who do not have a risk 
factor or family history) asymptomatic women between 
the ages of 40 and 49 on Standard Hospital Benefit or 
the spouses of persons, the unemployed spouses of 
persons on standard hospital premium, cannot receive 
a mammogram between the ages of 40 and 49, is this 
not representing in the Government a policy creating a 
distribution between those who have and those who 
have not with respect to the payment of a mammo-
gram if their insurance will not cover it between 40 
and 49 because they are asymptomatic? 
 
The Speaker: Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, if a person 
between 40 and 49 has a consultation with their doc-
tor who says, I am going to refer you for a mammo-
gram, it will be covered under Standard Health Benefit 
and will have nothing to do with anything further with 

their insurance. Standard Health Benefit is there for 
everybody, provided the guidelines say that it is cov-
ered. And therefore, those persons between 40 and 
49, go to their doctor, he has referred, she is referred, 
and it will be covered. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Minis-
ter. 
 Yes, Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 34. You have a supplementary or another ques-
tion? 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I do, a supplementary. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
 
Ms. Kim N. Wilson: I have indicated previously in my 
first question, so it is actually repeating the first ques-
tion, because I am seeking an answer. Asymptomatic, 
no referral from the doctor, and a patient, a woman 
between 40 and 49 wishes to get a mammogram for 
her own benefit, and the insurance does not pay for it 
because she has Standard Hospital Benefit, is this not 
a creation by the Government of a policy for those 
who have and those who have not? If a mammogram 
costs $200, a woman has a choice to get a mammo-
gram that is not covered by the insurance and pay for 
it, or pay for groceries for her child, is that not a policy 
by the Government creating a haves and have-nots 
scenario about women’s health? 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.  
 Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I guess 
maybe I must not be understanding this. We are as-
suming that a woman who goes to her doctor and 
talks to the doctor about why she believes she should 
have a mammogram, she is between age 40 and 49. 
If that woman is able to convince her doctor that there 
is a reason . . . Because I think what we are trying to 
remember is we want the doctors to have discussions 
with women so women understand that these things 
have risks associated with them. And therefore (and I 
know the time has gone), it is about . . . We know that 
lots of people go and have lots of tests done. And lots 
of tests are not appropriate. And we do not want to 
have people just having tests done because they want 
to have them. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Minister. Thank you. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 
 

HOUSE VISITOR 
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The Speaker: Just before we move to the next order, 
I would like to recognise the former Member of Par-
liament, Jon Brunson, who is sitting in the  
Gallery. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY 

SPEECHES 
 

The Speaker: We now move to congratulatory and/or 
obituary speeches. 
 The Chair will first recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29. MP Zane De Silva, you 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like this Honourable 
House to send condolences to the family of Troy Vin-
cent Hewey, who tragically lost his life last weekend. I 
would associate all of this side of the House, Mr. 
Speaker, and condolences to his wife, Sophie, and 
family. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like the House to 
send congratulations to the Green family for their 
opening this week of the further additions to Hamilton 
Princess. The whole side of the House, Mr. Speaker, 
the Opposition—in fact, the whole House certainly 
wishes to associate themselves with that, Mr. 
Speaker. As they continue to lead the way in the hotel 
development, and their confidence in Bermuda and 
Bermudians, Mr. Speaker, so we certainly take our 
hats off to them. And certainly, when we were Gov-
ernment and the present Government continue to 
support them in any which way we can. So, thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 3. MP Foggo, you have the 
floor. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like congratulatory re-
marks to go out to the Future Leaders Awardees. And 
this is a function that was started by the former Pre-
mier, Dame Jennifer Smith, and it is to recognise 
leadership in our young people. And it is particularly 
held in the eastern area, and we think that it is some-
thing that should become widespread throughout 
Bermuda. 
 The awardees in particular are Jailyn Bod-
dington and Naji Bean from East End Primary, Maxi-
milian Santiago and Saneyah Richardson from St. 
George’s Preparatory School, Ruth Mello and Zyon 
Minors from St. David’s Primary School, and Amara 
Bartram and Kyesja Jones from Clearwater Middle 
School. 

 And again, this particular event is to highlight 
leadership skills within our young people and not just 
focus on the academics. Mr. Speaker, I would also 
like to associate the Minister of Education. Thank you. 
 I would also, Mr. Speaker, like to congratulate 
the [Healthy School Lunch Challenge Award] recipi-
ents. It comes under the Health Ministry, and I know 
the Health Minister will speak to that. And there were 
19 schools that participated in this. And first and sec-
ond and third prize winners were recognised. And I 
just want to say, in particular, coming from St. David’s 
Primary School, my grandson, Master Ira Cannonier, 
was one of the awardees. And it certainly is some-
thing that is quite beneficial to young people and 
teaches a message of good health to our young ones 
from an early age. I would like to associate the Minis-
ter for Works and Engineering, Mr. Craig Cannonier. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 2. MP Nandi Outerbridge, 
you have the floor. 
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Thank you, and good morn-
ing, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Mr. Speaker, I rise to con-
gratulate all the participants who took part in the Ber-
muda Day Half Marathon Derby. I actually watched 
from the halfway mark, from my home, and I can tell 
you, Mr. Speaker, they looked really good for a new 
route. They actually inspired me to probably want to 
participate in a year or so, but we will see. 
 I would like to ultimately congratulate the win-
ners, husband and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Chris and Ash-
ley Estwanik. And I would like to associate the Pre-
mier with those remarks, the Opposition . . . 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Yes, I will associate the 
whole House. 
 Whilst on my feet, I want to move over to the 
float entries that were in the parade, Mr. Speaker. I 
had the opportunity to look at the floats up close, and I 
must say my personal favourite was the Department 
of Corrections float, just because of really how much 
detail they had. But I would like to send congratula-
tions to the Premier Award winner on the Best Float, 
the Aerie’s Adventures Nursery and Preschool. So, 
well done to everybody who participated to make that 
day very great. It was smooth, and I look forward to 
next year. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 16. MP Michael Weeks, 
you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good morning. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
be associated with the remarks of the Junior Minister 
of Community, Culture and Sport on the congratula-
tory remarks for the winners of the [Half] Marathon 
Derby. But further, Mr. Speaker, I need to start off by 
actually saying that my hat goes off to Dr. Gina Tucker 
and her Bermuda Day Half Marathon Derby Commit-
tee. Having the marathon come from the East End for 
the first time in 37 years was a great feat. And it was 
accomplished with such sacrifice and mastery. So I 
too want to take my hat off to Dr. Tucker and her 
team, and all those who participated to make this year 
a fine event—the police, the regiment and all the 
helpers. 
 Mr. Speaker, I also would like to congratulate 
the Ministry of Community and Cultural Affairs for 
what they did in putting the parade together. As usual, 
it was very colourful and bright, Mr. Speaker. More 
floats will be coming when we finally have it on a set 
day so the people can recuperate the next time. But I 
will leave that for another discussion. Furlough days 
are not always going to be available. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I saved my last comments 
for one of the marathon’s icons of the last 20 years, 
from Somerset, Mr. Jay Donowa. Mr. Jay Donowa is a 
very good friend of mine, and he is one of my frat 
brothers. But other than that, he has been a good am-
bassador, not only here locally but internationally. Un-
fortunately, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Donowa has not won the 
Bermuda Day Half Marathon. But he has been a top-
three finisher for nine consecutive years, almost. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: One of those times he came 
in third, yes. For nine years, he was a top-three fin-
isher. I take my hat off to him because, even though 
he never won that marathon, Mr. Speaker, he has 
won hundreds of races in Bermuda. So he has shown 
his true pedigree and what he is made of. So I would 
like this Honourable House, and I would like to asso-
ciate the whole House in sending congratulatory re-
marks to Mr. Jay Donawa, and the Pro Shop for being 
his main sponsor during that time. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 

 The Chair now will recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Economic Development. Minister. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I actually rise on a sad note this 
morning and would ask that condolences be sent to 
the family of the late Kay Mayor. And I know the Dep-
uty Speaker would like to be associated as well, and 
the Premier as well. Those who knew her would know 
her as a wonderful lady, a very feisty lady in many 
respects. She actually came from Barbados on a boat 
to Bermuda when she was 22 to study nursing and 
married the late Bill Mayor and basically made Ber-
muda her home 
 She was an extraordinary volunteer for the 
Hospital Auxiliary, the Red Cross, the LCCA [Lady 
Cubitt Compassionate Association], and helped me 
and, I know, Sir John Swan, as well, in Paget in some 
of our early political entry. In fact, she said to both of 
us, Look. I have worked very hard for you to get 
elected. She says, But if you mess up, I am going to 
work very hard to take you out. So, it gives you the 
sense of the individual. But I would ask that condo-
lences be sent. She had four children, Bill, Julie, Lynn 
and Karen. And we will certainly miss her. She was a 
great contributor to Bermuda in many different ways. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Member care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Minister for 
Health and Seniors. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, on a sad 
note first, I would like this Honourable House to send 
condolences to the family of the late Frederick Lle-
wellyn Brangman. Mr. Brangman was a well-known 
plumber who lived up in Warwick. I knew Mr. Brang-
man because he was a good friend of my father. And 
Mr. Brangman was one of those (what I call) old-time 
plumbers whom you could call on, and he would come 
right away. And he always knew where he had been 
and could sometimes, even over the phone, tell you 
about what had happened. And he will be missed. So 
I would like condolences to be sent to his family. 
 I would also like for condolences to be sent to 
the family of the late Mansfield Hilgrove Charles Sy-
monds. Mr. Symonds, I first knew him through golf. 
But he was a fisherman, and he was always one of 
those individuals who would be out there letting you 
know what was happening. And I am saddened by his 
passing, and I would like condolences to be sent to 
his family. 
 With respect to congratulations, as Honour-
able Member Lovitta Foggo said, I would like to have 
congratulations to be sent to all of those who were 
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involved in the Healthy School Lunch [Challenge] 
Awards. Mr. Speaker, this was something that I at-
tended yesterday to give out the prizes. And there 
were 19 schools. But what was so significant was the 
fact that some of the school lunches that were pre-
pared by these young people were just fantastic. They 
had the nutritionist, who went to each school, [and] 
gave them guidelines. And their parents with the stu-
dents produced healthy lunches that not only were 
nutritious, but also they were pleasing to look at and 
eat. And this was supported by the Ministry of Health. 
It was supported by the Ministry of Education. It was 
also supported by Argus Group, who has been a 
sponsor of this event. 
 And for me, it was very important because we 
can start having the schools and the children starting 
to understand how we get healthy communities, 
healthy people and healthy communities by turning 
around, and it is about what you eat and how you pre-
pare it, then I am looking forward to, in another two 
weeks’ time, when we look at what the schools are 
doing with respect to physical education. So, con-
gratulations to all of those individuals, and most im-
portantly, to the winners. There were 19 schools, 
categories first, second and third. But everybody who 
participated was a winner. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Minister for 
Tourism Development and Transport, the Learned 
Member, Minister Crockwell. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, thank you. Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a 
sad note, asking the House to send a letter of condo-
lence to the family of Mr. Troy Hewey, who tragically 
lost his life— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: [Another Honourable Member] just did 
it. So, associate yourself. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I will associate myself 
with those condolences. He was, Mr. Speaker, an 
employee at Marine and Ports. He worked on the tug-
boat, a young man at the age of 50 to tragically to lose 
his life . . . As you know, the accident occurred last 
week, Friday. And he unfortunately succumbed to his 
injuries thereafter. And so, we are certainly consider-
ing doing something that will be, Mr. Speaker, in hon-
our and certainly appropriate in his memorial. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would also like to be associ-
ated with the congratulatory remarks to the Green 
family and the entire organisation at Hamilton Prin-

cess for the opening of their new signature restaurant, 
Marcus— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am associating myself. 

—as well as the fact that all of the renovations 
and upgrading that they have done there, Mr. 
Speaker, are really extraordinary. And I think that the 
Green family deserve the credit because they have 
invested significantly into that particular property, over 
$90 million, Mr. Speaker, to give that historic hotel the 
much-needed facelift that it deserves. 
 But I would also refer to an article that was in 
this week’s Royal Gazette on Tuesday, because they 
are also looking for employees. They are looking to 
employ 200 new employees, and they are looking, out 
of that 200, they anticipate 114 being Bermudian. And 
vacancies are available in the Banquets Department 
from service posts to directorial and managerial roles, 
Mr. Speaker; also, in the stores department, truck 
drivers. So, as we all know that we have an issue with 
employment in Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. Many people 
stop me on a regular basis saying they are looking for 
work. Well, this is an employer who is looking to em-
ploy. 
 And quite often, we hear people saying, Well, 
why are these people working instead of Bermudians 
in certain positions? You will not be able to get the job 
unless you apply for it, Mr. Speaker. So, Hamilton 
Princess is hiring, from truck drivers up to the mana-
gerial level, and I would encourage Bermudians to 
certainly look into that. 
 I would also like to recognise the work of 
Marsh and Guy Carpenter, who were involved with the 
Horseshoe Bay Beach clean-up, I believe that was 
last week, as well, Mr. Speaker. I think this is extraor-
dinary. They went down there. It is something that we 
do not do as much as we used to do. And I am be-
coming increasingly concerned about the amount of 
litter that is starting to manifest itself on the Island. We 
do not seem to take the same type of pride that we 
once did, Mr. Speaker, and I have to congratulate 
them for cleaning up our beach. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 1. You are looking at the 
Speaker as if you do not want to speak. 
 
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: No. I see the light, 
sir. The light is in my eyes. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Honourable Member. 
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Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: I also would like to 
be associated with the congratulatory comments to 
Dr. Gina Tucker. But I will say here, Mr. Speaker, that 
it was a labour of love for a group of us from the East 
End. And it has not come easy. But I would just like to 
say thank you to the committee for coming to St. 
George’s. And here I will drop a little line. The next is 
the End to End, Mr. Speaker. We need to get that 
coming from the West End to the East End. Those 
talks are ongoing. 
 I would also ask that a letter of congrats be 
written to the Mayor, Quinnell Francis, and Mr. Mark 
Soares, who hosted a party on Wednesday for the 
visiting yachtsmen. It was well attended, well re-
ceived. And I am still receiving thank-yous today for 
that particular little party. And the East End is about to 
have a renaissance, Mr. Speaker. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Deputy Speaker. MP Roberts-Holshouser, you have 
the floor. 
 
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and good morning. 
 I think many people, at least a few people, 
consider the House of Assembly as some kind of or 
some point of theatrical activity. I would like to men-
tion, Mr. Speaker, and send a letter of congratulations 
to a Member of Parliament who once sat in this Hon-
ourable House, who is now sitting in the Gallery. His 
name is Mr. Jon Brunson, who plays the hero in the 
performance that is now currently onstage at the Ber-
muda Musical and Dramatic Society. Sister Act is an 
awesome show. There are tickets available. It does a 
little bit to bring a sense of relief, a comedy relief. But 
once again, it is recommended that Bermudians come 
out and support the talent that we have here in Ber-
muda. And I would like to acknowledge not only Jon 
Brunson, but the individual sitting with him, who plays 
(I think) Sister Mary, and that is Deborah Raat. She is 
actually a constituent of mine, and they are both sit-
ting in the Gallery. So, congratulations. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Whip, Government Whip, MP Cole Simons, from con-
stituency 8. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise to associate myself with 
the comments made in regards to Kay Mayor. As the 

Honourable Member said, she was a feisty lady. She 
loved her politics, and she said what was on her mind, 
with no filter. She was really committed to Bermuda. 
And every now and then, her Bajan roots would come 
out and you would say, What is going on here? But 
again, I send my condolences to the family, and I am 
sorry that I will not be able to attend the funeral later 
today. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to also send con-
gratulatory remarks to a Daren Herbert. He is doing 
well in the arts arena in Toronto. He was recently rec-
ognised by the Toronto Theatre Critics Awards, and 
he got the Best Actor [in a Musical] prize in his play 
and musical, The Wild Party. And this is what is 
known as an edgy, Jazz Age musical. In addition, he 
also is helping young people in the arts. And when he 
is not performing, he is teaching young people the arts 
and the importance of the arts in the development of 
their careers and the development of young people in 
general. And it is a shame that he is not putting his 
talents to use in Bermuda; but I understand. He is 
building his career. And eventually, he can bring his 
talents back home. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to also send con-
gratulations to the Somersfield [Academy] students. 
They competed overseas in Ottawa in the IEE Ottawa 
Robotics Competition. And they did really well in their 
categories. They got 97 out of 100, as far as the score 
is concerned, and as a result, achieved first place. 
And they achieved second place with their robot, King 
of the Hill, finishing with the playoff, elimination-style 
playoff. And again, this bodes well for the talent that 
we have in Bermuda and the quality of schools that 
we have in Bermuda. So, again, I would like to con-
gratulate Somersfield and their local and latest 
achievements overseas. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 21, Pembroke South East. 
MP Rolfe Commissiong, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Good morning, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Good morning. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
associate with the comments that were just conveyed 
by the Government Whip with respect to the Somers-
field Academy’s team, robotics team, and their per-
formance in Ottawa. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I have risen today to com-
mend and congratulate the Boulevard Community 
football team. You may have heard they now have 
earned the right to rejoin the premier division of Ber-
muda football of the BFA [Bermuda Football Associa-
tion]. And as most Members would recall, if you go 
back five or six years, the almost complete disarray 
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that was starting to take over the game that was beset 
by, in some cases, even violence, that was really of 
great concern to the whole community. Boulevard 
Community Club itself was affected by that, to some 
degree. And I think it led to the club losing its focus, 
and of course, they latterly earned themselves relega-
tion down into the first division. 
 It was good to see that the community mem-
bers, people like Dr. Matthews, Lou Matthews, and his 
managerial team and the community came together to 
revitalise the club. They made some hard decisions, 
which have borne great fruit for them. They did their 
penance, so to speak, and now they are heading back 
or have earned the right to come back to Bermuda’s 
premier division. And I would just like to commend 
them for the great revitalisation of the club, and the 
community for rallying around them. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will . . . Who is that down there? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honour-
able Member from Sandys, the Honourable Member, 
the Shadow Minister of Public Works, from Sandys 
North Central, constituency 35. MP Dennis Lister, you 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, there have been comments of 
congratulations given already this morning in regard to 
some of the activities that took place at the annual 
Bermuda Day festivity, the road race, et cetera. But, 
Mr. Speaker, there is one group that I feel I should 
stand and give recognition to, and that is the junior 
runners for that day. As you know, Mr. Speaker, my 
company is the sponsor for the annual race; they have 
been doing that since the inception, for the last 18 
years. (I had to stop and think.) But, Mr. Speaker, I 
want to make mention of this year’s winners. In the 
male category is Mr. Ryan Outerbridge, and in the 
female category is Selah Tuzo. Mr. Speaker, both of 
these are to be congratulated for their outstanding 
efforts they have put in this year to win the race. 
 But I really want to single out Ms. Tuzo, Mr. 
Speaker, in that the category for the race is age 8 to 
15, and different categories in between, but 8 to 15 is 
the age group for this race. Ms. Tuzo, Mr. Speaker, is 
11 years old. This is her third consecutive win. She 
won it the first time at age 9, Mr. Speaker, at the low-
est age group of the categories of runners. She was 
beating the female runners much older than her when 
she first won two years ago. But she has been consis-
tent every year to go on and win consecutively, Mr. 

Speaker. And I truly have to single her out to say that I 
believe she has the potential to be one of Bermuda’s 
great future national athletes, and I just continue to 
encourage her and her family to stay with and work 
with her in all her sporting endeavours. 
 And of course, Mr. Speaker, whilst on my feet, 
I have to also join the congratulations that were given 
on behalf of Jay Donawa in his retirement from the 
sport. Jay Donawa has been consistent throughout his 
running years, Mr. Speaker, and has been an excel-
lent role model for other runners, not only on the road, 
on the track, but also in his general life. Mr. Speaker, 
we wish him well as he continues to endeavour in 
whatever he chooses to do. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Would any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 There are no other Members, so that con-
cludes our congratulatory and obituary speeches. 
  

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE 
 

The Speaker: There are no matters of privilege. 
 

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS 
 

The Speaker: No personal explanations. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE  
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE  

ON MATTERS OF URGENT  
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

 
The Speaker: No notices of motions for the adjourn-
ment of the House. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 
 
The Speaker: We now move to introduction of Bills. 
And we will recognise the Honourable Minister, the 
Minister of Public Works, from Devonshire South Cen-
tral, constituency 12. Minister Cannonier, you have 
the floor. 

GOVERNMENT BILL 
 

FIRST READING 
 

LAND VALUATION AND TAX AMENDMENT ACT 
2015 

 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker 
 I am introducing the following Bill for its first 
reading so that it may be placed on the Order Paper 
for the next day of meeting: That is the Land Valuation 
and Tax Amendment Act 2015. 
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The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 There are none; that matter will be laid on the 
Order Paper. 
 

NOTICE OF MOTION 
 

TAKE NOTE OF GROWING AND INCREASINGLY 
COMPLEX CHALLENGES DUE TO GLOBALISA-

TION AND GROWING DEMAND FOR SMART TAL-
ENT AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

 
The Speaker: We now move to notices of motions. 
 And the Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from Pembroke South East, constituency 21. 
MP Rolfe Commissiong, Shadow Minister of Human 
Affairs, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
 At the next day of meeting, I propose to move 
the following resolution: 
 WHEREAS there are ongoing scientific and 
technological advances in automation, robotics, 3D 
printing, artificial intelligence and in the creation and 
deployment of algorithms;  
 AND WHEREAS these scientific and techno-
logical advances are transformative in their capacity to 
significantly change our workplaces and the industrial 
composition of Bermuda’s economy;  
 BE IT RESOLVED that this Honourable 
House take note of the growing and increasingly com-
plex challenges due to globalisation and the growing 
demand for smart talent and competitive advantage in 
the twenty-first century. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none, so that matter will be laid on 
the floor. 

 
ORDERS OF THE DAY 

 
The Speaker: We now move to Orders of the Day. 
Order No. 1 and Order No. 2 are carried over. And we 
move first to Order No. 3, in the name of the Honour-
able Premier, the Minister of National Security. So I 
now recognise the Honourable Premier, from con-
stituency 10. Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Statistics Amendment Act 2015 be now read the sec-
ond time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that? 
 There are no objections. So, Premier, please 
carry on. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, today I rise for the second read-
ing of the Bill entitled the Statistics Amendment Act 
2015. The Bill amends section 5(1) of the Stats [Sta-
tistics] Act 2002 to provide the Government with the 
ability to conduct future censuses of population and 
housing from time to time. Honourable Members 
should note that this amendment is consistent with the 
wording of section 1 of the United Kingdom Census 
Act 1920. 
 Mr. Speaker, the general benefit of a census 
is that it provides a snapshot of the size and profile of 
the population and housing stock at a given point in 
time. Census data are used to devise effective strate-
gies relating to infrastructure, education, health, em-
ployment and other economic and social issues. Cen-
sus data are also used by the Constituency Bounda-
ries Commission to determine the boundaries of each 
constituency, a function which must be undertaken no 
later than seven years from the date on which the 
previous commission submitted its report. 
 More frequent censuses would allow for the 
government and other stakeholders to make policies 
and decisions based on current information. Con-
versely, Mr. Speaker, infrequent censuses could lead 
to decisions being made on data that are no longer 
relevant, as significant changes in Bermuda’s popula-
tion and housing stock may occur in the period be-
tween censuses conducted every 10 years. 
 Significant changes in Bermuda’s population 
and housing stock also present challenges with pro-
ducing accurate population projections and extrapola-
tions on surveys, such as the Labour Board Survey 
and the calculation of the number of people unem-
ployed. 
 Mr. Speaker, section 5(1) of the Statistics Act 
2002 currently requires that a census of the popula-
tion of Bermuda be taken in the year 2010 and every 
fifth year thereafter. That section makes eminent 
sense, as there has always been a demand for cur-
rent data, particularly as they relate to key statistics 
pertaining to employment, unemployment, household 
income, personal income and health data. 
 More frequent censuses, Mr. Speaker, would 
ensure that the Government has current and, in some 
instances, real-time data at our disposal in order to 
make effective decisions and to facilitate more accu-
rate planning. 
 However, the benefit of obtaining data more 
frequently comes at a high cost, currently estimated at 
$1.7 million. The national budget for the Fiscal Year 
2015/16 reflects this Government’s prioritisation of 
urgent needs of the community and the need to re-
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duce the budget deficit. Deferring the Census 2015 
allows the Government to allocate funds to more 
pressing initiatives. 
 Mr. Speaker, the delay of the census will not 
be indefinite. This Government has committed to con-
duct a census in the Financial Year 2016/17. Honour-
able Members will note that the proposed amendment 
does not prevent the Minister from ordering a census 
to be conducted in 2020 or whenever it is recom-
mended that a census should be taken. 
 Mr. Speaker, as previously noted, census 
data are also used by the Constituency Boundaries 
Commission to determine electoral boundaries. As 
such, I can inform Honourable Members of this House 
that the Parliamentary Registrar expects that the 
members of the Boundary Commission will be ap-
pointed by the end of 2015 or early in 2016. Honour-
able Members will also be aware that the previous 
Boundaries Commission submitted its report in Janu-
ary 2010, and that section 54 of the Bermuda Consti-
tution Order 1968 makes provisions for the Bounda-
ries Commission to review the boundaries of the con-
stituencies and submit to this Honourable House a 
report as soon as practical after its appointment. 
 Accordingly, the postponement of the census 
for 12 months will not negatively impact the work of 
the Boundaries Commission. The timely collection of 
census data should permit for information on potential 
electors to be shared with the Boundaries Commis-
sion during calendar year 2017. 
 Mr. Speaker, postponing the census would 
benefit the Department of Statistics by providing it with 
more time to investigate new online data collection 
initiatives. Use of online data collection system will 
reduce the reliance on field interviews, which repre-
sents the highest cost in any census. 
 Mr. Speaker, with those introductory remarks, 
I will allow Honourable Members to contribute. Thank 
you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Premier. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17, Pembroke Central. MP 
C. Walton Brown, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Opposition fully understands 
the rationale behind this proposed amendment. We 
understand the challenges that Government faces. 
But in the Premier’s delivery, he made note of the ab-
solute relevance of having accurate data. The data 
are needed to do proper projections in a wide range of 
areas. And you would know, Mr. Speaker, that over 
the last couple of years, there were extensive debates 
about our population figures, whether they were in-
creasing, whether they were decreasing. People were 
looking at different data sets. 
 And the Government was actually making 
policy decisions based on what they thought the num-

bers were. And those numbers were coming from a 
variety of different sources. The only accurate count is 
the census.  
 So, this amendment speaks to the immediate 
challenge that the Government has, but it does not 
address the real issue, in my view, Mr. Speaker, be-
cause what this amendment does . . . It is a very sim-
ple amendment. But it basically says that the Gov-
ernment will have power to have a census from time 
to time, as it sees fit. And I would want to see some-
thing much more firmly in place. 
 Up until 2010, except for one year where 
there was a mishap under a former Premier, the cen-
sus took place every 10 years. And we had 10-year 
sets of data by which we could make projections. In 
2010, an amendment was made to make it every five 
years. That was perhaps a bit (shall we say) overly 
ambitious, because of a variety of factors. So, maybe 
five years is not the appropriate period. But I would 
not want to see legislation passed in this House, Mr. 
Speaker, which simply allows for the Minister respon-
sible to issue an order for when a census should take 
place. 
 So, we propose to make an amendment on 
the floor, with the consent, hopefully, of the Govern-
ment side, to say something to the effect that it should 
take place within a 10-year period. Because the word-
ing now could mean a census does not take place for 
the next 20 years. I know the Premier has given a 
commitment that it will take place in the year 2016/17. 
But we would like to see an amendment which will 
firmly commit the Government to doing its census, at 
a very minimum, within a 10-year period. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you very much, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Member 
from constituency 18, Pembroke West Central, the 
Deputy Opposition Leader and Shadow Finance Min-
ister. MP David Burt, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, in the Honourable Premier’s in-
troductory remarks, he spoke about the need for a 
census. And he spoke about the fact that a census is 
useful when we are talking about measuring signifi-
cant changes within our population and housing stock. 
 There is not a single person inside this 
Chamber who would not agree that there have been 
significant changes in our population and housing 
stock for the last five years. With this change, with this 
delay, the Government will be operating off of old data 
when we need to be having new data in order to make 
the best policy decisions for the country. The Honour-
able Premier said that the $1.7 million would be di-
verted to more pressing issues. 
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 I would hope the Honourable Premier could 
tell us what were the more pressing issues that this 
$1.7 million was diverted to? I would also ask the 
Honourable Premier, if he can say, what assurances 
can he [give us] that he will not look for $1.7 million 
next year as well? We know that there has been a 
huge change in population of this country. We know 
that lots of Bermudians have left this country, Mr. 
Speaker, which is just contributing to some of the 
economic challenges of which we have. It is cause 
and effect, and it is a cycle that is continuing. Yet, the 
Government, without the benefit of having actual 
numbers that they can rely on, instead of us saying, 
Oh, 3,000 people have left, 4,000 people have left, 
5,000 people have left. We do not know what is going 
on. Without this census, they will not be able to do 
that. 
 The fact is that it does not make sense to de-
lay the census. We should commit to doing the cen-
sus because we have to have up-to-date information. 
The reason why the Act was changed to make sure 
that it was done every five years was to ensure that 
we would have better and more current information to 
work off of. That is the reason why. And in my view, 
Mr. Speaker, the only time that it should be delayed is 
due to extraordinary circumstances. We can delay it in 
a time of plenty. We can delay it in the time where we 
actually do not need and require up-to-date informa-
tion on the changes of our population. 
 But with so much upheaval that has taken 
place during the seven-year recession, it boggles the 
mind as to why the Government would not want the 
best information possible. Why would the Government 
not want to know exactly how many Bermudians have 
left this country? Why would the Government not want 
to know the latest and updated statistics of how our 
citizens are faring over these last seven years, Mr. 
Speaker?  
 I do not support this. I believe the Government 
should reconsider, because when we are talking 
about this $1.7 million, we can make the same mis-
take next year and the year after. However, with good 
and sound information, Mr. Speaker, you can make up 
for that $1.7 million in forming policy that makes 
sense, in forming policy that is based on current in-
formation, and making sure that we are taking into 
account the dramatic changes in Bermuda’s popula-
tion. I do not support it. I wish the Government would 
reconsider. I doubt that they will, Mr. Speaker, but this 
is not a good move from this Government, and it will 
harm our people. Because we need to make sure that 
we have the best information to make the best deci-
sions for this country, going forward. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 21, Pembroke South East. 

MP Rolfe Commissiong, Shadow Minister of Human 
Affairs, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
once again. 
 I just want to join with my colleagues who 
have just spoken in expressing our deep concern 
about this amendment here. Again, echoing the 
Shadow Finance Minister, we cannot think of any bet-
ter use of the money which is currently being spent on 
the compiling of our census and censuses over the 
five-year period than to have that money being con-
tinually used in the future to ensure that we have the 
information we need to be able to make informed, and 
at least in the case of Government, policy and legisla-
tive choices. We think that is critical, moving forward. 
 It really hit home to me, Mr. Speaker, going 
back about five or six years ago, when I was inti-
mately involved in the moving forward on a study, a 
Cabinet Office initiative, the study on young black 
males, a comparative study with their white male 
peers, et cetera. And it was problematic at the begin-
ning because some of the data were a little past their 
sell-by date by the time we did the study. And we 
were frantically waiting for the new census to be un-
dertaken. 
 In terms of cost/benefit analysis, again, I con-
cur that there is a greater benefit in having a census in 
the advanced, modern economy that we now have to 
get that information so we can make those informed 
decisions on policy and legislation, than any benefit 
that the Government may think [they will get] by not 
doing so. 
 So, I implore the Government to do a rethink 
on this and to maybe even abandon this direction, 
because I think it is very myopic of the Government to 
move in this direction. Statistics, in the sort of modern 
political economy that we have, are almost a lifeblood, 
again of sound policy decisions and legislative deci-
sions being made. It is the lifeblood of an economy 
like ours, of a society such as we have, and we should 
not take that lightly. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 I see it is just like one minute before lunch. 
Unless you are going to . . . MP Roban likes to talk. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
The Speaker: So I think that I will call on the Honour-
able Premier to take us to lunch. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that we adjourn for lunch. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Honourable Members, the House is adjourned 
to 2:00 pm. 
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[Gavel]  
 

Proceedings suspended at 12:27 pm 
 

Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we are continu-
ing with the second reading of the Statistics Amend-
ment Act 2015 in the name of the Minister of National 
Security, the Honourable Premier. 
 And I will recognise the Honourable Member 
from Pembroke East, constituency 15, Shadow Minis-
ter of Public Safety, MP Roban. 
 You have the floor. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 

[Debate continuing] 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker, for allowing me contribute to this discussion 
on the Statistics Amendment Act 2015. 
 A few people have already spoken, certainly 
on this honourable side of the bench. The Honourable 
Members for constituencies 17 and 18 have both spo-
ken already, also the Member for constituency 21. 
And they have made our views very clear around this 
amendment. And the amendment is essentially to 
postpone the census that would have been statutorily 
required to be held as a result of amendments made 
in 2002. 
 I think my honourable colleagues have ex-
pressed concern about this, and I share their views, 
Mr. Speaker, that the delaying of this census, particu-
larly this one, is somewhat problematic. And it is prob-
lematic for the reasons that my honourable colleagues 
have already relayed, in my humble view, Mr. 
Speaker. But it is also problematic because it seems 
to be for a reason that this Government could easily 
deal with. 
 In the past, as I recall under the previous ad-
ministrations, when the census was delayed it had to 
do with genuine logistic issues. It had to do with hold-
ing the census after having put in a major piece of the 
legislation—the Statistics Act—and having followed 
that there were certain responsibilities that made it 
perhaps logistically difficult for the Government to 
prepare to have the census at that time. So it was de-
layed. In fact, I even recall during the UBP administra-
tion that the census was delayed. I cannot remember 
why that was, but I can only account for more recent 
memory within the 10 years of 2002 to 2010. And the 
delay during that time was done because there were, I 

believe, issues around logistics in having it, in how 
they were going to have it and some of the things that 
the Government wanted to do, and they needed to be 
properly prepared to do those things with the census 
and the resources they had deployed. 
 But I think it has to be appreciated, Mr. 
Speaker, and I speak not for the benefit of the Mem-
bers on the other side but for the benefit of the public 
when I say this, the census is not done as much for 
us. It is done to ensure that those whom we have re-
sponsibility for, that the Government is making deci-
sions that are accurate and based on solid accurate 
information on the jurisdiction that the Government 
has responsibility for. It is done for the people’s bene-
fit, primarily. The Government can continue to do 
whatever it is going to do without the census, but the 
census allows the Government to do what it needs to 
do better for those whom it is elected for.  
 The data that is produced, the snapshot that it 
provides of the community on a periodic basis, clearly 
influences many decisions that are made. It influences 
where money is allocated and where resources are 
put.  
 This Government has an expenditure bill of 
around a billion dollars on an annual basis, Mr. 
Speaker. And I talk about the money that it deploys 
from the standpoint of current account expenditure. 
And obviously it is bigger because of capital expendi-
ture. 
 The information that is garnered through the 
census on a periodic basis governs how those deci-
sions are made. You get a profile of the community, 
the changes in the community, the demographics, 
everything that is about the people of the country so 
that when decisions are made, particularly in the ar-
eas of health, education, and other areas upon which 
expenses have to be made, Mr. Speaker, even when 
it comes to how we plan our infrastructure and how 
we develop our infrastructure. Those decisions are 
underpinned by what we understand by having cen-
sus data.  

How we deploy expenditure towards health 
care services, for our children, for our seniors, where 
we see the projections around how our population is 
ageing, even how the population is . . . where it lives. 
You can tell from census data the movement of the 
population in Bermuda and how the population demo-
graphic has shifted from [one area] of the Island to the 
other. In fact, I believe that the census data shows 
that the population over time has moved west and has 
expanded west. Some areas central and east have 
had some shrinkage. Areas west have expanded.  
 So that actually determines what the Govern-
ment is going to do about ensuring that the infrastruc-
ture in certain parts of the Island that is fundamental 
to basic living is dealt with, how it is managed. These 
are the things that the census influences, Mr. 
Speaker. 
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 So if we are going to have for a period of time, 
and if one accepts the argument of my colleagues that 
the last five years have seen a dramatic change in the 
country in a number of ways, which we have yet to 
truly understand and we are only understanding some 
of this . . . and I accept that the Department of Statis-
tics is an excellent department. It is staffed by the best 
professionals available—mostly all Bermudian. And 
the expertise they have is not just specific to Bermuda 
but our personnel there can go anywhere in the world 
and do the job that they are doing.  

They follow guidelines that are internationally 
established with how they do [their work] and the 
standards that they maintain are the same standards 
that you will find in any jurisdiction on this planet. So I 
accept that. So the work they do and who helps them 
do the work, are pivotal. 

Their data, as we know by the documents that 
we see in this House, Mr. Speaker, underpins every-
thing that is done in this House. And if you think that 
the budgets that are passed on an annual basis and 
the Throne Speeches that are articulated every No-
vember . . . the decisions around that are drawn from 
statistical data. The economic reports that we get that 
underpin the budget come from the Statistics Depart-
ment, which is where it comes from, the data. That is 
the department that generates a lot of the information, 
Mr. Speaker, that the decisions of the Finance Minis-
ter and other Ministers use, and their department 
heads and the experts in their departments, they 
come out of the Statistics Department.  

One of the major tools for them generating the 
information they give our departments is from the 
census. It is the “Bible,” if I can use that word very 
carefully, of our country for the period that is done un-
til the next one. It is the “Bible” which is followed. Any 
data that is reported internationally about Bermuda by 
any world bodies that is sourced all over the world 
about Bermuda is generated from that census and 
from those who generate that census. 

So let us not underestimate the significance 
that this change is bringing. It is going to bring about a 
delay in this country collecting essential data about a 
period [in] which major change has happened. And 
that is why we are against this change because we 
think that this [census] needs to be done most hastily. 
There should be no delay. 

And one of the reasons why the principal Act 
was passed by the former Government was to give 
that department the authority and the ability to gather 
the data that was essential for us as legislators to 
make decisions that are important to the very running 
of this country. And this delay and change brings 
about some interruption in that process. So essentially 
we are going to be tip-toeing over the next few years 
almost in a . . . I am not going to say totally, but with 
some gaps and only anecdotal evidence about some 
very important issues that this country has to deal 
with, and that is disturbing. 

If we are all in agreement that Bermuda is in a 
very crucial time of our development, this census 
needs to be done. I believe the Honourable Premier 
said $1.7 million that is estimated. That expenditure 
has a dividend that is way above that [cost] because it 
determines what is done with billions of dollars—it will 
determine. The information that is gathered through 
that exercise . . . and as I note from comments of the 
Premier, the last census did cost around $2.9 million. 
Much of that had to do with the personnel that is re-
quired. But since then there has been a deployment of 
technology which might reduce the need for some of 
the personnel that is required. Well, that is fine. I do 
not even have any problem with the $2.9 million be-
cause I myself believe, Mr. Speaker, that that is a 
small amount of money, and the $1.7 [million] is a 
small amount of money to be spending considering 
the value that it brings to the process of governance 
and how we as Bermudians, as residents, deal with 
our country. 

It is information that is valuable to everyone. It 
is used in every aspect of the community. Even in our 
schools it provides information that our children can 
look at about the country. It provides essential infor-
mation about demographics, about population, about 
every area and, in fact, aspects of society that are 
crucial. 

I also speak, Mr. Speaker, as a former mem-
ber of the Boundaries Commission. I sat on the last 
Commission representing the then-Government. So I 
understand how essential that information will be to 
the next Commission [that] is deployed. Let us hope at 
this point, Mr. Speaker, that this work is done by the 
next Commission . . . that the work is done to be 
available to the next Commission, Mr. Speaker (I cor-
rect myself), because it will be crucial, having gone 
through that experience, to have that information to 
whatever decisions that Commission will come up with 
around how the boundaries and how those constitu-
encies will be configured. Ultimately, [this data] will 
contribute to the decisions that every voter in this 
country will make. 

You see these are the connections that this 
exercise has with the very destiny of this country. It is 
used to rely on processes that determine the very di-
rection of this country. So the $1.7 million influences 
invaluable decisions, if I can say, Mr. Speaker. 

So this is why we are concerned about this 
amendment and the reason it is being made. Cer-
tainly, if the Honourable Premier had come to us say-
ing that there were some other issues related to why 
the census could not be deployed, we might have 
much more comfort with it, I think, Mr. Speaker. But 
this has just got to do with the fact that they are rede-
ploying $1.7 million elsewhere. Really? 

It is not because, perhaps, they are having 
some issues with logistics or planning, or with organis-
ing the census in the way that they wish to do it, and 
they wish to take on, perhaps, other tools ensuring 
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that we have a census, and this process, to get it 
right, needs to be delayed. That is not what the Pre-
mier is coming here and telling us. He is telling us it is 
all about a few dollars. 

And for every $1.7 million spent, Mr. Speaker, 
on this census we get billions of dollars worth of deci-
sion-making, and that is going to be delayed as a re-
sult of this decision. I would hope that if there is an 
opportunity for the Government to find this funding 
sooner than they suspect now, that they find it and 
they come back here at some point (if this Bill is to 
pass) and find a way to deploy this census process 
earlier than they are seeking to do it, which is 
2016/17. 

I would hope if they can find it, that they 
should start this process as early as possible because 
the Honourable Premier has already said that the 
Boundaries Commission is going to be convened later 
this year. That would mean its work will begin . . . and 
I am only one of only two people in this House that 
have had, I believe, the experience of the Boundaries 
Commission, that work will start in 2016, and the cen-
sus is not going to be done if we follow what the Pre-
mier said in his prior statements, Mr. Speaker. 

So that will be a concern to the Commission, 
whoever is going to be on it, that we will not be quite 
ready to make those decisions related to how those 
boundaries are going to be configured. And I stand 
corrected. There are at least two other persons other 
than myself who were on the Commission. I believe 
the Honourable Mr. Richards and the Honourable 
Jeanne Atherden were both on the Commission as 
well. The last one. So we are the three who have an 
appreciation of that process. And I am sure, irrespec-
tive of what their decisions are, they are mindful that 
that information may not be available to that future 
Commission. So I speak also bringing that concern to 
the front. 

Perhaps it will be done, but I do not know that. 
I only know by what I am being told today and in the 
last week by the Honourable Premier, and I have a 
concern about that because that will be . . . that is an-
other thing that is very important to the future of the 
country, as will be the information that is gathered to 
other aspects of our governance which the census 
very much influences. And let us not forget that cen-
sus data is also used by people who do polling and 
other studies of the country to help us to get a picture 
of where we are going, what we are doing, who we 
are.  

So, delaying that process—coming out of the 
period of great unsettledness that this country has 
gone through—this delay is troubling to us. 

But, Mr. Speaker, I will say this, I do hope that 
whatever happens with this Bill and this amendment 
that the Government prepares for what they have put 
in place because this decision, as I have tried to ex-
press with my submission, is not just about $1.7 mil-
lion, which they seem to have made the chief issue. It 

is about billions, it is about thousands of lives, it is 
about decisions that affect thousands of lives in this 
country. And so the delay delays anybody, particularly 
the Government, [getting] the correct information that 
might reflect some changes that they need to be 
mindful of, that are essential to our well-being. 

I look forward to hearing more from the Gov-
ernment on this. I believe I have made my concerns 
very clear and I submit the House to further debate. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 6, Hamilton West, the 
Shadow Minister of Economic Development, MP 
Wayne Furbert. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would have thought other 
Members from that side of the House would have 
stood up today. But we will stand up and defend their 
Government’s position on such a matter. Because it is 
a very important decision that they make. 
 We are here debating the Statistics Amend-
ment Act 2015. And the amendment says the “census 
of population and housing in Bermuda shall be taken 
in the year 2010”—which is gone—“and from time to 
time thereafter as the Minister may by Order direct 
under subsection (3).” 
 That is very crucial. And I recognise Ms. Wil-
liams and Mr. Holdipp today. And I must say they are 
professionals and they must be embarrassed to rec-
ognise that the very thing that, as far as . . . and I . . . 
that makes sense, is what now is being taken from out 
of their hands, but put into— 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I think it is inappropriate 
for the Honourable Member to try to bring the civil 
service into a debate in this House. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Yes, we had best— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am talking about— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes, I know, 
but— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —the department itself. 
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The Speaker: Right, let us, yes. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The department must recog-
nise the importance of gathering data. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, let us speak to . . . let us just 
speak to— 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 

Sit down. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: As the Minister responsi-
ble for the Department of Statistics, I take advice from 
the department. Let me make that very clear. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 Yes. Try not to involve the members that are 
working. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, no problem. That does 
put a different twist on it and I will make my argument 
from a different point of view then. 
 Mr. Speaker, whether it is said, to note that if 
anyone thought that we should circumvent making 
and gathering data, that is wrong.  
 Mr. Speaker, the Government, as you are 
aware, has had its say (and I am sure that we will 
hear some more people), and  at the end of the day 
they will have their way while the Whip is whipping a 
few of them into shape to make sure they get here to 
win this vote. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, the decision has been 
made not because of what is right, but for political ex-
pediency. If we have the idea of recognising that sta-
tistics and the gathering of data is important, if we do 
not, then why do we have a department that spends 
$2.7 million a year and has a staff of 28? There is a 
reason they are there. Because the information they 
gather is vitally important to the country. 
 As a matter of fact, the United States Consti-
tution has in [it] that they have to have a census every 
10 years. And there is a reason why, because . . . yes, 
it is.( The Honourable Premier is shaking his head.) 
But there is a reason why. There is a reason why. Be-
cause at the end of the day boundaries are affected 
by the electoral vote in the United States and they 
want to make sure that these are done right. But it is 
in the Constitution that they have to have it. 
 But what we want to do is let a Minister decide 
from time to time when he or she wants to have this 
actual report done. [That] cannot be right, Mr. 
Speaker. 

 And the reason why we have it [at] set times 
is because you have comparison of data. It is because 
you are analysing information to make decisions for 
the country. 
 Mr. Speaker, the department says that its ob-
jective is to produce accurate, relevant and timely sta-
tistical data—that is part of its department objec-
tives—and information that reflects Bermuda’s current 
social and economic climate to facilitate informed de-
cision-making. That is what we are here debating to-
day. Those are the objectives of the department. 
 But when you have politicians that say, Well, 
we’ll make the decision when you have a decision, 
and then 20 years [have] gone by . . . why not have a 
census every 20 years? Why not have it every 30 
years? Why not? If that is the way we want to go, we 
can save much more . . . we can save $10 million for 
the next 100 years. Just do not do it at all. Now, as 
silly as [that] might [sound], that is what they are say-
ing. And I think it is silly for them to make delays right 
now because at the end of the day every government 
that has any objective decision-making relies on data. 

But the Government wants to balance its 
budget and it says, No, we’ll cut that. As a matter of 
fact, I can see them now. Every department—you 
have got to cut 10 per cent. The Statistics Department 
panics knowing that they have got to put $1.7 million, 
Well, we will cut that out. You cannot cut staff. You 
cannot cut telephone. You cannot cut electricity, so 
you have got to cut that. They have been pressured 
by Ministers— 

Mr. Speaker, I hear people talking and I just 
cannot . . . You tell me you cannot hear; I cannot hear 
either. 

We make decisions based on data that we 
collect. So if any recommendations are coming from 
anywhere, and it is not to the Ministers, it would have 
to be made by a political decision because at the end 
of the day the Government should have said, Even if 
you want to cut it, we don’t support that. We don’t 
support it. Any government worth— 

You know, I hear all this mumbling and I just 
cannot talk, Mr. Speaker. 

Any Government worth it just does not have 
the real interest of the country.  

Look in 2010 at some of the information that 
was collected by the department. As a matter of fact, 
Mr. Speaker, let us talk about . . . if the Government 
wants to find money, it finds money, you know. They 
find money for every other thing—America’s Cup, they 
set aside $77 million. Mr. Speaker, they find money 
for Deloitte & Touche. They find money for CIBC to 
pay them. They find money for Mello Jones & Martin. 
As a matter of fact, that is an open chequebook. That 
is an open chequebook. All right? That is an open 
chequebook, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Sylvan . . . does he want to say something? Because 
they are over there mumbling, Mr. Speaker, and I just 
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cannot . . . the Honourable Member who is mumbling . 
. . and I do not know what he is talking about. But if he 
has something to say, please stand up. 
 
The Speaker: Speak, speak, speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, he ain’t got me. 
 
The Speaker: You will have an opportunity to speak. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He won’t have me. 
 
The Speaker: And speak, Honourable— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: —speak, speak— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I heard what he said, but he 
will not have me. 
 
The Speaker: Speak to me. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, so the Gov-
ernment, when it wants to find the money, finds the 
money. 
 We spent . . . sorry, sorry, set aside $1.2 mil-
lion, I believe, as of the end of April to pay Mello Mar-
tin & Jones. Is it Mello Martin & Jones? Mello Jones & 
Martin—an open chequebook that could go on and 
on. As a matter of fact, it could eat up the $1.7 million 
that department needs. 
 But yet we are not putting a hold on them say-
ing, Listen, hold on. Let’s cut that . . . no, no, let’s not 
go any further. And there will be other cases between 
now and the end of the year that the Government will 
have to find taxes, namely, the Registrar General . . . 
the Registrar of Companies, when they are doing liq-
uidations because most of the time that is not set 
aside, money is not set aside in that department.  
 But when you have a fundamental department 
that is put there for a reason, it is not a joke that they 
were put there, they were put there for a reason—to 
collect and disseminate information so that Govern-
ment can make decisions. They say the mission is 
statistical information that is timely, accurate, relevant 
and reliable for dissemination to the government and 
the general public. 
 This decision is not made for the public, as my 
honourable colleague, Walter Roban, said. It is a de-
cision made by the OBA. That is the decision. It is not 

made for the general public because when the deci-
sion was made in 2010, we wanted to look at informa-
tion on child care. It was information that we needed 
to collect. And the Government of the day made a de-
cision that the cost of child care was expensive, and 
we made some decisions to help pay for child care. If 
we had not collected that data around that time we 
would have [had] some other problems . . . or not us 
necessarily, but young mothers and mothers overall 
that had some problems. 
 Our health, as my honourable colleague has 
said, the decision . . . why we looked at statistical in-
formation on health. And in saying in the report that 
was done then, 2010, this seeks to develop a baseline 
of information on that segment of the non-institutional 
population with physical and mental health conditions 
that have lasted for or are expected to last longer than 
six months. New conditions such as lupus and autism, 
alcohol dependency, drug dependency and sickle cell 
anaemia. These were added to the questionnaire way 
back in 2010—we probably should be adding some 
more right now.  

It is not a bypass that we come and say, Ah, 
let’s have a census. Let’s have a report done. They 
collect reports every month in retail. And if we did not 
have those the Minister could not make proper deci-
sions. If we did not collect other statistics, the depart-
ment, the Ministry, could not make decisions. And so 
every 10 years we look at doing a more comprehen-
sive review and look at information and ask ourselves, 
What decisions are we going to make now? So what 
are they making those decisions on? What happened 
in 2010? 

Actually, my honourable colleague has a good 
point. When the Boundary Commission starts to meet, 
what information are they looking at? Because they 
will not finish that report until probably 2017. Ask them 
when they started the 2010 report. It was not 2010. 
They probably started . . . they are probably, maybe 
putting the questions together now. But it takes time 
for people to visit . . . 66[,000]—I do not know, as a 
matter of fact, we do not know how many population 
we have around here now. We do not know how many 
are here. We could have 58,000 people. We do not 
know it. We cannot make the decision. 

The Minister could make some budget deci-
sions even . . . because we know based on age, 
based on remunerations, we cannot make decisions—
rental income, those types of things—we do not col-
lect. We do not have that information.  

So they are flying by night with no lights on, 
and I do not want to be in that plane. So I am asking 
the Backbench, for once stand up for something that 
is right. Weak bunch of Backbenchers, Mr. Speaker. I 
have never seen any— 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It is not offensive! It is weak. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 

Honourable Member, take your seat, please. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Those type of com-
ments— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes, yes. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —[imputing] improper mo-
tives on colleagues, and it is not appropriate language 
for this House directed personally directly at people. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. All right. 
 Honourable Member, keep guarded. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, that word is in 
the dictionary and if it offends that honourable  gen-
tleman . . . I did not say offensive words. I said, if they 
are weak. And if it is wrong, censure me or something. 
Clear me out. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: All right?  

All I am saying, Mr. Speaker, they . . . they . . . 
you know, they can say things but they cannot . . . Mr. 
Speaker, I remember sitting on that side and being 
called corrupt every week. Every week! I started feel-
ing like I was . . . it was all on me, and I was sitting 
over there. As a matter of fact, the day after I went 
over there, I was corrupt the day after, Mr. Speaker. 
The day after. You remember, Mr. Speaker. 
 So all I am [asking], Mr. Speaker, when are 
individuals on that side going to stand up and say that 
something must be wrong . . . something must be 
wrong? 

Education and training . . . now we are making 
a decision on education very soon. All right? The Min-
ister read [a statement] this morning. It did not make 
any sense, but he read it out. But we do not know 
what we are looking at. We do not know what we are 
looking at. 

Economic activity, income, these are things 
that the department looks at during that report. Parish 
population, of course, that is very important for the 
Boundary Commission. Population density . . . you 
know, Mr. Speaker, this information is important. Ber-
mudian status . . . maybe they are waiting to see 
whether all of the PRCs got status and then they will 
take a look at it. Age profile . . . this is information that 

we need now—not 10 years from . . . it is 15 years 
now. Is it?  

No?  
What is it?  
Yes. What is it?  
Sorry, five years. 

 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But every, every, every . . . 
you thought wrong, Mr. Gibbons. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, you are right, Honour-
able Member. 
 Every . . . I do not know, maybe the Minister 
can tell me what other countries decided to cancel 
[their census] this year. 
 You see, Honourable Member, it does not 
make sense, does it? Because if it was not scheduled, 
why did we cancel it? But I understand the Honour-
able Member— 
 
The Speaker: Just, just, just— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yeah, I am speaking to you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair, yes. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So we are at a point when a 
government has shown over and over again that they 
do not make the right decision for the right reasons. 
 It is all about . . . I can see the Minister, the 
Premier, coming back, probably the Minister of Fi-
nance [will] beat up on him and say, We can’t have 
that $1.7 [million] this year. Okay, we’ll cut, because 
that decision was not made yesterday. That decision 
was made around that budget table. You know, We’re 
going to cut. Well, we’ve got $1.7 [million], cut that, cut 
that. We don’t need a census this year. We know what 
. . . we know everything anyway. We know everything 
so we don’t need anybody to tell us. We don’t need to 
be listening to the public. Why do we need to listen to 
the public [which] tells us about their problems? 
 Mr. Speaker, it is fundamentally wrong that 
this Government would come here today and say, first 
of all, that a Minister “from time to time” . . . I cannot 
believe we even put that in a legislation. “From time to 
time” we will make a decision? The decision needs to 
be in stone, in gold with silver—whatever you want to 
put on it—diamonds all around it because there are 
certain things that should not be touched, and I be-
lieve this is one of them. 

Yes, there are times that something happens 
and we are late. We understand that part. But as a 
songwriter says, We fall down but we get back up 
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again. We have fallen down and we are staying down 
. . . that crowd. We cannot do it, Mr. Speaker. 

So, I am asking the Government to look within 
themselves and, as I said before, they found money 
for everything else, and it will not take long . . . the 
Honourable Premier is acting surprised when I said 
they find money for everything. They find money for, 
as I said, Mr. Speaker, for the America’s Cup, they 
find money for CIBC, they find money— 

 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: BTA, they found money for. 
Oh, they found $20,000 like that for the BTA and told 
them they could have that overnight. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Gaming, they found that. 
Well, you will find it. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You will find it. The Honour-
able Premier is shaking his head saying, We haven’t, 
but they will find it. They will find it. 
 
An Hon. Member: They won’t work for free. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Whatever that Commission 
needs they ain’t worried . . . they need an office. 
Okay? So they will find it. They will come here . . . as 
a matter of fact, they will not even come here. They 
will just tell them to move in. 
 I am saying they find things that are . . . that 
they consider . . . they will just find money, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So, I am hoping the public is out there listen-
ing that the Government is making the wrong decision 
on their behalf once again. And I do not want them to 
forget this. As a matter of fact, Mr. Speaker, I do not 
want them to forget anything that this Government 
does. But there will come a time, as they said, they 
have their say and the Government has their way, but 
there will come a time when the people have their say 
and the people will have their way. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is true. The Honourable 
Whip said that is why they removed us and that is 
true. They did remove us because the people had 
their say and the people had their way.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am sure most of them have 
regretted [that]. I am sure the Honourable Members 
on that side hear it over and over again, that they are 

sad that they made the decision. But 2017 will come 
around so fast. Mr. Speaker, as you know, time just 
goes by. And whenever they call that day the people 
are just . . . as a matter of fact, they are lining up 
now—if not physically, mentally—to get across that 
finish line to put their “X” in the right decision so that 
they can have a proper Government that is making 
decisions for the people and not for people who are 
making decisions for themselves. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable 
Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 Yes, the Chair is going to recognise the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member from constituency 31, 
the Minister for Tourism and Transport, Minister 
Crockwell. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Very briefly, Mr. Speaker, because I am 
somewhat unsure of what the crux of the objection is 
coming from the Opposition. If the Opposition is say-
ing that they would prefer that there would be some-
thing evidenced in the legislation to require a census 
to be taken at a certain point in time or every 10 years 
or every 5 years, whatever the case may be, because 
they want a degree of certainty, then I can understand 
the argument. And the point that the Premier has 
made is that this Government will follow best practice 
and even do things that go beyond best practice.  
 But what I have heard from the speaker who 
just took his seat, and others, is the complaint that we 
will not have sufficient data in order to make informed 
and intelligent decisions concerning government pol-
icy. And that is wrong. It is blatantly wrong. And it is 
misleading the public because that is not the case. 
 The Premier stated that there will be a census 
done in 2016. So you will have accurate up-to-date 
information that the Government can predicate its de-
cisions on.  
 I understand (and I have the benefit to be sit-
ting next to the technical officers) that the census after 
that will be 2020, four years later. So the argument 
that we will be devoid of critical, relevant, current in-
formation is simply false. In fact, what— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member is 
misleading this House. I do not know where . . . I do 
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not see anything in this amendment here that says 
2020. It says when the Minister— 
 
The Speaker: I think he said . . . right, there is nothing 
in the legislation— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is right. But it says 
when the Minister . . . the Minister could say 2025. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, but he was making a comment. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Okay. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And that is why I said in 
the beginning (if the Honourable Member would just 
follow me) that I understand if your criticism is that this 
particular piece of legislation is not putting in stone 
when censuses would be taken. But by allowing 
greater flexibility you can have a census done on a 
more regular basis than the mandated 5 or 10 . . . that 
is discretion. And at the same time, the discretion 
could make it out further.  
 But the point is that the Premier has stated to 
this House that there will be census taken in 2016 and 
then there will be another taken in 2020. And the rea-
son why is because of the changes that have oc-
curred in our community as it relates to the mass exo-
dus of individuals who have left. We have had a popu-
lation shift and we do not know how that is going to 
impact the community from an economic and a social 
perspective. But the point is that I take their position 
that they would prefer something evinced in the legis-
lation to mandate. 

But the point is that the argument I heard, that 
now the Government will not have up-to-date data, is 
just not correct because— 

 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member is 
misleading this House because he does not . . . they 
will not have proper information for 2015. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: They will not. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 Carry on. Carry on. 
 

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, as we move 
forward, the intention is to ensure that we have a cen-
sus done in 2016, and it is the intention for that to then 
occur again in 2020 because we want to even execute 
this beyond the best practice—which is 10 years—and 
we are saying that we want to be able to have the 
ability to have a census done when we think it is nec-
essary and when it is required. And there is a com-
mitment already been made by the Government that 
there will be a census done in 2016 and again in 
2020. 
 So the concerns that have been expressed 
that we will not have adequate and relevant and cur-
rent information are not well founded. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29, in Southampton East, 
MP Zane De Silva. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I was not going to speak to this, 
but the Honourable Member who just took his seat 
leaves me no choice. 
 When the Honourable and Learned Member 
from constituency 31 can say that the census will be 
taken next year, and the next one after that will be 
taken in 2020, [that] is wrong in two ways. First of all, 
they will not be in Government in 2020. That is num-
ber one. 

The second reason, Mr. Speaker, is how can 
the Honourable Member mathematically make that 
statement? You know, we had an issue with the Hon-
ourable and Learned Member about mathematics 
about three weeks ago, and he continues to show us 
how mathematically un-inclined he is. And I will tell 
you why, Mr. Speaker. The Honourable and Learned 
Member just said that the census will be taken next 
year. Well, as you know, Mr. Speaker, it does not get 
done in a week. So if they do it next year, when is the 
report going to be presented to this House and the 
people of the country—2016, 2017, 2018, maybe? 
And if they are really efficient and they commission 
this census, Mr. Speaker, in mid-2016, you may have 
the report by the end of the year. Because we know 
how long it can take. We know some of the issues that 
one faces. We know that. 

So, Mr. Speaker, my thing is, for the Minister 
to state that the next one will be held in 2020? You 
know it is liable . . . he is incompetent, or is lying, or . . 
. sorry— 

 
An Hon. Member: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Ah! Ah— 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —misleading the people of 
this country. 
 
An Hon. Member: Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, let us— 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Just withdraw it— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will withdraw it. 
 
The Speaker: He has withdrawn it— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will withdraw it, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: He has withdrawn it. 
 All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But Mr. Speaker—I with-
draw that—but Mr. Speaker, how can the Honourable 
Member make a statement that the census will be 
taken next year and they are going to have another 
one in 2020? 
 So that report comes out in 2017, maybe if we 
are lucky, are you going to have another one in two 
years? Is the Premier saying that the Honourable and 
Learned Member is correct in that they do not want to 
spend $1.7 [million] this year, but they will spend $3.4 
[million] in three years? Is that what the Premier say-
ing? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because that is what the 
Honourable and Learned Member is saying. Unless 
the census increases, you do a little modest cost-of-
living increase, Mr. Speaker, you are probably up 
around $2 million for the next one. So, okay, say it 
stays the same, $1.7 [million] and $1.7 [million], Mr. 
Speaker, when I went to school was $3.4 [million]. So 
this Government is saying we will defer $1.7 [million] 
for this year. We will do it next year. But you are not 
going to do it again in 2020. I guarantee you that. I will 
take that to the bank. So that is $3.4 [million]. Mr. 
Speaker, divide that $3.4 [million] over three years 
and what do you get? Divide it over four years and 
what do you get? Mathematician, MP Nandi  [Outer-
bridge]— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: What do you get? 
 So you see, Mr. Speaker, this makes no 
sense to me. 
 

[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The comment that the 
Honourable Member Gibbons says that, Not much 
does. Well, I want you to get up and speak to it, Hon-
ourable Member, and let us hear your mathematics— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, let’s— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —on what your learned 
colleague just said. 
 
The Speaker: Let’s speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, Mr. Speaker, like I 
said, this— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, I will not repeat, Pre-
mier. 
 All I am saying to you is . . . you know, maybe 
I should repeat it a few more times. I have got 20 min-
utes, Mr. Speaker, because the Premier . . . I hope he 
is listening, because what his learned Tourism Minis-
ter just said was that he is going to have two in three 
years. So I want the Premier to get up and tell us if 
that that is correct.  
 Mr. Speaker, I did not want to get up on my 
feet after what the Honourable Member Opposition 
Wayne Furbert . . . I thought he did a great job in ex-
plaining to the people of this country exactly what he 
thought and what we believe on this side is correct. 
But when the Honourable and Learned Member got 
up, Mr. Speaker, I had no choice but to get to my feet. 
 Mr. Speaker, the last census in 2010, do you 
know when that report was given? In June 2012. So if 
we look at the historical reporting period, Mr. Speaker, 
we are probably looking at 2018. But the Honourable 
and Learned Member said—guaranteed—that we are 
going to have another one in 2020. Now, I think he 
needs to get up and explain to the people of Bermuda 
what he meant because it does not make any sense 
unless the Premier can get up and explain it to us, 
because I will wait very quietly and listen to what he 
has to say. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, on that note, I will let that 
fester in everybody’s minds and let us see what other 
speakers on the Government side have to say about 
that. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Leader of the Opposition from Warwick South Central, 
constituency 26, MP Marc Bean. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 Mr. Speaker, again we find ourselves dealing 
with an amendment that basically takes up one page 
and is only one line, but yet is causing in real course a 
long, drawn-out debate on what would appear to be 
an elementary issue. But it is not as elementary as we 
seem to think it is. 

I would posit that what we are debating here 
today actually brings to light the stark contrast and 
approach to government that the One Bermuda Alli-
ance has in comparison to not only the PLP, but every 
other normal sensible government in the world. 

For some reason the One Bermuda Alliance 
feels that whatever they can do, they can just frame it 
as the new normal. So the learned Minister of Tourism 
gets up to his feet and says that he is unsure what our 
position is. I suggest that the Honourable and Learned 
Minister was speaking in jest. You know exactly what 
our position is. It is written on the second line of this 
one sentence amendment. And that is “from time to 
time” . . . “from time to time” . . . who “from time to 
time”? The Minister responsible. The Premier, Mr. 
Speaker, “from time to time” can arbitrarily decide 
when the Government will collect data that really 
should be used for sound policy decisions, not just at 
the political level, but across the whole sector of our 
society. 

But yet we decide, or they are deciding, that 
they would take what is fundamentally good govern-
ance and put it in the hands of a Minister. That is the 
best definition of arbitrary government.  

So I wonder, did the civil servants who are 
here today really advise the One Bermuda Alliance on 
this amendment? Because for some reason it . . . you 
know how you are guilty by association? There have 
been so many things that have been going on from 
this Government over the last few weeks and months 
and years that it is kind of painting a bad brush on the 
civil servants because the civil servants are supposed 
to be the technical advisors. And yet we remember 
when we were in Government and we cannot recall 
civil servants giving us such arbitrary technical advice. 
So where is it coming from? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is all right. Dr. Gibbons is 
saying we never followed it. The fact of the matter is, 
no one will ever claim that we governed arbitrarily. 
 Now, let me explain to persons who do not 
understand what are the ramifications of arbitrary 
government—your One Bermuda Alliance. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is the ramifications of 
arbitrary government. All the various scandals and all 
the tension that people feel in this country come as a 
result of poor government. And that poor government 
is reflected in an arbitrary top-down approach to lead-

ing the people. Top down, we do not care what you 
think or say, this is what we are going to do. 
 Now, the question always arises, since you 
have no consideration or regard or respect for anyone 
else, what is the intention of your actions and the 
things that you actually do? 
 Now, if I look at this . . . and we all under-
stand, or I think we all understand, the value of timely, 
consistent census data. But if you look at this . . . and 
I see that the Premier is desirous of having that power 
solely in his hands, or a delegated Minister. I could 
only think that this Government sees this as an oppor-
tunity to manipulate public data for what could only 
amount to be narrow political self-interest.  
 Now, what could be that narrow political self-
interest? Well, we understand there are immigration 
policies at play, which, as far as we are concerned, is 
a ploy of social engineering or re-engineering, Mr. 
Speaker. We understand it because there is nothing 
new under the sun when it comes to the UBP/OBA’s 
immigration policies. History has recorded the intent of 
it back then, and history will record the intent of it now. 
 Now, that data which we should be getting on 
a consistent timely basis, more than likely, will be 
sought . . . they will seek to manipulate it because 
they do not want that data revealed, the effects or im-
pacts of their policies. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I have 
been listening very patiently— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —the Honourable 
Member is clearly [imputing] improper motives. He has 
been doing it for the last 10 minutes and making all 
sorts of assertions which he has no right to assert and 
which certainly [impute] improper motives on this side. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I would suggest he 
refrain from it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am grateful that the Honour-
able Minister jumped to his feet because if I am [im-
puting] improper motives, then how is it that Members 
on that side can say that in 2016 we will have a cen-
sus? They almost said it as if it was going to be a 
promise. But it is “from time to time”—that is what is 
written. 
 I will tell you what is [imputing] improper mo-
tives is when they say that in light of the fact that that 
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is a promise that will be added to the list of the nu-
merous broken promises that they have made since 
they have been in Government. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is [imputing] improper 
motives, not from our side, but from their deeds. They 
have broken promises over promises . . . promise, 
promise, promise, promise, promise, Mr. Speaker. 
 So how is it that you can think that we can 
stand up and take your word and honour? Their word, 
Mr. Speaker, when they say they are going to do A, B 
or C . . . they are going to put a date on a census? We 
do not believe you. We do not trust you. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Actually, it is mutual, Mr. 
Speaker. Right? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But I can speak on behalf of 
the public. The public does not trust you either be-
cause of your deeds, broken promises. 

So, you have got the audacity to try and 
smooth this over by saying that, Oh, the Premier (the 
paragon of arbitrary government) will decide in 2016. 
You give us a fixed date when you dare make it arbi-
trary and not fixed, make it variable. They are obvi-
ously trying to confuse the people. Well, you cannot 
confuse this side of the House. We see it for exactly 
what it is—an attempt to manipulate data to ensure 
that the negative impact of their social engineering 
policies will not be seeing the light of day in the public 
eye. That is what this is. 

Now, it should not be political because, again, 
any real leader and policymaker would want the most 
up-to-date data. But yet they are going to go jump 
through hoops and provide another justification for 
something that cannot be justified?  

A one-page document sums up the spirit and 
intent of the One Bermuda Alliance. It is not what they 
say to you, it is what they do to you. And that is why 
the trust deficit widens by the minute, by the hour, and 
by the day.  

Unfortunately, we are putting ourselves, or are 
about to make an amendment to give the most arbi-
trary government, the worst government in our history, 
the arbitrary power to determine when we can get 
data . . . data that we can use that can impact deci-
sions that impact all of us. That is a top-down gov-
ernment. That is a government that is disconnected by 
will from the people they commit to serve, Mr. 
Speaker. 

So we will be bringing an amendment to bring 
some common sense to this Bill. Now, whether or not, 
because one of my Members just reiterated the fact, 

whether or not this amendment passes, the good 
thing about it is in 2020 they will not be the Govern-
ment. I doubt they will be around. So we will be pa-
tient whether our amendment passes or not because 
we will change it at the first opportunity, not because 
we think we are better than anyone, but like I said in 
the beginning, because we consider ourselves to be 
the normal standard of government that you find eve-
rywhere in the world, in contrast to the poorest form of 
government as manifested by the One Bermuda Alli-
ance. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Premier to reply. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
That last comment would be something you would see 
on Saturday Night Live for sure. 
 Mr. Speaker, before I get back to the subject 
at hand here I just have to make a couple of com-
ments in response to some of the language that I 
have listened to over the past hour or so as this de-
bate has gone on.  

The Honourable Opposition Leader, in my 
opinion, is starting to speak a lot without a lot of action 
coming from those words. And why do I say that? Be-
cause there are many public utterances that the Hon-
ourable Member has said that have not come true.  

I do not need to bring them up, but I am happy 
to discuss them at a later stage for all those people, 
the threats and promises that he has made. And the 
Honourable Member talks about, This is the worst 
government in our history, and that is his opinion. That 
is his opinion and that is only supported by the few 
people that follow him. And not everybody on that 
side, I am sure, even follow the Honourable Member 
because when we had the Censure Motion two weeks 
ago— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —they did not even want 
to vote on it, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 I know that— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He is misleading the House. 
Actually, he is [imputing] improper motives, Mr. 
Speaker. It is a divide and rule tactic. We understand 
where it is coming from. 
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The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay? Thank you very much. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —that was no point of or-
der, that was . . . that was some waffle— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: More waffle. 
   
The Honourable Member and also the Honourable 
Member— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Honourable 
Member. 
 Carry on. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you. 
 The Honourable Member . . . it is an echo 
from that side. The truth hurts when you get close. 
They cannot stop interpolating, but that Honourable 
Member has not brought any concern, in my opinion, 
whatsoever. Empty vessels most of the time, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, you know, the Honourable 
Member said a couple of things and I want to reply to 
him directly before I get back to . . . he made some 
allusion, and I say that—an allusion—to the former 
Government as being the standard that people would 
expect. They were kicked out of office!  

Let me remind the Honourable Member, be-
cause he seems to have washed his memory clear. I 
do not know what does it, if it is some tea that he 
drinks in the morning, or he falls asleep at night and 
he loses his memory, but let me remind the Honour-
able Member of the mess that we found in 2012. Let 
me remind the Honourable Member, anyone— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And the Honourable 
Member interpolates, Let me remind about Parkside. I 
will sit down and the Honourable Member can talk 
about Parkside all he wants. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just a minute. 

Let us . . . we have been having good debate 
up until this point. You know, we are talking about this 
legislation and we want to try and stay focused. 
 Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, you know, 
the Honourable Member loves to interpolate and 
change the subject and talk about gangs and all that 
type of stuff. He has got to understand that I am not 
concerned about him. I am concerned about the peo-
ple of Bermuda. And this Budget Book that I hold up 
of 2015/16 shows that we are living off of . . . 25 per 
cent of the money that we spend every year as a 
Government is borrowed money. Borrowed money, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 And you know that Honourable Member wants 
to say, Well, we borrowed half. Look. All the point I am 
making out— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Member is 
not discussing the Bill. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, he is having an entry into it— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: This is his entry? Okay. 
 
The Speaker: It has been . . . everybody has . . . you 
had the opportunity as well, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The truth hurts, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: You had the opportunity. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Truth hurts, Mr. Speaker. 
 And the point I make here is that every piece 
of legislation we bring to the House, with few excep-
tions, they talk about, Well, we don’t support it. Or, We 
would do this. We would do that, and they never come 
back and say how they would spend the money. 
 You know, I am going to go back and look at 
the records, Mr. Speaker, because I will bet you with 
the concerns they have raised over the past six or 
nine months we would have a budget of $1.5 billion 
with everything they say they [would] do. You see, 
that is the difference between us and them. They think 
they can just spend all the money in the world and not 
be accountable for it, but at the end of the day we are 
paying people to borrow money. We have to pay it 
back. And if you do not pay it back, Mr. Speaker, you 
have grave consequences about this. Grave conse-
quences. So I think I have dealt with that. 
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 We are spending borrowed money every day 
up here, and against that backdrop we have to make 
the most sensible decisions we can to do the best we 
can for our people. Sure, we would love to have an 
open chequebook. They lived in Government like that 
open chequebook and now we pay for it. That is the 
key, Mr. Speaker, and they want to forget that. Every 
night they want to go to sleep on the pillow and forget 
that type of stuff. I am not going to let them forget that. 
 Now, the Honourable Member is saying, A 
corrupt Government. Well, if the shoe fits, wear it my 
brother. If the shoe fits, wear it. You know, I am not 
backing down from any nonsense talk— 
 
The Speaker: Let us . . . let us . . . Honourable 
Leader of the Opposition, let us stop just going 
across. You have had your opportunity to speak. 
 Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: That leads me to my next 
point— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: That leads me to my next 
point, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And you know he must 
have had birdseed for lunch because he is still chirp-
ing. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member talks 
about tension on this side. Well, really, Mr. Speaker? 
Any tension he refers to is stoked by that side. Just 
listen . . . listen to the volume that comes in this 
House quite often from debate. Listen to the volume 
that comes from some Members on that side during 
this debate on an amendment where we can have a 
reasonable debate. And the Honourable Member who 
started this debate from that side, I thought, presented 
a reasonable case in an appropriate manner. But 
other Members—led by the Opposition Leader—just 
want to ramp up the volume, ramp up the hatred in 
language, Mr. Speaker. That is not appropriate. 
 Mr. Speaker, when you want to use words 
like, This Government has no consideration, no re-
gard, no respect . . . come on, Mr. Speaker, you are 
trying to beat that pony to make it run faster. Mr. 
Speaker, it is unacceptable. 
 Now, the people of Bermuda, as the Honour-
able Member keeps chirping . . . as the Honourable 
Member keeps chirping . . . I can tell the people of 
Bermuda I am not stooping to that level. 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I am not stooping to that 
level, Mr. Speaker. 
 You know, the Honourable Member— 

The Speaker: Honourable Member, let us, please, 
quit. Quit the . . . please, all right? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker, I am 
just waiting for the Premier to actually talk about the 
amendment. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I will— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is a long run-up he is work-
ing on. 
 
The Speaker: Everybody . . . you have had . . . and if 
you remember, Honourable Member, you were given 
quite a leeway in your speech. You were given quite a 
leeway. Yes, you were. So let us let the Honourable 
Premier speak without being interrupted every sec-
ond. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Honourable Member 
said it’s off stump. As a cricketer, Mr. Speaker, if you 
were umpire you would be calling wide every ball, I 
am sure. 
 Mr. Speaker, now, I appreciate that the Hon-
ourable Members on that side want to try to make a 
political debate about everything. But what we are 
dealing with here is a simple amendment. If you look 
at our major trading partners, such as Great Britain 
and the United States, they require a census every 10 
years and that is what they are going to do. They do a 
census every 10 years, Mr. Speaker. In fact, the UK, 
as I referred to in my brief, is written in essentially the 
same way as what we are doing here today. 
 Now, there has been some discussion by 
Members on that side (and, perhaps, they were not in 
the Chambers when I delivered my brief), but clearly 
one Honourable Member said that this was an attempt 
to circumvent gathering data. Well, nothing could be 
further from the truth because what we need to under-
stand—and I speak to the people of Bermuda here—
is that we have a Statistics Department that works 
year round, every year, to provide information. The 
census has traditionally been done every 10 years, 
and a few years ago it was changed to do it every 5 
years. 
 So, Honourable Members are trying to as-
sume the general public will guess that when the cen-
sus is not being done there is no work being done by 
Stats. There is work being done every day to collect 
information. Yesterday information was released on 
the Consumer Price Index, on retail sales, on a num-
ber of other different statistical categories. So, Mr. 
Speaker, that work continues on. 
 The census does provide us very valuable 
information, but, as I said, in the US and in the UK it is 
done every 10 years. The work will still go on. We will 
still get the information that we require at the appro-
priate time. 
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 Now, we feel comfortable making this 
amendment here today for a number of reasons. One 
is there are no emergencies on data that we need to 
collect at this time. There have been Members who 
have alluded to past censuses, Mr. Speaker, and I 
want to reflect on that for a minute because if you look 
throughout many jurisdictions in the world and in Ber-
muda, it is not unusual that censuses are late in being 
completed because it is a mammoth job, there is a lot 
that goes into it.  
 Honourable Members on that side alluded to 
the census that was conducted in 2010 and the infor-
mation was not available until 2012. Well, they should 
know—at that time they were the Government—there 
were real challenges in finding the enumerators to go 
out and collect the information. So there were some 
real challenges in doing that. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let the Premier 
speak. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, you know, it is inter-
esting because I listened to everything they said. And 
I think it is important . . . you know, Honourable Mem-
ber, Mr. Furbert, says, No, I did not. I was in my chair 
listening. It was hard to listen to some of the informa-
tion that I heard, but I do listen, Mr. Speaker. 

And the reason why I want to say that again is 
because this delay will allow us to ensure that the next 
census that we do . . . and I gave a commitment to do 
it in 2016 and 2017, in that financial year—I gave that 
commitment. I will stick by that commitment. And if 
they remember they will hold me to that commitment, 
Mr. Speaker. The delay will allow us to plan a census 
and conduct it in the most appropriate way. 
 I have alluded in my brief and in the statement 
I gave to this Honourable Chamber, I think, two weeks 
ago when the Bill was tabled, that due to technology 
changes, which we are all well aware of over the past 
number of years, there are different ways and im-
proved ways of collecting information. With the 
changes in technology it has allowed us to estimate 
that if a census was done today it would cost us under 
$2 million against the backdrop of close to $3 million 
for the last census.  
 We do believe with this delay we will be able 
to improve the way we collect the information to make 
it, perhaps, more accurate, and we will also be able to 
do it in a more cost-effective way. 
 Now, there has been some concern also 
about the Boundaries Commission. I have been as-
sured . . . and Mr. Speaker, I want to reiterate for the 
Honourable Members on that side and for the general 
public who are listening, as the Minister responsible 
for Statistics (and I am sure Honourable Members on 
that side when they were in the Government are like 
Honourable Members on this side) . . . if the experts in 

the Department of Statistics advise us to do some-
thing, we will take that advice. The Department of Sta-
tistics follows best practice. That is what is laid out in 
this piece of legislation today—best practice. And so 
the delay in this census will allow us to set the next 
one up in 2016/17 in the most effective way— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I believe the . . . 
 
The Speaker: Go ahead, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I believe the Premier is mis-
leading the House. 
 
The Speaker: How? 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: When he says that . . . best 
practice. I will . . . is . . . can the Premier tell us, is best 
practice from “time to time”? 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 

Carry on. Carry on, Premier, please. 
 He said . . . he indicated about what the in-
formation . . . the best practice carried out by the Sta-
tistics Department. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr.— 
 
The Speaker: I understand your point. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, the point was 
that he said in the amendment . . . in the amend-
ment— 
 
The Speaker: Oh, I see, yes, and the amendment 
says “from time to time,” yes. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —and that is not the best 
practice. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is my point. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, the practice 
of conducting census at least every 10 years is rec-
ommended by the United Nations Statistics Division. 
 Mr. Speaker, this amendment allows us to 
conduct it earlier if we need to, as in the case next 
year. 
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 Now, Mr. Speaker, we have a difference— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: We have a difference— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And I hear Honourable 
Members say, Delay it. 
 
An Hon. Member: Or delay it. I said, Or delay it. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, everyone has 
had the opportunity to speak to make those points. 
You made the points, I think. You made your points 
and now the Honourable Premier has an opportunity 
to make his point. All right? The same things that you 
are shouting out . . . you have made those points, 
which I think everyone has heard. So let the Premier 
make his point and then decisions can be made. 
 Carry on, Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Honourable Member 
who interpolated brought me onto my next point when 
he said, Or delay. 
 I cannot buy into the notion, that certain 
Members on that side are trying to spread about the 
collection of information, that we would try to circum-
vent the ability to collect data or we would use data for 
the appropriate purposes. Any government  will try to 
collect the data and use it in a fashion to plan as they 
move forward. And obviously somebody, myself per-
sonally, who has always prided myself on getting ad-
vice to move forward, I certainly would not in any 
event support moving a census past what we have 
committed to do. It is vital information and we need it. 
 In the meantime, in those intervening years, 
the Statistics Department can provide other informa-
tion, or the Minister of the day, or the Premier (if it 
stays in the Cabinet Department), can request that 
other surveys are done to supplement the information, 
Mr. Speaker. It is quite clear. 
 Now, I think it is important to touch base 
briefly on the Boundaries Commission because Hon-
ourable Members have obviously listened to my brief 
and raised some concerns about the Boundaries 
Commission. I have been assured by the Statistics 
Department that this delay in the census from 2015 to 
2016 will give them the opportunity to plan the census 
in the most appropriate way and once we launch it 
into the field, at that point in time they will be able to 
get the information the Boundaries Commission needs 
at the appropriate time to allow them to do their work. 
That is a commitment that I have been told we can 
handle and I will follow through on that because the 
Boundaries Commission has to be held every seven 
years. I brought it up in my brief. I was straight up 

front; I told Honourable Members what is going on 
about that. 
 Mr. Speaker, obviously we have a difference 
of opinion with the Honourable Opposition, but we are 
following best practice of the UN, we are following 
what the United States and the UK do, Mr. Speaker. 
And we feel very comfortable that we will have all the 
information that is required and we are going to move 
forward in this vein. And if the Honourable Members 
want to put an amendment forward we will listen to it, 
but having seen the summary of the amendment we 
will not support it on this side. 
 Mr. Speaker, unless there are any other ques-
tions that Honourable Members have to me, I move 
that the Bill be now committed. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Members it has 
been moved that the Bill be committed. 
 Any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 I ask that the Deputy Speaker please take the 
Chair [of Committee]. 
 

House in Committee at 3:15 pm 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee 
of the whole [House] for further consideration of the 
Bill entitled Statistics Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Premier in charge of this Bill. 
 Please proceed. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I would like to move clauses 1 and 2. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 and 
2 be moved.  
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Please proceed. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 The Bill amends the Statistics Act 2002. 
Clause 1 is the citation and thus, I deem, self-
explanatory. 
 Clause 2 amends section 5(1) of the principal 
Act to allow for a census of population and housing in 
Bermuda to be taken from time to time, as the Minister 
may by Order direct. This amendment is consistent 
with section 1 of the United Kingdom’s Census Act 
1920, and provides for the Minister to conduct a cen-

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/House_Business/Bills/Statistics%20Amendment%20Act%202015.pdf
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sus as necessary instead of every five years as is 
presently required under the principal Act. 
 Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 or 2? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 17, Pembroke Central, Mr. C. Walton D. 
Brown. 
 You have the floor. 
 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 2 
[Withdrawn] 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, in keeping with the Pre-
mier’s comments about “best practice,” we would like 
to propose an amendment which replaces the termi-
nology of “from time to time” with something which is 
much more definitive. And our proposal, Madam 
Chairman, is that we replace “from time to time” with 
the following: “at intervals— 
 
The Chairman: Member, before you . . . would you 
like to distribute, or have the . . . that way everyone 
will have it in their hands, and then please proceed. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Sure. 
 That we replace the wording “from time to 
time” with the following wording: “at intervals of not 
more than 10 years.” 
 And Madam Chairman, the reason for this is 
to codify in law what has historically been a practice of 
having a census within a 10-year period. It is consis-
tent with what the Government has said, but the word-
ing in the original amendment has a great degree of 
latitude. And while we are here today and the Premier 
has given a sincere commitment to a census in the 
following year and in 2020, we should be making laws 
that stand the test of time, Madam Chairman, and we 
should not be passing laws that have a purely arbi-
trary element so that a Minister responsible can make 
a determination that a census can take place at any 
time he or she chooses because it could well be, un-
der certain circumstances, Madam Chairman, a 20-
year period or a 30-year period.  

It is unlikely, but why not codify in law what 
the intent is? That at a very minimum there would be a 
census undertaken within 10 years, and that circum-
stances may prevent a census from taking place at 5 
years or 6 years, but certainly within 10 years. And 
this will speak to and codify in law, Madam Chairman, 
the fundamental reality that data are fundamentally 
important for making good decisions. 
 And so we believe, Madam Chairman, this is 
a reasonable proposed amendment. We believe it is 
consistent with the Government’s undertaking that 
they would take place at regular intervals. And we 

look forward to the Honourable Premier’s response 
and ideally the Government’s support on this pro-
posed amendment. 
 Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The amendment, which I now have in my 
possession, really should also state on it (for future 
references) the exact . . . you are amending section 5, 
which your amendment does not refer to. So, for the 
sake of clarity, and before we recognise anyone else 
who would like to speak to the amendment, we are 
discussing an amendment to [clause 2] of the Bill that 
is in front of us. And that would be [amending] section 
5(1) removing the words “from time to time” and re-
placing it with “at intervals of not more than 10 years.” 
 I call on the Member from constituency 23, 
Paget West, the Honourable Patricia J. Gordon-
Pamplin. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, 
Madam Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I just wanted to point out 
that the comments at “intervals of not more than 10 
years” might be a little bit more restrictive than is 
probably practical . . . that would be good practice. 
And I draw to the attention of Honourable Members 
that significant numbers of our legislation that we put 
through, in talking about how and when things would 
be coming into effect, there is a standard clause which 
says, “as soon as is practicable.” So that is . . . “from 
time to time” kind of equates to that.  

And while we might be able to hone it a little 
bit more stringently on that “time to time,” I think that it 
is not unusual or unheard of or unprecedented to say 
that things are done as soon as is practicable. And 
there is no difference when you look at that particular 
phraseology and the “from time to time” phraseology. 
 So I just wanted to point out that it . . . to say 
that we do . . . that it is not specific enough. I under-
stand that that might be a concern that Honourable 
Members have, but the precedent exists that we do 
speak of legislation to be impacted or implemented as 
soon as is practicable. 
 So there is no difference in the thought proc-
ess relating thereto. 
 
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that 
would like to speak to the amendment? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 6, the Shadow Minister of Economic Devel-
opment, the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. 
 Madam Chairman, I believe that everyone in 
this House wants to work together on this particular 
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legislation. And if you recall, Madam Chairman, the 
Progressive Labour Party moved it to every . . . I think 
it was every five years sometime back. And I think 
what we are saying . . . because the Premier said it is 
conventional, the United States, Great Britain, maybe 
other countries around the world have it every 10 
years. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Every 10 years. Every 10 
years. The 10 is right. So at least if we can get to that 
point then we can all agree that it is every 10 years.  

Now, how we put the lingo and the . . . [there 
are] enough lawyers on that side and on this side 
[who] can get their heads together and maybe for bet-
ter good governance we may want to at least just take 
a pause so the individuals can draft up the right one. 
As a matter of fact, just put it back to what we had it 
before. This part about “intervals of not” . . . I am not a 
lawyer, but I understand 10 years. And so maybe that 
is what we should be working on. “Time to time” does 
not fit into what is conventional, as the Premier had 
talked about. It is not conventional to put in legislation 
for a census . . . 10 to 10 . . . I mean, “time to time.” 
 So if the . . . and, you know, I will sit down if 
the Government is going to . . . and they might as well 
speak, but I think it has been made clear that “time to 
time” is not the proper order. If we can get 10 there 
somewhere in the right lingo, then I think we can hold 
hands together once again. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 31, Southampton West Central, the Honour-
able and Learned Member, Shawn G. Crockwell. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I rise to my feet as I know 
Honourable Members are currently working to try and 
achieve the right result in this regard. And in the event 
that that is achieved, Madam Chairman, I feel required 
to just speak to it because this would be consecutive 
weeks where the Government has ultimately sup-
ported the Opposition in terms of one of their posi-
tions. Last week it was with a Bill that we ultimately 
agreed with in Committee. And today now we are 
looking to come up with the correct wording in terms 
of this amendment. 
 We deem the amendment that the Honour-
able Member proposed as being too restrictive be-
cause it says “every 10 years” where we understand 
the efficacy of having a cap on it where a census 
would have to take place at least within that 10-year 
period. 
 

[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The same spirit, abso-
lutely the same spirit. But what I am saying— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: What I am saying, 
Madam Chairman, is that this is how we can work to-
gether. You know, when I took to my feet during the 
House debate, I stated that I understood the criticism 
that they wanted there to be some type of specificity in 
the Act. 
 But the response from the other side was pre-
dictably hostile, Madam Chairman. All right? 
 So what I am saying is that if we expect to 
work together, sometimes the language that we use 
can aid and assist that, Madam Chairman. We are not 
averse to trying to come up with the right approach to 
achieve the best result in this matter. 
 So I just hope that we can continue to work 
together to try and come up with legislation that will be 
in the best interest of Bermuda. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to the amendment that we have before us? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader, 
constituency 26, the Honourable Member Marc A. R. 
Bean. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. 
 Madam Chairman, the Government has indi-
cated that they will be seeking to bring an amendment 
also, which is in sync with our intention or our 
amendment that we intend to pass. So as a result I 
would like to withdraw our amendment and we can 
discuss the amendment that the Premier has just pro-
vided for us. 
 
The Chairman: Are there any objections to the pro-
posal? 

Perhaps I can have a copy of . . . oh, I have 
one, a copy of the proposed . . . does everyone have 
a copy of the new proposed amendment? 
 Everyone has one. 
 The Chair recognises the Premier from— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Sorry? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: So once everyone has a copy of it, 
then we can proceed. 
 Thank you. 
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 The Chair recognises the Premier. 
 

AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 2 
 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I appreciate the gesture by the Honourable 
Opposition Leader and his colleagues. 
 So Madam Chairman, the amendment would 
be as follows: 

“In clause 2, delete the inserted subsection (1) 
and substitute the following: ‘(1) A census of popula-
tion and housing in Bermuda shall be taken in the 
year 2010 and from time to time thereafter as the Min-
ister may by Order direct; provided, however, that the 
Minister shall direct that a census be taken not more 
than every 10 years.’”  

I think that clarifies and deals with the concern 
that the Honourable Members have. This was drafted 
by Chambers and the Statistics Department and I 
think this takes care of all the concerns. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to the amendment before us? 
 Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 17.  
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 I think that the amendment actually achieves 
what we all want it to achieve, so I want to thank the 
Honourable Premier and the drafters for doing so in 
such an expeditious manner. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 Are there any other Members? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader 
from constituency 26. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. 
 We . . . just for the record we must state, and I 
mentioned it to the Premier just now, that this 
amendment in fact makes the wording, while it ap-
pears to be the exact same thing as our amendment, 
it is a little confusing. And we are not casting blame on 
the Government, because we understand the drafting 
process. But if there was any other way to make it a 
little bit more clarified or simplified that would be good, 
although we do accept the intention of the Govern-
ment’s amendment, which is in sync with what we are 
seeking to amend. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. Thank you, Member. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to the amendment? 

 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 15, Shadow Minister of Public Safety, Mr. 
Walter H. Roban. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 And if we are speaking to this amendment— 
 
The Chairman: The amendment. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: —right now, my honourable 
colleagues from constituency 26 and from constitu-
ency 17 have already expressed our approval of this. 
 But I just wanted to make a comment in that 
one of the . . . and I am sure this can be checked, but 
as I recall, in 2002 when the Bill was laid—the actual 
original Act—and when there was the creation of the 
five-year cycle, the five-year was only supposed to be 
a mini-census. It was supposed to be a census of any 
essential information because, as we know, the 10-
year census is often very broad, it seeks to get infor-
mation on a variety of things, some of which may be a 
part of some modernisation that the actual Census 
Bureau takes on during the intervening . . . and they 
find that as international best practice, and they take 
those things on. But the fifth year one was essentially 
just to get an update on the essential information that 
they needed that would make their assessments 
much more accurate from time to time, not to be the 
broad, maximum, full census.  

If that was the intention of the Government, I 
can appreciate why they wanted to hold back on the 
expenditure. But the mid-census of the fifth year was 
supposed to be a mini-census, where they just went 
after essential information, perhaps holes in data that 
may have accumulated during that period, not to be 
the maximum full census that we have every 10 years. 
 So I can appreciate if the Government did not 
want to spend money, if that was the road they were 
going down. But in speaking to this, I support this 
amendment as my other colleagues have said and I 
hope that we can move on. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to the amendment before us? 
 There are no other Members. 
 Premier? 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 

I appreciate the support on that side, so I 
move the amendment that is accepted then. And with 
no other further comments I move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: How about the clause? 
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Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And I move those clauses 
. . . well, I did that when I got into it. 
 
The Chairman: We will actually now move . . . pro-
pose that the clauses 1— 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The clause as amended. 
 
The Chairman: — and 2, as amended, are agreed to. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 and 2, as amended in 
clause 2, passed.] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move the Preamble and I 
move that the Bill be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: We will do the Preamble first. 
 It has been moved that the Preamble be ap-
proved? 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill, as 
amended, be approved. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections. 
 Agreed to.  
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: The Statistics Amendment 2015 was 
considered by a Committee of the whole House and 
passed as amended in clause 2.] 
 

House resumed at 3:33 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]  
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, the House has 
approved the Second Reading [and Committee stage] 
of the Statistics Amendment Act 2015, with amend-
ment made in Committee. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 So we will move on. 
 [Order] No. 4 is carried over, so we move now 
to the Second Reading of the Bermuda Immigration 

and Protection Amendment Act 2015 in the name of 
the Junior Minister Sylvan Richards. 
 You have the floor. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 
BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION ACT 

2015 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the 
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 
2015, which has been recommended by the Gover-
nor, be now read the second time and committed. 
 
The Speaker: Any objections to that? 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. 
 Mr. Speaker, Government wishes that the 
House of Assembly give consideration to the Bill enti-
tled the Bermuda Immigration and Protection 
Amendment Act 2015. 
 If enacted, it will amend the Bermuda Immi-
gration and Protection Act 1956 to liberalise current 
restrictions that put a damper on the property market. 
It is our expectation— 
 
The Speaker: Careful. Careful, Honourable Member. 
 I am just going to let the Honourable Member 
sit in the Chair for one second, so maybe it would be 
easier the way it is. Yes. Yes. 

Come, just come this way now. Just for two 
minutes I want to— 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Deputy Speaker, 
in the Chair] 
 
The Deputy Speaker: Member, please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. Government 
wishes that the House of Assembly give consideration 
to the Bill entitled the Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection Amendment Act 2015. 
 If enacted, it will amend the Bermuda Immi-
gration and Protection Act 1956 to liberalise current 
restrictions that put a damper on the property market. 
It is our expectation that the legislation will encourage 
hotel development and boost the property market, 
leading to further growth in the economy and real job 
opportunities for Bermudians. 
 Madam Deputy Speaker, Honourable Mem-
bers will have heard recently the Government extolling 
the virtues of its two-track strategy to renew growth 
while imposing discipline on the public purse. During 
the Budget Debate earlier this year, members of the 
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public will have been provided with details on the sec-
ond track. 

The reforms contained within this Bill is just 
the latest evidence of this Government hard at work 
on the first track by opening our doors to foreign in-
vestors, and by attracting more people to our shores 
we can achieve the kind of recovery that grows jobs 
and incomes for Bermudians. 

I do not need to explain how in recent years 
Bermuda has become less attractive for foreign in-
vestment and how we paid the price in jobs, business 
closures, lost rents and lost confidence. The current 
Government has been hard at work to change that, to 
make Bermuda a more attractive place to do business 
with less red tape and more red carpet. This Bill is a 
part of Government’s multi-pronged strategy to put in 
place conditions that lead to job creation. 

Madam Deputy Speaker, Honourable Mem-
bers will recall in the 8 November 2013 Speech from 
the Throne the Ministry of Economic Development 
committed to working with the Ministry of Home Affairs 
to move forward with proposals to improve property 
market conditions. This set of policies achieves this by 
stimulating the real estate market for non-Bermudians, 
referred to in the 1956 Act as “restricted persons,” by 
enacting reforms which remove many of the cumber-
some bureaucratic processes and procedures in 
place. 

These amendments follow receipt of submis-
sions by industry stakeholders in recent years. Re-
forms presented have been considered by officials 
within the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Ministry of Fi-
nance, the Ministry of Economic Development, the 
Ministry of Public Works, the Attorney General’s 
Chambers, Registrar of Companies, the Department 
of Land Valuation, Department of Immigration, and 
Department of Planning. 

While many recommendations were regarded 
as acceptable, and in keeping with Government’s 
overall policy thrust, some would in essence have re-
moved protections offered by the anti-fronting provi-
sions brought in by the previous Government in 2007.  

This Bill represents a fair balance between 
liberalising conditions within the property market while 
protecting opportunities for Bermudians to acquire and 
hold their piece of the rock. 

Madam Deputy Speaker— 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, once en-
acted the Bill will ease property ownership limitations 
on restricted persons, including permanent residents, 
by allowing them to own or otherwise have a benefi-
cial interest in two properties instead of one, as is cur-
rently the case. Apartments attached to a property will 
not affect this number as is the case at present. There 
is no policy rationale to maintain such a restriction for 
property that is already to be set aside for non-

Bermudians. If an individual is interested in Bermuda 
and commits to investing in a subsequent property, 
then they should be free to do so, with Bermuda reap-
ing the benefits through further sales and associated 
consumer spending. 
 Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members are ad-
vised that there are presently 257 residential units in 
the property market available to restricted persons 
who are not permanent residents at the current ARV 
threshold of $177,000, which represents 2.3 per cent 
of the residential stock. And the number for the resi-
dential stock units is 11,178.  
 This Bill would lower the residential unit ARV 
threshold for restricted persons to $153,000, which 
was the threshold in place prior to June 2012. This 
would place an additional 160 residential units back 
into the restricted persons market, and the new per-
centage of available residential stock would be 3.7 per 
cent. This is justified because it would: (1) allow those 
who purchased or upgraded their properties based on 
the old ARV threshold to maintain the goodwill value 
of their properties and not be disadvantaged by the 
2007 amendments and 2012 change in threshold; and 
(2) generally stimulate economic activity at the higher 
end of the property market in Bermuda, thus helping 
with Bermuda’s overall balance of payments in future 
sales. 
 It is also important to note that the Depart-
ment of Land Valuation is due to complete its latest 
revaluation of all units by the close of 2015. The 
change in current ARV [annual rental value] threshold 
for restricted persons is also designed to partially off-
set the decline in values which is almost certain to 
occur as part of that exercise. With an ARV threshold 
of $153,000, we are still talking about multimillion-
dollar properties, most of which are well beyond the 
purchasing power of the average Bermudian. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Bill would liberalise the abil-
ity of permanent resident’s certificate holders (PRCs) 
to purchase property in Bermuda by removing their 
minimum ARV threshold presently set at $63,600. 
They would also be permitted to rent out any property 
they own without the requiring the permission of the 
Minister, as they do at present. The total number of 
properties they can purchase will also be kept at two, 
though apartments attached to a property will not af-
fect this number, as is the case at present. 

PRC holders will still need to obtain a licence 
to obtain or hold an interest in land from the Minister 
as is currently the case. They will still be liable to pay 
the land-holding charge for a licence. This is currently 
set at 4 per cent of the total value of the land and 
property purchase and it will rise to 6 per cent on 30 
September 2015.  

For the sake of clarity, this increase in the 
land-holding charge was effected by previous 
amendments to the regulations. This Bill does nothing 
to change the level of these charges. 
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Mr. Speaker, there are approximately 2,800 
PRC holders who may potentially benefit from this 
change. It is also important to note that just over half 
of those—approximately 1,455—are potentially eligi-
ble for Bermuda status under section 20B(2)(b) of the 
1956 Act. As a result of the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Carne and Correia this year, at present, 635 have 
made an application. The rule change will also make 
8,150 residential units available for sale to PRC hold-
ers.  

In addition to the similar economic rationale 
advanced above, this is also a question of fairness for 
those who have long demonstrated their commitment 
to Bermuda and who have the legal right of residence. 
More than any other non-Bermudians, PRC holders 
are far more likely to invest in the local real estate 
market. 

Mr. Speaker, once enacted the Bill would al-
low the Minister to enlarge the time needed for the 
settling of estate and probate matters affected by 
2007 amendments to the 1956 Act. At present when a 
restricted person inherits property in Bermuda, the 
requirement to obtain a land licence is deferred by 
three years, renewable for a further three years with 
the permission of the Minister. Where a restricted per-
son is the estate representative who acquires land as 
an inheritance or where a restricted person obtains a 
beneficial ownership in such land, the requirement to 
obtain a land licence is deferred by one year, renew-
able for a further one-year period. This divergence will 
be removed so that a three-year deferral period is 
provided to both situations concerning the inheritance 
of land in Bermuda, thus avoiding any ambiguity or 
conflict in the present legislation. 

More fundamentally, the 2007 amendments 
made it difficult for some estates to be settled in a 
timely fashion. Some of these matters were left in a 
legal limbo for many years with the beneficiaries of the 
relevant wills unable to take ownership in the property. 
They were effectively deprived of their right to deal 
with their property. 

This Bill will also cure an issue introduced to 
the law by the 2007 amendments. For many decades 
our immigration legislation was drafted to give effect 
to the terms of the 1899 Washington Convention be-
tween the UK and the USA relative to the disposal of 
real and personal property. This brought Bermuda 
outside the scope of some of its international legal 
obligations. By expanding the power of the Minister to 
extend deferral periods in exceptional situations Ber-
muda will once again come into compliance with the 
Washington Convention. 

Mr. Speaker, in summary, the Bill, once en-
acted, will allow an estate representative to apply to 
the Minister for a renewable extension of three years 
where: (1) there are exceptional circumstances justify-
ing additional time for the settlement of probate and 
estate; (2) an application is submitted in writing pro-
viding the reasons for seeking a deferral. Policy guid-

ance will be developed to support this application 
process. The Ministry’s present intention is that all 
reasonable attempts will need to have been made to 
settle the estate in a timely manner before a deferral 
application is granted. 

The Bill will also ensure that this application 
procedure is available to the settling of estates af-
fected by the 2007 amendments. The relevant provi-
sions will have limited retrospective application to en-
sure that this legal limbo is cured. The Ministry is 
aware of two estate matters in this situation; however, 
there is no telling how many additional properties are 
out there which have not been brought to the Minis-
try’s attention. 

Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members are ad-
vised that the Act currently provides for acreage re-
strictions on ownership of property by restricted per-
sons. Across Bermuda no more than 2,500 acres and 
in individual parishes, no more than 400 to 450 acres 
can be owned by restricted persons. At present, 2,003 
acres for residential units are held by restricted per-
sons and 171 acres are attributable to designated 
condominiums where at least one unit in each is 
owned by a restricted person. 

The parish restrictions will be removed. They 
are based on outdated voting rights provisions which 
no longer apply and they have led to difficulties in the 
Registry General compiling accurate acreage figures. 

Mr. Speaker, the Bill before us today would 
greatly liberalise the availability of condominiums to 
restricted persons. It is no secret to anyone in this 
Honourable Chamber and listening on the radio that 
Bermuda has a massive inventory of condominium 
units that remain unsold and unoccupied. The desig-
nation of condominiums available for sale to restricted 
persons other than permanent residents will be re-
moved and the only limitations on availability will be a 
minimum ARV level (presently $32,400) and territorial 
restrictions noted above. There is presently no mini-
mum ARV for purchase of condominium units by per-
manent residents. This will not be changed by the Bill. 
However, in order to protect affordable housing for 
Bermudians, restricted persons and permanent resi-
dents will only be able to purchase condominium units 
developed privately without sponsorship by Govern-
ment. 

Mr. Speaker, at present, hotel developments 
are able to sell hotel residences and fractional units of 
residences, rooms and suites available to licensed 
restricted persons. Owners of fractional units can oc-
cupy them for up to 90 days in any calendar year. A 
licence holder may additionally reserve more than one 
room, suite, unit or fraction of a unit of tourist accom-
modation for use by himself, his family and guests for 
a total of up to 120 days in any calendar year, pro-
vided occupancy does not exceed six months in any 
12-month period. 

In addition, Mr. Speaker, only those hotel 
residences and fractional units designated by the Min-
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ister by way of regulations can be made available. It 
can, therefore, be a bureaucratic process to add units 
to or take them from the regulations. Both the current 
and previous governments have acceded to requests 
and it makes little sense to maintain such unneces-
sary red tape. This serves only as a hindrance to vi-
tally important development projects. The Government 
believes that licence holders, property management 
companies and hotels are better placed through the 
market to determine how and when such properties 
are to be occupied.  

To that end, Mr. Speaker, the Bill seeks to 
remove the 90- and 120-day restrictions on licence 
holders, their family and guests occupying tourist ac-
commodations. Furthermore, the Bill will keep the 
Minister from micromanaging which hotel residences 
will be available for sale to non-Bermudians. This is a 
task that should have no role to play in a modern mar-
ket economy. The main safeguards in the 1956 Act 
will continue unaffected: the minimum ARV for re-
stricted persons and the territorial limit. 

In addition, Mr. Speaker, full residential use of 
these properties will be consistent with the licences 
that were granted in the past to restricted persons in-
vesting in Bermuda and who paid the full land-holding 
charges and Government fees when purchasing these 
units. Ultimately, greater liberalisation in this area will 
assist with the current glut of inventory that remains 
unsold and underutilised in Bermuda. 

Honourable Members should note that the 
question of entry into Bermuda is separately governed 
under the 1956 Act and that the Bill will not change 
the requirement to get permission to enter and remain 
in Bermuda. 

Mr. Speaker, the Bill will make a number of 
technical amendments to the 1956 Act, all of which 
were requested by the Bermuda Bar Association and 
which the Ministry regards as helpful. 

First, under the 1956 Act a licence will lapse if 
the land to which it relates is not acquired within six 
months of approval. Not all licences issued have re-
sulted in an acquisition or transfer of legal title to land. 
Some restricted persons, for example, need to obtain 
licences in respect of property that they already own 
and for which they just seek a regularisation of their 
ownership interests. This Bill would address this fact 
in order to safeguard a licence where a transfer is not 
required. 

Second, paragraph (c) of the definition of “fi-
nancial assistance” in the 1956 Act will be amended to 
limit its scope to situations leading to the restricted 
person obtaining equitable interest. 

Finally, trustees are prohibited at present from 
holding or acquiring land in Bermuda for a person that 
the trustee knows or has reasonable grounds to sus-
pect is a restricted person. This will be amended to 
exclude non-Bermudian spouses of Bermudians who 
are to be beneficiaries under such a trust. 

Mr. Speaker, it is important to emphasise 
what the Bill does not do. It does not affect the anti-
fronting provisions currently contained within Part VI 
of the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act. As 
indicated at the start of my presentation, it was not the 
Government’s intention to do away with this important 
part of the legislation. 

All restricted persons and PRCs will continue 
to require a licence or a deferral certificate in order to 
hold or acquire land in Bermuda. In fact, the language 
prohibiting the holding of trust for restricted persons or 
PRCs will be replaced with tougher language. At pre-
sent the relevant prohibition requires that the re-
stricted person have an intention of occupying the 
land or using it or developing it for profit. It will now be 
a blanket ban on the holding or acquiring of land re-
gardless of intent. 

In addition, Mr. Speaker, trustees of land will 
continue to require a licence or deferral certificate in 
order to hold or acquire land for persons the trustees 
know or have reasonable grounds to suspect are re-
stricted persons or PRCs.  

The only change being made is to ensure a 
trustee is able to hold land on trust for a non-
Bermudian spouse. This is in keeping with past 
amendments by both the current and previous Gov-
ernments aimed at reducing the legislation’s punitive 
and discriminatory effect on those Bermudians who 
marry non-Bermudians. 

Mr. Speaker, the legislation will continue to 
prevent restricted persons from appropriating land for 
their benefit or for the benefit of another person. It 
also will continue to prohibit trustees from appropriat-
ing land for the benefit of restricted persons. There is 
only one tweak to be made which the Ministry views 
as a common sense change to current practice and 
which in no way undermines the scheme as a whole. 
This comes about as a technical amendment to the 
definition of “financial assistance” already noted in my 
presentation. 

The consequence of this change, Mr. 
Speaker, arises as follows: 
 A restricted person providing financial assis-
tance for the appropriation of land is presumed under 
the legislation to have the intention of occupying it or 
using or developing the land for profit. The definition 
of “financial assistance” will be altered so that it no 
longer includes any either direct or indirect provision 
of value to or for the benefit of another person, group 
of persons, or entity where the provider obtains an 
equitable interest in the property in question. If the 
provider of the financial assistance does not receive 
any proprietary interest, the Ministry believes it would 
be inappropriate to presume that he is appropriating 
land for occupation or using or developing the land for 
profit. 

The change would have another positive af-
fect. The current definition of “financial assistance” 
prevents a restricted person from doing the obvious 
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things we all want to do for our children or grandchil-
dren when buying a home, like assisting with renova-
tions or buying furniture, without getting the permis-
sion of the Minister. This simple change would allow a 
restricted person to assist their child or grandchild to 
do anything where the restricted person does not ob-
tain a property interest in that home. 

Mr. Speaker, certainly there are other provi-
sions which will make life a little bit easier for certain 
restricted persons. For example, PRCs will be able to 
purchase from a considerably wider range of proper-
ties and all restricted persons can purchase two prop-
erties instead of one. However, this does not remove 
the requirement to obtain a licence or a deferral cer-
tificate from the Minister. 

In addition, those restricted persons who in-
herit an interest in property either directly or indirectly 
will be given more time to sort out their affairs. How-
ever, this also does not affect the current obligation to 
obtain a licence or deferral certificate. It is a common 
sense change requested by the Bar Council to assist 
those who face the, at times, daunting and time-
consuming task of sorting out an estate, and to pre-
vent the Minister from being drawn into too many of 
these cases. 

Mr. Speaker, as the substantive Minister for 
Home Affairs stated recently, liberalising real estate 
for PRCs and other non-Bermudians can be a sensi-
tive topic for some Bermudians. It may be emotive for 
some, but it need not be when they see what Gov-
ernment is trying to achieve with this Bill. Our motiva-
tion in bringing this legislation is to stimulate a more 
robust real estate market. Each and every one of us in 
this Chamber probably knows of at least one property 
that remains empty. Some of us may be in the unfor-
tunate position of being unable to sell such property 
ourselves. It is clear to the Ministry that it is Bermudi-
ans who are primarily hurt by a real estate market 
which is not as robust as it can be. There are many 
Bermudians with property to sell but no one to buy. As 
a result, many of these Bermudians have seen the 
value of their investments plummet as a result of the 
status quo. 

This legislation will ease their burden a bit, 
expanding the property market in a bid to attract more 
foreign investment to these shores. 

Mr. Speaker, in addition, I do not need to re-
cite in detail the necessity of creating job opportunities 
for Bermudians. As this Bill will encourage hotel de-
velopment and boost the property market by liberalis-
ing restrictions in that market, it is the expectation that 
such job opportunities will be created. 

Each transaction involving the sale of a prop-
erty to a non-Bermudian leads to Government reve-
nue—stamp duty of the purchase, the land-holding 
charge on the property, and the licence application 
fee. Such a transaction involves a net improvement to 
our balance of payments as funds are transferred 
from a non-Bermudian to a Bermudian seller, to Gov-

ernment, and to various support services such as 
banking and legal. 

Based on detailed submissions received by 
industry stakeholders, I can report that when high net 
worth non-Bermudian purchasers acquire property in 
Bermuda they almost always then expend consider-
able funds in the renovation of the property in order to 
have it suit their requirements. In some cases the 
renovation costs have almost matched or exceeded 
the initial purchase price itself. This contributes to an 
economic multiplier effect and feeds back into positive 
movement in Bermuda’s balance of payments and 
increased Government revenue by way of import du-
ties and the payroll tax on construction, landscaping 
and housekeeping workers. This allows more money 
to circulate within the local economy. 

Mr. Speaker, as indicated from the outset, I 
recognise that the changes contemplated can be seen 
as emotive, but on consideration of the provisions of 
the Bill in detail they need not be. I look forward to a 
constructive debate and to the views of Honourable 
Members. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17, MP Walton Brown. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, when this Bill was first debated 
in another place, there was a protest. That protest 
was the result of very clear views expressed by a wide 
number of people in this country about the lack of 
comprehensive immigration reform, about the lack of 
policies as they relate to immigration policy that will 
provide beneficial change for unemployed Bermudi-
ans, beneficial change for those who are struggling on 
a number of levels. That protest, Mr. Speaker, led to 
the temporary disruption of the Senate, as you will 
know, as the people expressed their power, which is 
really the ultimate power. And there was a genuine 
call for an attempt to bring about a collaborative ap-
proach to substantive immigration reform.  
 The Bill that has now come to this Chamber, 
Mr. Speaker, simply reinforces the Government’s re-
fusal to commit to any kind of a collaborative process 
as they seek to engage in a series of piecemeal re-
forms to immigration policy while a number of very 
substantial issues around immigration remain ne-
glected. 
 Mr. Speaker, there is a great deal of merit in 
arguing that if you give people permission to reside in 
this country as permanent resident certificate holders, 
that they should be allowed to purchase a property, 
because you are telling someone they can live in your 
country, allow them to purchase. And the current sys-
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tem has a tremendous class bias because only the 
wealthy would be able to afford it. 

There is some merit in what is a key compo-
nent of this piece of legislation. But this legislation 
represents a failed opportunity to actually engage in 
substantial immigration reform. The Government 
wants us to focus on what they consider to be the 
primary objectives of this legislation and, if I listened 
to the Junior Minister correctly, it was, in part, to boost 
the property market. 

The property market, Mr. Speaker, as you will 
know went into a decline, along with the property mar-
kets elsewhere in the world, around 2008, and it went 
into decline because there was a sustained period of 
irrational exuberance. There was a lot of money circu-
lating and a lot of people bought properties and sold 
properties and prices just escalated. 

If we had accurate census data, Mr. Speaker, 
we would know that if you track the increase in prices 
over a 10- to 20-year period from 1990, you would see 
a significant rise around 2005, 2006. I see the Finance 
Minister listening very intently. I am sure he is going to 
agree with me and he would say that he would agree 
that it represented a level of irrational exuberance. So 
property prices went up significantly. There was a 
great deal of development that took place because 
people who are property owners, business people, 
commercial developers, saw an opportunity to make a 
lot of money. And under free enterprise capitalism 
they had that right. But just as you can make a lot of 
money when you are involved with selling property, 
developing and speculating, you also stand to lose a 
lot if things go the wrong way. And that is what hap-
pened after 2008.  

So what we have here today, in part, is an ef-
fort by the Government to use the state to intervene to 
help those speculators to actually recover some of the 
losses because, Mr. Speaker, you would know that in 
2008 when there was an abundance of places being 
built, there were well over 2,000 vacant units. So any-
one who was building during that period was building 
in a market that already had tremendous excess ca-
pacity. So I am intrigued that this is being brought for-
ward with that rationale. There is another rationale 
one could advance, but I am intrigued that that ration-
ale is being used to justify this particular piece of leg-
islation.  

So, Mr. Speaker, in an ideal world you would 
have the Government say, You know what? Let’s try 
and sit down, let’s talk to the Opposition about what 
we really want to see in immigration reform. We just 
saw a half an hour ago, Mr. Speaker, a level of col-
laboration on the amendment to the Statistics Law. I 
doubt we are going to see the same kind of collabora-
tion today because the repeated calls for collaboration 
have been ignored, they have been dismissed, and of 
course the Government has the power to pass this 
piece of legislation.  

We will continue to argue for what we con-
sider to be in the country’s and the people’s best in-
terests. There will be some cynics on the other side, 
Mr. Speaker, who will scoff at it, but we do take our 
responsibilities very seriously. And part and parcel of 
a strong democracy is to have a strong and robust 
debate, so we are going to have that today, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Now, as we talk about the further sale of land 
to people who do not hold Bermuda status, there is a 
challenge that arises as a result of legislation that we 
had in the 1960s about the amount of land that could 
be beneficially owned by non-Bermudians. Members 
of this Parliament will know that the Progressive La-
bour Party Government increased the percentage or 
the number of acres that foreigners could own from 
2,000 to 2,500, and it did so for a very particular rea-
son. I am not sure if everyone recalls that, but those 
who sat at Cabinet and know more than me can ex-
plain more fully.  

My understanding is that it had to do with the 
increase of land that Bermuda had under its basic 
control as a result of the [US] base closures. So down 
at St. George’s, St. David’s and Morgan’s Point we 
got hundreds of additional acres, a 10 per cent in-
crease in our landmass under Bermuda control be-
cause, you know, the bases were handed back over. 
And so that is why the number was increased. 

But in 2007, Mr. Speaker, there was a clear 
position taken by the Bermuda Government that the 
percentage of land beneficially owned by non-
Bermudians had exceeded the legal requirement. It 
was as a result of that, Mr. Speaker, that the then-
Government decided to engage in a process of regis-
tration to count the actual acreage of those who own 
the property. We know that this is the same time as a 
lot of people began to be concerned about the issue 
of fronting, because there were people who were 
clearly very deceptive who wanted to beneficially own 
and control property in Bermuda. And they used law 
firms and trusts to be able to camouflage that. So that 
was addressed as well.  

But the clear position was that there was a 
breach of the actual amount of acres owned by non-
Bermudians and there was an attempt to try to ad-
dress that. That is why registration took place, and 
that created a great deal of discontent throughout the 
country. 

The Government and the Junior Minister just 
indicated . . . I believe he said there were 2,003 acres 
beneficially owned by foreigners. Is that correct? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, that is correct.  

And I have asked the question on more than 
one occasion, how do you arrive at that figure? Be-
cause if there was a previous figure saying the num-
ber 2,500 had been breached, by what basis has the 
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Government recalculated the beneficial ownership of 
property?  

I have heard one argument that the previous 
data or methodology calculated that if there was one 
foreigner who owned one condominium in a condo-
minium complex then that entire complex was counted 
as being foreign owned. I do not know what it is. I 
have asked repeatedly, as recently as this week, for 
that formula. What formula was used, what methodol-
ogy was used to calculate? Because you cannot make 
good policy without good data, you just cannot. 
 Did the number get picked out of a hat? If it 
was not pulled out of a hat, what methodology, what 
technique was used to arrive at that figure? Because I 
can assure you the people who previously worked in 
the Ministry of Home Affairs would argue vociferously 
that there was a very significant breach of that owner-
ship requirement. And so we need to find that out, Mr. 
Speaker. We do not know that, but here we are pass-
ing additional legislation that could potentially further 
exacerbate that issue. 
 Mr. Speaker, one of the issues connected to 
this is the issue of fronting, as I spoke to earlier. I 
know with absolute certainty that there was a report, a 
file prepared in the Ministry of Home Affairs, com-
pleted by 2012 that was meant to go to the DPP’s of-
fice for review. I have asked, repeatedly, what is the 
status of that file? Has Government acted on it? Does 
the Minister know about it, because extensive re-
search was done by a consultant to the Government 
to identify those individuals involved in fronting.  

How can we continue to talk about property 
and increasing property rights and access to property 
rights if we have not fully dealt with the issue of front-
ing? So I am asking again, formally, what is the status 
of that file? Has it disappeared? Do we need to bring 
back the person who actually did the research, who 
assessed those files, who prepared documents and 
named law firms that were complicit in fronting? 

I still await those answers. These questions 
were last posed formally during the Budget Debate, 
and I pose them here again today, Mr. Speaker. We 
need to have that information. And, by the way, any-
one who was involved in fronting who has subse-
quently applied for Bermuda status, of course, will 
have that status rendered null and void because they 
will have engaged in what Government calls “moral 
turpitude.” I just saw a letter last week of someone 
who was denied status because of what was called 
“moral turpitude” because of something that had been 
undertaken a few years ago. So if moral turpitude is 
an issue, it needs to be assessed, and you need to 
look at it in connection with the fronting that was en-
gaged in. 

So you see, Mr. Speaker, there are a number 
of components that have to be addressed when it 
comes to the Immigration and Protection Act. We are 
doing what the Shadow Minister calls a number of 
minor amendments, technical things that industry 

partners have called for, what law firms have called 
for. But what about what the people need? The people 
need jobs. We have immigration policy now that effec-
tively allows for Bermudians to be denied a significant 
range of opportunities. Now, the Junior Minister may 
say this is not what is up for debate today. What is up 
for debate today, Mr. Speaker, is the Immigration and 
Protection Act 1956. The fact that the Government 
has decided to narrowly select certain aspects to ex-
amine, that is their . . . that is on them. 

The point is, Mr. Speaker, why are we so con-
cerned to address the issues only of industry stake-
holders and the law firms, and not the issues that af-
fect the vast majority of people who are unemployed? 
We have seen examples of companies wilfully break-
ing immigration policy—they are not criminal offences. 
You know, it is funny how the big companies never 
can [commit] crimes, they just get fines, [but] the little 
guy and girl get convicted. They go to jail because 
they committed a criminal offence. But we define laws 
in such a way that the really big offences by compa-
nies just get a fine, they do not get a criminal convic-
tion. So those are just the fundamental inequalities in 
any event, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I am concerned about the whole 
issue of retroactivity. The Government has a stain on 
its record (if you will) by having previously passed 
laws to make earlier contracts void ab initio. And now 
we have here a clause that will render the law, once 
passed . . . let me get it straight now . . . render the 
law valid as if it was 2007, as if we are starting today. 
And I understand that there have been one or two 
cases that are concerned and affected by this piece of 
legislation. But it is really odd, Mr. Speaker, to see us 
here today passing a law for one or two entities.  

I do not think that . . . it sounds like an abuse 
of the legislative process. So we have to find a better 
way for doing things. But to pass laws and to apply 
them retroactively . . . I would have thought most law-
yers would be surprised at that. Is that standard prac-
tice in law to pass laws and apply them retroactively? 

 
An Hon. Member: No. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I would not have thought so. I am 
not a lawyer. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Right. I do not understand that. I 
am not a lawyer. I cannot speak to it, but I am sure all 
the Learned Members can speak to it. But the idea of 
passing a piece of legislation and saying, Well, it’s 
going to go back to 2007 . . . it just does not feel right. 
It does not feel right. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Junior Minister said that part 
of the rationale for this is that it is going to boost em-
ployment opportunities, get people working in con-
struction and so forth. I remember sitting in this very 
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Chamber maybe two years ago, Mr. Speaker, when 
another piece of legislation was amended, I cannot 
remember what . . . no, it was to reduce the tax (the 
Finance Minister presented it) . . . to reduce the tax 
paid on foreign purchases of property.  

And the argument advanced then was, If you 
reduce this tax, I can assure you that when people 
buy these properties they are going to renovate. They 
are going to hire a lot of people. And I remember the 
Finance Minister coming back to the House a few 
months later saying, You know what? It didn’t quite 
work out that way. The Minister can correct me if I am 
wrong, Mr. Speaker, but I recall the Finance Minister 
saying, It didn’t quite work out that way. We didn’t get 
the economic boost that we expected to take place. 
 So I am a little weary of hearing the argument 
that we need to do it because it is going to create jobs 
or it is going to stimulate some other opportunities for 
the people. What we need to see is immigration legis-
lation that puts employment for Bermudians as a prior-
ity. If we focus on that, Mr. Speaker, then it will be less 
of an issue that there are fewer people in Bermuda 
because if the 3,000 Bermudians who are unem-
ployed are actually working . . . think about the eco-
nomic impact of that. All the Government talks about 
is bringing in people to live. But imagine having 3,000 
additional people working in Bermuda, buying grocer-
ies, going and doing things. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Excuse me? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Okay. The Honourable Finance 
Minister says, Working, doing what? He should try 
and say that to the people who are unemployed. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member— 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Working doing what? People— 
 
The Speaker: Speak, speak, speak— 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: —who are not working— 
 
The Speaker: —speak, speak— 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I am speaking to you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair. Yes, thank you. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I am looking at you, but I have a 
side eye on the Finance Minister, because he likes to 

be a little bit provocative. He likes to be a little bit pro-
vocative.  
 
[Laughter and inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: The Honourable Minister says, 
Doing what?  

If you are not working, Mr. Speaker, you 
would want to work in any number of jobs that be-
come available. But what we find is— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Walton Brown: What we find, Mr. Speaker— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let us let the 
Honourable Member speak. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I wish the Honourable Member 
would go on the microphone and say that, because 
you have to find someone to employ you. And Mem-
bers on that side, Mr. Speaker, cannot understand . . . 
they cannot get in their mind that there can be any 
other way for Bermudians to be gainfully employed 
other than by increasing the residential population in 
this country. That has been their mantra for a long 
time. I do not think they really believe it. I think that 
they have other considerations in mind when they talk 
about increases in the residential population because 
it is reminiscent of policies back in the 1960s. 

So I do not believe there is any real belief that 
what is needed is an increase in the residential popu-
lation because there are some insightful people on 
that side, Mr. Speaker. They know that what Bermuda 
needs is more money coming into the country. That is 
what we need. They keep camouflaging it as people 
coming here to live, but if you have got 200,000 extra 
tourists in Bermuda, Mr. Speaker, what would that do 
for the economy? What would that do for people who 
are looking for jobs? What would that do? What would 
it do for jobs in this country, Mr. Speaker, if we had a 
proper policy which says that workers need to be paid 
a sensible wage? 

I spoke with a lady the other day, she earns 
$6.00 an hour—$6.00 an hour—and hopes that the 
management shares the gratuities with her because 
they do not. So they have a system whereby immigra-
tion facilitates the importation of workers at very low 
rates so they reduce the overall wage scale for Ber-
mudians, because that is how it works globally. Right? 
You reduce the rates for some so that is the new bar 
. . . that is the new bar. It is down real low. And so 
Bermudians are not going to get work under those 
circumstances because it is cheaper for an employer 
to bring in someone at $6.00 an hour and make them 
stay in their accommodation . . . a lot of employers do 
that too—make them stay in their accommodation.  
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I know this one couple were told the other 
day, Well, you know, if you want to leave the place 
where you’re staying, you’re not going to have a job 
anymore, because the employer wanted that couple to 
stay at the place that he owned. 

So you have a whole system that is set up 
that gives money to the employers, lowers the wages, 
makes it more difficult for Bermudians to get employ-
ment, and the Government does nothing about it. The 
only area where Government has imposed a minimum 
wage is in domestic workers—$10.00 an hour. That is 
in the new work permit policy. But nowhere else is 
there a minimum wage guarantee. 

So you need to look at it in its totality. This 
immigration set of amendments speaks to one particu-
lar set of issues—ability to buy property—given to you 
by the real estate sector because they are trying to 
increase their sales. 

I would like for the Government to take the 
energy and the fervour with which it looks at these 
issues from industry and apply that same energy and 
fervour to the unemployed Bermudians, to protection 
in the work place.  

If you will allow me, Mr. Speaker, I am going 
to read a job ad that a friend of mine just sent to me. 
She saw it posted. I guess it is in today’s Royal Ga-
zette. And if you will permit me, Mr. Speaker, this is an 
ad for a nanny. Bermudians do not want to be nan-
nies, right? They do not want the job. Let me tell you 
what the ad says, Mr. Speaker. I will not give the 
names written out even though the ad . . . the name is 
in the newspaper, I will not mention the client’s name.  

“Our clients are seeking a full-time shared 
live-out nanny/housekeeper for two children aged six 
and three and three children aged three, two and five 
months”—five children—“the hours of work required 
are from Monday to Friday from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm 
with additional evenings and weekends when re-
quired. Duties will include but are not limited to all as-
pects of child care for five children at two separate 
locations—two at one location, three at another loca-
tion—housekeeping, ironing, laundry, meal prepara-
tion. The successful applicant must be a non-smoker, 
hold a CPR certification, first aid, tertiary education.” 

Mr. Speaker, this ad . . . they are not looking 
for a Bermudian. Where is the protection in the immi-
gration law for this? They are not looking for a Ber-
mudian. I have seen these ads before. I have said on 
many occasions to the Government, Do not issue 
work permits for slaves. And I know some people get 
offended when I say this, but if you want to go and 
have children and you do not have time to raise them, 
there is a problem. It is not the Government’s respon-
sibility.  

I have three children, well, they are all adults 
now. I had three sons, and I have always been very 
busy. But when you have children you should make 
responsibility and time to raise your children. What is 
the point in having them? They have a nanny to raise 

them. But the point is that is a personal choice. I 
passed judgment on it and that is my prerogative to do 
so. It should not be the Government’s ability or author-
ity to grant a work permit for someone to effectively 
work as a slave for $10.00 an hour. It is unconscion-
able.  

So when I see Government bringing forth 
these kinds of amendments to the immigration laws, 
but no protection for domestic workers, no encour-
agement for Bermudians to get real jobs, I have to 
wonder what the priorities are, and whether the rheto-
ric of jobs is simply that, because their rhetoric is not 
reflected in the reality of policy. 

Mr. Speaker, we have called for this Govern-
ment to engage in collaboration, and I am going to 
make a futile call for them to withdraw this Bill and let 
us engage in serious collaboration, but it is just that. I 
understand the nature of the political train in which we 
operate. But we will be proposing an amendment 
when we get into Committee, Mr. Speaker. We have 
some concerns about some of the tactical aspects 
and what they are trying to accomplish. But the fun-
damental challenge, Mr. Speaker, is that this repre-
sents piecemeal reform targeting a specific group. It 
has nothing to do with the hardship that so many 
Bermudians are facing, and the Government needs to 
demonstrate through their deeds and not their rhetoric 
and not slick ads, that they actually care about the 
employment plight of the Bermudian, they care about 
the acquisition of land. 

I would like to think that every Member of this 
House would like to know that in 10 years from now, 
20 years from now, 30 years from now, our children 
and our grandchildren will have a place that they can 
call home. Because the way things are going now, Mr. 
Speaker, this Government seems to be wanting to 
move in a direction that is irrespective of what the law 
says about land acquisition and landholding. 

I would encourage the Government to recon-
sider. I would encourage the Government to listen to 
and reflect on our amendment. We are not going to be 
able to stop this legislation, of course, but let me state 
again. The principle of one aspect of this law is, I 
think, something which is not overly problematic be-
cause the previous policy had a real class bias to it, 
that only rich people who are PRCs could buy a prop-
erty. So I am okay . . . I think we are okay with making 
it more accessible to people at all economic strata. 
But the fundamental problem is that we do not know 
what the landholding is of non-Bermudians in this 
country. The Government has refused to present it. 
That is a challenge. 

We do not know, or we do not see in Gov-
ernment’s actions a commitment—a genuine demon-
strated commitment—to ensure real employment op-
portunities for Bermudians, and we have a problem 
with that. And we are not going to be caught up in the 
narrow debate that the Government proposes on this 
amendment. There are much larger issues that in-
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volve immigration reform and we hope the Govern-
ment, at some point, will come to the table and en-
gage in a series of profound, expansive, immigration 
reforms. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable 
Member Brown. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 16, MP—sorry. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Sixteen? Someone else is 
[constituency] 6, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: My honourable friend, Mr. 
Weeks. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. I am sorry. I am sorry. You are 
[constituency] 15— 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. The Honourable Member from 
constituency 15, MP Walter Roban. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I am not going to speak too long on this but I 
think it is important to have a few words on it because 
this is one of the areas that I think that speaks right to 
the very heart of some of the concerns of regular peo-
ple of this country—not to those who have a lot of 
money because people who have a lot of money can 
pretty much do as they like.  

People who have a lot of money can often go 
where they want and purchase what they want and 
make choices on what they can acquire or not ac-
quire. But there is a huge [number] of our population 
who are limited to these 22 square miles, they have 
generations of investment in this country, and they are 
limited in their choices to the 6,000 acres of residential 
property that are available. They do not have the rest 
of the world where they can go and make those 
choices.  

That is a very limiting situation, but it also 
means that their aspirations are filled with a lot of pas-
sion and a lot of exuberance, and it is built on years 
and years of often [dreaming] of acquiring a piece of 
the rock or at least creating an opportunity so a future 
generation of their family can acquire. But they only 
have a limited amount of land available to do that. 
 Mr. Speaker, my honourable friend from con-
stituency 17 expressed some of the realities that are 
faced with this Bill, the Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection Amendment Act 2015, that it goes to the heart 
of some of these issues. That was reflected in what 
happened in the Senate some weeks ago, and the 

opinions that continuously over many decades have 
pervaded the issue of Bermudians and their relation-
ship with land, and non-Bermudians and their rela-
tionship with land, which is why the PLP has often 
gotten up in this House and been very vocal about 
ensuring that protections on the acquisition of land by 
people not born here be robust and strong. Because 
that has been the reality of Bermuda for over 100 
years. There have been laws passed by Governments 
past and long gone that have ensured that it is almost 
sacrosanct that land is protected for Bermudians, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Now, even the PLP Government had to wres-
tle with this question because we often found our-
selves, just like this Government, trying to do what is 
right in the area of ensuring that real estate was earn-
ing money for the country. And as we can see from 
economic reports, it is a big earner for the country and 
it employs Bermudians and its activity does keep 
many working Bermudians employed at different 
strata of the real estate market. But at the same time, 
as the PLP was doing that, it often . . . and you will 
remember, Mr. Speaker, when you were in another 
role. We often had ourselves . . . we were on the other 
end as a Government fighting to protect and even 
fighting the courts because we believed in the protec-
tion.  

We have been on both sides of this. You as a 
former Minister of Home Affairs found yourself in 
court. And the Honourable Member, Mr. Burgess, 
found himself in court, fighting the legal system be-
cause of the belief that what the Government was try-
ing to do at the time was to protect land for Bermudi-
ans, at the same time trying to be the good economic 
steward, but also be protective. 
 Part of the problem, Mr. Speaker, is that this 
Government has done little protecting in this area. For 
the past two years we have seen more relaxation. 
Many Bermudians feel now that they are seeing more 
property not being protected. We have the issue that 
my honourable friend brought up about that number, 
that 2,500 acres, and the issue that we see right now 
is that the numbers that we are being presented with, 
we are not sure how the Government has come to 
those numbers, because much of the work done after 
2007 and some of the efforts put forth by the Govern-
ment at the time were to get to some precision in that 
number so that we could know how much beyond the 
30-odd per cent of Bermuda’s landholding was being 
held by non-Bermudians.  
 We still, in our view on this side, feel that that 
number is not clear to us. And the Government has 
not presented us with any data that supports how they 
have come to the numbers that they have. Perhaps 
this harks back to our previous discussion about hav-
ing data, Mr. Speaker, that allows us to make deci-
sions that ensure that this House does what is right by 
the people of this country. Having data that is as pre-
cise as we can have it so that we can levy not only the 
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appropriate decisions, protections and perhaps, even 
releases, that allow us to balance what we are doing 
in the interest of our people. 
 So we have concerns [about] this body of leg-
islation, some areas, as my honourable friend has 
said. Not all of our permanent residents are, you 
know, blue chip or have the capacity to live in big 
houses. I know this personally because someone who 
works for me is a PRC and they are not wealthy, and 
they were very happy to be able to get their PRC be-
cause they have grandchildren and children who are 
Bermudian. So it gave them a little sense of stability. I 
know that this person probably will never be able to 
buy a house, but they are just one example.  

But I am sure there are others who, perhaps, 
their family would love to acquire a property. They 
have been in Bermuda, their lives are committed to 
Bermuda—they and their families—and perhaps they 
would like that opportunity. And as my honourable 
friend expressed, we have some comfort with that as-
pect of the legislation because if we make laws here 
that are exclusive to the very rich, irrespective of their 
ability to bring money into the country, that is not 
really the proper way to govern. It is not. 

Unfortunately, many of the laws, many of the 
changes that this Government has made seem to be 
tilted towards that bend and that is the perception of 
many people out there in the community who talk to 
us. That is what they believe. The Government has 
done very little in the past two and half years to dispel 
that notion that they are not the party for the rich and 
for the privileged, while people who are not as rich 
and privileged seem to be having more taken away 
from them. This law and aspects of it perpetuate that 
idea. But you know, the Government has its agenda, it 
has what it believes. 

We did hear some back and forth on the no-
tion expressed by my honourable friend that by this 
very orthodox proposition which has come from the 
Government benches, which has come from support-
ers of theirs, that all we need to do is to ship about 
10,000 more people in here and Bermuda’s problems 
will be solved—economically. That is a proposition 
that is professed by many who support the One Ber-
muda Alliance, and even some of them over there, 
that that will solve the problem. Well, we do not agree 
with that. We have made that very clear. And my hon-
ourable friend who has some expertise in this area 
and others have expressed that, yes, some migration 
of persons here would benefit our country. 

But there are ways that we can actually gen-
erate income without necessarily going down that 
path. Are we looking to go back to the period of the 
2000s when we had 40,000 people in the work force? 
We had the economy, as the Honourable Finance 
Minister said at that time when he was involved with 
politics, overheating and [it] displaced thousands of 
Bermudians. In fact, I believe that some of the data 
that we [have] suggests that many of our people left 

[during] that overheating, despite how robust it was for 
our economy and the production of wealth to some, 
because many were not benefitting and left the coun-
try. And many people here struggled to find accom-
modation, to find the ability to fit into the boom that 
was going on. 

But we also know, Mr. Speaker, that Bermuda 
has been productive and economically robust and 
sustainable without all these thousands of people. If 
we go back further than perhaps the early 2000s, 
when our economy was a little smaller, it was produc-
tive, it was sustainable, people had jobs. So meeting 
that magic 40,000 worker number may never come 
again, but there may be another number that is sus-
tainable. And the same thing with the real estate mar-
ket, perhaps a certain level of activity would actually 
be beneficial.  

As my honourable friend also mentioned, 
there are other types of economic activities that will 
actually see us grow without needing a migration of 
10,000 or 8,000 people back into Bermuda. And I 
think, frankly, the question should be asked, even if 
we do bring that many people back, where are they 
going to work? Where are they going to live? We have 
difficulty now with our people affording to buy property 
right now. So where are all of those people who might 
come back [because of] policy changes like what are 
exhibited here in this Bill . . . are there enough com-
panies here now resident to even employ them?  

But as we also heard, the efforts by the Gov-
ernment not too long ago to actually stimulate this sort 
of activity did not pan up to much. It is almost like, Mr. 
Speaker, the Government was trying to sell us a car 
and told us that this is a wonderful model, but nobody 
bought it. So what they have done is that they have 
refitted it, they sprayed it a different colour and they 
are bringing it back and trying to tell us again, Listen, 
this model is a bit better. We think this one will work. 
But actually it is the same model car because it is built 
on the same premise of the previous idea, which ac-
tually did not work. 

So, Mr. Speaker, this particular Bill and com-
ponents of it, like my honourable friend, the Honour-
able Member from constituency 17 said, we see some 
merit in it. But there are some other parts which we 
have serious difficulty with because it perpetuates an 
idea of how Bermuda’s growth should be fashioned, 
or the role that the Government should play, because 
despite being a party that some might say is on the 
left, we are not always in favour of efforts of where the 
Government gets in and interferes. 

This is one of the interferences that we are 
not too cool with because this is really an effort by the 
Government to help bail out a whole lot of people who 
over the past 15 years or so have speculated on real 
estate and lost. The Government is trying to give them 
a second shot at it. And that is really what this is 
about. There are people who went out there and got a 
whole lot of money from banks, private banks, be-
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cause the Government did not give them any money, 
and they built, built, built, even when we had plenty of 
housing stock and real estate stock available, and 
they built more. They found themselves on the tail end 
of the recession, finishing up their building, and they 
have been panting ever since (if I can just use the 
vernacular). And now the Government is trying to help 
them out.  

In fact, I think we know who one or two of 
those people might be. Some of them have built some 
big buildings in town. But who knows who it is? And 
fine, you know, but people win and people lose in the 
real estate market. And I am sure that the real estate 
lobby has gone to them and pleaded, like they have 
done with some other changes, that this is so neces-
sary for the real estate market to be stimulated, and it 
will do this and do that and the other. 

Well, we have heard that story before. And 
Mr. Speaker, our concern is this: that things like the 
Land Title Registry [is what] the Government should 
be spending some time on. The Government should 
spend some time on finding and figuring out that 
number of holdings of foreign ownership of land 
across the Island and getting that precise. The Gov-
ernment needs to think about better ways or how we 
can ensure that Bermudians can sustainably invest in 
their own country and buy property for years to come. 
We need to find ways to make sure that the people 
who can go nowhere else, who only have the oppor-
tunity in their lifetime to invest in the 6,000-odd resi-
dential acres that are available can do it now and their 
children can do it for years to come. 

We endorse certainly ensuring that some of 
the other groups, such as some of our PRCs, will 
have an opportunity, and maybe some of this will help 
some of our less wealthy PRCs to have some acquisi-
tion—maybe—but Bermudians must be first in all 
things, in my view. And I will unabashedly say that, 
Mr. Speaker. That is where my interest lies. They are 
who voted me into this House, and I will come to this 
House to speak for them and their interests every time 
because they should come first in whatever legislation 
we bring to this House. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 5, Hamilton East, MP D. V. 
Burgess. 
 
Mr. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, when the 
Amendment Act 2007 was brought to this House, it 
was brought here to eradicate fronting. And number 

two, the effect of it was to save some land for the fu-
ture generations of Bermudians. You know, we have 
only 6,000 residential acres and at that time 37 per 
cent was owned by non-Bermudians. 
 Mr. Speaker, I believe the Junior Minister said 
that . . . I heard him, and he said that 2,300 acres 
were owned by non-Bermudians, but I was not quite 
sure on the condos. I do not know if it was 170 or 
what. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: [It was] 174. 
 
An Hon. Member: Sorry, it was 171. 
 
Mr. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: [So] 171, which leaves 
29 acres left to be sold to reach the 2,500 acres that 
they can sell. Now, I do not have a problem with that, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 What I have a problem with, Mr. Speaker, is 
that under the statistics that Government has supplied 
in the last report, what  I saw is that PRCs earn more 
money than black Bermudians. Also in that report I 
saw, based on the unemployment section of it, that 
out of the PRCs, only seven were unemployed. And 
we all know the numbers of blacks that were unem-
ployed, which means that blacks would be least able 
to afford to buy a house or a unit because of their 
earnings and because of them being unemployed, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 So this Bill seems to . . . I do not know, it 
seems like Government comes here . . . and if I am 
wrong, just correct me. I will sit down and be cor-
rected. It seems that the legislation that they bring to 
this House is not to enhance the living conditions of 
the poor. Mr. Speaker, when the poor do better it 
means the country does better. And if they do worse 
then the opposite happens. And that seems to be 
happening in this country.  

Even though I support some parts of the Bill 
. . . the amendment, for example, like the hotel units, 
they can stay for six months instead of three. I do not 
have a problem with that. I do not think we have a 
problem with that. But we do have a problem with . . . 
mainly I have a problem with this Bill being retroactive 
to 2007. Because, Mr. Speaker, the previous Gov-
ernment had to . . . well, an owner had to forfeit their 
house to the Government because they did not abide 
by the laws. So right now the Government owns that 
house.  

I am wondering, what happens if this law is 
passed to make it retroactive to 2007. I do know that, 
Mr. Speaker, at least 12 cases were pending based 
on fronting. And I think the Government had a file of 
49 suspect cases. I think the 12 were in that 49 but 
there was a total of 49. I would imagine that file may 
have gone missing, I do not know.  
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Mr. Speaker, that is very dangerous. Those 
12 . . . so what happens now is those people that 
broke the law through fronting, aided and abetted by 
law firms in this country. That should never happen. 
So right now, with this Bill, now they [become] law-
abiding citizens, and those that had PRCs are eligible 
for status because their record has been expunged, it 
is clean by this Bill, and that should not happen, Mr. 
Speaker. 

We know that there were even lawyers in 
those law firms that were as trustees on trusts to hold 
land illegally for people that bought land through front-
ing. The Government has not addressed that, Mr. 
Speaker.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Well, if addressed . . .  
You are right. They have really made them good citi-
zens now with no record. 
 Mr. Speaker, the law is quite clear. You know, 
I would ask the Junior Minister, how many persons 
have been asked to produce for inspection documents 
relating to fronting, to land trusts. That is in the Act. 
How many suspects’ files do we have due regarding 
fronting? How many contravened the law?  

Those are some of the statistics that this 
Government should be bringing here. They should 
know it. If you are going to bring a law that . . . that 
makes them, let us say, clean, Clorox clean—now 
they can get status—then we should know how many 
of these folks would that affect. And how many people 
failed to produce documents when requested to do 
so?  

That is the power of the Chief Immigration Of-
ficer. And I know at the time when Dr. Brewer was 
there, there were 49. He knew who they were and he 
was doing a good job in trying to get those cases 
sorted out. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, let me go back to the one 
about Bermudians will not be able to buy these 
houses because [during] the global recession, the in-
come disparity between blacks and whites got greater. 
The whites earned more; the blacks earned less. That 
is not healthy in any country, where the poor get 
poorer and the rich get richer. As I think we all know 
(because it is public knowledge) the world’s wealth: 
1 per cent owns 48 per cent of the world’s wealth, and 
predicted to be 50 per cent in the year 2016. And 
those figures pretty well mirror what happens, or what 
is so, in Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, again, this law . . . I really be-
lieve that it needs to be withdrawn. This amendment, 
this Bill, needs to be withdrawn and rethought over 
because this law does not benefit the have-nots, it 
benefits the haves. And we have to . . . in order for a 
country, any country, to be safe and safer we have to 
bring laws that enhance the living conditions and the 

prosperity of the poor. We are not doing it in this Gov-
ernment. 
 Mr. Speaker, I will ask the question again: 
What will happen to those people that have broken 
the law? Their files were pending to go to court, what 
is going to happen to them if this law is passed, be-
cause this law is retroactive to 2007? What will hap-
pen? 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 33, the MP, Jamahl Sim-
mons. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 
and good afternoon colleagues. 
 
The Speaker: Good afternoon. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: Mr. Speaker, the Honour-
able Junior Minister in his remarks alluded to this be-
ing an emotive issue. And Mr. Speaker, it is an emo-
tive issue. And I think that we should talk about why it 
is an emotive issue. 
 Mr. Speaker, through you I ask my col-
leagues, how many of you have read the book Sec-
ond-class citizens; first-class men? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: A show of hands. How 
many of you read this? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: First-class men. 
 
Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons: The Honourable Members 
know what I am talking about, written by our queen of 
Bermuda history, the most honourable, highly honour-
able Dr. Eva Hodgson. 
 Mr. Speaker, in this book they go back to as 
far as 1957 and the issue of immigration. And Mr. 
Speaker, as early as 1957 up until today the debate 
on immigration has not progressed. The arguments 
are the same. In the era of the 1950s when we had 
independent MPs, the ideological, philosophical and 
perhaps even genetic forerunners of our current Gov-
ernment made the argument that we need more peo-
ple in here to increase the economy, to build the 
economy up.  

Now, they were saying that it in one breath, 
and in the other breath they were saying that we also 
need to implement birth control and population sup-
pression measures and have people leave the coun-
try—black people specifically. But we will put that to 
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the side because that is not necessarily relevant to the 
debate today. 
 But Mr. Speaker, if we go back to the 1950s 
and these arguments are being made that we need to 
bring in people, we need to increase the population 
(right?) and it has been shown historically that it has 
been the backdoor route to cement political power, 
cement economic power, to entrench powers that 
have been in rule since the first boat pulled up on our 
shores. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, this is an emotive issue for 
many people because they have seen this movie be-
fore. They have seen the process of our history where 
the same arguments are made by, essentially, the 
same people or their children or their children’s chil-
dren. And Mr. Speaker, this becomes emotive be-
cause . . . and I will use an example, a parable, I 
guess. If my great-grandfather was eaten by a shark, 
my grandfather was eaten by a shark, my father was 
eaten by a shark, I might be a little concerned about 
getting near the water. And Bermudians are very con-
cerned about how we handle immigration. And with 
the trust deficit that has been seen, [when] you com-
bine history with the trust deficit of a Government that 
has broken promises, there are concerns that protec-
tion is not in place. 

I think that this Bill does have some things, as 
my colleagues have alluded to, that we can support. 
But what is needed is comprehensive immigration re-
form. What is needed is a plan to protect Bermudians, 
put Bermudians first, without any other agendas in-
volved, but also to ensure that if we are going to grow 
the population it is in a managed approach, not an 
approach where we open the floodgates and say, 
Anybody who wants to come in; come through, we like 
your money, because that has its benefits but it has 
many downsides to it as well. 

Mr. Speaker, on this Bill . . . over the past two 
weeks (and not to reflect on past debates) we have 
seen several opportunities to collaborate. And I think 
there exists an opportunity to collaborate today, to 
take some of the emotiveness and some of the trust 
deficit out of the immigration debate that we have 
seen going back to over half a century. One area we 
can possibly collaborate is on the issue that my col-
league who just took his seat mentioned with the ret-
roactivity, essentially, legalising fronting going back to 
2007. 

Mr. Speaker, this is not on, this is simply not 
on. There are people in our shores who did what they 
could to circumvent the laws of the land. They did 
what they could to circumvent the laws of the land. 
And, Mr. Speaker, there is no way that we can support 
going all the way back to 2007 to wipe the slate clean, 
to add a little whatever to make this right. It is not 
right. And this is something that I think . . . I encour-
age the Government, let us pull this part out, let us get 
this out. This is something that is just . . . it is a no-fly 
zone.  

It is just not acceptable, Mr. Speaker. We 
cannot say we are tough on immigration, that we are 
serious about protecting our land and protecting our 
jobs for Bermudians if we are going to bend over 
backwards to save, decriminalise, to clear the records 
of those who circumvented our Island’s immigration 
laws. It is not on, Mr. Speaker. 

Now with those brief remarks, I would just like 
to conclude by saying this: Our history is one of strug-
gle. It is one of distrust. And it is one where we have 
for years tried to brush the disagreements, the issues, 
under the carpet. We all have heard the mantra, 
That’s in the past; today’s generation doesn’t know 
about it. But Mr. Speaker, when I hear colleagues 
across the floor making the same arguments that 
were made in the 1950s, and the only difference in 
their speeches is that they do not refer to us as ne-
groes, there is something wrong, we have not pro-
gressed.  

Collectively, we have not progressed in this 
debate, and that needs to change. And how can that 
change? Through a collaborative approach to immi-
gration, an approach that says we will work together 
going forward on a policy that, if the OBA falls next 
week, 10 years, 15, 20 years from now, we are all on 
board and understanding that we can take to inves-
tors, that we can take to people around the world and 
say there will be stability in immigration, there will be a 
fair shot, a balanced approach that we can take to our 
people and say, You will be protected. You will not be 
a second-class citizen in your own country. 

There is an opportunity for collaboration. We 
have taken baby steps towards it over the past couple 
of weeks. Today we can take another step. But let us 
look at the history. Let us look at why this is emotive. 
Do not dismiss this as being sanctimonious and self-
righteous. This is a chance for us to do right by our 
people and start to rebuild trust and start really getting 
a vision that everyone can buy into and that will not be 
chucked out when a Government changes. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister for Economic Development, Dr. Grant Gibbons. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I am going to weigh in for a little bit here and I 
am . . . let me start by saying that I certainly commend 
the Junior Minister and the Minister responsible for 
Immigration for what I think is a sequence of changes 
to the Immigration Act to try and get both Bermuda 
and the economy back on a more stable foot. 
 It is interesting, from my perspective there 
seems to be kind of collective amnesia on the other 
side because, certainly, from what I have heard over 
the last couple of years, it was the immigration poli-
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cies of the former Government that led to the loss of 
some 3,000 non-Bermudian jobs and almost 2,000 of 
the— 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I think the Member is mis-
leading the House. He posits that it was the former 
Government’s immigration policies that account for 
the loss of over 3,000 jobs. 
 
The Speaker: All right. You are saying it is not so. 
 Carry on, Member. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, we are 
going to have to agree to disagree. But I have been 
hearing consistently ever since we have become 
Government, and before that, particularly from the 
international business, that it was the immigration 
policies and the way that international business was 
handled by the former Government— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —which led to the 
loss of— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am sure as a former Minister of 
Immigration . . . I am sure the Honourable Minister 
knows that his party cannot accuse in one breath the 
Progressive Labour Party of giving out the most work 
permits in history and in the next breath saying our 
immigration policies were hostile. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 Yes? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I cannot speak to the 
mistakes they may or may not have made with re-
spect to work permits. But what I can tell you is I have 
had enough conversations, both before and after the 
election, to know very clearly that the tone that was 
set led to the loss of thousands of jobs, basically. And 
that is . . . that is not . . . that is incontrovertible. 
 

An Hon. Member: An inconvenient truth. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Unfortunately, an 
inconvenient truth. 

And the fact of the matter is . . . they talk 
about piecemeal, Mr. Speaker? When the current 
Government—the OBA Government—came in, we 
had to deal with triage. We were losing—still losing—
lots of jobs. So the first thing that had to be dealt with 
was the term limit policy, which led to a huge amount 
of haemorrhaging in terms of jobs from international 
business. 

Mr. Speaker, I have said it in this House be-
fore— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —and I will repeat it 
again— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —if I have to— 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is 
misleading this House and the people of this country, 
Mr. Speaker. Those policies had nothing to do with 
people leaving. The world economic crash was the 
reason why— 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —we had that. 
 
The Speaker: All right, all right. 
 Thank you. 
 Carry on. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, the 
only crash was the rush to the airport by so many 
people in international business in terms of the num-
ber of jobs. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I have 
met for the last— 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member. 
 Honourable Members, you know, we have 
been having a good debate. I think we are definitely . . 
. you know, there are differences of opinion here. And 
I think the beauty of Parliament should be where 
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Members can get up, make their point, then the other 
Members get up and make their point by making what 
the other person said seem maybe not right, maybe 
not good. But that is the way we should do it. And I 
think we have been doing pretty good so far today, so 
if we can continue that way, and let us make our 
points in ways that make us the Honourable Members 
that we are on this floor. 
 Thank you. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker, and I do not want to prolong this, but I will 
just cite one example. 
 I have met for two years in a row now, in fact I 
am meeting next week, with about a dozen senior HR 
[Human Resources] people from some of the largest 
name—household name—international companies 
here. And what they said when I first met with them in 
February/March of 2013 was very clear. They said to 
us—to me—that Bermuda was not even on the radar 
screen of job placement for their companies because 
of the toxic immigration environment that they had 
experienced over the last few years. So any new jobs 
they were thinking about were going automatically to 
other places. It was only the advent of the change in 
term limit policy and some of the immigration policies 
which got them to start to rethink how they viewed 
Bermuda. 
 Last year when I met again in March or so 
they said, A dramatic change. Things were getting 
better. We are still a little bit concerned, but we are 
going to start to look at where Bermuda . . . and we 
got into other issues too, the cost of doing business 
here, et cetera. But it was very clear to me, not only 
with that example, that these are immigration . . . 
sorry, these are HR directors, some of them were in 
Bermuda, some of them were in other places. These 
are companies that have thousands of employees in 
multiple jurisdictions where they can place people 
anywhere they want to. And I think that is part of the 
issue which we faced as an incoming Government. 
You know, the truth is not pleasant sometimes, but 
that was that was the issue that we were facing. 
 Now the other issue that I think is important 
here is this issue of collaboration. And I think we all 
understand collaboration. We all have different per-
spectives on what that means and what it entails. But 
it is my understanding that the Shadow Immigration 
Member who speaks for immigration on that side ac-
tually met with the Minister, met with the Premier as 
well, and they had a discussion about this particular 
piece of legislation. And the Honourable Member, 
from what I have heard, did not have any major prob-
lems with this particular piece of legislation. He basi-
cally had— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. Point of or-
der— 
 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. My MP and Shadow Minister 
did not indicate support for this piece of legislation, 
hence why he led the civil protest at Cabinet. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: This the anti-mammogram— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, yes. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, I am talking 
about a couple of days ago, Mr. Speaker. Okay? 
 So I am not suggesting that that is sort of the 
end all and be all of consultation, but what I am saying 
is there have been some efforts.  

My understanding is also that this particular 
piece of legislation, as did some before it, came out of 
pretty broad consultation with essentially members of 
the general business community, not all real estate 
agents, but sort of broader consultation than that. And 
as the Honourable [Junior] Minister said in the brief, 
there were suggestions that came forward, some of 
which were rejected, but others of which essentially 
passed the test of, are these good for Bermuda and 
Bermudians. 

I think the issue which we have heard from a 
couple of Honourable Members on that side is what 
do people need. And I heard it from the Shadow 
Member who speaks for Immigration over there, and 
he said jobs. And that is exactly, exactly what this par-
ticular piece of legislation, this amending legislation is 
trying to do. The inconvenient truth on that side often 
is that they forget that jobs do not just appear out of 
nowhere. It is companies that create jobs that hire 
people, whether they be construction companies or 
international companies or service companies or retail 
companies, things of that sort.  

So the issue, to some degree, is that you 
have to look at what is going to effectively incentivise 
companies to produce jobs. And there are a number 
of provisions here, both PRCs and others, and par-
ticularly on the hospitality sector, because we heard, 
Why don’t you increase the hospitality jobs here? That 
is exactly what part of this legislation is aimed at in 
terms of the fractional ownership in some of the con-
dos, to make it easier for people to purchase those 
condos, those fractional units, and to basically support 
new hotel and infrastructure and construction jobs. 

We have heard it again; we have heard it be-
fore, that when people buy something they often make 
changes. They often fix it up, and that is exactly what 
we are looking at here, not only on an individual basis, 
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but also in terms of some of the hotel developments. 
And I am not going to name them specifically, but they 
were looking to see some of these changes because it 
would make their business more viable in terms of 
being able to sell the product—the residential prod-
uct—they want to have as part of the hotel product as 
well. 

So I think the issue here also, which I find ex-
traordinary because we all always get into this issue 
of land for Bermudians, but effectively, Mr. Speaker, it 
was the former Government that changed the land-
holding policy for non-Bermudians by a 25 per cent 
increase, from 2,000 acres up to 2,500 acres. 

I have also heard the discussion which says, 
Do you know who owns what? How many acres are 
owned by non-Bermudians? The brief says very cate-
gorically that there are some 2,003 acres, I think it 
was (I haven’t got it in front of me), that are owned by 
non-Bermudians. The issue came up again about how 
you define that with respect to condos. The brief also 
said that there are 171 acres where one person in a 
condo development is non-Bermudian, but 171 acres 
are covered by that particular thing. If you add those 
two together we are still way short of the 2,500.  

But it does answer the question of how many 
acres are owned by non-Bermudians. It is clear, it is 
explicit. And I think . . . I remember, frankly, when I 
was in Opposition asking the same question of the 
former Government, and we never got a clear answer. 
I do not know why they were unable to calculate it or 
add these numbers up, but I remember asking re-
peatedly back then, but we have very clear numbers 
now as to the proportion of acres that are owned by 
non-Bermudians, both on a straight basis and on a 
basis of those that have a piece of a larger condo de-
velopment. So I think the issues there are fairly clear. 

Now, the Honourable Member who speaks for 
Immigration on that side also, somehow, brought the 
base land back into it. And I was thinking to myself as 
I was sitting here listening, the base property came 
back in 1995, so why are we talking about it as a spe-
cial issue in 2015 or even five years ago? Because 
that 10 per cent increase actually was not a 10 per 
cent increase in the land area that was going to be 
devoted to housing or anything of that sort. Fifty per 
cent of that 10 per cent increase was airport, runway, 
and the rest of it. A lot of the rest of it got put into 
things like land banks down at the Southside, St. 
David’s, and a lot of it is still undeveloped at this par-
ticular point in time. So I think that is certainly a bit of 
a red herring from as far as I could see. 

But I think that the broader issue here, Mr. 
Speaker, which I want to try and get across, is that 
this is not piecemeal. This has been an evolving situa-
tion. It started out as triage to try and address this is-
sue of the loss of 3,000 non-Bermudian jobs, some 
2,000 Bermudian jobs, and we are starting to see re-
sults, because this past year for the first time in seven 
years we actually saw an increase of 161 jobs accord-

ing to statistics in the international business sector. 
There were some losses of jobs in other sectors. But 
the important thing, Mr. Speaker, is that we are seeing 
progress, even though we are seeing some continuing 
job loss, because the rate  of loss of jobs has declined 
precipitously since this Government took over in 2012. 
It has declined dramatically in many respects because 
we were literally haemorrhaging in 2012 with job loss, 
both on a non-Bermudian and a Bermudian side. But 
that has slowed dramatically over the last year or so. 
So we are heading in a better direction. 

I think part of that relates to how Government 
deals with immigration, work permits, and other is-
sues, and trying to make this place that is Bermuda 
more attractive and more stable and more consistent 
as far as employers are concerned. Because at the 
end of the day, Mr. Speaker, as we all know (although 
we do not like to admit it), it is companies which cre-
ate jobs. And it is also the overall economic climate 
which allows individuals to be entrepreneurs, they 
may be a single person, a single job, self-employed, 
but it is the broader economic climate and it is the 
confidence and it is the placement of jobs here which 
make a huge difference. 

I have said it a number of times before in this 
House that when you actually add up what the eco-
nomic impact of that 5,000 job loss was (and you take 
an average salary), it is a loss of some $300 million a 
year which we were facing back in 2012, beginning of 
2013. So that is why it is so important to get some of 
these issues sorted out. And that is the broader direc-
tion that certainly, Mr. Speaker, we are going here.  

I think the brief sets out, actually very clearly, 
why there is a logic to this kind of . . . I will call it “lib-
eralisation,” in terms of foreign investment—and that 
is really what it is—with both PRCs and restricted per-
sons being able to purchase property. And there are 
still limits. We are still very conservative in terms of 
compared to other jurisdictions in how we regulate 
that. But I think the fact of the matter is that each sale 
of a property to a non-Bermudian leads to Govern-
ment revenue, stamp duty, landholding charge, li-
cence and application fee as well as jobs for construc-
tion, for service providers, and the rest of it.  

I think, as we have seen, a lot of these pur-
chases also involve significant expenditure for renova-
tion and other kinds of costs. I think all of us under-
stand when you buy a new property you are either 
buying consumables which go into it—furnishings—or 
you are actually changing things like kitchens and 
bathrooms around. So I think all of that has a very 
strong economic multiplier effect, and that is the pur-
pose of some of the changes in here. 

Some of the other changes are technical and 
get back to issues where we are trying not to have 
bizarre circumstances, as the former Government 
found, where they were discriminating against Ber-
mudians that were married to non-Bermudians. A lot 
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of this is trying to address some of those issues as 
well. 

So, Mr. Speaker, the Minister, as far as I am 
concerned, certainly the [Junior] Minister is on the 
right track here. It is part of a broader economic ap-
proach to trying to stabilise this economy, get confi-
dence back into the economy, create jobs, and essen-
tially get foreign investment. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
The Chair will now recognise the Member 

from constituency 21, MP Rolfe Commissiong. 
You have the floor. 

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, thank you for 
acknowledging me. 

Mr. Speaker, sometimes I think we are seeing 
policy being formulated by the Government that is es-
sentially a by-product of just throwing something 
against the wall and hoping that it will stick. We have 
been down this road before, I think only a couple of 
years ago. To use the Honourable Member’s term, we 
“liberalised” the legislation to allow long-term residents 
and restricted persons the ability to more fully pur-
chase Bermuda property, condos and the like. Obvi-
ously, that policy has not done much and they are 
now doubling down. 

Mr. Speaker, I take great exception, again, to 
what I call a very misleading narrative being pro-
pounded by the One Bermuda Alliance Government 
which posits that Bermuda’s decline can be attributed 
solely to the immigration policies of the previous Pro-
gressive Labour Party Government. 

You see, Mr. Speaker, that is what is leading 
and contributing mightily to the acrimony which you 
saw ably identified between the sides. Here we have a 
doctor—Dr. Gibbons—a highly educated man, who 
understands quite clearly the principle of mutual cau-
sality. But he is ignoring that in favour of a political 
narrative which is dishonest and which is not helpful.  

We need to have a more honest debate on 
these issues. If the honourable doctor would have 
come and said, Look, it’s a combination of factors—
the global economy crashing, the impact of some of 
the immigration policies of the Progressive Labour 
Party Government, the issues out outsourcing and 
technological change, altogether combining to some 
of the challenges that we face and continue to face, 
then I would not have a problem. But we are not hear-
ing that from that side, Mr. Speaker, and we cannot 
week after week allow that dishonest narrative to be 
propounded unchallenged.  

They eliminated the long-term residency re-
quirements. They have (again, to use their term) “lib-
eralised” the work permit regime, but yet the economy 
itself is still on life support. The man still has not been 
resuscitated to any large degree. 

But no, I guess you know they want to speak 
about this fairy tale about hundreds or scores of hu-
man resource persons continuing to tell them over the 
last two years that it was the PLP and their immigra-
tion policies which have undermined and which have 
destroyed Bermuda’s economy. Maybe it was just 
really the comments of the Junior Minister of Home 
Affairs and some of his cronies. Maybe those were the 
people that they have now extrapolated were the 
source of this negative narrative about the PLP’s gov-
ernance. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes? 

POINT OF ORDER 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I do not know where the 
Honourable Member is going with this when he talks 
about the “Junior Minister and his cronies.” I do not 
think that is proper language, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member, carry on. 
Just be careful of your language, that’s all. 

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Well, I will put it this way, 
Mr. Speaker: We know that that Member has been the 
one most assiduous in this House for pushing that 
false narrative about the cause of the country’s eco-
nomic woes. It has served them well politically, but it 
is not serving the country well now, because we need 
to have a more mature discussion about the very real 
factors that are driving Bermuda’s economy and its 
inability to resuscitate itself, as I said. 

I heard one of my Members only a few min-
utes ago opine by way of interpolation that . . . you 
know, in other words, where were you when we had 
the highest number of work permits in Bermuda’s his-
tory during the hyper-boom that took place in this 
economy during the early to mid-2000s?  

Come on! 
The Progressive Labour Party presided over 

the largest economic expansion in Bermuda’s history. 
And if we are going to have, again, a more harmoni-
ous debate and discussion in this House, then I think 
they need to be a little bit more honest in terms of how 
. . . in terms of their analysis and the way they pro-
pound and express their views on Bermuda’s econ-
omy and the PLP’s role in it. Certainly, we know that 
in a country as polarised, particularly on racial and 
class lines, under the PLP Government most of their 
support base did very well economically. We know 
that. 

Mr. Speaker, the current Bill before us is one 
[that] I would consider represents, again, the third rail 
of Bermudian politics. People think it is immigration . . 
. or education, I should say. . . that is problematic as 
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well for anyone who . . . some would say, have the 
misfortune of being the Minister of Education. But I 
believe immigration is also in that category, because 
issues of race, class and these other very, very con-
troversial issues in Bermudian life come into play on 
the issue of immigration. And it is no different, again, 
with this Bill. 
 I do not think that we are going to find most 
Bermudians willing, on our side of the aisle, to support 
this because, frankly, they do not think it is in their 
interest in terms of the mid to long term. The Govern-
ment, on the other hand, may feel that it is in the in-
terest of their core support base and they may feel 
that it is in the interest of them politically. But that is 
where we beg to differ. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I am not going to go on 
much longer. Suffice it to say that, again, if we are 
going to have a more honest discussion on this econ-
omy, I would hope the Members are prepared to be a 
little bit more honest in how they describe the causal 
factors that led to Bermuda’s economic decline. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will now recognise the Minister for 
Finance, the Honourable Bob Richards. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I would just like to make a few points. 

The first one I want to make is that immigra-
tion policy is economic policy. We have heard a lot of 
talk, like the Honourable Member who just took his 
seat, about racial divides. We talk about class divides 
and all these other things, but you look at the world 
around us, immigration is generally about economics. 
Because, Mr. Speaker, as the Honourable Member 
Dr. Gibbons mentioned, there is this inconvenient 
link—it is a very strong link—between the number of 
people that live in a country and the change in the 
number of people and the economy itself. It is virtually 
impossible to have a growing economy with a declin-
ing population. So the two are inextricably linked. 

One of the Members from the other side men-
tioned earlier that— 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Walton Brown: The Honourable Member is mis-
leading the House. 
 
The Speaker: Yes? 
 

Mr. Walton Brown: He is articulating an economic 
theory as fact. And that is misleading the House. 
There are different theories about economic develop-
ment, and the Honourable Member knows that. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not think it is a the-
ory, Mr. Speaker. In any case, I do not know of any 
country that has economic growth and a population 
decline. If the Honourable Member can show me one, 
you know, I will give in. All right? But I do not know of 
any. There is a very, very strong link between popula-
tion movements and economic growth. 
 One of the Members from the other side said 
earlier that, Well, you know, back in the days when we 
had a smaller population and we had, you know, 
prosperity . . . you know, before we had this growth in 
population having to do with international business. 
What that particular analysis fails to take into account 
is that we did have a lot more people in those days—
they were called tourists. We had a lot more tourists in 
those days. So the visitors, irrespective of whether 
they are here for three to five days and staying in a 
hotel or whether they are here for five to ten years 
working for an IB company, we need people from 
abroad. And people from abroad have been the fuel 
that has fired the Bermuda economy since its incep-
tion.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: People would . . . you 
know, I heard a lot of Members who like to talk about 
history. Not too many of them talk about economic 
history. All right? I like economic history, Mr. Speaker. 
You look at the development of Bermuda. A lot of our 
prosperity has had to do with the influx of people from 
abroad, whether it is people up at the Royal Naval 
Dockyard, whether it is people at the US bases, all of 
these influxes of people have helped to drive the 
Bermuda economy—influx of people who are tourists 
and influx of people for IB. All right? All of these peo-
ple have come here and they have spent money here 
and driven our economy. 
 So the notion that somehow that there is a de-
coupling between people coming here and somehow 
we can create jobs for Bermudians if we would only 
keep these evil foreigners out does not work from an 
economic standpoint. It does not work. So when we 
get criticised for (quote/unquote) “liberalising” immi-
gration policy, you know, it is because we understand 
the fundamental link between population movement 
and economic growth. So that is my first important 
point. 
 My second point, Mr. Speaker, has to do with 
the property market itself. Now, we passed legislation 
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having to do with a tax on foreigners owning property, 
and we lowered that tax very significantly to encour-
age non-Bermudians to buy Bermuda property. Now, 
why did we do that? Because the price of property is 
an underpinning of people’s sense of wealth. They call 
it, in economics. They call it the “wealth effect.” All 
right? It is a fundamental underpinning of how wealthy 
people feel they are. 

And in Bermuda we have been particularly 
fixated on property, more so than people in other 
countries. And there is a reason for that. Because we 
do not have sophisticated financial markets, you 
know, equity markets and stocks (and all that sort of 
stuff) that people in big countries can invest in. All 
right? The average Bermudian, when you talk to him 
about investment, you are talking to that person . . . 
that person will think about getting a piece of the rock. 
I mean, that is what investment is to the average 
Bermudian. So, you know, the wealth effect is really 
important. And the problem is that at the turn of 2008 
and 2009 we saw a very sharp reduction in the price 
of Bermuda property. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, there was once a kind of 
unspoken rule, perhaps even spoken rule, in Ber-
muda, and that was that prices may go up and down 
in other places, but the price of Bermuda real estate 
never goes down. Well, we now know that is not true. 
We now know Bermuda is like any place else, and if 
you get the wrong economic conditions, prices of 
property will go down—and they have. 

Now, what effect does that have on a lot of 
things? Well, in the first place, in order to get this 
economy to recover it needs fuel of various sorts. I 
just mentioned population, and the spending of that 
population is part of the fuel. 

One of the other types of fuel that you can 
have is the expansion of credit, i.e., bank loans. And 
we do not have very sophisticated credit markets in 
Bermuda, but we do have credit markets. We have 
got banks. Well, the data is very clear that since 2009 
the banks have been shrinking credit in Bermuda. The 
credit has been shrunk more and more and more. I 
have complained about it in the budget period earlier 
this year. One of the reasons that it is taking place, 
Mr. Speaker, is because most of the collateral that 
Bermudians put up for loans is real estate.  

Now, if the price, if the value of that real es-
tate is going down year after year after year, you can 
be sure that the bank is not going to lend you any 
money on that collateral. So the decline in the value of 
real estate in Bermuda has been a big reason why 
banks will not lend money, because the only collateral 
most Bermudians have is their house or some piece 
of property somewhere. 

So there is a direct connection between Mr. 
Jones who wants to start a small business in this Is-
land, but cannot get a loan at the bank . . . there is a 
direct connection between that guy who, if he got a 
loan, could hire two or three people . . . a direct con-

nection between him and this immigration policy be-
cause the immigration policy is trying to stabilise the 
price of real estate in Bermuda. And the price of real 
estate and the wealth effect is critical insofar as credit 
markets are concerned. 

As Finance Minister, I have been pounding 
the table on credit markets and how they have been 
working against the desire of everybody in Bermuda. 
The desire to get this train rolling again, the credit 
market behaviour has worked against us on this. But a 
big part of that is the price of real estate because that 
is the main source of collateral that people have at the 
bank. So that is a very important point and this is what 
we are trying to address here.  

Now, somebody said earlier that I had said 
that our tax initiative did not have the kind of effect on 
construction that we would have liked. And that is 
true. But the tax initiative that we had did have some 
effect on the price of property. Now, you know, we do 
not want the price of real estate in Bermuda to be gal-
loping along at 20, 30, 40 per cent a year like it once 
was back in the 1980s and 1990s. We do not want 
that; that is bad for everybody. But on the other side of 
the equation, we do not want the price of property go-
ing down either. So that is part of the problem that we 
have that we need to fix. 

Now, I recall, I guess it was in the early 
1990s, Mr. Speaker, that Bermuda was debating 
whether or not we should get rid of exchange control. 
Having worked in exchange control, I knew how bu-
reaucratic it was, and I was one of the proponents of 
abolition or relaxation of exchange control. And a lot 
of people in Bermuda—a lot of business people in 
Bermuda—were dead against it because they felt that 
if we relaxed exchange control, a lot of money would 
leave Bermuda and the property market would decline 
because of it, because a lot of people had their money 
trapped in Bermuda, so they had to buy property with 
it. 

As you know, Mr. Speaker, in the event, ex-
change control was relaxed. But there was a great 
deal of inflow of capital and people coming into Ber-
muda for the next 10 to 15 years that completely 
overcompensated for that. So again, we get back to 
the movement of people. The movement of people is 
a very, very, very powerful source in terms of the eco-
nomic state of an economy. And when we started to 
lose people, as Dr. Gibbons alluded to earlier in his 
presentation, when we started to lose people, we 
started to lose a number of expats in . . . well, actually 
it kind of started in 2007 before the economy went 
south, but it continued at a tremendous rate after that. 
And we also had Bermudians leaving. All right? So I 
mean, I am hearing stuff from the other side about, 
you know, they still want to blame their poor perform-
ance on the global economy. But, Mr. Speaker, the 
global economy has been— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
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[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, you will have a 
chance.  
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The global economy has 
been in growth mode for five years. Right? Five years. 
And, you know, we are still struggling. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, we are not struggling as 
much as the Honourable Members on the other side 
would like to say that we are struggling.  

A statistic came out just yesterday on retail 
sales, and I can tell you, as someone who has in a 
former life been responsible for generating some of 
those statistics, and someone who been an analyst of 
them for years, that I agree with another economic 
commentator, Craig Simmons, when he says that the 
most important economic statistic for Bermuda is retail 
sales. I agree with him 100 per cent. Retail sales 
came out yesterday, or the day before yesterday, and 
it was up over 2 per cent. And it is the seventh con-
secutive month that we have had year-over-year 
growth of retail sales. 
 Mr. Speaker, this economy is turning around. 
Somebody (I think the Honourable Member, Mr. 
Commissiong) said that we cannot resuscitate this 
economy. We are resuscitating this economy, Mr. 
Speaker, as we speak. You know, we have got the 
oxygen mask over the patient’s face and the patient is 
responding. It really is. So these measures that we 
are putting in place are not measures that are just be-
ing met with a flat line across the screen. The pulse is 
starting to kick in here. So these things are working. 
 And I just want to sort of go to my last point 
here because I do not want to speak for long. At the— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You enjoy it? I am glad to 
hear that Honourable Member. I am glad to hear that.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: He is lying right? 
 One of the Honourable . . . you know, I was 
always accused . . . well, not always, but I have been 
accused of [being] a horrible person by saying once 
that money does not grow on trees. But let me sort of 
rephrase that one, Mr. Speaker. It is rephrased this 
way: Jobs do not grow on trees. What jobs do is . . . 
jobs are the fruit of free enterprise. If you stimulate 
free enterprise, you will create jobs. This immigration 
policy change and the measures that the Honourable 
Shadow . . . sorry, the Honourable Junior Minister is 
bringing to this House today are measures that sup-
port and encourage free enterprise, the thing that cre-
ates jobs. 

 As I said to another Member when he was 
speaking, he was talking about jobs and people not 
working and I said, Work at what? Work where? You 
have to have employers to have jobs. Even if you are 
your own employer, as an entrepreneur, you have to 
have employers to have jobs. So when you put in a 
policy to help create jobs, you had better have a policy 
to help employers prosper because that is the only 
way you are going to create jobs. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, what we are being pre-
sented here by the Honourable Junior Minister is a raft 
of measures to help create jobs by assisting and en-
couraging job creators. 
 Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Members care to 
speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 10— 
 
Mr. Glen Smith: No, [constituency] 14 today. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, [constituency] 14 . . . 14, excuse 
me, MP Glen Smith. 
 You have the floor. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. Glen Smith: No, certainly not. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 First of all, I just want to declare my interest 
as my wife does own a small “boutique” real estate 
company. That is what the larger firms call her, so I 
thought I would declare that interest. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Mr. Glen Smith: However, what I did do is go and 
speak to one of the larger real estate companies this 
week, actually two of them. And there are statistics 
within these firms that they believe, and so I would like 
to share if I can. 
 In 2008, between 2008 and . . . sorry, in 2008, 
over 700 properties sold, which are residential sales. 
Nothing to do with fractional ownership at all. And in 
2012, they plummeted down to 200 properties. But, 
obviously, over the course between 2008 and 2012 it 
came down. However, 2015 . . . because I asked 
them, Where do you think we are going to end up? 
They believe that small moderate growth of 250 to 
maybe 300, if [they] are lucky, by the end of this fi-
nancial year for them. 
 So what we have seen over the past years, 
particularly the past seven years, is obviously there 
has been a decline in property. People did buy at the 
top of the market. I am one of them. And some people 
have even seen as much as a 50 per cent decline in 
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what the real estate is worth today. A small number, 
but it is there. 
 And what this can be contributed to is obvi-
ously an economic downturn, an over surplus, we had 
built too much in a short span of time, and then obvi-
ously we had the exodus of foreign work permit hold-
ers, as well as even Bermudians leaving our country. 
 Mr. Speaker, the list goes on, regardless of 
who is to blame. Nobody is to blame. There is . . . we 
cannot continue . . . so we have to take it upon our-
selves to try to do something else where we can 
stimulate this economy and we are trying in a number 
of ways. And this Bill today is one of them.  
 We saw in 2013 when we lowered the tax, we 
started to see some green shoots in activity, which we 
have. We have seen, as the Minister said who just 
took his seat, with the index, CPI has grown, particu-
larly in the retail industry over the last seven consecu-
tive months, which is a story within itself that things 
are going in the right direction. 
 But the downturn in real estate continues to 
adversely affect our fellow Bermudians. And why do I 
say that? Unfortunately, we have had people that are 
unemployed, cannot afford to pay their mortgages. So 
unfortunately there are foreclosures. And, you know, I 
think history will show that the banks were absolutely 
wrong when they were offering 100 per cent financing, 
no money down, just take the property and off you go. 
Because the reality is not everybody can afford to be 
able to do that at all because when something does 
go wrong, unfortunately, you lose your job, you are 
not able to make your payments, and that has clearly 
happened in some of these cases. 
 Mr. Speaker, the other side of the coin is we 
have an older generation. We have an older genera-
tion that have very large properties, but at the end of 
the day are cash poor. And, unfortunately, a lot of 
these homes, they cannot . . . these people cannot get 
financing from the banks in order to fix them up to 
bring them up to scratch, and consequently they are 
not able to live in the standard of living that they 
should be able to live in, and that would be, one, to be 
able to sell their homes. And quite frankly these 
homes are tired and these are the homes that, per-
haps, could be bought by the PRCs. 
 You know, a lot of these people wish to down-
size. There obviously has been a lack of buyers out 
there in this price bracket and, as I said, it is property 
rich, cash poor. 
 So when we look at what this piece of legisla-
tion is doing in order to allow the PRCs to buy these 
properties, it is what it will do particularly for this gen-
eration—the older generation—that needs the cash in 
order to live out the rest of their lives, [and this] will 
create a new market. Because what you have in these 
PRCs . . . and I listened to the Honourable Members 
across the way, which is absolutely correct. Not every 
PRC is going to be out running to buy a house. But 
there are PRCs that worked extremely hard—both 

husband and wife—and have made money. Conse-
quently what this will do is allow them to keep that 
money and spend that money in Bermuda rather than 
going and buying another property in another jurisdic-
tion.  

So what does that do? That creates jobs for 
those that are in the construction business, plumbing, 
electrical, painters, landscapers and the list goes on. 
So there is a multiplier effect, not a trickle effect, a 
multiplier [effect]. 
 If you go out today and you look at what is 
going on in the construction business . . . because I 
know I am selling trucks these days (and I will declare 
my interest being in the car business) is we have seen 
an increase recently, particularly in the construction 
industry, of smaller firms buying trucks that have not 
put money back into the business over the years be-
cause there has not been any business. But now they 
are seeing shoots where things are starting to hap-
pen, which is absolutely correct. 
 The other thing with the PRC is they do have 
roots here, they are connected to Bermuda, and many 
of them—all of them, or many of them—love Ber-
muda. And, you know, if it was not for the PRCs a lot 
of our sporting events would not be as successful as 
they are today—the running club, triathlon, the list 
goes on . . . squash, hockey and so forth and so forth. 
So they are vested in our community. And these are 
the people that should be rewarded to be able to own 
a piece of the rock, or another piece of the rock of 
Bermuda, which we are trying to do. 
 And Mr. Speaker, I would also like to talk 
about the ARV [annual rental value] threshold of 173 
to . . . $177,000 down to $153,000. The truth of the 
matter is those homes are [in the] $2 million to $4 mil-
lion bracket. That is above what the average person 
can spend anyway. There are not a lot of them out 
there. So it is not like we are opening up the flood-
gates in allowing this to happen. There are only a cer-
tain amount of people that can afford that, there are 
not many Bermudians that can afford a $4 million 
home. And when you get a buyer for a $4 million 
home or a $3 million home, you need people to run 
that home, which creates jobs, and the list goes on 
again. 
 Mr. Speaker, in closing, the amendment Act is 
essentially a stimulus to increase demand for the 
properties. This, once again, will remove pressure 
from the families and they begin to see, hopefully, li-
quidity which will increase their capital appreciation as 
well as continued job creation and rejuvenation 
throughout this Island. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29, Southampton East, MP 
Zane De Silva. 
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 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, once again we have the OBA 
Government who are not listening. They are not listen-
ing to the Opposition. They are not listening to the 
people of Bermuda. I do not know what it is going to 
take before the OBA starts listening to the people of 
this country. We have seen marches. We have seen 
our people camp out at Cabinet grounds for 72 hours. 
We have seen people camp out on these grounds, Mr. 
Speaker, all day and all night. We have seen the Sen-
ate have to be postponed because of people’s con-
cerns. When are the OBA going to listen to the people 
of this country? 
 Mr. Speaker, you will find that we on this side 
actually give some support to this Bill. And I will get 
into that a little later. But I think the Honourable Mem-
ber, Walton Brown, said it best several months ago, 
and he keeps repeating it, Mr. Speaker, and Members 
on this side keep repeating it. And it is the phrase 
“comprehensive immigration reform.” 
 Mr. Speaker, we could avoid hours and hours 
and hours of debate if we would have, as the Honour-
able Member suggested some months ago, to form a 
bipartisan joint select committee for comprehensive 
immigration reform. We agree that the system is bro-
ken. We have a PRC mother, a status husband, we 
have a status child, we have a non-Bermudian child—
it needs to be fixed and it should be fixed, Mr. 
Speaker. But we keep coming to this House with 
these bits and pieces of immigration changes when 
we could—together—we could come up with compre-
hensive reform that would be good for most. And it 
would have to be reviewed as decades passed, Mr. 
Speaker. But at least we could have done that. 
 But the OBA and the stern . . . arrogant (I will 
not say bull-headed, Mr. Speaker, I will say arrogant) 
ways will not, did not, and still won’t look at joining 
together and sitting down with some of the heads on 
that side, maybe some heads on this side, and maybe 
some people from outside for their opinions.  

The Honourable Member, Grant Gibbons, 
talked about how he sat down with 12 Human Re-
source departments from household name compa-
nies. What for? To get feedback. Why do we not do it 
together instead of coming up here every couple of 
months with a bit of change here and a bit change 
there that is going to irritate people of this country? 
And it does. History shows that . . . the last several 
years, two and a half to be exact. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I encourage the OBA Gov-
ernment to start listening to our people. It is overdue, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, let us get into the legislation itself, Mr. 
Speaker. And you know, of course, in Committee we 
will dig a little deeper. But clause 3, in particular, con-
cerns me, Mr. Speaker, because that is going to im-

pact tourist designated developments, ones that have 
already been developed and possible future develop-
ments, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, if we start selling off . . . first of 
all, we know there is a shortage of beds in Bermuda. 
We have this constant battle between increasing airlift 
[or] build a hotel. Do we build a hotel [or] do we in-
crease airlift? We want to try to chew gum and walk at 
the same time by doing both. But Mr. Speaker, what is 
this going to do to our product? What is it going to do 
to our product? If we are going to take fractionals from 
Tucker’s Point, fractionals from the Reefs, and all of a 
sudden start selling them off, what is going to happen 
to our capacity? And we know that those airlines, Mr. 
Speaker, you know those CEOs of those airlines, 
those guys are . . . they are astute. They are not send-
ing any planes here if they have not got the capacity. 
They are not doing it. 
 So here we are complaining that we do not 
have enough beds and here we are talking about sell-
ing them off, Mr. Speaker. That should give everybody 
concern. I hope this is not happening to bail anybody 
out, Mr. Speaker, because you know we know that 
there are a couple of hotel developments that got 
caught by the economic crash too, spending tens, if 
not hundreds of millions of dollars, Mr. Speaker. And 
all of a sudden we have empty units. I hope that is not 
the case, Mr. Speaker. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, if we do that, we may not 
have anything left. And by the way, Mr. Speaker, if we 
are going to allow these fractionals and hotel condos 
to be sold, are we going to get a credit for the conces-
sions that they were given over the last 15 years? The 
Government gave up a lot of taxpayers’ money to en-
courage hotels to develop their product, to increase 
their beds. Are we going to get some of that back if all 
of a sudden they are sold, Mr. Speaker? I am sure 
that everybody will agree that that is in the hundreds 
of millions of dollars. So are we going to get any 
back? I would like to hear . . . the Honourable Member 
from St. George’s, Mr. Bascome, says, Yes. I cannot 
wait to get into Committee and hear what . . . or 
maybe he might speak and let us know before we get 
in Committee. Yes. So let us see what he has to say 
about that, Mr. Speaker. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, another issue I have is 
this, if we are going to allow PRC holders to purchase 
maybe two homes . . . and maybe the Junior Minister 
might be able to help us out. I will gladly take my seat, 
or he might be making notes for Committee. But Mr. 
Speaker, is Mr. Pimental, who has PRC, going to be 
allowed two homes? Is Mrs. Pimental going to be al-
lowed two homes? And is the son of these parents 
going to be able to get two homes? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And the answer, Mr. Cole 
Simons says, is, Yes. 
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[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, okay. All right. So 
there we go. One family can get six houses, Mr. 
Speaker—just confirmed by the Honourable Member, 
Mr. Cole Simons. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, let us look at that. And I 
thank the Honourable Member, Mr. Simons, for that 
confirmation. Now, let us think about this for a mo-
ment. I think there were about 600 or 700 . . . 800 ap-
plications for PRC holders to . . . that have applied for 
Bermuda status. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, the Honourable Mem-
ber Pat . . . no, I am not going to dignify that with an 
answer. 
 Mr. Speaker, we know that there were about 
600 . . . 700 applications for status. How many have 
been given?  
 Mr. Speaker, now if you take the amount of 
PRCs that we have, and if it is 600 or 700, and if it is 
maybe the wives and if it is maybe the children . . . 
and Mr. Speaker, let me put my hand up. I have 
signed my name to give some people PRC certifi-
cates, Mr. Speaker, and glad to do so . . . glad to do 
so. But, Mr. Speaker, what we have to be careful of 
with this legislation is how many homes do we have 
available for the average Bermudian? How many? 
How many will be snapped up by families of PRCs? 
 Mr. Speaker, if I have been a PRC for the last 
15, 20 years and I have not been able to buy a house, 
what do I have? I work, my family works, if I have not 
bought real estate overseas, I would like to think that I 
have saved some money and it is in the bank. So 
what is going to happen, Mr. Speaker? PRCs will be 
able to buy houses and buy them fairly quickly. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And the Honourable Mem-
ber Cole Simons is helping me out again. He says, 
Bermudians save too.  

Yes, we do, Mr. Speaker. But can Bermudians 
save the amount that PRCs have been able to save? 
It is already . . . the statistics will show us that on av-
erage PRC workers make substantially more than our 
Bermudian counterparts, Mr. Speaker. And, Mr. 
Speaker, their Bermudian counterparts have families, 
they have mothers and grandmothers that they have 
to look after and support. They have brothers and sis-
ters who have families that they have to support, 
many of them who are not working.  
 So, I say to Mr. Cole Simons, yes, Bermudi-
ans save. But we have not had the luxury of saving as 
much as the PRCs. And, therefore, their pockets, their 

buying power, Mr. Speaker, with the pass of this legis-
lation, overnight, is going to be very, very powerful.  
 Now, we have to ask the question, the Hon-
ourable Member, Glen Smith, talked about the sale of 
homes in the last couple of years. How many of those 
homes, Mr. Speaker, are going to be available for our 
people? How many are available right now? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. Yes, of the people up 
in Cedar Park—his constituents. That is a good point. 
How many of those are able to buy homes? Why are 
they at Cedar Park, Mr. Speaker? That is the question 
that needs to be answered. 
 So, we have a group of people that with the 
pass of this legislation will be able to buy homes. 
What concerns us, Mr. Speaker . . . and like I said, we 
support it. We support it to this point: a PRC holder 
who has been here for 25, 30 years, okay, he has got 
PRC, I understand it. The Honourable Finance Minis-
ter gave us a nice little lecture about how it works with 
people and economics and how . . . you know, we 
understand how all that works, Mr. Speaker. But what 
we do not want is for all the opportunities for our peo-
ple, Mr. Speaker, for your grandchildren, for every-
one’s grandchildren in this House, unless they are a 
trust fund baby and they have 100 homes— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —or 99, I should say, Mr. 
Speaker. Unless you are a trust fund baby and you 
have a fund that your children, their children, their 
children, their children, their children, and their chil-
dren, no one is going to have to even have to worry 
about working let alone buy a house, Mr. Speaker. 
Unless you are in that position, how many homes are 
going to be left for Mr. and Mrs. Smith’s children? How 
many?  

I would have thought that the Junior Minister 
would certainly have brought some of those stats 
here. Maybe he will reveal them in Committee. But 
that is what concerns us, Mr. Speaker, indeed, con-
cerns us. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Dr. Gib-
bons—he is back and it is good. I waited for you. I am 
glad you did come back. The Honourable Dr. Gibbons 
talked about the PLP immigration policies were the 
cause of the loss of 300—3,000—jobs, Mr. Speaker. 
And, of course, I did get up on a point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the OBA continue to say that our 
immigration policy [caused] the loss of thousands of 
jobs in Bermuda. The Honourable Minister, the Hon-
ourable Dr. Gibbons, also talked about . . . he spoke 
to 12 human resource departments, household 
names, Mr. Speaker. Well, Mr. Speaker, I talked to 
some of these people too, and I did prior to 2008. In 
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fact, I would like to remind the Honourable Dr. Gib-
bons and the OBA that under the Progressive Labour 
Party we had the most work permits in our history—
how we forget—in our history. We had the largest 
amount of work permit holders in our history under a 
Progressive Labour Party Government. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You see, Mr. Speaker? So 
when the shoe fits in certain circumstances, the OBA 
likes to wear it. But they forget. We do not forget, Mr. 
Speaker. 

And the Honourable Dr. Gibbons refuses to 
admit, and I think he used the words, the truth isn’t 
pleasant (when we get up on this side and object). 
The truth isn’t pleasant.  

Well, it is not pleasant, Mr. Speaker, the Hon-
ourable Members of the OBA Government . . . they 
. . . it is not pleasant when we remind them that the 
world economic crash was largely, if not solely, re-
sponsible for Bermuda’s problems that we find our-
selves in today. It is no different than Ireland, Portu-
gal, Spain, Greece, and the list is long, Mr. Speaker. 
The PLP did not cause Wall Street to fall. The PLP did 
not cause banks to close, Mr. Speaker, Lehman 
Brothers to fold. We did not cause that, Mr. Speaker, 
but they would have you believe that. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, sir, they would have 
you believe that the PLP caused the world economic 
crash in 2008. Yes, they would, Mr. Speaker. But you 
know what? People in Bermuda are a little smarter 
than that. You might try and get away with it but you 
will not, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Dr. Gibbons 
also reminded us that this is going to create jobs. And 
he said jobs have improved dramatically in the last 16, 
18 months. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think he said it was 171 jobs 
that the international business has brought— 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, if the 
Honourable Member would like— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Is that a point of order? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —I could clarify. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, he— 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I will do a point of 
order if wants,— 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: But yes— 

 
The Speaker: Go ahead. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: What I actually said 
was that in the last year the number of jobs in the in-
ternational business sector had increased by 161, 
which was the first increase in seven years. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And if he were not so quick 
to jump to his feet, I did say that. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, I did, Mr. Speaker. He 
has got to listen more. See? He is so quick to defend 
the indefensible he is not listening, and that is unlike 
the good doctor. So . . . but he did say the jobs have 
improved dramatically. What, 171, Mr. Speaker? What 
about the 1,600 that were lost? 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: What I said, if the 
Honourable Member had been listening, was that 
there had been an extraordinary decline—
haemorrhage, I think, was the word I used—prior to 
2012. But the job loss had declined dramatically in the 
last few years . . . couple of years. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 

Carry on, MP. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Mr. Speaker, yes. And 
you know what? Haemorrhaging is not a bad word 
because it is true. That world economic crash did 
make us haemorrhage, Mr. Speaker, because prior to 
that crash, as I said, we had the most work permit 
holders in our history . . . just a year before. Yes, Mr. 
Speaker, that is when we started getting slammed, 
right after that crash. That is when people started 
leaving—10,000 people left the Cayman Islands dur-
ing that six month period, Mr. Speaker. I guess PLP 
was responsible for that too. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Of course we were. 
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 But you see, Mr. Speaker, let us not forget, 
the Honourable Dr. Gibbons just said, again, that they 
created 171 jobs in international business. What about 
the 1,600 jobs that were lost in their first 18 months? 
Let us talk about that. Jobs were created . . . 161 in 
international business. How many were Bermudian 
and how many were non-Bermudian? I will sit down. 
Oh, he does not have that answer, Mr. Speaker, but 
that is what I am interested in too. 
 Yes, foreign jobs are good for Bermuda. They 
rent, they eat, they bring family in. We got that. But 
there are a lot of our Bermudian people that are not 
eating, Mr. Speaker. That is why we passed the Good 
Samaritan Act last week. We have people that are 
hungry. Now we are going to deprive our children’s 
children’s children’s children from owning real estate 
in our country. And to think that one family of four can 
buy six houses, Mr. Speaker, it is a sad day.  

Give me the numbers now. If we have 20,000 
homes and we have 600 PRCs and, okay, they have 
300 children, there are 900 homes, but we have an-
other 1,300 in that category for our people—okay, we 
can have . . . let us have a conversation. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, I do not think that is where 
we are at. I do not think we are at— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member 
from St. George’s says, Where’s the Uighurs?  

Are you kidding me?  
The Uighurs are working. Yeah, the Uighurs 

are here and they are working. Yes, they are. And of 
course, Mr. Speaker, we talk about the Uighurs, let us 
talk about them. 
 The President of the United States, Mr. 
Speaker, was grateful—our greatest trading partner, 
our biggest trading partner, Mr. Speaker. That is who 
asked us to help them out. 
 Now, I wonder what the OBA would do if they 
had that request bestowed upon them by the Presi-
dent of the United States. Would they tell him go catch 
a . . . come on! Come on, Mr. Speaker. And look, let 
us not try and divert. You talk about for jobs . . . I 
would like the Honourable Member from St. George’s 
to get up and tell this House where 1,600 jobs went 
since December 2012. The same OBA Government 
said they were going to create 2,000 jobs—create—
We are going to create 2,000 jobs. That was the 
promise. Another promise broken. Another one bro-
ken—2,000 jobs, Mr. Speaker. But they did not create 
2,000, they lost 1,600—1,600 that we know of. We 
have not got these statistics.  

Clarien Bank fired or made 11 people redun-
dant yesterday, another 10 Bermudians out of work, 
Mr. Speaker, by the Honourable Member Dr. Gibbons 
who sits in this House. Wow! How we talk . . . what do 
they call it? The “forked tongue” in the Indian lan-
guage . . . a forked tongue, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, the other thing that we have to 
think about is this: If all the PRCs buy houses, what is 
going to happen to the places they currently rent? 
Hmm? Have we thought about that yet? Do PRC 
holders live down in Tucker’s Town in Dr. Gibbon’s 
apartment? Nope. Nope, nope and nope, Mr. 
Speaker, they do not. They do not live in Tucker’s 
Town and they do not live out in Fairylands, Mr. 
Speaker. So where are these PRC holders living 
now? What is going to happen to those apartments 
when they leave, Mr. Speaker? Hmm?  

The Honourable Junior Minister is right. Yes, 
we need more people here. It would be nice. But we 
have been hearing that for two and a half years, Mr. 
Speaker. We have been hearing it for two and a half 
years and we have not seen anything yet.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, no, no, we did see— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members.  
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I 
appreciate that. 
 You know, to use a phrase that the Premier 
likes to use all the time, when you hit home and you 
get close, they are like the hairs on the back of a dog, 
they stand up. They get a little oomph, you know, it is 
like the rooster, it is like the peacock. Well, mind you 
the peacock spreads it when they are looking for 
something else, maybe that is what they are looking 
for, I do not know, Mr. Speaker. 
 But anyway, Mr. Speaker, I do worry. I do 
worry. And I have that question. What is going to hap-
pen to the houses that are currently rented by the 
PRC holders that are going to buy their own homes? 
What are we going to do? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, that is what we heard 
next door. They are going to bring more foreigners in 
to fill them up. Well, see, this is the big question. We 
do worry about our Bermudians that are out of work, 
Mr. Speaker, and that is a big part of this whole pro-
gramme. And the Honourable Finance Minister, you 
know, talked about how that is going to help . . . this is 
going to help create jobs.  
 Well, Mr. Speaker, we have been hearing that 
for two and a half years and we do not see any fruits 
from that tree yet. 

But I will end, Mr. Speaker, at where I started. 
The OBA need to start listening to the people of this 
country. When you have people camping out on these 
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grounds, Mr. Speaker, on the Cabinet Office . . . you 
have people marching, it is time you have to listen. 
When the people of this country shut down the Senate 
Chambers because they are not happy, Mr. Speaker, 
you have got to listen to the people. And you know, 
like I said, I think that parts of this will be okay, and I 
think it is beneficial to Bermuda and Bermudians. But 
it goes too far. And I am going to continue to support 
our Member on this side, the Honourable Mr. Walton 
Brown, who continues to ask for comprehensive re-
form. And until we have comprehensive reform, Mr. 
Speaker, you are going to get people that are going to 
be very, very unhappy and they will act. 

Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 8, Smith’s South, the Gov-
ernment Whip, MP Cole Simons. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I would like to begin where the 
Honourable Member left off, and that is comprehen-
sive reform. 
 Mr. Speaker, as you will know, I have been in 
this House since 1998. I have been in Opposition for 
approximately 16 years, probably. And we in the Op-
position had been calling for immigration reform for 
most of that time. And we were consistent in that 
message. And what did we hear from the Premiers of 
that time? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: You can say what you want 
because Opposition has its say, and we will have our 
say. So get used to being in the Opposition. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Zane De Silva spoke about— 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: The Honourable Member, 
yes, spoke about an average person . . . average 
PRC family, being able to own six houses, two for 
each person. That is based on the premise that all 
PRCs are rich. 
 Mr. Speaker, I have worked with a number of 
PRCs in my life and, quite frankly, some of them 
struggle like the rest of us. Not all PRCs come in at 
the executive level, Mr. Speaker. But we need them to 
keep our economy going. We have a number of PRCs 
that come here, get caught up in the lifestyle, and 
when they leave they have nothing, they have noth-

ing. So this fallacy that this man . . . this picture that 
this man is creating is totally fallacious, it is absolutely 
nonsense, Mr. Speaker, it is nonsense. 
 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, so if he is going 
to be a representative of this House I think he should 
deliver a message that is credible and that is worthy of 
repeating and then sharing with the people of this 
country. He cannot be painting false pictures, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I do believe that the 
Honourable Member is misleading the House. I do not 
believe that the Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 29 said that all PRCs are rich. He said the statis-
tics which the Government compiles clearly state that 
they make more than Bermudians. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: That was what was said, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 Carry on, MP Simons. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I shall continue. 
 Another issue that the Honourable Member 
raised was that we do not listen to the people and we 
do not listen to the PLP. On one score he is absolutely 
right, we do not listen to the PLP, because the PLP 
and the OBA have different philosophies and we be-
lieve in different strategies in turning this economy 
around, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I hear from the 
back row, White supremacy and only for the privi-
leged. Mr. Speaker, as long as we have that mentality 
we will get nowhere. Mr. Speaker, we will get no-
where. 
 Mr. Speaker, I endorse this policy because 
there is substantive evidence to indicate that if Ber-
muda’s economy is to sustain itself we need a mini-
mum of 35[,000] to 40,000 people. And that is indis-
putable, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, we are talking about the immi-
gration. Do you recognise that most of the G20 coun-
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tries are in the same situation as us? They are looking 
for new capital. Capital comes with people, Mr. 
Speaker. Capital comes with people.  
 Mr. Speaker, what have they been doing? 
They have been going overseas . . . the City of Lon-
don has been going overseas on business develop-
ment trips to get investors to invest and set up busi-
ness in London. The same thing applies to Toronto. 
The same thing applies to municipalities in the US. 
Bermuda, if it is to sustain itself, must perform that 
same exercise, Mr. Speaker. We must do what is 
necessary to attract human capital in this country, or 
to this country. We must attract human capital to this 
country and if we are going to do that we have to bring 
the creators of the capital to Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, as I said, we have heard about 
commercial immigration. This is just another example 
of countries like Canada, Nevis, Australia, US, UK, 
looking for people to come to their shores to boost . . . 
to help them boost their economy. We are no differ-
ent, Mr. Speaker. We are looking and competing for 
capital. We are competing for the entrepreneurs. We 
are competing for the professionals, Mr. Speaker. We 
are competing for doctors and lawyers, nurses, teach-
ers, entrepreneurs. 
 Mr. Speaker, when we make our jurisdiction 
attractive to these business developers, these busi-
ness makers, then we would see our economy turn 
around because we, and we have spoken about less 
red tape and more red carpet, well, Mr. Speaker, this 
is part of the red carpet. This is part of the red carpet. 
We want people to come to this country, set up shop 
and set up homes.  
 Mr. Speaker, I cannot believe how we are so 
protective. If you look around this House and go back 
10 years, 15 years, how many of us are first genera-
tion Bermudians? How many of us are second gen-
eration Bermudians? Raise your hands if you have 
been in this country and your grandmother has been 
in this country, your great-grandmother has been in 
this country, and your great-great-grandmother has 
been in this country without a foreign ancestor. 
 
The Speaker: People in the audience do not partici-
pate in that—even though you are a Senator. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: If it was not for our grandpar-
ents, our parents, our great-grandparents who are 
foreigners we would not have what we have today. 
And the process does not change. Again, more peo-
ple, more resources, more capital. That is my theory, 
that is my comment, that is my contribution, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: What Bill are you debating? 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, what Bill am I 
debating? I am debating the fact that if you want peo-
ple to come here, if you want them to stay here, if you 

want them to build up their businesses, you should 
allow them to have real estate here and property here 
that they can call their home. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, as I said, it has 
to be more welcoming. 
 Mr. Speaker, you think about the Bermudians 
who have left this country and moved overseas. They 
moved to England, they move to Canada, they moved 
to the US because— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Some of them have moved 
because they have great opportunities, and some of 
them have moved to get experience to bring their 
capital back home once they have succeeded in their 
chosen endeavours, Mr. Speaker. 
 But my point is they buy properties overseas 
and they are not in any restricted market. If I go to 
England, if I go to Canada, if I go to South Africa, and 
I [can] buy a property, I can buy it in any market I 
want, Mr. Speaker. And so we should be reciprocating 
the same, Mr. Speaker. 
 
An Hon. Member: You are mixing apples and or-
anges. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I am mixing 
apples and oranges— 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members, if Members want 
to get up and make what the Honourable Member is 
saying look like it is not good, then you have a chance 
to stand up. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Exactly. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker— 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: The Honourable Finance 
Minister spoke about the wealth effect and he was 
absolutely, absolutely correct. 
 Mr. Speaker, if we have more people in the 
economy, if we have more capital circulating in the 
economy and more people are able to buy real estate, 
it will help prop up our prices, it will help increase the 
value of our homes. Right now, as you know, a lot of 
our homes have depreciated in value and we have a 
lot of people in financial crisis with the lending institu-
tions because their collateral is no longer adequate, 
Mr. Speaker. And as a consequence, they can no 
longer get credit based on their homes. And the Fi-
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nance Minister was absolutely right, Bermudians, their 
biggest asset is their real estate—one house, two 
houses, three houses—you have taxi drivers that 
have three houses. And so when I hear that, you 
know, Bermudians cannot buy homes, yes, it is diffi-
cult, but there have been average everyday Bermudi-
ans, single mothers, that have been able to put their 
money together and save and buy a home in this 
country. And so to say that— 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, sir? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, I will remind 
the Honourable Member that the . . . I think he is mis-
leading the House. Even his own Finance Minister 
bemoaned the lack of lending on the part of Ber-
muda’s banks of which that Member should be inti-
mately aware of. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I declare my 
interest (and thank you, Honourable Member, I will 
declare my interest). But as the Minister said, the 
lending is correlated to the value of the property mar-
ket in this country, Mr. Speaker. And the Finance Min-
ister was clear in that position. 
 Mr. Speaker, those are some of the rebuttals 
that I had based on what was said earlier. Now, the 
few comments that were made by the Honourable 
Junior Minister I would like to speak to. 
 You know, people buying two houses is the 
reality. I had a client come into me and he said, Mr. 
Simons, I got my PRC and I am going to buy a house 
for myself to live in and I am going to buy a house to 
rent. Mr. Speaker, he said to me, This is my way of 
investing capital in Bermuda. This is my way of bring-
ing money that I have in London to Bermuda. And this 
is what we are looking for, so we have no apology for 
implementing this legislation, Mr. Speaker. 
 The other issue that I think is slightly skewed 
is the issue of condos. The Minister said that there 
were . . . I think the acreage for condos is 171 acres. 
And what he also said was that 171 acres are attribut-
able to designated condominiums where at least one 
unit in each is owned by a restricted person. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, this is why I think it is 
skewed. You can have a condo development that has 
10 apartments in it, but if one apartment has a re-
stricted person in it, they are going to list the whole 
property and development as expatriate. And Mr. 
Speaker, I think that needs to be changed. I just raise 
that with my Minister, I think that needs to be consid-
ered, because that is not a clear benchmark on how 

we should define acreage that is assigned to foreign 
workers or restricted persons. So I think that is some-
thing that we could take under review and advise-
ment. 
 The other issue that I would like to raise, Mr. 
Speaker, the Honourable Zane De Silva brought up 
the issue of removing the 90- to 120-day restriction for 
licence holders for the hotel properties. 
 Mr. Speaker, if I am going to invest $3 million 
for a villa, you cannot tell me that I am only going to 
spend 120 days or 90 days in that villa.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Well, that is why we are 
changing the law. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: To make it more attractive for 
other people to buy more villas. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: So, we will be removing that 
restriction to make it more attractive so that more 
people will be interested in investing in the empty 
stock that we have for a lot of these hotel properties, 
these hotel villas, and thereby support the develop-
ment of some of our hotel infrastructure. 
 The other question that was raised, I think, 
and this was not mentioned but it was of concern to 
me, was addressing property ownership. But I would 
also like to see what type of support we can give to 
people who are renting property, the rental market. 
The rental market has an integral role to play in our 
economy, in supporting our families with a local, or 
going forward, PRCs. But at the end of the day, the 
rental market is important in that it provides supple-
mental income to most families. And if we can make 
our families more economically secure, that would be 
quite useful. So I think we should provide more incen-
tives to the rental housing market. 
 Mr. Speaker, the other issue, and this is a 
more controversial issue, is that . . . we talk about the 
trust, and we are saying we are providing exclusion to 
non-Bermudians spouses who are beneficiaries under 
these trusts. My question is, have we considered also 
covering parents of Bermudian children under these 
trusts? Because we may have an 18-year old who 
may be Bermudian and may be granted property 
through a trust by his grandfather, and his grandfather 
may have passed, he settled the trust, and who is left 
is a Bermudian parent. The Bermudian parent di-
vorces, remarries, and is no longer in the life of this 
Bermudian child.  

You know we have these combined families 
now, and so you can have a Bermudian that has two 
foreign parents—a natural US father and a step-
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mother who is non-Bermudian—and so the father is 
raising this child. And the issue is, can we also extend 
it to cover non-Bermudian parents, and that is adop-
tive parents of Bermudians. I think that that is some-
thing that we could also consider and examine. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think those are my comments 
and I will end as I began. I think we all in this House 
should support this legislation because we must roll 
out the red carpet if we are really serious about infus-
ing capital into this country. And for those who say the 
immigration numbers do not count, look at India, Mr. 
Speaker. Do you know why India is so successful? 
Because of its population; the growing middle class, 
Mr. Speaker. It is the biggest economy in the world. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: But, Mr. Speaker, the same 
thing is China. One of the largest economies in the 
world, their middle class is growing. And because 
their— 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: —middle class continues to 
grow, Mr. Speaker— 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: What is your point of order? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, the Member is 
misleading the House. It is not the size of the respec-
tive Indian or Chinese population that accounts for 
their more recent economic success. It has to do with 
the policies that they have enacted over the last— 
 
The Speaker: All right. Okay, thank you. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —few years. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: We all know that China was 
desperate before— 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —not too long ago. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, thank you. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: So, Mr. Speaker, I take his 
point, but what I am saying is with the growth of their 
economy there is more capital. The middle class is 
expanding. And because the middle class is expand-

ing there is more economic growth. And so what I am 
saying is by bringing in more people to Bermuda, we 
will have the growth in our economy and, therefore, 
we will have a stronger economy and more sustain-
able economy. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Whip of the 
Opposition. She has been talking enough already to-
night, now she gets her chance to use the micro-
phone. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: The Honourable Whip, MP Foggo, you 
have the floor. 
 
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am compelled to rise to 
my feet and speak on this largely because I have 
been charged by many constituents to lend my voice 
to this if only to share their major concern regarding 
the intent or some of the intent of this legislation that 
we are looking at today. 
 I did hear the Honourable Finance Minister 
speak about Craig Simmons commenting on some of 
the comments that Craig Simmons did make. But I 
think what he left out is that Craig Simmons on many 
occasions in terms of speaking about the economy 
has stated very clearly that the downfall in this econ-
omy had much to do with the banking practice and 
private sector and had very little to do with Govern-
ment. But I did not hear the Honourable Finance Min-
ister speak to that. 
 Mr. Speaker, all of us who sit on this side of 
the House are not getting up just for the sake of ar-
gument. We are trying to advance compelling argu-
ments to ask the Government to review parts of this 
legislation because we feel that it is not in the best 
interest of the Bermudians . . . our so-called citizens, if 
you will, residents. And recent events speak to that 
when, as has been said already, people have 
marched, people have camped out, people brought 
the Senate to a standstill because of their alarm with 
this Bill, which I have to say right from the inception, 
was somewhat extraordinary in that it was brought to 
the Senate first before it came to the House.  

Now, can that be done? Yes. But usually we 
have Bills introduced here in the lower House first, 
argued, and then sent to the Senate for further review. 
But . . . and we even wondered why something would 
be done in that manner. It seemed as though it was 
being rushed. 
 My Honourable Shadow Minister of Immigra-
tion has said on countless occasions that we need 
proper comprehensive reform in immigration. And that 
is why we are here today speaking about what we see 
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as major issues for our people in this Bill, even though 
there is acknowledgement of the fact that some of the 
amendments are more than acceptable to us. But as a 
whole there are certain parts which we find totally un-
acceptable.  

When we are talking about implementing poli-
cies which have the people of Bermuda saying that 
they feel that their birthright is being sold out and 
given away, then we should pay attention to that. And 
we should step back and try and do things in a man-
ner that: (1) protects the interest of our people first; 
and (2) for those who choose to live here (for the PRC 
holders, for instance), also does things in a manner 
that is amenable to them. We are not trying to disre-
gard that constituency because they are important to 
Bermuda. 
 However, looking at our land and the selling of 
land here in Bermuda, this is where I had most of the 
concerns coming from constituents and, indeed, Ber-
mudians from St. George’s to Somerset. And their 
main concern was that they felt that their birth right 
was being sold off, Mr. Speaker. And when I talk 
about Bermudians by and large, yes, for those who 
are far more economically challenged, many of them 
have spoken up. But I can say from every walk of life, 
black and white, I have had people stopping me—
main business owners in Bermuda who have very 
successful businesses, saying they do not agree with 
that particular aspect of this legislation. They believe 
that their children and grandchildren will have very 
little to look forward to.  
 And so, Mr. Speaker, I am compelled to stand 
here and try and be their voice and to ask the Gov-
ernment to have a rethink about that particular aspect 
of this legislation which, if you will, puts some mem-
bers of our society in direct competition, as they see it, 
with them. I can think of countless situations where 
you have young professional Bermudians who make a 
very good living and, going to the bank, they get 
turned away. Yet, some of these people or even their 
friends who may not earn as much, may not have the 
same ability to buy, but yet see those same people 
get approved. And declaring my interest, I have 
worked in real estate for a long period of time, and I 
have seen a lot of that first-hand and I can say the 
Honourable Member sitting to my immediate left, like-
wise, has worked in real estate for many, many years 
and he too has witnessed this type of practice again 
and again and again. 
 So we have to stand on our feet and try and 
be the voice because is it a level playing field? Is 
there fairness? Is each individual treated the same 
way? No. You have bankers who work in the bank 
who in private will share some of the practices and the 
treatment that they see being doled out to different 
people, and it varies vastly. But, of course, you cannot 
name them because tomorrow they will not have a 
job. They cannot say anything because tomorrow they 

will not have a job, but they see unfair practices every 
day, Mr. Speaker. 
 So when we have a situation that may lead to 
. . . let me put it differently. Bermudians should always 
. . . and I know we have all heard this before in this 
House. Bermudians should always come first in their 
own country. They should be the first up for employ-
ment. They should be the first up for consideration of 
buying houses and the like and yet time and time 
again we are seeing the opposite, to the degree that 
we have had an exodus of . . . I guess, intellectuals, 
because they have the qualifications, they accepted 
the promise that if you do what you are supposed to 
do in school, if you go away and educate yourself . . . 
and they even, according to the Government listing, 
seeing the areas where you need people, Bermudi-
ans, for employment, they go and pursue degrees in 
those areas and come back.  

Some of them come back with experience and 
come back and are still denied jobs. And some of 
those people, when they are looking at their foreign 
counterparts, outperform them on every level and they 
still get turned down for the job. And we all have to 
eat. 

I love Bermuda. And I will pick this place first 
every day, any day, any time of the day. I am here 
because it is my home, it is where I have raised my 
children, and it is where I want to be. And so many of 
the people who have travelled have found themselves 
having to go overseas do not go because the grass is 
so-called greener on the other side, because there is 
better opportunity. And I did say many because we do 
know that some do go for those reasons. Many go 
because they do not have any other choice. 

I just want to dispel the notion that every sin-
gle person who is without a job . . . it is because they 
are under-qualified, unskilled, and the like. That is not 
true. We have a high portion of those people who are 
more than qualified for many positions throughout the 
different industries in this Island, and yet cannot ac-
quire gainful employment. 

Now we seem to be in a situation in a country 
where land is scarce, where a certain segment of the 
population (according to the statistics) does not enjoy 
the same level of wealth and income, and so it is al-
ways because of that more difficult for them to acquire 
what most people wish to acquire—a home and a sta-
ble, peaceful life. 

So, Mr. Speaker, when we look at legislation 
that, even when we are looking at it has a component 
which is retroactive, which will allow anyone who has 
circumvented the law by owning land in trusts to get 
away with that— 

 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. Mr. Speaker, I have to— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, go ahead, Honourable Member. 
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POINT OF ORDER 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, I have heard this 
argument made a number of times by Members from 
that side, and I was trying to wait until the end so that I 
can respond to each person individually, but that is 
inaccurate. The retroactivity does not apply to people 
who have broken the law in terms of fronting. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you— 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It does not apply. 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: So I am saying that now 
and I will expand upon it— 

The Speaker: Thank you very much. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —when I make my 
comments at the end. 

Thank you. 

The Speaker: All right. 
Carry on, please. 

Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Junior Minister. 
Let me say that differently. Some people have 

acquired land that is in trust and it is unknown to the 
rest of us that they are already in violation of the law, 
they have not been found guilty of that, but as the law 
stands today, they are in violation of the law. But by 
having this component of the legislation address ret-
roactivity, those people will never face the conse-
quences of their behaviour. And to me that cannot be 
right, especially when everyday if you are reading the 
news, listening to the news, a man is put in jail for 
stealing a steak. Maybe he could not afford to buy it 
so that is why he stole it, I do not know.  

Then you have others who have the means 
and ability who wilfully break the law and they are 
never made to pay for their wrongdoing. That is unfair, 
Mr. Speaker, and it does raise the ire of many people 
because to the rest of us it speaks to . . . I guess, if 
you will, the unfairness that exists within this society, it 
speaks to— 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I have to interject once 
again. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Honourable Mem-
ber is trying to make an argument that if someone has 
committed a crime, but they have not been charged or 
found guilty, that they will not be able to be prose-
cuted. That is patently untrue and false. Whether they 
have been convicted or not this retroactive . . . retro-
spective does not apply to them. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 

Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Okay. Well, I am hearing that 
the Junior Minister is saying that . . . I guess, when 
some of these things are uncovered and they have 
been seen to have been breaking the law for all these 
years, they will not be able to benefit because of their 
wrongdoing. They will not be able to benefit. Okay, I 
am taking the Junior Minister on his word and we will 
certainly, on this side of the House, hold you to ac-
count. 

So, Mr. Speaker, in speaking on behalf of the 
constituents that said that I need to get up and be 
their voice, I want to make it clear that we have grave 
concerns regarding this piece of legislation as it 
speaks to the selling of our land. I guess, it can be 
quite a volume of land that down the road and it will 
have some serious ramifications, if we cannot see it 
today. And some of us can already see it. Then tomor-
row our children and our grandchildren will be direct 
witnesses to a policy that is going to be put in place 
today that may prevent them from being the rightful 
owners of homes in their own country. 

As I said before, Mr. Speaker, Bermudians 
should come first and foremost in their own country. 
Every law that is made, we would hope, is made in 
such a way . . . yes, that it is totally impartial and most 
definitely fair, does not seemingly treat one segment 
different from another. Because when you have that, 
then you will always have people like myself and my 
colleagues quite concerned about putting our voice to 
something in the affirmative that is going to have a 
negative impact down the road on our people. We are 
here to make law that treats the entire populace in an 
impartial manner. We are not here to make law—well, 
we should not be anyway—that sets up parameters 
which seemingly may be more beneficial to one group 
as opposed to another.  

Based on those reasons, Mr. Speaker, it 
makes it very difficult for someone like me, speaking 
for myself first now, and speaking for those Bermudi-
ans who I know are directly opposed to some of the 
amendments that we are addressing here today, I 
cannot support this legislation. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
Any other Honourable Members care to 

speak? 
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 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister for Community, Culture and Sport from Paget 
West, constituency 23, Minister Gordon-Pamplin. 
 You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am going to be very brief, but I 
have listened to some of the comments that have 
been advanced by Members opposite. And I think 
there are some things that I believe, if we can be a 
little bit calmer and take some of the emotive rhetoric 
out of it and start to examine what it is that the con-
cerns are, we can start to, perhaps, have a more bal-
anced understanding. 
 One of the things that we have heard and they 
have started off basically saying listen to the PLP, lis-
ten to the people, listen to the PLP. And what that 
translates as is, do things our way irrespective of the 
fact that you have been charged to do those things 
that are required in order to advance the country. 
 What we have seen, Mr. Speaker, are situa-
tions that we recognise, [and] immigration is a mas-
sive, massive topic. And it is one thing to say, Let’s 
have comprehensive immigration reform, but if we are 
going to sit back and do nothing until such time as we 
have the perfect picture, then we are going to move 
so far backwards and lose so many opportunities that 
I think it would be difficult for us to recover from it. So 
there are times when we have to do some things in-
crementally, this being one of them, notwithstanding 
the profound impact that it is likely to have. But you 
have to do some things incrementally instead of sitting 
back and allowing the perfect to be the enemy of the 
good, Mr. Speaker. And I just wanted to make that 
comment. 
 Now what was interesting is that we heard 
Members opposite expressing concern that there was 
a fronting file that had a depth of information and it 
appeared that people who were guilty, as it were, al-
beit not found guilty, but people who were seemingly 
doing things that were not quite in accordance with 
either the spirit or the intent of the law, that they would 
somehow be grandfathered in through this retroactive 
provision in this Act. And I am very happy to hear the 
Honourable Junior Minister indicate and underscore 
that that will not be the case. 
 Now, I do understand, Mr. Speaker, that when 
one sits in the Government one may have access to 
information that the average person does not have. 
And they would then have the ability to have in their 
arsenal information that can be utilised to say this is 
the situation that has happened. But certainly, there is 
no criminal activity that would or should be made ac-
ceptable by some kind of retroactive decision. So that 
situation, and to the extent that people are aware, Mr. 
Speaker, the way I believe it is if you are aware that 
something untoward has happened and you have 
done nothing, then by your silence you are complicit. 

So I think that it is important when people do 
have information to be able to make that information 
known to the authorities, such that those investiga-
tions can be made and that nothing that is irregular 
may appear to have been made regular because 
somebody may not have had all the i’s dotted [and] all 
the t’s crossed, and had access to the information. 
And I think that that is important. I think we have an 
obligation, certainly as legislators, but as citizens of 
this country, to make it known if there are things that 
are untoward that needs to be subjected to some fur-
ther investigation. 
 Now, one of the things that has come up with 
one of the comments that I heard earlier was that, you 
know, are we looking to protect people in the real es-
tate field who have done speculating in building at a 
time when the economy was doing well, spending 
money, building these developments, and now are 
finding themselves unable to jettison those properties 
and, therefore, is this legislation intended to protect 
those people. 
 I think that only a very cynical mind would as-
sume that this is some sort of speculation protection 
mechanism that we are trying to put in place. That is 
not true. Because Mr. Speaker, not just is there a 
situation if you looked at the fact that some people 
may have purchased property, may have . . . sorry, 
developed properties and might find themselves in the 
situation of not being able to get rid of them. That may 
very well be, but certainly this legislation is not de-
signed to protect anybody, anybody in that situation. 
 But look at the person, Mr. Speaker, who pur-
chased a home, somebody who bought a house at 
say a million dollars, and because the market has now 
depressed and the value of that house no longer can 
even support the mortgage payments that are re-
quired, because the funding was initially garnered 
based on the value of that property—banks loan 
money because they knew that they had collateral of 
a certain value—and now that collateral no longer 
holds. You now have a person, Mr. Speaker, who has 
a house, who has been paying the mortgage as best 
he can, who finds that house is now underwater and 
he cannot even sell it. He cannot even sell it. 
 So I am also, Mr. Speaker, wanting to ensure 
that we look out for the person who has that property, 
who wants to be able to sell. And I did hear the Hon-
ourable Member from [constituency] 29, I believe, the 
Honourable Member De Silva, [who asked the ques-
tion] what happens to all these houses that PRCs live 
in if they are now able to buy some other house? Mr. 
Speaker, what about the fact that same house of 
which I have just spoken may be occupied by a PRC, 
may have been there for quite a few years, and that 
might be the house that their means allow them to 
purchase? 

There seems to be some presumption by vir-
tue of the arguments that I have heard that every PRC 
is wealthy, you know, has been saving money up. And 
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according to the Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 29, they have saved all the money up, they have 
put it in the bank, and now that they have the ability to 
buy a house, now they can go down with their suit-
cases and buckets full of cash and be able to go and 
purchase a house. That is not necessarily the case.  

I am not saying that there are not people who 
are in a situation where they are far more able and 
have better means to be able to go and buy a property 
that now they are precluded from so doing because of 
the rules and regulations. But, Mr. Speaker, if we have 
the money that those people have . . . if we are able to 
lock it up here in Bermuda, then they do not have that 
money to be expended and exported elsewhere. 

One of the major challenges that we have al-
ways heard is that these foreigners come here, they 
work and they send all their money home. That has 
been a perennial challenge and argument that we 
have had against the acceptance in some circles of 
the foreign expat worker. That they come, they work, 
they earn money and they send their money home.  

Well, you know, if we are saying to them, Yes, 
you have come, you have worked, you have been 
here forever, you have your permanent resident’s cer-
tificate, you have been permitted that comfort (as it 
were)—not by something that we have done; this is 
something that has come in over time and whether it 
is right, wrong, or indifferent, it is what we are living 
with—and that those people now, we are saying to 
them, Spend your money here, keep it here, lock it in 
here, and then utilise that money in order for it to turn 
over into the economy, then you do not run the risk or 
the challenges of worrying whether somebody is 
sending their money out of the country and thereby 
having a negative impact on our economy. So I think it 
is important to make that point, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, the one thing that was done was 
to stop at two properties. And especially in the situa-
tion if you do happen to have somebody who has, for 
whatever reason because of his circumstances while 
they were here working, managed to acquire lots and 
lots of funds, we are not saying go out and leave it 
open-ended, allow people to purchase as many prop-
erties as they like. Because Mr. Speaker, notwith-
standing that we may have difficult times at the mo-
ment and some people may be underwater with their 
mortgages, we all do have children, Mr. Speaker. And 
there is going to come a time that notwithstanding that 
our circumstances may be tremendously straightened 
as a result of the economy and the impact of the 
economy of our lives, we expect that are children are 
going to do far better.  

So our children are going to be coming home 
with their respective degrees and abilities and their 
entrepreneurial activities and whatever it is that they 
do for their own successes, Mr. Speaker. Those chil-
dren are going to want to purchase real estate. So this 
Government is not going to say, Let’s leave this open-
ended, allow all of these foreign people to come in 

here, buy houses, and then our children will be be-
holden to them at some point in the future to have to 
go on bended knee to say, Please, sir, may I rent your 
house? That is not the intent.  

The intent is to create a stable situation in 
which the economy is able to continue to be buoyant 
as a result of the commitment that people make from 
their living here and from the benefits that they may 
have had. 

Now, one of the things that I have to speak to, 
the Honourable Member from [constituency] 29, and I 
do not like to . . . I do not necessarily want to pick on 
him, but just some of the comments that he made 
which actually stood out even more than some of the 
other comments that I heard was that the previous 
administration was not responsible for the worldwide 
economic crisis. And to that I agree. The Honourable 
Finance Minister has said, though, that some of the 
policies that were implemented, in fact, were such 
policies that caused people to leave the Island. That is 
without a shadow of a doubt a fact. 

Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member said in 
his presentation that under [his] administration there 
were more work permit holders than in the history of 
Bermuda. And then in the same breath he said, We 
cannot displace these Bermudians. We have to put 
our Bermudians first. So, Mr. Speaker, unless we had 
100 per cent full employment, that there was no un-
employment of Bermudians at that point in time, you 
cannot say that— 

 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: You know, that 
people . . . sorry, the Honourable Member made a 
comment which put me off. But the Honourable Mem-
ber cannot make the comment, Mr. Speaker, that— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Honourable Members! 
 
[Gavel]  
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: So when he 
spoke of people speaking with forked tongues, and I 
think that is kind of an offensive comment so I am not 
going to use that as my point of reference, but to say 
that I think there are times when one wants to make a 
point and you have a contradiction in the things that 
are being said when you are trying to utilise experi-
ence. 

But what we do know, Mr. Speaker, is that a 
significant number of jobs under that administration 
were lost when there was the un-consulted increase in 
the payroll tax. We have heard it. We saw the impact 
of it. We saw people leaving the Island because com-
panies laid off employees. Why? Not because of the 
increase, per se, but because they had been prom-
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ised that an increase would have had full and open 
consultation. And at the point that it was felt that that 
did not happen, they felt a little bit betrayed and, as a 
result, started making different corporate decisions. 
That is one of the challenges that we had. 

So when the Honourable Finance Minister 
speaks to the issue of many of our challenges . . . be-
ing . . . although we were part of the worldwide vortex, 
as it were, for economic decline, we certainly have a 
certain element of home-grown challenges because 
as other countries have been five years on the rise, 
and we are still flatlining, Mr. Speaker, we still have a 
problem.  

We have to look at how can we stimulate our 
economy, and if by solidifying people’s commitment to 
the country, it helps it that vein, Mr. Speaker, we have 
an obligation to do it. We have an obligation to do it.  

But none of us, Mr. Speaker, are going to sit 
back here and suggest for a second that we are going 
to see our children left out in the cold, or we are going 
to see our Bermudians left out in the cold. So, when 
we hear that Bermudians are not being treated well, 
and we are not doing this, and we are not doing that, 
and that Government across the aisle is doing things 
that are to the detriment of our country and our citi-
zens, and that Bermudians ought to come first and we 
are not treating them first . . . Mr. Speaker, if we do 
not get the economy kick-started . . . and we are see-
ing green shoots, notwithstanding that it does not suit 
the rhetoric for people to recognise and acknowledge 
the fact that things are beginning to turn [around] and 
to go well, Mr. Speaker.  

The green shoots that we are seeing with 
some of the economic activity, when you hear people 
getting excited, especially . . . and I believe that it is a 
singular feat for us as a country, to be able to have 
landed the hosting of the America’s Cup. And while it 
is not the panacea for all time, as far as we are con-
cerned it certainly is the impetus to the start of some 
very real enhancements to our economy. I think that 
people will benefit as a result of that. The real estate 
market is going to show some positive impact as a 
result. But we definitely want to lock in people, [for 
them] to bring their money and to leave their money 
here, Mr. Speaker.  

That permanent residency whole situation 
was created . . . and I know for a fact that . . . I mean, 
we heard many concerns that there are going to be 
6,000 applicants, and it is going to upset the balance 
and, you know, the sky was falling and poor Chicken 
Little, you know, the whole syndrome that we were 
exposed to during that period of time. Well, it has 
proven not to have manifested itself, because I be-
lieve that we have sufficient information to say that the 
information which was being articulated at the time 
was extreme, that it was not going to manifest itself. 

But Mr. Speaker, I understand the concerns. I 
understand the concerns because, you know, notwith-
standing, we are all Bermudians here. And as Ber-

mudians, we want to see the best for our country. So, 
Mr. Speaker, as the Government we are doing those 
things. And I will embrace the Honourable Shadow 
Minister in his comments respecting immigration re-
form and comprehensive immigration reform. But you 
cannot sit back and wait for comprehensive immigra-
tion reform and allow the whole infrastructure to 
crumble around you while we are waiting for this uto-
pia.  

It is not going to happen that way. You have 
got to continue to make advances, Mr. Speaker, how-
ever incrementally. It is very important that we do that.  

Mr. Speaker, I think that most of the com-
ments that I wanted to make I probably have spoken 
to. But I just think that it is important, that I have the 
opportunity to underscore something, and I try to not 
repeat something that I have said in the course of any 
one debate. But if I must underscore anything, Mr. 
Speaker, it is that we all must work together for the 
better good of Bermuda.  

We must embrace one another with compre-
hensive reforms. We have to be able to listen to ideas 
that are advanced on the other side and not allow 
ourselves to be caught up in this attitude that effec-
tively says, almost like surly children folding their 
arms, I want comprehensive reform. You are not lis-
tening to me, so therefore I am not going to engage, 
because that really is almost what we are getting. I 
think that that does a disservice to Bermuda at large, 
Mr. Speaker. And I believe that as legislators we can 
do far better. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Any other Honourable Member care to speak? 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 30, Southampton East 
Central, MP Leah Scott, the Junior Minister of Educa-
tion.  

You have the floor. 
 
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 
good evening. 
 
The Speaker: Good evening. 
 
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Mr. Speaker, I have to agree with 
my parliamentary colleague across the aisle, Walton 
Brown, about the need for immigration reform. It is 
something that he has been calling for for a very long 
time.  

We have seen evidence of amending legisla-
tion piecemeal by the whole PRC loophole and people 
being granted status, which was an unintended con-
sequence. So I think that this piece of legislation is 
something that we actually do have to work on to-
gether, on both sides of the aisle, because it is so im-
portant and it affects all of Bermuda. It is a piece of 
legislation that people are very passionate about.  
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You know, Bermudians feel that their birth 
rights are being taken from them, they feel that their 
rights are being taken from them, and they are un-
happy, and we need to listen to their voices and we 
need to listen to what they are saying. So I agree that 
we do need wholesale reform. We do need to listen 
and we do need to come together and work together 
on this. 

The Government is in a catch-22 situation. 
We are trying to stimulate the economy. We are also 
trying to amend legislation to bring about that eco-
nomic stimulation without creating offence. People are 
scared. I understand the fear. I have been in a situa-
tion where I have seen the BELCO man come turn off 
my lights, where I have borrowed money from people 
and I do not answer the phone because I cannot af-
ford to pay them back. And the fear is real. People do 
not have jobs; it is humiliating not to be able to pay 
your bills. It is humiliating not to be able to pay your 
rent or put— 
 
[Pause] 
 
An Hon. Member: Take your time. Take your time.  
 
An Hon. Member: We understand. Take your time.  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Sorry. 
 
The Speaker: It is all right, Honourable Member. 
 
An Hon. Member: Take a rest. Take a rest. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Ms. Leah K. Scott: You know, I cannot imagine send-
ing my child to school because I cannot give them any 
food.  

I cannot imagine coming home and not being 
able to feed my child because I cannot afford to or 
because I do not have a job or because I cannot get 
Financial Assistance.  

And I think—at the risk of getting my knuckles 
rapped—that as a Government, we need to listen to 
what the people are saying.  

I do not know how many people have children 
here, but when you have a baby, there are times 
when that baby cries and you think, Oh, the baby is 
wet or the baby is hungry. And there is no urgency in 
picking them up. But then there is a time that when 
that baby cries and you know you had better go and 
get that baby, and you know you had better pick it up 
and you know you had better listen to it. And the peo-
ple are saying to us, We need you to hear us.  

People do not get up and march just because 
that is what they want to do. They are saying, I need 

for you to hear me. I am hurting. I have a voice and I 
want you to listen.  
 I think that what we have been tasked with as 
a Government is a very difficult job. I think that people 
are tired of hearing that, Oh, it is the PLP’s fault. We 
have gone past that. We have been in the Govern-
ment for two and a half years now and we need to 
come up with some viable solutions.  

We need to work together. We need to stop 
saying that we want to collaborate and actually do it. 
We need to stop practicing personal violence and 
vendettas against each other. We need to stop talking 
about each other and truly come together.  

We are here to be leaders of this country. We 
stand up every morning on Fridays and we turn 
around and we face out and we say the Lord’s Prayer, 
and then we turn into demons! I do not mean to offend 
anybody, and I do not want you to take it that way, but 
we are here to lead. We are here to [lead] by exam-
ple. 

We are not going to be here forever. I do not 
know any young people that are interested in getting 
in politics because they are very unhappy about the 
way we are governing ourselves, first of all, and this 
country. And it is embarrassing. It is humiliating. And 
we should not be up here saying the things that we 
are saying to each other, or doing the things that we 
do to each other. We are adults! We got into this be-
cause we want to do things for this country to take 
Bermuda forward.  

That is why I got elected! I did not get up here 
. . . to come up here to talk about my fellow col-
leagues across the aisle. That is not my intention. 
There are people in this country who are hurting and 
we are being distracted by nonsense because we do 
not want to come together and do the things that we 
are supposed to do.  

Yes, the Westminster system is divisive. We 
can be different. You know, last week we collaborated 
on legislation. This week we have collaborated on leg-
islation. Why can’t we do it all the time? This whole 
thing about the Government has its way, and the Op-
position will have its say—foolishness! We need to 
come together and work together as a total unit.  

We cannot continue to be divided by racism 
and white supremacy and all those kinds of things. 
Yes, they do exist. They do. But we cannot build a 
condo and live there anymore. We have got to move 
forward. And you cannot move forward continuing to 
look back. It is not going to work. We will never make 
any progress.  

I do not deny that segregation existed. I do 
not deny that the union was a very important move. It 
was necessary. It was needed so that people would 
sit up and pay attention to blacks, to women, and to 
the rights of the people of this country, and it needed 
to happen. But now we need to move forward, be-
cause to continue to live there means that we have 
not made any progress. And there are people who 
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made great sacrifices for me to be standing here, as a 
black woman, for all of us to be in this House, and so 
we need to acknowledge that and move forward and 
not get stuck in the rhetoric.  

And just thank you for allowing me to say that, 
that was not what I wanted to speak about. 

 
The Speaker: It is all right, Honourable Member. 
 
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Mr. Speaker, if we can stimulate 
the housing market, income will be recirculated back 
into the economy. We are looking at real estate com-
missions. We are looking at legal fees, stamp duty, 
bank loans, moving expenses, furniture sales, land-
scapers, BELCO, Telco, Cable, groceries. It will gen-
erate revenue for the economy. It is a form of stimu-
lus. Is it the be all, end all? No, but it is one of many 
things that we can try to do.  

I do not think that we as a Government are 
trying to deny Bermudians opportunities. I think that 
we have to be balanced and measured in our ap-
proach. The reality is that if we, at this time, were a 
country that was awash with cash and did not have 
any economic issues, a lot of the things that we have 
proposed as a Government would not be an issue. 
But a lot of things are dependent on timing—how you 
do things, when you do things, how you communicate 
those things, and we have to do better at educating 
people about the things that we want to do.  

We have to talk to people. We cannot treat 
people as . . . you know, it is kind of like when a hus-
band and a wife get in the car and the husband just 
says, Put your seat belt on, dear, I am driving. And 
you are driving around for 20 hours and you are lost 
and the husband does not want to ask [for] any direc-
tions because he is too proud. Sometimes we do not 
have all the answers. The Government does not have 
all the answers. The PLP does not have all the an-
swers. But we have got to come together and work 
together and come up with the ideas and answers 
together for the good and the betterment of this coun-
try.  
 If we reduce the housing inventory, we [will] 
have an increase in the value of the properties. I think 
for most people, their house is their primary asset. 
And you want it to increase in value. So, I do think that 
if we allow, within reason, houses to be sold to PRCs, 
it will increase the value of the property for all Ber-
mudians. A recovering housing market will steady the 
financial market. It will also help the banks because 
they will be willing to lend money. There will not be so 
many foreclosures. So it is a good stimulus all the way 
around.  
 I think my colleague, Walton Brown, is correct 
in saying that we do need more money. And more 
money does not necessarily equate to having more 
people because you can have a lower amount of peo-
ple who have a great deal of money. But I think that 

whatever the answer is, it is something that we are all 
going to have to work to and work toward together.  

I think that we, all of us, need to be sensitive 
to the cries of the people of Bermuda because their 
hearts are crying. And . . . 
 
[Pause] 
 
An Hon. Member: Take your time. Take your time. 
 
Ms. Leah K. Scott: And, you know, we just need to 
listen. We do not have a lot of time. You know, you 
have people that are getting up to go to work and they 
are dying. You have people who are walking across 
the street and they are getting hit by a bus. We do not 
have a lot of time and we have to live each day like it 
is our last day and be considerate of everybody. 
 I thank you for the opportunity. I apologise for 
being emotional and going off-track, but I had to 
speak what was on my heart. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. 
 All right. Any other Member care to speak? 
 I will now recognise the Honourable Junior 
Minister who will wrap up the debate. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 I feel kind of like the singer who has to come 
and perform after Michael Jackson right now. It is not 
an easy position to be in, but I thank my parliamentary 
colleague for her comments. She speaks from her 
heart and she expressed herself eloquently tonight. 
And I appreciate her, but I am going to bring it back to 
the Bill that is at hand that we are debating. 
 I think it is important to emphasise that this Bill 
is to help Bermudians who are going to be a large por-
tion of the potential sellers of these houses, residential 
units, and condos that are going to be on the market 
now because of the increased inventory and also the 
reduction in the ARV [annual rental value].  

As my honourable colleague stated in her re-
marks, there are many Bermudians whose homes are 
in a negative equity position. As Government, we 
have to find that balance between doing what is right 
for the country, protecting the rights of Bermudians, 
also balancing that with the rights and protections af-
forded to our long-term residents and PRCs, and also 
stimulating our economy. It is not an easy job. But I 
believe that this legislation . . . it is not perfect. No leg-
islation is. There will always be those who have an 
issue with any legislation that any government brings 
forward. And I understand that and I get that. But as 
MPs, and as Government MPs who are bringing for-
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ward the majority of the legislation in this Honourable 
House, we have to put it into the balance of the scales 
and weigh it. 

You know, I like to reflect back to when I was 
canvassing to becoming an MP. I went into more than 
a few homes where the owner of the house was a 
Bermudian. Most of them were black Bermudians. 
And they were crying about the fact that the apart-
ments (and some had two and three rental apart-
ments) that were in previous years occupied by guest 
workers, are now sitting empty. Some of these Ber-
mudians had actually been relying on their rental in-
come to support their lifestyle outside of Bermuda.  

Because of the situation that was going on at 
that time (I am talking about 2012), they had been 
forced to come back to Bermuda to deal with what 
they were facing, which was empty apartments, loss 
of rental income and all of the financial strains that 
that brings. And that really touched me; it really af-
fected me. I said, Well, if I am elected I am going to do 
whatever I can as a Member of Parliament, as a 
Member of the Government, to try and alleviate your 
hurt, your financial burden.  

You know, as a people in Bermuda, we have 
been really blessed over the years. We had an econ-
omy that was strong and healthy and there was an 
abundance of jobs for whoever wanted one. We had 
overemployment. There were more jobs than people. 
But that has changed. So, this piece of legislation . . . I 
do not see it. I do not look at it through the prism of 
denying Bermudian children their birthright, or making 
it more difficult for Bermudians to get a piece of the 
rock, which I believe every Bermudian should aspire 
to and should have a right to do, as has happened in 
previous years. I look at it through the prism that there 
is a lot of unproductive (what is the word I am looking 
for?) . . .  

 
An Hon. Member: Assets. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Assets. Thank you, 
Honourable Member. 
 [Unproductive] assets. A lot of Bermudians 
are land rich and cash poor. Mortgages have to be 
paid. Electricity bills have to be paid. Land tax has to 
be paid—whether that apartment is occupied or not.  

So it is our mandate and it is our job and our 
responsibility, to do what we can to stimulate the 
Bermuda real estate market, which, by and far, real 
estate is where most Bermudians—and I would say 
most black Bermudians—have invested their money. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: We have invested our 
funds in our homes, in our properties, in our apart-
ments. So that is what this Bill is aiming to do.  

You know, I understand the political rhetoric of 
the other side. They have to speak to their base. I had 

a complete set of remarks that I was going to address 
and speak to about some of the things that the Oppo-
sition did, but after my honourable colleague spoke, I 
am not going to go there tonight. I will save it for an-
other night.  
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: But there are some 
facts that I need to speak to about some of the things 
that were addressed earlier. 
 Now, we have stated, and it is in the brief, that 
as of May 2015, if you add the two numbers together, 
there are 2,174 acres owned by restricted persons 
and PRCs.  
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Honourable Mem-
ber from constituency 17 asks, How do we know this 
number is correct?  

How do we know? Because when the Opposi-
tion was Government, they could not get their arms 
around an accurate number. I feel like— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: When that Bill was 
brought to Parliament in 2007, the then-Government 
told the country that the number of acres that was 
owned by non-Bermudians was 37 per cent. Just now 
the Junior Minister said 2,100 acres. In his brief ear-
lier, he said it was 2,300 acres owned by non-
Bermudians. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Okay. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. Thank you. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Honourable Mem-
ber is mistaken. On page 15 of the brief, it is right 
there, it says, “At present, 2,003 acres.” 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, 2,003. It is on 
page 15. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am sorry. It was 2,003 
acres for residential units and 171 acres are attributed 
to condominiums. So the total is 2,174.  

Now, how did we get to that number? How 
were we able to, basically, arrive at that number and 
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say it is an accurate number? Well, a lot of work has 
gone into compiling that number. When the OBA 
came to office, those records and files (I have been 
told) were a complete mess. The civil servants could 
not provide Ministers with the figures. 
 Mr. Speaker— 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The Minister, I don’t 
think deliberately, but— 
 
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk] 
 
The Speaker: I want to hear the Honourable Member. 
I want to hear the Honourable Member Burgess. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I do not think deliber-
ately, but he is misleading the House. 
 Thirty-seven per cent of 6,000 is 2,220 acres. 
So, for him to say that it is 2,003; I guess his figures 
are not right now. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. All right. Thank you. Thank you, 
Honourable Member. 
 And leave the civil servants out of it. Okay? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. 
 
An Hon. Member: Yes. That’s right. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Okay. I will. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I will run this 
House! 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Carry on. Carry on, please. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 The Registry General’s Office has been 
through hundreds of alien deed registers and outlined 
all the records of acres bought and sold. I am giving 
you the process of how they came up with the num-
ber. Hundreds of man-hours were spent coming up 
with this number. They went through handwritten re-
cords going back decades to calculate the net acre 
figures. And, if I could have your indulgence, Mr. 
Speaker, I have an e-mail from the Registry General 

that outlines the formula that was used to come up 
with this number. And it is rather detailed. I would like 
to be able to read it. 
 
The Speaker: If it is helpful. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is helpful. I think 
Members in the House and those listening by radio 
will find it very informative. 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: “This is with respect to 
the total acreage held by the alien deed register and 
the formula used to calculate the figure currently reg-
istered. And the entire figure was 2,174.9773 acres. 
All the information was taken directly from our alien 
register, 43 manual books, and was inputted into our 
FilmMaker Pro system. Any information input into the 
system is properly validated to ensure it is being re-
corded correctly and to eliminate any errors (for ex-
ample, double entries). The system records two types 
of transactions, which are reflected in the database: 
alien acquisition properties that are purchased, and 
alien disposal properties that are sold. Once the Reg-
istry General receives a conveyance document from a 
law firm indicating alien registration, whether it be ac-
quisition or disposal, the property is registered. The 
conveyance document would specify the total amount 
of property that is being acquired or disposed in acre-
age and/or hectares. However, if the property ac-
quired or disposed of was quoted in hectares, we 
times the number by 2.471 in order to get the acres. 
As we input property registrations from the much ear-
lier books, some as early as 1907, there is a meas-
urement” (I have never even heard of it before) “called 
‘perches’ that was also quoted. In that instance, we 
use an online converter that converts perches to 
acres. The system is programmed so that acquisition 
speaks to disposal, so for each parish we subtracted 
the amount of acreage disposed from the amount of 
acreage acquired to give an accurate account. Once 
all information was input into the system, we were 
able to run a report that showed all acquisitions and 
disposals. The report gives a breakdown of the 
amount of acreage held each parish, plus the City of 
Hamilton and the Town of St. George’s.”  
 I just read that because that is a testament to 
the hard work done by our civil servants. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of clarification, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member, MP Bur-
gess. Yes. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I would just like for the 
Junior Minister to clarify because he said 2,174.9773 
acres. Was that owned by non-Bermudians? Because 
I am not sure . . . 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: That is owned by non-
Bermudians and PRCs.  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, but see that is 
contrary to what you just said two minutes before. You 
said it was 2,003 owned by non-Bermudians. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Speaker: Plus the 171, Honourable Member. 
Yes. 2,003 plus . . . 

You have a point of order? 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: No, I have a point of clarification. 
 
The Speaker: Clarification, you— 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: If the Junior Member will clarify.  
  
The Speaker: —will allow for . . . 
 Yes, go ahead Honourable Member. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Because you have indicated the 
excessive work that the civil servants have under-
taken to calculate those properties which are duly reg-
istered as “alien”—I did not know people still used that 
term—but alien owned.  

But the precise point that led to the examina-
tion of fronting was the issue that there was a multi-
tude of trusts where the beneficial owner was not 
Bermudian, and the examination by the legal consult-
ant at the Ministry of Home Affairs identified a number 
of trusts entities where the beneficial owner is not 
Bermudian. And, therefore, those figures need to be 
added to the calculation.  

I want to know whether or not you have either 
undertaken to add, or are doing so right now, because 
that is the issue. It is not what is duly registered, it is 
what is not registered but has been identified by the 
research that was done within the Ministry of Home 
Affairs. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Minister? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I do not have that an-
swer, but I will endeavour to get it to the Honourable 
Member. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Point of . . . Mr. Speaker, [clarifi-
cation].  

 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Will he accept that that number 
could greatly inflate the amount of acreage currently 
owned by non-Bermudians? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I do not know that. I do 
not know that. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Carry on. Carry on, please. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Also, we have touched on the retrospective 
provision. I think it is clear now— 
 
An Hon. Member: Clear it up. Clear it up for me. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Well, you know, I am 
trying to move on with this— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak . . . speak 
to . . . finish up your— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Yes. Yes, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Finish up your speech. You do not 
have to— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Okay. Yes. Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Just finish up your . . . your conclusion. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I mean, I must repeat. I 
have to repeat regarding fronting. The Bill does not 
expunge anyone’s record. Okay? It was clearly stated 
in the brief that we are actually toughening the regula-
tions regarding fronting. We are not changing . . . we 
are not lessening anything that the previous Govern-
ment did. We are making it more robust. 

So with that, I will take my seat and— 
 

The Speaker: Ask that— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —ask that . . . I move 
that the Bill be committed.  
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 It has been moved by the Honourable Junior 
Minister that the Bill be committed. 
 Any objections to that?  
 I would like to ask that the Deputy Speaker 
take the [Chair]. 
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House in Committee at 7:30 pm 
 

[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman] 
  

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION 
AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee 
of the whole [House] for further consideration discus-
sion of the Bill entitled Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Junior Minister to proceed. Junior 
Minister? 
 
[Crosstalk]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Before we proceed, if you do not 
mind just taking a seat.  
 Under our rules and regulations, [Standing 
Order] 11(2)(iii), “while a Member is speaking, all other 
Members shall be silent” or at least speak in under-
tones. I just thought I would put that out in the begin-
ning. 
 Member, please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman.  
 I would like to move the clauses in groups of 
three, if that is fine. 
 
The Chairman: Is it agreeable that we move in 
groups of three? 
 Please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman.  
 Clause 1 is self-explanatory.  

Clause 2 amends section 72(1) of the princi-
pal Act. Paragraph (a) adds words at the end of para-
graph (c) of the definition of “financial assistance,” 
restricting that paragraph to cases where the provider 
of value to or for the benefit of another person to ac-
quire land obtains an equitable interest in the property 
in question. Paragraph (b) inserts a definition of “per-
manent resident” (which follows that in section 23 of 
the principal Act).  

Clause 3 amends the definitions of “hotel 
residence” and “tourist accommodation” in section 
72(1) of the principal Act to remove the requirement 
that eligible units be designated by regulations. 
(Clause 14 makes provision in consequence of these 
amendments.) 
 
The Chairman: Thank you.  

Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 17, Pembroke Central, Mr. C. Walton D. 
Brown. You have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, we have reviewed the leg-
islation, of course, and the various amendments and 
we actually have a proposed amendment regarding a 
particular section of the Immigration and Protection 
Act. It is not covered in the three sections that are cur-
rently viewed, but they cover sections that exist prior 
to the sections that are being considered. So we 
would like permission to table this amendment to re-
peal section 20B of the [Bermuda] Immigration and 
Protection Act 1956. 
 You will know Madam . . . and I can speak to 
that? 
 
The Chairman: Please. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: That— 
 
The Chairman: It will help us understand. 
 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT  
TO REPEAL SECTION 20B 

[Disallowed, Standing Order 24(1)] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: That there was a court decision 
rendered by the Chief Justice that allowed for this 
piece of legislation to be used as a basis for the grant-
ing of Bermuda status, the PRCs. And it has been 
about a year now. [The] opposition is that most of 
those who qualified under it would have applied for 
status and that all others who were here before 1989 
would have been past the year of 18, and therefore 
this section . . . as our effort at trying to bring about a 
portion of immigration reform.  

The Government has its priorities with regard 
to immigration reform. We have ours. So we are pro-
posing this amendment to actually repeal section 20B. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 If you can just give me a moment because I 
just need to ensure that every Member has a copy of 
the proposed amendment, which looks to repeal a 
section that we do not have in front of us. So I just 
need to make sure that everyone has it, and then I am 
going to refer back to amendments, and accepting of 
amendments, which I think under “Amendments” . . . 
the amendment must be relevant to the debate. 
 
An Hon. Member: It is. 
 
The Chairman: And under section 20B, which is the 
section that has been proposed to be repealed, it is 
not inclusive in the debate of the Bill in front of us and, 
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by my understanding [section] 20B, refers to a matter 
of status.  

So the current Bill, which . . . [section] 20B re-
fers to how one would obtain status. And the Bill that 
we have in front of us actually refers to non-
Bermudians, not to their position as status or non-
status. So my recommendation, Member, would be 
that if you would like to make an amendment to that 
section, perhaps at another date you would submit a 
Bill with that amendment on it. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman.  
 Madam Chairman, the entirety of this 
amendment makes amendment to the Immigration 
and Protection Act 1956. The entirety of it. So the 
Government has proposed a series of amendments, 
each of which has a distinct component part. 
 
The Chairman: Mm-hmm. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: As to what we are proposing, 
Madam Chairman, is a further component part.  

There is no integrated . . . there is no inter-
woven nature of the series of amendments that the 
Government is proposing today, and so what we are 
proposing is simply adding one further amendment to 
a series of amendments proposed by the Govern-
ment. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. I appreciate that and my 
recommendation going forward will be to submit an 
Opposition Bill to do just that.  
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: But right now we are debating a Bill 
that is in front of us. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: So just— 
 
The Chairman: Ah! Ah! Just a moment. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Sorry. 
 
The Chairman: We are debating a Bill in front of us 
that does not include the [section] 20B, which I believe 
is in Part III of the original, which I do not actually 
have a copy of the original in front of me, because it 
was not a part of the Bill that we have. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: So just for clarity, Madam Chair-
man— 
 
The Chairman: Yes. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: It is your recommendation, but I 
have an amendment on the floor. So if it is your rec-
ommendation, I am not quite sure how we proceed, 
unless it is your ruling. What is it . . . is your decision 

that you have arrived at in regard to the proposed 
amendment that is now on the floor? 
 
The Chairman: My recommendation is with the 
amendment that has been submitted to the floor, 
which I believe everyone already has in their posses-
sion, that if you would like to proceed with that 
amendment, the Opposition present a Bill with that 
intent.  
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 26, Warwick South Central, the Opposition 
Leader. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman, thank you. 
You have stressed that you are merely recommend-
ing— 
 
The Chairman: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —this course of action. 
 
The Chairman: Yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And that would suggest that 
there is no rule in the Standing Orders to actually al-
low you to make a ruling in this regard. 
 
The Chairman: Well, actually, thank you very much. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: If you cannot cite the [Stand-
ing Order] which states that we cannot amend a piece 
of legislation. 
 
The Chairman: The [Standing Order] that I am rec-
ommending to go with this would be relevancy, for the 
Speaker (or the person in the Chair) to determine the 
relevancy. And that portion under our Standing Order 
is under Amendments, which is under [Standing Or-
der] 24 and that would be: “An amendment must not 
raise” . . . Not that one. Hold a second.  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: And that would be under [Standing 
Order] 24, as I mentioned, 24(3) “An amendment may 
be proposed to any amendment if it is relevant 
thereto.”  

My recommendation would be, as it is not in 
front . . . would you . . . you can stand. As it is not in 
front of us, it is not something as per the Immigration 
and Protection . . . [section] 20 refers specifically to 
status, and how one would go about obtaining their 
status, while the Bill that we have in front of us refers 
to individuals who have already received their perma-
nent residency or their status. So it is not about how 
one would go about achieving getting their status. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man.  
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 The [Standing Order] that you refer to, 24(3), 
actually states that an amendment may be proposed 
to any amendment if it is relevant. But, in fact, the 
amendment that the Shadow Minister of Immigration 
is proposing is an amendment to the substantive Bill. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: We do not have the substantive Bill in 
front of us. With all due respect. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, we do. 
 
The Chairman: I do not have the substantive Bill in 
front of us, which would include in and of itself that 
particular line that you are looking to revise, [section] 
20B. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam, if we are making an 
amendment to a substantive Bill, it is incumbent for 
any MP to have the substantive Bill in front of them 
because we are making an amendment to the sub-
stantive Bill. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And so since we are making 
an amendment to the substantive Bill as brought by 
the Government, we have chosen to use this opportu-
nity to also bring an amendment to the substantive 
Bill. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Because it is all relevant. 
 
The Chairman: I appreciate that. I do.  
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You cannot say the Bill is 
piecemeal and one part has relevancy and the other 
doesn’t to suit our own purposes.  
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.  
 I recognise that, and thank you very much, but 
as I would like to recommend, and will continue to 
recommend, the way forward for this will be to bring 
an Opposition Bill on this particular section of the leg-
islation. 
 Right now we have a Bill in front of us in 
Committee that we are to debate; what is in front of us 
is the Bill that has been presented and the Bill that 
has already been debated in the main House, in the 
Hall. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 17, Mr. C. Walton D. Brown. You have the 
floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

 Again, for the sake of clarity, there is a pro-
posed amendment on the floor. 
 
The Chairman: Mm-hmm. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I have not withdrawn it. So how 
do we proceed? I am looking for your guidance. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I am looking for the [Chairman] to 
decide. 
 
The Chairman: I believe . . . I am sorry if I have not 
been clear.  
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes. 
 
The Chairman: We will not accept the proposed 
amendment as has been presented, and I have of-
fered a recommendation as to the way forward.  
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Just as you were saying, You recommended 
before. So you have ruled it inadmissible. 
 
The Chairman: Correct.  
 Thank you very much. 
 Are there any other Members . . . thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 18, Pembroke West Central, the Deputy Op-
position Leader, Mr. E. David G. Burt. You have the 
floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Just to clarify, you said you were ruling the 
amendment out of order according to Standing Order 
24(3)? 
 
The Chairman: As relevant to the debate . . . as rele-
vant to the Bill that we have in front of us. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Are you ruling it in [Standing Or-
der] 24(3)? 
 
The Chairman: Relevancy to the Bill. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
The Chairman: Well, hold on a minute. If you would 
like to give me a minute, I will determine if that is the 
best— 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Please. 
 
The Chairman: Perfect. 
 
[Pause] 
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[Inaudible interjections] 

The Chairman: Members, I do not want to hear any 
discussions. Thank you. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
The answer to your question, which I believe 

was: Was I not accepting the proposed amendment 
from the Opposition as presented, and was it based 
on the [Standing Order] 24(3)? 

And to be clear on that, [Standing Order] 
24(3) is: “An amendment may be proposed” (which 
has been done) “to any amendment if it is relevant 
thereto.” It is up to the individual who sits in the Chair, 
and in this particular case it is myself as Chairman of 
the Committee of the whole [House], that it is not rele-
vant to the Bill that has been presented to the House 
as a whole and already debated prior to going into 
Committee.  

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam 
Chairman. 

The challenge is, Madam Chairman, that 
[Standing Order] 24(3) is “an amendment may be pro-
posed to any amendment” and there is no amendment 
on the floor to propose an amendment to it, so [Stand-
ing Order] 24(3) cannot apply in this instance. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Chairman: Thank you. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Chairman: I am sorry. I was looking at [Standing 
Order] 24(1) so I was not— 

Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. [Standing Order] 24(1). 

The Chairman: —quite listening to you. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you. So it is [Standing Or-
der] 24(1). 

The Chairman: No. I was not listening to you. 

Mr. E. David Burt: No problem. Okay. What I am say-
ing is, [Standing Order] 24(3), if the ruling is under 
24(3), it does not apply in this case because [Standing 
Order] 24(3) speaks to “an amendment may be pro-
posed to any amendment.” 

The Chairman: Right. 

Mr. E. David Burt: We are not putting an amendment 
to an amendment, we are amending the Bill. So 
[Standing Order] 24(3) would not apply. 

The Chairman: [Standing Order] 24(1)— 

Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. 

The Chairman: —stipulates, which is in correlation— 

Mr. E. David Burt: Go ahead. 

The Chairman: “When any motion or Bill is under 
consideration in the House or in Committee, an 
amendment may be proposed without notice if it is 
relevant to the question or matter then under discus-
sion: . . .” 

So the Bill under discussion, as we have had, 
I think, since two o’clock today, has not included the 
proposed amendment.  

Mr. E. David Burt: However, Madam Chairman, if I 
may, the preamble of the Bill states, if I may— 

The Chairman: Yes, of course. 

Mr. E. David Burt: “WHEREAS it is expedient to 
amend Part VI of the Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection Act 1956 and Regulations made under that 
Act.” 

The Chairman: Right. I believe the part that has been 
proposed to be amended is under Part III. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. 

The Chairman: That does not fall under the remit of 
what we have in front of us.  

Mr. E. David Burt: Understood. 

The Chairman: Right. 
Are there any other Members that would like 

to speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
Are there no Members that would like to 

speak to clauses 1 through 3? No. 
Junior Minister, please proceed. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 

I will now move clauses 4, 5 and 6.
  

The Chairman: It has been . . . [clauses] 4, 5 and 6. 
Are there any objections to [clauses] 4, 5, and 6? No. 

Please proceed. 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. 
Clause 4 repeals and replaces section 76 of 

the principal Act, which prohibits a restricted person 
from holding land without a licence, to remove the 
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words relating to the intention of the restricted person 
to occupy the land or use or develop it for profit 
(whether for his own benefit or for the benefit of an-
other person). 

Clause 5 amends section 77 of the principal 
Act, which prevents a trustee from holding or acquir-
ing land in trust for a restricted person, to exclude 
from the reference to a restricted person the spouse 
of a Bermudian. 

Clause 6 amends section 82 of the principal 
Act to correct an outdated reference to the title of the 
Economic Development Act 1968 which was changed 
in 2007. 

 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 4, 5, and 6? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 17, Mr. C. Walton D. Brown. You have the 
floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Just the . . . so, if the Member could answer, 
why eliminate the wording in section 76 about the in-
tention of occupying or using to develop the land? 
 
The Chairman: That is clause 4? 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, [section] 76.  
 
The Chairman: Okay. Clause 4. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Because you . . . Sorry. Go 
ahead. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Because basically all they have 
done is shortened the sentence and so the greatest 
specificity was in this section has now been removed. 
We are trying to figure out what the rationale is for 
that. 
 
The Chairman: Would you prefer to keep asking any 
questions? Or would you like to a response? 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I would like a response. 
 
The Chairman: Yes?  
 Junior Minister? 
 
[Pause] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 By taking that section out we are actually 
making it tougher. So we are taking out the . . . there 
was a section that was given back. (I am going to 
speak in insurance terms.) But we are basically mak-

ing it . . . it is a tougher restriction by making the 
amendment that we are making. It is a blanket restric-
tion. Instead of saying, Well, you can do this if such 
and such and such and such. So it is actually 
strengthening and toughening the clause. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members that would like 
to speak to clauses 4, 5 and 6? 
 There are no other Members. 
 Member, please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I will move clauses 7, 8 
and 9 now. 
 
The Chairman: That is correct. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Clause 7 amends sec-
tions 85 and 86 of the principal Act. Subsections (1) 
and (2) move the provisions which were in section 
85(2)(a) to become section 85(1)(aa), so that estate 
representatives falling within that paragraph (a re-
stricted person or where the beneficiary of the estate 
is a restricted person) benefit from the standard three 
year deferral period in section 85(1). Existing section 
85(3) already permits a further three year deferral pe-
riod on application, and subsection (3) of clause 7 in-
serts a new section 85(4) which will permit third and 
subsequent extensions by the Minister of the deferral 
period in the section 85(1)(aa) case in exceptional 
circumstances only, on application made under sec-
tion 86(2A) inserted by subsection (4). Subsections 
(5) and (6) are drafting clarifications. Subsection (7) 
provides for these amendments to have effect from 22 
June 2007 (commencement of the [Bermuda] Immi-
gration and Protection Amendment Act 2007 which 
replaced Part VI of the principal Act with the new 
Part VI entitled “Protecting Land in Bermuda for Ber-
mudians”), and permits the Minister to extend retro-
spectively deferral periods in the case now falling 
within section 85(1)(aa) (estate representatives) in 
accordance with amended sections 85 and 86. 

Clause 8 subsection (1) repeals section 
89(1)(b) of the principal Act so as to remove the terri-
torial restriction of land available to restricted persons 
by parish (currently 450 acres for the parishes of 
Southampton and St George’s, and 400 acres for the 
other parishes). The overall limit of 2,500 acres in 
Bermuda remains. 

Clause 9 subsection (1) repeals and replaces 
section 92 of the principal Act to relax the restrictions 
on acquiring condominium units. The Minister will be 
able to approve a licence for a restricted person with a 
residential certificate to hold or acquire an interest in a 
condominium unit (other than tourist accommodation 
or a hotel residence) if the annual rental value ex-
ceeds the prescribed minimum (currently set at 
$32,400 in the Bermuda Immigration and Protection 
(Minimum Annual Rental Values) Regulations 2007) 
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and the development was developed privately without 
government sponsorship. This amendment, read with 
the amendment to section 98 made by clause 11, 
permits a restricted person with a residential certifi-
cate to hold or acquire an interest in two such condo-
minium units. Subsection (2) makes consequential 
amendments. (Clause 14 makes further provision in 
consequence of these amendments).  
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 7 through 9? 
 Thank you. The Chair recognises the Member 
from constituency 17, Mr. C. Walton D. Brown. You 
have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Just one comment referring to the “deferral 
component”, which is on page 3 of the Bill, section 5. 
Are you with me Madam— 
 
The Chairman: Just give me a second. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: It is on page 3 of the Act, the Bill, 
and it says . . . you see 2, 3, 4, 5? 
 
The Chairman: It is clause 7. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes.  
 
The Chairman: Subsection (5). 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Subsection (5). 
 I have to confess that when I initially read this, 
I did not notice a comma. And not seeing a comma [in 
sew section 86(2A)] made for a completely different 
interpretation of the legislation. As so now that I see 
the actual comma after “deferral certificate”, it 
changed the meaning dramatically. It gave the im-
pression that you could actually submit different in-
formation on a deferred basis.  

So I will concede that my eyesight is probably 
not as good as it used to be . . . 20 years ago, but the 
concern or the question I have about this deferral 
component, Madam Chairman (and the Junior Minis-
ter can answer), is: It seems as if the Minister will 
have power endlessly to defer. That is my reading of 
this, because it is at three-year intervals, and three-
year intervals. I am sure there may well be one or two 
estates in which it remains problematic for a pro-
longed period of time, but it seems a bit unusual to 
have something in law that is always or could poten-
tially be endlessly deferred. So if my reading is incor-
rect, I am happy to be guided by the Shadow Minister. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 Shadow Minister [sic]? 
 

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 It is important to— 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Junior Minister. 
 
The Chairman: Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Thank you. 
 The answer is that it is important to under-
stand that these deferrals are only in exceptional cir-
cumstances. “Exceptional” is key. It is not something 
that is going to be done regularly, ad infinitum. It is 
done in exceptional circumstances.  
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 7 through 9? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 17. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, I hear the Honourable Jun-
ior Minister, but nowhere in this amendment does it 
say “in exceptional circumstances.” It just says that 
you have to apply to the Minister for permission. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Junior Minister? 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the— 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. Thank you, 
Madam Chairman. 
 If the Honourable Member for [constitu-
ency] 17 would look at the top paragraph on page 3, it 
says “the Minister may, in writing, extend the deferral 
period for further additional periods not longer than 
the original deferral period, but may only do so if he is 
satisfied that there are exceptional circumstances.” 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members that would like to 
speak to clauses 7 to 9? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 5, Hamilton East, the Honourable Derrick V. 
Burgess. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, Madam Chair-
man. 
 On subsection (7) it says “shall be deemed to 
have come into effect on 22 June 2007.” Now, it is not 
here, but what I would like to know, will the cases (I 
know there is a file of 49) in that file of 49 with pending 
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trial cases, [will they] continue to be pursued, as per 
the law as it stands now? 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 Junior Minister? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. 
 That is a matter for the DPP [Department of 
Public Prosecution], Honourable Member. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 5. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I hear what the Junior 
Minister said, but the law is the law, and it is quite 
clear by what the technical officers in the Department 
of Immigration have found so, you know, it is . . . 
should that be left to the DPP when all the evidence is 
there? 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that 
would like to speak to clauses 7 through 9? 
 Junior Minister? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: Oh, sorry. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 35, Sandys North Central, the Honourable 
Dennis P. Lister. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 I stand to raise a question in reference to 
clause 8. The original clause 8 was put in place to 
basically restrict the amount of acreage that can be 
owned in any parish. The assumption was that we 
could not see a creation of a cluster of a “foreign vil-
lage”—my word, my word—or aliens all living in one 
area because they were able to buy a bulk of property 
in that one parish, or that one area.  

So the 23 acres was split across the Island 
with each parish being able to have 450 acres for 
Southampton and St. George’s, the other parishes 
400 acres. The clause 8 under subsection (r) [sic] re-
moves that restriction based on the boundaries, on 
the parishes. So it means that they can buy anywhere, 
no matter what the current limit of acreage to aliens 
(that was the word, not foreigners)—the aliens—
currently exist within that parish boundary.  

My concern, as I stated just now, is the possi-
bility for this now allowing the creation of where we 
find an area that is just overpopulated with more 
[aliens] owning property than anywhere else. So I am 

a little uneasy. I have to express that I am a little un-
easy with the removal of that restriction for that fact.  

I would also like to know if the Minister could 
address or answer, if he can, what the current acre-
age is right now in the nine parishes. Meaning, are 
any of those parishes over the limit, which ones are 
under their limit, so that we will have a clear under-
standing right now of where that 23 acreage is actu-
ally broken down to, and what parishes may have 
some room for more to be sold under the current 
structure, and what just has exceeded its limit. 

 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 The Chair recognises the Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I do not have that information, so I cannot an-
swer that. That would take some research and I just 
do not have that information.  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Well, I would want to 
think that– 
 
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Member 
from constituency 35. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Based on the explanation you gave earlier, in 
regard to the extreme amount of work that the civil 
servants have done to produce the information for 
you, and that the current legislation required that had 
to be registered by parish, because there are restric-
tions on how much acreage could be owned by par-
ish, I would think that information would be readily 
accessible to your civil servants. So you may not have 
it at your desk right now; I accept that. But I would 
think that the civil servants would have it somewhere. 
And I would like to know that you would take an un-
dertaking to bring the information to this House. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 The Chair recognises the Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. Thank you, 
Madam Chairman. 
 That is public information. That information is 
available if you would like to go and get it. We are do-
ing away with that restriction, so it does not apply to 
the Bill that we are discussing tonight. We are doing 
away with it. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I understand that you are do-
ing away with it— 
 
The Chairman: Excuse me. Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 35. 
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Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I understand that the clause 
here before us will do away with that restriction. But 
that is my actual concern. And part of being able to 
address my concern is having that free information. 
And that is basically why I am trying to get the free 
information. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 Junior Minister? 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I will provide that infor-
mation for the Honourable Member. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 7 through 9? 
 No? 
 Junior Minister, please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 Clause 10 amends section 97(1) of the princi-
pal Act (time limit for acquiring land) to provide that 
the licence will not lapse after six months in a case 
which does not require a transfer of title. 
 Clause 11(1) amends section 98 of the princi-
pal Act so that the standard licence conditions for all 
restricted persons will permit an interest in one other 
property (whether as owner or beneficiary under a 
trust) so that all restricted persons will be able to own 
an interest in a maximum of two properties in Ber-
muda. 
 Clause 11(2) disapplies condition (c) in sec-
tion 98(1) for restricted persons who are permanent 
residents, since the Bermuda Immigration and Protec-
tion (Rental and Use) Regulations 2007 will no longer 
apply to them. (See clause 13.) 
 Clause 12 amends section 102C(1)(ba)(v) of 
the principal Act to remove a reference to relief under 
private Acts and substitute a reference to “other en-
actments.” This is to include Acts such as the Mor-
gan’s Point Resort Act 2014, which is not a private 
Act. Private Acts cannot validly grant relief from tax or 
custom duty. (This point has been recently addressed 
in section 14 of the Customs Tariff Amendment Act 
2015.) 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members who would like to 
speak to clauses 10 through to 12?  
 Thank you. The Chair recognises the Member 
from constituency 5. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. I would like to 
speak, Madam Chairman, to [clause] 11(1)(a). And I 
am concerned about that a PRC holder can have an 
interest in one other property. Does that mean that 
Mrs. and Mr. PRC can purchase four properties? 
 

The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 The Chair recognises the Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Technically, yes. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 10 through 12? 
 There are no other Members. Junior Minister, 
please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I will read clauses 13, 14 and 15. I might as 
well do 13, 14, 15 and 16, because 16 is the last 
clause. 
 
The Chairman: Yes. Please proceed. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Clause 13(1) nar-
rows the regulation-making power in section 
102C(1)(c) of the principal Act so that the Bermuda 
Immigration and Protection (Rental and Use) Regula-
tions 2007 will not apply to restricted persons who are 
permanent residents. Clause 13(2) inserts a new 
regulation 2A into those regulations to provide that 
they do not apply to restricted persons who are per-
manent residents. This means that permanent resi-
dents will no longer need a permit, nor have to pay 
any fee, to rent out their property. Subsection (3) pro-
vides transitional clarification. 
 Clause 14 repeals section 102D(1)(ba) of the 
principal Act and revokes the Bermuda Immigration 
and Protection (Designation of Eligible Condominium 
Units, Tourist Accommodation and Hotel Residents) 
Regulations 2011, in consequence of the amend-
ments made by clauses 3 and 9 (removal of designa-
tion requirements). As a result, all the restrictions on 
the number of eligible units in the various develop-
ments which are listed in the Schedule to those regu-
lations, and the prescribed number of fractionals 
within those units, fall away. 
 Clause 15 amends the Bermuda Immigration 
and Protection (Minimum Annual Rental Values) 
Regulations 2007. Clause 15(a) reduces to nil the 
minimum annual value for a residential valuation unit 
(other than a condominium unit) available to perma-
nent residents. (The minimum annual rental value for 
a condominium unit available to permanent residents 
is already nil.) Clause 15(b) reduces from $177,000 to 
$153,000 the minimum annual rental value for a resi-
dential valuation unit (other than a condominium unit) 
available to restricted persons, which is a return to the 
maximum before it was increased in June 2012. 
 Clause 16 amends the Bermuda Immigration 
and Protection (Tourist Accommodation and Hotel 
Residences) Regulations 2010 to remove restrictions 
on occupancy of tourist accommodation. Clause 16(b) 
removes the 90-day limit on occupation of tourist ac-
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commodation in regulation 3(3), and the 120-day limit 
on occupation of more than one such unit of accom-
modation by an owner, his family and guests in regu-
lation 3(4), which is subject to an overall maximum 
occupancy period of six months in any twelve-month 
period. Clause 16(c) removes the prohibition in regu-
lation 6(2) of ownership by a person of two fractionals 
in tourist accommodation, which currently restricts 
ownership by a person to a maximum period of six 
months in a year, since the requirement under regula-
tion 6(1) is for a vendor to divide ownership of a frac-
tional unit into a minimum of four equal fractions (i.e., 
three months each). Clause 16(a) makes a conse-
quential amendment as a result of the revocation of 
regulation 6(2). 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any Members who would like to 
speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency number 18 . . . Again, anyone who would 
like to speak to clauses 13 through 16. The Chair rec-
ognises the Member from constituency 6, the Honour-
able Wayne L. Furbert. You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, Madam 
Chairman, we are concerned about clause 16. I 
thought the Minister of Tourism would be also con-
cerned about this. And we should all be concerned. 
Because these policies or this legislation we put in 
place right now will have some serious, permanent 
impact on our tourists. 
 Here we are, having certain areas which are 
zoned for tourist accommodation. And now we are 
saying that . . . I will use as the prime example Pink 
Beach, which was 13 acres. And you take 7 acres and 
put it for residential units, and it is not going to be turn-
ing . . . I guarantee that that will be ploughed off even-
tually because it is subdivided into . . . [they will say] I 
do not care about that, because I have my property 
now and my beachfront. You watch.  

You watch. It is what is going to happen. Be-
cause most of the individuals whom I have spoken to 
within the industry, and they are predominantly all 
supportive of the OBA, say, It’s not going to work, 
Wayne. It’s not going to work. 
 So, we have to ask the question, we will be 
giving these hotels concessions, these property own-
ers, developers, concessions. They can build these 
condos, and then they do not have to put anything out 
for . . . And I could be wrong, and the Minister will cor-
rect me on this—[they] will not be put out for tourism 
accommodation. They will have to sorry. And that is 
my big concern. Now, if they want to change the pol-
icy, then those individuals, that square amount of 
acreage should be where they will have to pay for cer-
tain taxes for development. But to allow them to get 
away free with this is totally unheard of.  

 So, if we want to lift the amount of days, but to 
remove it totally . . . I could be wrong; if I am reading it 
wrong, correct me. But where they will be able to buy 
one of these condominiums, and where we normally 
have hotel condos . . . And there are people in the 
industry who are very much concerned about this. So 
I will ask the Junior Minister, maybe the Minister of 
Tourism, to address, do they see it as a concern of 
removing the totality of days? Now, I could be wrong; I 
am not a lawyer. But I look maybe to the Minister to 
hear it. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 The Chair recognises the Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I do not see it exactly the way the Honourable 
Member does. The hotel industry was consulted as 
stakeholders. And the guests in these properties . . . 
we have made it so they can stay longer. They will be 
living in Bermuda longer in their properties. They will 
be spending money in our restaurants and using taxis 
and shopping in our supermarkets. 
 So I just do not agree with the Honourable 
Member’s analysis of what he reads. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Minister of Tourism 
and Transport, from constituency 31. You have the 
floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 And the Honourable Junior Minister makes 
the point that the reason why this amendment is being 
made and the benefits of that. I do understand what 
the Honourable Shadow Tourism Minister and the is-
sue he has raised. And that issue has been flagged in 
terms of, if there was a plethora of condo units that 
are now considered to be a condo hotel, for example, 
and if the majority of those units do not go back into 
the hotel inventory, then that can create a challenge. 
 So, we are looking at ways because we can 
address that in different legislation or [with] another 
policy. This, we think, is important. We understand 
that it may create unintended consequences else-
where; we do not think it will, but it may. The likeli-
hood, if you look at the average of the individuals who 
do come here and stay in condo residences, it does 
not exceed three months. So the number of individu-
als who may avail themselves of this clause may be 
limited, but there may be some who want to avail 
themselves. Because we do not know what is going to 
happen. We do not know what is going to happen, 
right? 
 So I appreciate the issue that the Honourable 
Member . . . I am not criticising, Honourable Member. I 
appreciate the issue that the Honourable Member has 
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raised. It has been flagged. If it becomes an issue, we 
can address it in other ways. And we can address it 
through other policies as well. It does not necessarily 
have to be removed from this Bill.  
 So we see it. We understand it. We are going 
to address it. And I have no problem having conversa-
tions with the Honourable Member so we can walk 
through this process. But we believe that this is fine, 
and it has been flagged, and we are addressing it. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 35. You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 The Honourable Member who just took his 
seat actually stated the reason why it should remain. 
Because he clearly stated that, based on those who 
are owners of such properties now, there has never 
been a real need. I am trying to interpret what you 
said, that the average person who comes to stay does 
not stay more than three months, is what he said. So 
there is not a demand to remove this as it stands to 
date. 
 I would feel more comfortable seeing it remain 
as it is, and then on a per-case situation being able to 
address it if someone in that situation wants to stay 
longer. We should have the ability in the legislation to 
address that on an individual basis, rather than open 
the floodgates up when there has been no demand for 
it thus far. I really feel uncomfortable with that. And I 
implore the Government to reconsider that.  

It is different if we would have had people 
knocking on the doors every year, continually saying, 
We want to be here longer. We want to be here 
longer. We need to be here longer. We own this. That 
is not the case, clearly, by what the Minister of Tour-
ism just stated. The average person does not stay 
longer than as it is currently structured. As it is cur-
rently structured, there has been no demand for this.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Correct. Okay. Why change 
it? 
 
The Chairman: Member, you are talking to the Chair. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Why change it? 
 
The Chairman: We only hear half the conversation. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: If you want to be able to ad-
dress that, just simply have a clause in place that 
says, We can address it on an individual basis. If, on 
the  their own, an individual comes along and says, 
You know, I’d really like to be able to extend my time, 

have a policy in place that allows them to extend it. Do 
not open the floodgates for this one. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 31, the Minister of Tourism and Transport. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you. Again, I ap-
preciate the comments of the Honourable Member, 
but I see it in the reverse. We certainly will not be 
opening the floodgates, based on the trends. And be-
cause of those trends, there is a demand for it. The 
trends show that the average person who stays in 
condo residences (or that type of accommodation) 
does not stay longer than three months. But there are 
some who may want to avail themselves of that. 
 So we are giving them that opportunity. We 
certainly will look at the situation. If we deem that 
there could be a potential issue here in terms of inven-
tory, then we can address it. So, it has been flagged, 
Madam Chairman. But the fact of the matter is, be-
cause the majority of those individuals who utilise this 
type of accommodation do not stay more than three 
months, I see it as the fact that allowing this amend-
ment does not create a challenge. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 18, the Deputy Opposition Leader, Mr. E. 
David G. Burt. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 Madam Chairman, I heard the Honourable 
Minister of Tourism say that there may be unintended 
consequences that will arise from this. I was hoping 
that the Honourable Minister of Tourism could say 
exactly the reason why this is in here.  

What is the cause and purpose for this? Be-
cause the way in which we look [at] it and the way in 
which I look at it, it is a way to maybe bailout hotel 
developers who want people to . . . and basically turn 
condo hotels into residences. That is what it is. And 
the fact of the matter is, we have a spate of dwindling 
hotel inventory, where we want to increase hotel in-
ventory. It almost seems as though this policy right 
here wherein we allow these units, we created these 
units to exist, but to say the restrictions on the amount 
of time to make sure that they were put back in inven-
tory . . . it is like we are rolling that completely off. 
 The second question I would have for the Min-
ister of Tourism is if he could please explain whether 
or not the Government plans on clawing back any 
concessions which were given for these tourist prop-
erties under tourism development which, under this, 
can technically be converted to residential property 
and were never used for tourism properties, of which 
they were given concessions to be built. 
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The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 We have a Member standing. The Chair rec-
ognises the Member from constituency 6. You have 
the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, we are 
asking the Government to just stick with us. Let us 
pause and let us not take a hard line on this issue. We 
want to do things that are right. But we have someone 
. . . and all of us. If you buy a property overseas, you 
really do not want anybody to come and stay at your 
property unit. You really do not. So if the Honourable 
Junior Minister would listen, if the Honourable Mem-
ber Grant Gibbons has property in New York City, let 
us use his example, he will not allow— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He doesn’t even allow me to 
stay up there. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So as far as . . . Other peo-
ple stay up there. He buys the property and  . . . abso-
lutely right I will not pay it. Because you invited me. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But, Madam Chairman, the 
point is this. 
 
The Chairman: Members, I am unable to hear— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Right now . . . right now— 
 
The Chairman: Wait a minute. I would like to hear the 
Member who is speaking. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. Madam Deputy Speaker. Madam Chairman. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: Chairman. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman. Let us 
stay on line. Let us stay on line. I want everybody to 
just listen. I know it is a time when we do not want to 
be . . .  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am not losing my train, but I 
want you to listen. 

 And I want to speak once again to the Back-
bench. And I was glad to hear the Honourable Mem-
ber earlier on speak . . . and I did say earlier and I 
[apologise for] saying the Backbench was weak. 
Surely, there is one that is not weak. But this one 
here, they could stand up again. 
 Right now, a person buys a condo at a hotel, 
has to, has to put it back up for tourist accommoda-
tions. We all agree. But if I buy one after this, I do not 
have to. I could leave it empty forever. I do not have 
to. And who wants to buy a $1 million property and 
then let somebody you do not know come and stay at 
your property? No one. No one wants to do that!  
 So who is this for? Who brought up this crazy 
idea? I know it was not the Minister of Tourism. This is 
the Honourable Michael Fahy who always makes 
these stupid— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Member. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: What am I saying wrong? 
What am I saying wrong? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: Continue. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: What am I saying wrong? It’s 
not unparliamentary. 
 
The Chairman: A Member from another place; and 
you know that. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So, my point is, where is it 
coming from? Where is it coming from? 
 
An Hon. Member: Industry. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member 
says “industry.” Do they not have a conflict? The hotel 
is the developer, right? The developer says, I want to 
build . . . Let us use Ariel Sands as an example, or 
Pink Beach. And someone buys these properties, and 
they are over $1 million. They are next to Grant Gib-
bons’ house. They are over $1 million. 
 
The Chairman: The Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Honourable Member, the 
Honourable Member buys it. You do not want to put 
that property, really . . . Really, you really do not want 
to put it out. Why? You do not need to. You do not 
need to. I do not need the money.  

So, why are we bringing this amendment? I 
don’t understand why. Tell some logical reasons. Do 
not tell me that the industry wants it. Hoteliers want it. 
Developers want it. Tell us, so we can hold hands and 
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sing Kumbaya together. Right now, it does not make 
sense that the Minister of Tourism is looking for ac-
commodation, because we do not have the hotel built 
yet. But he is saying that we are going to allow you to 
build it, and we gave concessions. 
 This Parliament gave concessions, and now 
we want to turn it into residential units? We are turning 
13 acres, because they can buy their condos under 
[this legislation] into residential—not tourism accom-
modations. So somebody is being confused on this 
issue. Where do we stand? Where do we stand? Did 
the Government discuss this around the Cabinet? Did 
the caucus discuss this? Or they did not see it? I know 
a lot of them [speak] mumbo jumbo-type of language 
there. It took me a long time to find it myself. But 
somebody has to stand up and say, No, no, no, no. 
  So we can go along with the other parts, but 
this one here? You cannot, Madam Chairman. Really 
you cannot. You really cannot stand up and say that 
this is right for the country. Right for the country in 
which way? We are giving our taxes away for them to 
build so they can stay and then go back to California 
or wherever they come from, and they do not have to 
put residents in those . . . and tourism accommoda-
tion—do not have to! Do not have to. 
 If you want to make some policies later on 
where people want to stay longer, so be it. But do not 
remove that part where they have to. That is all I am 
asking. I am speaking to my good friend, the Honour-
able Member, Shawn Crockwell; I really am. Because 
this Junior Minister— 
 
The Chairman: Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You know, I . . .  
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But I am speaking to some-
one I know who understands. And he spoke on two 
issues today, and he told us, he said he understands. 
So I am asking him to search one more time, deep 
inside, and say, Is this right for whom? It is not right 
for tourists, because they do not have to stay. It is not 
right for the Bermudians. So who is it right for? If they 
can stand up and tell us, who is that one person, who 
is that one organisation? Because it is not the Greens; 
they do not need it. We appreciate them. Everybody 
knows the Greens. 
 So, I am sitting down so I can hear from the 
Junior Minister, and tell us why we have to pass this 
amendment today. Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 31, the Minister of Tourism and Transport. 
You have the floor. 

 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman.  
 The Government has gone through this. We 
have looked at the situation, the issue at hand. We 
are comfortable that there is going to be no issue in 
terms of loss of inventory in existing hotels. The reality 
is that hotel management companies that I have 
talked to, we have had consultation, most of them 
have in their terms and agreement or in their condi-
tions, terms and conditions, with their leases in these 
situations a requirement that the property goes back 
into inventory. Or it would be limited per the individual 
who is receiving that fractional how-long-they-can-stay 
in that particular property. 
 There are other ways to safeguard this issue. 
So, we have looked at it. We do not see that this is 
going to be an issue. I just explained how the compa-
nies themselves, the hotel management companies 
themselves, in relation to the condo, the lease agree-
ments with their guests, they can stipulate. Because 
the hotels want the condos to go back into inventory. 
They make more money when the condos go back 
into inventory. So this is not something that the major-
ity of hotels want to be able to take their condos out of 
their normal hotel inventory structure. Okay? But we 
want to incentivise individuals who may want to take 
the option to stay here and live here longer. 
 We have looked at it. We are comfortable. As 
I said to the Honourable Member and this House ear-
lier, we are going to ensure that if there is an issue, 
we can address it accordingly. So we do not have to 
remove this clause from this Bill. The Bill is fine as it 
is, going forward. It will achieve the objective that we 
want to achieve. And if there are any other concerns 
in relation to what has been raised, we have the ability 
to address it and address it satisfactorily. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader, 
from constituency 26. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. 
 A question for the Learned Minister of Tour-
ism: Who has been lobbying the Government for this 
change in this legislation? Please let us know. Is it the 
hotels? Is it real estate agents? Is it property owners 
or developers? But where is this coming from? 
 And my second question, which was a ques-
tion that my Deputy Leader asked previously, and it 
was not answered: What happens to those properties 
that were developed and, when they were developed 
under the auspices of fractional or hotel properties, 
received hotel concessions? What happens to them 
now? Are they then able to just make this transition 
after being built upon some government subsidy? So, 
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if the Minister says no, then I will ask the Minister to 
explain, what happens next? 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Mem-
ber from constituency number— 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He still did not answer my 
question. I guess what— 
 
The Chairman: Excuse me! Would you wait until I 
finish recognising you, please? Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency [31]. The Chair recognises the Shadow [sic] 
Minister of Tourism. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
An Hon. Member: The Minister. 
 
The Chairman: The Minister of Tourism. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. Thank you Madam 
Chairman. 
 Hotel concessions are based on hotel proper-
ties. And if that is not the case, those concessions will 
not be granted. And if there is some type of situation 
where they no longer remain a hotel property, then of 
course, the Government would have responsibility to 
recoup those concessions. 
 Again, the Government is also looking at, as I 
have stated previously, introducing an Investment Act, 
which, Madam Chairman, we are looking at a change 
in the whole hotel concession structure. And so again, 
as I said earlier, we can address this issue if the Gov-
ernment feels that it is a serious potential issue. We 
can address this issue through other means. So I ap-
preciate what has been stated. But absolutely, if a 
developer comes and receives a concession based on 
building a hotel, and what they build is not a hotel, 
Madam Chairman, those concessions will be re-
couped. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. 
 So, what the Honourable and Learned Minis-
ter just explained is that the Government, as the result 
of unintended consequences, will end up being put in 

a position as an Indian giver, where you gave conces-
sions then you changed the law, so you go back to the 
developer and say, Hey. We changed it. You need to 
give us the amount of the concession. That is what it 
sounds like. It is unintended consequences. Obvi-
ously, it has not been thought through deeply. 
 So I will ask again my initial question: Who 
has been lobbying for this change or amendment? 
Who? We would like to know. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I will deal with his first 
question . . . I am sorry. 
 
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Minister for 
Tourism and Transport. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, again, 
hotel concessions are based on a certain structure. 
They are building hotel properties. And if these devel-
opers, the individuals seeking the concession, do not 
produce that, the concessions . . . The misconception 
has always been that concessions are given when the 
order is granted; that is not the case. Concessions are 
given at the completion, due to the satisfaction of the 
Minister. And if what is created is not what they have 
asked for, then the concession is not provided. 
 And in terms of consultation, we have broad 
consultation, Madam Chairman, in relation to the in-
dustry and other individuals as it relates to the 
amendments before the House today. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members? 
 The Chair recognises the Junior Minister . . . 
Ah, no. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader, 
from constituency 26. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Since no one wants to answer 
my question— 
 
An Hon. Member: He did answer it. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, my initial question is, 
Who is lobbying you? So, should we then assume that 
it is someone who has a conflict of interest or is in-
volved in the tourism industry? Or maybe the Tourism 
Authority, or maybe it is a hotelier? Because if you are 
not transparent to a simple question like that, then it 
allows us to speculate. And then if we speculate, then 
you are going to be crying and screaming, saying that 
we are [imputing] improper motive. 
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[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, then, if you do not want 
us to go down that road, explain to us who is lobbying 
you for this change! 
 
The Chairman: Are there any other Members who 
would like to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 18, the Deputy Opposition Leader. Mr. E. 
David G. Burt, you have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, I was expecting 
that the Minister would get up to answer the question. 
 
An Hon. Member: He did. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Well, no one has said who has 
been lobbying for this particular change. And if we 
read the [Explanatory] Memorandum, it states, it is 
taking away the restriction “which currently restricts 
ownership by a person to a maximum . . . of six 
months in a year.” So that means that the fractional, 
which is currently restricted to six months a year, . . . it 
means that someone can buy four fractions in a frac-
tional unit, which means that they can own the entire 
unit. It is there to keep, themselves. 
 This, of course, as we are trying to say, goes 
against the very spirit of fractional ownership, an in-
dustry of which we have tried to do, and it also, also 
goes against the fact that it will reduce hotel inventory. 
There has to be a challenge as to why the Govern-
ment is going inside of this direction. There has to be 
a reason why. Someone has to be lobbying for it. Is it 
someone who is having trouble selling their fractional 
and wants to sell more? Is it someone who is having 
trouble with maybe . . . Are there developers on the 
ropes, and the only thing they think is that they need 
to convert their fractional to residential? What is the 
reason for this change? 
 I think it is very important. Because this one 
clause is basically changing our entire fractional hotel 
industry. It changes our entire condo hotel industry in 
this one clause. And there should be a better explana-
tion for it. We are not attempting to belabour the point, 
but certainly there has to be something behind this 
particular clause, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Minister of Tourism 
and Transport. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 This clause is not for existing fractional own-
ership. This clause is for prospective developments 
specifically. If you are talking about a developer who 

is most interested in this, that would be the Ariel 
Sands development. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Members, I am going to remind you 
that you either speak in undertones or in a tone that I 
cannot hear. Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: Member, take a seat, please, just for 
a quick second. 
 And I do mean that for all Members. If some-
one has to say something aside, they can take it into 
the kitchen and have it said. Or you can stand to the 
floor and ask the question.  
 Right now, I would like to respect the individ-
ual standing to his feet, Member from constituency 18. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I was hoping that the Honourable Minister 
could indicate where inside the legislation and/or 
regulations it says that it only applies to new proper-
ties. Because I think that would be very helpful insofar 
as alleviating. Because, clearly, Ariel Sands has lob-
bied for this. Maybe I could also ask the Honourable 
Minister, has Pink Beach lobbied for it as well, or is it 
just Ariel Sands? Is it something that Morgan’s Point 
is also looking at? 
 Because as I said, this seems, and the advice 
we are hearing is a way of turning land that is zoned 
for use in tourism into residential property as opposed 
to land zoned for tourism. And if the Honourable Min-
ister is saying Ariel Sands, we saw their plans and we 
saw a lot of houses. It does not seem like fractional 
ownership. 
 So if that is the case, if that is what we are 
looking at, then I think it is something important. Be-
cause we have land that is zoned for tourism for the 
specific purpose of a long-term tourism industry. And 
if we are making changes here now, it is dangerous 
enough that we are making changes that will, of 
course, reduce the stock of houses and residential for 
Bermudians. More land will be owned by non-
Bermudians who are PRCs. But now we are also look-
ing to reduce the amount of land technically zoned for 
tourism. 
 If someone can own the full share in what was 
traditionally only able to do as a fractional . . . The 
only way that foreigners were able to own interest in 
tourism properties in this land was through the frac-
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tional ownership scheme. Now we are looking to give 
them entire ownership of a single condo, which means 
they have a house. That is the way to do it. 
 So I think that we should have some clarity on 
this. And I would specifically like to know, where is the 
reference that says this only applies to new proper-
ties? Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 6, the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I am hoping the Hon-
ourable Minister or at least the Junior Minister, or 
somebody, would answer what my honourable col-
league just asked. I just could not see also where you 
are talking about going forward is okay, but going 
backwards, they are not included. 
 I just want to ask the Minister, the Authority, 
the Bermuda Tourism Authority [BTA], have they 
looked at this? And do they approve of this move? 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The BTA, do they approve of 
this amendment, the Bermuda Tourism Authority, the 
BTA? 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Minister of Tourism 
and Transport. 
  
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 In answer to the Shadow Minister of Finance, 
I never said that the law is prescribing that it applied 
only to new developments. The question was, Who 
was lobbying for it? And I said that— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Just speak to me. Do not listen to the 
side remarks. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The question was about 
this particular amendment. And I am saying that this 
amendment was not being asked for by existing prop-
erties. That the Honourable Member asked, Who was 
most interested in this amendment? I said the devel-
oper for the Ariel Sands property.  
 In terms of what the Honourable Shadow Min-
ister of Economic Development was asking, this mat-
ter has been raised by the BTA. The same issues that 

the Honourable Member has raised, they put on the 
table, and we are looking at ways to prevent the con-
cerns that have been raised from happening. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 6. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It is clear, Madam Chairman, 
that for some reason someone is really pushing this 
amendment forward. And because there is no logical 
reason why, even the Minister can’t answer why it is 
being done in this way. And even in the interests of 
the country, there is no logical reason why. 
 And so now we will have the ability for the 
fractional ownerships and everything that has gone 
back, and I will include those places that are built and 
that cannot be sold right now, as my colleague said, 
will be included in this. So now we will have foreign 
owners owning property outright and do not have to, 
and do not have to. 
 If the Minister is concerned, we should be 
leaving it as it is. Because no one is going to buy 
property if they do not have to. I have got a very good 
friend (and I am not going to call his name; you all 
know who it is, so I am not going to call his name), he 
does not need to rent out his property. He does not 
need to. He has got property down in Tucker’s Point 
there. He does not have to rent out his property. And 
so he will leave it empty. He leaves his luggage in 
there. Now it is packed away in some closet or wher-
ever it is; he does not have to now. Based on the de-
cisions of . . . Now we will have residential units, going 
forward.  
 And the Minister said something about con-
cessions are made after the development takes 
place? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Paid? They are paid after? 
Yes, but we know the concessions are before. The 
concessions are given before the development actu-
ally takes place, because nobody is going to develop 
if they are not aware of the concessions. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification, 
Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Point of clarification, if the Member 
will yield. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. 
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POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I just want to make the 
point that we approve the concessions here. And 
there are conditions before those concessions are 
actually received. And it is always post the develop-
ment. That is all I was saying. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 6 . . . No? 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Premier. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 In regard to Ariel Sands, I think any Member 
who wishes to go down to Planning, I think they have 
plans into the Planning Department. The plans that I 
saw called for the typical cottage colony concept. And 
I remember making the statement, I think it was when 
they were talking about some of the plans they were 
doing, and I was excited to see we were going back to 
the typical cottage colony concept. So it is not building 
residential units on tourism property. 
 Now that I have clarified, let us get back to the 
bigger picture. I appreciate the comments from Hon-
ourable Members on the other side. But let us face the 
stark reality of where we are today. They know, 
probably just as well, or better than, us how difficult it 
is to get people to invest in hotels in Bermuda. Any-
where in the world is like that. And we have found in 
our time in Government—I am sure they found the 
same thing, too—that you had to listen to the market 
and find ways to incentivise people to come in and 
develop in your country. 
 We hear it when we go around the world to 
hotel conferences and we go to investment confer-
ences. We hear it all the time. And what we have tried 
to do in the two and a half years as Government is we 
have tried to listen to the industry. The people who 
want to invest and who have the money are not going 
to go on a wing and a prayer. They will go where they 
believe the investment can pay off. And this concept 
that we are talking about today gives us another op-
portunity to sell something different that, up to now, 
was not available in Bermuda. 
 I am not overly concerned about the hotel 
bank being closed down, because I think once you 
can get the investment rolling, generally, in Bermuda 
with hotel development, and we are very close in 
many areas, then I think confidence will grow and 
more and more will come. That is why it is critically 
important that we do not stay in that box that we talk 
about all the time. You have got to get outside that 
box, and you have got to attract investment to come 
in. 
 

[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Now, I hear Honourable 
Members starting to cackle all over there now. But the 
difference between being over here and being over 
there is that we are making the decisions after we are 
consulting with the industry. And we believe this will 
work. We believe this will work.  
 And, you know, if somebody is going to invest 
$2 million into a tourism property and you are going to 
tell them, in this day and age, You can only stay there 
for this limited period of time, why would they want to 
invest that type of money and then have to walk away 
when they might want to spend more time in Ber-
muda? 
 And remember, if they stay in there seven 
months of the year and the other five months it is in 
the hotel bank, you have got seven months of some-
body spending nonstop in your Island. Because re-
member, they are not just going to sit in there and 
look out the window and drink water. They are going 
to be in our community. They are going to be spend-
ing money. They are going to eat at the restaurants 
that are on the property, that are off the property. 
They are going to go play golf. They are going to 
make acquaintances here. They are going to be part 
of our economy. That is the important part. 
 So, I appreciate the concerns that they raised, 
but I think this will work. And we have had consulta-
tion on it. And like everything, there is nothing perfect. 
But I think this is a good opportunity for us to help turn 
around the industry, and I am proud of the Minister of 
Tourism and the substantive Minister of Immigration 
and Junior Minister for what they are doing. Thank 
you, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I am very grateful for the contribution of the 
Honourable Premier. Because he just gave, I think 
unintentionally, the greatest clarity to the situation.  

Now we understand why there is confusion. 
Now we understand it. Because there seems to be a 
conflict within Cabinet, two different ideals. One is to 
serve the interests of real estate developers. But then 
you have another Minister, the Honourable and 
Learned Member, Minister of Tourism, whose interest 
is to increase hotel inventory, who the Minister just . . . 
he said that it has been red-flagged and it is a concern 
by the BTA, et cetera. 
 But then the Premier comes and gives us the 
justification for reducing hotel inventory with this prom-
ise that we are going to have additional hotel invest-
ment in the future, instead of working with what we 
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have now. It is confusion! That confusion stems from 
a diet of special interest! There is special interest pull-
ing at the coat-strings or coattails of the OBA. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order. 
 
The Chairman: Point of order. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Honourable Member 
is [imputing] improper motives. I am not going to let 
him come here and dream up his hallucination and 
theories about special interests. If he has proof, put it 
on the table. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Let us move forward. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 
The Chairman: I can only hear one point of order at a 
time. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. That is not a 
point of order. 
 
The Chairman: The Chair recognises— 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: There is such a thing in 
Western democracy as a diet of special interest! That 
is why they are called lobby groups in America. That 
is why we asked the question, Who is putting pressure 
on the Government for this piece of legislation? Okay? 
Because when you get that special interest pressure 
from different angles, you get what we just saw, con-
fusion in terms of policy! One Minister is saying one 
thing, and then we have another Minister saying the 
next. And he realises it, too. He realises it. We need 
hotel inventory! That is the industry that we should be 
supporting first, not trying to bail out over-extended 
mal-invested real estate developers! 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You want me to explain that 
again? 
 Because you have got two different interests. 
Listen. They have got two different interests. They 
have got real estate developers pulling at their coat-
strings, right? Then you have got the hotel and your 
BTA saying, We need more inventory. I am sure the 
Minister of Economic Development is saying, We 
need more rooms and inventory because the Amer-
ica’s Cup is coming. So, how do you two reconcile 

those two positions? You cannot reconcile it because 
it is a conflict. They are confused! 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am fine, fine. Fine. 
 
The Chairman: Member, I want to— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, it is confusion! 
 
The Chairman: Member, I just want to say we need 
to respect the Member who is on the floor. And if I— 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, can you address that to 
the Junior Minister? 
 
The Chairman: I am. I am saying, everyone, we need 
to hear the Member who is on the floor. I recognised 
him, and I would like for each of you to hear him. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you. Thank you, 
Madam Chairman. 
 So again, again, it might have been better if 
the Premier would have just sat quiet. Because all he 
did was reinforce what we thought was going on in the 
first place, that you have this top-down approach, 
(right?) pandering to special interests, without giving 
wide-range consideration to the unintended conse-
quences. So here we have the Minister of Tourism 
somehow putting his best effort onto giving a justifica-
tion as to why we will reduce our potential hotel inven-
tory. Okay? And in response, he has said, We can 
reduce what has been built for something that does 
not exist. That is fairy-tale government. That is a con-
fused government. 
 So I will take my seat now and see what ap-
proach they are going to take. Because eventually, 
this Bill is going to have the Minister of Tourism com-
ing back up here to put out unintended fires that have 
been created because of poorly written legislation that 
has not been thought out at the Cabinet table or at the 
executive level in the Premier’s Office. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members wanting to 
speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 8, the Government Whip, Mr. N. H. Cole 
Simons. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Madam Chairman, I see this 
here as an advancement of the tourism product. 
Madam Chairman, as you know, I work in the high net 
worth space at HSBC. And I know for a fact, because 
I finance some of this, that super high net worth indi-
viduals around the world would buy a two-bedroom 
penthouse at the Claridge’s, at the Plaza, at the New 
York Hilton. And that will be one of their many homes. 
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They do not stay there all year round. They may 
spend six or seven months there. 
 But my point is they have bought into these 
hotels— 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Chairman: Member, Member! Member, have a 
seat for a second. 
 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: —because— 
 
The Chairman: Member, have a seat for a second. 
 I should not be hearing the other Whip when I 
am trying to listen to the Whip who is on the floor. 
 Member, please proceed. 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
  
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: So, what I am saying, 
Madam Chairman, I see this as an opportunity to im-
prove our product offering for our super high net worth 
individuals. 
 We are catching up, Madam Chairman. We 
are catching up. And we want to play in this space.  
 When they have guests come, they do not 
stay in their penthouse suite. They stay in apartments 
or hotel rooms in the hotel below them. I know a Ber-
mudian who bought an apartment in Washington 
above a hotel. It is part of the hotel complex. They 
have access to all the amenities. And when their 
guests come to visit them, they stay in the hotel. They 
do not do any cooking. They do not do any cleaning. 
They use the hotel staff, even though their flat is 
owned by them personally. 
 So my point is this is a new product that we 
are making available for the super high net worth indi-
viduals. As someone said earlier, We have to think 
creatively and be more receptive to the needs and 
demands of our high net worth space if we want to be 
a first-class tourist destination. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you.  
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Minister of Tourism 
and Transport. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I just want to make it clear, as my name has 
been evoked quite a bit during this debate, there is no 
confusion in Cabinet. Let us make that abundantly 
clear. Okay? The Honourable Premier made the case, 
in my opinion, compellingly. We need to have new 
development in Bermuda!  
 And I know that the other side also agree. 
They tried very hard to get new development whilst 
they were in government, Madam Chairman. 

 So we will be committed to getting new devel-
opment. We have the Pink Beach going on right now, 
Madam Chairman. We hear people undermining it all 
the time, but that development is going on right now. 
We have the St. George’s project, very close, Madam 
Chairman. And I am looking forward to coming to this 
House with good news on that project. We have Ariel 
Sands. We have Morgan’s Point, which looks like it is 
about to start, as well. So we are on the precipice, 
Madam Chairman, of new hotel development, foreign 
investment in this country, new hotel inventory. 
 I have made it clear that we are satisfied that 
this amendment will not have a negative impact on 
existing inventory—I made that clear—based on the 
consultation that we have had. Made it clear. There 
are other ways to prevent a reduction of inventory. So 
we have dealt with that. So we have looked at this 
issue from every angle. We have been proactive. We 
have discussed it. And we have come to the conclu-
sion that we can proceed without there being any 
negative consequences. 
 However, it has been flagged. We are looking 
at it, and we are on top of it, Madam Chairman. But no 
matter what we do in this House, Madam Chairman, 
the Opposition tries to fit it into their narrative—no 
matter what we do. If you listen to every single de-
bate, primarily, they come up with the same conclu-
sion no matter what the subject matter is. So, that is 
the modus operandi, to find a way to fit this into their 
narrative.  
 We have a job to do. We are going to get it 
done. I have said to the Opposition, I have no problem 
having further dialogue with the Honourable former 
Tourism Minister and others as we go ahead if their 
concerns are there. But we will ensure that those con-
cerns are mitigated, Madam Chairman. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader. 
You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. 
 Could the Honourable and Learned Minister of 
Tourism please do tell this Honourable Chamber, 
what are the issues that were red-flagged by the Tour-
ism Authority that you pay so handsomely? What are 
the issues that were red-flagged? What are these 
concerns that you say are . . . In one sense, you say it 
is concerns and it is red-flagged. But then in the next 
breath, you say that all will be mitigated. Can you 
please share with us then, what are the concerns? If it 
has not got anything to do with hotel inventory, why do 
you continue to say that it was red-flagged? What are 
the flags? 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
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 The Chair recognises the Minister of Tourism 
and Transport. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, I have 
made the point that the issue, the concern that was 
raised by the Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 6, had already been red-flagged. I am speaking 
to the issue articulated by the Honourable Member 
from constituency 6. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Again, again, I will ask the 
question, Madam Chairman. In terms of the BTA, 
what were their concerns in regard to this piece of 
legislation? Simple question. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Members. 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 6. The Honourable Wayne L. Furbert, you 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, Madam Chairman. This 
will be the last time I will speak. 
 But the Honourable Member, Mr. Crockwell, 
says that the Ariel Sands, Pink Beach are underway. 
The Ariel Sands, the Premier said that it is only doing 
a cottage colony. He says that St. George’s will be 
coming here very soon. We say that Morgan’s Point is 
on its way. So who are we doing this for? Everybody 
else has . . . We do not . . . The arguments by the 
Honourable Member here, Cole Simons, said that we 
did it because we needed to get hotels built. So what 
is the real reason? We still do not know why and who 
for. We really do not know.  
 Someone said earlier, The Government has 
its say and the Government has its day. We under-
stand that. But it really is not clear. It is fuzzy. And 
maybe the Minister of Finance understands why it is 
fuzzy. But it is not there at all. And so, we have done 
our part. The people of this country know that we have 
fought hard on this argument. And the Government, 
once again, has not made an argument that makes 
any sense at all what they are doing. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 18. You have the floor. 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, we heard a 
very passionate speech earlier this evening from the 
Member of the Government benches, speak about the 
need for the Government to listen to the people. We 
had a debate, I want to say maybe 20 months ago, 
where we had the Minister of Tourism tell us that they 
are going to have the BTA because we want the pro-
fessionals in charge of tourism. 
 The professionals have flagged this as a prob-
lem. And the Government is not even listening to the 
very professionals that they put in place to run tour-
ism. I just wanted to make that point, Madam Chair-
man. It is certainly a challenge. The Premier and the 
Minister have basically confirmed that these new 
units, these cottage colonies that are going to be built 
during this model will basically change from tourism to 
residential. That is their goal. That is their objective. 
That is what they say it is necessary to do. 
  But I think that it is very important that we un-
derstand the effect that this small change will have on 
our tourism industry. Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 13 through 16? 
 There are no other Members. 
 Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I would like to move clauses 1 through 16. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 
through 16 be approved. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections; agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 16 passed.] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I would like to move the Preamble. 
  
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble 
be approved. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 Agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam 
Chairman. 
 I move that the Bill be reported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be 
reported to the House as printed. 
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 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections; agreed to. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: Names? 
 All in favour, say Aye. 
 
Some Hon. Members: Aye. 
 
The Chairman: All opposed? 
 
Some Hon. Members: Nay. 
 
The Chairman: I see three standing, and that means 
call for names. Thank you. The bell will be rung. 
 The bell is ringing. That means three minutes, 
and everyone has the opportunity to come to two min-
utes into the House. 
 
[Pause for the ringing of the bell] 
 
The Chairman: One more minute. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Chairman: Thirty more seconds. 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. The doors will be locked. 
 
The Deputy Clerk: 
  

DIVISION 
[Committee stage: Bermuda Immigration and Protec-

tion Amendment Act 2015] 
 
Ayes: 17 Noes: 15 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden Hon. Marc A. R. Bean 
Mr. Kenneth Bascome Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney 
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier Mr. Walton Brown 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell Hon. D. V. Burgess, Sr. 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley  Mr. E. David Burt 
Dr. the Hon. E. G. Gibbons  Mr. Rolfe Commissiong 
Hon. P. J. Gordon-Pamplin  Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo  
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson  Hon. Wayne L. Furbert  
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz  Hon. Dennis P. Lister  
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge Mr. Walter H. Roban  
Mr. Mark J. Pettingill  Hon. Michael J. Scott 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards  Mr. W. Lawrence Scott 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr. Mr. Jamahl S. Simmons 
Hon. R. Wayne Scott  Mr. Michael A. Weeks 
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons  Ms. Kim N. Wilson 
Mr. Glen Smith   
Mr. Jeff Sousa 

 
Absent: 1 

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva  

 
Abstain: 1 

Ms. Leah K. Scott 
 
The Chairman: The numbers are 17 Ayes, 15 Noes. 
The Ayes have it. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, Madam Chair-
man. Point of clarification. 
 
 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: We noted there was an abstention 
in that vote. 
 
The Chairman: Yes. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: So, you said 17 Ayes, 15 Nays. 
 
The Chairman: I am sorry. Thank you very much. 
And one abstention. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: And one abstention. Thank you, 
Madam. 
 
The Chairman: That would be 17 Ayes, 15 Noes and 
one abstention. 
 
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, I am not 
sure that was an abstention; it was a person who did 
not vote. I did not hear anyone say, I abstain. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Chairman: The Ayes have it. The Bill will be re-
ported to the House as printed. 
 
[Gavel]  
 
[Motion carried: The Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection Amendment Act 2015 was considered by a 
Committee of the whole House and passed by major-
ity on division without amendment.] 
 
[Pause] 
  

House resumed at 9:05 pm 
 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]  
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
 

BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION 
AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members. 
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 We have had the second reading [and Com-
mittee stage] of the Bermuda Immigration and Protec-
tion Amendment Act 2015 approved. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 We will then move on to . . . Order No. 6 is 
carried over, and Order No. 7 is the Health Insurance 
Amendment Act 2015, in the name of the Minister of 
Health, Seniors and Environment. Minister Jeanne 
Atherden, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I move that 
the Bill entitled the Health Insurance Amendment Act 
2015 be now read the second time. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 Carry on, Minister. 
 

BILL 
 

SECOND READING 
 

HEALTH INSURANCE AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, the Bill be-
fore this Honourable House is the Health Insurance 
Amendment Act 2015. Mr. Speaker, Honourable 
Members will recall that in the 2014 Speech from the 
Throne, this Government promised to amend this Act 
to give the Bermuda Health Council the authority to 
publish the names of employers who fail to provide 
health insurance coverage for their employees. 
 Mr. Speaker, that speech indicated as follows: 
There is a legal requirement for employers to provide 
their employees and their employees’ unemployed 
spouses with health insurance. In difficult economic 
times, employers may be tempted to cut corners, but it 
is critical that employees be protected to ensure they 
have current health insurance. Mr. Speaker, I am 
pleased to advise this Honourable House that this Bill 
delivers on that promise. Mr. Speaker, the Bermuda 
Health Council is responsible for monitoring and en-
forcing compliance with the Health Insurance Act 
1970 and receives monthly data from insurers on in-
active health insurance policies for which claims are 
not being paid. 
 In the ordinary course, a policy is made inac-
tive when the premium is in arrears. In Fiscal Year 
2014/15, between 234 and 631 employees were re-
ported monthly to be without active health insurance. 
Presently, the Health Council does follow-up with all 
employers with inactive policies, reducing inactive 
policies by 50 per cent, on average. Unfortunately, Mr. 
Speaker, most employers fail to inform their employ-
ees when their policy is inactive. Often, it is only when 
seeking some kind of medical service— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just a minute, just 
a minute, because I cannot hear. I cannot hear. 

 Please, Honourable Members. If Honourable 
Members can be quiet so I can at least hear the Minis-
ter as she makes her presentation. 
 All right. Thank you very much. 
 Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Presently, the Health 
Council does follow-up with all employers with inactive 
policies, reducing inactive policies by 50 per cent, on 
average. Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, most employers 
fail to inform their employees when their policy is inac-
tive. Often, it is only when seeking some kind of medi-
cal service that employees discover their lack of cov-
erage. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is important to note that sec-
tion 24A(3) of the Health Insurance Act 1970 makes it 
an offence for an employer who fails to inform his em-
ployee, in writing, of its failure to enact a contract of 
health insurance. Therefore, these offences can be 
prosecuted. But, as Honourable Members will know, 
this is a costly and time-consuming process which 
does not achieve the aim of the principal Act, which is 
to ensure that employees are insured. 
 This does not mean an end to any remedy by 
the criminal law. But the reality of life is that the publi-
cation proposed by this Bill will alert employees 
sooner where there is an issue, and very likely cause 
delinquent employers to prioritise their responsibility. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Bill before the House pro-
vides for the Bermuda Health Council to publish a 
statement to the effect that it considers, or a licensed 
insurer has reported, that an employer has failed or 
neglected to effect or continue in force a contract of 
health insurance as required under the Health Insur-
ance Act 1970. 
 Mr. Speaker, working men and women need 
to be protected, and employers must recognise the 
importance of maintaining this coverage for their em-
ployees. Our system of health care depends on each 
agency or entity doing its part under the law. Mr. 
Speaker, I am pleased to deliver on one of this Gov-
ernment’s promises and commend this Bill to the 
House for the support of Honourable Members. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 29. MP Zane De Silva, you 
have the floor. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, as the Premier did last week, we 
will make sure that we do this week. This is a piece of 
legislation that we certainly, on this side, support. And, 
Minister, we look forward to [this being done], be-
tween the insurance companies and the Bermuda 
Health Council, because this is something you might 
know, that I was certainly in support of this prior to the 
election in 2012. And I am glad to see that it is here 
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and that we will be making moves to make sure that 
we name and shame those who need to be named 
and shamed. So, it certainly has our support, Minister. 
And we look forward to the success of this legislation 
and the bite of it. 

Thank you very much. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 18. MP David Burt, you 
have the floor. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, as the former Shadow Minister 
of Health and the former Minister of Health just said, 
that we are in full support of this legislation. 
 I know that, from history, I have had constitu-
ents who have had problems before with their thinking 
that their health insurance was in place and then find-
ing out that their health insurance was not in place. 
And in the past, I have attempted to follow up with the 
Health Council. I have attempted to even follow up 
and report the individual to the police and saw no ef-
fort and no result from that action. So I am wondering 
if the Minister also in her remarks about naming and 
shaming will also give any indication to the House as 
to any enforcement action that might be taken by the 
executive to ensure that, when problems are reported 
in these instances . . . Because I have experience of 
attempting to report people and no action has been 
taken, even after I follow up with both the Health 
Council and the police.  What guarantees or assur-
ances she can give to the House that that enforce-
ment action will take place? Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17. MP Walton Brown, you 
have the floor. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I will be 
very brief. 
 Obviously, we support this Bill because it is an 
attempt to name and shame those employers who 
wilfully violate the law. But when you juxtapose this 
piece of legislation with the Government’s actions with 
respect to immigration violations, I do not see any 
consistency. And so, I applaud the Minister for Health 
for bringing this forward. I would like to encourage the 
Government to extend this principle of naming and 
shaming those employers who violate the law wilfully, 
extend it to immigration as well. 
 I noted that the Government in previous ses-
sions seemed pained to identify those employers who 
have violated the work permit policy. And I think it is 
equally, if not more, important that this also be done. 
So the principle is a solid one. It is a sound one. We 

support it. Let us extend it to other areas of the em-
ployers who wilfully violate the law. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister for Community, Culture and Sport. Minister Pat 
Gordon-Pamplin, you have the floor. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, very briefly, I stand in support of 
my honourable colleague bringing this legislation to 
this Honourable House tonight. What is interesting is 
that (and I think it needs to be said), notwithstanding 
that, legally, employers are required to provide insur-
ance for their employees, in many— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I am sorry? I am 
sorry? 
 
[Pause] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Notwithstanding 
that employers are required to provide insurance for 
their employees, with certain limited hours being the 
cut-off point, it is important to understand that, espe-
cially in an instance where employees are paying part 
of the premium for their health insurance, and to the 
extent that the employer is failing to pass on those 
premiums to the appropriate insurer for coverage, it is 
tantamount to theft. And I think that the idea of putting 
somebody front and centre to say that, What you are 
doing is reprehensible, notwithstanding the hardship 
that can be caused to any employees who, having 
believed they had insurance coverage, then find 
themselves in need of medical attention, to only find 
out that they may be liable to pay that money out of 
their own pockets because the employer has not paid 
it over—it is inexcusable. 
 So I am really appreciative to see this coming 
forward this evening and I give it my full support, as 
well. But I think it is important for people to understand 
that they can make requests of their employers to 
make sure that, if they have not had notification oth-
erwise whether their premium has been paid, they can 
find out. And then they have the obligation, or they 
have the right to make a complaint if somebody has 
stolen their money. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 Would any other Honourable Member care to 
speak? 
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 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Minister to reply. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Thank you, colleagues. 
 As we all have agreed, this is something that 
is very important because health insurance is very 
necessary. And we want to make sure that it never 
happens or happens less frequently where a person 
only becomes aware that they do not have the cover-
age at the time when they really need it, which is 
when they are going to have some sort of procedure 
taken care of. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, going forward, I think that 
sometimes you have to recognise when people are 
aware that you are going to be caught out, that means 
that if they are having to choose between robbing Pe-
ter to pay Paul (and I should not use that expression), 
but they will then make sure that the health insurance 
is the item that they are not going to [ignore]. 
 With respect to the question that was asked, 
obviously, the enforcement or having someone taken 
to court with respect to withholding the funds is some-
thing which is a police matter. But with respect to the 
health insurance, I would like to think that, as more 
people are aware that it is going to be subject to not 
only greater scrutiny, but scrutiny such that their em-
ployees will be aware of it, very quickly that this type 
of activity will cease. 
 With that, Mr. Speaker, what I would like to do 
is move that the Bill be committed. 
 
The Speaker: The Minister has moved that the Bill be 
committed. 
 Any objections? 
 There are none. 
 Deputy? 
 

House in Committee at 9:18 pm 
 
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser,Chairman] 
 

COMMITTEE ON BILL 
 

HEALTH INSURANCE AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
The Chairman: Members, we are in Committee of the 
whole [House] for further discussion on the Bill entitled 
Health Insurance Amendment Act 2015. 
 I call on the Minister in charge to proceed. 
 Minister, please proceed. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Clause 1— 
 
The Chairman: So, we are going to do [clauses] 1 to 
3? 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I move clauses 1, 2 and 3. 
 

The Chairman: It has been moved that we do clauses 
1 through 3. 
 Any objection to that? 
 No objections. 
 Please proceed. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Clause 1, this is the stan-
dard citation clause and cites the Bill as the Health 
Insurance Amendment Act 2015. 
 Clause 2. This clause amends section 25 of 
the principal Act by inserting a new section 25(4A) 
and 25(4B). Section 25(4A) provides for the Bermuda 
Health Council to publish a statement to the effect that 
it considers, or a licensed insurer has reported, that 
an employer has failed or neglected to effect or con-
tinue in force a contract of health insurance as re-
quired by section 20(1) of the Health Insurance Act 
1970. Under section 25(4B), the Council is not liable 
for any loss resulting from a publication under section 
25(4A), provided the Council has acted in good faith. 
 Clause 3. This clause makes a consequential 
amendment to section 18 (Confidentiality) of the Ber-
muda Health Council Act 2004 to clarify that the provi-
sions of that section do not apply to the publication of 
a statement by the Bermuda Health Council under 
section 25(4A) of the Health Insurance Act 1970. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you.  
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
 The Chair recognises the Member from con-
stituency 5, that is Hamilton East, the Honourable 
Derrick V. Burgess. You have the floor. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. Thank you, 
Madam Chairman. And, Madam Chairman, if it is in-
appropriate what I am going to say, then just please 
let me know and I could sit. 
 But when we talk about paying premium, 
GEHI does not pay premiums. It pays the doctor’s bills 
when treatment is required overseas. In other words, 
[when] the surgery cannot be performed here. There 
are some cases where people have gone overseas for 
surgery, and GEHI has not paid it. And what is ironic 
about it, they paid for some people who went over-
seas and have not paid for others. 
 
[Inaudible interjection]  
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, people pay for the 
bills; they have not paid for the bills. And this is con-
cerning to all of us, because these people are paying 
their premiums. This is the government’s insurance 
not paying the overseas surgeon for the work. And 
again, the surgery cannot . . . Well, the service is not 
provided in Bermuda. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 

http://parliament.bm/uploadedFiles/Content/House_Business/Bills/Health%20Insurance%20Amendment%20Act%202015.pdf
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 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
 Minister? 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Members, I think that . . . I 
just want to clarify that because this subsection deals 
with licensed insurers either failing or neglecting to 
effect or keep and continue in force a contract of 
health insurance, that is not covered by this Act. But I 
do appreciate that the question that was raised is 
something that should be investigated. And I would go 
directly back to GEHI. 
 
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you. 
 
The Chairman: Thank you. 
 Are there any other Members who would like 
to speak to clauses 1 through 3? 
 There are no other Members. 
 Minister. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: The clauses first. 
 It has been moved that clauses 1 through 3 
be approved as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections; agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 approved.] 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I move the Preamble. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble 
be approved. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections; agreed to. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: I move that the Bill be re-
ported to the House. 
 
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be 
reported to the House as printed. 
 Are there any objections to that motion? 
 No objections; agreed to. 
 
[Gavel]  
 
[Motion carried: The Health Insurance Amendment 
Act 2015 was considered by a Committee of the 
whole House and passed without amendment.] 
 
[Pause] 
 

House resumed at 9:23 pm  

 
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]  
 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE  
 

HEALTH INSURANCE AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
  
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we have had 
approval of the second reading [and  Committee 
stage] of the Health Insurance Amendment Act 2015 
in the name of the Minister of Health, Seniors and En-
vironment. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 I think, from what I have been made to under-
stand, Order Nos. 8 through 18 are all carried over. 
And I will recognise the Honourable Member, MP D. 
P. Lister. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I know why you 
are acknowledging me. I do not have the paperwork 
right now because the date has expired. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: This is to extend my motion. 
 
The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I can read it off from the old. If 
I could read it off. 
 
The Speaker: If you would, I would appreciate it. 
 

MOTION 
 
APPOINTMENT OF SELECT COMMITTEE TO EX-
AMINE AND REVIEW THE VIABILITY OF THE DE-

COLONISATION OF BERMUDA 
[Reinstated] 

 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: If you would allow me. Yes. If 
you suspend [Standing Order] 25, Mr. Speaker. We 
are asking for suspension of [Standing Order] 25(3) so 
that I can re-introduce— 
 
The Speaker: Extend the period. 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Extending the date. Here we 
go, Mr. Speaker: 
 That pursuant to Part IV of the Parliament Act 
1957, BE IT RESOLVED that given Bermuda’s colo-
nial status, a Select Committee of the House be ap-
pointed with a mandate to examine and review the 
viability of the decolonisation of Bermuda and report 
to this Honourable House on its findings and recom-
mendations. 
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. 
 Any objections to that? 
 There are none. 
 The Honourable MP Wayne Furbert. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, this one here, 
[Order No.] 20, we are not going to proceed with this. I 
thought we would just drop [Order No.] 20. 
 
The Speaker: Say that again, Honourable Member? 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We will let this one fall off 
the boat. 
 
The Speaker: Okay. All right. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 
 
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That was covered in some 
other ways. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Yes. It will just fall off. You do 
not have to withdraw it. It will just automatically fall off.  
 Now, the next one, I understand that the Hon-
ourable Member, Ms. Wilson, is going to— 
 
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Mr. Speaker, just may I give 
some clarity to it? What we are going to do is let it fall 
off the Order Paper tonight. And the new Shadow Min-
ister will re-introduce it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. All right. So we will do that. All 
right. Thank you. 
 So, the next Orders are carried over, are 
they? 
 
Some Hon. Members: Yes. 
 
The Speaker: Then I will recognise the Minister for 
National Security. Premier. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended 
to enable me to move the Bill entitled the Statistics 
Amendment Act 2015 be now read the third time by its 
title only. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on, Premier. 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 

STATISTICS AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Statistics Amendment 
Act 2015. I move that the Bill do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 The Bill is now passed. 
 
[Motion carried: The Statistics Amendment Act 2015 
was read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise now the Junior 
Minister for Home Affairs. Junior Minister Richards, 
carry on. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker I move that Standing Order 21 be 
suspended to enable me to move the Bill entitled the 
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 
2015, be now read the third time by its title only. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections? 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 
The Speaker: Carry on. 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 

BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION 
AMENDMENT ACT 2015 

 
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Bermuda Immigra-
tion and Protection Amendment Act 2015. I move that 
the Bill do now pass. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 It has been moved that the Bill be now 
passed. Are there any objections to that? 
 The Bill is now passed. 
 
[Motion carried: The Bermuda Immigration and Pro-
tection Amendment Act 2015 was read a third time 
and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the 
Health Minister. 
 

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I move that 
Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to 
move that the Bill entitled the Health Insurance 
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Amendment Act 2015 be now read the third time by its 
title only. 
 
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that? 
 
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.] 
 
The Speaker: There are none. 
 Carry on, Premier. 
 

BILL 
 

THIRD READING 
 

HEALTH INSURANCE AMENDMENT ACT 2015 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: Health Insurance 
Amendment Act 2015. I move that the Bill do now 
pass. 
 
The Speaker: All right. It has been moved that the Bill 
be passed. 
 Are there any objections to that? 
 There are none, so the Bill is passed. 
 
[Motion carried: The Health Insurance Amendment 
Act 2015 was read a third time and passed.] 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Hon-
ourable Premier. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
 
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I move that we adjourn till next Friday, 
June 5th. 
 
The Speaker: June the 5th. All right. 
 Are you up to speak? 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, sir. 
 
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honour-
able Member from constituency 29, MP Zane De 
Silva. 
 

BERMUDA TOURISM AUTHORITY SURVEY 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise tonight with a few concerns 
in general. But, Mr. Speaker, I would like to start with 
the news this week that the CEO of the Bermuda 
Tourism Authority made an announcement. And with 
your indulgence, Mr. Speaker, I will just read a piece 
of that. And it goes like this:  

“Dear Stakeholder: This week, we will be dis-
tributing an online survey concerning the challenge 
the Island faces relative to airlifts. This topic has be-

come a serious economic development, resident and 
tourism concern for Bermuda. Without stabilising ex-
isting airlift capacity and finding new future capacity, 
our ability to grow Bermuda’s economy will be se-
verely limited. If we don’t intervene in some manner, 
the country will most certainly experience a further 
decline in air service. This is a concerted effort un-
derway to address this topic in a unified manner 
through a collaboration across several locally based 
organisations. The survey will help ensure meaningful 
solutions are identified to solve this challenge. You 
can expect to receive the electronic survey in your 
inbox later this week. Be sure to respond, as your in-
put is vital.” [UNVERIFIED QUOTE] 
 Mr. Speaker, this, from the CEO of the Ber-
muda Tourism Authority this week, dated May 26. 
Now, Mr. Speaker, put a pin on that for a moment.  

There was news out of Barbados this week, 
Mr. Speaker, that they had their highest, highest re-
cord of air arrivals, long-stay arrivals for the first quar-
ter in 25 years. Mr. Speaker, you will know, certainly 
from sitting in that chair, that over the last several 
months I have highlighted almost every Caribbean 
island to the south has experienced increase in air 
arrival passengers. So here we are this week, the 
CEO has alerted the stakeholders of this country that 
he would like us to participate in a survey concerning 
the challenge the Island faces relative to airlift. 
 Mr. Speaker, a lot of people in Bermuda, as 
well as certainly the Members of this Honourable 
House, will know the name Billy Griffith. Billy Griffith 
used to work for the Department of Tourism. He left 
Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. Guess where he is working? 
 
Some Hon. Members: Barbados. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He is working in Barbados. 
He is working with Alvin Jemmott, who is responsible 
for tourism in Barbados. Together, Mr. Speaker, this is 
what they have achieved. So, we let one of our home-
grown talents go when the Bermuda Tourism Author-
ity was formed. We let him go. Yes, we let him go. We 
let him go. 
 
An Hon. Member: He is Bajan. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He is Bajan? Come on, 
come on. We let him go. Okay. He is Bajan. And how 
many of the other people in this House [is] Bajan? 
Come on.  
 The thing is, Mr. Speaker, we let him go. And 
he has gone to one of our competitors, and what does 
he achieve along with his CEO of the Tourism Author-
ity in Barbados? 
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes! Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
And you know what, Mr. Speaker? The thing is, here 
we are. We have the One Bermuda Alliance— 
 
The Speaker: Have a seat, Honourable Member. 
Have a seat. Thank you. 
 You can carry on now. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: We have the One Bermuda 
Alliance, Mr. Speaker, who told us prior to that elec-
tion in December 2012, We will solve Bermuda’s prob-
lems. We are going to form a Tourism Authority, and 
this is what we are going to do. We were promised 
that the numbers . . . in January 2013 we were prom-
ised that the numbers were going to increase in six 
months. No, that did not happen. We were promised 
that they would happen the year after that. No, a year 
passed. It has not happened, Mr. Speaker. Okay. 
 We were told that the Tourism Authority, the 
CEO, the Minister are going to own 2015 numbers. 
They are going to own those numbers. What happens 
the first quarter? Numbers are down 7 per cent, Mr. 
Speaker. Almost to a country, to an island, our com-
petitors to the south have all recorded increase in air-
lift visitors, Mr. Speaker, whilst we continue to decline. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, I have said many times in 
this House, I hope for the life of us, for Bermudians’ 
sake that those numbers increase. But it is becoming 
harder and harder for me to sit back and for us to sit 
back and watch the numbers decline! 
 
The Speaker: Just a moment. Hold on, please. Hold 
on. 
 All right. Carry on. Carry on, please. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, these numbers decline. We are 
paying top dollar! We are paying top dollar for the 
CEO of the Bermuda Tourism Authority. We are pay-
ing board members $20,000 a year, seemingly, to 
give us success in tourist arrivals. And of course, we 
know we just spent several hours debating, Mr. 
Speaker, you know, where are going to give away 
some more of our hotel beds. 
 So, here we are. We are trying like, doggone 
it, to increase our air arrivals, trying like heck to do 
that. But we are giving away, going to sell away some 
of the very few beds that we are short on, away. So I 
do want to hear what the Minister has to say about 
that, Mr. Speaker.  
 But, Mr. Speaker, when is the OBA going to 
admit that their strategy is wrong and they do not 
know what they are doing? Mr. Speaker, they do not 
know what they are doing. Because you know what? 
Even if the numbers increase in the second quarter of 
this year, do you know how much they have to in-
crease to try and get back to level? Unless they shock 
us all and they increase by 20, 30, 40 per cent . . . 
because if you think in the second quarter we have an 

increase of 10 to 15 per cent that we are going to be 
happy, we are not. Because we will be getting back to 
level. We will be getting back to 2012 numbers, if we 
are lucky, Mr. Speaker. If we are lucky. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, when we have a CEO whom 
we are paying over $0.5 million a year, $1,000 a day, 
Mr. Speaker, and this is what we get? We are going to 
get a survey? We are going to get a survey done, Mr. 
Speaker? And you hear things like, We are going to 
sell Bermuda. We are going to sell our fish sand-
wiches and rum swizzles. Mr. Speaker, the strategy is 
not working, while we sit by and wait and hope that we 
do not lose another airline and that our numbers in-
crease. 
 And we are selling off hotel beds that we 
have, after today’s legislation. So our beds are going 
to be [fewer]. Maybe the OBA says, Well, we’ll sell off 
some of those hotel beds because we’re not getting 
the visitors. Chicken-and-egg. Let us build a hotel. 
Well, hang on. Let us increase the airlift. But the air-
lines are pulling out. Hotel developers, well, wait a 
minute. We have got all this stigma hanging around. 
We have not heard anything from Desarrollos yet, 
Minister. But yet we were promised time and time 
again, three promises broken. Now here we are at the 
end of May. The next time we come here it will be 
June. Minister said, I will report back to this House by 
the end of May. We will get some news on Desarrollos 
by the end of May. 
 I did not see or hear any Ministerial State-
ments about the Desarrollos Hotel Group this morn-
ing. Did anybody else hear anything? No, sir. I tell you 
what I did hear. I heard about a court case going on in 
the US. 
 Mr. Speaker, the strategy does not appear to 
be working. And it is hard for us who tune in to Carib-
bean News every day and we get the alerts through-
out the day that the success . . . People are flying over 
us, past us, to go to our competitors every day. And 
the numbers are getting larger. Cuba has opened their 
doors—more competitors, Mr. Speaker, more. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right. Last year, one 
million Canadians went to Cuba, Mr. Speaker, flying 
over us to go to Cuba. 
 Mr. Speaker, we have an issue. When are we 
going to say that the coach . . . used to be a coach. I 
remember. And I know you were coached by some 
good people, too. I used to watch you “Big Foot” 
Somerset years ago. I sure did. 
 But, Mr. Speaker, when are we going to say 
that, You know what? The strategy is not working? 
When is the coach going to take responsibility? My 
football team, Liverpool . . . Brendon Rodgers, if he 
has not gone already, he is under pressure, Mr. 
Speaker. Why? Because his team is not performing. 
He is not getting results. But we are paying the CEO 
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at least half a million dollars a years in wages and 
benefits, Mr. Speaker. I remember when I used to call 
that number, all the OBA’s benches used to get up 
screaming. Not anymore. Because you know why, Mr. 
Speaker? Because that figure is correct! 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: You make it up. You 
make it up. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because it is correct, Mr. 
Speaker. And you know what? 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And I will tell you what. 
You talk about hoodwinking. You remember when the 
CEO came out in the newspaper, and he said, Look. 
This is what we make. Talk to the board. This is what 
we are doing. Okay, sharp man, right? Yes, okay. 
They are going to be transparent. No, no, no. Be-
cause you know why? Taxes have to be declared, Mr. 
Speaker. And they knew that it was coming. That in-
formation was going to be forthcoming in this House 
that week. But we are going to be transparent—
because they are forced to be transparent! 
 Mr. Speaker, I say to the Minister, Minister, 
[your] strategy is not working. Work and make some 
changes. Be bold. Take responsibility for your Minis-
try. I know you want to have hands-off, but you have 
to take responsibility. It is not working! It is not work-
ing! 
 Mr. Speaker, just checking on my time. 
 
The Speaker: Seven and 40. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Seven? 
 
The Speaker: Seven and 40. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is how much time I 
have spoken? 
 
The Speaker: No, it is what is left. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. 
 
The Speaker: Now it is 7 and 30. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, we should 
talk to the House and Rules Committee, Mr. Speaker, 
because you know what? Twenty minutes is not 
enough. Motion to adjourn— 
 
The Speaker: It is plenty! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Issues in the country, we 
need— 

 
The Speaker: It is plenty! 
 
[Laughter] 
 

PLP ADMINISTRATION 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Speaker, two 
things I wanted to talk about. Well, I have a list here, 
Mr. Speaker. But I am going to do a little bit of diver-
sion because I have got to deal with the ones that are 
most important. 
 So, let us deal with the Premier’s Statement 
this morning. He said he is not going to let us, the 
PLP, sleep at night because he is going to constantly 
remind us about the debt that we left him in. In fact, 
the mess that they found when they took over were 
his words. And you will know we constantly hear 
about the debt from the OBA, when they looked under 
the hood, blah-blah-blah-blah-blah.  
 Mr. Speaker, if you are going to talk about 
their debt, let us not forget about all the things that the 
PLP did for 14 years and where that debt came from. 
And you know what, Mr. Speaker? To this day, those 
good things and benefits [continue] that this party, 
now Opposition Government, did, Mr. Speaker. Day 
care—how important is day care and FutureCare to 
our people now in these tough times in the last four or 
five years? Geared-to-income housing, Perimeter 
Lane, Mr. Speaker. How happy are those people? 
Loughlands, the housing that was built and sold, and 
we have Bermudians in them, Mr. Speaker, not PRC 
holders—Bermudians, Mr. Speaker. Bermudians. How 
happy are they? 
 All our seniors down at Sylvia Richardson, 
how happy are they? These are millions and millions 
of dollars, Mr. Speaker. No land tax for our seniors, 
how happy are they? The aquatic pool—I went by 
there yesterday. I remember OBA chastising the cost 
of that pool. But it is full every day of the week! 
 
An Hon. Member: No! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes! Yes, it is full. And they 
said it is not going to work. 
 
An Hon. Member: It is full of water. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It is not going to work. But 
it works. It works. Mr. Speaker, we had the Heritage 
Wharf. We have Port Royal Golf Course that hosted 
the Grand Slam, Mr. Speaker. Dame Lois Browne-
Evans Building, Mr. Speaker. See all the noise next 
door, Mr. Speaker? 
 
[Gavel] 
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: They talk about the wharf. 
They talk about the non-tendering. And today, the Fi-
nance Minister talked about his 43 years’ experi-
ence—I don’t have to go out to tender. I’m going to 
hire CIBC! But when we do it for the wharf, when we 
do it for Port Royal (we did not do it for Port Royal, 
because it went out to tender), but if we do it for Dame 
Lois, and that went out to tender, Mr. Speaker, guess 
what? We hear all this noise about who we had work-
ing. But the Finance Minister, 43 years of experience, 
he goes, I know better than anybody. I am going to 
hire who I want, and I make no apologies to the Ber-
mudian people, because I am the man! That is what 
he told us today. That is what he told us today, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Now, Mr. Speaker, do not let Jeff Sousa pipe 
up! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable 
Member— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member, 
Jeff Sousa. Do not let him pipe up. He should not 
even be here!  
 
[Inaudible interjections]  
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, come on! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He should not even be 
here! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, come on! 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is not— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He did not declare his in-
terest during that election! 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member! No, no. Honour-
able Member, you are not going to go there. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. Okay, I will withdraw 
it. I will pull that to the side. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because my time is short, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 

HOSPITAL CEO AND CHIEF OF STAFF—
SALARIES 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will pull that to the side. 

 Mr. Speaker, you will remember when I was 
Health Minister, what question did I get asked without 
a shadow of a doubt every week? How much does the 
CEO, the chief of staff, make at the hospital? Well, I 
am putting that question to the Minister tonight: How 
much does that CEO and how much does that chief of 
staff make? I will sit down if she wants to tell us. 
 Can you tell us, Minister? 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Make a note. Bring it next 
week. 
 
Hon. Jeanne J. Atherden: It will be in the annual re-
port. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, be in the annual re-
port; you are a couple of years late, are you not? Dr. 
Gibbons always used to say, Where is the annual re-
port? Two and a half years, where is it? Where is it? 
  
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You see, Mr. Speaker? 
Now the shoe is on the other foot. Dr. Gibbons used 
to stand over here every week—Where is the report? 
Where is it? How much does the CEO make? How 
much does the chief of staff make? Mr. Speaker, I am 
asking the same questions! Boy, oh, boy! My, oh, my, 
Joe Brown used to say. My, oh, my!  
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, Mr. Speaker, one last 
question. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
The Speaker: Order, Members. Order. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Before I take my seat, one 
last question. I have a question, Mr. Speaker, and I 
want to know why. Why did the chief of staff give a 
$10,000 per month study to the wife of a doctor at the 
hospital? A private study, yes. The chief of staff gave 
a $10,000-a-month stipend to the wife of a doctor at 
the hospital for her to do a study on a private busi-
ness. And now I understand that private business has 
been ticked and okayed.  
 Now, Minister, I hope you are taking note. If 
you want to see me later, whether it be over the 
weekend, any time, I would be happy to give you de-
tails. Now, you talk about what the Progressive La-
bour Party did. I want that explanation to the people of 
Bermuda and us in this House. I want to know why, 
how, when—$10,000 a month to do a private pilot 
study on a private business for the wife of a doctor at 
the hospital. Why is that? Why is that, Mr. Speaker? 
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 Mr. Speaker, I must have about three minutes 
left? 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute and a little bit. 
 

GRAND ATLANTIC 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A minute and a little bit. 
 Mr. Speaker, I want to talk about the Grand 
Atlantic for one minute and a little bit. Mr. Speaker, the 
last time we debated that in this House, we were told 
that that property was going to be sold to MacLellan & 
Associates for $9 million. Can the Minister . . . Well, 
the Minister is not here. Can the former Minister tell 
us— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A portion of it. Oh! 

The question is, Mr. Speaker, okay, the for-
mer Minister says (because they played little musical 
seats every couple of months), the former Minister 
says, a portion of it. Now, that is the first time I have 
heard that. Okay. What I want to ask, Mr. Speaker, is, 
Has that property been sold? And has it been sold for 
the amount that the Minister of Works told us that 
night, for $9 million? That is the question. We want to 
know if the Government has sold a property that 
would cost $48 million for $9 million? That is what we 
want to know, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 17. Walton Brown, you 
have the floor. 
 

WORK PERMIT POLICY AND EMPLOYMENT 
PRACTICES  

 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I just want to make a few com-
ments about employment opportunities in Bermuda. 
And I want to call on the Government to commit itself 
to a particular course of action. 
 We seem to see on a regular basis, Mr. 
Speaker, ads that seem tailor-made to discourage 
Bermudians. I made reference to an ad this morning 
in the Royal Gazette, Mr. Speaker, where someone is 
looking for a nanny for two sets of children to work 
from eight in the morning to seven in the evening, to 
work two different households, to clean, to cook, to 
take care of the children, to have all sorts of qualifica-
tions, including tertiary education. 
 What Bermudian with a college education 
wants to work as a nanny? That ad is not geared to 
any Bermudian, Mr. Speaker. And aside from the is-
sue of whether people should try to put in time to raise 
their own children, the Government should come to a 
position and say, We are not issuing work permits for 

people who effectively want someone to act like a 
slave. Because they know, we know there are people 
who are very desperate out there in the world who will 
come to work under those very oppressive conditions. 
And they are taking advantage of the plight of so 
many people, but in doing so, reduce the opportunity 
for Bermudians to get real work. 
 So I would like for the Government to commit 
itself to a minimum code of employment practices that 
would deny someone the opportunity to get a work 
permit to work under those sorts of conditions that I 
outlined earlier, just now, Mr. Speaker. They are op-
pressive conditions. They cannot be acceptable work-
ing conditions in the twenty-first century. 
 So, I would like to hear a commitment from 
the Government that you will no longer issue work 
permits for people who have the audacity—and put 
their name on the ad—have the audacity to say they 
want to hire someone with these qualifications to work 
those prolonged, oppressive hours for pay which is 
just absolutely ridiculous. It is oppressive, and it de-
nies Bermudians opportunities. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I would like to hear an an-
swer from the Government on this matter. You say 
you are serious about getting Bermudians work. You 
say you are serious about ensuring proper, fair work-
ing conditions. This is one really good opportunity to 
demonstrate that. So I call for the Government to 
commit itself to that. 
 Mr. Speaker, earlier this week, I received a 
letter from a businessman who has been in business 
for over 35 years. He is involved in the construction 
business. It is a very heartrending letter, because he 
outlined a series of practices that have collectively led 
to companies that hire according to the law, who are 
effectively denied opportunities to even properly com-
pete on projects. He outlined the practice that he has 
seen over the last 35 years in which a number of 
landscaping companies bringing people to work os-
tensibly as landscapers would get paid $15.00 an 
hour. And they are seen on a regular basis working on 
construction sites as masons, as tilers, some as elec-
tricians. Again, taking advantage of people from poor 
countries who are desperate to come to Bermuda to 
earn $15.00 an hour. [They] do not know that the 
norm for a mason would be $25.00 to $30.00 an hour 
or do not care because they know that they can make 
a few extra dollars back home. 
 But what it means, Mr. Speaker, is that those 
companies that hire and pay in accordance with union 
guidelines and pay their employees properly with all 
the benefits, they cannot compete on bids. In one ex-
ample, he showed me where two companies put in a 
bid for a project. They were very similar in price, this 
company and another company. The company that 
got it was a company that does primarily landscaping, 
their bid was $200,000 lower. And so, best practices 
say, You get the lowest bid, you get the work. But they 
have got the work by bringing in people as gardeners 
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who are not getting paid the wages that a mason 
would make or an electrician would make. And there-
fore, their prices are always lower. It creates an unfair 
playing field. It denies Bermudians opportunities. You 
wonder why there is a level of discontent. 
 And so, again, I am not sure he wants to be 
identified, so I will not reveal his name, Mr. Speaker. 
But it is a letter that he submitted because he wanted 
action. And so, he is saying that there needs to be 
some investigation into the practices of landscaping 
companies. And so at least I would like to hear from 
the Government, given the plethora of comments I 
know you have heard. And there are a number of 
concrete examples one could give. Will the Govern-
ment commit itself to investigating the business prac-
tices, the employment practices of a number of—or of 
landscaping companies, in general, to assess the ex-
tent to which this is accurate, and which have denied 
Bermudians opportunities? 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Mr. Speaker, in a climate where 
people do not even know whether if they report some-
thing they are going to be guaranteed the level of con-
fidentiality, I am not sure if he reported. I am not sure. 
But the issue is that he is bringing the matter forward. 
I am bringing it . . . He brought it to me, I am bringing 
it to the public. I am bringing it to the Government. So 
it matters not whether he reported it. The question is, 
What is Government going to do about it? What is 
Government going to do about it? That is the issue. 
That is the issue. 
 And if the Government is serious about ensur-
ing that Bermudians get real opportunities, you will 
investigate this here. You will investigate the employ-
ment practices of the other company, and they are not 
alone. The other company that we mentioned before 
is Arruda Construction, which routinely employ people 
on . . . 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: (I am not sure.) Who routinely 
brought in people for three months, who were on va-
cation according to immigration reporting, but yet 
working for this company, illegally. And, you know, 
when you have a pattern of people coming for three 
months at a time, going away for two weeks and com-
ing back, the average person cannot come to Ber-
muda for three months on vacation, go away for two 
weeks and come back for another three months.  
 So, Immigration already has the data in its 
system, because you know arrival patterns. So, look 
at those data. Look at the people. Look at where they 
are from. And then you do your research. You assess. 
Because the pattern will be very clear. The pattern will 
be very, very clear. 

 It is not just this one company. I spoke with a 
gentleman on Bermuda Day, Sunday, works in con-
struction. He says what Arruda Construction has been 
doing is widespread in the construction business. He 
works in the construction business. He says it is wide-
spread. So again, I would encourage the Government 
to take some resources and to investigate it. (How do 
you expect me to read some of your writing in yellow? 
I do not know.) 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: So, Mr. Speaker, I will step back. 
I will say this has to be addressed. It has to be ad-
dressed. And when you have . . . (I am sorry.) I re-
ceived a report earlier this week of another company, 
BAC, involved in people working as welders.  
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: I do not know who owns the BAC. 
 But the point is, Mr. Speaker, I do not raise 
issues unless I have something to document it. I saw 
some e-mails from Government, where government 
employees were saying, This is not right. We need to 
check with Immigration because they are in violation. 
We want to see them become consistent with the law 
by Friday. So that was clear evidence, in my mind, 
that there are people within government who recog-
nise that what BAC was doing was inappropriate, 
completely inappropriate, illegal. And we seem to 
have a flaunting of immigration laws, immigration poli-
cies, with impunity. 
 So, we juxtapose this thing we passed tonight 
with the insurance. Why does not the Government 
commit itself to assessing and examining the immigra-
tion violations with the same vigour? Because when 
you address the issue of immigration violations, Mr. 
Speaker, you will ensure that there are better job op-
portunities for Bermudians. Is that not what we all 
want? Do you want to see unscrupulous employers 
bringing in people at below market rates to undercut 
the Bermudian employee? We need to address that. 
 The final point I will make about work matters, 
Mr. Speaker, is that I spoke with a lady last week, 
works in a restaurant. She makes $6.00 an hour. She 
makes $6.00 an hour! Of course, they get grats [gratu-
ity], automatic 15 [per cent] or 17 per cent grats. But 
there are a wide range of unscrupulous employers, 
Mr. Speaker— 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

  
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member . 
. . just that, that wage . . . He is misleading the House. 
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He said that that waiter makes $6.00 an hour, they get 
17 per cent. That is not true. 
 What happens is, out of that 17 per cent— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: [Out of] 17 per cent, 4 per 
cent goes to the house. The next 3–4 per cent goes to 
the maître d’, and then the waiters and waitresses 
split the balance. So, let us make sure we get that 
right. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, honourable col-
league. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: They get less money. They 
get less money. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It is al-
ways good to get help. 
 Mr. Speaker, it is quite correct that the law or 
the policies, that 17 per cent gets divided among the 
staff. There are a number of unscrupulous employers 
who do not transfer that money to the staff. I can give 
you an example of one Bermuda company that does a 
very good job of that. That is Lobster Pot. Every day, 
every night, the staff know exactly what they are get-
ting in grats, because the employer, the owners, they 
give the grats completely, based on a point system, to 
the staff. They know exactly what they are getting 
every night. 
 But there are a number of very unscrupulous 
employers who take— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Just a minute, just a minute. Just a 
minute. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: My honourable colleagues— 
 
The Speaker: Yes, your honourable colleagues, they 
need to be quiet so I can hear you. I cannot hear you. 
 All right. Thank you. 
 
Mr. Walton Brown: All right. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 They take a big chunk of that 17 per cent, and 
the staff never see it. And on a slow night, you get 
sent home. So you get your $6.00 per hour and no 
grats. Your rent is the same. Your grocery bills are the 
same. So, there is something unconscionable about 
people in hospitality getting paid $6.00 an hour, in 
some cases $5.50 an hour. And so, we need to have 
this matter addressed as well. 

 We need to try to find some way to ensure 
that people who work a 40-hour week or more can get 
a living wage. You wonder why Bermudians do not 
want to go in to hospitality? Because that is one of the 
scenarios we have to face. Someone earning $6.00 
an hour getting sent home because it is a slow night is 
unconscionable. You do not send the person who 
works in a warehouse home because it is a slow day, 
do you? They still get their hourly rate. So we need to 
do better, Mr. Speaker. We need to do better. 
 We also need to address those unscrupulous 
employers who get a double hit from the employees. 
There are some employers who actually own apart-
ments, and they require that their employees stay in 
their apartment. So, you pay them a low salary, a low 
wage. And you take $700.00 a month or more from 
them for the rental of a room. In some cases, they are 
sharing a room and paying $700.00 a month. There 
was one couple on work permits the other day, Mr. 
Speaker, they wanted to go. They found another place 
that was cheaper. Their employer said, If you move 
out of my place, you are gone. You do not have a job 
anymore. And they are so intimidated, because they 
come here. They may not speak the language fully. 
They think there is a level of hostility directed across 
the country towards them, and they have no recourse. 
And so, they sit in silence. And they get abused. They 
get abused by the unscrupulous employers on a regu-
lar basis. 
 And so, earlier this year, Mr. Speaker, when I 
called on the Government to engage in spot-checks 
on immigration violations, this is what I was speaking 
about—the domestics who get abused on a regular 
basis, who work 70 hours a week in some cases, who 
are on call all the time. The restaurant worker who is 
getting $6.00 an hour and may or may not get their 
grats. The system which requires people to pay rent to 
the employer who pays them low salaries. The impor-
tation of workers, construction workers under the 
guise of gardeners, so you have a much lower rate 
being paid to them, to discriminate against other com-
panies that are seeking to bid on contracts, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 All of this, collectively, creates an environment 
in which there is a hostile environment for Bermudi-
ans. The Government needs to look at this with a level 
of urgency. And do not say that you have to focus on 
the America’s Cup; that is one aspect. Governments 
have to multitask. So, while you promote the Amer-
ica’s Cup, while you name and shame the violators of 
the health insurance, give some attention, Mr. 
Speaker, to the plight of the worker. Give some atten-
tion to those who are seeking work, real employment. 
If you adjust some of these policies that make it no 
different between an employer hiring a Bermudian or 
a foreign worker, I can guarantee you there will be 
more Bermudian employment. I can guarantee you 
that you would not hear Bermudians saying, I cannot 
find work. 
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 Because the way it is set up now and with the 
Government refusing to investigate the abuses, we 
have created an environment in which fewer and 
fewer opportunities are being made available. Then 
when you have the contrived work permit, and the job 
applications, that just compounds the problem. So I 
am looking for commitment from this Government. 
Give a commitment. Do not issue work permits to 
people who want to bring in slaves to work 70 hours a 
week for two households, cook, clean and have a uni-
versity degree. 
 Investigate, because the landscape compa-
nies that are bringing in people, ostensibly as garden-
ers getting paid $15.00 an hour who are working as 
masons, who are usually paid $30.00 an hour, and 
therefore are in a competitive advantage against other 
companies that are abiding by the law.  Address the 
issue of underpaid people in hospitality. If you want to 
revitalise tourism, you cannot do it without Bermudi-
ans. What is the point of having a Somerset restau-
rant that evokes the quintessential Bermudian cuisine 
and you do not have Bermudians working there? I do 
not know if they work there or not; I am just saying, in 
general, in the hospitality sector, we do not have a 
large number of Bermudians. 
 And there is a reason why. Because Ber-
mudians are not going to work for $6.00 an hour. We 
need to up this set of conditions, Mr. Speaker, if we 
are serious. Otherwise, we let things fester. And if we 
allow things to fester, we will all have to face the con-
sequences. And we have faced the consequences 
before, Mr. Speaker, about addressing our issues. I 
implore this Government to address these issues with 
a level of seriousness. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will recognise the Honourable Min-
ister of Tourism and Transport. The Honourable and 
Learned Member. Minister Crockwell, you have the 
floor. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I primarily took to my feet to ad-
dress comments made by the Honourable Member 
from constituency 29. But on the comments just es-
poused by the Honourable Member who speaks for 
Immigration on the Opposition benches, certainly in 
relation to underpaid hospitality workers, we share his 
concern, Mr. Speaker. It is not a state of affairs that 
just existed over the last two and a half years. These 
are situations that have existed for awhile, Mr. 
Speaker. And some of the other issues that the Hon-
ourable Member raised in terms of employment prac-
tices, bringing in workers under the auspices of one 
particular vocation and then working another, this is 
not new either. So I agree with the Honourable Mem-
ber that we need to address this.  

 And I believe that that Honourable Member is 
sincere in doing it in a collaborative fashion. And I will 
give an undertaking to further these conversations 
with that Honourable Member, as I am sure my col-
leagues will, as well, to see what we can do to signifi-
cantly attenuate those concerns. They were all valid 
concerns. But they are not concerns that just raised 
their heads since the OBA became the Government. 
They are concerns that have been around for some 
time. 
 

BERMUDA TOURISM AUTHORITY SURVEY 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And that dovetails well 
with comments made by the Honourable Member 
from constituency 29 about tourism. I want to start, 
Mr. Speaker, with the fact that, as he said, the strat-
egy is not working. And let me just say from the be-
ginning that I am certainly not happy with the num-
bers. No one should be happy. The CEO is not happy 
with the numbers that we have seen. And we certainly 
have stated, and the CEO has stated, very clearly that 
the BTA will own 2015. And that is not changing, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 But the fact of the matter is that we had the 
lowest numbers in our history at the time—we had the 
lowest numbers of air arrivals in our history in 2011! 
So in 2011, we experienced the lowest air arrivals in 
our history after 12 years of a PLP Government. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Member is clearly 
misleading the House if he is saying that the lowest air 
arrivals in the country’s history were in 2011. I think 
that he needs to redo his facts. 
 
The Speaker: All right. 
 Carry on. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member 
needs to listen. In 2011, at that time, in 2011—not 
2014. I accept last year was lower than 2011. But in 
2011, we experienced our lowest air arrivals in history 
at that time. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, that is incorrect. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order! Point of or-
der! 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: That is not correct. 
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The Speaker: Yes. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is not correct, Mr. 
Speaker. Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: I am listening to the Honourable Mem-
ber from constituency 29. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The Honourable Members is misleading the 
House. The lowest numbers in our history, Mr. 
Speaker, were in 1966, not 2011. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, the air arri-
vals in 2011 were the lowest air arrivals at that time. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister is again 
misleading the House. I would strongly ask that he 
refer to his figures. I would ask him to pull up on his 
nice iPad the BTA website so he can see that he is 
giving incorrect information to Parliament right now. 
That is not correct, and the Member should withdraw 
it. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.  
 Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, let me put it 
in a different way, if they want to go back to 1966. 
 Between 1998 and 2011, let us deal with that 
time frame, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I cannot say because I do 
not have those figures in front of me, Mr. Speaker. 
From my recollections, because I debated this in 
2011. And let me say I do not . . . I expected these 
criticisms, because if I were on the other side, I would 
be doing the exact same thing. If air arrivals are low, 
that is what you do in the Opposition. I did it, Mr. 
Speaker. And interestingly enough, now that I am on 
this side, I understand all the dynamics involved with 
that. 

 But between 1998 and 2011, in 2011 there 
were the lowest air arrivals. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Once again, the Honourable Min-
ister does not have his facts correct. Because the 
lowest figure between 1998 and 2011 was not 2011. 
He should actually have his facts, Mr. Speaker, before 
he comes to Parliament. I am asking him again to 
withdraw. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am not withdrawing, Mr. 
Speaker.  
 
The Speaker: All right. Carry on. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, if you look 
at the air arrivals, I am speaking specifically about the 
air arrivals, 2011 was an historic low. We can go back, 
we can look at the figures. I was the Shadow Tourism 
Minister at the time. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I know it is kind of getting cir-
cular. But for the sixth time, the Honourable Minister 
of Tourism is misleading the House. The year 2011 
was not the lowest air arrival period between 1998 
and 2011. So, may we suggest the Minister refer to 
his own data? 
 
The Speaker: Member, can you help us out, when it 
was? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, we can.  
 
The Speaker: Well, can you help us out with what you 
have? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, no, Mr. Speaker, I 
think— 
 
The Speaker: Do you want to make a correction? 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No. It is incumbent upon the 
Minister to have his facts straight. 
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Hon-
ourable Member. Thank you. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Minister. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Okay, Mr. Speaker. 
Maybe it was 2010. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Maybe it was 2010, Mr. 
Speaker. Because I know the Honourable Members, 
particularly the Honourable Member, the Shadow Min-
ister of Finance, likes to be very technical. 
 The point of the matter is, let me put it to you 
this way, Mr. Speaker. Under the Progressive Labour 
Party’s administration, we saw some of the lowest air 
arrivals in our history. If I had the specific year wrong, 
fine. Okay? They want to be technical on a debate? 
Fine. Okay? But, Mr. Speaker, the fact of the matter 
is, after years of a PLP Government, after hundreds of 
millions of dollars spent in marketing, we were experi-
encing our lowest air arrivals in a very long time. 
 And if you look at the trend, that trend is not 
going to reverse itself, Mr. Speaker, in a year. The 
trend is going to be difficult to halt when you are spi-
ralling downward year after year after year. We had 
one good year, if my recollection serves me well, a 
very good year in 2008 or 2007/08, around that time. 
We had a good year, Mr. Speaker. And after that, we 
saw a precipitous decline year after year. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And so this is the result 
. . . And the Honourable Member said, Why is that? 
And we heard today about the fact that we are still in a 
seven-year recession here, Mr. Speaker. And I agree 
with the Honourable Member. We have seen changes 
and improvements in the Caribbean. And we are 
committed to trying to bring those same types of im-
provements here. But we have been on an annual 
decline, year after year after year. So, that is not going 
to change in one year under the BTA. 
 And, you know, last year, we had experienced 
unprecedented back-to-back hurricanes. Now, I am 
not saying that is the reason. But it is a fact, Mr. 
Speaker. This year, in our first quarter, Mr. Speaker, 
we know that historically . . . 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
[Gavel] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am not going to enter-
tain that Honourable Member. I try to respect him 

when he speaks. If he does not want to reciprocate, 
that is fine.  
 But we know in the first quarter, the numbers 
are historically low. Our first quarters are usually low. 
So, when you have any type of slight either increase 
or decrease, it would have a major impact on the per-
centage numbers. So, when we have a slight increase 
in numbers, it would be a 5 per cent increase in the 
first quarter, this is not reflective, Mr. Speaker, of the 
actual trend or the projection of what the year is going 
to be like. We have seen first-quarter increases on a 
regular basis with tourism, and it does not necessarily 
equate to an increase for the entire year. But we were 
not happy with a 7 per cent decrease in the first quar-
ter. 
 But I remain confident that the BTA is on the 
right track. I remain confident that the staff at the BTA, 
which is 95 per cent Bermudian, as the Honourable 
Shadow Finance Minister has stated, are doing good 
work. And it would be good if we could support their 
efforts rather than consistently trying to undermine 
what they attempt to do. But after over 10 years of the 
PLP’s strategy, we still saw declining air arrivals. And 
that trend has continued. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: What is that? 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is 
misleading the House. He said after 10 years, we con-
tinue to see decline, and that is incorrect. In 2007, Mr. 
Speaker, in 2007, which was our ninth year, we had 
the record, the [greatest number] of air arrivals in our 
history. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. 
 
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So that is an incorrect 
statement yet again. 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That is not true, Mr. 
Speaker. That is grossly inaccurate. In 2007, they had 
the most tourists, combining cruise ship and air arri-
vals. But the Honourable Member who likes to get up 
and make a lot of noise about having his facts straight 
is wrong—again! 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Again. But the point is 
that there has been a steady decline year after year. 
So in 2010, we had a major decline. There was a 
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slight, I believe it was a 1 per cent increase the follow-
ing year. In 2012, Mr. Speaker, it was almost flat. So 
we have not seen, Mr. Speaker, we have not seen 
much improvement at all in relation to air arrivals in 
Bermuda for the last five to seven years. 
 Now, we have challenges with airlift to Ber-
muda. Why? Because we have had challenges with 
air arrivals. This did not happen in 2013. This problem 
has been a persistent problem for years now. Post 
2007, we have seen steady declines. So, airlines are 
not going to commit to the Island without a minimum 
guarantee, a minimum revenue guarantee. We do not 
have the money to provide those minimum revenue 
guarantees. So what has happened, we have lost ca-
pacity in airlift during our winter months. And as the 
CEO explained very clearly, that was the primary rea-
son why we saw a dip in the first quarter, because we 
lost 16,000 seats coming to Bermuda. If you lose 
16,000 seats coming to a destination, you are going to 
lose arrivals. 
 So, you know, when you look at what we have 
inherited, I would love to be able to throw money at 
airlines to secure the fact that they will continue to 
come. And then, hopefully, more air arrivals will come 
along with that, in time. But we cannot do that be-
cause we are not in the financial situation like we were 
in in 2007, Mr. Speaker.  
 The Honourable Member referred to Mr. Billy 
Griffith, who I am glad is doing well, Mr. Speaker. But 
he was in charge of tourism for five years. And I 
worked with him and enjoyed working with him, Mr. 
Speaker. And his contract expired; no one got rid of 
him. I enjoyed working with Mr. Griffith, and I am glad 
he is doing well. And I am sure he hopes that we do 
well. But he was in charge of tourism for five years. 
And right now, he is working under a system of a tour-
ism authority in Barbados that was far more estab-
lished than our Tourism Authority is right now. The 
Tourism Authority is still in its infancy stage, Mr. 
Speaker, just over a year old. And we expect them to 
solve the problems, already. 
 I continue to have confidence in them. I will 
continue to support the hard-working Bermudians in 
the Tourism Authority, who are passionate about tour-
ism in Bermuda. I will continue to be positive about 
the way forward and speak positively about Bermuda, 
as it will benefit all of us if we can see this industry 
turn around and be revitalised. This Government is 
doing as much as it can, and the BTA is doing as 
much as it can with the limited resources that we 
have. And I am not going to go into the argument and 
the thesis of why our resources are so limited, Mr. 
Speaker.  
 Now, the Honourable Member said beds are 
now [fewer] because of legislation we passed today. 
That is not true. It is absolutely not true. We are going 
to achieve the things that the previous Government 
was unable to achieve. We are going to get new hotel 
development in this country. I never said I was going 

to give a Statement in May. But I did say, Mr. 
Speaker, that during this session, I will be bringing 
good news to this Honourable House as it relates to 
the development in St. George’s. And that I will do, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 I believe that, Mr. Speaker, we have one of 
the best products, if not the best product, in the world 
when we talk about Bermuda as a destination. When 
people get here, Mr. Speaker, they fall in love with 
Bermuda. I have had the opportunity to meet individu-
als like Tony Jacklin, who is a world traveller, a major 
golf winner, former European Ryder Cup captain. And 
when he came to Bermuda, he said this is the best 
island nation he has ever been to. We have seen 
golfers who were coming here in the Grand Slam, 
could not believe how beautiful Bermuda was, how 
wonderful the people were and how close we are to 
the East Coast.  
 The Honourable Member from [constitu-
ency] 29 has said time and time again that people do 
not know where Bermuda is. And I agree. It is frustrat-
ing when I go to places like Miami and I meet people 
who said, Bermuda has never been in our face. We 
have never considered Bermuda. We don’t under-
stand why; it’s so beautiful. That has been the conun-
drum that we have confronted for years. Why is it that 
people on the East Coast . . . I saw a survey when I 
first became the Minister that astounded me, that 
seven out of 10 people in Philadelphia did not know 
where Bermuda was. 
 So, this is not a fault of the last two and a half 
years. After we have had decades of marketing this 
jurisdiction, primarily to the East Coast, and yet still 
there are large numbers of people on the East Coast 
who have no idea where Bermuda is. So, yes, we 
have to . . . And the administration and the staff at the 
BTA are coming up with new ways to try and pene-
trate the market through social media. And I can tell 
you this, Mr. Speaker. The pacing that I have seen, 
the numbers that I have seen, the interest that has 
been shown online, people looking at Bermuda, has 
been extraordinarily encouraging. And I believe, Mr. 
Speaker, that we will see positive numbers as this 
year progresses. And I believe that we will see tour-
ism going in the right direction in years to come. 
 So I still remain confident that forming a Tour-
ism Authority and putting the folks that are there run-
ning the Tourism Authority was the right thing to do. I 
believe that we have qualified, passionate and com-
mitted people working there, from the CEO down. I 
believe they have Bermuda as their number-one ob-
jective, getting this country and getting tourism turned 
around. You have a Government that is working day 
and night to get development in this country, to aug-
ment our inventory, bring new brands here. It will get 
done despite the negativity. It will get done, Mr. 
Speaker. 
 And so, yes, we are not happy with the first 
quarter numbers. But, Mr. Speaker, my confidence 
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remains high and strong. And I believe that, as this 
year progresses, we will hear a different tone from the 
Opposition. Thank you. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 
 The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Member from Warwick South East, constituency 24. 
MP Lawrence Scott, you have the floor. 
 

ROACHES ON BUSES 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 In following what the Minister of Tourism and 
Transport was talking about, it is amazing that he 
talked about looking online about things, because if he 
was to look online as I have, and people have sent me 
things from online and over social media, maybe I can 
help him out with explaining why we have had a de-
cline in air arrivals, while on the same tone, had an 
increase in bus ridership.  
 Now, this bus ridership increase happens to 
be at the detriment of the public, because hundreds of 
passengers, or these passengers that are riding the 
bus, are riding for free. And it might even be thou-
sands of people per year who are riding, thousands of 
individuals who are riding for free on the buses, Mr. 
Speaker. And as the Minister said before, it is the 
condition that has existed for some time now. Proba-
bly, I have not heard about it under the PLP admini-
stration, but I do remember that I have heard about it 
a couple of times over the past two and a half years. 
 So, now this brings me back to online, be-
cause over the past week, two weeks, I have actually 
gotten video proof and documentation that people 
have sent to me about roaches that are travelling on 
the buses and infestation almost, even. If I knew how 
to . . .  
 
The Speaker: Roaches? 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Roaches on the buses. Yes, 
Mr. Speaker. No, and the roaches do not have tokens, 
and they have not paid; not that I know of. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So, I mean, therefore, I 
mean, I know the Honourable Finance Minister has 46 
years of experience. If he could find a way to— 
 
An Hon. Member: Forty-three. 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Forty-three, sorry. If he could 
find a way to make these roaches pay, hey, we would 
be out of debt in a heartbeat, Mr. Speaker. 
 But, I want to go back to the seriousness of 
this. Remember, because roaches on the bus cannot 
be helping our tourism product. Are these buses that 

are roach-infested going up to Dockyard and being 
the ones that are used to transport our visitors? Are 
these roach-infested buses the same buses that are 
going down to our schools and transporting our chil-
dren? 
 Mr. Speaker, I know I went to speak at a 
school, Prospect Primary. And a good number of the 
children were out sick. Now, was this because they 
were on these roach-infested buses? But even not 
just the students, because roaches carry diseases 
and so on and so forth. But my thing is that, what 
about the PTB [Public Transportation Board] opera-
tors who have to work in these conditions, work with 
this roach infestation? Mr. Speaker, I mean, and I do 
not mean to stay long. But this is something that I 
really wish that the Minister would look at and ad-
dress. 
 I know the Honourable Minister of Finance 
talked about we wanted to give a First World appear-
ance and stuff like that. I do not know any First World 
or industrialised nation that has roach-infested buses, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I do not know. But, actually, 
you know what? What happens is that . . . The Minis-
ter said, What happens when the roach presses the 
button for the next stop? 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: But what happens, what 
roaches can do is they can go in and start chewing 
away at wiring harnesses, which could sort of promote 
a short circuit and have buses that catch on fire and 
burn down, which has happened before. I am not say-
ing that roaches did that, but that is a possibility. But, 
Mr. Speaker, we do make light of this right now, and it 
could be because it is late. But this is something that I 
feel is unacceptable. My constituents feel it is unac-
ceptable. 
 And also, when you talk about a tourism 
product, how do we look? I mean, maybe right now it 
is good that seven out of 10 people do not know 
where Bermuda is if we have got roaches on our 
buses. You know? So, Mr. Speaker, I do not really 
want to belabour the point because it is roaches. What 
else can you say about roaches on a bus? You know, 
Mr. Speaker, it is dirty. It is filthy. And the thing is that I 
notice that it did not (I am trying to find a way to say 
this which will not get me in trouble) . . .  
 
The Speaker: Please. 
 
[Inaudible interjections and laughter] 
 
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I will leave it because I can-
not think of a creative way to say it. 
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The Speaker: There you go. 

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: But, Mr. Speaker, if the Min-
ister could address the roaches, get them Baygon or 
something like that, go through buses and fumigate 
them, that would be most appreciated. Thank you very 
much. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Mem-
ber. 

The Chair will recognise the Honourable 
Member from constituency 14, Devonshire North 
West. MP Glen Smith, you have the floor. 

WORK PERMIT POLICY AND EMPLOYMENT 
PRACTICES  

Mr. Glen Smith: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I just want to share the same concern that the 

Honourable Member from constituency 17 has in re-
gards to these ads in the newspaper, particularly the 
one that he mentioned this morning, and also this 
evening. However, I want to reassure this Honourable 
House and the listening audience that there are sev-
eral checks and balances before that work permit be-
comes in front of the board. 

That file goes directly to our technical officers. 
They go through it. They vet it. They send their rec-
ommendations to the board. And I declare that I am 
Chairman of the Immigration Board. That file comes to 
our board every Wednesday—not that particular file, 
but files do. And then we have 12 members of the 
board who sit and look at that file if it slips through the 
technical officers. But I have to say the technical offi-
cers do a fantastic job. They flag it pretty much imme-
diately. So what the board’s response is is either to go 
on hold, investigate, or re-advertise. And there is a 
reason for why we do that. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Walton Brown: Point of clarification. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION 

Mr. Walton Brown: If the Honourable Chairman of 
the Immigration could identify, to his knowledge, how 
many (ballpark figure), how many similar such work 
permits have been issued under your watch? 

The Speaker: We are really not in Committee. But, 
yes. Carry on, Honourable Member. 

Mr. Glen Smith: We have numerous work permits 
that come in front of us. We have anywhere from 350 
in some weeks to 500 that come through, not only of 
that stuff, of overall permits. 

[Inaudible interjection] 

Mr. Glen Smith: None of the hours that were re-
quested in that way—that is sent back. 

The Speaker: Just carry on, Honourable Member. 

Mr. Glen Smith: I just wanted to give clarification be-
cause the Honourable Member mentioned it. But I just 
wanted to reassure everybody that there are checks 
and balances when it comes to that stuff. It is just not 
carte blanche that that individual who applies for such, 
as you said, outrageous jobs and (what have you) 
hours they have produced that that goes through. I 
can categorically tell you it does not. Thank you. 

The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honour-
able Member from constituency 18. MP Burt, you 
have the floor. 

CIBC WORLD MARKETS, TERMS OF ENGAGE-
MENT WITH THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Speaker, and good evening. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to touch on two top-
ics this evening. The first deals with an issue that was 
discussed earlier today. And earlier today, we asked 
the Minister of Finance questions about CIBC. And it 
was very interesting, his answer. Because it was al-
most in a cavalier fashion that he spoke about the fact 
that his advisors, of which we now understand are 
going to be paid $1.7 million, were hired without a bid, 
without a tender. And it just so happens that it is be-
cause of his long knowledge in financial services. 

Then we hear the Minister of Finance admit 
that CIBC was advising the Government way back in 
May of 2014 on the airport—surprising revelations, 
Mr. Speaker. The reason why I say “surprising” is be-
cause they were just revealed in such a cavalier fash-
ion, as though there is no problem; there is nothing to 
it. But here is what is interesting, though, Mr. Speaker, 
because we all know that we have Financial Instruc-
tions. Well, we do on this side of the House; I am not 
sure if the Members on the Government bench are 
aware of Financial Instructions, because it seems as 
though if they seem to violate them— 

The Speaker: Honourable Member, I think everybody 
in this House knows, should know . . . Everybody in 
the House should know. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Oh, everyone should know, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes. 

Mr. E. David Burt: But it does not appear that every-
one understands them. 
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The Speaker: All right. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Nor does it appear that Members 
of the Government bench seem inclined to follow Fi-
nancial Instructions. And let me explain why, Mr. 
Speaker. I will explain why because the Honourable 
Minister of Finance should know that you cannot put a 
job out without a tender without the approval of the 
Accountant General. That is a fact. And earlier today, 
the Honourable Minister of Finance said, I received 
the requisite approvals. Well, guess what, Mr. 
Speaker. Last week, he submitted a very long list of 
all of the contracts from the Accountant General that 
had been approved without a tender. And guess what, 
Mr. Speaker. CIBC is nowhere to be found. 

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar] 

Mr. E. David Burt: So, once again, we find the Hon-
ourable Minister of Finance misleading this House! 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Hold on, Honourable Member. 
Yes, Honourable Minister. 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House.  

The Speaker: Yes. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would not say “as 
usual,” because I would be castigated for that. But just 
because that is not on that list it does not mean that 
the Accountant General did not approve. He is draw-
ing a wrong conclusion from the information that he 
has. 

I have stated to this House, and I will restate 
in case the Honourable Member did not hear me the 
first time, that all necessary approvals were obtained 
from the Accountant General as per Financial Instruc-
tions. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Now, if that particular 
transaction is not on that list, then there is an error on 
that list. But I can tell you that all necessary approvals 
were received in this instance. 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
MP Burt, carry on. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, amazing. So, here 
are the two things that we must choose from. We 

must choose from the Minister of Finance, who is tell-
ing us the approval was given, who has misled this 
Parliament on numerous occasions, as we found out 
last week in the debate— 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Minister. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I have not misled this 
House. And that Honourable Member needs to with-
draw that statement immediately! 

[Inaudible interjection] 

The Speaker: Just a minute! Just a minute. 
Honourable Member, please carry on. 

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will carry on, but I 
will not— 

The Speaker: Honourable Member, just carry on. 

Mr. E. David Burt: I will carry on, Mr. Speaker, but I 
will not withdraw that statement as the Honourable 
Minister has asked. 

The Speaker: Just carry on! 

Mr. E. David Burt: I am going on! Because the fact is 
that two weeks ago, we had a discussion, and the 
Honourable Minister of Finance never refuted the fact 
that he misled this House on whether Cabinet ap-
proved the airport deal! We understand. We got all the 
. . . The timelines were all confused. We understand 
that. We also know that the Minister of Finance came 
here and said that the Office of Project Management 
approved of the airport deal. And we know that that is 
not the case. So, we understand that— 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order. 

The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
Yes, Minister. 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: This Honourable Member 
is really just a stream of misleading of this House. 
What he just said is just not true. The Office of Project 
Management and Procurement (the OPMP) was not 
required to approve the airport deal, and what he is 
saying is that they were asked and they said no. And 
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that was never the case. And that is what I said to this 
House. 
 I repeat again, reiterate that I have never mis-
led this House. 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Minis-
ter. Thank you, thank you . 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker. 
 
The Speaker: Yes, MP. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: The record will stand for itself. And 
I am not going to reflect on the prior debates where I 
explained and laid out a case very clearly about how 
the Minister of Finance said that Cabinet has ap-
proved the Memorandum of Understanding prior to 
the signing on November 10th, and then we had e-
mails from his very own Financial Secretary that said 
three days after that, that Cabinet had not approved 
the MOU. But he can continue to say that Cabinet did 
approve— 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order. 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. Honourable 
Member. 
 Yes, yes, Minister. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is misleading the House deliberately. The approval 
that the Financial Secretary was talking about was the 
final approval. I made that case here in this House. So 
this assertion that the Honourable Member is making 
is utterly false! 
 
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: All necessary approvals, 
including Cabinet, were made on this airport deal. And 
I will not have that Honourable Member get up here 
and accuse me of misleading this House, because I 
never have! 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will continue, be-
cause the Honourable Minister of Finance— 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member, carry on. Carry 
on. 
 

Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister of Fi-
nance protests a lot. I mean, the fact that we have a 
Good Governance Act, which states that the Director 
of Project Management and Procurement is in charge 
of all procurement for all capital projects for the gov-
ernment, and then we have the Honourable Minister 
of Finance say their approval is not necessary—I just 
sit here in bewilderment and wonderment. I mean, it is 
like, What? And that is why I said at the very begin-
ning, Mr. Speaker. It is almost as though they do not 
understand the rules of which were put in place to 
make sure that we operate properly. So that is it. 
 So I would hope, getting back to this list, be-
cause I was going to talk about this list today, Mr. 
Speaker. And I was going to talk about, when we 
asked Parliamentary Questions, when we seek trans-
parency, Mr. Speaker, I asked the question on which 
documents, which contracts had bypassed, had not 
had to go out to tender. The Honourable Minister of 
Finance just admitted that he provided incomplete 
information to this House. So, how can we even rely 
on the answers given when we now understand that 
incomplete information is being given to this House? 
 The question that was given was asked for a 
lot more information than was produced on this docu-
ment. And it should be very easy information, Mr. 
Speaker. And the reason why is because Financial 
Instructions require any deviation from the tender 
process to be requested in writing. And for the request 
in writing, it is not that hard to ask for. And it says 
specific things, such as the mitigating reason and the 
reason why the request was given. Those were the 
requests that were made to the Honourable Minister 
of Finance in Parliamentary Question. Those were not 
supplied, Mr. Speaker. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, there are many times, as 
we have complained to you, Mr. Speaker, that the 
Government benches seem to not want to live the 
transparency they talk about, and we find that they . . . 
We now find out that we are getting incomplete an-
swers to Parliamentary Questions. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, I will ask and seek your rul-
ing as to, how should we address these incomplete 
answers to Parliamentary Questions? Should we 
submit it again? Or will you direct the Minister to ask 
his Accountant General to review and give us a proper 
and complete list? Because if a $1.7 million contract 
that did not have to go out to tender was missed off of 
a list, what else is missing, Mr. Speaker? What else 
do we not know? Either one, it is unacceptable from 
the Minister of Finance—completely unacceptable. It 
is unacceptable for it to go out without a tender, and it 
is unacceptable for incomplete information to be given 
in this House. 
 And, Mr. Speaker, I would seek your ruling, 
and I would seek your advice. Because we, at the 
very minimum, should get proper, complete, correct 
and factual information and answers to Parliamentary 
Questions here in this Parliament, Mr. Speaker. That 
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should be the duty of the front bench Ministers be-
cause they are to be held to account in this Parlia-
ment. 
 

HEEDING COMMENTS BY MP LEAH K. SCOTT  
(made during Second Reading debate on Bermuda 
Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015) 

 
Mr. E. David Burt: Now, Mr. Speaker, please allow 
me to move on. Because earlier today, we heard a 
powerful and very emotional speech from the Member 
from constituency 30, the former Minister without port-
folio, the Junior Minister of Education. And her contri-
bution on the Immigration and Protection Act was 
more than I could have added. And I have to say that, 
Mr. Speaker, it is great to see someone from the 
backbench of the Government actually get up and 
speak from the heart. And I sympathise for the Hon-
ourable Member, because I understand— 
 
The Speaker: Junior Minister. 
 
Mr. E. David Burt: The Junior Minister, because I 
understand the great, the incredible strain and pres-
sure that she was under. But the fact is, Mr. Speaker, 
that, and I said it many times, that some, the times 
that I feel least hopeful about the future of our country 
is when I am here on a Friday in Parliament. Because 
it often seems, Mr. Speaker, that we do not listen to 
the debates. And we are stuck in our positions, even 
when privately we know that there are Members of the 
Government who do not agree with Government legis-
lation. And I understand the way that it works. I under-
stand how the Whip is handled, Mr. Speaker. But I just 
want to say that it was gratifying to see that today, 
because the fact of the matter is that in a Westminster 
democracy, it is up to the Opposition and the back-
bench of the Government to hold the Government to 
account. It is important. It is to control the excesses of 
the executives. 
 And I hope that Members of the backbench of 
the Government will not be afraid to make sure that, 
whether it is in their caucus room or whether it is here, 
to make their points felt. Because their votes should 
not be taken for granted. 
 Mr. Speaker, I was never in this Parliament 
before in the House of Assembly. But I was in another 
place. And I was also chairman of the political party. 
And I have seen many times that government legisla-
tion had come, and the Members of the backbench 
had said, No, no, no. You all have to start again. That 
is what is called . . . The Honourable Member from 
constituency 30 said in her speech, Listen to the peo-
ple. Very important, Mr. Speaker. Listen to the people. 
Because there is distress on the streets. There is an-
ger on the streets. People are not feeling comfortable, 
and we have people who are Bermudian who are 
leaving this country in droves because they do not see 
a future, Mr. Speaker. 

 Listen to the people. And I would hope that 
the Backbenchers on that side and the front benchers 
on that side would listen to your backbench colleague, 
who had a lot of courage today. Do not discipline her. 
Let it prick your conscience and understand—
understand that you do not have unlimited power. You 
should have a check on your power, and you should 
understand that we represent the people of this coun-
try. And it is very clear, Mr. Speaker, that we want the 
Government to not just listen to the people at the 
yacht club, to not just listen to the people at the 
Chamber of Commerce—to listen to the Bermudians 
from Cedar Park, Wellington Back Road, Cedar Hill, 
Ducks Puddle and Top Square. This is important. It is 
not just the people who they rely on for their unwaver-
ing support whom they need to listen to, Mr. Speaker, 
because they are not the only people in this country 
who need representation. And they are not the only 
people in this country who need people fighting for 
them. 
 There is another thing that the Honourable 
Member which I think the front bench should listen to 
very carefully. It was, We cannot keep blaming the 
PLP. I hope that they would take that advice to heart, 
Mr. Speaker, because the fact is that, yes, we have to 
do it together. We have seen two consecutive weeks 
where we have managed to collaborate and improve 
legislation to make things better. So we can have it 
happen. 
 Mr. Speaker, all of this stuff that is going on 
right now, between censure motions and this and all 
the rest, it started because the Government did not 
want to have a joint approach to immigration reform. 
That was the entire genesis of it, Mr. Speaker. And if 
they would have just accepted a joint select commit-
tee, which the Honourable Member from constitu-
ency 30 said that she was in support of, none of this 
would have happened, Mr. Speaker. We would have 
had a joint select committee to go forward. 
 So, all these distractions which have re-
sulted—my expulsion from the House, all the rest, Mr. 
Speaker—came from that one instance of One Ber-
muda Alliance Government obstinacy. That is where it 
came from, Mr. Speaker. So, I hope they would listen 
to the Member who said, Cannot keep blaming the 
PLP. And one other thing that she said, Mr. Speaker, 
which is very clear, is, Stop with the distractions. We 
have people’s business, Mr. Speaker. And that is im-
portant. And what I will tell the Members of the front 
bench and what I will certainly tell the Members of the 
One Bermuda Alliance is that going after the Opposi-
tion Leader, Mr. Speaker, will not create jobs. Going 
after the Opposition Leader is not going to feed the 
hungry. It will not educate our kids. It will not educate 
our kids. And it will not balance the budget. Yet still 
today— 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
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Mr. E. David Burt: I will wait for the Honourable Min-
ister to . . . because I am trying to be clear here, Mr. 
Speaker, because I think it is important. 

Because still today, after that powerful speech 
from the Honourable Member from the backbench of 
the Government, we see the OBA’s, the One Ber-
muda Alliance’s paid henchman, Magnus Henagulph, 
peddling falsehoods about the Opposition Leader on 
Facebook. And we even understand, Mr. Speaker, 
that the same paid henchman from the One Bermuda 
Alliance, who is their paid communications person— 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of 
order. 

The Speaker: Yes. Carry on, Minister. 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Imputing improper motives] 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member 
is not only misleading the House, he is imputing im-
proper motives. The gentleman in question is an em-
ployee. He is not a “henchman.” 

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, we know who tweets 
for the One Bermuda Alliance. We know who writes 
their Facebook page. And if you would read those, 
and it would say it is a hatchet job and a henchman. 
Because that is his job! And that is okay. But the fact 
of the matter . . . And as the Honourable Member 
said, that is being kind to him. 

But the fact is that even after the speech from 
the Honourable Member from constituency 30, talking 
about stopping the distraction and focusing on the key 
issues, he is on Facebook right now peddling false-
hoods about the Opposition Leader. And we even un-
derstand that the same paid employee of the govern-
ing One Bermuda Alliance is contacting and tweeting 
international media organisations, saying, Why don’t 
you write about the Opposition Leader? Look at this 
story. Look at this story. Yes! Your people! That is 
what your . . . 

[Inaudible interjection] 

Mr. E. David Burt: Well, I am telling you, because you 
might want to listen, because there are very strange 
looks coming from the front bench on the other side, 
Mr. Speaker. I am telling them what their paid em-
ployees are doing with their money under their name. 

So the question is whether or not the One 
Bermuda Alliance is serious about attempting to tone 
it down, attempting to stop the distractions, listening to 
their backbench and getting on and focusing. Because 

the speech I heard today says there are some people 
in the One Bermuda Alliance who do not mind col-
laboration. There are some people in the One Ber-
muda Alliance who do not mind working together. And 
it is hopeful that that attitude will permeate more 
Members of the backbench so we can make more 
progress for the people of this country and stop, Mr. 
Speaker, with the petty distractions. Thank you. 

[Desk thumping] 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
The Chair now will recognise the Honourable 

Minister of Finance. Minister Richards. 

OBA ADMINISTRATION 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
There is one thing I agree with that the Hon-

ourable Member who just took his seat [said]. And that 
is that we should listen to the people. What the people 
tell us is that they want jobs. What the people tell us is 
that they want to see economic recovery. What the 
people tell us is they want to see a better Bermuda. 
That is what they want. That is what they have told us. 

They do not want rhetoric or hyperbole or the 
kind of distractions that we have seen from the oppo-
site side. They want concrete progress. They want to 
see international business grow again. They want to 
see the recovery of tourism. They want to see more 
people getting off those planes and staying in our ho-
tels. That is what they want to see. That is what they 
have told us. We are listening to the people, and that 
is what they have told us. 

And also, Mr. Speaker, they have told us and 
told me that we need to stay the course insofar as our 
projects are to resuscitate this economy. Included in 
that is the redevelopment of the airport. I get stopped 
on the street all the time. 

[Inaudible interjections] 

The Speaker: Honourable Members, I think you are 
going a bit too far. 

[Inaudible interjection] 

The Speaker: Honourable Members, no, but I cannot 
hear the Honourable Member. This is not the place for 
that. 

[Pause] 

The Speaker: Carry on. 

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: This is the kind of distrac-
tions I am talking about, Mr. Speaker. 

I have been stopped on the street by many 
people I do not know of all walks of life, who keep en-
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couraging me to stay the course that we are on. They 
know that what we are doing is going to be good for 
Bermuda. The reasons why we have chosen this path, 
the rationale, is understood once they can hear it 
through the noise that is being put up there by Mem-
bers of the Opposition. Through the noise, through 
that cacophony of mindless objection, many people 
can still hear the signal, the facts. And that signal and 
fact is that we are doing this for the good of Bermuda. 
And we are doing away with some of the traditional 
ways of doing it because of the crisis that we are in. 
 I have taken a great deal of abuse on this pro-
ject, Mr. Speaker. But, you know, that comes with the 
territory. It comes with the territory. But I will not toler-
ate remarks from anybody who says that I have mis-
led, deceived or lied to this House or to anybody. I do 
not do that. I get in trouble by being blunt, Mr. 
Speaker, generally, not because I am sort of waffling 
and talking a set of nonsense or deceiving people. I 
do not do that. So, I take great offence when people 
do that to me. Right? But I understand that goes with 
the territory. 
 But the cacophony of noise and manufactured 
resistance from, what I have termed, the combined 
Opposition—it is not my term. It is a borrowed  term, 
but I am using it again for this purpose. And it is so 
appropriate. It is an indication that there are forces out 
there that do not want us to succeed, Mr. Speaker. 
They do not want the people who are asking for more 
jobs, they do not want their prayers answered. They 
do not want that! They just want political opportunity. 
They just want Gotcha! That is what they want. 
 We are out here with a programme, with an 
agenda to turn this country around. We are not doing 
it the ordinary way. I have said here before, Mr. 
Speaker, you will remember, we are in extraordinary 
times. We have to take extraordinary measures. I am 
not going to apologise for making a decision to retain 
investment advisors, project investment advisors who 
I know are the best in the world. Just because other 
Members do not have 43 years’ experience in finance 
and investment, that is their problem. The fact is that 
my colleagues put me here, the Premier put me here 
in this job because I have 43 years’ experience! That 
is why they put me here. 
 
[Inaudible interjections] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, I am using it. And the 
people of Bermuda will expect me to! They will expect 
me to use it. If I have it, I should use it for the better-
ment of this Island. And I will not apologise for that! 
But I will warn anybody to try to put what I do in the 
light of anything that is not correct, I have heard the 
words, fortunately not in this Chamber, but outside 
this Chamber, I have heard the words “corruption” and 
“collusion” and all that sort of stuff used against me, 
Mr. Speaker. There will be consequences for that; I 
guarantee you. 

 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Because I have been 
working for a long time to protect my reputation. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Just for clarity— 
 
The Speaker: Honourable Member. 
 

POINT OF ORDER 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Because the simplest things 
up here have ramifications.  
 
The Speaker: Yes, yes. 
 
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Could the kind Minister please 
clarify what he meant by “consequences” for the Op-
position laying claims of systemic corruption and col-
lusion? What are the consequences? What are the 
consequences? 
 
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
Thank you, Honourable Member. 
 Yes, carry on. Carry on, Honourable Minister. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not answer to that 
Honourable Member. 
 
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Just speak to the Chair. Speak to the 
Chair. 
 
[Laughter] 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not answer to that 
Honourable Member. 
  
[Inaudible interjection] 
 
The Speaker: Just speak to the Chair. 
 
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 So, this is the situation. The other side of the 
aisle just live for politics. On this side, we are living for 
the betterment of Bermuda. Everything we are doing 
points to that direction. We will not be distracted from 
our course! We will not be deterred. If they want to 
present a headwind to us to make progress, we will 
push through that headwind! Because Bermudians 
are begging us to turn this country around—begging 
us. And we are going to fulfil that mandate. So, I just 
want to make this clear. 
 Now, insofar as what some of the things that 
the Honourable Member who spoke before me, I will 
undertake to amend that list that he has to include the 
CIBC. If it is not in there, well, that is an omission. Be-
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cause I know that we did everything by the book. I 
said it many times. We have done everything here 
above board and by the book. It has to be. We know 
that we are doing things differently. But we know also 
that Financial Instructions allow Government to do 
things in several ways. There are exceptions. Gov-
ernments all around the world have exceptions, and 
they sole source help. 

You know, quite frankly, insofar as the finan-
cial advisors are concerned, the same kind of rules 
apply to a financial advisor as would a lawyer. This is 
the position of trust. If I have somebody going out 
there negotiating for a million dollar project for Ber-
muda, Mr. Speaker, I have to know—I have to know 
that person. When you are an experienced business-
person, that is what you do! You do business with 
people you know are upright, honest and expert and 
act in your interest. 

You know, you can have all this fancy kind of 
stuff that, Hey, you know, we can pick that one, that 
one or that one. But, Mr. Speaker, it is just like hiring a 
lawyer. And a lot of the former Government hired a 
particular law firm for all kinds of work and did it on a 
sole source basis. Why? Because they trusted that 
firm. That is why. They knew that firm. They knew the 
people in that firm, and they trusted them. Well, it is 
the same thing here, the same thing here. I trust these 
people. I know them. I have known the chief person 
there for 25 years. I know these folks, so I trust them. 
And that is why they were chosen. It is as simple as 
that. Okay? Simple as that. 

Like I said, Mr. Speaker, we have been hired 
by the people of Bermuda to execute. We have not 
been hired in here to necessarily be politically correct. 
We are going to be judged by our results! We know 
that. We are going to be judged by our results. And 
we are focused on getting those results. It is not going 
to be easy. We are swimming upstream and against 
the wind. 

But we are making progress, anyway. I 
pointed out this morning that even the stats are start-
ing to show a turn in the Bermuda economy with retail 
sales—seven consecutive months of year-over-year 
increases in retail sales. We have not seen that since 
2007, have not seen that since 2007. So, you know, 
we are making progress here. It is not spectacular. It 
is not spectacular, but we are making progress. 

And, Mr. Speaker, as the weeks unfold, we 
will be having announcements of completions of sign-
ings and all kinds of things in the future, because we 
have been working very hard to get there, and we are 
virtually there in some of these things, where Ber-
mudians will know that jobs are being created for 
them. 

So, we can have a lot of cacophony of noise, 
but our message, Mr. Speaker, is that we are continu-
ing on our course to create jobs for our people. That is 
our mandate. And whether the Opposition like it or 
not, we are going to do it. Thank you. 

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. 
Thank you, Minister. 

[Desk thumping] 

The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the 
Leader of the Opposition, from constituency 26, War-
wick South Central. The Honourable Member Marc 
Bean, you have the floor. 

OBA ADMINISTRATION 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In 
closing, I would just like to have a few remarks. 

Mr. Speaker, in terms of the Honourable Dep-
uty Premier, he mentioned how he knew or he knows 
someone for 25 years at a particular law firm and that 
is why they hired him. Oh, it was the CIBC? I stand to 
be corrected. Now, in pre-2012, that was called 
“friends and family.” Okay? Even a GlobalHue con-
tract was termed as friends and family even when 
they did not even know it. But you could know some-
one for 25 years and engage them, and that is okay. 
Two rules. Two Bermudas. 

Mr. Speaker, this has been a good day be-
cause we feel that we have been effective once again 
as the loyal Opposition. We were able to present an 
amendment on the Statistics Bill, which the Govern-
ment, for the second week in a row, saw the wisdom 
in our actions and brought an amendment according 
to our desires and wishes. That has been a good day. 

Then we see a Backbencher for the first or 
second time, second time in the OBA Government’s 
history, had the courage, in spite of the fear, the op-
pressive fear of recrimination and the dirty looks that 
[she was] receiving, that Member was receiving from 
over in the corner, where the Minister Atherden and 
Simons . . . I am not saying it is you, but that is where 
a certain person was sitting, giving dirty looks to [her]. 
We saw it. But the MP from [constituency] 30 showed 
courage. 

Now, I wonder what is going to happen next 
week when we have to do a Bill on mammography. I 
wonder if we will see that same courage from every 
single female MP from that side of the House. I dare-
say even the Minister—let us see if we will see that 
courage to stand up and defend something that 
speaks to your own self-interest as a woman. Or will 
you bend and appease and follow that status quo? 
Time will tell, but courage requires strength. And 
courage is also honourable. Courage ensures that 
your name goes down in history as a good one. You 
are not an appeaser, Mr. Speaker. 

So, I would hope that the MP from [constitu-
ency] 30 does not face the recrimination from various 
angles, because we know where it comes from. We 
have seen it before.  
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[Inaudible interjection] 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: For her telling her Govern-
ment, Enough is enough. That is the only person I 
have heard in the OBA actually stand on their feet and 
speak on behalf of the people she represents! Be-
cause I know that is what they tell her. They tell her 
that. And so now she has come to express it. And she 
said it for all to see, not in caucus, but in Parliament, a 
message to their leader, the Premier, Enough is 
enough. Your little schemes will come to nought. Trust 
me. It is a double-edged sword. And I am glad to hear 
one courageous Backbencher in the One Bermuda 
Alliance, at least, put [her] Government on notice that 
the people, the judgment that the Honourable Minister 
of Finance was speaking of, that judgment is happen-
ing right now. They just do not realise it. Woe be unto 
them. But the people are judging you right now as we 
speak. 

And lastly, Mr. Speaker, I find it interesting as 
the Opposition Leader to sit back and hear this term 
“combined Opposition.” And so if the editor of the 
Royal Gazette, Mr. Hodgson, Mr. Larry Burchall and 
Mr. John Barritt are now part of this combined Opposi-
tion, then, man. Man, that makes me excited. Maybe I 
have two or three potential candidates. 

An Hon. Member: Yes, sir! 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Sure! Lord knows I certainly 
would welcome Mr. John Barritt into the PLP’s fold. 
We need someone who would reinforce our position 
as leaders that we have no nonsense for corruption, 
that we are in full agreement [on] transparency and 
accountability and good governance. John Barritt, yes, 
if you are listening, there is a space at the table in the 
PLP for you, sir, since you have already been labelled 
as part of the combined Opposition. 

[Inaudible interjection] 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, just because he op-
posed the airport project, so now he is part of the 
group with us. And what the Senator said, the anti-
people’s campaign, and then had to get up and 
apologise to the public. Oye. Same in nature, just dif-
ferent in degree on that side, in’it? 

Last week, we heard the Minister of Commu-
nity fight vociferously against giving food donations, 
right to the end, until her Premier stood up and did a 
180-degree turn. 

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Minister. 

POINT OF ORDER 
[Misleading] 

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The Honourable 
Member is misleading the House. I never spoke 
against giving food donations. What I said last week 
. . . And I do not have to recount the debate, but I did 
not speak against giving food donations. 

The Speaker: That is correct. 
Carry on, Member. 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, Mr. Speaker, she did not 
speak in favour of it. 

The Speaker: Carry on Member. 

[Laughter] 

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I tell you that much. No, no, 
she did not. She did not. So she cannot point-of-order 
me on that. 

So I would just say this. To close out our con-
tribution, all right, because I listened to the Honour-
able Minister of Finance speak and say that he takes 
offence for people accusing him of misleading the 
House when the record shows that he has misled the 
House on numerous occasions, like everyone else on 
that side, Mr. Speaker. But I would just leave it with 
this. The Psalmist says, Unless the Lord builds the 
house, the very builders would toil in vain. You can 
take that to the bank. 

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable 
Member. 

The Chair will now recognise the Honourable 
Premier. 

CENSURE MOTION—SPEAKER 

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I beg your indulgence just for a few seconds 

here tonight because I am not reflecting on an item 
that is on the Order Paper, but I just want to draw my 
concern that Order No. 23, the Motion laid by the 
Honourable Member, Mr. Scott, who is not in the 
Chambers at this time, for two weeks now, has not 
been taken up. 

Mr. Speaker, my colleagues and I feel that a 
motion of this serious nature should have been taken 
up at the first opportunity. And now we will adjourn 
tonight, and next week will be the third opportunity for 
the motion to be taken up. I think it is unacceptable, 
inappropriate that this motion is allowed to stay on the 
Order Paper. It needs to be dealt with at the earliest 
possible opportunity, Mr. Speaker. And I just want to 
note that for the record. And there is no explainable 
reason why the Honourable Member has not picked 
up the motion. If they felt so grieved they put it down a 
couple of weeks ago, they could have picked it up as 
soon as appropriate and dealt with it and not carried it 
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over from week to week. It is simply unacceptable at 
this point. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
[Desk thumping] 
 
The Speaker: Thank you. 
 The House is now adjourned to Friday, June 
the 5th. 
 
[Gavel] 
 
 [At 11:11 pm, the House stood adjourned until 
10:00 am, Friday, 5 June 2015.] 
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Outerbridge, Ms. Nandi 

Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1859, 2003–2004, 2068 
P 
Papers and Other Communications to House 

America's Cup Concession (Artemis Racing) Order 2015, 2047 
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 31 March 2014, 1830 
Deloitte Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Business Case, 1977 
Parole Board Annual Report 2014, 1977 
Pension Commission Annual Report 2009, 1977 
Substance abuse among homeless population, survey, 2047 
Sustainable Development in Bermuda: Making the Connection, Annual Report 2013, 1829 
Treatment of Offenders Board Annual Report 2014, 1829 

Parliamentary Questions. See Question Period 
Parole Board Annual Report 2014. See Papers and Other Communications to House 
Partnership Amendment Act 2015. See Bills 
Pension Commission Annual Report 2009. See Papers and Other Communications to House 
Personal Explanation 

Disclosure of private information during Question Time 
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 2006 

Pettingill, Mr. Mark J. 
Censure Motion - Leader of the Opposition, 1880–1883 

PLP Administration. See Adjournment, Motions thereon 
Public School reorganisation, update. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers 
Q 
Question Period 

Bennett Jones (Bermuda), terms of engagement 
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1985, 1986 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 2053 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1984 
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Bermuda Tourism Authority 
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De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1838 

Washington Mall Office 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1838 

Whitfield Group loan terms 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1839 

Blackwatch Pass, stone removal 
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1843, 1848 
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1847 
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1842, 1847, 1849, 1853 
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1848, 1852 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1849, 1850, 1853 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1847, 1852, 1853 
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1846 
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1848, 1849 

Bond Issue (2013), dollar amount paid in fees/commissions 
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1841 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1840, 1841 
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Burt, Mr. E. David, 1994 
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Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1995 
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1994 
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1994 
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Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 2056, 2057, 2060 
Brown, Mr. Walton, 2058 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 2054, 2056, 2058, 2059 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 2059 
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 2058 

Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 2014 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1851 

Deloitte Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Business Case 
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1996, 1997, 1998 
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1997 
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1999 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1999 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1995, 1996 
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 2000 

Gaming Initiative, update 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1850 

Hurricane Awareness Week 
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 2061 
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 2061, 2062 

Mammogram screening covered 
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 2066 
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 2064 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 2066 
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 2065, 2067 
Foggo, Ms. Lovitta F., 2064, 2065 
Wilson, Ms. Kim N., 2062, 2063, 2067 

Somers Construction Ltd., contracts awarded to 
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1988 
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1988, 2054 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1988 

Statutory Interest Rate Regime, modifications 
Burt, Hon. E. David, 1839, 1840 
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Question Period (continued) 
Work Permit compliance checks, Dept. of Immigration policy 

Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1991, 1992 
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1993 
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1989, 1990, 1991 
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1993 
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1992 
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1990, 1992 
Wilson, Ms. Kim N., 1992 

R 
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob) 

Adjournment, Motions thereon 
OBA Administration, 2175–2177 

Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2112–2114 
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 2014, 1835–1837 
Deloitte Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Business Case, 1977, 1979 
L. F. Wade International Airport-Rejection of sole sourcing at, 1921–1932 
OBA Administration, 2175–2177 
Pension Commission Annual Report 2009, 1977 

Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr. 
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2094–2098, 2130–2133 
Censure Motion - Leader of the Opposition, 1887–1889 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1856 

Roban, Mr. Walter H. 
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2103–2105 
CCTV expansion project update, 1994 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1856, 2001 
Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015, 2015–2017 
Hurricane Awareness Week, 2061, 2062 
L. F. Wade International Airport-Rejection of sole sourcing at, 1967–1971 
Question Period 

CCTV expansion project update, 1994 
Hurricane Awareness Week, 2061, 2062 

Statistics Amendment Act 2015, 2076–2078 
Roberts-Holshouser, Mrs. Suzann 

Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1856–1857, 2000, 2071 
Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015, 2019–2020 

S 
Scott, Hon. Michael J. 

Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1862–1863 
Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015, 2024–2026 

Scott, Hon. R. Wayne 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1853–1854, 2002 
Public School reorganisation, update, 2050–2051 

Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence 
Adjournment, Motions thereon 

Buses, roaches on, 2170–2171 
Buses, roaches on, 2170–2171 
Deloitte Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Business Case, 2000 
L. F. Wade International Airport-Rejection of sole sourcing at, 1954–1957 
Question Period 

Deloitte Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Business Case, 2000 
Scott, Ms. Leah K. 

Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2128–2130 
Simmons, Mr. Jamahl S. 

Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2106–2107 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1862 
Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015, 2020–2021 
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Simons, Mr. N. H. Cole 
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2120–2123 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1863, 2004–2005, 2071 

Smith, Mr. Glen 
Adjournment, Motions thereon 

Work Permit policy and employment practices, 2171 
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act 2015, 2114–2115 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1859 
Work Permit policy and employment practices, 2171 

Somers Construction Ltd., contracts awarded. See Question Period 
Sousa, Mr. Jeff 

Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1855, 2000–2001 
Speaker's Rulings. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding 
Standard Health Benefit 

Mammogram Screening covered (See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers) 
Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers 

America's Cup Concession (Artemis Racing) Order 2015, 2050 
Blackwatch Pass, stone removal, 1835 (See also Question Period) 
CCTV expansion project update, 1977–1978 (See also Question Period) 
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 2014, 1835–1837 (See also Question Period) 
Deloitte Appraisal of Bermuda Airport Development Business Case, 1979 (See also Motions; Question 

Period) 
Dogs, restricted/prohibited, 1982–1983 
Gaming Initiative, update, 1832–1833 (See also Question Period) 
Governor's Hurricane Conference, Florida 2015, 1831–1832 
Heritage Month and Bermuda Day 2015, 1834–1835 
Hurricane Awareness Week 2015, 2048 (See also Question Period) 
K. Margaret Carter Centre, 1981–1982 
Mammogram Screening covered, 2051–2053 (See also Question Period) 
Norwegian Dawn cruise ship grounding, 1978–1979 
Public School reorganisation, update, 2050–2051 
Standard Health Benefit, 1979–1981 

Mammogram Screening covered, 2051–2053 (See also Question Period) 
Statistics Amendment Act 2015, 1830 
Substance abuse among homeless population, survey, 2049–2050 
Sustainable Development in Bermuda, Annual Report 2013, 1830–1831 

Statistics Amendment Act 2015. See Bills; See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers 
Statutory Interest Rate Regime, modifications. See Question Period 
Stone removal 

Blackwatch Pass, stone removal from (See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers) 
Substance abuse among homeless population, survey. See Papers and Other Communications to House; 

Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers 
Sustainable Development Annual Report. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers 
T 
Treatment of Offenders Board Annual Report 2014. See Papers and Other Communications to House 
U 
Unparliamentary words 

"manipulated," 1925 
"nefarious," 1919 

USA-Bermuda Tax Convention Amendment Act 2015, See Bills 
V 
Vending Act 2015, See Bills 
W 
Weeks, Mr. Michael A. 

Blackwatch Pass, stone removal, 1848, 1849 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1861, 2069 
Question Period 

Blackwatch Pass, stone removal, 1848, 1849 
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Wilson, Ms. Kim N. 
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1858–1859, 2005 
Good Samaritan (Food Donation) Act 2015, 2008–2011, 2039–2041 
L. F. Wade International Airport-Rejection of sole sourcing at, 1960–1961 
Mammogram screening covered, 2062, 2063, 2067 
Question Period 

Mammogram screening covered, 2062, 2063, 2067 
Work Permit compliance checks, Dept. of Immigration policy, 1992 

Work Permit compliance checks, Dept. of Immigration policy, 1992 
Work Permits 

compliance checks, Dept. of Immigration policy (See Question Period) 
policy and employment practices (See Adjournment, Motions thereon) 
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